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RESUME

L'analyse comparée des échanges matrimoniaux dans les deux strates
end.ogames de la société kanembu que nous abordons en fonction des appartenances claniques,

d~s

liens de consanguinité et des origines géogra-

phique des époux a pour objet d.e contribuer à 1me meilleure compréhension
des sociétés présentant des caractéristiques segmentaires mais dans lesquelles le mariage interne et externe au groupe de filiation unilinéaire
n'est réglé ni par une norme end.ogamique rli par une prescription exoga.mique.
Nous étudierons comment parmi les Kanembu qui peuplent les rives nord-est
du Iac Tchad, l'end.agamie et l'exogamie claniques, consanguines et locales
constituent des mécanismes interdépendants contribuant à la perpétuation
des relations de dépendance qui fondent la stratification socio-pol1tique
intra.- et interclanique.

Dans cette société foncièrement inégalitaire,

l'étude systématique quantifiée de la d.ynamique matrimoniale est une précond.ition

d~

l'analyse des interrelations articulant les systèmes de parenté,

lignager et politique.

Les approches synchronique et diachroniqua préconi-

sées ici, dépendantes l'une et l'autre d'un recours parallèle aux traditions orales claniques et aux sources historiques écrites, constituent deux
aspects nécessairement complémentaires de l'étud.e d.e la transformation de
l'organisation sociale.

l

ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis is to present the results of a comparative
study of marriage pstterns snd linesge organisation among the two major
social strata of the Kanembu people of Southeast Kanem in the Republic
of Chad.
The lack of general ethnography on the peoples of Kanem required
devoting Section 1 of this diesertation to the basic description of the'
social and political organisation of the Kanembu.

Section II addresses

the key problem of social inequality from s social organisstional
perspective.

By combining the synchronic and diachronic study of

endo~

exogsmous practices and msrriage patterns in genersl. 1 hsve attampted ta
develop a theoretical and methodological approach relevant ta otherhierarchised

~uslim

eocietiee of sub-Saharan and northern Africa.

The Duu and the Kanembu strata are separsted by important social
and economic barri ers among which the most important sre the strict
prohibition of marriage between the two groupe and the monopoly of cattle
ownsrship. traditionally reserved to the Ksnembu agroPastaralists.

The

Duu.stratum is composed of artisans. huntere and an incraasing proportion
of dependent agriculturalists.

In this society. endogamy and exogamy

do not amerge primarily as functions of the kinship syetem but are strongly
linked emong both strata to the mechanisme of economic and political
domination and tha interlineage alliance system.
AlI marriagss contractsd by membars of the Duu Rea clan are analysed
in ralation to locality, consanguinity and descent group affiliations.
Comparative data were collected in five Kanembu villegas.

Interclan

marriage is studied diachronically. with rafersncs to parsllel hietorical
davelopmants.

It is argued that the synchronic and diachronic approaches

are necessarily interdependent aspscts of the processual study of social
eystems.
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PHONETIC NOTE
The Kanembukanembu language belongs to the Kanuri group as defined
It is a tonal language

by Lukas (1936).

~

ised by a wide range of vocalic variations.

Lukas 1931 : 11) character Three major dialects may be

distinguishsd in central and southeastern Kanem, namely those of Mao,
~

N'guri and l'Iondo

Lukas 1937 : x).

The speech of the Kanembu and Kuri

living on the shores and Islands of Lake Chad between Isserom and Ku1udia
is, furthermore, known as the dialect of Karga, after the name of the
southeastern archipelago

~

Lukas 1937 : x).

No systematic grammar of Kanembu has yet been published, with the
exception of Lukas' 1931 etudy comparing the tangue of the Kaidi Kanembu
with Kanuri, and Hutchison and Kourtou's (1970) elementary training course
published by the U.S. Peace Corps.

The absence of adequate source

materials, the richness of dialectal

variations and my lack of training

in phonetics aIl forced me to use a most simplified method of transcription.
The conventions adopted do not include tone signs and overlook certain
vowel values.

The Kanembu are frequently prone to contract words

(~

assimilation of consonants) and in a variety of ways {E.f: Lukas 1931 : 14-22).
The spsllings used in this study tend to reflect the most common usage in
my area of study.
The following conventions are used
Ply conventions

~.

a

a :

e

e (= é), E

J

a

a

0,

i

Jo. ,

0

e

la

(E': Lukas 1937

u

u :

J

r

j

d5

1)

5
ni

!)

ny

JI

sh

J

ch

"tf

AlI other sounds may be read as in English.
In transcribing Kanuri terms, 1 have used the spellings and
conventions defined by Lukas (1937).
The Arabic language is used by the Arab nomadic pastorel populationa.
of North Kanem (Tukur dialect), the semi-sedsntary Arabs of Lake Chad's
southern shore and Dagane ("Shuwa n dielecte) and the Tunjur of
Conte and Hagenbucher-Sacripanti 1977).
as a vernacular tongue by non-Arab Kanemi.

Arabic is alao
The

~de

~ndo ~

~idely

employed

renge of dialectal

variations, especially in vowel usage end lsngth, rendered any attempt
'i

at systematic transcription problematic.

Consequently, vowel values are

somewhat arbitrary and lengths are not ·indicated.

Nonetheless, the works

of Carbou (1913), Faure (1969), Lethem (1920), Roth-Laly (1969 - 1972),
WOrbe (1952) and others were widely consulted for purposes of transcription.
The transliteration of literary Arabic terms follows generally
accepted norms

<Ef Cowan

1958).
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SECTION 1
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL
AND PoLITlCAL ORGANISATION
OF" Tl-IE KANEPlBU

20
CHAPTER ONE
1.

INTRODUCTION

Re.e8l'ch condition. and the choice of a field
Illy reaearch

8IIIOn~

the Kanllllllbu people living 810ng the north-eastern

.hore. of Lake Chad Illas undertakan at ths peak of the 1972 - 1973 drought
lIIhich struck the antire Sahel.

This tragic dry eeaeon Illas the cul.in-

ating point of a drought cycle lIIhich began es early as 1967 (see G81lais

1977).
en~ic

In North Chad, thie long

cl~atic

disaster Illas coapounded by an

state of lIIar, raprsssion and rebellion (s!e Buijtanhuijs 1978).

Kanllllll is a relatively lIIell-watered and fsrtile land in relation to
other Sahelian ragions at co.parebl! latitudes.

Thus, the 1973 drought

peel< did not antail larg_sc81e 1088 of human lite.
contribute to a high incidence of chlld IIOrt81ity.

It did, hOlllevel',

Hunger, thirst and

related illnesses 8180 taok their toll of ths eldarly and the lIIeel<.

In

addition, the drought has had a d81ayed nagative action on human fertility
fl'Oll 1974 ta ths present (1981).
In 1973, ths IIOst visibls conssquences of the drought lIIere the
d8cimation of herds, flocks and lIIildlife, the loss of crops and trees
and the desiéeation of IIIs11s and lel<ss.

1974 fortunatsly brought

eufficiant reins for lIan and eurviving fauna ta struggls on, hOlllever
prscariously.

Rsourrent balow-everage reinf81l sincs 1975 hast

nonethaless, rsndsred the recon.truction of hsrds, the full replanishing
of the waterteble and the reviv81 of the flora IIOst leborious.

Certain

ani.al and vageteble speeise hsvs been irrsversibly puehed lIOuthlllard.
The envirol1lllental dlllllage lIIhich occurred in South Kan_

11188

considerably !IOre ,erious in North KanBII and IIOre northerly ragions of
Chad.

This state of affair, provoked the southlllard migration talllard

KanBII and point, south of nuIIerous Daza, Teda, Arebs and Fulani frolll
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their more northern Sahelian and Saheran habitet. (e88 P1ap 3 ).

Theee

IIIOV8IDents increased the anviro,.ental and, indirectly, the political
preesures lIIhich the drought had already brought ta bear an the Kan..tlu
and ather peaplee af the eouthern Sahel and the Chadian S8vanna.
The chein af evants ta lIIhich 1 refer herll .ffected • country lacking
the ,al8llantary netural ar financial reeaurces ta succeestully collbat
drought and recuperate froJl ite IllUSt flagrant eequele an its awn.

Evan

in "nomal" t1lllee, Chad etande aut BIlDng thll wrld' s rifteen lllUet
daetitute countries and 88811e conde.ned ta retain thi. dubiaue dietinctian
far .lIe tille ta COlle.

rallawing yeare af drought and Uftinterruptlld

civil _r, it 1e indnd daubtful lIIhethft Chad .till ."fectively exiete
ae a viable natian ar etate.
Ta conduct anthropolagical resaarah in a crieie aituatian rieke
being irrespectful and insulting.

On the ather hand, it 1a neithar

reepana1ble nor ultlllatllly helpful for the resaarcher ta adapt a poeture
of III1thdrallla1 whiah wuld BIlDunt ta att8llPting ta kup claan hande thanks
ta cloeed &yu.

5hirking re.earah in difficultcontllxt. can only

contribute ta perp.tuating ignorancll an th. state af saci.tia., such as
many

of tho.e which ane ..ay encounter in the Sahal, which ere auaceptible

ta undarga alll11ar criaea in the none taa diatant futur••
Nanethale.s, one IIsy experiance an unwhol.some feeling of deception
in accepting infomatian and aeeistance froll people who aftan hoPIl that
8OID8thing concrete 11I111 be done in their ,feWDur if, throughthe reaaarchar' s
channel, their probl... ca.e to bll poeed in the "right circlee".

Yet,

the anthropologiet'e firet obligation ie thet af cirCUllepactian in eny
contacte ona lIav ar mu.t have III1th pereone ar inetitutiane lIIha ",iald
BOIIII

po_r af decia1an over the dutiniee af one' e Met group.

In

regard ta th.a Chadien eituetion, ona 1IIIIed1ately recalle th. reprlleentetivee
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of the stata and ths armed forces lIIhether African or European •••

Ths

obligation of reserva may make it necessary to hold back information
which could otherwise be of some direct use.

Should one retain, for

exemple, data on population and cattle movements which could be of value
to doctora and veterineriee for fsar ofthe1r being put to use by IIll1l1ber.
of more œartial professions?

Such aituations ars commonplace.

Among the hoat people, one is also bound by csrtain requisites of
deference ta exieting hisrarchies and power structuree.

In the course

of inquiries, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain e position
v1ellled by all as socially neutral.

Access to certain spheres lIay exclude

relations with rival interest groups and acquaintance lIIith their specific
fOrlls of knowledge and strategies.

As tille passes, the reeearcher

creates hie own past, hOlllever brief, in relation ta tha society he is
studying.

This procees of accommodation, solletimes characterised by

strong feelings of rejection towards indigenoue custams, in the long run
modifies the content and spirit of the observer's perceptione.

Finally,

th1e process lDay rsnder tha anthropologist' s transition back into his own
society BOre difficult than wae the initial spprosch ta the culturs
studied.
The d&bate on the edent ta which an anthropolog1et can hope ta
collprehend sn alien culture ae an in-resident observer has not bsen closed
by ths wide acceptance of valuable
conduct of fieldwork.

~alinowekian

precspte concerning the

Largely in vielll of the circumstancee desoribed

&bovs, my own fieldlllork in Chad hardly corresponds to thie ideal.

~

residence in Chad extanded froID the end of November 1972 to the end of
October 1974.

This stsy was interrupted for health rsaeone by s four

month stay in France during the spring end early IIUJIIIsr of 1974.

Of

the tillenty IDOnths spent in Africa, approximately six lIIsre loet for ths
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purposes of fieldlllork due to edlll1n1etretive and sec:urity 1IIIped1lllenta.
l'Iy preeence in the field lIIe8 divided into short etays of tlolO to eb
lIIeMs, totalling only eight monthe.

The duration of trips Illas materially

restricted by the smount of food and petrol transportable to bush areas
lacking autonomous sources of aupply.
periode of

Field trips lIIere separated by

COllIparable duration spant in the Chadian cepital

and principally devoted to preliœinary data proceesing.
The leck of longer steys in the field and the
divereity of
learning.

linguistic

ragian of study ceused considerable problns in language

III)'

By June 1973, 1 wes able, in

own iRPressionistic fashion,

III)'

ta converee -.ith Arabie-speeking infomants.

Tukur or "Shuwa" Arabic

1& the principal linaue france along the aaetern periphl!lry of Lake Chad.

The group lIIith .mich 1 conducted IIOst intensive field1llork, the Duu Raa
clan, ere, hOlll8var, native speakere of the KanlillftbukanBllbu language,
1IIhich belonge ta the Kanuri group.
months of

III)'

It

lII88

net untll the last three

stay in Ched that 1 cae to have s talerable undarstanding

of that tongue, in lIIhich 1 never achieV8d fluancy.
ware thue conducted, thanks to the help of
Ali Nigaringa,

1!I

III)'

All conversations

assistant and Interpreter,

Kan8lllbul<an8lllbu-speaking Kuri of Ieserom who is aleo

fluent in Franch and Chadien Arabic.

Contacta IIIUh native epeakere of

the Buduma and Kuri languages ,of the Chado-Huitic group, and Dazaga of
the Kanuri group, lIIere eneurad thanks to local infoments lIIhose assietance
lIIae also enlistad for cartain tsaks of transcription and trenalation.
Ali Nlgaringa and 1 mada extensive use of the tapa racordar, a practice
lIIhich, in tha grsat maJority of cases, did net disturb the people lII1th
lIIhOll wa llIere conversing.
wae tranacribed.

During stays in NIDJ8IIana, recorded material

Ali Nigaringa lIIOuld then establhh a litaral

translation.

On this basie, the tw of us wuld then egree on a final

translation.

The responees to closed qI,Iestions and other data
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susceptible to be quentified wss recorded on specially prepared cards
in the field and undsrwent preliminary tabulationa on returning to the
capital in ordar to correct or reoriant subsequent inquirias.
following my appointment to the

O.R.S.T.O.~.

centre at fort-Lamy

(subeequently N'Djaména). it wae decided that 1 would engage in the
study of·eedentary Sahelian populatione along the eaetern periphery of
Lake Chad.

Ethnographic studiee in that Bras were required to complement

parallel investigatione being carried out among the pastoral Arabe of
North Kanem as wall ae geological. hydrological and other natural science
reeearch. all under the suspicee of the

O.R.S.T.D.~.·

In viewof the

state of latent or overt r&bellion then prevalent in the

~uelim

provinces

to the east and north of Kanem. it wae furthermore de8med advisable to
ramain in the Lake dietrict. which had been vigorously "pecified" by
franco-Chadian forces in the late 1960'e.

Since 1969. political opposition

there to the Chadian national suthorities and their french allies had not
taken the form of open hostilities.

This etate of affaire wes maintained

largely by the close collusion between the Kanembu
Kanam. the
central
~y

~or

gove~nmant

m!iof

~ao.

~elim

potentate of

and thesouthern. Chrietian-dominated

of Chad under Sara president Tombalbaye.

fieldwork firet took me to visit the ao-called "Shuwa" Araba of

Laks Chad's BDuthern ahore (sae Conte and Hagenbucher-Sacripanti 1977)
and the Kuri populationa of ths Lake's eastarn archipelago and shore-band.
While pursuing exploratory inquirias around the northaastarn tip of the
Laka in th. N'guri district (sea

~ap

5 ). it immediataly bacame clear

thet no contribution to the ethnogr.phy of the area could neglect the
Kanambu. the numerically and politically dominent people of Kanam who
were 8e yet almost completely unstudied.

The Kanambu people live in an

area on the Sahara'. southernmost fringe to the north and east of Lake
Chad which adjoine the Sahelian eavanna to the south (see

~sp

3 ).
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This situation sl101lls ths Kanembu to practise varied IDDdes of' llvellhood
including 88IlI1-aedentsry pastoralism. saclentary agriculture (aee Appendix
1) and. until recently. mobile hunting and gathering.

Furthermore.

the long hietory of the Kansmbu. ranging back to the II8diaaval empire
of Kanem-Bornu and expresaed in e rich oral tredi tion and COlIIPlex
political organisation. mllkee Kan8lll an ideal locetion to document the
transition bet1ll8en Seharan and sub-Seharan cultures.
It was clear fram the outeet that any study in Csntral K8J1811.

perticularly the Piao district. could be 1IJIpaired or intarrupted 11'
judged undesirable by authoritise cloae to the.!!!!!. of PIao lIlhose
exploitative policies towerds many of' his Dadainietrés D and collusion
..,ith prssidant Tombalbaye were sscrsts to no one.

Ply attantion Illas

thus brought to focus on the NI guri district SOlDe 50 kil. to ths south
of the capital of Kansm. l'lao.

In addition to polltical and adminhtrativs

constraints. my curiosity f'or ths Nlguri arsa lIIaa stimulatsd by Gustav
Nachtigalls (1881) short but intriguing 1871 description contained in
his IAOnUlllflntal Sahara und Suden. one of ths fs", relavant wrks available
to Ille et that tima.

Savsral complamsntery rsesone lad ma to orient

initial inquirias in South Kenem along e strip of territory containad
bstlll8an NI jigdada to tha west and PIondo to tha aast (888 P'Iap 5 ).

This

eraa 1s (a) tha most dansely populetad in Kanam (b) central in relation
to the Kanambu population zone (c) econollica!ly crucial to ths paoplss
of Kanam. bath sedentary and nollladic. as tha ragion' a principal source
of cereale and (d) tnditionally autonomous or. at least, recalcitrant
vis-à-vis the Kan8lllbu power centre. located in and eround l'Iso.
Ply goal on arriva! in the field Illas to undertake a general etudy of'

Kan8lllbu pollUcal and social organisation on the modal of cleesical
social anthropologlcal IIlOnographs.

The typs of' informaUon 1 aought

and the lII8I\ner ln whlch 1 set out to collect it lIIere etrongly influenced
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by (a) tha dearth of ethnographic literature on the paoplee of Kanam,
(b) the diepersed pattsrn of Kanembu habitet, (c) ths short duration of
field trips and, of course, (d) the specific circumstances of the drought
periode

It wae soon evidant that prolonged reeidence in an "average"

Kanembu h8lllet with a population of sorne fifty psrsons, was not l1l<ely
ta furnish accaptable data on clan and political organisation, marriage
patterns, economic life, tribute circuits, nor indeed on oral tradition,
Which there tends ta focue on larger clan-scale socio-political units.
The method adopted ta deal with these major areaa of concern combined an
extensive survey on aocio-political and matrimonial organisation and
syatematic qualitative interviewa with a wide range of infomants liIho
r!9presented most of the South Kanemi clana.
The

Duu

Rea clan, controlling 23 amall villagee Illas choeen for

inteneive etudy for reasone discusssd in Section 4 of Chapter 5.

The

Rea, with a population estimated at 1,314, including children, are a
sufficiently larga group of etudy for sociological observations ta be
teated by certain simple statistical procedures (s!a Chapters 6 - g).
Initially, all adult mabers of the clan lIlere contacted ta eetabl1sh e
coaplete Rea

~ensua.

Later, all married or once married membera of the

clan living on Rea territory lIl8re interviewed &gain on a veriety of
matrimonial, economic and other per80nal questions (st:. Chapter S, Ssction
4).

A complete sst of succinct life hietories Illas thus compiled.
Ths survey data gave a comprehensive view of. Rea eccial organisation

but did not constitute en adequate basis for qualitative political
enalyais or for formulating hypotheses on proceeeas of change in Kensmi
aocial orgenisation from tha laat yaars of the pre-colonial period to
the time of inquiry.

Consequently, 1 recorded a substantial corpus of

oral histary and tradition from Kanemi of different social statuses end
political affiliations.

1 al80 80ught ta collect complamentary data
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on marriage end political organisation which could furniBh a basis for
assessing the

~ider

representativity of ths Res material.

Such resesrch

wss extsnded ta cover some 14 clane which dominste the political life of
South Kansm and ~ith whom the Duu Res sre intimately and compstitively
linked.
This approach to field1llOrk i8 thus more depsndent on ralstively
wide-based survey techniques than most anthropological resesrch.

Such

e method could wsll elicit criticism, albeit on different grounds, froID
bath the trsditional l'IalinOlllskian snd modern structuralist points of vi81d.
1

~uld

srgus, however, thst the procedures sdoptsd constituted a

Justifiable response to a critical field situation.
trips ware

lDaterial~y

health conditions.

Prolonged field

difficult due ta the scarcity of food and bad

The ganeral scarcity of bssic reaources COIIIPOunded

by a delicate political situation furthermors entailed numerous movements
by infomants.

The combination of these factors, in addition ta

administrativs constraints beyond my control, ilDplied that gaogrsphical
immobility

~ld

have offered little opportunity to collect required

data.
Under the circumetancee, 1 cannot claiJI ta have achievsd a deep
comprehension of the perceptions, smotione or aven the normativs v i _
of my informante.

A finer understandJ.ng of a culture ao alien ta

lIy

own origins would have requirsd years of direct participation in Kenembu
life.

In this eanas, the preesnt etudy can only be quelified ae

preliIDinary.

Nonethalees, it doea offar lIIhat triae ta be e systemetic

baeis for enalyzing

8

number of importent iesues abOut Kanembu social

organisation end the fund8IRental inequalities which doIIinats human
relations within thai; system.
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2.

A preliminary surveyof Kansmbu socio-political organisation
in South Kansm
Having no direct knolllledge Illhatsoever of Kanem and i ta PBOples,

my

concern on arrival IIIBS to detsrmine who lived Illhere.

Ply first

discuseions with residante of South Kanem shollled that the 1956
1/200000 th maps of the Institut Géographique National of france,
although valuable as a baeis, no longer accurately reflected the
distribution of local groups or present-day Kansmbu toponymy.
Since being granted independsnce from france in 1960, the Republic
of Chad hae been divided, according to the french model, into administrative
circonscriptions, known in order of diminishing size ae the prifecture,
the BOue-prlfecture, the canton. and the village.

In addition, if locel

conditions lIIarrant it, an autonolIOus intel'lllediary unit betllleen the
canton and the sous-préfecturs known as the poste edminietratif may alBO
be constituted.

The senior administrative officials of these divisions

are, respectively, the prafet. the sous-préfet, chef dB canton. chef de
village and chef da poste administratif.

Only the chefe de village

and chefs de canton are appointed froID smong the locel population.
TheÙ'

accession to office and mode of succsseion a'l'E!, unless sollle

particular candidate is opposed by higher authorities, largely determined
by the traditionel criteria of patrilineel descent and order of birth.
HOlllever, such local offioiels msy be deposed by administrative dscieion
at the recommendstion of the BOus-préfet or préfet.
In addition to his functions as an agent of the national administration, a chef de canton is
of his clan's dominant lineage.

al~ye

a clan chisf as lIIell as leader

1 use the term -clan- here in the

traditional sense of -a group of persone of both sexes, mBlllberahip of
which is determinsd by unilineal descent, actuel or putative, IIIith
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ipsa facto obligations of an exclusive kind" (Ilotes end Qusriea ...
1951 : 89).

8y

tha ta1'lll "lineage", 1 deaignata a grou·p cons1ating

"of all the descendants in one line of a particular persan through a
datarminate number of gan.rations" (Notes and Queries ••• 1951 :

8,).

In Kansm, groupe of both kinds are agnatically dafined and legit1mised.
Only certain clan chiefs have the possibility of becoming chaf
canten.

de

Cantonal boundariee Id8rs fixed by the rrench colonial

government.

Thess divieiona partially raflact clan-vastad land righte

which pravailed at the tille of colonisation.

Centonal dalimitations

variad conaidarably during' the firet four decades of th1s cantury but
have changed little since the 1940's.

(See Appandix 5 and \"laps 13 and 14).

Village chiefa are ganerally local lineage heads.

Their appoinbllmt

18 d&pendent on the !!!9u!=FIdfet' e appro val lIlhich 8a)' or lia)' nat coincida
lIlith the d&sireB of the candidate' s clan chisf and/or chef de canton.

"Y

inquiriea concerning ethnic clan and lineaga distribution Mare

cerriad out in 8 cantons. n8lllaly N' Jigdada, Dibinenchi, Niguri, Bad8ri,
Valite, Am Dobak, Ookora and PIolimari (also knaMn aa N'd1ngorCIram).
Etiquatte required that intervilhl8 be conducted aucceuiVl!llly with the
above deaignated officials fram the rank of aout:p,.,et ta chef de
village•

Subaaquentl)', complementary investigations Mere undertaken

.,ith the ase1etance of knawlec;lgeable persons of all .aJor clane in the
eight cantons considered.
The population danaity of thesa divisions reached about 20
inhabitants psr km

2

in agriculturall)' fertils zonse.

This figure ia

high in relation to drier areea and, in particular, ta North Kan. .,
lIIhsre denaities of tlllO persons per kil

2

or lsss ara

COIIIIOR.

In &pite

of the relatively high population deneity of South Kanem, locel groups
are 8IIlall and diapsraed.

Their populations nat infraquantly

are as

JO
lo~

as 25 and rarely exceed 150 axcept in the caee of cantonal cantrae.

The average local group in South Kanu eounts aome 50 residents

(~

Jacob, Dalagarda and Ksrn.n 1964).
~an

diacussing the composition of the population of aach canton

eIders lIIOuld enumerate the clan and linaage of tha chef de canton and
then name tha other clans raprasented in the circonscription.
Aftarwards, they would list the villagas controlled by each clan or
lin~age.

small hamlets without a recognisad chief wera aubsumed in

the villagaa to

~ich

they wara adminietrativaly linked.

In daa1gnating

clans and linaagaa, informanta wuld usually use thrae proper names
(aaa Tablas 1 and 2 and Appandix 2).

Tha firet, such as 'Kanambu' or

"'Deze' would indicata a unit of tha highest ordar

~ich

can ganerally

be daecribad as an ethnic and/or distinct linguiatic group.

The

second naa lIIOuld reter ta a clan (!sE! or 111al 88a Chaptar 3)
racogniaing common putativa daacent.
propar naa and

~are

Distinct linaaga8 bora a third

attributed control of specific localitiee.

At the highest rBcognissd levaI of daBcent group
a distinction

~aa

eagmantation,

quickly lIrawn betwean thosa coBUnities of Kanllllbu-

kan8lllbu-spaeltsrs, qualifiad simply aa Kanubu, and thoaa callad Duu,
a group IJrBsanted aa subordinata to the lattar.
to lsarn, dea1gnetas a composite 80cial stratum

The ta1'll Duu, 1 cue
~ich

includas all

craftaman and thair kin in addition to tha dascendants of huntar groups
and many non-craftsman dsscanded from or aocially asaimllatad to tha
Kanubu.

In many rsspscte, the Duu ara held in cont_pt by other

Kanembu-spe&ksrs.

"ubarehip of tha

Duu

atratum is both hersditary

and parIJatual, as is that of the Kanembu stratum.

Tha parlJetuation

o,f tha Duu/Kanembu distinction is ansurad by a strict prohibition on
intarmarriaga betltl8en members of the tldO categoriaa as wall as bet..an
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Kanembu Duu and non-artieane of all eurrounding ethnic groupa.

Having co_pleted my survey of ethnic, clan and lin88ge afriliatiane
by lacality throughaut the eight cantane mentioned, 1 had enumerated
29 nemed clane adminietering 314 villagee amang th. Kaneœbu and 43
named Duu clane cantralling 214 villagee (eee Tablee 1 and 2).
TABLE 1
THE RESPECTIVE IPIPORTANCE Of KANEPIBU CLANS IN VILLAGE
ADI'IINISTRATION THROUGH THE CHIEfTAINCIES Of SOUTH KANEPl

Clan Nuee
N'GIJII'I
KAJIDI
GALAO
TldARI
BADE
BARDJ
KOGONA
DIERI
RUDOU
SARAO
KANKU
l'IAGEPlI
DtDJ
N'GALA
N'JIlLIU
KANGINA
KORE
DEYA
KEI
KUBRI
BERNOPI
KAfA
B'RAO
CIRIU
IlJldA
KINGIRIU

1'161111
TADDJ

TIRA
29 CLANS

Tatal
vil.

N'JIG
-DADA

DIBIN
ENCHI

3

0
0
0
0
15
1

3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

54
1
16
1
1
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

314

46

81

30

61
36
33
24
23
16
14
12
12
12
11
11
10
5
5
5
4

3

34
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
{J

BAOERI

3
0
0
0
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

N'OORI

YALITA

0
0
0
0
4
12
3
0
B
0
4
3
5
0
0
0
0
3
0

4
0
1
21
1
1
0
2

DOKORA

API
DOBAI(

l'IOLIP1ARI

0
1
16
2
1
2
1
10
0
1
4
1
5
4

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0

44

47

6

60

0

1)

9

0

3

3
1
4
0
0
{)
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TABLE 2

THE REspECTIVE Il'IPORTANCE Of DUU CLANS IN VILLAGE.
AOPIINISTRATION THROUGH THE CHIEfTAINCIES Of SOUTH KANEI'I

Clan N8IIl88

Total

vil.
DARKA
BARA
DIERI
ADIA
BAREU
KEI
REA
KAKULURU
l'IAGEI'II
KYURI
KANKU
AIYERU
nRA
N'JALIU
YEYA
BODASA
GOYA
KAfA
KUBRI
PIlJLIAPIUSARA
SESEYA
TANA
DANGA
. KUPIBARIU
LERA
PIOLURU
YEYIPlBO
ASERU
BADE
BARIA
B'RAO
CORONA
DU
GALAO
JULA
KAJIDI
KAIlILIA
WKUYA
PIANA
PIOIRO
N'GURODIPIERU

su TU

Tll/ARI
43 CLANS

25
17
15
14
12
12
12
11
10
B
7
6

6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2

N'JIG
-DADA

DIBI~
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Subssquent readings of Gustav Nachtigal' s Sahara und Sudan ahowed that
allowing for certain modifications, ths &pscific

territori~

rights

of these nBIDsd aocia-pal1tical groups of South KanBII pracedsd ths
sstablishment of ths French colonial and Chadian national sdll1nistrstione.
By his own admission, howsIIsr, Nachtigal's detailsd attBBpt ta give an
account of the divisions and population of the peaplas of Kan_ only
pertielly rsflecta ths COBlplsxity of Kenllllbu group organisation
(Nachtigal 1881

1

343 - 345 and l'Iap 9

).

SUbaequent visitars _re

elBO lIIpresaed by this fragmentation of ths population into n8llled and
apperently autanamous groupa as _11 as by ths di vision bstwftn Duu
and nan-Duu~. Landeroin
Catela 1954, Le Ra uÎlteuI1962).

1911, Carbou 1912, Bouilli&1937,
Intaraatingly, in &pite of constant

population IIOvlllents and palitical uphaevals within Kan8DI bsfore,
during and after colonisation, the aSBOciation

bB~en

given group

n_BS and psrticular arsas appearB in moat cases to have r8D1ained
relativsly constant ovar 100 years.

(Compars the aboVlMlantioned

descriptions and the prssent survey).
Clan m88bBrehip end gavernment ars organiaed on a patrilineal baais
l'lan' s righta of acces. ta lend are restricted ta the territary of
their father' a linBage.

During the precaloniel period, control olier

land resaurcsa and th.' adlllinietration of the clan in gensrel _re
entruated ta officiels Whase accession to office was patrilinaally
detendned.

In spite of the waning of these functians under tha

pressure of the cantrel state adllinistration in coloniel end poatcoloniel times, land rights are still st the core of a clan' s sutanalllY.
Oeapits 1JBpartant diffsr&ncss in land control, clans wers depicted ta
liS as jurelly equivelant unite whlch lIanags their own internel affaira.
lIIithin this fr_. .rk, accaas ta land is ehared on a purportedly
egelitarian ba.i. BIIOng ths patrillnael memberehip.

Pereon. foreign
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to the clan who

~ish

to cultivate a clan'. land, must, in principle,

colllpensate the land-holding group from whioh they must .eek righte of
eccees after each harvest.
The clan

~ae

net,

ho~ver, descr~bed

to me ae an independent,

emall-ecale and autarkic politY eJd.ting in e political vacuum.
Hietorically, 1

~as

inforlled, the alita of Mao had pre-eminent

over all the lande of Kan8lll.
in 1899, it

~ae

~ghte

Hence, before the arrival of the french

neee.sery for any clan official appointed by hie groupes

council of eldere to obtain the inve.titure of the Ken8llbu ovedord in
Mao.

Thie confirmation of funotion. validated ths clan official's

right to colleet tax•• from all thos., whether 1118111bers of hie clan or
net, who reaided on the territory he .chinilltered.

In turn, he

~as

obliged. to pa.. on to the central authoritiee of Kan8lll that .hare of
fiecal revenue dus to the

.!!!!!.!!. by

virtue of hie prll-8lllinent land righte.

In the present dey, right. of investiture have p••••d ta the Chedian
State a. have oertain of the fi.oal prerogatives formerly veeted in
th. lI1ifa.

The Kannbu potentate hOdver, continue. to exerci.e a

certain "lIOral" pr_inence in the affaire of Ken.. and oan etUl
exerai.. considerable influence over .cce••ion to cffic. at the
cantonal level, the distribution of land right. 8lIIOng clan. end certain
fiecal matters.
~

initial conversatione

~ith

Kanembu laft m.

of a patrllineal segmental')' ey.t8111 in
interclan relationehips

~as

~hich

~ith

the

~pre••ion

ultimate authority in

vested in a central authority Jointly

exerci.ed by the adminl.trations of the Chadien .tate and the
of Mao.

~

Whlle continuing to inve.tigate clan-.pecific oral tradition.

and genealogical oharters which elaborated and expounded th1s 1deal
Dlodel, 1 felt that the be.t a.vailable lIIeens of arr1ving at a lIOre
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supple perception of Kanembu eociety _e ta pese fl'Oll prelilll1nary
survey-type inquiries to a closer e. . .ination of community organisetion
as wall ee of those inter-community reletlonahips

~ich

aight serve as

tha basie of ...idar eocial groupings.
The firet pareon by pereon village censusas 1 undlJrlook aholIIsd
thet in gen81'all
- the Ilejority, often lIDIIle tilla thirds,of the inhab1tente of a
local group belonged ta the lin8898 in

~ich

ths headllenehip _e

presently vested.
- e substantiel nUllber, approx1mately ons third in .eny

C8S8t1,

balonged lo clans elien to thet in ...hich locel gftlund righte ....re
wested.

-.cIng the latter, the .ejority of thoee lIIho had blUlrl reeident
in the eattllllllant for any period of tille 1118re affinally linked ta
-nativefl II8IlIbere of the local colllllUf11ty balonging ta the h.adllan' 8
linaage.
- the members of the locelly clalI1nent lineage _re lmund by
I1UIII8ft1ue tiBe of kinahip end alliance.
- male heads of houeeholda of the locally domnent linea!ils stftlngly
8IIIphasleed the close &gnatic ties batween th_aalvaaand thair headilan.
The heedmen of adjacent 'communitie. are oftan linked by tiea of
coue1nship ae are IIDst of the inhabitants of their reapective vIllagee.
Suoh sets of local !ilroups,

~ether

etrictly contiguous

Dl'

not, fon

IIClcio-pol1ticel unite in lIIh1ch BcceSS ta office and colleotiwely
controllad _ans of production ére l18Raged in terms cf a co.-m genealogioal charter dafined by traceable links of kinahip end allianca.
The local COIIIllUI\ity fo1'l88d by ell r.aidents of the village group concerned
1e obviDU1lly not cotel'lBinoua lII1th the locallsed,

lan~vsat8d,

patrilineage8

)6
thus, constituted.

Aliene entsr local communitiee through marriagee

contracted vith friendly neighbouring or external lineagee or by
requeeting righte of residence and acceee ta land againet epecific
compeneation in kind or labour to the host community.
Lineage heade at the village group level are often linked by tiea
of traceable or putative kinehip ta heads of other co-ordinate units
vithin their wider clan.

Genealogical inquiries, however, quickly

brought out that csrtain lineagee neither claiMed to be nor vere
recognised ae being linked agnatically to ths co-.on trunk of the clan
genealogical charter.

Plellbers of purportedly "brother" 11neag8e ae

wall ae of agnatically unrelated groupe, claim firmly thst the latter
are Integral members of the wider clan.

This cen. indeed be damonatrated

by 8x8llining the collllllUnlty of intel'sate 11nking the tlllO typee of groupe
vith ragard ta fiacality, bloodvealth paymente and land tenure.
Agnatioally unrelated groupe of the clen may, howaver, net accead ta
olan-veeted officee which allov direct accese to clan fiecal revanues.
Ths "agnatic principle" thus differentiates oonstituent groupe
o~

the clan as wall as agnates and aliene in the local community.

Differentia! land rights and fiscal prerogatives vithin local
comMUnitiee end betWBen conetituent lineages of olane of the tlllO typee
suggssted that the purported squality of co-ordinate segmentary units
propounded in elders' etst88ente had to be examined ae a .a&king of
what vere in fact institutionalisad hiererchical ralstionshipe.
A cureory eX8llination of the distribution of lend re80urC8S
8IIOn9 clane and lineagee wae euffioient ta bring out thatl
- clans whose heaa.en are vested with canton chieftaincies
ganel'ally control IIOre land pel' unit of population than clens net
vssted vith suCh offioe.
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~ere

this ie not the ca8e (examples are developed below in

Chapter 3, Section 5), chiefly clans are antitled to collect tex revenues
l'rom larger non-chiefly clan. to lIIhich th.ir

0""

agnatically del'ined

111811berehip 18 not subJect.
- all clan. generally haV8 adequat. acce.. to dune land. on lIIhich
dry

millet culture ie practi.ed but only a lIinority 01' clane, principelly

those V8.ted with Stat1l-COnfil:ll8d ol'I'ica, have Bccess to irrigated lande
lIIhich are essentiel ta aneure the continuity of l'ood aupply.
- vithin clans, control over the lIlOat l'ertile plata 1a aoncentrated
in the hande 01' chiel'ly end/or da..inant 11neage., ganerelly to the
exclusion 01' those lineages lIIha lIJay not clallt agnatic ties III1th the latter.
Thua, et a l'oraal level, patterns 01' eagaentatian rel'lected in clan and
lineage ganealogical charters lI8Y be llSeociatèd vith e specil'ic
territoriel distribution of localieed collllllUf1iti8S coIIPri8ed 01' groups
01' egnatas and co-resident -eliens e •

Inequelity in &CClilSS ta l'ertile lande 1e apparent at bath highsr
and 101ller ordsrs of sociel organisation.

N.ed eClans-,in spits 01'

the1r purportsd equality, are social unita 01' extr8118ly variable
demographic scele and territoriel accsse.

DI' 29 Kan.bu -clans- in

the Bight cantons conaidered, one controle 61 villages, and their
depandant lands, 4 more than 20 village8, 8 lIUre than 10 and 16 f1'Oll
1 to 5.

It 1a obvioue that, in real terAls, gBnealogically autonomous

·clane- counting but a l'llW coBBUnitiea and

80118

hundred A1811ber. are

comparable to but a s1ngle local COIIIIIUnity or amell line8ge of a larger
clan.

NSIII8d -clans" ars thus

~ite

dil'I'erant unite 1IIhen viewed on

the ground, and thie ie naturelly ref'lectad in the nature 01' their
interrelations.
Clans el80 vary in relative 8ize and accsse to land l'rom one
social stratum to another.

Table8 2 and 1 ahow that Duu clans tend
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to be territorially more diepereed than their Kanembucounterparte.
43 Duu clans ere rscorded ae controlling only 214 villages.
of the 43 Duu clane are coœposed of 10 Qr more villages.
count 3 villages or less.

Only 9
16 groups

rurthermore, Duu local communities are

amaller on average than those of the Kanembu.

This diatribution

shows that Duu clans are etructurally very differant irreepective of
any notion of purportad "ganaalogical autonomy".
A few Duu clans, namely the Darka, Bara, Dieri and Rea are vested
with cantonal chieftaincias.

These chieftaincies sre loceted at N'guri

and Dokàra for the Darke, and Valits, Ali Dobek and l'IoUllari for the
other three, respectivsly (eee l'Iap 4

).

These clane, tsJeen in the

sbove ordar, control 25, 17, 15 and 12 vUlages with racogniead headman,
total populations in exceee of 1,300 pereone and eufficient adjacent
fertile lande to rBllain economically ès weIl ae politically autonolllOue.
Certain other Duu clane are relativBly large but diBpereed.

The 12

villagee controlled by headman belonging ta the Duu Kei clan are
diepersed in 5 different cantons over which other clane either Kan_bu
or Duu, have pre-BIIinent fiscal righte.

Sillilarly, the professionally

specialieed Duu KsJeuluru blacksmith clan hae 11 villages epread through
5 cantona.

Th. majority of Duu "clans" are colBprised of only one,

tw or three 8IIIall local colllllunitias.

Thes. groupe are appendages of

larger Kanembu clans ta which thay are attached by collective and
individual patron-client relationehips.

In lBany caees, Kanembu and

dapendant Duu clane share a aingle name, but this hOlllonymy does nDt
iJap'ly collllllon agnatic descent.

There thus exists a social and econDllic

stratification among Duu and bet1ll8sn Kan_bu and Duu clans.
Social, econoadc and political inequali ties are aleo flagrant
within the Kan_bu stratum and within ite co.ponant clane.
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Approximately three quartera of ths Kanembu population (and an svan
largar proportion of Duu) ere poor, dependant agriculturalieta

~

SUCCB8d in accumulating 11ttle if 8ny surplue ea a result of their
lebour.

Thie ia the result of eyeta.atic expropriation of labour

and produce in the

fraœe~rk

of inatitutionalised hierarchical

relationshipe.

3.

Gen.rel c!pent. on d'eand!l!!lY relation_hie. in th. Kan!!Rbu ppllty
Dependency relationehipa are eetabliahed between dDœ1nant clane

Or

notablee and i8llligrant groupe or persona or locally-barn mlllllbera

of nort-dollinant lin.agaa.

SUch 11nks are generelly fomaliaed undar

a erfei or sharecropping contract, lIIhereby the dependant handa ovsr
half of hie harv••t, exclusive of personal and other taxes to be teken
from the r8lla1ning produce.

In principle, such a relationehip is net

cona1dered appropriate 8IlOng lB_bars of the

88IIIS

patrllineage.

This

provision, howaver, does net exclude unequal redistribution of tex
revenues and leviee in kind betlllBBA houa.hald hsad. of lineagas
presulled ta exerc188 collective control over ell 11ne8ge landa,
including thaee rented out to non-mamber. of the patrilineage.

This

!Rean. that, in practice, elthough eccse. ta individuel plots ",!thin a
11naaga tarritary 1a ansured

~y

agnatic dsscent, th. revenua. of

lineage-controlled lands other than thoss ectuelly cultivatsd by
lineaga lIeœbera are di.tributed on an unequal ba.i..

Thi.

diff.rsntial distribution lBay be lagit1mised in tsrma of Qeneelogical
precedancs and other principles Mhich may ssrvs ta institute hisrarchicel
distinctions bat",een agnatss.
contradiction to the

~tlona

Such practices ars in distinct
of aibling solidarity and aquality of

statua in virtue of COlllllOn dsscent.
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The perpetuation of agnatieally aequired rights of aeeess to land
is subJeet to effeetivs eultivation.

Individuel rights may revert to

the patrilinesge aftera two-year lapse.

Personal seeess to

eolleetively-owned land appears to bs strietly limited by these dispositions.
In faet, dagrees of differential distribution of land revenues are
dsterœined by privileged aeeess to good land and irrigation faeilities,
and, foremoet, the labour force a man controle.
During the nineteenth century, the maintanance of slave and serf
labour thanks to millet surpluses was the MOst flagrant form of
reinvastmsnt of individuelly approprieted land revenues.

The degree

of producs end labour extortion whieh a notable could impoes upon a

Duu, a slave or indeed any dependent, whether or not he wee of an
equally noble clan as his own, was oftsn subetantielly compareble.
The Duu stratum wae fortunate anough to include certain chiefly
clans which wsre able to schieve minI.el conditions of sconomic and
politicel autonomy.

Whereas their political position waB st leaet

locelly consolidated, the socio-economic advsncee they could realise
ware bounded by the faet that Duu status was not only hereditary but
perpetuel.

The economic hsndicaps attachsd to thsir condition

pracludsd undsr _any circuastances, the possssBion and bequsst of or
aceess to important capital rS80urceB including reproductivs csttle
stock.

During ths ninetsanth century, the grsatsr part of ths _ell

and forcibly dispsrsed Duu linssgs groups wsre profs8sionally spscielieed.
During the colonial period, their artisanal functione wansd snd thsy
wsre intsgrated economically but not SDcially into a proportionately
.xpanding mass of pcor depandant cultivators which constituted the
lIIaJority of Kanem' s population.
The Kanembu poor or m!!!!s!n. ware and are not restricted by the
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constraints of forced stratum endogamy or profesaional epacialieation.
However, in opposition to the Ouu, they have naver acquirad chieftaincies
at the

~

lsvel.

They continue to ramain subordinated to a Kanambu

arietocracy who has deviaed numsroue ways of benefitting from the
rsvenuea the

~

generate.

Dependent familias tend to own faw or

no domeatic cattle, even during pariods of favourabla climatic and
epidemiological conditions.

Significant proportions of their grain

surplusea ara appropriated by membera of the rullng stratum rather than
retained by tha producere for invaatmant in thair lIwn herda or neceeeary
food etocking.

Under such conditione, the nominal capacity of the

.!!!!!!!s!!!. aa non-Ouu, Kanembu freBlRen to found clans has remained il1uecry.
They lIay indeed angage in marriage exchange or political alliance -nth
other Kan8lllbu.

Yet, in ep1te of the greatar liberty of IIOvBlDent and

aeceee to land lIIhich developad during the colonial and Independance
periode, poor groupa wiBhing to initiate e clan find themselvee
confronted with a fixed, preaumptively perpetual distribution of righta
over fertile land among a l1mited number of aristocratic lineages. The
"political righta" of the poor ramain void if they cannat conatitute
corporate land-holding groups.
The elave population of the later ninetaenth cantury Kan8111 wee
dispersed, in its graat majority, &mong the extandad houeeholds of
richar Kanemi.

Significantly, the priee of slavas was oftsn expressed

in cattla, a commodity to lIIhich ths poor did not have free access.
Ae oppoaad to the Duu and, the frae Kan8lllbu .a*in, Blaves had
organiaation.

.œ. lineege

By the tille tha colonizers finally put an end to ths

slave trads, servile status was beginning to fuse with

~

etatus.

PIa1e slavea wsre integrated 8IIIOng the "fres" poor through sffranchi.ament
coupled with adoption.

rBIRalas ware asa1m1lated through marriage and

poseible subaequent affranchisamant.

Their lIixed Blav./free progany
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were .ade Kanembu by patrilineal deecent.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Kens.bu society was thus
cross-eut by threa
fre..en

~

~po rtant

claavagee oppoeing KanBl1lbu

slave and .aster

~

]Lb

Duu,

depandant.

The Duu and Kanambu categoriee were and r8llain mutually excl....ive.
Aa a rule, Duu etetua is subordinate to Kanembu statua.

Each of the.e

twa categories, however, includes .aatere and depandent..

ror.erly,

the great maJority, though not the totality, of slaves ware owned by
the Kan8llbu.
Ae before colonieetion, all Ken8llbu are fr.amen.

A .inority

df th.. are maetere or collectore of tribute whose etatue ie largely
legitillieed in ter.a of genealogical poeition.

A vaet lIaJority of

Kanembu are tributariea.
The Duu are also fraamen.

A .inority of th811 are "maetare" but

only unto thair own "kind" and a faw very 101ll1y Kan8llbu.
The etatue of .lave wae le.e ambiguoue in tha sanae that alavery
for.allyimpl~ed strict

social and economic depsndenca.

Though

hareditary, as is mambarehip of the tlllO previoue groupa, alave status
lIIae not perpetually aecribed.
Dolonieation brought about the for.al dieappearance of alava
etatue.

Thu., today, Kan8llbu society lIay be deacribed ae divided

b.tllleen Duu and non-Duu, and, illplicitly, into e!!!s!!!. and a rich
ainority with a high capacity for capital accumulation.

The

Kanambu lineage ayet811 recognieee the divieion betlllean Duu and non-Duu
in ganealogical ter.e.

In contrast, the aeeertion of "equality" of

co-ordinate unite lIIithin a

giv~n

etratum hidee the 8Ocio-economically

more relevant dietinction betllleen rich and paor Which appliae ta

~

4)
strata.

In ether lIIOrde, Kan_bu lineags ideology negatea ths internal

hierarchiestion and inetitutionalieed inequalitie. Which prevail both
within and between named, kin-focueeed unite which constitute the wider
Kanellli polity.
The doIIlinant Kanembu IIlOdel of' social organisation postulatea a
difference of "nature" and quelity betWllen Duu and non-Duu, de.pite
the lingu1etic and culturel hOllOgeneit:y of' the tlllO strata.

As will be

expleined below, the KanBbu have sought ta intagrate ths Duu politicelly
by extending to th811 the1r own mode of' linsage organisation.

Todey, the

Whole of' K8JIl8llli society, including the descendante of' f'01'ller slavee, is
f'ormally divided into discrete patrilinsal clans.

In practic8, one

muet distinguiehl
- autanOllOus clans and lineages Which are terri tarielly band in
epite of diff'ering degreee of' geagraphical dispersion, end
- n8lllsd, genealogicelly defined groups Which lack autam.aus control
ovsr a territorial basie.
The Duu stratu. includes groups of' bath types.

The KanBbu

etratu. is ca.prised of gansrelly lergsr clans Whlch of'tan exhibit
camplex f'01'llS of' intemal etratif'ication.
ta distinguieh autol1OllOus f'1'OII
8S

dllPen~t

Therefore, it is possible
lineages lIIi thin wider clans,

_11 as sristocrats and dependents, lIIitttln each constituent 88gIIent,

whether autano&llOus or note
The œlllllbsrehip and eligrlllentB, although not the territorial baa1s
of' patri-f'ocuesed kin-based groups, mayvary within the boundari8e of'
each stratUIB in accordence with patterns of .arriage .xchsng., both
andogBllOue and elCOg8llOUe, in rslation ta the clan or lineBgs.
_

At the

tills, marital prohibitions oppoee the Duu and non-Duu strsta and

strictly perpetuate the a8esrted1y intrinsic d1seimilsritiss Which
define th..

Thue, Whlls political Integration of' ths Duu into Kansabu
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society is totel thanke to the exteneion of the Kanembu lineage
system, the social resolution of the Duu-non-Duu oppoeition, in contrast
to thet of the

frB~en-slave

division, hss baen rendered impossible.

It is apparent that nominal membership of either category does
not suffice to define a dan'. or lineage's position in relation to the
syetem of social etratification.

The Kanembu ideology of hierarchisation

of social etrata, and of clane and lineagee within Bach etratum, masks
the structural opposition bstween autonomous and dependent Ouu groups
while inetituting a socio-economicelly fallacious but politically
advant8geoue distinction bet",ean autonollous Ouu and Kanembu of aIl
classee.
Diachronicelly, a dual procese characterisee the dollinant/dominated
ralatianship.

On th. on. hand, forcsd andag8lll)'

0'

strsta and

ths geographical dispereion of depandant groups accentuate segregstion
batweBO dominant ae weIl as super- and subordinate groups.

On the

other hand, aristocrate are frse to reinforce inetitutionalised
insquslities by lIanipulating tax, tributs and lIarkat circuits and by
the eelective attribution of officss to notables of dependent status.
Aristocrats are furtharmore qUalifiad, within the lillits of tha stratum
barriar which thay parpetuate, ta croes vertical barrisrs by hypargamous
and hypogamoue interlins8ge lIarriagas.

4..

Kan.bu .clety and th. 'B.antary lin.ap. _deI
The hierarchicsl quality of social relationships at all levele of

Kaneœbu society is striking to the unaccuetolled outsids obssrver.
AIaong individuals, this is trua of sex and aga role. as wall as of
relations bat",een collaterals.
~eflects

KanBBbu kinship tarllinology clearly

an insistancs on eaniority, precadenca and hiararchy (sea

Appandix 4).

Relations batween kin-focussad groups of all orders

are characterised by comp.titive rathar than collplamentary opposition.
A large body of oral tradition relating to interlineage and interclan
alliances and hostilities underlin.s the inadequacy of interpreting
intergroup rslations primerily or .xclusively in
deecent and territoriality.

te~s

of agn.tic

At the societal level, th., or rathsr,

certain, KanBlllbu pre.ent their polity as a sBgllentary lin88ge syeta
governed by the principles of uAUineel agnatic deaeent and priority
of birth.

In practice, even superficiel obnrvation suggests,

notlllithstanding the enatenCII of a COlIIPlex clan organisation of a
fomally e8gll8l1tary type, that Kanembù society may be beat underetood
in terma of the procssB8e of !!IOciel stratification lIIhich obtain lIIithin
thia cantraliud. though in soma aapech confederal, pal1tical ayets-.
Thee. initial impnealans contraet lllUk8dly with the IIOdel of
the eeglll8l1tary lineage system aa developad by [vane-Pritcherd IIIIOAg
the Nuer (1940) and the Cyrenalcen Bedouin (1949).

Thla th8D1:Y

postuletes the pr1lllacy of deaeent over ell oth.r reletione of kinehlp
and affinity.
descent.

Sooial groups are seen aa d8fined in t.n. of unil1Aeel

Relations batlll8en the lineagee and t.rritoriel groups thus

deIIarcated are reguleted by ths rules of COIIpl..entary opposition.
btlat era the major implioations of thaaa pastulatas as saen fl'Cllll
the standpoint of Kanllllbu 88dety?

rbetly, intergl'Oup relations

lIIhich are neither territorial nor agnatic are "develued" ae are
non-agnatic interpersonal relatlDna.

This msane that at bath the

observational end interpretive levels, conaanguinity and affinity are
subordinatad to the conceptuell)' pr1vlleged principle of unil1naal
dsacent.

The Dkinship system" la radically dlvided froll the "pol1ticel

aystem".

yllt,at the 88IIa t1llle, the totel politioel system la defined

on the baais of relations of cOllplementary opposition betllleen
unil1neelly-defined

~focussed

groupe.

The pr1aacy of the prindple
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of descent

S8

a regulator of the form and boundariss of BOcial groupe,

combined with tha rule of complementary opposition governing intsrgroup
relations, are teken as implying that there can be no centralisation
of euthority in segment&ry lineage societies.

Evana-Pritchard

(1949 : 59) writes : "The tribal syetem, typical of eegmentary lineage
structures evsrywhere ie s system of balancsd oppoeition betwsan tribes
and trib81 ssctione from the lsrgset to the smallest division, and
there cannot thersfore be any singls authority in a tribe".

Ths field

of "politics" is here effectivsly rsduosd to thet of rslations betweBn
local groupe.

Thie fecilitetas considsring only rslations of "complementary"

oppoeition to ths exclusion of hierarchical and inegalitarian espects
of 800ial and political organisation.

One may in this mannsr be led

·to lift ths BOcial structure out of its historical eetting, and at
the point of interruption, ascribe it to general principles as if it
were in timelsss squilibrium· (Gough 1971 : 115).
These implicetions of the seg.entery lineage th80ry hevs hed a
particulerly unfortunats .ffect in modelling anthropologists' perception
and understanding of numerous

~idea.tern,

Saharan and Sahelian BOcietiee

wh!ch l!Ixhibit varying degrees of ·segmentation".

We must here further

consider ths subordination of consanguinity and affinity to ths primacy
of unilineal filiation.

OullOnt (1971 : 68) colllllente as follows on

this important point :

/ and mythical kinship
• ••••• the presentation of non-agnatic kinship, whether agnatic or
not, ae simple meansof establishing relations bstween agnatic and
territorial groupe can only be deecribsd as arbitrery.

To a large

extent, this is the coneequsnce of an over-smphasis on the importanoe
of groupe which implies under-emphasieing tho.e relations between groups
which are neithsr territorial nor agnatic."

("Y translation).
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Thie comment is psrticulazly relavant with regard ta the intarpretation of affinity and ite affects on group baundary determination
and reproduction ae well ae on political relations et the intergroup
and eociatal levaIs.

It ie intaresting to note that Evans-Pritchard

nslips Inn hie application of the eegœentary linaaga .adal ae observed
aœong a NUotic people ",ith exagaœous clans (Evans-Pritchard 1940) ta
the analye1s cf a North African Areb group in which Rlarriages aceur
bath within and between patrigniupe

(Evans-Pritchard 1949h

all

happens as if such a tranafer had na effeot an ths central role of
the principlee of unillAeal descent and colllPlaentary oppasitian.
As Oumont brings out in relation ta ssgmentary lineage theary. the
unilineal dascant group

I118S

definsd by Rivara as exag8llGus.

Accarding ta thia authar (Rivere 1926 : 85 - 87). the tan -descent"
can anly bs applied Ileaningfully ta caaa. lIIhara l8811berahip of kin
groups can be c1rcumacribed through unUineal deecent taeJCCluaive
and discrets unite.

In such instances. lIarriaglil ia nscaeserily at

the basie of an interclan relatianahip.
In Badouin society. neithsr ia thara a rule of elCDg8lllY nor ia
there ona of andog8lllY.

/IIIpIe avidance of tha a1llultaneous prectice

of endogamaua and axagamaus œarriage in relation ta kin. groups defined
in tens of .trict agnatic deacent 8IROng the Arab (cf.

inter!!!!.

Rabertaon SII1th 1885 : 6D - 61) 1118a 19nared by Evans-Pritchard end
Dleny of hie functionaliat colleaguea lIIhan atteapting ta ganaraliae
the NuaI' aegmentary lineage model.
ta have 8IDphaa18ad endog8IDy and

Tha functianaliat schaal aa. .e

~xag8lllY

a•

.EY!!!

prgtipa. ta such an extant that other evidanee
in the literature end in the field.

as appoe.d ta
_a avarloaked both

Within a apecifie. boundsd

aocial unit. the aimul tanacue application of the twa rule. ie abviaualy
1IIpoaa1bla.

The praetioea afaxagBllY and andag8JIY RIllY. hawever. ba
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synchronically compatible and complamentary.
Logically speeking, it ie clear that the agnatic principle cannot
have the seme meaning and social implicatione

~ith

regard to kin group

definition among the Nuer and the CyrenBican Bedouin.

In the first

society, excluaive and diecrete groups may be defined by virtue of
agnatic unilineality and exogamy, although, in practice, thie doee
not exclude other modes of acquisition of group mamberehip
Gough 1971).

(See

Among the Bedouin, patrigroups are diecrete but certainly

not exclusive.

Lineal "exclueivity" can only be proven a posteriori

ee relations of affinity give rise to relations of deecent, through
genaalogical manipulation, mBinly by maana of "etructural oblivion"
Clf non-agnatic links (cf.

Petera 1960).

ldhere a rula of exogSlllY

dosa not obtain and marriage practice is in part andogamoua and in
part exagamous, actual descent patterns are undifferentiated or
cagnetic.

The ward

'endogamy~h.wever,

does not sven appear, either

alClne or in relation to exogamy, in The Sanusi of Cyranaica.

In

epite.of hiedetBiled treatment of marriage practicee among the Nuer,
Evans-Pritchard (1951) mBintBine the primacy of dascent Gver marriage
rules.

He gave such credit to this pr8lllise that he did not even

coneider the implicatione of marriaga rulee amang the Bedouin.
Bonte (197981 174 - 5) obaerves that in a segmentary syetem beeed on
sndogamous divisions, interlineage relations have another quality than
in syetems based on exogamous segmente J

in the formerl

"On the one hand, structuree of collplemantary oppaeitiDn ere
only dafined by the genealDgical chart.

They exclude those alliance

netwarka which croas-cul; the segmsntary organisation and function to
reinforce the exclusivenese of unilineal descent groupe in BOcietiea
compasad of eXDgemous lineagas

1

agnetion is here very claerly an

idsology preveiling over conditiona of deacant which era in fect
undifferentiatad.

On the othar hand, the pursuit of merriage strategies
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••• oceurs in a context. of interlineage relatione which include other
forme of social practice and conetitute a global etructura of coœpetitive
opposition

1

complltition for econolllic wealth, for the control and

integrity of the men and wmen of the group, for power etc. "

(l'Iy

tranelation) •
In functionallat segmentary l1neage thary, "othar forœe of social
practice", as here stated, and in particular the collective appropriation
of means of production by unilinllal descent groups, are l81'gely sub8Ullled
undar the catagory of 'corporatenslIlI'.

The Kanembu case ie of intllrellt

in exploring the relevance of such a concept in relation ta eyste-s
prsllenting eegmentary charactaristicII but not regulated by an exogamic
nom at tha clan level, as indeed occurs in IR8ny acletise of the
Afro-Allian Ielamic culture area.
All social groups dsfined by unil1neal deacant ll8Y be corporete,
but the alleertion of a group spscificity in genealogical terme in no
way lmpliee any parity in corporats attributsll in ralation ta other
units st comparable lsvals of segmentation.

tlans and linllages in

Kanem may vary in 1
a)

population ( from ~ 100 ta i!.& 10,000 11181lbllre ).

b)

control of irrigated land ( fram nothing ta surfacell vastly

in axcess of ""'at their own labour force cen cultivat.).
c)

control of office. delegated by State authorities and

corrllsponding taxation righte.
The relative advantages a clan or lineage pollllseses in thelle
rellpacts contributll to dllfine itll poli'ical IItatuII ail lIanifellted in 1
a)

itll liberty of œovsment and, hance, of potllntial accIISS ta

new rellOurces.
b)

its ability ta cope with, or indlled benefit by, crises ssch

as droughte, interclan hostllities and national pol1tlcal 'l.lPlJuvalL.

_
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In Kanem, the corporate functions of patrilineally defined
groupa vary to such an extent as to render the social organiaation
of theee groupe etructurally dietinct within the wider socio-political
ayetem.

Under euch circumstancee, it

~uld

certainly be unwarranted

to reduce kinehip structuree to relatione of deecent.

Care must also

be teken not to confuee under a single heading the structurally
differentiated scopes of group political action and matrimonial exchange
in a eystem of comple.entary opposition undsr ths pretext that aIl typee
of political processBs may be legitimieed in terme of unilineal descente
Where BUch slips do occur in anthropological analyeie, one of their
consequences is ta provoke (or legitlmate) an obscuring of relationa
of competition end stratification.
A furthsr distinction must be

dra~

bstwssn the territorial

and genealogical definitiona of patri-focuesed groups.

In the Kanemi

system, bath lineage and territorial groupe ars gsnealogically dafined
in terms of the unilinsal principle.

But, due to exogamouB marriagee

and ather modee af Integration of individuals and groupe inta ths
local com.unity, the two do nat fully coincide in membership.

Within

lineages and clans, dominant segmente legitimiee privileged accees to
major collactively controlled _eans of praductian, mainly land,
thank. ta th. idiam af purportedty patrilineal transmission of office

and oorresponding rights over management of individual graund acceee.
Thi. proces. af differantiel control of resourcee and power ia
illustratedin the "monapolisation" of clan ganealogical chartere by
dominant eegments.

Thie procedure, aometimss refined ta the level of

an "art", ls faciliteted by the effectively undifferentiated neture
of deecent within the clan.

The genealogical idia m negetes, and with

the passags of time, helps to obliterate and neutralisa the mamory of
those competitive processes which maintain the inegalitarian distribution
of rights end resourcèe betwean and within groups.
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In KanSID, the majority of nBJlled, "corporate" kin-band unite do
not dispoee of eufficient productive resourcee foruoluntary changee
in the official version of th.ir "dominant" deecant lines to be
socially and pol1t1cally rBcognieed beyond the l1lllite of their own
membership.

The dominance of certain clans over othere, of ruling

lines over aubordinate linea, signifiee that the effective conditione
of eegmentation (ae oppoeed to subaequent genealogically frBllad
justifications) are explainabla in tartle of ths .,ider centrali&ad
pol1t1cal sy8t8lll.

It is not the proceB8 of segmentation -which

datendnes political structure.

Observable forme of subordination

are, on the contrary, largaly inflU80ced by the degree end IIDdalit1es
of pol1t1cal centralisation, and convereely, the devolution of pol1tical
offics and f1ecal privlleges veeted formaily in deecent g1'OUPs but
effectivaly at the service of the aristocracy ea e alsee.
There 1e a tendency in

II~

enthl'Dpological l1urature ta overloak

the co-occurrenoe of elaborau and often s8Qllentary linaage orgenisation
in eociatiee elChibit1ng centralised, hier81'Chica1 gov8l'naent end COIIIPlex
administrations.

Southall' s concept of the "e8Qll&ntery state- band

on a distinction between "hierarchical" and -sllQllantary" power structures
(Southel1 1953

1

2A6 - 249) recognbes the 1tIpDrtance of thb pl'Obl_

without, howevsr, fully reeolving ita t.plicat1ons.

ND recognition

111 given to the fact that th1e functionalbt dllB11118 1e a darived
conaequenae of the attribution of logioal and structural rather then
msinly ideological prillacy to the unllineal dsseent principle.

As a

result, there i8 a restriction of the palitical sphare ta the intarrelations of hierarchically undiffel'8Atiated

-corporats" deecent gtaupa

rathar than an extension to the wider system of lIIhlah they are Integral
though unequal co.ponents.
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Notwithstanding the theorstical rsservations of certain functionalists,
the co-occurrence of elaborate lineage organisstion in centralised politiee
may be ampirically demonetrated throughout Africa's Sahelian balt from
Senegal to the Rad Sea.

for the Chadian Sahel alone, Nachtigal'a rich

accounta of the kingdoms of Ba9i1'lll1, Waday .!!!2 KanBlll, Ilot ta mantion
Bomu (Nachtigal 1879 - 1889), leave no doubt ae to the degree of
political centraliaation which can be achieved in sthnically compoaite
polities intsgrating one or aeveral societies organieed on the baeie
of agnatic"" esgmentary lineages.

In aIl of theee instances, complsx

80cial stratification wae and ramaine a correlsts of developed
politic81 centralisation.

It may al80 be demonstrated that undar

given historical circumstanceB, the lineage aystem is an idiom of
organieation which may aseist governmente in tightsning political
control"over agnatically defined socio-political groups and channelling
the incorporstion at a aubordinate lavll1 af peripharal groups or
captivss.
Tha esgmsntary stats th80ry cannot cope with the complsxities of
such situationa in sub-S&haran Africa by simply Juxtaposing

the

categoriee of state and stste-lssa soeietiss, whieh wsre origlnll1ly
poeitsd as being diametriell1ly oppDsed.

The prssentation of a

"continuum" model of claasification of types of political organisation
to supercede this admitted1y unreali.tic dichDtomy does not rsprssent
a theoreticll1 advanca sincs it doss not put into question t1llO premisss
of sagmsntery 11neags th80ry lIIhich, according td Bonte (1979b: 219):
"(1)

••• transforms the plurl-functionll1 definition of kinahip

lIIhich ia particularly detsrminsd by the organisation of production,
into a atructurll1 distinction within kinship itself and (2) ••• accepta
the.appsrent dstermination of social organisation by unilinell1 dsscent".
This implies nagating the strt.lctural relatian between csntrll1iead forllls
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Df gollerntllent, institutiDnaliaed social inequality within and betwe8l1
deecent groups and I1neage Drgan1eatiDn aa an histodc proCilSS.

5.

The ob fut and IIl'pan1eaUsn of th. pr••ent etudy
The ayst_atic study Df IIsrriag. within and betllleen non-exag8llDU.

unil1neally detined groups belanging ta diffsrent social strata in
terme of deeaent, cansenguin1ty and tsrritaria1ity affera a crucial
I1neag~

vantage point fol' undal'8tanding COlIpetitive apposition lIIi.thin
bea.d, centrali..d pol1tical syatems.

Kan_, in vi8lll of ths un1versality

of agnatic I1neag. organisation ..!thin a socially stratitisd society,
i8 e favourllble ground fol' auch analyeis.

Tha highly develapad clan-

faeuasad Ken8llbu oral tradition 1llu8tratae the fact that I1naagas,
clans and da8Cent based socistillle 8re not etatic structuree.

Tha

organi. .tional dsveloPlllent Df suah groupa 18 naoe.881'Uy aubJaot ta
hietorical change.

Tha e. .e is af cauree true of tha ayet.. of

institutianalised social inequality lIIhich heavily
intra-and intar-group l'8lationa.

dete~iA8e

bDth

The 8econd end final eectiDn of

th1e study 18 enti1'8ly davated te explDring these th...e.
Thia, howvar, presuppo..e certein pl'ellllinary descriptions
which canetituta

the remeind8l' Df the p1'8eent introductary sectlion.

Chaptere TlIID, Three end rouI' respsctively dea1 with central
aspecta Df Kan8llbu social, pol1tical and econam1c organisatiDn.

ln

all thr88 Df these chaptel'8, special emphaeis lIl111 be placed on the
undsrllltanding af hiararchica1rB1atione within Kanembu soci.ty.
After the presentatiDn Df succinct hietarical rsfarences an the
fal'llatiDn Df the Kan_bu· pllDple over tha paat lI111enium, p1'8aant-day
Dral traditiDn 1e ahDwn ta raflect and lagitlllate ths hieral'chiaatian
of socio-pol1tical grD",a.

PlGre deteiled cauants a1'8 then lIads an

hietorically subordinate social categories including slaves, serfs
and artisans.
Kanambu socio-political organisation is approached through the
definition of the clans end lin88gee.

These groupa will serve as

comman units of rsference in the Interpretation of oral tradition as
weIl aa marriags patterns.

The administration of genaalogically

dafined social unite ie then eX8IIin81lat both the clan end societal
levale.

rinally, the major socio-historlcal characterietice of each

of the eight South Ken_i chieftsincies in lIIhich inquiries were conducted
are dapicted in aomewhat greater detail.
The etudy of importent featurae of social end political organieation
in Chapters Tw end ThreB gives the necessary fr8llBlIIClrk for eX8IIining
the circulation of wealth and ae80ciated power relations in Ken..bu
society.

An att8llpt is lIade ta reconstitute the complex traditional

Kenembu agricultural taxation system which underpins the rank ordering
of clens and lineages ae well es of social strata.

Compl8lllentary

synthsees follow on artisanal production and trade and commsrce.
Chapter Four concludee by en overview of rscent davalopments of the
Ken8llbu

BCOnollly

in post-colonial Chad.

Thess r8lllarke undsrUne the

perpetuation of trad!tional aocio-econa.tc inequalities through Stata
sconomic intervention.
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CHAPTER
1.

NOTES ON THE

ThIO

OF SOUTH KAN[M'S POPULATION

CO~POSITION

Kanem and the Kanembu
In geographical terms, Kanem is the region

~hich

s.tends from the

northeastern shores of Lake Chad to the southernmost confinee of the
Sahara at appro.imately 16
l'laps 1 and 2).

To the

0

east longitude and 15

~est,

0

north latitude (See

Kanem ie bounded by the Niger-Chad border,

which runs in a northeasterly direction from the northern Bxtremity of
Lake Chad.

To the east, Kanem e.tends to the Bahr el,..Ghazal (termed

l!!!!!!!. in the K"anembukanembu language.)

This 500 km long depresaion, a

former effluent of Lake Chad, originates at the lake's BDutheaeterntip
in a ragion known as Dagana.

It then

follo~

a northeastarly

coursa~hich

finally leade into the Jurab depresBion.
The geographical araa thus defined is divided into two, administrative
unite (circonacriptions), nBJll9ly the prefiicturEt du Kanem

with its capital

et l'lao and the, prlifsturs du Lac which ia governed at Bol.
Kenem prêrecturs covers an area of 114,500 km
territory to the aast of the Bahr
at 193,000 (Decalo 1977

&

Bl~hazal.

The prAracture la

~

~resantly

(Mao, l'IousBDro and Nord-Kanem nomade).
is estimated at 1.7 per k«

including a band of

Its population is estimated

154) and mainly consists of' Kanembu and Deza"

lllith Tubu, TunJur and other minoritiea
ch al1ter ).

2

2

(Decalo 1977

l'Iap J and Section 2 of thia

divided into thrse BDuMrif'ectures
The, pro,vinca' s' population denaity
&

154 ).

The prM'ectura du Lac,which Illas crsated in 1962 only two years after
Chad's indel1endence from France, covers only 22,nOO km

2

(See P1sp 14).

This arès includes the littoral from the Niger border in the northltlBst to
Dsgane, ln the BDutheaat se weli as the lake's northern and northeastern
archipelagoes..

The province is divided into two BDus-eréfecturee

(~

and
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N'gouri).

With a population of approximately 131,000, the préfecture

has a density of 5.9 persons per km

2

(Oecalo 1977 : 171).

Kuri and Kanembu are the principal athnic 9roups of the area

The Buduma,
(See Map 3).

As an historical term, Kanem refers to the core province of the
Kanem-Bornu empire first mentioned by Arab chroniclers in A.O. 872 (eee
below Section 2).

Kanem subsequently was relegated to the rank of a

province in the 80rnu empireuntil the final disintegration of thie state
during the 19th century (~. Lange 1977, Lavers

1980 ).

In the preeent study, the term Kanem, uniese otherwise specified,
~ill

refer to the areas of the Kanem and Lake prefectures, and, eecondarily,

of the .Shari-8agirmi prefecture
Kanembu people.

(~Map

1), mainly inhabited by the

The adjective KQnemi will refer, to this area and the

adjective Kanembu to its major ethnic group.
eedentary group of

~oslem

The Kanembu are mainly a

agropastoralists living between the shores of

Lake Chad and the 14th parsllel.

Other Kanembu populations are epread in

a thin belt around the Lake's western shoree through Niger and into
Nigerian 80rnu (See Map 3).

following 8artHs

(1965) initial exploration

of Kanem (~Map 8), Nachtigal (1881 : 343-345) estimated in 1871 that the
Kanembu of

Ka~em,

including the divieions then known as Magemi, Bulala and

Kuka, numbered some 40,000 persons emong a total population of some 70,000.
Le Rouvreur (1962 : 98), apparently on the basis of 1956 census figures,
estimates the Kanembu populations of the
divieione et 71,000.
(1977

1

~ao,

Bol, Maseakory

and.~uesoro

Provisional estimates rsferred to by Oecalo

158) suggest a fifty per cent increase of the Kanembu populetion

between 1954 and 1977.

This would imply a present-day (1981) magnitude

of approximately 100,000 persons.
The modes of livelihood of the Kanembu and neighbouring groups are
largely dstermined by the diversity of the lacustral, Sahelian and
eub-Saharan environments and the cyclical climatic variations to which they
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are subject.

The area surrounding Lake Chad constitutes an ecological

haven for both agriculturalists and pastoralists with its fertile irrigated
lands and rich pastures.

The lacustral periphery is privileged in relation

to other Sehelien areas in thet the yearly millet crop obteined throughout
Kanem by dry ferming is here complemented by severel yearly harveete of
grains and vegetables.

These irrigated cultures are concBntrated in the

numerous riverain interdunary depreesione (b'la)
landscape of southeastern Kanem.
18

which cherecterise the

However, the productivity of the

~

directly influenced by the surface level of Lake Chad, which ie eubjsct

to important variatione mainly determined by seaeonel and longer-term
reinfall cycles.

In view of the low declivity of the lende surrounding

Leke Chad, relatively minor veriatione in surface level may entail the
flooding or deflooding of vaet araae of the riverain beU
1 to 9).

C.2!: Figuree

Theee changes regulate the fertility of and acaess tà choice

agricultural lands along the shore ae weIl as the level of underground
water deposits further inland.
When rainfall is adequate, the Kanemi environment offers excellent
possibilities for the pursuit of an harmoniously belanced agropastorel
sconomy.

The predolllinantly pastoral mode of livelihood of the people of

North KanEll11 is interdependent lIIith the ridler and more varied agriculture
of the South.

However, during dry cycles such as that Irlhich lad to the

great Sehelian drought of the 'early 1970'e, the agricultursl potentiel
of the South suffers greatly, Irlhereas northern paetorelists are forced
eouthward from the fringes of the sahara.

This promotss economic ae ",ell lUI

pa11t1cal tensions betllleen northern and 90uthern Kanemi.
A besic analysis of ths Kenemi environment and modes of subsistence
is givsn in Appendix 1.

This, presentation is indispensable to the

understanding of Kanembu I!lOcio-political organisation end, in particular,
the inequelities on ",hich the relations betwsen the'land - and ths cattle -
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eontrolling nobility and the maes of dependent agropastoraliets are based.
2.

Notes on the formation of the Kanembu people
Oral tradition, as weIl as the warks of Arab historians,

(~Cuoq

1975) and the African document in Arabie known as the 'DIwan salatin
Bornü'

(Chroniele of the Kings of Bornu) (.Ef: Lange 1977), suggest that

the emergenee of the Kanembu people reeulted from the fusion of autonomous
and immigrant Negroid agrieulturalists and hunters assoeiated with the
"Saon (or "So") culture with the groups of Saharan nomads designated by
the ehronielers as the "Zaghawa"
The term

'KiwI.m' (

(~

Chapelle 1957 : 4 - 7, 100 - 101).

~~~ ) is fi rat reeorded in an Arabie text

·of AI-Ya'qubi dated A.D. B72, where it designetes e place deseribed as
tha home of the Zaghawa (Lange 1977 : 115).

However, it is impossible to

say when the term Kanerobu may heve come to designats a eulturally
dietinguishable people rather than a very heterogeneous population
eharing albi'oadly defined terri tory.

The ward Kanem ie derived from

the Tedaga term for 'south' (Tedaga : ~ or an.m;

Kanuri: an_m;

Kanembukanembu : anum) preeeded by the nominal prefix 'k' and, thus,
signifies 'land of the eouth'.
translateable by 'people

The addition of the euffix 'bu'

(of)' (sing.~) gives the term 'Kanamb6',

whieh is etymologieally more a geographieal term than an ethnie
deeignation.
~

It ie opposable.to

of the North

<.e.f: Naehtigal

~,'people

of Tu', or Tibeeti,

1BB1 : 336 - 337).

Very little indeed is known with eertainty abaut the populations of
the Chad Basin at the presumed period of their anaounter with the Zaghawa,
about

the 9th eentury A.D.; Trimingham (1962 : 104) eomments that :
"Ths term So, although it now belongs to the realm of myth, is
useful aines it was used by nomads for thosa inhabitants of the
Chad region (other than palednigritiee) who had a well-defined
eivilization, whieh from the historieal point of view is esntred
in the walled town state, divine kingship with ritual murder,
and olaborats hierarehization of politieal organization. The So
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languagBs bBlongBd to the Chado-Hamitic linguistic group, reprBsented
today by the languagBs of the Heusa, Kotoko, Buduma (Yedlna),
Bolellla, 1'1 usgu and many othBrs."
It is bBliBvBd that thB Sao \IIerB first pushed south of Lake Chad by thB
Zaghallla at the end of the tenth cBntury (Trimingham 19621 105).
ThB peoplB of TibBBti (or Tu) cBrtainly playBd an outBtanding rolB
among the cBntral Saharan populations credited with thB foundation of Kanem
in thB IIIakB of thB Sao rBtmat.

Ae the process of southlllBrd migration

from \Ilhat is today northBrn Chad Idae pursued, a distinction :ClIBveloped
bBt~Bn

TBda and Deza.

Nachtigal

B~plains

that:

" ••• the peoplB of Tu calI themselvBs TBda, and ••• they IIIBrB earlier
much more widBly scatterBd through thB desert than they arB nOld •••
many tribal sections belonging to the Tu ragion arB still found
south of the grBst desBrt in Bornu and KanBm, and their migration
thithBr appears to havB taken place gradually, and for eomB of them
only to havB bBsn complBtBd quite recBntly.
Along thB Bornu road,
Kawar and somB of the emallBr oaSBS cIoSB to this littlB district
havB, on thB contrary, bBBn inhabitBd by Tsda for many centuries.
ThB inhabitants of thB littlB neighbouring tBrritory of Borku are
distinguiBhed from the Tsda, and go by the name of Ama Borku, i.B.
the peopla of Borku, and likellliBB with ths psople of the Bahr BlGhazal, who for the most part calI thBmsslvBs Daza.
In spite of
thB divBrsity of namBS howsvBr, thBY are wBll awarB of their unity
which is, morsovBr, demonstratBd by a common languagB, sven though
it is divided into two dialacte; thB wholB family, for which its
component parte havB no Joint namB, can bB conveniently dividBd
bBtwBBn Teda, thB inhabitante of Tu and Kall/ar, and Daza, thB
inhabitants of Borku, the Bahr Bl-Ghazal, and Kanem.
ThB Arabs
calI tha formBr Tubu and thB lattBr Qor'sn, but they alao USB,
according to whethBr they livB in the northBrn part of the desewt
or in thB Sudan, either of thBse tBrms to cavBr thB two groUPB,
although thB namB Tubu bBlongs logically only to thB inhabitante of
TibBati."
.
(Nachtigal, translatBd by FishBr and FishBr 1974

379 - 380)

Nachtigal's racapitulation of variations in group dBsignations proVOkBd by
southward movements from Saharan .tolllsrd Sahslian latitudBs puts us on guard
againat tha imprBssion thBt thB gsnesis of ths KanBmbu peoplB is thB dirBct
result of "a" conquest during thB 9th or 10th csntury.

ChapBllB (1957

41 - 4B) undBrlinBs that southward migrations from TibBsti to Kanam
occurred from the 1Dth to the 13th cBntury and beyond.

Groups of TBda
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origin settled in Kanem moved to Bornu during the 13th and 14th century,
giving rise to a Kanuri group distinct from the peopla of Kanam

(~also

In contrast, populations of Teda tradition went northward
from Bornu "back" to Tibasti during tha 16th cantury.

The 17th century

saw elements of the Daza tribe known as the Kreda move from Borku and
Ennedi (See

~ap

1) to the Bahr el-Ghazal and Kanam.

This movament wae

followed by further Daza migrations from Borku to Kanam during the 1Bth
century (Chapelle 1957 : 41 - 4B; ~ also Urvoy 1949 and Lavers 1980 ).
The timespan andcomplexity of these movaments as weIl as the absence
of

adequa~e

sources make any attempt to determine in other than very

general terms when and how the Kanembu and Kanuri cultures developed into
~separate" entities from a common Teda/Daza source highly speculative.

As migratione from the Sahara to Kanem and thence to Bornu are spread
over centuries,

80

is the conquest of Kanem proper from the SaD.

As the

"Zaghawa n beceme ftKanembu", they were deeply influenced by "SaD" culture.
Ae the "Kanambu" spread over into Bornu to become "Kanuri", the struggle
against the SaD and the assimilation of many of their number continued.
This process did not subside until ths 16th century.
Kanemi history is largely known through dynastic traditions as
recorded by

~uslim

chroniclers.

Triminghem abserves (1962 : 114) that:

"Legend carriee the dynaety which was to rule Kanem back to Ougu

(~

A.O.

BOO) who is made to descend from· Saif ibn Ohi Vazan, whenca the ruling line
is.known ss Saifi or Vazani n or commonly, Sefewa.

Triminghem adds (1962:

114-115) that the Barly pagan eection of the Sefawa dynastyMis referred to
as the Ouguwa or Bani Ougu, which, as Barth recognizsd, wae probably
different dynasty.n

a

Lavers (1980; ms.:?) wr1tes that:

"By 1000 A.D. a stable state had bssn established and Imperial
adventures begun.
The court continued to be sami-nomadic, moving
around the kingdom on royal progrssses bu~at ths sems tims, a
numbsr of towne had developed ae administrativa and commsrcial centres.
Ths office of ~ai (king) had alrsady developed religious sttributes of
a divine naturs ~ Al Muhallabi rsported that the people exhalt and
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worship (the King) instead of Godr.beliaving that it is (the
Kings) who bring life and death, sickness and healthl"

(.Ef: also Trimingham 1962 : 111)
Sourcas differ as to which rulsr of Kanem was the first to adopt Islam
(~Lange

ta

1977 : 157 and Trimingham 1962 1 115).

Al-~aqrtzr's

account (

~

It is clear, according

Cuoq 1975 : 389), thst by 1242 - 1252 A.O.,

Muslims from the kingdom of Kanem had founded a madrasa (Koranic sChool)/
Neuertheless, smong the -people of Kansm, as oppossd to

hostel in Csiro.

ruling dynssties, ths propagstion of Islam required centuries.

Certain

groups of South Kanem, notably the insular Buduma, refused to conuert
until ths 20th'·century.
During the 12th csntury, a deep conflict deueloped between the ruling
Plagemi clan to blhich the Sefallla kings belonged and another Kansmbu group
known as the Bulala.

Trimingham (1962 : 11B) interprets thie struggle

for supremacy es aa pagan reaction against the islamizing tendencies of
th~

Saift houss. a

of Sefawa Oaud

Ths Bulala attack and conqueet of Kanam under the reign

(A.O~

1377 - 1386 according to Barth) sntailed the expulsion

of the latter' s dynasty from Kanam proper to Bornu:
"The ••• Bulala ••• originating from a branch line of the royal family
of Klinam, by their forefather J!l Shikomflmi (e son of DUnama O'balami 7)
hed founded a powerful principality in the territory of fittr! ("the
lake a ), ouer the numerous tribes of the K6ks (Leo's Gaoga) ••• DéUd ben
Nik81e lIIae driuen out of Nj{miye, the old capital and finally killed
by 'Abd el Jsl!l, the BulA1a king."
(Barth 1965 II : 586)
Ouer the subeequent fifteen years at lsast, fiue of Osud's descandants
and SUCC8ssors to the Ksnem throne are said ta haue perished at the hande
of the Bulala.

One of thsse, Omar ibn Idris, is reported to haue giuen

up Kanem entirely, taking up residence in Bornu.

The Bulala blhose capital

was Yeo, Just north of Lake fitri, ruled Kanem for n122 years", according
to Ibn fartubla

~

Palmer 1928 1

1

17).

Idris Katagarmabe (r. 1502-1526)

wrestsd Kanem back under his line' s command by defeating the Bulala prince
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Dunama in one of severel expeditions to the province.

Although Idris

undoubtedly seems to have restored Sefewa euzerainty over Kanem, it is
less obvious whether he effectively could or wished to exercise direct
According to Trimingham

administretion over the province.

(1962: 124):

"Most of the tributery states (i.e. of Bornu) eest end south of Chad
threw off eny ties of ellegiance efter Idrls's deeth".

The Bulale became

officielly tributery of Bornu but, in prectice, remeined independent
rulers for severel decedes more.

However,

"in the yeers thet followsd the psrtitioning of Ksnem between
Bornu snd the Bulele in the 15BO's, the letter greduslly lost
their predominent position.
The eggressive new Tunjur stste,
besed upon Kedede, wes pressing down ths vslley of ths Bathe
towerds Lake Fitri while Begirmi pushed its frontiers up from
the south"
(Lsvers 1980; ms.: 19)
Tunjur orsl trsdition collected st their present centre of
Southesst Ksnsm refers to North-Africen origins;

~ndo

in

one of thsir villeges

wascslled Tunis et the tims or Nechtigel's trip through the district.
Carbou ( 1912 1 s 74) reletss oral sources mentioning e stay on the benks
of the

Nile~

Triminghsm (1962 : 139), ie of the opinion thet the:

"Tunjur were probebly Nubiens, who, through contect with Arebe,
hed become Arebie-speaking.
They instelled themselves in Oerfur
ebout the. fifteenth century end remeined in control until their
supremecy wes overthrown about the yeer 1630".
Very soon efterwerds, ths Tunjur chief Oaud suffered a heavy defset by
the founder of the IIlsdey sultenste, 'Abd el-Karim b. Jamel ~ Levers 1980
ms.· :19).

Migreting westward, the Tunjur ere supposed ta have entered

ths province of Kenem eround 1650.

There they inflicted e resounding

blow on the Bulala, whose ruling clen fled east along the Bahr el-Ghazal
before re-sstablishing thsmselves in Fitri.

The Tunjur leader tried to

settle at Mao but his strength was not adequate to completely usurp the
seat of the Bornu governorate.

This latter state reacted strongly and

sent en ermy to Ksnem undsr the commend of a Megemi eppersntly brought up
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in Hausa

country since ha

~as

known as DaIa Afuno.

It is thus that the

vice-royalty of Kanem wae created under the reign of HaJ 'Omar ibn IdrIe
of Bornu who, according to Nach.tigal's chronology, reigned from
to 1645.

~

It was then that the dynasty of !!!!!s or governors of

1625
~ao

began administering Kanem on an hereditary basis (See Lavers19BO; ms.:2l-23

& n. 101, p. 52).

The clan which formed around the line of

~agemi

governors was named Dalatoa, in meaory of the groupes founder.
The chsin of events surrounding the Bulals defeat provoked by the
TunJur invasion and the subsequent rebalancing of the political situation
in favour of Bornu has to date ramained deeply embedded in Kanemi oral
tradition.

rew clans today resident in Kanem can trace their ruling lines'

genealogical charters further back than this historical "breaking pointU,
which entailed not only considerable internaI and peripheral population
movement, but equally a full realignment of poles of sovereignlty and
subordination.

AlI oral sources concur in depicting the period following

the Bornuan reconqueet as one of endemic unrest.
Bulala origin or allegiance
local integrity.
Nguri region.

~ere

Residual groupe of

quite successful in maintaining theirown

Indeed,they are still represented today in the DibinenchiThis continuity was achieved at the price of coneiderable

social and economic autarky as weIl as ahifting subordination to those
authorities which successively exercised predominant influence in Kanem.
During the 18th century, crisis affected Bornu iteelf ae vassals in
Hausaland, Bagirmi and Kanem fought to break their tiee of dependence with
the Sefawa.

Hoatilitiee with the Saharan sultanate of Agades led to the

losa of Bornuan control of the Bi1ma ealt trade.
actions were undertaken against the Bedde.
frontier wae such that ths vassal
heartland of Bornu.

~anga

Numerous repressive

Insecurity on the northern

were forced southward into the

To the BOutheast, the kingdom of Bagirmi, formerly

considered a vassal of Bornu, attacked and defeated Bornuan forces on the
Logone and in southern Bornu and organised repeated

~orays

into Kanem
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(~

Nachtigal 1881 : 691 - 718).

~

'Ali b. Dunarna

(~

1751 - 1785),. and generally in alliance with their former enemies,

(~

During the reign of the Bornuan sovereign,

1750 - 1791), the Wadayane under king

(~)

Jawda

the Tunjur, increased their military pressure on Kanem's eastern border
along the 8ahr al-Ghazal (Nachtigal 1889 : 278, translatad by Fisher and
Fisher 1971 : 212).

Lavers(1980;msJ5-36) relates that: "These activitiesset.in

motion a series of migrstione of Teda, Kanembu and Shuwa (i.e. Arabs)
into.Kanem and on into metropolitan 80rno".
In Kanem, the 80rnuan governors were forced to contend with internaI
as weIl as. the Just mentioned external threate to Sefawa authority.
Landeroin (1911 : 38) reports, for

exarnple,that~~ele

Kura undertook

an expedition in the 1780's or 1790's, against a subordinate group of
agro-pastoraliete known as the Kanembu Kajidi along the southeaetern shore
of Lake Chad and exacted a large tribute from them.

Reportedly, certain

nobles were also reluctant to fulfill fiscal requiremente.
~egemi

of Yaburi, south of the provincial capital in

tribute to
the

m!!

~

~ao,

The Kanembu
refueed to pay

Mele on the grounds that they were of the sarne stock ae

of 80rnu and should hence bs exempt.

Thereupon, the alifa's

Dalatoa, also of Magemi deecent, burned the villages of Yaburi and Gobsle,
thue directly offending the mai.
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Despite Mohammed el-Amines 1824 victary at N'gala over the Wadayans
(~

Trimingham 1962

1

209), the latter continued to

unde~ine

Bornuan
(~Map

sovereigni ty in eastern Kanem ltJi th the help of their Tunjur allias
7).

The Bornuans enlisted the support of AltJlad 5liman Arabs from Fezzan

to defend Kanem.

At the seme time, hOlllever, on-going competi tion among

Kanembu Dalatoa factions served Wadayan interests.

8y the time of Al-Kanemi's

death in 1835, the Wadayans had ensured their dominion over Kanem.
After their North African defeat by the Turks in 1842, the AIIIlad
5liman invaded Kanem the follollling year and imposed their
~

~

Landeroin 1911 : 383 - 384).

over the

~ill

This Fezzani invaeion sperked off

a series of internal conflicte in Kanem Which lasted until the end of the
19th century.

From 1843 ta 1850, the weakened Calatoa joined the AltJlad
(~

5liman in rai ding tha paoples of Kanem and neighbouring areas
Landaroin 1911 : 384).
have successfully

The Duu of South Kanem are the only group known ta

opposed these aggressions

(~Nachtigal

1881 : 331).

The AltJlad 5liman ltJere dealt a very heavy blow by the TltJareg Ksl
Ollli in 1850 (~8arth 1965 II : 274-276).
Arabs joined forces with the Duu of 8ari
in South Kanem (~Barth 1965 II : 608).
allianca ltJith the Caza of North Kanam

In 1853, howavar, the weakened
~Map

9) and defaated the Wadayans

Tha Arabs than concluded an

which alloltJed thaaa

t~

groups to

maintain constant prassura on bqth the Kanembu and tha ldadayans
1912

1: 32).

~

Carbou

In contraat, tha intarnally divided Dalatoa provad

incapabla of using the temporary disadvantage of tha Awlad 51iman ta ragain
affactiva control over Kanem.
Throughout the 1860's, the destinies of Kanem remained subordinated
ta fluctuatione of the relations betltJeen Awlad 5liman and Wadayans.
follollling decade salll both an increase of AIIIlad 51 iman power

(~Carbou

33) and the aggravation of hostilities betllleen Kanembu and Duu.

The
1912

1:

During the

1880'e, the Duu Darka gained the upper hand over their former Duu confederate
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clans as weIl es surrounding groups of Kenembu.
By 1B94, the last vestiges of Wadayan influence in Kenem dieappeared.
That year Awled 5liman and Daletoa forces eeverely defeated the Tunjur at
~ondo (~Carbou 1912

1: 92).

This victory was marred however, by the

outbreak of war between two Awlad 5liman factions.

Thepeoples of Kanemo

took sides around each of the two parties and the conflict degenerated into
a pan-Kanemi civil war which lasted until the almost bloodlese French
occupation of 1899.
The replacement of a Fezzani appointee by a French nominee as
entailed an increase of Dalatoa authority within Kanem.

~

The newly-created

eubdivisions of

~ao,

N'guri and Bol were divided into numerous cantons

(see ~ap 10).

Officially, the alifa's domain was reduced to Mao canton.

but, in practice, members of hie kindred were appointed as cantonal chiefs
throughout central

Kan~.

The creation of the Colonie du Tchad in 1920 was accompanied by the
consolidation of the more important local chieftaincies.
called regroupement,
(5ee Maps 11

a~d

12).

This policy,

led to the disbanding of smaller cantone

in 1934.

The Dalatoa, with the help of certain Daza, came to

administer 90% of Kanem's population.

One conse~uence of thie decision

was to withdraw aIl adminietrative prerogatives from the Arabe of Kenem.
The new territoriel divieions alsb implied the realisation of an old
Delatoa dream, namely full control over both the Kanembu and the Duu of
South Kanem.
Ths integration of the Chad colony into the wider Oubangui-Chari-Tchad
in 1934 during the Great Depreesion led the French to slacken in the
implementation of their policy of direct rule.

The lack of funds and

colonial adminietrators was compensated for by a reinforcement of the
administrative

preroga~ivee

of powerful eultanates such as Kanem.
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Administrator Catala (1954 : 49) notes that:
"As of 1938, the alifa ~as in fact, ~ith the support of the
colonial authorities, a true ruler under a rather 100se
protectorate. "
(l'Iy translation)
During the Second World War, French control over the interna1
~fairs

of Kanem wes very limited.

cantons.

In 1945, the!!1!.!. controlled 22

Important decisions concerning the province were directly

negotiated betwean the governor of the colony and the Kanembu paramount
The role of French local administrators and Kanemi dignitaries

chief.

was thus reduced to a large extent.
The pre-sminent authority acquired by ths Kansmbu potentats was
largely a result of the strong personality of

~

Zezerti.

When he

suddenly died in 1947, his successor, Mohammsd was immediately forced to
confront the renewed oppoeition of the "peripheral" chiefs of Kanem.
By 1949, the alifs's power was once

a~th

circumscribed to Central Kansm.

The appointment of new canton chiefs in 1953 confirmed this change in the
political balance among the Kanemi chieftaincias.
French intervention in the designation of new local leaders had,
however, diminished ths credibility of many clan and
their 0"'" people (.Ef:. Buijtenhuijs 1978 : 59-61).
accession to independence in 1960, the

~

~

chiefs among

Following Chad's

tried to profit from the

decline of certain competing noble lineeges in order ta enhance his own
bargaining position vis-A-vis the central ·government.

The importance

of Kanam's loyalty to Fort-Lamy in maintaining the fragile North/South
balance which guaranteed the existence of the Chadian State also played in
the .ill.!Jl' s favour.

In view of these factors both the Tombalbaye and l'Iallum

governments left considerable leeway to the alifa in his relations with
the provincial administration and his role as "overseer" of Kansmi internaI
affaire.
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In epite of the high degree of political and fiscal repression which
continued to prevail in Kanem after independence, the Kanembu did not
widely eupport the rebellione which broke out against the central government
in other parts of

~uslim

Chad as of 1963.

Buijtenhuijs (1979

links Kanembu passivity to the strengthening of the office of
the colonial periode

1

410, n.4)

~

during

He contrasts this process with the decline of the

royal houses of Bagirmi and rebellious Waday, and also underlines the week
role of the Islarnic clergy arnong ths peoples of Kanem.
The future role of the Dalatoa and the Kanembu nobility could be
seriously compromised by the consolidation of a revolutionary North-South
coalition government in N'Djamena with a united
fi~hting

between northern

~uslim

~uslim

dominance.

Continued

factions will indirectly assist Kanem's

ruling class in perpetuating under one form or another the system of
institutionalised social inequality upon which its power is baeed.
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3.

Oral tradition and the hierarchieation of socio-political groupe.
The very exteneive body of preeent-day Kanembu oral tradition reflecte

major historical oppositions between component units of the Kanemi polity
in eome detail.

No attempt will be made here ta derive any historical

or chronological conclusione from the materials of thie type whioh 1
recorded in the field or those publiehed by Nachtigal (1881), Landeroin (1911)
and Carbou (1912).

Oral tradition doee, neverthelees, offer interesting

Insights into the differential Integration of named clans into Kanembu
"dynastic" socisty chsracterised by voluntary or imposed residence in
Kanem, the espousal of Islam and the Ksnembukanembu langusge, and subordinstion
to the Oalatoa authorities.

Perceptions of each group's respective social,

political and religious status naturally vary from clan to clan and period
to periode

But, the comparieon of clan-specific rather then pan-Kanemi

accounts of the evolution of the Kanemi politY bringe into focus e core of
universally accepted pointe of refersnce around which different local
variants are constructed and progressively transformed.

Such ideologically

weighted accounts of clan hsritagee and interests in relation ta other
comparable groupe with which they interact are in turn relsvant in
understanding ths articulation bstween Kanemi clan and lineage organisation
and social stratification.

The following illustrations, synthssised from

a much wider corpus of oral litsrature, are preeented with thie purposs
in mind.
Among ths Kanembukanembu-speaking populations of Kanem, Nachtigal
(1881 : 343-345) saw fit to differentiate Kanembu, Kanuri (or
Delatoa.

~agemi)

and

The two latter groups-are mostly Kanemi-born "Bornuans" of

Kanembu heritage, atemming from 13th

14th century migrations and who

"returned" to Kanem following the 17th century reconquest.
(vermutliche)
classification.

Bulala and Kuka warranted a

Presumed

separate heading in Nachtigal'.s

Theee distinotions May be undarstood in terms of the
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respsctivs political statuses of ths abovs- mentioned groups rathsr than
of cultural or sthnic specificity.

Nachtigal's 'Kansmbu', 'Bulala' and

'Kuka' ars thought to have settlsd in Kanem in mo-re ancient timss than
the

'~agsmi'

or 'Dalatoa' recsntly of Bornu propsr.

The political precedence

of the "immigrants" from Bornu darives from the lsading role of their
ancestors in resscuring the mai's sovereignity ovsr the estranged province
of Kanem;

this action ultimately rssulted in ths submission of ths

so-callsd Bulala elsmsnts as weIl as in the subjugation of large sectors
of the Kanembu psasantry to ths Dalatoa administration of Kanem.
The

_~agemi

aecendants.

consider the kings (mai) of Kanem and Bornu as their

The prestige of the

~agemi

Dalatoa governors of Kanem

(~)

ls baeed in oral tradition on this claim, in spite of the generally accepted
"fact" that the-first alifa, DaIa, was of slave or captive descsnt.
~emi

The

clan, purportedly of Tubu origins, alao dsrives its fame from

having re-eetablished Bornuan
the Bulala.

The

~agsmi

Sefa~a

souereignty ouer Kanem by expelling

consider themselves to be Kanembu par excellence

and their numerous lineages are dispersed throughout Kanem.
Several other Kanembu clans claim noble Tubu ancestry but are not
considered of. royal blood.

Such are the Tomagri (or

Dibinenchi area, the roda of the
located to the west of

~ao

~ondo

T~ari

or Tu) of the

and Dagana ragions, the Kubri

and othsrs such as ths maraboutic clan of the

Kangu (or Kanku) ~o are closely associated with the Kubri (or Kuburi or
Kouri).
Another group of Kanembu is composed essentially of the N'gijim (or
N'guyum) clan with its centre at Dibinenchi, and the Diabu (or Diau) of
thelocalities of

~stalla

and N'guri.

dsscendants of the former Bulala of

Theee two clans claim to be direct

~etalla

and may thue claim to be of

"royal" descsnt ••• albeit from a dafeated dynasty.
to be "brothers" of the Bulala.

The N'gijim purport

N'gijim, most of whom fled to the Lake
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fitri area during the mid-17th century where their deecedante can still
be found.

Many Kanembu claim that the Ngijim and the Diabu are in fact

descendants of Bulala captives.

Carbou (191'2 1 : 47) suggesta a plausible

compromise, namely that the Kanembu Bulala stem from a mixture of Bulala
who did not follow the dsfeated chiefs

east~

1650 and from ex-Bulala

captives.
The Kanembu Gujeru of the Monda area claim ta be deecendante of ths
Kuka people who were forced to abandon their home on the shoree of
Lake ritri, by the very Bulala driven out of Kanem by the

~agemi

and

the Tunjur.
Other clans today considered ae Kanembu are marksd by the memory of
their one-time captive or dependent statue.

The N'gala (or N'galana)

clan, equivalent in name to the N'galtekke mentioned by Landeroin (1911
353, n.3) etats that their apical anceetor wae a serf of the Tubu Lawel,
the group from which the Kanembu Kubri are believed to have ieeued.

Their

depandent agricul turalistetatus is, hOlllever, deemed superior in Kanem to
that of the Kan embu Kajidi, who ara also beliavad to descend from a captive
of the seme Tubu Lawel.

Nachtigal (1881 : 376) describes the Kajidi as

Magemi slaves who intermarried lIIith Kanembu.
Other RKanembu" groups have reeulted from mixtures of paople of
contrasting cultural and linguistic affiliations.

Tothe south of Kanem,

along the lakeshore, the Korio and the Kankina are exemples of Kanembu
groups who originally lived on the mainland but lIIere made to flee south
follollling various invasions and civil wars.

TheY are closely associated

with the non-Kanembu riverain and insular Kuri and are often bilingual in
Kanembukanembu and Kuri.
To the north of Kanem in the Kanembukanembu-Dazaga linguistic
transition zone, one finds two groups of very uncertain origins whose
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specificity is largaly a result of intarethnic warfare.

The Hammaj ara

sadentary cultivators who Nachtigal (translated by fisher and fisher

1971:

164-165) describes as " ••• rsmanants of the original inhsbitants of Kanem
and closely related to the Bulala".

Csrbou (1912 1: 36, n.1) remarks

that the term 'Hamme j' is the pejorative name which the Arabs uee to
deeignete the Kanembu.

Nachtigal contrasts their apparently prestigious

origins (feda, N'gijim, Bare, Dana - the last three of which indicate
former Bulala affiliation) with their status of bonded agricultural eerfe
of the Daza.

In epite of their subordinate position, the Hammej sought

to maintain a Kanembu identity through language and custom in the face of
preasure entailed by southward migrations of Daza.

The Kumosoala, on

the other hand, achieved a greater level of cultural ayncretism.
Nachtigal (1881 : 248-249, 325-6, 335, 343) believes them to be a mixture
of Deza and Bulala elaments.

Thie semi-nomadic group, whoae lands wére

cultivated by Hammej serfs during the Iater 19th century, speak Dazaga
and are heavily intermixed with Awlad 5liman Arabs who first arrived from
fez zan in the 1840's.
The Qedawa of North Kanem described by Nachtigal (1881 : 319) trace
ascendants among Kanembu of the Dibbiri (or Dieri) clan and Daza of the
Jire clan.

In 1871, Nachtigal observed that the clan was divided into

two eections, one claiming Kanembu and the other Daza political allegiances.
The Juroa of the southwestern villages of· Chitati have similarly mixad
origins ~Nachtigal 1881 : 320).
In the Southeast of Kanem, the long transition of the Tunjur Arabe
of

~ndo

and the surrounding arsa towerd a sedentary and predominantly

agricultural mode of life characterised by Kanembu material culture and
Arabicjkanembukanembu bilinguism offers a remarkable exemple of partial
acculturation on the fringes of Kanembu country

(c~Nachtigal

and Conte & Hagenbuch~r-5acripanti 1979 : 319 and 323).

1881 : 328-330
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The ebove examples drawn from Kanemi oral traditions suggest that
Kanembu society is hierarchical and stratified in organisation rathsr than
segmentary and sgalitarian.

The classification which emerges from the

comparison of clan-focussed accounts shows that the Kanembu distinguish
constituent units of their society according to ranked status criteria.
Thsse standards are based on or lsgitimated in terms of purported modes
of Integration into the polity.

Clans are generally attributed one of the

following heritages: (a) royal; (b) noble; (c) marabouticj (d) defeated
ex-royalty; (e) commoner; (f) captive.

Many clans, or certain of their

component lineages, are of mixed or disputed origins.

One also encounters

gsographically psripheral groups which escape rigid classification with
regard to both thsir political and their cultural affiliatione.

They are

gensrally idsntifiable by a more or less durable tradition of bilingualism.
SUeh an AQ

~

classification does not allow one ta define with precision

the nboundaries" of the Kanembu as an "ethnic" group, at s given historical
periode

ror the Kanembu, the on-going debete on clan origins, as expreased

by the evolution of oral tIBdition, is a political rather than an ethnie
quastion.

One of the major functions of oral literature is to account for

changes in intsr-clan networks of allegianceB and alliances.

These are

largely determined by each group's capacity to constitute and maintain itself
as an office- and land-holding entity with specific tributary or fiscal
rights and obligations in relation to other clans as weIl as to superior
authorities.
In the introductoTY comments on dependency relationships presented in
Chapter 1, it is stated that

Kan~mbu

society, in historical terms, has been

croSB-Cut by three major cleavages which divide (a) slaves from freemen
(b) commoners from nobles and (c) Ouu from non-Cuu.

These thrse divieions

did not imply the sxistence of discrete social classes in that (1) Cuu were
in theory freemsn but in practice shared in their majority the BOcio-economic

stâus of the slaves (2) the status of slave was hereditary but not
necassarily perpetuaI whersas those of Duu or Kanembu noble or commoner
were bath hereditary and perpetuaI.

Thus, the nominal divisions between

social categories es weIl es among clens did not directly reflect the
divisione between strata as defined by procedures of status acquisition
and modification and socio-economic prerogatives and limitetions.

This

impliea that an understanding of Kanembu social organisation and, in
particular, the lineage aystem presupposes the study of the principal
relationships of dependence which define Kanembu social stratification.
Having considered dependence ralationahips in historical perspective,
one must alao teke into account (1) the formal disappearance of slave
status under the colonial r8gims without the slimination of aIl the forms
of soci~economic subordination it entailed and (2) the evolution of the
economic situation of the Duu category·without a parallel transformation
of the norms defining their juraI and social position.

The most

notab~e

consequence of these processss has been the widening of the commoner
cstegory into a composite class of dependents subject to distinct modalities
of subordination.
is

sppropriat~

In order ta best spproach the study of this change, it

ta examine the basic juraI and economic definition of slavery

in Kanem before considering that of commoner status.

It will thsn be

possible ta look st the Ouu cstegory in terms of their cultural specificity
and particulsr mods of Integration into Kanembu society ss a maritally,
professionally and rituslly distinct sub-group of the commoner class.
This description should furnish the required sthnographic basis for
undartaking an examination of Kanembu lineage and political organisation,
and the ways in which the nobility legitimises the maintenance of its
prerogatives.
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4.

Slavery
In Kanembukenembu, one distinguiehes kale. male slave, from chir

famale slave.
word

~

The team for slave, irrespective of sex, is kinli.

The

(from the Arabic lIIalad, boy) is alsa used in the sense of

'dDmestic slave' or, in more modern colonial Jargon, RbDyR.
The maJority of able-bodied male slaves ",ere aseigned ta agricultural
taeks, mainly working the soil, irrigation and harvesting.

Oomestic elaves

Women attended to housshold dutiee

sometimes had a more tolerable lot.

such as cooking, providing grain and water-carrying.

~en

cered for dDmestic

enimals and served ae orderlies snd messsngers for their masters.

One

informant describes servitude among pastaralists in the following words:
RThey slept outside of the village, by the lIIells.
Ouring the night,
they would draw ",ater to bring to the village in the morning. They.
would eat millet hueks. They had forgotten their languages.
Their
lacerations prevented them From fleeing. R
~st

slaves

~re

captured or purchased From among the

of Bagirmi and sometimes of Bornuan territoriea.

~

(pagana)

Thie commerce Illas

aanctioned, indeed largely monopolised by the State of Bagirmi and later
tolerated by the French at the beginning of their occupation.

It is very

difficult to give any estimates of the numbsr of slaves sent yearly ta
Kanem.

Chsvalier (1907 : 357) thinks that 5,000 exported annually From

Bagirmi to Bornu, Kanam and North Africa combined would be a
the time he wrote.

Often more than half

10111

figure st

the slaves died of ill-treatment

on the ",ay to the Bagirmian and Bornuan markets which the Kanembu attended.
At

~aesenia,

capital of Bagirmi, the Kanembu would mainly barter salt cakes

produced From the ~-bush (SalvadDra pereica) as weIl ae netron (hydrsted
sodium carbonate) extraeted From the Lake'e ahoree by Duu.

The Bornu slave

trade Illas financed by cattle salee ",hen political conditione along the weetern
tracks made conveyance feaeible.

Chevalier reporte theee 1903 prices in

Bagirmi and Bornu (1907 : 358 - 359):
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Male 1 - 3 years of age: sold only lII!th mother
Male 5 - B yeare of age:

5 thaler

Male B - 13 years of age:

10 thaler

Male 14 - 19 yeare of age: 20 thaler
Male 20 - 25 years of age: 25 thaler
l'Iale 30 - 50 yeare of age: little trade
olllned only by aul tans

Eunuchs :

By compsrison, a good horse Illas sold at about 50 thaler on the seme markets.

At that Ume in Kanem, an ox brought5 - 6 thaler, a milk COIII, 10, and tlllo
Unfortunately, 1 have no

sheep, 1 thaler. (Chevalier 1907 : 399-400).

avidance concerning the conversion rate for salt or natron at that time.
Women slaves were sold at lower prices with the exception of certain
future concubines.
reached a ratio

0'

The price differential between fsmales and males o'ten
ta 2.

These prices are comparable to, though poseibly

someldhat higher, than thoee given for Kuka market of the 1B70'8 by
Nachtigal (1B79 : 692). thie author adde that a eunuch may fetch 50 ta
BO thaler, end a concubine between 40 and 100 •
. Purchased Blaves lIIera in principla pagans whereas captivea, in
practice, lIIere a'ten Muslime.

But tha Chad

islande~e,

for example, raided

the Bornuan mainland and captured beliavere and infidele indiscriminataly.
The seme Idae sometimes true of the Kanembu tOldard the Tubu, the Kreda or
other neighbouring peoplee.

Personally,

have met several

Duu

kindira

(hunter-dilliners), ~and cultivators Idho Idere affranchised descendante
of Bornuan l'Iuslims, some of Idhom had passed through pagan hands et the closs
of the 19th csntury.

Duu status here rspresents a form of partial

smancipation for "worthy" dependents.
AlI 'reemen (~) including Duu IIIsre entitled to purchaee and ollln
slaves.

Richer Duu Idere abls to exercise this privilege but it goes
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without saying that most kinli (slaves) were owned by the Kanembu nobility.
Bouilli' (1937 : 150) notee that many rich families of the latter category
had 15 to 20 domestic captives, mast of whom wers taken ae children during
euccessful raids in nearby countries.

Given ths disappearance of the

slave trade and the affranchisement of captivee under diverse auspices
(new linesge affiliations, emigration, foundation of new autonomous hemlets,
new forms of clientage), it would be moet difficult to assess the demographic
weight of elaves and persons of servile descent in relation to the sntire
population of Kanem at any periode

My guess ie thet in total they formed

a group smaller than the Ouu stratum (Q& 10%).
Slaves were jurally dependent on their masters to whom their inheritances
if any, were left.

Conversely, their persons were included in the master'e

estate at his death along with his cattle.

Among rich Kanembu, slaves

were somstimes transferrsd through marital prestations, but it wes not
possible to obtain any dependable data on this important practice.

As the

master's personal property, slaves could be submitted to corporal punishment
(whipping) but such practices sesm ta have been rather lese stringent and
common emong sedentary Kanembu than emong surrounding peoples, with the
exception of those of Bornu.
the Kreda

To give but one exemple for comparison,

and Tubu pastoralista would not infrequently mutilate captives

by cutting a knes tendon to ensure against eecape.
The entire life's work of the slavs was at the master's disposition,
save minimal staple production sssentiai to their individual or domsstic
subsistence.

But it is

im~ant

to note that in this respect, slave

status was net fundamantally diff~rent from that of a great portion of the
peaaantry (maskin), including many share croppere and client Ouu submittsd
to norms of dependencs almoet ae constricling as those governing slaves.
A. slave man could only marry a slave woman;

the couple thus formed

could not eetablish a jurally recognieed domestic unit.

Vet,

a~

could
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marry a fraaman and incraaaa his patrilinssga.

In both csses. the

childran of slaves belongad to the mothar's mastar.
concubinas or wives and frae fathers were

~

The offspring of slave

Jura membare of tha lattar'e
According to Kanembu and

patrilineaga and therafore eligible to inherit.

Koranic tradition. a ~ (freaman) could have as many concubines as ha
desired beyond the fourth legal wife as long as these were chosen From his
captivas.

for tha captive

concubine or wife. the birth of the first
In Kanembu

child From her mas ter entailed Immediate affranchisament.
society as among the Twareg

Kel Greas deseribed by Bonte (1975 a: 184-185):

"The raproduction of ths slave is subjected to partieular rules eince
the latter could found neither a domestic group nor a family (in the
etructural sense of the ward as weIl as in practice. aince instability
of unions waa high).
The slave ia in fact external to the social
conditions of production.
He is assimilated. according to Marx'e
formulation. under "natural" or "inorganic" factore.
The demographic
aspect of hia reproduction is essential •••• Slaves are at once
the result and the instrument of unequal accumulation among production
groups."
(My translation)

In view of slavee' incapacityeither ta belang to or round politically
and aocially recognised patrilineages. the kin!i could not form a closed.
self-perpetuating atatue group aa could ths
the oUu.

~

among the Kanambu and

Ths slave stratum was based on the negation of ths patrilineal

rights of its numbere. both male and female.

It was endogamous for aIl its

male members and endogamous or exogamous for femals members.

Dsmographically.

the slave stratum tendsd to diminish whsn slavewamen/freemen marri ages were
Frequent and slave purchases low.
colonisation.

This situation hae prevailed since

The mechanism of exclusion From the Kanembu lineage system

and the forcibly imposed marriage practices Just mentioned explain in large
part the disappearance and "assimilation" of ths slavs etratum.

Even

though slave dsscent is not quickly forgotten. this procese may be contrasted
to the continued existence of ths
by the endogamic norm.

~

stratum as a closed

~raup

perpetuated
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Slaves were often affranchised some generations after the capture or
purchase of their ascendants;

the new "freemen" went to ihcrease the ranks

of the intermediate, highly tributary groups of the agricultural proletariat.
"~oluntary"

slavery in the form of bond service could be the Immediate

sequel of amancipation.

Affranchiaement bargained agslnst a contract of

servitude or dependence could maintain control over eervile labour for a
freeman's eldest son while sxcludLng the slave from possible divisions of
estate at the maater'a daath.
At the bsginning of the 20th century the French forbada slave raiding
and direct salss of human beings.

Slavery and servitude were not

e

immediately affected by the gradual abolitionist measures implemented by the
coloniseq~hen

these conditions

~re

msda

effranchisement ceremoniels, notably in
decades after conquest.

ls~

~ao,

in 1956, the ensuing
involved many persons born

Following these formalities, "ex"-slaves found

themselves engaged in a transitional process during

~hich

their economic

status was or is eimilar to that of the Ouu farmer linked ta a specifie
Ksnembu community and lineage.

They msy be attributed unueed lande for

colonisation, usually at a certsin dietsnce from existing

settlement~which

sre often cultivated by isolated, extended patrilinesl families (s fsther,
his eone, their wives and children).

Nonethelees, they remain attached

to their former maeter's lineage by links of political and tributary
dependence.

This situation may psrsist for several gensrations.

Affranchisement could be bought by paymente in currency, goods or
labour as weIl as negotiated against eccession to metayer etatus.

Legally,

former slavee are free to leave their "home" area and settle where they
please;

some indeed heve.

Practically, this "liberty" of movement is

restricted by the maintenance of heavy agricultural levies impoeed on
newcomers.

The lack of bovine or monetary capital with

~ich

sharecroppers

could give compensation for land righte is an obvious impediment to land
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colonisation;

so is ths lack of political support from a constitutsd

and autonomous lineage.

Ths solidarity, ailent Dr activs, of the land -

holding class is ons ksy to the perpetuation of such insqualities in accsss
to msans of production.

A Kanembu msn told me that ths slaves of ths

.!!l!!:.! of l'lao are nOIll frss "but they respsct their mœteJ; they lIIill nevsr
forget.

Even ir one of them becomea a civil servant, hs respects his

mastsr Dr his master's son when they mset."
5.

Serfdom
The economic autonomy of the southsrn Kanembu cultivator, whether he

is the deecendant of a alave, a Duu Dr a freeman, is intimately linked ta
th~

extent to which he is granted accsss to irrigated lands and free to

practiee cœmplementary cattle husbandry.

In pre-colonial times, neither

of these faculties wers available as a matter of courss to the dependent
agriculturalist.

Le Rouvrsur (1962:92) lIIrites with refBrsnce to late 19th

century Kanem:
peasant worksd mainly for his sarth chief, the sultan ~d
hlgh rank~g noblss. Whatever happened to remain lIIith him Illas
pillegsd by numerous raiding partiss IIIhich originatsd from as
fer alllay as Tibesti Dr Air.
It. is hardly surprising that, today,
the eldest of the Kanembu recall a homeland in which people
concsntrated themsslvss around a felll large villagss and IIIhich Illas
ovsrrun ànd emptisd of cattle."
"t~e

(Ply translation)
The french colonial administrator

contrasts this stats of destitution

lIIith that which evolved undsr the colonial "peace".

It may indeed be

argued that the french occupation reducsd the importancs of the security
factor IIIhich had hindsrsd ths planting of vast virgin arsas that lIIers
appropriate for dune cultures but too distant from ssttlement points to
bs protected from raiders.

In some cases, it is also rsasonable to suggest

that ths procsss of "intsrnal colonisation" of South Kansm after 1900 sntailed
a significant reduction of nobles' Ilontrol over their subordinatea' frsedom
of movemsnt.

This probably facUitatsd the developmsnt of catUe raising
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among commonere, particularly thoee from the deneely populated and
fertile land belt etretching from N'jigdada to
had only limited acceee to pasturage.

~ondo,

who until then

However, the eocio-economic

repercussions of these developments in favour of the peaeantry were notably
restricted by several factora which Le Rouvreur doee not mention:
(1) By the end of the colonial period, wadi culturee were the major sourca
of cash revenue to tha Kanembu farmar

~.

La Rouvraur 1962 : 96 - 97).

In

contraet to paeturaga, nearly aIl irrigated lands in Kanem wera under
cultivation in 1B99 with the exception of cartain Buduma- and Kuri-controlled
lakeehore inlete and polders developed eince that date.

5ince the

beginning of the 20th century, there hae been a great decline in the
authority of lineage-veetad earth chieftainciea which regulated individual
accees righte to collectively-owned wadis.

This procees has been paralleled

by an increaee of what ie in effect the individual ownership of wadie by
given notables.

These big man receive the eupport of their richer clansmen

in land acquisition procedures in return for a share of future land revenuee
~. ~aillard

1951 a and b).

Although more detailed etudiee would have

to be carried out to bear out thie aeeertion, it is more than likely that
the Kanembu nobility of the few more powerfuI clans hae consolidated if not
increased ite control over scares irrigated lande

eince 1900.

5ince

the late 1960'e, the capacity of the poorer pereon to preserve hie wadi
cultivation privilegee hae furthermore, baen gravely hampered by pereistant
drought and correeponding salinisation.
(2) The development of complementary huebandry among poor farmere in man y
caees impliee moving away from the lande where they have acquired cultivation
righte by deecent or birth.

By leaving to Beek pasturage, they muet often

become dependent for cultivation rights on an alien lineage which will (a)
require the payment of ground rent and (b) refuse acceea to irrigated lands
reetrictea to its own membera.
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Among farmers who reside on their lineags territory of origin, farming
and herding facilities are not equally available to persons of differing
socio-economic standing.

Persons who do not inherit cattle or wadi

cultivation rights because of thsir low class and/or immigrant origins
are commonly forced to entsr into dependent sharacropp1ng relationships
with notables belonging to the agnatic core of the locally dominant lineage.
It is a readily observable fact that many of the small agricultural colonies,
50metimea constituted by a single extended family, which have sprung up
throughout the lands controlled by powerful clans, are inhabited by the
descendants of slaves, Duu, destitute immigrants, or indentured Kanembu.
The surplus production of such unita does not go to constitute the nucleus
of the dependent's herd but reverts to the masters of the earth.
(3) The diffarent1Bl distribution of ground renta between social classea
and their

~eapective

potentisl for capital accumulation, mainly in the form

of cattle and grain etocks, are regulated by a complex fiscal system which
today integratea practices elaborated under the pre-colonial Dalatoa
administration with the taxation impoaed by the Chadian state in accordance
with norma developed under colonial rule.

The deacription of thia complex

syatem preauppoaea a certain knowledge of the political and administrative
structurea whieh guarantee its operation.

Conaideration of this aapect

of aocio-economic inequality will thua have to be left for thapter 4.
for the moment, it may suffice to say that both Chadians and foreigners
deem it to be the most exploitative fiscal system conceived in the Muslim
areas of North Chad.

It indesd playe a primary role in perpetuating the

dependence relationships to whieh the greatmajority of Kanembu are subject.
In an attempt to describe the principal tenets of serfdom in Kanem,
1 will reetrict myself for the moment to conaidering land aceeaa righta.

The latifundia as auch was unknown in Kanem.

Agricultural producers

whether rich or poor directly controlled only the labour aupplied by the

by thet of their
membere of the co-reei dent femily, eometim ee increme nted
~ere reflect ed
Bleves. Individ ual stratum affilia tion and clsaa atatua
paid to
in the amount of ground rent, taxea and tribute ' Bach farmer
to the
differe nt notable s ranging from the local earth priest
Mao.

~

of

ions and
However, recipro cal arrsnge mente, concern ing labour prestat

accesei on to erable land

~ere

estebli shed

bet~en

neighbo uring clene and

Given the extreme variety of local eituati one, 1 can only

individ uala.

able data were
refer to those specifi c exemple s concern ing which depend
obtaine d.
rights
At the turn of the century , a non-Ku ri esking for farmin9

Exemple 1:

the local Barth
in a Kuri-co ntrolle d wadi paid 1 thaler access righte ta
i
entruet ed with
chief (mara bIlai). The earth priest (digel ) was then
the delimit ation of the newcom er'e plot.

Thie eurf.ace did not exceed

ing 1 lerve (= 7 kwi)
one zufa, !&!& the equiva lent of a quadri latsral measur
2
such an area could obvioue ly only offer
by 4 ~ or approxi mately 250 m
.
a complem ent of vegetab lee or grains to the domesti c economy
was paid a fee of 1

~

for hie

of millet known as the

service e, the

~

kalinge rom.

The farming rights thus acquire d could be tranam itted from

ground rente
father to son ••• granted regular paymen t of the heavy
damanded by Kuri chiefs.
Exemple 2:
~ ~ae

the
Bouilli i (1937 : 228) relatee that in the Mao chiefta incy
coneide red ths primorp ial owner of all lande.

Requeet e for him

could include
ta grant acoess rights had to be suppor téd by gifts which
Author isation to cultiva te
millet, jewelle ry, and espscia lly cattle .
~as

then conferr ed publicl y by ths euzerai n bsfors a

notable s;
known as the

~itneseing

counci l of

tax
ths petitio ner thers sngaged himself regular ly ta pay a
~

in compen sation for this "faveur ".

ceremony of attribu tion reporte dly had a convers e
mske mention of for the South : if s eultiva tol

Thie rather formal

~hich

informa nte did not

wished to relinqu ish hie

ted.
farming rights, an officia l raquest alao had ta be formula
was granted , ths land reverte d to the alifa.

If permiss ion

It is indesd common knowlsd ge
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that the closer one comes to Mao, ths more reetrictions one finds imposed
on ths liberty of movement of the peasant;

howevar, l have no direct

evidence which could illustrate juat to what extent the

~'s

man can Dr

did exercise discretionary privileges with regard to the granting and
retraction of ground access rights and corresponding fiscal burdsns.
Example 3 :

The preceding illuetrations must not be indiscriminatsly

gsneralissd to othsr areas of Kanem.

In.many casss where non-natronated,

naturally humid wadi lands are availabls, farmers will only have to givs
5 Dr 6
~.

~

of cereals (approximately 12.5 to 15 kg) per year to ths

~

Whsre wadis are permansntly dry, Dr for pariods of eeveral ysars

when reinfall is below normal, access may be "free",
cese north of N'guri Dr N'jigdada.

thie ie oftsn the

Given the very low productivity of

euch plots, cultivators will tend to concentrate on particularly fertile
depreesionej

thus engendering etrong competition for land.

may then be determinedby auction
(1951

(~) ~

Chapter 4).

Attribution
Maillard

a: 50) quo tee the casa of Wadi Kolio where the mare b'lai collscted

accese righte of 2,000 C.F.A. which at the time were equivalent to
approximately

100~

of millet 1

The potential effscts of such practicee

for fortunslese persons in timee of scarcity is clearly moet grays.
not eufficient

~ ~ ~

Though

land righte are the best guarantee against

hunger a femily Dr a lineage can havs;

thie privilags ie largely a function

of political and, formerly, military influence.
Exemple 4:

Let ue now consider in slightly more datail the land usaga

patterns of the Duu Rea.

If a mambar of thie lineage wiehes to cultivate

a lugen (variable surface meeeure) in a wadi controlled by the neighbouring
Kanembu N'gijim, he must paya fIat dutY of 500 C.F.A. (in earlier timse,
one sil ver thaler) to the mara b'lai Dr village chiaf (b'lama) of the relevant
community.

An additional payment of 10 to 20

~

yearly in whaat, millet, Dr another agread staple.

must furthermore be made
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me Ouu Rea and ths adjacent Kanambu BarBU both had clan-·veeted
land aceeee righte over given dunes and wadis in the North of the Bari
It appears that initial compensation for wadi cultivation

district.

rights could not be demanded between mambers of these two associated
groups.

Similar franchisas have somstimss prevailed betwean Rea and

certain inhabitants of the eastern villages of the Dibinenchi chieftaincy.
In such caees, reciprocal cultivation and labour prestation arrangemente
would be conCluded on an individual basie between heade of family.

If,

for exemple, a Rea man eultivated land over which a Bareu had farming
privilegee, the latter would have to guarantee his tenent e minimal retion
of foodetuffe (from hie personal reserve) in cese of famine.

If the harveet

was satiefactary, it wee divided between farmer end tenants on a previouely
agreed baeie, generally to the dstriment of the Duu,

~

might alao be

paid in goats.
As ths Rea acquired limited herds, the queetion

o~

grazing rights

in the rather deneely populated northern sectione of the lineage territozy
(SÛMaps 4 and 5) came to be of considerable importance both ae regards
their internal economy and in interlineage relations.
became severe during the late 1960's snd early 70's;

Drought conditions
it became necessary

to undertake migrstory movaments ta more southerly locations from rebruary
to June (JUi Maps 4 and 5).
ecological.

Two difficulties arase : one social, one

As was expected, the Rea beaete were affected by the ineecte

which pullulate around the approachee of the marehy Lake

shores~

thie

option was nonthelsss preferable to etarvation/dehydration ••• In vie", of
long-established "Shuwa" Arab and,Kuri Kalea migratary pattsrns

~Conte

and Hagenbuchsr-Sacripanti1977 : map supplement), the Rea chose ta concsRtrate
their herds in the Gredaya area.

Since the late 1960'e, Nigerian Hauea

groups had settled there, converting the village into quite an important
cattle market.

The Hauss newcomere ",ere frequently involved in dieputee
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with the "5huwa" and Kuri concerning thair rather massive and efficient
usurpation of culture and grazing rights.

However, in viaw of the diversity

of their economic pursuits (fishing, husbandry, agriculture and considerable
overland and lacustral trade with Nigeria), the Hausa found themselves ln a
sufficiently strong position to demand 5,000 francs C.f.A. pasturage rights
per herd of 40 to 60 head from the Rea.

Not surprisingly, the Duu could

could count on no active support from tha Kuri who have traditionally
"discauraged" Duu herding undertakings.

Tha net result of this situation

was that the northern Rea villages had to sell most of their stock at

prices fiva timee lower than could be expected under average rainfall
canditionaj
w~en

prize cattle went for 5,000 francs C.f.A. et Oibinenchi end,

transportation was possible, Maseakory.

squandered for 500 francs C.f.A. or less.·

Some animals

~ere

A secondary repercussion of

theee conditions was that northern Rea farmers attempting to salvage
fledgling herds had less time than ueual to coneecrate to their fields
during the spring planting seaeon.
It may thus be seen that the Rea have few possibilitiee of modifying
their usage of land in accordance with the exigencies of environmental
fluctuations.

They do not have the palitical weight optimally to

cultivate their own rather exiguous homelands while simulteneously undertaking temporary colonieation and pastoral migrations to more eoutherly
grounds with a normally higher rate of rainfall.

The Rea are handicapped

in this respect by their Duu status, but it may not be said that their
economic situation is less favourable than that of numerous lineages of
Kanem, both Kanembu and Duu.
5 and 6,

~

As may be deduced from Appendix 2 and Maps

Kanemi clans and lineagee hold such narrowly bounded land

accese rights ae to be very much at the mercy of natronieation or temporary
exhaustion of the water table in their only wadi.

When land resources

prove Inadequate, young men must leave the village and engage themselves
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as sharecroppers on the lands of politically dominant lineages which often
lack the necassary force to cultivata aIl tha arable land they control.
Officially "encouraged" "freedom" of access to arable soil is in manifest
contradiction with the effective persistence of "traditional" patterne of
land control.
'Sharecropper' may be translated ae kulomatuma meaning 'he who seeke
a plot' (from kulo. plot or farm cultivation and matu. to look for, and

~

He obtains his seed from the persan or group whoee service

person who).

On harvesttng, the'!!!y'!! is set apert from the total yield.

he enters.

The

remeinder is, in theory, aquelly divided between employer and tenant, the
former being responsible for paymsnt of the digeli's (earth prieat) dues
and the latter for the libations and stipend of the faki (mallam) who
tory
undertakes propitial rites ~ ~aillard 1951 a: 64 - 65). This contraet
is k no wn as

.!!!2!!.!!.

The incoming worker may only be hired for one season

at a time.
~

is also practised for date growing.

In this instance the

labourer entrusted with the upkeep and fertilisation of the trees - most of
which are under Oalatoa control - receives three quarters of the harvest as
opposed to one quarter for the oW"er with the exception of the specifie
arrangements mentioned in Chaptsr 4.

Such workers are moElt collllllonly of

Duu or captive extraction.
The eocio-economic importance of morfei cannot be exaggerated for
those categories of the population to which autonomous land acc'ess righte
are denied.

To cite but one eXalJlple, the Duu living in Kanembu villagèS

or dispersed in small-eeale agrlcultural camps on Kanembu land8 have
often remained "pérpEttual sharecroppars".

In spite of the promulgation of

the 1956 lBIIIs abolishing aIl forms of slavery end bondage, Kangmbu overlords
were secure in

maintai~ing

that produce levies of

50% or more wera lagitimste
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~

shsres which the nationsl administration wss disposed to consider as

rents.

It will bs notsd that ths 1956 dispositions did not put prevailing

land control and olllnership modalitiss into qusstion";

this, in practice,

amounted to a derogation of ths constitutional articles on bondags.
the persistence of

~

finally,

sustainsd ths frequent non-declaration of tenants'

fiscal identity vis-à-vis aIl non-local authoritiss, thus leaving a
supplemsntary margin of fraud in
same time,

~

mY&

payments to wadi masters.

At the

proceeds are effectively non-tsxsble by the state.

When referring to 19th century Kanam, the concepts of 'slaveryl and
'freedom' must be uaed in a relativs fashion.

Ths state of 'slavery' Illas

mitigated by sconomic, social and juraI processes of emancipation and
as&imilation IIIhich expanded the depsndent labour force of the slave-holding
category by the Integration of captives into the subordinate peassntry.
'freedom' Illas compromised by the fact that locally and temporally variable
levsls of surplus expropriation or labour control oould qualitatively
endanger a "freemanls" formaI socio-sconomic prerogatives over long periods.
Islamic lalll recognisee no intermedisry condition betllleen slavsry and
fresdom.

In present-day Kanem,nonetheless.. serfdom persists under the

" multiple guises -of "psrpetual sharecropping", "negotiated bondage",
residual servile status or Ouu birth.
production olllned by his mastsr.
instru~t

The Save Illas an inetrument or

Ths Kansmi psasant ie frequently an

of production subjected to the control of a land-holding master

for an indefinite periode

Contemporary Kanemi serfdom ie a phenomenon

which muet be defined eituationally and by degree.

It could tentatively

be dspicted ae a eocial condition which implies that a large portion of en
individualls or a groupls revenues in cash and kind is extorted on a regular
basis by virtue of institutionalised ties of dependence IIIhich the subordinate
party generally does not have the power to modify unilaterally.
serfdom concerns the majprity of ths Kanembu population.

As such,

The fiscal and
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commercial mechanisms which ansurs with varying levels of sfficiency the
expropriation of surplus production by a land-and cattle-owning aristocracy
will be examinsd through the study of the-circulation of wealth in Chapter
four.
5.

OUu ol' Haddad Specificity
In many Islamic Sahelian 9Ocieties, artisans and other specialists

are frequently grouped into endogamous, profeseionally-defined caetss.

In

contraet to neighbouring 90cieties such as the Kanuri or the "Shuwa" Araba,
artisans of aIl trades among the Kanembu, as weIl as hunters, diviners,
musicians, praisa-singers, natron-miners, and other persons with expert
knowledge, present the particularityof being amalgamatsd into a single
endogamous and hereditary social stratum known as the OUu.

Ovsr time,

the composition and economic role of this social cstegory has varied
through (1) the integrstion of non-specialised immigrants of low status and
(2) the ebandoning of their trades by many artieans and their progressive
conversion into

agro~psetoralists hard1y

distinguishabls From the Kanambu

maskin.
OUu status ie simultaneously determined by complementery mechanisms
of inclusion and exclusion in regard to the Kanembu polity.

The socially

etigmatised Duu are sxcluded From "normal" intergroup reletions through
forced endogamy and different forms of professianal specialisation.

Their

access to certain fundamsntal meane of production, such as irrigated lsnd
snd reproductive cattle, is restricted.

On the other hand, they are strictly

retained within the bounds of society through perpetual group-ta-group and,
therein included, person-te-person relstionships of subordination.

Such

bilaterel contracts define their access ta productive resourcBs, bind their
politicsl and, formerly, militery allegiences end specify the'ecaps of
exercise of their artisanal services.
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In relation to the logic of Kanembu social stratifioation, Duu
stetus may be interpreted as a sub-cese of the very broadly defined
condition of serfdom discussed in the previous section.

Ethnographicelly,

however, the formation of the Duu stratum is quite complex;

this process

is of intersst tothe present study for several reasons.
Firstly, the Duu have bsen given many namss by European writers.

Thsse

denominations frsquently correspond to divsrgent or distinct interpretations
of Duu origins and status.

The sparse and unrelated character of these

references has led to much confusion.

The object of ths present section

is to review these data and arrive at some clarification or the position
of the Duu in Kanembu society.
An examination of the progressive integration of alien, originally
non-Kanembu and often non-Islamic elements into the Duu stratum and thus,
indirectly, into the wider Kanembu politY could shed some light on the
geResis and process of expansion of Kanembu aociety.

This point will be

followed up in relation to the integrative functions of the Kanembu lineage,
administrative and fiscal systems

~Chapters

3 and 4) and the detailed

study of the marri age practices which perpetuate the separateness of the
Duit and Kanembu strata

<..E!'t Section

II).

Finally, the absolute character of the Duu/Kanembu opposition, as
contrasted with the relative character of the former division between slave
and freeman suggests that the historical persistense of the Duu condition
beyond that of slavery ideologically and economically guarantees against the
diaappearance of the concept of "natural" inequality upon which the Kanembu
political and social stratification systems are founded.

The relegation of

csrtain categories of subordinate immigrants into the widening Duu stratum
and other lowstatus groups preserves Kanembu "purity" whils offering a
road for political expansion through the maintenance and extension of
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tributary relationships.

ln its widest acceptation, kanembu meens anyone belonging to the
people of Kanem and whose mother tongue is kanambukanembu.

ln current

usage howsver, the term may be restricted to those lineages of Kanemi
freBmen whoss claim to being distant descendants of the Sefawa or of
their marriegeable allies or successors, is socially recognised.
freemen

(~),

Among

a distinction is drawn between the 'people of the spear'

(yam k'vave) or Kanembu of "noble" descent in the wideet sense, and the
'people of the bow' (vern k'rniye).

ln Chadian Arabic, theee distinctions

are rendered by 'Kanembu sivad harba' and 'Kanembu siyad nishab,' literally
translatssble as 'Kanembu, maeters of the spear' and 'Kanembu, masters of
the arrow', rsepectively.

In South Kansm, the lattsr expression refers

to the group best known as the Haddad, who were first described by Barth
(1965 11: 608):
"Mailo, a place with e lake full of fish (is) inhabited by a
peculiar tribe called HaddAda or BOngu, who are said to speak
the Kanuri language, but go almost naked, being only clothed
with a leather apron around their loins, and are armsd with
bows and arrohls and the g6liyo (throwing knife).
They are
very sxpert bowmen and, ~han attacked, withdraw into the dense
forests of their dietrict (to which eesms to apply the general
name of Bari), and know weIl how to defend their Independance
in politics as weIl as in religion - for they are pagane."
Twenty years later, Nechtigal (1881 : 259), the first european ta
visit the Haddad, wae intrigued by the fact that the then apparently
Islamicised inhabitants of the Bari district wera called 'blacksmiths'
since no more metmlworkers were to be found there than among eny other
people of Kanem.

lndeed, in both literary and Chadian Arabic,

(plur. ~ad~dIn) signifies blacksmith.

~add5d

ln the latter dialect the term is
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extended to designate, as a group or as individuals, aIl craftsmen and
their kin, in addition to hunters and many non-craftsmen descended from or
related to the former.

ln this acceptation, the singular becomes haddadI

and the plural ~addBd.
ln Kanembukanembu, blacksmith is translated as kagelma.

This term.

derives from the noun kagel or kakul. meaning anvil, and the suffix
which here indicates the bearer of a profession.

~

HaddSdI renders the term

ln Kanuri, the sister-language of

duu. alao pronounced dugu or dulu.

Kanembukanembu, dQgO signifies mueician, dOgùram craftswoman or female
musician and dugCin means hatred or enmity (Lukas 1957 : 195).
The Kanembu make a linguistic and social distinction between blacksmiths
(kagelma) and members of a "smith"
msmber of a

~

(~)

lineage.

A kagelma is always a

linsage and, in principle, a non-Duu who adopts the profession

of black smith is thereafter, along with his descendants,
aIl the contempt this status entails.

coneidered~ with

Even most non-smith

~

l1IOuld be

very reticent to become kagelma.
Thé distinctions between northern and southern Duu hunters and, on
ths other hand, Duu smiths ia manifest in the three principal tongues of
Kanem.

Northern hunters of semi-desertic areas who employ the net to

trap different species of antelope are considered different from hunters
of the lacustral periphery who carry the bow and poisoned arrow.
arrive at the fol1owing classification
~:

{

sindala
~

~

Kanambukenembu:

{

~

batara
seseya

'.J'~

....... ~
~,.#

<sr: Carbou

1912

We thua

1: 49 - 50):
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{
Sindala,

agilda
batarda
sèQida

~

and agilda mean 'of tha anvil'.

Nishab,

~

batarda maan 'arrow makar' (Ar.) or 'of tha Quivar' (Kb., Da.).

and
Finally,

sharak, saaaya and aegida maan 'of tha nat'.
Tha Duu of aIl haritagas considared togathar, form approximately
1/5 or 1/4 of the Kanembu population but this proportion varias greatly from
placa to placa.

Thair pattarns of asttlemant ara largely datermined by

tha economic intarests of thsir overlords aewell aa the degrae of political
autonomy thay have baen abla to acquire.

In the predominantly Arab and

Daza nomadic zonas of North Kanam, tha Haddad and Aza raprsaent only 1 to 5
par cant of the population, living in amall communitiss comprising no more
than a fBlll nuclear families, stationed bahind the groups of tents of their
maetare or indapandently slong the lattars' routes of trenshumanca.

In this

situation thsy sffactivaly constitute what many athnographers of the Sahel
considar endogamous profassionsl caates.

A faw rsaidusl groups of huntsrs

and gatharars (sae Chapalle1957 and Nicolaisan 1968), politically eutonomous
from tha Dszs, ars apraad out through tha
aida of tha Chad - Nigar bordsr.

~anga

and Chitati areas on aithsr

Furthar south, around

~ao,

among ths

aami-sadantary Kanembu, the Duu.are oftsn intsgrated into tha "nobla"
villages, again in amall groups of ten or twanty parsona.

They perform

maniaI agricultural and cattla guarding duties in addition to cartain
artiaanal activitiea.

Among larger concentrations of population, they may

liva separataly in hamlats aasociated politically and eanomically with
given neighbouring villagaa of Kanembu.
soma 10 to 15

%of

In this area, whare they conatituts

tha population, the number of actual craftsmen ia Quita

reducad and tha lattar, it may be notad, ara moatly of Daza rather than
Kanambu origine

finally , in South Kanem, the Duu may be found in larger
groups
locally totalli ng from 20 to over 50

~

of the popula tion.

Their status is

highly variabl e and may range from that of "slave" among
certain

riverin ~

Kanambukanembu-speaking Kuri groups to that of politic ally
indepen dent
"tribes ", as indicat sd above by Barth.
Whatever their demogr aphic and politic al situati ons, the
Duu today
share the languag e, technol ogy and, in a wider sense, the
culture of the
peoples among whom they live.
At the present time, they can hardly be
outward ly disting uished from the "pure" Kanembu.
Noneth eless, the Kanembu
and Duu Kanembu, freemen though they aIl are, may be differe
ntiated by
eeveral importa nt social end econom ic criteri a:
(a) Interma rriage between the two groups is strictl y forbidd
en;
member ship of either is hence hsredit ary.
(b) The ownerah ip of bovines and mares has bean traditi onally
reserve d
to the Kanembu.
(c) With the partial excepti on of four politic ally autonom
ous Duu
clans of the N'guri - Valita area, the Duu are etill

to a large

extant in a situati on of politico -econo mic vassala ga vis-a-v
is
Kanembu clans.

This is manife st in tribute -lsvyin g practic es -

or tax payment as the express ion today goes - as weIl as
in the
compar ative standar d of living of the two groups.
(d) Comme nsality and many other forms of common social interco
urse
are very rare indeed between Duu and Kanembu.
Are the Kanembu and the Duu Kanembu in fact one and the
seme ethnic
group?
An analys is in purely contemp orary terms would, doubtle
ss, conclud e
by the affirma tive.
Vet, the heredit ary, "natura l" inequa lity which dsfines
and regulat as the ralatio ns between the two strata of Kanembu
society (as
weIl as the interna I relatio ns between sub-str ata of one
or the othsr categor y)
must be viewed through time as a phenomenon paraIle I to
the histori cal and
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ethnic genesis of the Kenembu people es a whole.

Oral tredition certeinly

does not ergue for "pure" dsscent of the Ouu from the
Dalatas lineages of Bornuan snd Ksnemi fame.

~sgemi,

Kubri or

At best, when lineage names

of Kanambu and Ouu groups are identical or similar, Ouu apical ancestors
may bs qualified as young sr sons or brothers of Kanambu apical encestors.
Their inferior status is often further justified by sorne form of "original
treason" toward the lineage, an inault to the Prophst
a second

~ife

of

lo~ly

origine

~hsmmed

or birth by

Ouu tradition offers multiple but

non-contradictory statemente of origina, moet of

~ich

mention hunter ancestry.

They include:
1) dascent from hunter end gatherer groups of North Kanem or

~ngaJ

2) descent from lacustral huntar groups
3) dascent from vasaal groupa of the Bulala
4) Integration into Duu lineages of groupe of captives acquired as

late as the end of the 19th century by Kanembu raiding parties in
Csntral Chad and Bagirmij
5) incorporation of groups of political refugees of diverse origine,
who, fleeing the repeated invasions which have plagued the widsr
Kanem all through ite recorded hietory,

~ere

forced ta barter their

autonomy of movement and economic indapendencs againet "protection";
6) assimilation of elemente not necesearily distinct from thoee which
formed the Kanembu

peop~e

but relegated ta subeervience during the

formative centuries of the Ksnem kingdom or during subsequent
upheavale of the political eystem.
This great divereity of origins makes the multiplicity of names used: ta
designate the OUu undarstandable.
in

rsvi~ing

1 must as\< the reader ta bear

~ith

me

the gsographieal, ethnie and chronologieal referente of theee

different danominatione for the lack of a 8Ystematie nomenclature has lad
to considerable ethnographie confusion.

Without an attempt at clarification, notwithstanding the linguistic,
historical and ethnographic uncertainty Inherent to any such effort, the
meagre and infrequent refsrsncss to the Duu of Kanem and similar North
Chadian groups will remain either uselese or unused.
Of the meny terme encountered in thsse texts, 'Haddad' ie the only
one which can be proven to have been uninterruptedly used in Kanem from
the mid-19th century to prsssnt.

Nachtigal, weIl awars of the usage of

ethnic nicknamss forged, often pejoratively, by groups othsr than that
dssignated, wrote:
"The Arabic name Haddad (that is, blacksmith) is not to be counted
among the arbitrary denominations rscsntly chosen by the Awlad
51 iman, as one would bs entitled to euppose in view of the sparse
attention they pay to the appellations ueed by ths netives. It is,
on the contrary, ths correct translation of the name Azoa or Aza,
The Haddad
which alons is used to dssignate Haddad among the Daza.
themselvss, at least at present, give no explanation of any kind
with regard to their singular nams. Nor does one sncounter in their
tribe an sxceptionally high numbsr of ironworkers ••• "
(Nachtigal 1881 : 259, my translation).
Nachtigal makes no mention of the name '8angu' which 8arth (1965
608) givss concurrently with that of 'Hadd&da'.

II

Nons of ths Kanemi 1

spoke with svsr mentiansd ths tsrm nor indsed recognised it upon enquiry.
The name seems.to have fallen out of use betwsen 1851, ths year of 8arth'e
journey to Kensm, and 1871, that of Nachtigal's visit to N'guri.
'Bungu' sounde neither Arabic nor Kansmbukenembu, and 1 can suggest no
stymology for it.

Interestingly, howevsr, during the courss of an

inventory of linsage names in South Kanem, it came to my attsntion that
ths ruling lins of the Ouu Disri who livs soms 30 km [ - 5 - [ of the
N'guri dietrict, calI thsmselves ths 'Ksrebongona' or 'Kerebongoya'.
The term appears, under ressrve of verification, to link a contraction of
the ward 'Ksrebina' or huntsr and the proper noun 'Bongo' in the plural
forme

Anothsr related Disri lineage defins thsmselves ae the Bongoya.
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)

AlI through Nachtlgal' s accounts of ths PflOplss of Kansm, ths Hadtlad
are considered to be a"tribs" (Stamme)
social stratum.

in thsir own right rather than a

The German sthnographer does not mention the ward 'Ouu'.

He reports that the Haddad calI themselves ("dia bei ihnen selbet
gebrauchl1che Name")
ths

.9!!:!.2.!

~

or

~

(Nachtigal 1881

1

259).

He describes

tribe as having four main divisions (Abt(h)ellungen) in

~

(st: l'Iap 9), namely the Oarkaua, Ar1gimma or Arigtwa. Amedt la and Begarl:lft,

with splinter elements living in several
345).

Carbou (1912

1

1

localities of North Kanem (1BB1

50) informe us that SA. 1910, the tsrm Danoa wae

not used to dssignate collectively the four divisions Just mentioned.
does, however, add that in Arabic end Dazaga

~

He

( l:u ) jointly denotes

.l''''»>

the bOlll and arrow, whence ths sxpressions 'Haddad siyed dana' (l:u) t"..a .
and 'aza danal rsspectivelYJ

thase appellations thus denote Haddad huntere

which, in visw of their armemsnt, resids in the lacustral periphery.

~y

repsated questions concerning the Oanoa elicitad no reaetion emong my
informants until one day, whan 1 was collecting different versions of the
Rea (Nachtigal's Arigimma)

ganaalogical chartsr, an elderly man spontanscusly

continued beyond the Rea eponymous ancestcr, Reu, to his fathsr, the common
ascendant of the Rea, Adia (Amadtla) and Bara (Beger§A), and thence to

.Q!a •••

The anly tradition known about Dane wae that he blae believed

to be a huntsr "from the North" who had come to settle in North Kanem
whence his dsscendante movad BO!Jth to become the Ouu of the Bari district.
The fBbI data svailable about the terms are eufficient to illustrate that
gsneric namss, l1ks the gensaloitLcal eonstructe of II/hich thsy are elements,
svolve from gsnsration 'to gsnsration •

.!&Y.

1e the contraction of !&J.y" plural ~ (Which eccordinq ta ths

area and speaksr may also bs prcnounced
proper name.

~ ~

etc.).

Dugu is also a

Legend relatss (sse Barth 1965 Il : SB1) that Duku or Ougu

blas the scn of Ibrahim and Ghafalubla, a blomen of the tribs of Keyi,
Ibrahim being the son of Ssf and Aieha, the (mythical) apical ancestors of
the Ssfawa dynasty of Kenem.

Dugu himsslf is recognissd as the faunder
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of the early pagan branch of the Sefawa known as the Beni Ougu or Duguwa.
Barth says that Dugu probably reigned du ring the second half of the 9th
century and suggests that he died at Vira (Veri Arfasa) in Kanem.

The

German explorer further notes thatl
nThere is still in Bornu a numerous family called the Ouguwa, who
refer their origin to Ougu; and it would seem that Ouguwa is the
name which really belongs to the dynasty as is intimated by the
chronicle further on"
(Barth 1965 II

1

5B1).

Elght generations later, purportedly in the 10BO's A.O., Selma or 'Abd el
Jelil, last of the Duguwa died at Ghumzu (Gumsu of Kanem?).

Selma ls said

to have been eucceeded by his son Hume or Ume, first Kanemi sovsreign to
embrace Islam and founder of the Bani Hume dynssty (Barth 1965 II : 5B2).
This distinction between the two dynasties is not ons of filiation but of
creed according ta this version of the "facts".
as meaning "nothing else than the
from the Duguwa meaning pagans"

~ohammedan

Barth interprets 'Beni Hume'

kings, as contradistinguished

(Barth 1965 II

1

5B2).

It would here be

extraneous to investigate further this tradition for the faet that it
exists is for me far more important than wh ether or not it is ntrue n•
Whatever the case, the denomination Ouu.
designate the

~-called

~

OUlU. Du.ua is today used to

Haddad populations whose conversion to Islam is

by any account or standard a recent one.

The only "proof" of the relevanee

of this legend which 1 can furnish is that eIders of the Ouu of Bari refer

ta a certain OUlU as being an ancestor, even remoter than Dana. of aIl
"Haddad".

~ore

Keyi ancestress.

knowledgeable lineage genealogists also mentioned their
By invoking the Duu tradition, 1 think that these men

wanted to say that the OUu heritage is somehow prior to that of the Kanembu,
the people of the lancs, whose Islamic ideology bslittled the "aboriginal n
hunter heritage.
As mentioned, 'KenânIye' .is another denomination which Barth suspects
to be eynonymous with ·'Haddéda' or B15ngu'
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" •••• 1 must confsss that 1 doubt whsthsr the name KsnAnlye bs
indigsnoua, but rathsr think that ths psopls who bsar it ars
idsntical with ths Haddâda, or B6ngu, who sssm to have once
formsd a vsry numsrous tribe, and may havs besn ths original
inhabitants of Kanem altogsther.
At that tims ths principls
ssat of this rsmarkabls tribs was sala ••• and (they) wsrs
thsrsfors gsnsrally known undsr ths nams of "ths psople of
SUlû"
1...,J~.Jo 1.
But bsing afraid of ths Bllrnu
king, whoss wrath they had provoksd by thsir prsdatory habits,
thsy lsft thsir ssats, while hs was rsturning to Kanam, and
rstirsd to Kargha -0...;.(/ •
(Barth 1965 II : 634)
Ths account of ths routs teksn by Idris on his first sxpedition
to Kanam placss SUlu or Suluwa (

~~

) bstwssn Bsri and ~ao, that

is, aomswhsrs on ths shors of the Laks' s northernbasin, above the 14th
parallsl.

Imam Ahmad alao msntions Ririkma (

ths Ksneniya.

~ ..r!:J

)

as a place of

Ths contsmporary villags of SUlu is prsciasly in ths

Rig-rig district of ths northwestern part of ths Laks Prsfscture.

This

would situats their approximate habitat betwsBn ths northern limit of Laks
Chad and southern

~anga

in wsstsrn Chitati.

Nachtigal (1881: 259 and 331)

reports ths tradition according to which ths Haddad might havs in part
originatsd from aouthwsstsrn

~anga,

but thers is no svidsncs to confirm

this hypothesis as ths German author himsslf makss clsar.
Palmer's suppositions rsgarding the Ksnaniya ars both imaginativs and
spsculative;

they arise, in my opinion, from confusions of both linguistic

and gsographical natura.

In his SUdansss

~smoirs

(1928

1: 11), ths author

SsBs tham as "not rscially unconnectad with ths Kanuri" and not of Tubu
affinity as if ths two, sspecially "at that tims, wsrs
incompatible.

necsss~rily

Palmer Il/rites:

"The Inference i8 therefore that, whether they were Haddadi or Bongo,
(Blackamiths) in part, as Barth suggested, they wers of Barbsr or
Tusrsg connection, snd not dissimilar from ths Ikli •••• Ikli or
Takili is the Tamashek term for slaves as a casts or grade of society
and not primarily s place name.
ln the days of ~akrisi (circa 1400), there obviously were communities
of Ikli resident in Kanem, and it 8eems therefore highly probable that
thess Kananiya wsrs Ikli who had ramained in Kanem throughout the civil
war betwsen ths SSifawa and Bulala".
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Palmer goea on to muee that the name Kenaniyya might auggest a link with
the Abu Gouaan, "half forgotten Barbars of' Kordof.an" and f'urthermore that
the "Ikli were a branch of the Zaghawa from whom the ruling dynaaty were
drawn ••• " (Palmer 192B 1 : 11).

Hard evidance eupporting any of theee

hypothesae is lacking, and we are no better informed on the semantic or
ethnic referente of the term 'Kenaniya' teken in iteelf.

The eoundest

remarks on·the people(s) of this name remain the above quoted statement of
Barth (1965 II : 634) but this does not Buffles to establish any correspondsnce
bstweenthe Kenaniya and the Duu.

Nachtigal approaches the problem in another

way, assimilating the Kanembu Kankina with the Kenaniya.

They indeed are

today reeident south of Sulu along the shoreline and further to the eoutheast
around

~allem

situated between the Karga area of the Kuri Kalaa and tha

Bari diatrict of the Duu, i.e. the regions where they are suppoeed to have
migrated fleeing Idris' dismontsnt.

still, until new evidence appeare, if

and when this happens, the putative Kenaniya - Duu link might best be
removed from circulation.
The hypothesis according to which the Danoa or Duu of the Bari
district could be of partly Mange descent

~

and ruchs 1910) remaine to ba accounted for.

Nachtigal 1881 : 430 - 431
My personsl enquiriee into a

Manga - Duu connection did not elicit a rsaction of' total surprise among
informants of the latter group, but they could furnish no details on the
aubject.

It almost seemed that ths Duu had become used to answering such

snquiries which might weIl have been repeated by every European having passed
through the N'guri area since the publication of' Sahara und SUdan.

There is

no reason why only Ibn rartuwa's accounts should nourish an ever-evolving
interethnic mythology.

Nonetheless, Nachtigal did·reserve the designation

'Manga' f'or a people or group of pooplss living to the Aorth of Lake Chad
and probably conquered by the Kanuri.

As in so many other cases, the term

carries with it the built-in ambiguity of bsing ell at once a geogrephical,
ethnic end pluri-ethnic proper name.

One can but wonder whether there is
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Manga of the Kanuri
some relatio n between the anceeto rs of the present -day
les. be it but at
provinc e of the seme neme and the Kenaniy a of the ehronic
the mythol ogical level.

The Manga armed themse lves in the eame way as the

Danoa and the Kerebin a, notea Nachtig al (1881 : 219 & 331).

They are

1
to have comple tely
equally the only three peoples of the Lake s periphe ry
unfortu nately,
surroun ded their villsge s with thornwo od bar~iers ••• This,

declere s the Mange
is ths only "euiden ce" to bear out the traditi on which
ts of the Danoa of
to be, along with the Bulala, one of the compon ent elsmen
southw est Kanem (See Nachtig al 1881 : 430 - 431).

Confusi on is only

the name Manga is not
increas ed when one finds that, accordi ng to Neehtig al,
to itselr, but
a local ethnic denoœin ation the group concern ed applies
as Buduma, Daza,
rather a designa tion imposed by the usages of others such
and Ouu.
hunters
Of the names mention ed, most of the remeini ng elderly Duu
a few recolle ct
recogni se only the terms Duu, Aza, and Haddad while only
the word Danoa.

Vet, these men whose mode of liueliho od is no longer

Karbina (alsa
viable in South Kanem, are most at home when speakin g of
Until a few years ago, it was a traditio n for the Duu hunters
Kerebin a).
delta, from
(m'bara ma) to go and uisit the Kerebin a south of the Shari
Aa youths, they had been
Laka Chad as far as Mandara (North Camero on).
inltiat ory periods
sent to the hunters of these souther ly regions for long
g, trappin g,
during which they would perfec t their abiliti es at trackin
ge of plante,
arms fabrica tion and poison maklng , aa weIl œ their knowled
: 208 - 209)
healing , divinat ion and other techniq ues. Lukaa (1937
who also sell
dsfines the Kanuri ward Karb!nè as a "caste of huntars
very title still
medicin es". He gives aa a synonym KandlrA which is the
rs of repute •••
used today in South Kansm to honour old hunter -divine r-heale
In Kanembukanembu, k~bina derived
as weIl as to dssigna te sorcer sre.
from klrnii , arrow, means archer .
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The Kerbina (see Nachtigal 1881 : 403 - 404, 428 - 429, 542 and
Carbou 1912 1 : 18) are rightly or wrongly considered to be distant and
dispersed heirs of ths Seo peoples.
living by hunting.
of

~akeri

province.

Thay led a

existence in the wooded dietricte

~andering

There, they trapped their game by closing off arees

of bush with thornscrub, making
palissdes.

During the 1870'e, they made their

~edge-like

straw barri ers and wooden

The ensnared prey could then be slain with the bows and errowe

with which aIl Kerbina men were armed.
villages of their own.

~ost

In Bornu, they sometimes formed

Kerebina lived as have sorne Ouu kindira to

date, preserving their mobility, isolated in the bu.sh with their families,
sometimes'settling for a period on ths periphery or in the villages of
different ethnic groups to whom

they would sell their skins, meat and

medicines and lend their various talents.
5praohe) around

~akari

They spoke

~

(Logon -

and a dialect of Buduma in Bornu proper, while aleo

bsing convereent in Ksnuri.

Their mode of livelihood was an object of searn

for surrounding populations, Including the sedentary

Kotoko~

~ch

ambivalence surrounded their relations with sedentary populations who
considered thamselves etaunch

~slims.

The latter would reproach them for

their large consumption of bush pig, en enimel considered
purchasing pig

~uaks

and othsr dangsrs...

~aram,while

from hunters to protect themselvee against the evil eye
They were, as Nachtigal ssid of blacksmiths among

the Tubu, (Nachtigal.translated by Fisher and risher 1974
to the "society of citizens", masters of the bush.

1

401), exterior

As Islam deepened its

roots around Lake Chad, the Kerbina'smobile existence and cultural specificity
like that of the Duu, became endangered.

Environmental changes alao

substantially contributed to thsir progressive Integration into and
subordination by the dynastic societies of Bagirmi, Bornu snd Kanem.

By aIl

accounts, the graduaI dessiccation of the central Chad basin provoked the
dwindling, disappesrance or southward migration of many spscies, principally
large game such as lions and elephants, which sre documented even to the
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north of Lake Chad until the early 2Dth century (~Carbou 1912 1
5ince the 1972 - 1973 drought, the hunting culture - etill

58-69).

obeer~ed

by J. Nicolaieen in 1967 (1968 and peraonal communication 1978) in both
North and South Kanem - muet be coneidered defunct.

It ie my opinion that

a detailed reaeeessment of existing data and complementary ethnographic
investigation throughout the Chad basin would
e~en

re~eal

the existence of

more hunter and gatherer groups sharing many cultural premiees which

clearly distinguish them from both the Chad's islandere and mainland
agro-pastorelists.
6.

Concluding Remarke
The reduction of Duu identity may be attributed ta a conjunction of

causes includingz
- the expansion of Kansmbu lineage organisation to "marginal" groups
of the region

o~er

a period of

se~eral

centuries.

- the diminishing availability of game in a densely-populated
Sahelian zone subject to repeated climatic crises.
- the sedentarisation and increasingly exclusive dependence of the
Duu on agriculture, largely as a result of the two above mantlonad

~BCtors.

- the expansion of Islam from the ruling to the eubordinate claes of
Kanem and to peripheral ethnic groups such as the lacuetral Budums and
certain pastoral Daza
the waning of the Duu's formerly indispensable artisanal and rltuel
functions in a casbe-bound socisty under the influence of economic changee
linked to the process of European colonieation.
During the 19th century, the Duu as weIl as the Kanembu

~

(poor)

were eubjected to a dual taxation syetem as a reault of their increasing
dependence on Kanembu nOble-domlnated politlcal etructuree.

Thie fiscal

system cumulatsd clan-based levles with pan-Kanemi taxes legitimated in
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terms of Ielamic law.

Systematic plunder by Kanem's nobility and multiple

foreign raiders further aggravated the extortion of the peasant's wealth.
In epite of the endemic internaI conflicts among Kanembu nobles throughout
the 19th century, the province's rulers ensured during that period a
coneiderable degree of correspondence between the government of the
Kanemi politY and the administration of its component clans.

This allowed

the nobility to perpetuate itself as a politically fragile but economically
efficisnt ruling class thanks to control of tributary and fiecal resources
and of capital accumulation in general.

Tha division between the nobility

and dependent agriculturalists has perdured from pre-colonial timas to present.
The dependant agricultural class has been progressively widened aince the
mid-19th century by the Integration into the Kanami politY of peripheral
.groups such as certain Kuri or Daza and once-eutonomous Kanemi such as the
Duu.

The disappearance of Slavery under the french colonial regime was

also a particularly important aspect of this process.
When french domination was instated, to the satisfaction of a divided
and menaced Kanembu nobility, the rulers of Kanem were quick to ensure
themselves an intermediary position between the new colonial adminietration
and their

~

subjects, ae they had previously done under Kan4ri and

Wadayan domination.

Thanks to the cessation of outside raide and internaI

civil strife, it can be argued that the Kanembu nobility consolidated ite
control over ths

~

as compared with the latsr 19th century.

Whereas

ths colonial govsrnment favoured continued Dalatoa/noble precedence in
inter-clan relations and territorial administration, the imposition of french
taxation served in many regards as a "co ver operation" to guarantee the
perdurance of traditional forms of surplus extortion from the dependent
peasantry.

Such was the price of colonial peace.

In order to better understand these changee and continuities, we will
now go on to look at the relatione bstween Kan embu lineage organisation and
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the internel administration of Kanem (Chapter 3).

We will then (Chapter 4)

consider the process of accumulation of surplus in the hands of the Kanembu
nobility, upon which social inequality in Kanem ie baeed.
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CHAPTER THREE
1.

SO~[

ASPECTS Of

KANE~BU

SOCID-POLITICAL ORGANISATION.

Introduction
In

Ch~pter

2, we examined three major relationships of subordination

which have obtained or still persist in Kanembu eociety.

The principal

criterie governing an individual'e poeition in relation to the system of
social etratification were seen to include (a) the mode of Integration into
the Kanembu polity (birth. descent, cspture, immigration)

(b) sccess to

snd control over basic means of production snd (c) the cspscity to retsin
snd sppropriate surplus production.

Thess criteria are slso of relevsnce

in studying the hiersrchical rsnking of kin-focussed groups.

Point (b)

requires special attention in defining the organisation of and the
interrelations between Kanembu clans and lineages in thst it is essential
to distinguish purely genealogically-defined groups from land-controlling
socio-political units.
In the Kanembu political economy, certain members of the aristocracy
exercise highly individualised forms of control over meens of prodùction
and.produce which could bs equated with personal ownership.

In Kanembu

customary law, however, several dietinctions are relevant in this regsrd
(.Ef= Chapter 4)"

As a rule. land oll/nership rights are vested in collectivities,

as are those of access to pasturage.
cattle are vested in individuals.

In contrast, ownership righte over

The alifa of

~ao,

as rsligioue leader of

Kanem, has traditionally claimed pre-eminent rights over aIl lands directly
under his control in contrast to those of vassal chieftaincies (See
10 to 14).

~ps

The coneequences of this supplementary ievel of land and revenue

control have greatly varied with the fluctuations of Oalatoa power.

Similar

concentrations of land control rights in the hands of individual notables.
albeit without "religious" legitimation. underline the contradiction
between the supposedly inviolable principle of individually proportional
access to clan-controlled lands and the cumulative effects of differential
distribution of produce o~put more crudsly. the incapacity of most
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Kanembu fully to dispose of the fruits of their labour.

Nonetheless,

the principle of collective land ownership may nDt be dismissed as a totel
juraI fiction.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, individuel lend access righte

are acquired by patrilineal descente

This privilege ie subject ta certain

major restrictions which underwrite the norm of collective ownership:
1)

Land ie not individually alienable and may be sold only by the
collectivitYJ

2)

Lsnd access is trsnsmissible by descent but mwst be maintained by the
heir through regular cultivation;

3)

The beneficiary is subject to the payment of appropriate tithes for
collective propitiatory ceremonies and fiscsl or tributary payments
to clan or supra-clan authorities.

Thus, ss a genersl rule, the Kanembu clan and lineage may be described as
property-controlling groups with presumptively perpetuaI custody over given
land resources.

The waal th and resources of a descent group are not,

however, necsssarily proportional to its population.

The principle of

institutionalised socio-economic inequality applies ta clans and lineages
as weIl as ta individuals.

Certain groupe do not have sufficient resources

te ensure their own subsistence and must therefore enter into collective
snd, subsidiarlly. individual share-cropping arrangementa with more
powarful clans.

Other groups control such substantia1 amounts of lend

that they find it difficult ta organise its cultivation effectively.
Keeping this wide variation in access to resources in mind, a major
goal of this chapter is to describe Kanembu conceptions of clan organiaation
and ta justify the terminology 1 will use in this study to designate
descent groups.

Having completed this preliminary task, it will be

possIble ta look st the administrative organisation 8f the clan.

The

examination of intergroup relations which concerns much of Section II will
then be prepared by a presentation of the Dalatoa administration of Kanem.
The eight South Kanemi chieftaincias retained for study in terms of their
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clan and lineage composition will also be the object of a short description.
Considered together, these comments on Kanambu clan organisation will allow
us to examine in Chapter 4 how the circulation of wealth within and between
such units contributes to the effectiveness and perpetuation of the order
of ineQUality which characterises Kanembu society.
2.

Descent groups
The Kanembukanembu language designates descent groups by a set of five

terms which refer to partially overlapping, genealogically defined units of
variable size, span and depth.

This terminology allows for a coherent,

supple grading of segmente but it must always be understood with reference
to concrete situational usage rather than as a set of rigid, abstract and
mutually exclusive definitions.

1 here preeent these worde and attempt to

graep their referents from greater to lesser order of segmentation.
Kari. literally tranelateable as root in both Kanembukanambu and
Kanuri, can designate an ethnic group such as the Kanembu, the Buduma or
the Tubu.
~

The Duu, who constitute an endogamous and corporate category

Smith 1956 : 59 - 62) within an ethnic group, the Kanambu, may be

designated as kari. especially when one wante to emphasise their social
separateness.
Secondly, the word can mean clan, as defined by Fortes (1945 : 30 - 38)
and, in this context, hae a more specific connotstion of common ancestry.
For example, the Ouu Darka or the Kanembu N'gijim are deecribed as

~.

The possible Englishœnderings are: nation, tribe, ethnie group, clan and
sometimes maximal lineage.

The word Stemm, as used by G. Nachtigal ie

probably the best rende ring of

~

into a European language.

Jili. meaning 'kind' or 'colour' (kind, sort or nation in Kanuri) is
used to designate the wideet social unit based on the recognition of common
putative ancestry in the male line.

'Clan' and 'maximal lineage' offer

close epproximations of this word's meaning.

Ambiguity arises in t-erma'of
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the deecent criterion, for the ji!! may include one or more minor eegmenta
which, though politically and aocially reoognised ae part of the wider
group, cannot prove links with the apical anceetor of the chiefly lineage

J. Nicolaisen'a usage of the ward 'clan' with reference

et ita core.

to Kanemi totemic emblems (1977/8 : 299 - 300) would be appropriate in
thia inetance to tranalete lili.

The term ia not generelly asaociated

with the propar name of a major lineaga (ses below chieri) unless the latter
is preceded by the name of tha lili aa in Kanembu N'gilim N'gaya.
As an adjective,

~

means 'old', as in Kanuri;

as a noun, it

can denote either an individual elder or any lineage smaller than or at
most equal to the lili in depth and span but
euperior to thet of the extended family.

~f

The

a level of eegmentation

~

is conceived of in

terms of traceable as opposed to putative descent, although links with.ita
apical ancestor may be fabricated and recognised as such by those concerned.
~

does not necessarily have a connotation of common rssidence of all

ita living members, though, in practice, these often reside in s small group
of adjacent villages
'major

~Chapter

7).

The closest English equivalent ie

lineage'~

Kifaday(s) ia a composad term signifying 'mouthor door of the house'
or 'threshold'.
descent group.

It is orten uaed in the eeme way as

~

in the sense of

Often translateable as major linaage, kifaday refers more

specifically to the group of known relatives of common agnatic descent with
whom the speaker regularly intsracts.

The kiraday may sometimee be

constituted by no mora than a single extended family, eometimes occupying
an isolated hamlet

(~Chapter

7)

~nd

formed around a core of male

siblinge, their parents and their children.

It is often a co-resident unit

of eiblings and coueins forming a village unit.

At the upper range of

variation, the kifaday of such clans as the Kaasmbu N'gijim may be
considerably larger than entire residual clans governing only one or two
villagee

(~

Appendix 2)
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I!2!

or

~

translate, as 'housa', 'home' or 'compound' and rafers

to the basic residential or domestic unit.

The

~

is composea or a

nuclear or axtended ramily who permanently reside together in one compound.
Especially &mong richer families, it may inelude as residente, though not
aa members, certain non-relativee, in particuler servants of long standing.
In view of the emall population of many hemlete, the

~

may, on occasion,

be coterminous with the local group and, as such, may acquire e degrae of
political autonomy sufficient

tg

warrant describing it as a 'minimal linaaga'.

Converaationally, word choice is made according to context, the size
of tha group referred to, tha political importance
award it and many othar circumstantial variables;
ki19day

or

lili be used instaad of

~

the speaker wants to
~might

and vice versa.

replace

Each type of

kin-based group ia parceived by the Kanembu as socially and functionally
overlapping with ths next ascanding and/or descending type of unit in order
of inclusion.

The sst of

te~s

describsd above preacribea a hierarchy

of segmentary levels while allowing for considerable variation in

aize,

span, depth, order of segmsntation and political and dsmographic importancs.
Thanks to this flexibls tsrminology, one is able to account verbally for
changes ln political statua, rank ordsring and demographic variation
clans and linsages undergo in the normal course of svants.

~ich

This, in itself,

is of major importance

the Kanembu conceive· of their lineage syetem as

evolving through time.

This is in no way contradictory with the presumption

of group perpetuity and the positing of unilineal agnstic deacent as a
principle governing lineages' constitution and reproduction.
The formaI disposition of genealogical chartere varies from clan to
clan but the patrilinsal principle dsfines a common mods of reckoning.
Through "invisible" manipulations which comply formally with this organisational
norm, each group hallmarka the uniqueness of its own heritage and constitution.
The devslopmsntal cycle

Df

the lineage is not fully traceable in terms of

III
actual succeesion to office and phases of segmentation.

Vet, charters do

inform us, at least symbolically, of proceeses which intervene in the
constitution and development of clans.

These include:

- aggregation through intermarriage around leadere of euccessful
political factions

(~

the Dalataa).

- cultural and political Integration of peripheral non-Kanembu groups
(~

the Duu Bara, Adia and Rea).
- organisation of aggregate groupings of dependants on a pseudo-segmentary

lineage basis;

eventual nominal!genealogieal autanomy is "granted" but the

patron lineage effectively impedes full segmentsl dsvelopment

(~

smaller

Ouu snd other depsndsnt lineages).
- dlsintegration of political confederations entailing the transformation
of "sthnic" groupe into a plurality of dependant sub-groups which re-organiee
on a lineage basis

(~

the "Bulala" of Kanem disintegrate into the

Kanembu N'gijim. Duu Darka and other etill extaRt groups).
- the outright conqueat of tribal entities which are subordinete in
their totality to e dominant group in spite of formaI internaI lineage
divisions(~

The "Kanembu" Kajidi).

In view of such hietorical processee. it is understandable that no
single genealogical construct pretends to offer an exhaustive account of
the contemporary composition of Kanembu society.

The latter ie not a

genealogically segmentary eyetem in its totality but rather an avowed1y
composite and pluralistic aggregate.
The Kanembu terminology designating patrilineally defined segmentary
units ia sufficiently supple ta allow for the neceesary accommodations in
group charters following the sometimes momeAtaus processes Just mentioned.
This adaptability eneurss the perpetuation of the dominant ideological
idiom of clan organisation while legitimising flagrant departurea
norm of patrilinsal descent.

from the
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The grafting of external pereons or groups onto the main line of
descent of e clan is not a eimple procedure.

Numerous options are

available for reflecting new or changed relationshipe in a clan charter.
The solution chosen often dapends on the relative status of the parties
concerned.

Noblee or commoners of comparabla statue may simply choose

to merge their lines by interpreting links of affinity as relations of
descent at the following generation.

Immigrsnt lineagea who have

systematically intermarried with all other lineagea of their clan of
edoption for ganerations may be refused a linkage with the main trunk of the
clan genealogy while, vis-3-via outsiders, they are portrayed as clan
members.
Such discrepancies with regard to the principle of unilineal
recruitment andcommon descent of aIl group members cannot elways be
expressed without ambiguity out of context by the set of Kansmbu group
dssignstions we have

review~d

sbove.

For this reason, l will use the

Englieh terme 'clan' and 'lineage' as traditionally defined in anthropologieal
usage

~

Chaptar 1,5ection 2).

Thus, for example, when referring to the

'Rea clan', 1 will subsume all component lineages of the group whether or
notthey can eubstantiate their descent from the clan'e apical ancestor in
terme of prssently recognised genealogical constructs.

Sy 'Rea lineags',

1 will designate only thosa descent groupe whose claim to be direct
descendants of the ancestor Reu is at present socially recognissd within
and beyond ths Rea clan.

In order to conveniently render the reciprocal

genealogical standing of each constituent lineage of the clan, 1 will uee,
in decreasing order of segmentation, the adjectives maximal, major and
minor.

Where helpful, the English term will be accompanied by the

appropriate l<anembukanembu ward.

5uch usegss are of coures, underetood to

be chronologically and politically relative.

For exampls, until the late

19th century, the Rea were but" a "major" linsage of a much wider unit

11J
grouping what are today genarally recogniaed ta ba the Duu Adia, Bara
and Rea "clans" (jili, kari).
political

reationshi~s

My choice of words will conform with the

today prevalent in each group es codified in.the

current version of its genealogical charter.
3.

The administration of the clan
The numbar and hierarchy of offices in a clan can be identified by

rafarence to the genealogical articulations
recognissd lineages.

bet~

named, and politically

As office-holding unite, they control at least one

spatially esparate community.

The only exception to this principle

concerns the nominetion and succession of certain officials entrusted with
the material and ritual administration of clan-controlled agricultural lands;
this distinction, however, is presently becoming obeolete for reasons which
will be stated below.
The main principles invoked to determine and legitimate accession ta
office are patrilineal descent and birth arder within the mals sibling set.
Tha highest office is that of claR chief.

According to place, ethnic

affiliations and historical circumstance, leaders of this rank are
invested with the now approximately equivalent titles of kalala, mai, fugbu.
durde.

~

and others.

Tha national administration confirma certain

clan chief a by investing them as government functionaries with the title
chef de canton;

the exercise of this prerogative off ers a potantial

veto over their investiture.

The function of clan chief was, and ta a

degree, remaine crucial in ensuring relations with co-ordinate units as
wall as supra-linaal centres of power and decision-maklng.

One must

distinguieh leaders governing chieftaincies resulting from the voluntary
or forcible aggregation of ssveral co-resident or adjacent clans and those
whose competence ls reduced ta their own group alone.
~

The title of

appears to have been restricted ta clan or lineage chisfs of the
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latter category.

In the present day, discrepanciea may arise between the

distribution of hereditary,

line~ge-baaad

titles and that of cantonal

functions by the State.
Before the colonial period, when the head of the predominant clan of
an alliance was to be designated, eldera of aIl confederate groupa exercised
a

limi~ed

consultative role in the choice of leader, eapecially if a period

of "regsncyn was to be neceseary.

A Oarka eIder alluded to such an

occurrence in these terms:
nOarka chiefs would succeed Bach other from father to son. But, if
at tha death of the father the aon was still very young, the eIders
of all six lineages of the confederation - five Kanembu and one
Oarka - would decide and make a decree. They would attach a (dum
palm) leaf around the neck of the child if the five (Kanembu)
lineages agreed. That was aIl.
No one could (thenceforth).hinder
the young chief. Because of his youth, a deputy (wakil) was
designated to replace him until manhood.
Our chiefs were thus
appointed differently before the coming of the whites. n
Similar procedures were prevalent amang the neighbouring multi-clan groups
dominated by the Kanembu N'giJim and the TunJur Arabs.
composed of lineages (kari.

~)

In alliances

claiming comman ancestry such as that

constituted by the Duu Adia, Bara and Rea, who, at the end of the 19th
century, were subordinate confederatss of the Darka, the paramount
chieftaincy was sometimes alternately entrusted to a notable of a different
component group.

Such permutations also occurred between lineage heads of

the populous N'giJim clan.

In the most powerful group of Kanem, the

Oalatoa of Mao, linsage chieftaincies tendsd to be confined to land-controlling
descent lines around whom localised, composite nlineages" concentrated.
Major lineages (chieri. kifaday) were generally lad by a ~ or a
girai

the lattar dignitary was described by a Raa notable aa being

. comparable ta nhalf a molima".
functions of village group chief.

In effect, the title corresponded to the
Both are patrilineally hereditarv, but

accession to office gave rise to strong competition among village haadmen

11.5
who tended to be clossly related.
place.

5uch conflicts continua to be common-

Eeeh villege and the lineega eegment dominating it wae and is

presidsd over by a b' lama.

Thosa admlnistrating newly-founded hamlets could

not he granted this title by linsage eldere until they had pro van able to
attract and ratain a sufficient amount of followere to preesure notables
into acquiescence.
Wh~rees

the patrilineal principle governs the transmiseion of office.
suthority may in practice be based on

the ultimate legitimetion of

reference to right of conquest. priority of aettlament or investiture by
a higher authority. either Kanami or sxternal (Bornuen. Wadayan. Awlad
Sl1man. French or Chadian according to the time. place and leval of office).
and wealth.

This is true both wlthin and between clane and lineagee.

The institutions of

~

and

~

furnish interesting barometers of tha

effective aconomic and political balance among competing deecent groups,
factions snd individuels.
~

may be described as an "suction" for office or for land rights which

may enhance tha esonomic. fiscal and political prerogatives attached ta an,
offica.

Contending elemente rival to offer capital goode (cattle. horses.

grain. money. luxury or manufaetured items) to higher officials endowsd
with rights of
land.

investitu~a,

creation of new tenuras or control over fertile

Sean From the payer' e point of vhw. bumtu is a transfer of capital

channeDed up the political hierarchy in compensation for a devolution of
control over a political and/or economic reeource.

Bumtu"ensuree a

consolidation of cepital~ though under different material forms, for both
partiee in the exchange.

For instance. when a lineege thue acquiree righte

over a wadi chieftalncy. the individuel contribution of sach peasant Is
compensated by e future reduc:tion of his g1'Ol.,!fl(!: taxes.

P1emberehlp of e

land-controlling lineege used ta antail perpetuai franchiee from ground
taxes kno"," as kwi, the duku lya . and the ~
concerned by the traneaction.

Cs!: Chapter

4) on the lende

The receiver of bumtu had unilateral pOltler to
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accept or refuse the propositions of subordinate lineages.

The competitive

nbture of the sale of land rights geve the receiving party elmost full
control over the price.
~

In view of these two modalities the

~

used

with great efficiency to eradicate indigenous fiscal practices and

concentrate the flow of tax revenues in the hands of central potentates.
It also constituted a "fine-tuning" mechanism of local feudal

~ights.

Bumtu may operate either ta counteract Dr reinforce patrilineal
transmission, of office and control over land.
accumulation of surplus

It is a means by which the

goods Dr tributary resources can assist in

overriding customary access to office by given persons, lineages, or
factions whether these be justified by genealogical precedence Dr any other
of legitimation.

The "economic" sphere here intermeshes with the

"political" directly.

Through bumtu, one can theoretically modify any

mo~e

particular distribution of office without invalidating formaI principles of
foundation of authority.
~

is complemsnted by a less competitive form of delayed unequal

exchange known as

~

which, to a certain extent, regulates capital

accumulation by office holdsrs.

~

presupposes a relation of vassality

and wealth differential between the partiss.
is initiated by the dependsnt.

The cycle of prestations

The acceptance of a first present by his

superior implies explicit reciprocal recognition of vassality and the
consequent obligation' of the patron to return a gift of markedly greater value
within a period customarily restricted to a few months.

railure to do so

would bring about a loss of face for ths taker and entitles the initiator to
reclaim his goods.
~

This right is not precluded by the death of the receiver.

is a rsturn flow of wealth from the top of the political hierarchy to

dependallts of varying status.

As a eystem, it can be seen as a continuum

of partially overlapping prestations involving couples of partnere of
adjacent status such as s villager and his headman, the headman and a gira
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and so oliwards ta persons of the highest rani<.

These chains of reciprocal

indebtedness withir, the feudal hierarchy in turn generate partidlly
overlappinu
~

exactions.

networ~s

of obligation.

When cunningly used by the subordinate,

can be a means of chdllenging excessive fiscal or political
When greater confidence reigns in a hierarchical relationship,

it can replace oumtu ductioning to the advantage of a subordinale.

When

discerningly provoked and accepted by a superior, prestatians may increase
the political anL fiscal sllegiance of a dependent.

~

is one of ths

most dO;Jble-l<dged of Kanembu fiscal/po~.itical institutions.
4.

The Dalatoa administration of Kdnem
n.e

Bornu~n

Empire ls reputed to havs maintained a firm grip over

its northeastern province of Kanem.
eastern k1ngdum of Waday.

5ul~ali

Peace reigned with the then emerging

'Abo el-Kerim of

~aday

(r. 1635-1655) is

even reported (Nectigal 18B9 : 273) to have paid tribute to Bornu in order
to dissuade the

~s

eclstward expansion.

from supparting the Tunjur Arabs in any attempt at
In contrast, following the upheevals which signalled

the final Decline of the Bulala (.Ef: l:hapter 2, Section 2), Kanem' s eastern
border wes exposed to recurrent but localised reids by Daza and other groups
which recognised neither Bornuan nor 'uJadayan suzerainty.

Such Il..ü ted

hostilities also appear to have been a permanent feature of life among
the tribes of Kanem.
Withiri the province, the Bornuan government initielly left
considerable local initiative to its feudatories and appointed administrators.
Lavers (198G;ms.: 34) notes, however, that:
"The Caliphal administration became more elo~orete end more centrelised
es time went on. Originally subJect aress were 100gely edministered
through their own chiefs. There would seem to have been a progression
from conquered peoples through tributary and protected to thoee states
that voluntarily placed themselves in a subordinate or pretended
relationship where g1ft exchange rather then tribute was the rule."

us
The place of Kanem wi thin
~rotectorates
ha~d,

~he

mosaic of peripheral Gornuan

and dependencies is rather aifficult to define.

On the one

strong historical, cultural and putative genealogical ties linked the

Sornuan dynasty to folajor Kanembu clans.

On the other "and, the Kanembu had

oeen in a manifeetly subordinate position vis-à-vis Bornu ever since the
expulsion of the Bulala.

The Delatoa rulers

at the

~ead

of the

eastern vic8-royal ty of Kanem ware not of indigenous Kanembu stock.
Indeed, the Oalatoa were reputed to be the "slaves" of the Bornuan Sefawa.
l'Iany noble lineages of Kanembu claimed common ancestry wi th the ru1ing
dynesty of Bornu and felt themeelves Quite "superior" to the "servile"
Dalatoa, who, nonstheless, furnished Kanem with its

~8.

This situation contributed to a certain ambiguity in the internaI
politics of Kanem.

l'Iany indigenous groups, both Kanembu and non-Kanembu

maintained s considerable degree of autonomy with regard to resident Bornuan
The oral tradition of Kanem doesnot often record Bornuen

edminlstrator~

overseer-functionaries as having been a major obstacle in the conduct of
most affairs.
autarchic.

Areas such as the Bari district were, in many regards,

One important function of the Bornuan administration was

precisely to maintain suzerainty at the lowest possible cost by ensuring
the neutrality of such (often pagan) enclaves.

This meant sending neither

occupation forces nor punitive expeditions to the province in support of
the alifa.

Internally, it was important to impose Imperial order without

recruiting troops in group3 slien to the.Dalatoa, their alliea and compliant
subordinates.
Data concerning the precise working of the vice-royal administration
is too .fragmentary to draw any general cunclusions about the Kanemi
poli tica1 sYGtem of the 18th and early 19th centuries.

In any case, a

listirlg of the presumed functions of kaigama, galadima, sintelma,
kagnostema,

~

present context.

and other offices would be of litt1e relevence in the
Some comment on the office of

~

is, nonetheless,
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central ta our interests.

The word itaelf derives from the Arabic khalifa
,

translateable as 'succesaor' or
head of the ruslim community.

1

deputy , and ussd te deaignate the supreme
a time, it refers te the appointed

~any

--.-

successor of a sultën or to a ruler's or officialls deputy.

In Chad,

the title is applied te the ruler of Kanem in his capecity of reprssentative
of the.!!!!!!. of Bornu.
The office of

~

is, in principle, hereditarlly transmitted from

father te son or from eIder te younger brother.

= Hauss),

the line wss DaIa Afuno (Afuno

The first title-holder of

probsbly BOoocalled because he was

brought up in Hausa1snd before bsing appointed by Hajj Umar ibn Idris,
of Bornu from

~

~

1623-5 te 1645, to reestablish Bornuan authority over

Ksnem follo"'ing the decline of the Bulala and the subsequent influx of the
Tunjur.
The attributes of the title wers bath temporal and spiritusl, the
two domaine of authority being ideologically tightly linked.
is first of all lineage heads of the Delatea;
includss the territorias of the

~ao

The

~

as such, hie damain proper

chieftaincy as listed on Table 3.

As spiritual leader of aIl the Ksnembu, the Dalatoa chiefe also held
suzerain rights over aIl lands controlled by members of the seme descent
and their dependants.

In both cases, he acte ss Ged's "manager"; concretaly,

this "spiritual" foundation of land control is expressed by tha alifals
right to levy the

~

tithe

(~Chspter

agriculture and animal huebsndry.

The

4) on the produce of both

~

was elao supreme judge of

Kanem, though, in prsctice, hs could not force aIl cases to be submittsd
to his "jurisdiction.
Soms of the
with

~

~'s

followsrs believed that their leader Illas endowed

("grace") but this conviction was far from being general.

an effort to enhance the somewhat withering prestige of hie line, the
notorieusly "expansionist" ~ Zezerti (r. 1934-1947) for

In
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example, instiyated a cult of his grandfather,
~

1895 - 1897), a faki, thrice

a saint.

~

~

(r.~

~ao

Kudu, 7 km southeast

for some yaars previous to World War II,

a pilgrimage was organised there during the month of Novamber.
lineage-focussed ancestor cuIts supporting would-be claims to
of reigning chiefs ramain isolated and short-lived.
~s

1883-1893, and

who had quickly come to be revered as

His tomb is located at tha village of

of the present préfecture. Mao.

Aji,

However,
~

Ouring recent decsdes,

have sometimes sought to accentuste their "spiritusl" role.

Among

s much more camplex pattern of mesnings which cannot here be explored, 1
would suggest that such emphasis can be seen as supporting the

~s'

hopee of erasing by reference to a higher, all-englobing spiritual order,
the stigma of subordinstion to 80rnuan and later Wadayan and Awlad 5liman
rorces during the 19th century as weIl as to the french infidel during the
20th century

(cf. Appendix 5).

The court of Mao was closely patterned after that of 80rnu.
dignitaries were close kinsmen of the alifa.

Most

formally, they may be divided

into fief-vested and hereditary court office-holdere and unlsnded court
dignitaries.

Of course, the opposition between landed and fiefless muet be

nuanced by reference ta the access these persons,and the lineages they
represented,

~ad

to fiscal, tributary and booty revenues as msmbere of

the ruling body of Kanem's paramount chieftaincy.

There lay, rather than

in formaI title, the most effective means of increasing following and
dependents.
The highest dignitary of the court was the zegbaGa.
brother or close cousin of the

~

He was often a

and replaced him in case of absence.

In wartime, he was given command of ons of the latter's banners.

The office

of zegbada was quasi-hereditary and vested in the descent group of the
~s

themselves.

Bouillie (1937 : 287) notss that the Zsgbada family has

rsgulsrly contracted marri age alliances with tha Mustafa family, to which
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TABLE 3
A.

Malar court titles in the j·lao chiertaincy during .the 39th cent!.lEY

Her8dit8ry lineage-vested titles and their corregponding riefs.

nEF"

LINEAGE

lliL2.

The Mao chiertaincy
and Kanem in genaral

Kanembu ::lalatea

Zagbada

Certain villages of
the Mao district

Kanembu Dalatea

TITLE

~

"

Kanembu Dalatea Jermaburu

~

"

Kanembu Dalatea Kingiriu

N'gea

"

Kanembu Dalatea P1edelaru

Kalala

Kirbil

Kanembu Dalatea

Kalala

Ka1kala

Kanembu Oalatea Malawaro

~

Gumeu

Kanembu Dalatea B'laR

~

Surni

Kanembu Dalatoa Burniu

Dalada

Gumsi

K'ô'nembu

Kaya

Kumbagri

Kanembu Dalatea Giyim

~alataa

?

::laat!

B. Titles nat veeted with a fief

TITLE

LINEAGE

,

'Verima}
Alifa's
kin
Alifa' s
caunsellers

theeretically
hereditary

~

P1agiri
IrKhalife

l

Weliri

,..Negena
~

Jerma gana

t

theorstically )
non-

herecI:Ltary

(

)

Generally Kanembu Oalatoa
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the mother of

~

Zezerti belonged, for reportedly more than two centurias.

Both lines are grouped together as Dalatoa and, on a wider scale, as Magemi
in spi te of the external origins
~

of DaIa Afumo.

Relations between tha

and his zagbada were characteristically marked by distrust and covert,

when not open. competi tion for supreme office.
The lerma acted as the l!!!!..!.' e minister of justice and of the interior.
It was he who bestowed investiture upon a

new~.

When the throne was

vacant, he was responsible for judgements and other legal procedures.
During campaigns, the lerma

and the warriors of his lineege were entrusted

with the protection of the chief and would. in case of defeat, ensure the
alifa's flight to safety.

The lerma was assisted by an officer known as

the lerma gana (small or lesser jerma) in whose compound prisoners were
keptj

as a Rchief of policeR, the lerma gana arrested and interrogated

suspects.
The lerma was chosen in a lineage consti tuted to ensure the
perpetuation of i ts head's function and known as the Jermaburu.

eatala

(1954 : 9) relates that this lineage, probably of servile extraction,
descended from Rthree unknown brothers R who one day arrived in Mao on
horseback, clad in cotton srmour and armed with bows and arrows, th rowing
spears and war hatchets.

After prayer, one of the three is said to have

held the bridle of the Mao potentate's mount and
hie residence.

con~uctBJ

him back to

Thereafter, the office of jerma is purportsd to have

remained in the lineage of thsse three brothers who so openly, and without
outside reproach, chose to overlook the symbolic boundaries which serve to
classify the weaponry of the mounted Kansmbu warrior end the Duu or Aza
hunter.
The head of the Deletoa Kingiru major lineage, mainly resident in
the Mao district, was known as the

~

of Mao.

He was an official advisor

12)
to the

~

and an important military officer.

provir:Jed by both the

~

and the

~

His ample revenues were

of his fief.

The n'90a was a feudatory of comparable ::ank to the mala;
held high military responeibilities.
to the head of the Daletoa

~edelaru

he aleo

This charge was generally reserved
lineage of the

~ao

dietrict. (Ca tala

1954 :9).
In the Bornuan tradition, the kalela was a military officer of servile
origin commanding a unit recrui tect, in principle, on the basis of comman
lineage membership.

In the 19th century administration of Kanem, the

ka jala of Kirbil and Kalkala were cloee poli tical assistants of the.2ll!.!!.
to whoss Dalataa clan they belongsd;

both were lineage

rsaided in l'lao. (Catala 1954 : 9 - 10).

chiefs and

Ths ka lala of Kalkala wae

dssignatsd to collect the land tax known as

~

(Chapter 4) in the vassal

chisftaincy of N'tiry to ths sast of Lilloa (Catala 1954 : 10).

In tims

of war, they led their own lineages under the higher authority of the
zagbada.

j~

and n'9oa. who acted as general officers (Catala 1954

10).

The ti tle of ka jala was also conferred by ths.2ll!.!!. on certain vassal
chief tains such as the clan heads of the Duu Darka of N'guri, the Kanembu
N' gijim of Dibinenchi, the Duu Dieri of Am Doba!< and the
of 1'I0al.

Kanembu Kanku

It is probable that under Bornuan administration, certain

Buduma clan heads had besn gratified with this title, following their
conversion to Islam, but these nominations did
a strict link of vassality.

n~t

entai!, in this instance,

Among the Daza of northern Kanem, both tribal

and clan chiefs were known as Kediela if their group was of
and

~-Aza

origin.

of the fugbu or
zagbada.

At

~

~~do,

~slave

the kalala was the direct subordinate

and held functions comparable to those of the .IlU!A.' s
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The heads of Dalatoa lineages of lesser importance were given
distinct titles implying virtually equal rank.

The B'laa and Birniu chiefs

of Gumsu and Burni, respectively, were known as gerema.
were led by the dalada and the

The Doati of Gumsi

li!:!!!!!. of Kumbagri by the kava

(~

Catala

1954 : 8 and 10).
Fiefless ti tle holders held no domain in sole virtue of their rank.
four ti tles were reserved to kin of ths alifa;
magiri and khalife.

Of the

~'s

necsssarily related to their master.

these were verima, maina,

counsellors, only the khalife wsrs
The woliri and nogona were selscted

on a wider basis, though generally from membsrs of the Dalatoa lineage.
The title of verima was given to the presumed heir of the
who was, in principle, either his eIder son or younger brother.
brother~

~

Other

and sons of the paramount chief bore the title of maina. meaning

'born of a king' or prince.
The

~'s

mother was given the purely honorific title of magiri.

In contrast to Bornu, the sovereign's mother here had no official role,
even in an advisory capacity.
The khalifes constituted a corps of moveable functionaries whose
effective powers varied by individual and through tima.

The titIs was

(and still is) granted to anyone with a particular mission or temporary
responsibility to fulfill on the alifa'e behalf.

This function was thus

very close to the word's Arabie meanings of 'deputy' or 'delegate'.

In

addition, the title was used in an honorific ssnse by a) brothers of the
~ (~)

who were in line for succession and b) cousins of the ~

(thus, male lineage members of the n' liri or 'brother' category, discussed
in Chapter ~ particularly those who were important notables such as the
'Kogona' chief of N'jigdada and his close kinsmen.
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The
n090na.

~

was also surrounded by a group of privata advisors knownas

Thase counsellors ware generally chosen smong different families

of Dalatoa notables of tha

~ao

chieftaincy.

directly remunerated nor hareditary.

Their offica was neither

The influence of tha n090na dependad

st any one time on how useful they or their linesge ware to

the~.

Their longevity in office depended heavily on the personal ties they could
establish with the paramount chief.

Tha n090ns were most often only very

distant ralations of

Lass euspect of wanting ta usurp the

the~ao

chief.

potentate's prerogativas, and chosen so as to be lsss abla ta do so then
the zS9beda. the lerma and others, the n090na wara many a tima asked ta
carry out delicata missions ragarding intarclan relations.

They played the

role of internaI diplomats and sometimes resident observera.

The senior

n090na bore the title of woliri.
Un der 80rnuan administration, the
vice-governor and direct subordinate of

~

appears to have been a

the~.

With the decline of

Kukawa's influence, the function of this officer seams to have devolved
on major vassal and allied chiefs, thus eliminating one intermediary
instance of authority between the paramount chief and his dependents.
~

The

searns to have been entrusted with a type of Imperial administrstion

which partially paralleled and overssw IDeel government.

In Nachtigal'e

time, the title was still csrried by the chief of the Gals, but, as opposed
to his predecessors, this notable did not sdministrste several Kanambu clsns
at once within a given territorial framework

~Nachtigsl

1880 : 266-267).

This leader's subjects searn to have besn forced to retrest toward the
Laks under pressure from the Awlad 5liman and Dsza.
purposss, the

~

For sIl practical

thus became a glorified district chief whose nomination

came ta require the benediction of ths sultan of Waday rather than tha
~

of 80rnu.

In the 1870's, the title holder was a

~agarni

though in

earlier times Gala had been foundad by the squally noble Kubri.

At N'jigdada,
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where the Bornuane had formally maintained a dima. the office nominally
etill exists.

The

~

of this locality is the lineage head of the Diaru

or DimaruJ a Dalatoa lineage and hence probably of Magemi origine

He wae

choeen among the people of his own lineageJ little if any Bay being left to
hie subjecte of other affiliations.
conferred by hie couein J

the~.

The turban of inveetiture is still
The evolution and progreseive

devaluation of this important office illustretee a certain centralieation
of both administrative and political decieion making un der the direct
surveillance of

the~.

It underlines the tendency for the Dalatoa to

eliminate other powerful Kanembu lineagee from government.
During the colonial period J the adminietrative and governmental
functions of clans J notably in the case of the Dalatoa J have changed
coneiderably ae is ehown in Appendix 5. The court of Mao ae weIl ae emaller
~

courte have been maintainedJ but Dalatoa-controlled J clan-baeed

government hae had to adapt to a eituation in which the definition of
territorially-baeed adminietrative units and major forms of taxation are
determined by an external superior authority.
however J that the Kanembu nobilitYJ

~

This does not implYJ

ruling classJ has lost control

over tribute circuits and the accumulation of eurpluses.

The reetrictions

placed by the coloniser on plundering and certain overly visible forms
of surplus extortion from the Kanemi peasantry were largely compensated by
the stability of the french rBgime J the regularity of revenuesJ and
consequentlYJ the possibility of establishing an intricate network of
patron-client relationships ensuring continued upward capital flow.

This

was possible thanks to the perdu rance and reinforcement of basic social
inequalities described in Chapters 1J 2 and 4.

The nobility made ths new

political situation function to its profit by shrewdly maintaining its
role as broker between aState organised in accordance with classical
french centralist doctrine and an isolated J rural Kanembu population which
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continuee to thie day to ragulata i ts everyday business wi thin tha
framawork of tha patrilineal clan.
The articulation of clan organisation and tha pan-Kanami administration
of the Dalatoa and thair allias was formerly achiavad by linking tha
distribution of racognisad offices within patrigroups at aIl lavaIs of
sagmantation with that of control ovar productiva land and fiscal
prarogativae (.Ef, Chapter 4).

The colonial regi111e partly upset this method

of govarnment but did not fundamentally modify the hierarchical flow of
resources which is the foundation of Kanembu political organisation.
Whereas in pra--colonial times dependenca relationehipa tended to ba organised
between hiararchically ordered deecent groupe from lowar to higher lavals
of sagmentation, they have devaloped eince 1900 on a person--to--person
basie or betwaen land-controlling notablas and mambars of small village
communitiee.

This process has been facilitated by the fragmentation of

formerly larger multi-clan local groups into villages organissd around a
eingle major or minor patrilineage.

Concomitantly, there has been a

parsonalisation of land rights at the expenee of clen-veeted rightswhich
has bsen facili tated by the practice of bumtu.

Ae a result of theee

processes, the class solidarity of the Kanambu nobility has been reinforced
throughout the colonial and post-colonial periode.
5ystamatic military confrontation between noble factiona so
charecteristic of the later 19th century was stopped by the french within
a matter of years.

The nobility quickly perceived the neceesity of

presenting e relatively homogeneoue front to the central administration.
The french organised etate taxation on the basis of the administrative
units it alone had the competence to create or diasolva, rather than on tha
basis of clan affiliation.

It was thus Imperative for the Kanembu nobility

to gain maximum adminietrative powers at the

~

level at which the

central administration had great practical difficulty in intervening
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regularly and efficiently.

This system has consolidated the powers of those

clan heads who are simultaneously chefs de canton while diminishing the
access of the majority of clans to fiscal and tributary resources.
Since the later 1970's, the Chadian civil war has brought state
administrative activitiee to a virtual haIt.

This situation widens the

freedom of manoeuvre of the nobility in fiscal and tributary mattere.

The

political organieation of Kanem will be largely determined in the near
future by the succees or failure of attempts to resuscitate the Chadian
State.

If such efforts continue to meet with failure, the Kanembu nobility

should have no difficulty in reverting to "traditional" methods of
exploitation.
5.

The socio-political constitution of eight South Kanemi chieftaincies
ln this section, 1 will preeent basic socio-political information

concerning the eight cantons of the Préfecture du Lac in South Kanem where
my field research was principally conducted.

These data are structured

around the comprehansive survey of village, clan and lineage affiliations
introduced in Chapter 1, the corpus of oral tradition collected from many
of tha clans referred to here and the subsequent plotting of village
distribution and movements on the 1/200000 th scale maps, published in Paris
by the Institut Géographigue National. (Consult Appendix 2 and Maps 4, 5,
6 and 14).
Tha first purposa of these pagee is to inform the reader of the respsctive
localisations and major political particularities of those South Kanemi clans
which will be most fraquently mentioned in the study of intergroup relationships
in Section II.

Secondly, in order to understand tha Kanembu system of

social stratification, it is also necassary to subetantiate ethnographically
the proposition that groups at genealogically comparable orders of segmentation
in regard to the dominant Kanembu model of lineage organisation are often
structurally differant in social, economic and political terms.
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N'JIGDADA
N'jigdada

~

has a population of some 3,100

(~Bouquet

1974 : 39)

people, who live in 54 recognised villages and their dependent hamlets.
The canton's capital, N'jigdada, is only some 20 km north of Lake Chad's
shore band (in relation to a "normal" surface level of 281.5 m), yet the
chieftaincy extends northward into dry steppe areas reeembling those of
central Kanem.

Agriculturs is strongly concentrated in a limited number

of irrigated wadis

~

Figurs 9).

The chieftaincy's population is prsdominantly Kanembu
majority of whom are dependants of the noble Kogona clan.
village communities are under Duu

~

(~

90%), a

Only B of 54

10% of the population) control,

whereas 34 settlements are inhabited by the dependent Kajidi whoee sociesconomic status ie practically as low ae that of the Duu.

The distinction

between aristocrets and commoners appears more clear cut in N'jigdeda
than in any other canton considered here.
to the tight

This ie largely

at~ributable

relations, notably of marriage exchange, which exist between

the Kogona and the lineags of the

.illll of l'lao.

lSogona means 'courtier' in the Kanembukanembu and Kanuri languages.
In South Kanem, the proper clan-name Kogona is synonomous wi th Oalatoa,
derived from the name of the first .!!!!..ù! of Kanem.

(~Nachtigal

1881 : 326).

Among ths Kanambu ~ and thé Duu, the term 'Kogona' has a distinctly
pejorative connotation.
The Kogona clan was founded during the 17th csntury after the creation
of the Kansm vic e-roy al ty by

.!!!!!.

'Omar ibn Idris of Bornu.

The Kogona

originally constituted a military/administrative caste under the orders of
the Dalatoa

~s.

The hereditary transmission of offices among the

alifa's officers favoured the creation of a Kogona descent group which
was consolidated by frequent marriagee between the kin of kogona and thsir
descendants.

1]0

The proper names of the major lineages which today compoee the Kogona
clan in South Kanem are not deriued from the names of their apicel encestors,
as is commonly found among Kanembu descent groups ~ Appendix 2).

The

denominations used emphasi~the noble and/or foreign origins of the Kogona.
The Kogona Sharu major lineage, for instance, derives its name from the
Arabic term sharIf, meaning noble or descended from the' prophet ~ohammed.,
The Dimeru major lineage was purportedly formed by the descendants of
successive vice-governors of Bornuan Kanam, known as the
section).

~ (~

preceeding

The Kogona Tomeri teke their name from the noble Tu clen

(~

Chapter 2) which traces its origins back to the Tu or Tibesti mountains.
The Kogone Bornyu claim to descend from the 17th century Bornuan administrators
sent to Kanem from Bornu.
The "Kanembu n Kajidi

fo~m

with 34 village communities.

the largest group of Kogona tributaries,

They are today a semi-servile populetion,

depicted as descending from a slave of the
clan with which the Kogone claim links.

~agemi (c~

Chapter 3), the royal

Le Rouvreur (1962 : 104) observes

that the Kajidi rarely marry with other Kanambu and never with the Buduma
or the Duu.

These marital restrictions illustrate a wider phenomenon

characteristic of Kanembu social organisation : the specificity and
perpetuetion of subordinete groups are often maintained by forms of descent
group, stratum, caete or ethnic endogamy which impede the political
unification of the lower class.

In contrast to the Duu who have been

prevented from owning large bovine herds, the Kajidi specialise in
zebu-raising along the lacustral periphery.

The Kajidi are also experienced

in the treatment of the protein-rich algae known as dihe which is collected
'from riverain swamps

(~Appendix

1).

In N'jigdada canton, the Duu are relatively few in number and their
lineages are splintered to ths extent thet they cennot constitute a politicel
pressure group of any sort.

They are here relegated by the Kogona to the

1)1

role of a subordinate, partially specialised population whose productive
activities are complementary to thoee of the Kajidi.
Duu lineages, the Dii, Chorona and

~1ro,

Three of the small

the latter of which ie a small

blacksmith group, exist only in "N'jigdada chieftaincy.

The Duu

~oloru

and

Veya lineages are found only in this canton and neighbouring Dibinenchi.
Only the Kei and Kubri are sections of important Duu clans present in several
chieftaincies.

Evidence from N'jigdada indicates that where power is

concentrated in the hands of a single Kanembu clan, OUu lineagss tend to be
smaIl end dispereed in a manner that weIl serves the economic and political
interests of their patrons.
The seven Kogona communities are also dispersed but for diametrically
opposed reasons.

They are spread out emong the clusters of subject villages

which include 47 settlements and their dependsncies, such as colonisation
hemlets and seasonal agricultural or pastoral camps.

The localisation of

Kogona villages follows a "colonial" pattern, congruent with their functions
of overseers and foramen.

Thie distribution reflects the high degree of

political and economic control this small, nimported" elite exercises over
a subordinate clsss of agro--pastoralists and artisans in virtue of th~
support it receives from the Delatoa of

~ao.

DIBINENCHI
Dibinenchi, situated some 15 km to the eeat of N'jigdada, has a
population estimated at.E:. 8,400
are Kanembu and 6% OUu.

<.!l!: Bouquet

1974 : 39), .E:. 9~ of whom

The chieftaincy's ruling clan, the Kanembu

N'gijim, is the largest descent group in South Kanem, with a membership
possibly over 5,000.

The N'gijim N'gaya major lineage, for exemple,

itself divided into seven minor lineages, con troIs more village headmanships
than all but five

~'gijim

excludsd) of the sorne twenty-nine Kanembu clans

represented in the eight chieftaincies here considered.

The N'gijim lineage

1)2
ie reputed to heve resulted from the amalgamation of certain reeidual
BUlala elements and their subordinates and allies at the time of the
reoccupation of South Kanem by the Bornuan Magemi ·and, subsequently, the
Delatoa (sr: Chapter 2).
The powar structure in this chieftaincy ie qui te distinct from that
obeerved among the Kogona of N'jigdada.

In epite of its demographic and

political waight within South Kanem, the N'gijim clan has never bean in a
position to contest the ascendancy of the Dalatea and allied Magemi at the
pan-Kanem level.

Within Dibinenchi chieftaincy, ha.ever, we find that the

N' gijim surpees in number and influance their Kanembu alliee and Duu clients
coneidered together.

The gap in economic and social status between maetere

aQd clients in Dibinenchi is, in general, not eo pronounced as between the
Kogona and the Kajidi and Duu of N'jigdada.
competition in the N'gijim

~

The main lines of political

are drawn between the lineagee of the

chiefly clan, notably the N' gaya anC! ·the WoHa (see Chapter. 2 and Appendix 5).
Other Pregmented Kanembu elements of the Rudou, Kei, Bade, Kajidi, N'gala,
Serao end Twari clane vacillate between shifting N'gijim factions, unable to
aseert themselves as fully autonomous groupe.

Only the Kanembu Galao (16

villege headmanships) of somewhat more northerly Kubri affiliation

(~

Nachtigal 1881 : 330) cen hope to influence N'gijim policies through
eelective alliance with the latter's factions.
Duu lineagee of the

~

are linked to the Kenembu N'gijim through

preeumptively perpetuaI ties of economic, political and, formerly, military
clientage.

Thus the Duu Tira are bound to the Kanembu N'gijim Tana, the

Duu Kafa ta the Kanembu N' gijim Wolia, the Duu Yeye to the Kansmbu N' gijim
K' datia, etc.

The Duu associated wi th the Kanembu minori ties of the

chieftaincy tend to share the eponym 'of their patron}
Galao, Kei and even Kajidi.

so i t is for the Duu

Remaining Duu form professionally specialisea

lineages, which are today employed seasonally by aIl the ebove lineages,

IJJ
both Kanembu and Duu.
blscksmiths.

This is the case of the Duu Goya and Kakuluru

A uniqus exempls in South Kanem, one slso here sncounters

sedentarissd rssidual groups of Aza Seseya net-hunters who are culturally
and politically associated with the chieftaincy's small Daza minority.
BADERI
Baderi, with e population of 3,600

(~Bouquet

1974 : 38) (approx.

91% Kanembu and 6% Duu),is among the new cantone which ware created by
the French in accordance with the wiehas of the alife of
(~

Appendix 5).

~ao

in 1906

Through this process, the once powerful N'guri chieftaincy

wae fractioned into "self-adminietered" units.

Thesa entities were founded

in order to weaken the Duu Oarka by a) dividing them administretively and
fiscally from the other autonomous but client Duu lineeges who had baen
their grudging yet objective allies, and b), to eredicate the "abomination"
of heving Kanembu lineagas dominated by Duu.
How had this fundamental incongruity arieen?

According to a vary

weIl entrenched tredition recorded even in Bornu (eea Palmer 1926 and 1928 1),
the "Ksnembu" Bade (or Bede) together with the N'Gijim, the Tire, the Fada,
the Diabu (also kno~ aa the Dalawa), the Sarabu (Sarao) and the Darka shara,
to an undatermined butunivereally recognieed extent, Bulala anceatry.
SUch connections, at least in terms of symbolic/mythical alliance if not of
(putative) descent, can be suspected for the Kanembu Bareu, Rudou, Dieu and
Kenku.

These four lineages plus the Bada were subject to the Duu Darka

through much of the 19th century and possibly earlier.

A silenced cleavage

here emerges between "dynastie" Kanembu descended From or long allied to the
Dalatea

~agemi,

and the then recently (17th century) reconquered southern

"Kanembu" who hed been Bulala subjects for centuriea.

The aspiration toward

full Integration of the eouthern Kenembu into the political sphere of
explains the virtual expulsion of the Duu From the Bade ri chieftaincy.

~ao
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The Bade are divided into
Talwaru and Nea.

~araya.

Kuruyu. Tomasiu. Watao. N'gurotelao.

(See Carbou 1912 1 : 43).

None of these major lineages

has such deep political roots or developed. institutionalised forms of
internaI self-administration as the N'gijim groups at a formally comparable
level of segmentation.
Neither the Bade. nor the other Kanembu elements of the canton forged
collective alliance mechanisms with sufficient rigour to counterbalance Darka
organisational superiority in the political and. formerly. military fields.
Only the French moves to favour the
Mao reversed this situation.

cen~ralisation

of provincial power in

This policy is still promoted by the immi9rant

notables of three Kogona villages.

During the pre-colonial period. Magemi

elements had come south from the l'lao dletrict (.91: Nachtigal 1BB 1 : 335-336.)
following disaccord with ruling Dalatoaj

they had no particular previous

ties with the Bade and were not strong enough to upset Darka predominance.
Remaining Kanembu groups are. like the Bade. long-present minorities of
purportedly Bulala ancestry (Bareu. Tira. etc.)
N' GURI

N'guri is the strongest of the Duu chieftaincies. with a population
of 3.200

CE!:

Bouquet 1974 : 39), residents.

Kanembu-held settlements

outnumber Duu communities by almost two to one. the Kanembu account for
~

54% of the population and the Duu 47%.

villages.

The Darka control only sevsn

The Darka population is concentrated in large villages. a

tactic which in the past often proved its worth.

From these centres.

control is exercised over 16 communities which have the un enviable status
of "Duu of the Duu". as weIL as over 33 Kanembu settlements populated by 5
formerly subordinate clans of which the Bads are one.

This high figure

suggests that a considerable number of Kanembu vassal communities might have
been subjected to the rulers of N'guri until the

creation

and subsequent
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modifications of

~

boundaries, coupled with e high emigration rete,

reduced the Darka domain to a relic of its former self
and Appendix 5).

(!:!: Chapter B

It thus became imposeible for the Darka even to

contemplate competing either with the

~ao

chieftaincy, today inveeted with

prefectural status, or neighbouring Dibinenchi and

~ondo.

Today, the main political teneion in the centon exists between the
Darka, who are too few to impoee their will, and a large community of
formerly eubordinate Kanembu (Bareu, Rudou, Dieri, Bede and Kanku)
reinforced by 11 other Kenembu villagee

(~agemi,

Deye, Kogona

~).

The

cohesion of the latter is, however, not sufficiently imposing ta dethrone
the Darka, lIJho benefi t politically f'rom the presence of the sous-prefecture
in N'guri.

In addition. with the exception of the Bereu, none of the other

9 Kanembu lineagee are concentrated or large enough to establish efficient
clientage

net~rke

by the Darka.

in an exiguous territory where good land ie controlled

The Darka are eufficiently buey maintaining this statue 9!:!2.

not to seek political influence much beyond the dunetops surrounding N'guri.
Thie is probably the canton where the demographic importance of the
different clans present, or their splintered fractions, is moet balanced.
None of the three major blocks (6 non-Darka Duu clans , 5 formerly domineted
Kanembu clans and 5 immigrant Kanembu clans) have effectively joinedforces
through matrimonial and/or poli ticel alliance.
and impotence to itself.

Each jealouely keeps i ts neme

As in the case of the Bads chisftaincy, the

Kanembu and Duu lineages here represented have widely dispersed.

This

phenomenon is particularly characteristic of the colonial and post-colonial
periods.

The political neutralisation of the area might to soma degree heve

been favoured by the direct pressnce of the French and then Chadian national
administrations.

N'guri was indeed the first and only Frsnch outpost in

the erea we are studyirçand is today the only sous-pri!ifscture betwesn P1assekory
and

~ao.

1]6
VALITA
The Duu Rea

~

of Valita extends south of N'guri toward the Lake

shore and counts some 2.900 inhabitants

~

Bouquet 1974 : 39).

The clan

composition of this chieftaincy's population has undergone fundamental
changes over the last century.

The principle factor in this movement

was the emigration of the Rea's onetime senior allies. the Duu Bara and
Adia.

In a formal sense. the three clans tQday administer approximately

the same territary referred ta by Barth and Nachtigal as the Bari district
(See

~ap

9).

The Rea obtained the turban of the chieftaincy by default

after the Oarka ensured their own political dominance over the Bara and
Adia. provoking an emigration of these two groups toward the

~olimari

on. the Bahr-el-Ghazal during the later part of the 19th century.

area

The

Kanembu of Valita now hold more (though less important) village headmanships
than the Duu. yet the latter still represent a majority of the canton's
population
Duu

(Duu 61%;

Kanembu 39%).

The shift in leading role among the

in favour of the Rea (compare the present situation with that

mentioned by Nachtigal 1BB1 : 345) increased the relative local influence
of the Kanembu;

the mode of allocation of administrative functions to

clans by the french probably compounded the effects of the pre-colonial
change.

A further consequence of these and other factors was the

disappearance of the dominated Kanembu asa numerically and politically
significant sector of the population.

Today. they have only 4 villages.

The "Twari" remain the preponderant element of the Kanembu population
along with the Sarao (30 of 47 villages).

Nachtigal (1BB1 : 328 and 345)

traces Sarao origins back to the Bulala. a characteristic the Duu would
share ta some sxtent.

Twari presence in this area may be even more

ancient. going back. as for the Duu. at least several hundrsd years.
German author notes:

The

1J7
"In. Kanem, they (the T\IIari) now li ve wi th the Kanembu or as the
Kanembu. The fact that their Tubu origins are not entirely
forgotten and that one of their eections ie supposad to be found
among the Danoa who in aIl probability are among tha most anciant
of Kanam's residente, demonetratas to what extant thay have
tranefo rmad and intagrated themsel vee."
(Nachtigal .1881 : 338)

(l'Iy tranelation )

This is an intaresting axampla in that it underlines a caaa of non-Duu
recruitmant into the Danoa group, suggasting that the Duu/Kanembu barriar
hae not al\llays been an impermeabla bordar dafanded by a ataunchly appliad
endogamic no rm.
Praaently, tha Rea, tha Tweri end tha Serao ara tha only groups ta
achieva eufficient demographic weight in tha chieftaincy to be considarad
politically affective clane.

In general, tha ratio of dapandent ta dominant

villages is raduced hara compared to eurrounding chieftaincies, with tha
exception of Baderi \IIhich likawiea occupiea a secondary political position.
DOKORA
Tha village of Dokora, about 55 km E - 5 - E of Valita ie the saat of
a

~

of approximately 1,5DO rasidente.

With Molimari, Dokora is tha

only chiaftaincy of Kanem to display e claar Duu majority both in terms of
Duu/Kanembu population balance (91% as opposad to
village

h~admanships

9%,

controllad (35 as opposad to 6).

raspactively) and of
Tha Duu Darka

~saya,

an important spIinter group of tha Darka of N'guri, are in a position ta
exert much influence ovar tha \IIaak dapandant Kanembu population and ovar
tha 8 Duu linaages in the chiaftaincy.
can.fully claim clen etatus.
to othar

Duu

It is claar that only the Darka

The stabIa position of this group in ralation

and the Kanambu ie, aftar a fashion, a modal which tha other

Duu chieftaincies, including the Darka of N'guri, have sought to achieva in
recent timae with lesser euccase.

T\IIo factors contributing to the Dokora

situation wara the strong politico-military position of tha Darka in
ganaral du ring the lata 19th century and the propitiously timad occupation

1)8
of a political no man's land situated between the fringe of the ~ao
chieftaincy's zone of influence and that of the Daza toward the Bahr
el-Ghazal.

This impliee a buffer role in the eyes of both these non-Ouu

groups which was understandably aasumed by a militarily credible clan like
the Darka.
The abeence of other formerly allied Ouu clans on Dokora territary
(there is only one Bara village of low status) confirms the cleavage
between the Darka and other autonomous Ouu in areas peripheral to the
ex-alliance territory

~

Appendix 5).

Except for a relatively strong

implantation of blacksmith communities (4 Kakuluru villages), the remaining
Duu population results from an agglomeration of splinter groupe, none of
whlch reach even viable major lineage size or status.

The sarne can be said

of the six Kanembu villagee, some of which are former dependants of the
Darka who migrated to thie zone with their ex-euzerains.
A~

DOBAK
Am Dobak ie a large chieftaincy grouping some 3,600 inhabitants in

which BaveraI clans compete for influence.
are comparable.

The Duù and Kanembu populations

The chiefship is in the hands of the Ouu Dieri who have

hunted and cultivated in this zone for many generations.

They have

remained somewhat distant from the Bari district Duu clans they are akin to
through their hunter origins and relatively autonomous status.

It is

interesting ta see that the ruling lineage of the Dieri bears the narne
Kgrebongona(compare with kerebina meaning hunterj

another section is known

as the Bongoya (~ Chapter 2).
The Ouu BarBU, of comparable position, do not hold land rlghts over
the chieftaincy as a whole but do show a stronger degree of political
cohesion then their very fragmented Dieri neighbours.

Two large Kanembu

groups also dispute the Ouu Dieri'a predominant position as confirmed by the
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French.
Dieri.

One of them is the theoretically dependent clan of the Kanembu
It is poeeible that thie group might be a conglomeration of

Kanembu immigrants from the weet or northweet.
their homeland between Dibinenchi and Mao.

The Kanembu Galao have

The preeence of numeroue

Kanembu and Duu village communitiee of very diverse clan affiliations
confirms that ths Disri

~

is definitely an area of convergsnce and

even colonisation for groups of aIl geographical and social origins.
In this situation,where local influencs is the object of competition
between sevsral clane of comparable etanding, all communitiee, however
small, continue to aseert formai allegiance to their clan of origin.
Indeed, moet of the clans of Kanem are nominally represented in this most
complex and

changing~.

Ths area's role as a haven for

once

eubordinate groups ie illuetrated by the more important presence of the 5
formerly dominated Kenembu lineagee here than in either N'guri or Am Dobak,
controlled by their ex-mastere.

Further exemples of immigration from the

Kanembu west and northwest include eections of the powerful Kogona and
their Kajidi subordinates, probably a large number of Galao from Dibinenchi
chieftaincy, and paor Kore end Kangina from the lakeeide limite of the Kuri
zone.
In Am Dobak, an approximate balance in influence and control over
land resourCBS is operative between Kanembu and Duu of local and external

A correlate of this "equilibrium" is that the chieftaincy remains

stock.

politically peripheral to the hsart of South Kanem.

This might presage a

weakening of Duu Dieri influencs over the long term in favour of the Kanembu.
~OLlMARI

~limari

groups roughly 3,000 almost exclusively Duu residents just

north of ths Bahr el-Ghazal and is the only Duu chieftaincy in which no
village is controlled by the Kanembu.

ln pre-colonial times, the canton's
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present territory corresponded roughly to the southern psrt of the Bsri
district.

The homogeneity of the Duu population is however, not the result

of a political or military

victo~y

over the Kanembu or the Kuri.

was a traditional hunting ground for the Duu

~ (~Chapter

The area
2).

During

the ,9th century it became an immigration zone for Duu agricultural settlements.

The Kanembu colonised the lands to the east and south of

~olimeri

and almost fully excluded the Duu from administrative functions in aIl but
this, their own ftreserveft.
The separation of the Bara and Adia from the Rea in the north of the
Bari district corresponded to a shift southward of Bara influence which
the internaI schism between Duu as weIl as the practical exclusion of the
Reà from the southern terri tories.

The Bara are thus administrative

caretakers of an autonomous but weak and encircled chieftaincy : yetI
with the Adia, they form a local ruling group which the various other
Duu immigrants would have a hard time in challenging.
and Dokora cantons.

As in the Am Dobsk

arable land is plentiful and under Duu control alone

this could prove to be an important factor in the economic emancipation
of many small Duu communities.

Significantly, soma of these splinter

groups have stopped ueing the name of their original clan
N'gurodimeru, Yeyimbo, etc.).

(~

Jula,

There has also baen an influx of blacksmiths

attractsd notably by the freer access to land and even cattle but equally
by the market centre of the sous-préfecture town of Massakory.
6.

Settlemsnt patterns and social stratification
Certain basic remarks may now be made regarding the distribution

of village communities in South Kanem and their clan and lineage affiliations.
In general, villages claiming allegiance to the same clan tend to be
contiguous or nearby one another.

Constraints of a military order which

reinforced the geographical concentration of clan memmers have practically
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disappearsd.

Nonethelsss, Kansmbu and Duu clans often reside on a compact

though not necessarily exclusive territory where their villages form clusters
within a radius rarely sxcssding a few kilometres.
Ths highly probable incrsase in individual and collective movsments
from one chisftaincy to another since 1900 does not sesm to have substantially
modified the ovsrall balanes of Kanembu clans'politico-tsrritorial control
and residential distribution through a band of territory sxtsnding from
N'jigdada to

~ondo.

In this area, the clan can frequently be defined ae

an homogensous tarritorial unit charecterised by a high lsvel of economic
self-sufficiency within ths framework of the sami-sedentary agro-pastaral
economy.

In the case of politically mors influential groups, colonial

and post-colonial segmentation of village communities appesrs recurrently
to have given rise ta nearby satellite hsmlsts rather than distant colony
settlsments.

Ys t, this pattern is not always confirmad by tnquiries

concerning succsssive clan and village movsmsnts.

The distribution

patterns of villages in tsrms of clan affiliations may bs bstter viewed
on a continuum from high concsntration to high dispersion, which iteelf
must bs qualified as a function of group population.

At ons extreme,

clan cohesion may become a purely genealogical notion, with ne two villages
of common descsnt group affiliation actually being spatially contiguous.
Cases of maximum dispersion of group msmbers and village units often
corrsspond to situations of:
1)

political and economic subordination to the dominant clan in a given

area or chieftaincy (as with the Kanembu Bade and many dspendent
agriculturalists).
2)

profsssionai specialisation of dsmographically weak lineages (such as

the Duu Kakuluru and Goya of blacksmith statue).
3)

stratsgic distribution of population in order to achisve maximal

control ovsr dependent groups (this bsing true for the Kansmbu Kogona).
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Among the subord inete stratum of the Kanembu populat ion,
some Duu
or Kajidi lineage s, for example , attain a demogr sphic scale
which, given
minima l conditi ons of economic autonomy

(~ s certain access to irrigst ed
land and pastura ge and the right to purchas e and raise cattle)
, allow them
to compete .with orat least resist some Kanembu clans politic
ally.
Neverth eless, porpor tionate ly more Duu than Kanembu clans
and lineage s
assert genealo gical autonomy withou t exercis ing corpora
te control over
suffici ent resourc ee to achieve econom ic autonom y.
It must be noted that,
today, the majorit y of these small lineage groups are not
profess ionally
special ised but have, for the last century at leaet, been
poor depende nt
cultiva tors subject to greater or lesser exprop riation of
produce by Kanembu
and even certain stronge r Duu clans.
Of the latter, it is clear that the
Duu Adia, Bara, Darka, Dieri and Rea clans have preserv sd
and develop ed
minimal conditi ons of economic and politic al liberty .
This, 1 believe ,
is borne out by the histori cal materi al outline d in Appendi
x 5.

Among the' Duu in general , one notes a marked tendenc y toward
segmen tation.

It is importa nt to investi gate to what extent the deeire

for economic and social emancip ation on the part of the
Ouu, combine d
with the progres sive slacken ing of interna I contro ls over
their liberty
of movement might have fomented a degree of fragme ntation
and dispers al
such as to annul at the politic al lsvsl what has besn gainsd
in rscsnt
dscadss in tsrms of corpora ts accsss to land rssourc ss.
~ust subord inate
groups within ths Kan~bu politY abandon thsir homslan ds
to thsir mastars
in ordsr to achisve an accepta ble standar d of living ?
These queries will
be pursued in Section II, through the cese study of the
recent evoluti on
of the Duu Ree clen.
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DiAPTER rOUR

1.

THE CIRQJlATIoN Dr WEAl TH AND ASSDCIATED POlrlER RElATIONS

Introduction
In Appendix 1, we briefly conaidared the two lDDSt prallinant fOrlls

of production in Kan8lll, namely agriculture and animal huebandry.

bla

have obaerved that unequal accesa to agricul tural lands and paaturage
by differant social clas888 antaile differential fOrlla of praduce
accumulation.

Thie ensuree the wealth and perpetuation of a ..all

land-contralling claes recruited on an esaentially hereditary baeis
fram KanBII' s IIIDst powerful clane.

The basic inequality which

distinguishee this cattle-holding and tribute-collecting arietocracy
from tha depandant peasantry is directly experiencsd in 'the dietribution
and relative influence of linsage-vestad officas.

It ia through tha

control of theae administrative poata that tha flow of tributa from
the depandent peaaantry to the ariatocracy ie managad and anforced.
Tribute collectora form a restricted, queei-hereditary claae
organiaed in \Ilhat lIay be deecribsd aa a pyraBidal hierarchy with the

.!!!!.!!. of l'laa and a handful of other notables at its summit.

Arietocrate

have the option of converting their proceade of caUle and cereals into
quaei-lllOnetary tendara or of rediatributing them to dapand.8nte to
perpetuate or expand relatlanshipa of subordination.

Persone who

hold large 8IlIOunts of grain, catus or IIOney have the poaeibility of
realising supplBllentary profite by selactively colIIB8rcialiaing them
80

aa best to prafitfrom eeasonal fluctuatlana in aveilability

Iilorld Bank 1974 : xi).

<.s.t:.

The pracess of differential capital

accumulation and the hierarchical ordering and structural differantistion
of kin-band socia-palitical groupa are at the basis of
in Kanembu SOCiety.

C1ES

divisiona

Tha C01IIPlexity of thie precen warrants

baginning thie chapter on tha circulation of lIIealth and related political

l~

tapics with a rslatively detailed examination of the evolution of
taxation in Kanem from the pre-colonial psriod to the prssent day.
This exposé should be read as a complement to that on the administrative
organisation of the Kanembu clan and politY presented in Chaptsr Three
and of the relationships of subordination described in Chaptsrs One
andTw.
Ther. is one further condition essential ta the operation of the
Kanembu economy which we have not yet discusesd.

This is the production

of . .tal implements and other artieanal goods and services for the
agricultural end animal husbandry sectors.

Until the beginning of

the twentieth cantury, the artisanal sector was also the principal
purveyor of erms to the rspressive sppsrstus conatituted by the aristocratic
Kanembu warriors, their alliss and clients.
In pre-colonial Kanem, the arietacrscy controlled ths production
of manufactursd wares by enforcing the monopolies of csstad OUu
producers.

Professional castea were organised on the basis of hereditary

access to sach trade and perpetusted by the general marital prohibition
eeparating Duu and non-Duu.

The waning of the patrilineal clan's

military funçtions un der French rule and the concomitant introduction
of cheap imported industrial goods and primary materials by French
merchante substantially modified the economic and social organisation
of the Duu stratum.

Interestingly, the important changss in the

organisation of creft production which occurrsd du ring the first half
of the 70th century did not entail the elimination of the marked
social differentiation of the OUu strstum in reletion ta other
Kanembukanembu-spsakera.

It would seem that ths endogemic divieions

and correlative hierarchical relationships bstween Duu and Kanembu
lineages derive from the fundamental Kanembu principle of "natural"
social inequality rather than solely from circumscribed, functional

socia-economic differentiatione, such aa hereditary group profeaeional
specialieation.

lt can be argued that the Duu - Kanembu division

is, by ita absolute quality, the idsological keystone of the Kan8lllbu

systSll of social stratification.
delllonstratee the perdurance of

Twentieth century Kan8llbu hiatory
'Duu etatua beyond the once

critical d8pendence of the agra-paetoral econolllY on artieenal
production.

New forme of inequality in relationahips of production

betwean Duu and non-Duu daveloped through the artisans' inclueion in a
blidaning dapendant peasantiry and the application of IIOrs "diecrete"
mathode of surplus extortion by the aristocracy, thanka to th.
complicity of suceeaeive national governmente.
II/e will continua thie chepter by coneidering the evolution of
trade and commerce wi thin and beyond Kenem l'rom the late 1800' s to
date.

A large shue of Kanem' e steple production ia coneumed by

the l'armer and his flDJi.ly.

Nonethelees, the market plays an important

role in the conversion of non-durablee into capital goods by those who
can afford to stock staples long enough ta profit l'rom eeasonal
fluctuatione in evailability.

A minimal description of market

mechaniSIDe is thus neeessary ta an understanding of the KanSllbu claee
system.
finally, we will try to lllustrate ho", the creation of outside
firms with relatively high capital andowmente l'rom the Chedian etats
and ite foreign undsrwriters reinforcsd rether than weskaned exieting
class diffuencBe.

Indesd, so far, attampta to prollOte baeic changee

in the production, colIIIIIsrcialisetion and profit-taking procedures of
the agricultural and cattle huabandry seetors offered unique opportunitiss
for the Kanem1 arietocrecy to compeneate for decreaeea in their fieeal
end tributary income.
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2.

Taxation
The two major, hereditarily transmisaable forma of wealth in

Kanembu society are usufruct rights over fertile grounds and cattle.
The first is subJected to a complex and locally variable set of
obligatory preatations which reflect different levels of collective
ground rights.

The second, largely concentrated in the handa of the

rich Kansmbu, haa traditionally not bean so rigorously taxad as the
produce of the land.

Herda are the ideologically and fiacally

privilaged form of capital in Kanemi eociety.

Agriculture howevar,

is th. indispansible mainstay of the econoDly and of the hiararohical
circulation of wealth, which principally benefits the owners of the
largest harda.
In Kansmbu custamary law, righta over arable land are vested in
nemed, locally-anchored or fullylDcalissd patrigroups whose leadere
are office holdera within the administrativs fraaework dsfinsd by
the alifal lWthority.

These officee defin. nodal points of

srticuletion in the relstions bstwean d8acent groupa, themaalves
hiererchically ordsred in a pyrëllllidal structurs.

Distinct clans or

lineagss of. unsqual or comparable statua may sxsrcise varying dsgrees
of control over a givsn plot or territoryJ thay lIay aleo clBim or
forego Uifferent forms of taxation and tributs from pareons and dascent
groups who ex.raise indafinits but not perpetual cultivation right. on
these lands.

The rssulting confusion of jurisdictions is raflscted

in the SOIlStiœSS psrtially overlapping, svsn redundant, functions of
such local officers as ths dise)i, mera b' lai or

~.

The

potentially conflicting attributae of these offices reflect successive
conquests and changes in ths interlinaags power balancs.

At ths risk

of overaimplification, it may bs suggest.d that this proc8as relsgates
occupants cf longsr standing From offic8a of sconollic importance ta

offices of ritual importance.
[ach mala adul t accadae to usufruct righte ae a re81dent IIlIIIIIber
of hie fether's lineage.

Whan hie fether dies, s man "inherits" no

more than the reaffirmation of e patrilineally tranamitted right
dependant for its fulfillmant on his continued presence and labour.
Both individual snd collective usufruct rights over plentiful

~neland

and scarcer irl'1gated plots lepsa if tha land is not actually cultivated.
Specific functionaries

~ara

and are antrueted

~ith

maint81ning relatlwe

aquality of eccess to scarea land and I118ter in order that the domestic
neade of all might be satisfiad.

Inequality BIIIergee in determining

the ahara of produce and, aomatimee, corv6e, aach houeehold head

~l

have to furnish at harvaet, planting and watering timas to officials
ranging from the digeti through lineaga no tablas to the

~

of l'lao.

Under tha circumstances, it is not surprieing that the dafinition
and application of norme of texation vary greatly through time end
from place to place.

Given the multiplicity of historical precedenta

under the Bulala, Sornuran, b1adeyan, Awlad Sliman, french end Chadian
régimes, tha definition of locally appropriate texes in Kanembu
jurisprudence is al",ays opan to dabate and ravis1on.

One IDUst a1eo

consider that the shifting power balance in interclan relations and
the intarasts of successive overlords of Kanem naturally laave much
room for veriation in affactive poesibilities of tex collection once
fiacal norms have baen egreed upon or impoeed.

Thus, the following

daecription could hard1y purport to ba exhaustive.
Land taxaa may be formally divided into thon appl1ed ta the
produceof irrigatad land versue non-irrigated land.

In lIOat place..

",adi grain production in abaolute quantitisa 1a smaller then thet of
dunelands.

Vat irrigated farming is crucial in that. it offers a
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fairly dependable guarantee against the high yearly variations in
yield of dry farming.

The control over wadis is thus a crucial

element in determining a clan's economic and political status.
The basic wadi tax, which is taday the most general, is the
The term stems from the Arabic .!!!!!.9s! or

.m!S!!.

~.

signifying a meaeure which

varies in content from two pinta ta a bushel (Nschtigal 1971 : 413).
The

~

or midd el-fatr is the measure ueed in determining the volume

of grain given in payment of the zakat el-fetr. theoretically payable
on the 'Id el-fetr. the feeat day which enda the month of Ramadan.
In Kanem, the.!!!!:!!l. ie a ground rent collected by the

~

and the

chefs de cantan (forllerly the lRDet prolllinsnt chiefe) on the produce
of wadie and palm groves.

for wadie, the volume due ie six

plot of 10 ta 20 ares and per hervsst.

~

per

One muet be careful not ta

confuse the Koranic tithe or Zakat. and the KenBIDbu

~

or Jake whlch

is a unit of volulle often equivalent ta approximately 2.5 kg of millet,
though veriable

i~

space end time.

further confueion lIey also derive

from the fact that the .l!!s.!. is colloquially termed a koro, lIIhich ie
itself divided into eix measure.of about 400 g. of millet
tao.

called~

l'laillerd (1951a: 55) estimates thet the!!!:!.!!. repreeents a produce

levy of some 12% for csreal cul turss.
the .!!!W!

weB

(ie 7) collected by the

In solle areas of South Kanem,

.sY:s!J!. in the hut of the mera b'lei.

The return is divided betwfllen the chef de canton and the mare bilai
in the respective proportions of 2/3 and 1/3.

In precolonial times,

the .!!!!:!!l. went ta the "turban holders" of mejar chieftaincies only,
such as l'Iso and N' guri.

In vassal chieftainciee, the

J!!lli cleimed

half the mud, leaving the remaining half ta the locel chief rather
than the village headman.

Such wae the case in the former Duu and

Teda-Daza arsas of Dibinenchi, Bari Kolom, N'tiry and l'latiu.

Date palma ara taxad at a fixad rate of
~aillard

one~

per tree.

(1951a : 55 - 56) notee that in the ~ao chieftaincy, a grove

owner could forfeit half of his palma ta the alifa in order ta be
permanently exempted of the'!!!y'!! on the produce of his r8llaining trees.
The

.!!!!.!. radistributed the palms thue acqubed ta his local protigCie.
Pa)'1llent of the IDUd lIIae syatematical,ly practised at leeet as late
The .!!Y.Q is still probably the IDOst

as the end of the colonial pariod.

persistent of traditional forms of taxation.
The kwi le a ground rent eqllal to 1/6 of every harvest.

It is

paid, contrarily ta the mud, only by cultivatora working a wadi plot
under the juriadiction of a lIIara bilai not balonging ta their own
The ",adi chief redistributes the !proceeda 0' the

clan.

variable nuŒber 0' notablea of his lin8age.

~

8II0ng a

This tax penalisea

emigration by man from their clan territary of origin but inversaly
advanteges thon clana who control sufficient landa to concede
cultivation rights ta immigrants.

!l!!!.

is the plural of kale. a

2

cultivated sqllare cavaring 3 to 4 m of ground.
are divided inta

~

Irrigated fields

separated by ditches 20 ta 30

CID

IIdde blhich canalise

. the ",ater drawn from collective kamaye or ahadoof 1IIBlls.
equal 1 lerve or Icord l (from..i.!. meaning fibra rope).

Seven

~

The average

individual lIIadi plot known aa the .!Y!!. oftan rneaauras 1 lerve by 4

Js!!!!.

Certain of ~aillard'a (1951a : 56, ~) informants aseart that the

!s.!!!1 ",as

formerly kno"," ae the kiski;

others state that the

~

is

the local Kanambtl n8lle for a tax ltIhich the Bornuan kogona blho accollpanied
the firet

!Y:!.!!. to Kanem ",ere later to

beptise~.

l'Iaillard believas

that at the time of the first viceroys, there existed both a
kiski. both being payable to the earth chiefs.
then repleced the

~

~

and a

The ali'aa. he suggeats,

by a tax of an equal 8II0unt due to their

treaaury rather than to the mara bIlai and diAe li.

0"'"
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Bouillie (1937 : 227). probably referring to the nineteenth
century. implies that the !s!!!s!. blas exclusively collected by the
and the fugbu in precolonial times.

~

After the french occupation.

hOblever. it bIOuld seem that certain lesser chiefs reinstated this tax
Rfter eelling all or part of their land to local notables :
"formerly. the.!!!!.!. of l'lao and the fugbu of l'Iondo collscted
a sovereignity tax called ~ from aIl ethnie groupe under
their authority blith the exception of thsir own.
Understandably.
this tex blas to disappear as the country was organised in
groupements end in independent cantons.
In practice. the
population was relieved of thia tax for a few years. but some
chiefs regained confidence and once again demanded it from
those they administered or from their subordinates.
These
chisfe either sold aIl or part of their lande to a member of
their family or to a notable of their canton."
(Ply translation)
------Bouillii (1937 : 227) rates the

~

at one half of the harveet of

irrigated lands in addition to the li!!!!. and the dea. not to mention the
mararom. the laka and the laka dige'i (see below).
that he confueed the

~

It la probable

with the metayage levies. generally of 50%.

due from tenants who engage in the !!!2I!!!. agreemant (see abolie. Chapter
2..p.8G).

Southern Kenembu with whom 1 spoke eaid thet along the

lake shores the kiaki persisted at least until the first decades of
this century as a yearly tex of 6 1m!:2.

( 15 kg) of millet payable

as follollle : 2!s.2.!:2. to the cultillator' e villags headman end 4 !s.2!:!!. to
the Kuri Kora paramount chief (today chef de canton of leserom) who
held global and pre-eminent land rights over the area.
Whatever its nominal rate. the

~

amounts to a capitation often

diaguieed as a ground rent proportional to the surface cultivatsd.
This is confirmsd by the universel fiecal basis of the taxI
to time and place. the
and/or dunalends.
"<n'iant of ths

~.

~

according

blae impoeed on the produce of irrigatad

In thie it is complemsntary to rather than

a

The ambiguities in the respective definitions noted

1.51
by Maillard (1951 a) mi9ht be related ta the fect that the ~ .
used the

!s!ë!.

as a means of acquiring pre-eminent land righte over

lande ta which they were, after aIl, foreign on their arrival in
Kanem during the seventeenth century.
Ille lIIill nolll make brief mention of thoee quantitiee due ta the

diRe li.

Theae are levilld on the basie of land rights which ere

generally priar in origin ta thaee of clane taday inveetad ldth
canton chieftainc1es.

Exception muet be mede for thaa8 Duu groupa

in lIlhiCh the functione of 'land prieet' and lineage notabla _ra not
atrictly dietinguiehed.

In South Kan., the lero.

01'

kanura., the

Islca k'lslcUi and even the lake kulla lIay be hypathetically vi81ll8d
aa res1duaI elemente cf a fiscal eyetSlll paasibly develaped undar the
Bulala.

These practicee lost farce of custam in the face of the

IllON

centralieed taxation elolll1y implemantad by the BOl'nuan viceraya.
However, the aYIllOOlic end politieal importance of these taxes cennot,
even today, be neglscted.

Thsy are nOIl/ Inadequate ta keep substantial

amounte cf agricultural surplueee within tha village community or the
local chieftainey, but thay da eerve as proof of priority of occupancy
vis-t-vis etronger clans or the alifal gcvernment.
Jerom means 'l'Ope tax' and kanuroll 'fire tax'.

Both nlllllea designata

the payment made to the diReJi who cleans the llIsdi by fire before
planting and llIha aurvaye tha surfaces attributed ta eaCh cultivstor
w!th a l'Opa.

This tex is alsa applicable Idhen the dige Ji claare

undergrolllth in a 1II8di lIlhich haa been temporarily abendonBd, fol'
exemple, follOllling natural flooding which cen persist for sBveraI yeers
during pericde cf higher than average rainfall.

At harvest time, the

digeJi la given a!i2.!:9. (2.5 kg) of millet, or, today, !ts monatery
equivaIent of tha moment, by each family head in compensation for his
eerviees.

The digeli's ritual purity and diplomatie talente enaure both

the fertility of the fields end the peaeeful distribution of plots.
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A eecond due, known es the taka k' lakum or
heed~

'~of

is eleo given to the digeti at each harvest.

concomitant with that of the

~

the sheven

Thie payment is
(~).

(eee below) to the locel chief

from the time of sowing to reaping, it is forbidden for the digeli
ta shave his head, for such an ect lIIOuld directly menace the harvBet.

The taka k'lakum is fixed et one koro par individuel plot (.!!!!!.) per
herveat.

This tax has lIIhat might be termed e Koranic counterpart

in the lalea kullo.

Kullo means soapberry tree (Belanitee eegyetieca).

It ie on a board made of its lI/ood that Koranic inscriptions ere written
by the !!!s! end then placed in the wadi during pre-plenting propitiatory
ceremonies deetined to ensure the protection and fertility of the grounds.
The mellBl8. who Rlay find himself engaged IIIith the dige li in this
ceremoniel, is recompensed with a gift of 1
per harvest.

~

of grain per cultivetor

The laka kullo, es the lerom and the laka k' lakum. are

still paid in many wadis.
The ground taxes we have Juet described are or are
proportional ta the eurfaces lIIOrked by Bach farmer.

purpo~ted

to be

bis IllUst elso

considar agriculturel taxes which are capitetions levied on ell adult
meles;

indeed, even non-fermers must settle them in kind or currency.

Other than the rather poorly known !s!!!s!. which sesms to have been
reintroduced in a modif1ed form during the 1930's and 40's, the elifal
administrat10n imposed throughout Kan..,

~ndo

Chieftaincy excepted

(see below for thie area), s head tax celled the dea k'laverom.
dea, elso pronouncad

~

The

1e s large h8lllispherical besket wh1ch, when

f1lled to the brim, containe about 15 kg of m1llet or grains.
hence equ1velsnt ta six ~ (koro) of .E.!. 2.5 kg.
translated as 'share of the turban'.

It is

K'laverom can be

Dea k'laveram could bs rsndered

ss 'eovere1gnity tax' or simply 'tribute'.

The genersl rats applied is
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said to have been 6

.!!!!s..!. a year par adult male.

It _a paid in kind.

Proceede wentto paremount chiafa (~ao, ~ondo) whose fellow lineags
members ",ere exempt.

The individual' s quota wa. auppossd to have

bssn stabls whatever the aurface hs cultivatsd.
(1937 : 231) that in the l'Iso chieftaincy the

J!e.

Boüillië ",rite.
lilas levied at ons

!!!Y.!! psr lU9an (individuel plot of unepec1fied aize) rathar than par
msn.

Given the arbitrary and chenging quality of this chief' a

adJllinistration, such a stat8lll8l1t ie quite plsusible.

The

.s!Y.

bringe

ta mind the old l'Iual1m liziya imlJOsad on all active mele8 among
subordinatad pagan populations.
any guesa as to whether th8
practised.

J!!!.

It would ba vary hazardous ta venture
levy ia still directIy or indirectly

Some infomants rafsrred ta ths persistance of such

tribute around l'lao and other places, eepscielly BlllOng low statue
dapen dan tB.

furthar confirmation of this ia raquired.

Kanemi ground taxes on the produce of dune culturea number only
two ta illY knolllledge.

They are ths dukutyaand the mararom.

Ths first

disappearad only a faw years after the arrival of the french whsreaa
the lattar wee collscted inta tha 1930's at lsast.

Their alimination

tandad to favour the herding elemants of the population who had llmited
access to irrigated lsnds;
Kanem.

I here refer principelly ta the North of

Inversely, it increased the relative velue of loIlIcI1 lande for

those who exerclsed taxation righte over such grounds.
Ouku Iya designates the wooden, acaffolcl-l1ke watch tawer used ta
overlook fields, particularly to detect grain-eating birds and ineects.
The tax known by the seme name lIlae pald to the ground chief (generelly
a mara tPlai).

It complemented th8 ~ which taxed _di produce.

rate, like that of the kwi. Illas 1/6 of Bach harvest.

The pass1ng of

the dukulya from fiacal prsctice paralleled the introduction of
efficient tax controls by the colonial administration.

Ih

~ra

The procees of
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"simplification" fauoured by the french facilitated the encroachment
of village headmen (b'lama) into the realm of competence of the earth
chiefs (mara b'lai and digeli).

Bouillie (1937 : 231) mentions the

"dDugouchi" tax being paid in the

~ao

mY& per

chieftaincy et the rate of 1

lugan tD the "chef de tribu ou de village", the earth chiefs

receiving only the mararom and l&ka digeli respectively.

[He daee

nDt repDrt the dukulya amDng tha Tunjur and their subordinatee
(Bouillie 1937 : 230 - 231).]

Oaletoa lineage chiefs are knDwn to

have rsceived a duku Iya equi valent to the
major South Kanemi chiefe.

S!!. of the .!!lli. or that of

"Official" rates of ground taxation in

Oalstoa country were/sre higher (indeed double ••• ) st certain times
and in certain places compared with thoee applied to cultivatars of
either the Duu or Kanembu chieftainciea of tha South or the Monda area).The mBrerom or 'ehare of the chief' wae paid ta the earth chief
concerned with the adminietration and diatribution of dunalands.
functione of the

~

end the

~eme

are often no longer dietinguiehabla

and may be exercised by the seme pereon.
of 6

~

to the

The mararam was a hsavy tax

per plot and harvest and was paid in kind.

mY&

ox

The

It II/ae equivalent

dea k'leverom but was entirely destined ta the local

lineage heedman rather than higher authoritiee.

It is said to have

almost dieappaBrad by the 1930'e.
The last of the major taxas in Kanem ie the

~

which 1e

legitimated on religious rather than temporal grounds.

Ite principle

particularity is that it may be collectad on harde ae weIl ae on harvest.
It steme from the Ielamic zakat, a prestation which is a legally required
alms levied on Muslims at tha rate of 1/10 on the produce of naturally
watered lands and of 1/20 on that of irrigated fields, preeumed to
demand a larger labour input.

In theory, peyment of the

~

may be

required on harveste exceeding 1600 rotls or approximately 720 kg. of
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cereals.
tha Islamic

In Kanam, the principle tax on agricultural produce Irlas not
~

but the indigenous

J!e.

The Koranlc tithe, knolJlfl

throughout moet of northern and eastern Chad aa the ZakB, ie called
~

or aadaa in Kanem.

The

~

should only be teken on

individual grain harvesta in excess of aD

.!!!YJ! of 6.!9 (!s!!.E.e.), that

is, about 960 kg. of millet.Bouilliê (1937

1

229) notea that in

practice, many chiefs damand it on yialde of leee than 20 sud.
these conditions, the

~

Under

ie no longer a legal Bllls llainly paid

by the rich but an additional ground tax afrecting the quaei-tatalUy
of the paaeantry.

Cuetam doee reatrain

to so-ealled plentiful yeara.

requ~sition

of the eadaka

Thus, little Irlaa collected during the

famine year of 1949, but the dUe 1rl8e illmediately reimpoaed after a
good haruest in 195O

(~aillard

1951b : 13).

It is almost impossible

to assees the extent of paymente at present.

Yet, it is comman

knolrlleclgs that the aadaka has net bean phased out as have some of ths
prauioua taxes discussed.

Its "Koranic and custamary" cheracter hava

made U particulerly rasistsnt ta fiscal reforms undettaken by the
colonial and then national administretions.
\dBs the sadeka euer a Korenic alms allOllling for a certain
rediatribution of ldealth in favour of the lesa privllaged in KenBII ?
It is rBther difficult to see how the procaeda of th.
ars recirculated by their "rightful" collecters.
the mara b'lai Irlho Illas formerly assisted by tha
office holder.

..!!!.lli.

~

The tax i. teken by
~

or a comparable

Two thirda of the alma want to the clan head or the

and one third remained ",Uh the village headmen.

two thirda go to the
~

wera or

.!!lli. or

Today,

the chsf d. canten and one third ta the

recognised by the Chadian edministration.

Th.

~

may

long ramain a supple fiscal instrument which allowe polder holdera te
compansate for fluctuations and "die&quilibria" affecting other
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budgetary resources. The alife. as religious head of Kanam, disposas
of large shares of

~

proceeds to the exclusion of the mallBlll8.

This prestation is "voluntary" and is hence not affected by national
civil or fiscal law.

~

The

offers the' additional facility ta !ts

collectars of being imposable on any form of wealth whether agricultural,
animal or mineraI.

Thus it may indirectly replaca, granted the

po~r

necessary to back such extartion, any other form of taxation which has
become temporarily or permanently inopportune.
The tumna. a now-extinct tax on cotton, offers a revealing example
of how the accumulation of marketable resources was controlled by the
nobility.

1 believe that the ward

which means to clad or to drese.

~

is baeed on the verb tumtyru

Contrarily to other taxes and levies,

the tumna was not handed over ta local authoritiee by the farmer himself.
Ths rate Illas arbi trarily snd variably fixed by the..!!!!!.! (Kanembu country)
tlhe

.!!!!!. (Kuri country) or the fugbu (l'londo chieftaincy) <s.!:.. Bouillie

1937

1

228).

It could vary from clan to clsn or individual to individual.

The mara bilai or the diga!i sought the assietance of eIder wamen in
the ta8k of collection.
harvestable

~otton

They were sent to teke a portion of the first

in all wadis where the culture was practieed.

The

wamen were sent back ta the fields a fortnight later to collect. a
variable quentity of fibre.

The pLckings were eubsequently divided

between the mara bilai and the paramount chiefs who controlled the
wedie concerned.

Grented the sellli_onetery role of gabek cotton strips,

the tumna was an importent lever in regulating capital accumulation
among ths Kanemi paasantry and, particularly, among the Duu weavers.
Arbitrary fluctuation in the rate of taxation enaured the political
and economic efficiency of this fiscal tool.

TABLE 4
~AI"IE

or

TAXATION IN KANrM
TAX

l'lUC

~d8te with local

PLACE

PERSON AND/OR
REVENUE TAXEO

AI"lDUNT

COLLECTOR

Kanem excapt Mondo

The produce of a11 wadl
plote in the person of
all who raceive it.

6 .!!!1â per harveet
in kind

~or aUfa

variations)

2/3 to the chef de
13to~

1/2 of the chef de
share want to
the aUfa

Dibinenchi, Bari Kolom, N'tiry, l"Iatiu

~'s

Kanembu of Badari,
N'Jigdada and the
Lake Shore

2/3 ta alifa
1/3 t o ~

l'lao, N' Jigltada

Dates

1 zaka per harvest
in kind

~~

~4 1950 or later
I\Until
in sorne localities)

Kanam except Aondo

ProduCB of each kele
of natural wedie for
thoee foreign ta the
linsa9s of the masters
of the earth.

1/6 of each harVBet
in kind

1/1 to the mara bilai
or equivalent office
holder ~ith variable
redistribution among
members of his lineage

JEROPlIKANUROI'I
1\ To date inmany wadis)

Kanem slCcept P1ando

[ach farmer

1 ~ after each plot 1/1 to the digeli or
distribution) in kind equivalent office holder
or today, currency

JAKA K' LAKUl'I
(To dete in many I1Iadis)

Kanem except l'Iondo

The producs of all ~adi
plote in the person of
all Who recaive it.

1 zaka per plot per
harvaet in kind

/1 to the dige Ji or
aquivalent office holder

OAKA KULJO
(To date in many lIIadis)

~an8m

Each farmer

1 zska per harvest
in kind

~/1 to tha

except Aondo

!!tl

for propitiatory ceremonies st
IIIsdi
~esponsible

NAI'IE

Dr TAX

DEA K' LAVEROPl
(persistence difficu1t to
Basses eapecia11y around
l'lao, among subordinate
1ineages, ex-s1avss ~
KISKI
(Unti1 about 1910; then
again, aometimes during
the 30's, 40's ••• 7)

PLACE

PERSON AND/OR
REIlENUE TAXED

·APlOUNT

COLLECTDR/S

Kansm except l'Ion da
befora 1900

[ach farmer's dune
millet; in rea1ity a
cepitation on a11 edu1t
males

6 .!!li! per farmer;
in kind or currency
for non-farmers

1/1 to turbaned
chiefs (Mao,
N' guri, ti.g.)

l'lao, 1'I0ndo,
N'guri 7

Capitation on a11 adu1t
ma1ea except those of
chief's lineage

probab1y fi !!!s.!. per
year in kind

A11 or most to the
alih. fugbu or
kalala.

Kut:i Kora 1anda

kind

2/3 to tha Kuri .!!!.!!.
1/3 t o ~

6~par

yaar in

OUKUJYA
(Untl1 about 1910)

Kanam axcept Monda

Dune mi11at of farmers
forsign to tha 11nsage
of the mastera of tha
eerth

1/6 of Bach harvaat
in kind

1/1 to tha !!!!!.!.

l'IARARDI'I
(Until 193O's at least)

K,mem except 1'I0nda

Dune millet of all
farmere

6 .!!li! per plot per
harvast in kind

1/1 to the !!!!!.!.

SADAKA
(Persistence diff1cu1t
to assess)

Kanem

Cereal harvests in excess When applicable
of 480.!!li! or often 1ess 1/10 dune millet
2/10 lIIadi millet
Bovine herds

Progressi ve; .s!..
P.164

~
(Untl1 1940's)

Kanam
Kuri Kora lands

Cotton hBrvaata

At diacretion of
collector

2/3 aUh. lineage
head or chsf de
~

1/1 ~ and aome
other Kan embu chiefs
Divided betwaan ~
or .!!!.!!. and masters of
ths earth

1.59
Brief comparative reference to fiecal prectices among the egropaetoral populations of

t~

neighbouring chieftaincies of South Kanem,

namely those of Mondo and the Kuri lands, will help to better underline
certain specific cheracteristics of the Kanembu system of ground taxation.
The Tunjur of Monde were fiecally eutanomous from Piao during IIIOst
of the 19th century becauee of their stetue as vassals of the kingdem
of lIIaday.

The lIIadayans considered the

in their name of Southeast Kanem.

~

of l'londe ta be governor

Thus, even KanBlllbu and Duu Kanembu

resident there acquitted their taxes to the Tunjur chief or his local
repreeentatives.

Until occupation by the french, three principal

agricultural tues lJlers applied.

The mud Bz-:Ilere or 'field tax' ",as

probably comparable to the Kanerabu duku la.

The zakat of one tenth of

the harvest llIaa levied aleo.

!ts rate

accordance IlIith Ielamic lelll.

Leetly, the m'gidi. of non-Arabic origin,

IlIBS

theoretically defined in

Illas a tax comparable ta the lake k'lalcum end the laka kul1a combined.
According to Bouillie (1937 : 231), the m'qidi wes calculated at 3
of millet par field and wee eplit betllleen the

~

~

and the m'barema or

mara b'lai.
The edminietretive rearganisation carried out by the french hed ae
a consequsnce the dieappearance-of the mud Bz-zere and
taxes were replacad by e
individual plot J

~

e

(Ar.) or

.œ. (Kb.)

tha~.

rated at 6

~

Theee

per

thirds of this ",ant to the village heedman and

one third ta the m' barBIlle.

This change fevoured local authori ties and

land holdere over Tunjur rulers all to ths lattere' deepair and to the
joy of the

~.

The simplicity of Tunjur taxation campared to the Kansmbu eystBIII
may be accounted for largely by the absence of llladi cultures in those
areas controlled by the fuabu.

In apite of a presumllbly Bornuan

component in the m'qidi. the Tunjur fiacal syetem Illas more in accord ",ith
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Sharia prescriptions then that of the Kanembu.

Vet, the

t~

syatems

do share a pradominantly agriculture! basia which lergely axempts cattle
from taxation (aee

belo~).

This t.a1t could poasibly ba ralated to the

proceaaes by which formerly nomadic rulars adoptad en e!most aedentary
way of lifa emong their subjactsj

this would have enta1led the trans-

formetion of huabendry among the ruling class from an almost excluaive
activity to e complementery ona which ensured the accumulation of herda
thanks to the ayatematic exploitation of tha agricultural aector.
Ground rent alao formed tha keyatone of the tax ayatem among the
Kuri and the Kenembu end Duu groups they governad.

Nechtigel (1881: 375)

reports how the Kuri Ke!ea paremount chief Kuku collected a dual ground
tax at that tima :
"Immedietely after the Chad hea again found a norme! surface level
follollling the rainy season, newlyexpoaed arable land is surveyed,
speershafte being used as units of meesure, end dlstributed among
the inhabitants.
Each pays e certain amount of cotton stripe aa
land tax, in accordence lIIith the shere of the lend he is allotted.
At harvest tima, he must further give soma measures ~ i.e •
.!!!!L!l!!!!.) of the principle cereal grown." (l'ly translation)
This amounts to a seaaonally renewable, monetarised compensation for
land access rights on one's ollln clan territory coupled with a variable
levy in kind on harveste.

According to my informants, the situation

was less enviable for the Kuri's dependents.

At the turn of the century,

the Kanembu Korio reaidant among the Kuri Kora paid 6

~

of millet to

the chief of tha leter group, 6 to the mara bIlai and 1 to tha digeli.
The Duu Korio paid

12~

par harvast to thair dependent patrons;

6 were passad on to the mara bIlai (generally a Kuri Kora) and 6 kept
by the latter.

In addition, the Duu furnished lebour preatations to

the Kanembu Korio at planting and harveat timea.

This was compenaated

only by amall gifts of fresh and sour milk and aometimes, a little
liquid buttar.

Before the arrivaI of the french, all adult malas,
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whether Kanembu or Cuu, paid an annual capitation of 10
to the Kuri chief.

~

of millet

This would appear to correspond to a 10081 variant

of the dea k' leverom and must be added to the kiski of 6 koro. 2 of llÙ1ioh
went to the b'lame and 4 to the Kuri chief.

This is Just one instance

of ho", local realitiss could exceed already harah general fiecal norms.
Similar "surtaxing" was not untypical in the Oibinenohi and Bari dietricts,
where I had more difficulty in obtalning dependable information.
Among all three of these semi-sedentary peoplee practising a mixad
economy (Kanambu, TunJur Arab and Kuri), one notea a policy of rasking
heavy levies on all forms of agricultural production while animal husbandry
remains almost tax-exempt.·

The Kanembu Dalatoa system, h01leVel', is IIIOre

complex and variable than that of their Immediate neighbours in vie", of
the eize and composite nature of the population
~a.

adminietsrad by the

A major obJect of Dalatoa fiacal policy was to extinguiah local

taxes such as those which prevailed in the Kuri chieftalncies and which
influenced the southern Cuu and Kanembu.

This goal of fiscal uniform-

isation was alsa favoured by the French through thelr Kanembu prottg's
in order to further ths political centralisation of Kanem and adjacent
areas.

In Dalatoa-administered territories and their dependencies,

Islamic fiscal prescriptions were (are) applied in an opportunistic and
erratic fashion ",hen compared with the practices pravalent among the
TunJur and alsa the more southerly "Shullla" Arabs.

Islamic legal

heritage thus emerges as an ideologica!ly necessary frontispiece which
is allllays dsployed but never consistently followed up.
syetsmatic distortion of Sharia

One finds

principles in exaggeratad extensions

of the basis and concept of zskat. illicit levies on amall harvests,
the non-rsdistribution of certain "alms", the imposition of capitations
of a type only applicable to infidels
Muslims resident on Muslim land.

in addition to amY9 for
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Certain taxes mentioned above could ba of pre-Bornuan origine
However. it is impossible to reconstruct them into a hypothetical system
on the sole basis of informants' vague ideas about old forms of local
government and fiscality.

still. even today. the levy rights of

certain local communities may be granted alimited
in preference to rights of conquest.

de~ree

of recognition

The principle of lsgitimacy of

certain dagrees of land control on the basis of priority of occupancy
and uninterrupted cultivation endured in the mararom. the lerom. the
Jaka k'lakum and even the Jaka kullo.

This allowed sorne retention of

resources by the dominant lineages of small territorial units in the
face of larger clans.
Those taxes which are generally recognised ae the most ancient
reflect an agrarian fiscal beais in which two types of agricultural
revenue are distinguished.

The produca of dry farming was taxed by the

dukuJya and that of irrigated lands through the kwi.

80th are rated

at one sixth of the harvest and thus exceed Koranic norms.

80th faveur

the fiscal sutonomy of the village unit by reinforcing accumulation in
the hande of the mara bilai and

the~.

The duku1va might weIl have

been the major. tax in volume of return and social importance for it
affected the staple production of aIl adult males irrsspective of their
aoeeee to irrigated lands.

Coupled with the kwi it snsured the pre-eminence

of local. lineage-veated rights rather than the predominancs of parsmount
chiefs.

The latters' "suzerain" rights were recognieed in ths kiaki.

though it is now hard to tell whether this levy was originally a sovereignity
capitation legitimated and monopolised on the basis of 80rnuan power. a
more local tsx restrictsd to lower order chieftaincies. or both succeesively.
The Kanembu fiscal system elaborated by the
prescriptions and excludes the religious

c~ass

~s

distorts Sharia

in matters of taxation.
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In addition, the Oalatoa achieved an almost total reduction of the former
fiscal prerogativee of all subordinate political instancee of the province.
Key proceduree in the implEllllantation 01" this policy .."irel
a)

plunder or the Wright of requisition"

b)

the establishment of the dea k'lavsrom

c)

the replacement of the

d)

the abusive, "all-purpose" uee of the eadaka

m

by the l!ll:!!!.

Thsse tendencies emerge, according to orel acaunte, at leaet as early
as the middle of the 19th century, plundar, of coursa, being primeval.
Plunder wae theoretically eliminated by the french in its more Overt
forms.

The three remaining practicas, however, proved favourabla to

colonial policiee charecterieed by fiecal "eimplification", monetarieation
and rechanne1ling of a ehare which once BUstained village administration
through the national administration.
The ad vent of colonial rule and the subeequent formation of the
Chadian State brought the crestion of national taxee.

These new burdens

for the peasant were not BYstamatically compeneated by the e1imination ot
indigenous taxes.

This was particularly true in those provinces whers

pre-colonial politiee had attained high levals of administrative
sophietication.

[ven the rebellione which have epread through North

Chad since the early 1960'a have had, by 1974, limited effect on abusive
local fiscal practicee, eapecially in Kanem.
The taxe civique hae long been a primary object of popular diecontent.
Decalo (1977

1

270 - 271) statee that it ie

1

" ••• payable annually by all men (and since 1968, with a great
deal of reeietance by all women ae well) between the ages of 18
and 60 with an incorne of lesa than 60,000 CfA francs per year •••
The tex varied in the paet from 300 CfA in the north to 1400 CfA
in the more prosperoue eouth and urban centras, but in 1968 -when extended to women -- it wae decided upon a uniform 900 CfA
tax plue 100 france for the Rural Oevelopment fund for an
effective total of 1000.
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Taxes are assessed and levied by village and regional chiefs who
normally keep a certain ammount for themselves, usually 10 percent
With the increased fiscal stresses on the Chad budget in the mid-1960's
major efforts were made to better and more fully collect the various
taxes, cauaing serious unrest which wae exacerbated by corrupt tax
collectora daubling or tripling taxes asaeaaed and pocketing the
difference.
A direct reeult of theee practices were the various
rebellions that erupted in the country •••• One of the firet actions
of the Mission de Reforme Administrative {sic) •••• despatched from
france to Chad to help quell civil disturbances in the country was
to recommend that aIl taxes be annulled for a number of years in
the light of the ravages of the civil war and Sahelian drought.
Effective for 1971 this was decreed for the B.E.T. and other parts
of Chad'a northern and eastern prafectures."
In spite of increasing 'iscal pressure and effective military
no
repression (1967),/outright rebellion took plece in Kanem.
The ~
euccessiusly pacted with the southern-dominated governments of Tombalbaye
and Mallum, and pursued a very heavy-handed "traditional" fiscal policy
with the central authorities' implicit approval.

With the victory of

the very dividad northern rabaIs, taxation could hehceforth undergo
important transformatione at both the national and Kanemi levels.
Ae a general rule, herda in pra-colonial Kanam were of the damain
of the plunderable rather than of the taxable.

Thie might seern etrange

in an agro-paatoral eociety in which cattla-raising was the

principal

activity for certain sectors of the population and in certain areas,
notably North Kanem.

Such a fiscal diepoeition is, nonetheleee, not

foreign to the logic of Kanemi sociel stratification.
eize of a man's herd wae
class syetem.

relate~by

Tha average

and large, to hie position in the

The large herder was often a warrior whosemain pra-

occupation was to protect his cattle and that of hie lineage mambere
while plundering those of vulnerable neighboure.

Cattla raids wers

not infrequently directed toward ·the rich Daza of the Bahr-el-Ghazal
and other eaeterly zones under Wadayan protectorate.

Low-etatue activitiee

such as wataring, caring for and paeturing hards were left to the cattle poor or cettla-less slaves, Duu and other

~

subordinates.

16.5
As far as l was able te learn, the enly mejor exception to the virtual
tax exemption of Kanembu cattle was the rather lax enforcament of
the religioua

~

on animal holdings.

In principle, it blaa payable

annually at the rate of one young bullock pel' 30 head of horned cattle
(beasta of all ages being tallied), ona mare on herde of 40 te S9 head,
two young bullocks on thoee of 60 to 69, one mare and one bullock
from 70 te 79 beasts, two mares on
receipte of the

~

aD to 129 haad and so on. The total

waa supposed te be allocated to the upkeep

of religious establishments and the propogation of Islam...
of their statue as nprotectere of the faith n for Kanem, the
were/are the main baneficiaries of these preatationa.
Shada

In virtue
~s

According te

norma IIIidaly appliad in North Chad undar the name of zllkat.

hards of up te five camela, thirty bovines and forty ovines blBre supposed
to be exempt

let.

~aillard

1951b 1 a).

Thie excludes from taxation œoet

herders and almost all sedentary agriculturalists practising complemantary
huabandry.
n~tables,

Evan if atrictly applied, which i t certa1nly Illas not 8IlIOng
the catUs zakat knollll1 in K8Il8III as

.!!S!!!!!!. is leas onerous than the

ground rente and produce levies effactively required froll the averags
oultivatar.

In KanBIII, in view of ths particulerly heavy l'ete and CUllUlative

character of agricultural taxation, farœers lII8re oftan forced te sell cattle
ta pay off the !!!!!.' s .sm1s88ries, talleyman and raider/nprotectors n•
In this case, we May speak of cattle taxation under the auspices of
agricultural taxee.
Direct, and blhat tried to be systematic, taxation of herds was an
almost immediats coneequence of the french conquest.

Until 1930, such

fiscal pressure wes relatively slight givan the than h1gh priee of cattle
and a .sudden though not full reduction of cettle-looting as standard
practice among rich and pOOl' alike.

The beginning of the' 1930' s sabl

an important slide in the market value of cattle and a simultanaous
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increase in tax rates.

A 1933 administretive repor~Colonie du Tchad

1933)relates that a cow worth 250 francs of the time was taxable at sn
annual rate of 2 f in 1929 (a 0.8% of !ts value)"

By 1933, accordin9

to the sarne document, an equivalsnt beast brou9ht only 50 to 60 f at
sale and warrsnted a 3 f annual hssd tax ( .. l<.L 5%).

By the late 1950' s

the average tax was around 100 francs C.f.A. (a 200 french francs of
that time) for cows which sold for 4,000 to 6,000 C.f.A. (a

~

2%).

The

effecaof such variations ars most difficult to interpret 9iven the
persistance of s high but variable rete of concealment on the part of
herdera and not alwaya very persistent efforts by the french to rectify
misreportin9.

Increased taxation is somstimes compensated for by

increased "fraudulent" commercialisation towards Bornu, re9arded as a
most honoroable pursuit arnon9 all classes of Kanemi.
In 1968, an increaaed head tax of 170 francs C.f.A. (a 3.40 ff) was
imposed

~

the csntral government.

It wes decided that it shouldbe

collected separately from the taxe civique which was also increased.
Nelson et. al.(1972 : 161) describe the fortunes of this misguided
measure:
"The aU9msnted cattle tax particularly alienated the Muslim
etockowners of the northern, central and eastern areas, who
were already dieaffected •••
Between 1966 and 1970 rsceipts From ths livestock tax dsclined
steedily ss herders successfully evaded collections or refused
to paya tax they regarded as discriminatory.
Even in 1966,
a peak year for collections, the livestock tax amounted to only
half of ths quotae assessed.
It had bsen assessed in addition
to the hesd tax, which is higher in ths south, end was essentially
a tax on capital.
A number of other charges were levied on
animaIs that were treded : vaccination fsss and a variety of market
and export duties.
These were paid by the traders but were usually
passed on to the herders.
They amountsd to more then 15 percent
of market vslue on exported animals.
Ths ag9regate burdsn of these
taxes on the hsrder may be on the high side.
Ths ethnie groupa of
herding tradition have bssn particularly ressntful because they felt
that the taxes were spent on projects of sconomic benefit to the
southj and they could often witnsss exemples of misappropriation
waste and high living by minor local officials."
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The cettle tex mainly clissdvantagss tha small hardar.

Large

owners are generally notablee who are free to acquit their obligations,
if and whmo they do, with the redistributed returne of ground rente
col1ected from the
pay

~

~

and small cattle herdere.

The latter must

agricultural and cattle taxes to the national government

through local notables and its sometiœes carrupt representatives.
This reinforces existing inequalities in the distribution of wsalth
and concomitanUy reducss the ability of the poor ta cape lJI1th the
effects of drought on animal huabandry.

J.

Artisanal Production
Artisans in Kanem do not fOrRI an ethnicallyhcmogeneauesocial

stratum.

The distinction betbleen Dazags - and Kan8lllbulcanembu -

spsaking craftspeople differentiatss ths Aza of smith heritage from the
Duu of huntllr heritage.

The small blecksmith groups living aIIIOng the

Duu of south Kenem are to my knollÙedge all of Aza origine

Theae _tal -

blorkere ars often descendanta of immigrants from the Bahr el-Ghazal.
l'Iany continue ta use the Dezaga language amang theœselvas long after
having eetUed in Kanembulcaneœbu-speaking areas.

The Kaneœbu subeUlled

aIl craftepeaple into the'!!yy' category lIIhether they laIere of kagelma
(blacksmith) or m'barama (huntsr) heritage.

They alao widened the

recruitment of the Ouu stratum by the forcible incorporation of captive
elements.

Even today, a superficial analysis of Ouu intra-stratum

marriaga patterns shows that its t1alD culturally and profesaionally
distinct sub-categories long ramainsd rsciprocally endogamous to a large
sxtsnt.

The isolating effects of marital avoidance among craftamsn

were coneolidated at the end of the 19th century by ueing the principle
of patrilineal deecent ae an important organieational baeis in the
sociatal division of labour.
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The Kanembu succeeded in integrating aIl artisans, irrespective
of thsir cultural affiliations, into s single stratum

such that aIl

its componsnt professional groups came to be organised as specialissd
subordinate lineages practising both subsistence agriculture and one or
more trades but excludsd from cattle husbandry (See Table 5).

The

artisanal stratum is internally hierarchised in accordance with
ideological criteria of professional ranking akin to those prevalent among
the Kanuri of Bornu and other Sahelian peoples.

Trades are evaluated

by members of aIl social classes on a scale ranging from lowly butcher
etatua to that of goldsmith.
A consequence of these professional and idsological divisions,
and the concomitant practice of gsographical dispersion of craftspeople,
is that Duu lineages are generally emaller and weaker than Kanembu
lineages (cf. Chapter 4).

Duu patrifocussed groups, es is true of

many other dependent social units, may aesert their genealogical autonomy
but do not generally exercise corporate control over sufficient lend
resources to be economically autonomous.

This exclusion from ownership

or access to adequate means of production for the pursuit of a complementary
agro-pastoral way of life has perpetuated Duu subordination in epite of
the high economic value and the indispensable nature of their production
and services.
Profession al specialisation ls lineage-specific among the Duu, yet
artieanal production is undertaken by individuals or with the assistance
of members of the domestic unit (fada).

In pre-colonial timee, only

certain activities requiring intensive labour input euch as Iron ore
extraction, smelting or net hunting were undertaken by large groupe of
craftsmen.
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TABLE 5 :
Duu linea9s profsssional specialisation

LINEAGE
NAI'IES
Œl
Jo

~

III
.-t

Adia
Ayeru
Bara
Barabara
Bareu l;hulumbli
Bodassa
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v
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".
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379 and personal anquiriee
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The sexuel division of labour reserved pottery and
Duu women who are freQuently blacksmiths' wives.

the Duu ia the weaving of

to

Cotton weaving may

involve members of both sexee in different capacities.
crafte are reaerved to man.

mid~ifery

AlI other

The only manufacture not monopoliaed by

mats~

baekets, rope and diverse recipients

woven from the leaf or fibre of the dum palme
The distribution of Duu products is organised in accordance with
the way of livelihood of their patrone and, in particular, the relative
importance for the latter of cattle raising es opposed to agriculture.
"PerpetuaI" supply arrangements may link a apecific Duu group to a given
Kanembu lineage.

In addition to its specialised production, the client

producer with members of hie family, alsa generelly caters to multiple
domeetic and collective needs while performing menial egro-pastorel
duties.

In euch a situation, Duu household haads ars sttached to

individual patron counterparts, thus snsuring the full economic
coordination of their respective domestic units.

At the collective

level, thie bond is eometimee manifeet in a shared linsags sponym.
csrtsin circumatancss, links of siblingehip

In

or adoption at ths sub-apical

level of the patron's clan geneelogy may be invoked to legitimiee a
reletionship of subordination
univereal endogamic norme

in apparent contradiction with the

In euch caeee, the lineage denomination

remains the "pro perty" of the Kenambu.
In North Kanam, the Duu or Aza craftepeople tend to camp behind
the huts or tents of their patrons or along their routee of tranehumance
(~.

Chapelle 1957).

The ertisenal functione of such cliente are

generally multiple, eimultaneously involving metalwork, carving, tanning,
leatherwork and pottery.

Craftswares srs bartered against milk,food

staplss, goats or poultry according to the terms of long-term contracte.
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80~-and-arrow

and net hunting

~.

Nicolaiaen 1968 and Chapelle 1957)

saem to have disappeared almost completely from South and North Kanem.
raspectively. du ring the 1960's.

Vet. long before this. eeaential

transformations affected the mode of livelihood and conaequently the
social orgenisation of the Ouu of m'berame (hunter) heritage.

As

southern hunters and getherers tracked ever rarsr. indeed disappearing
species. their relationship with the dynastic Kanembu became one of
reinforced political and economic dependence.

This wes parallsled by a

tightening of professional specialisation by lineege groupe. the
group-hereditary trensmission of specific and hence rsetricted artiaenal
skllle and a reinforc8IDent of

tntl

famlly end collective levals.

division of labour at the individual

Ouring the nineteenth century. hunter

11neages ldhich had practised a full range of inter-I'alated leather and
wodcrafts 1118re brought to exclusive sub-trades such as sandal-.aklng
bonnetry.

01'

AaIong the Rsa. for axupls. bath the Teteye and Kadiya

11nsagas &pec1aliaed in cotton production and strip-weaving.

Gabak

strips could bs axchangad for otherBanUfactured warea and foodatuffs of
certain kinds. at seaeons ldhan they ",ere IIIidalY svaileb1e.

The Kadlya.

nonsthaless. retained a certain 8111bivalent repute alll hunter-atedlc1nerdiviners (kindila).

Ths f8lll slave8 of the Rea wars drummers.

for all Ouu. whsther of hunter Dr em1th heritege. individuslly definsd
patron-clisnt relationships IIIsrs

bounds~

by lineags affiliation.

Thoss

Duu subject to agricultural esrfdom. l1ke many non-artieenal Kan8lllbu
Kajidi. continus to livs in amall diapsrssd agricultural campa which are
mutable in accordence ",ith the exlgsncies of the land-controlling cla8s.
Thia condition ie only a fine shads apart from that of slave.
french presence in Kanam wae 1&rgely lim1ted to QovernBlent end
military administration.
nor settlere.

The province attractsd neithsr Europesn funda

Yet. the elowly evolving pre-colonial organisation ",e rsfer
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to was dssply transformed during the first decadss of this csntury.
Iron and cotton industriee were the first ta be crippled.

~tal

The

imports.

mainly of french origin. albsit small in voluma. msde ths hard mining
treke to North Kansm's low grads ferriferous sands and clays pointless.
Iron founders

wsre thus no longer indispensabls to the agriculturalist

or herder. and even Ieee
apparatus.

80

to the then declining Kanembu military

The nobility's cavalry was henceforth confined to the

exercise of ceremonial functione.

The blackamith's roles as producer

of Iron and purveyor of weaponry largely ceassd.

Thi~

restricted the

importance of the blacksmith's role ae political counsellor and untouchable
msssenger-middIeman to the notable.

It also rendered obsoleta his

traditional functione as recognised intermediary to subterranean forcee
of the other-worldly realm.
Industrial cottone were not imported in quantity until after 1945.
but in the space of scarcely two generations after 1900. cotton growing.
spinning. weaving and gabak production had becoma residual occupations
continued only by a few slderly man and women.

The tanning and sewing

of leather garments. once sa typical of the Ouu. disappeared even before
hunting. for the fringed hide-tuni c end skirts once worn by aIl Kansmi
came to acquire an un - if not anti - Islamic connotation along with the
animal disguiaas and dances of the kindira (hunter diviner).

WOodcrafte.

leathar work. pottery and matwork were negatively affected by the
introduction of cheap metal and. subsequently. plastics but did not
disappear.

The availability of foreign commodities modified production

in a fashion far more profound than the low nominal value of imports could
at first view suggsst.

The lineage-based professional caste system had

become largely obeolete by the second World Wsr.
for the Ouu. the changs in function from exclusive producer to
transformer of imported raw matsrials and/or trader of foreign and local
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80mewhat deetigmatieed and rendered more diffuse casted producer

~ares

statua.
te

A gro~ng involvament in "long distance" trads (from N'guri

~aesakory,

for exemple) tende te promete concentrstion of a lineage'e

or village's activity around e specific product, often largely
manufaetured by IIIDmen, such ae dum-leaf goode and pettery.
community thereby bscomss a more

~idely

The Duu

baeed and more autenomoue

productien unit than the demestic group wea formerly.

With the introduction

of bulk sales of one prcduct te outaide merchante or individual conSUlllera
by

~ay

of the market place, cash aalee can new exceed in volUlBe individual-

or lineage-defined petron-cliant exchangee.

The lattsr lIlere based on

(scmetimes deferred) paymants in greine and animale at an exchange rate
euch that little of the food received could be capitalissd through
re-sale or trane - eee80nal stockage.

If thie trend toward caeh trede

continues te develop, it CDuld entail some capital accumulation within the
craftspacple'e families end domeetic cosmunities.

This could weaken the

traditional expropriative machanism by which fixed rates of paymsnt in a
noble - dominated IIl8rket only partially CDlIIPeneated the ahare of hie own
labour that the artisan channelled alllay f1'Dlll hie perllOnal staple production.
This procese which is favourable to the Duu artisan is net facilitated.
hOlll8ver, by the Ididar evoiution of the Kenemi clase lIyet8lll.

The Duu _

are merging into a ne... expanding, hemogenised stratum distinguishable
from ether peor agropesteralists only by the endogamic nOrIA end by the
residual practice of trades

~hich

importe are rendering largely redundant.

The modificetion of taxatien and tributs circuits te ths advantage of a
national Chadian administration betldeen 1900 and 1977 has indiractly
assisted the Ouu in acquiring limited land and cattls rssources Idhich
make their economic position comparable to that of non - Ouu dependents.
HOldever, ths brosdsning clsse of poer frsamenmors dependent on
agriculture than animal husbandry, remaine enfeodatsd te the some 5 to

1~
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of Ksnemi society who accumulate all tributary revenues not passed
on to the state as tax.

This position ensures the aristocracy's

continued preponderant control over capital resources.

TIle restrictive

concession of usufruct rights over means of production can thus provide
û

continuing basis for tributary exactions through share cropping and

other profit-taking mechanisms.

4.

Trade and c:ommerce
Trade in pre-coloniel Kanem was based on widely recognised rates of

barter or substitution ae weIl as on the use of or reference to different
tenders.

Certain basic commodities were exchanged at

qui te stable.
millet.

One unit of

date~,

r~tes

which remained

for example, could be hed for two of

One ox could generally bring ten gosts and a milk cow twenty.

A gourd of rancid, liquid buttar containing about a litre ordinarily
varied in price from four to eight
year and place.

~

of millet according to season,

Some products were excluded from market transactions.

Milk was only given or acquired in return for labour or asa compensatory
preetation within a formally defined patron-client relationship.

Dther

products were exchangeable within a restrictad economic sphsre such as
the domestic unit or the village and marketed only in smsll quantities
for specific purpoees such as the acquisition of seed or s marriage or
feast.

This was generslly the case for the two most important forms

of weelth, millet and cattle.
TheBe rules of barter and restrictions on exchenge did not preclude
the use of tenders with clearly monetary functione.
of these ie probably cotton in the form of gabak.

The most ancient
Duu weavers of the

N' guri arsa recall that at the beginning of the century, 1 Maria Theresa
thaler was exchangeable for 12 cotton
diametre.

s~ip

rolle of 20 to 25 cm

in

However, its exchsngeability for millet was neither constant
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Urvoy (1949 : 151) points out the entiquity of the monetary

nor fixed.

usage of cotton in the Bornuan empire as weIl as its universality as a
rsfsrencs for the evaluation of othar semi-monetary or monetary tenders.
Nachtigal confirma thet gebek was the most currertt meana of payment in
Bornu and nei9hbaurin9 lends at tha time of hia etay in Kuka (1B70).
The apecimena ha encountered, much shorter then those woven in Kansm,
measure anly 4 to 6 cm in width and 3 ta 4 m in length.

He statea

(Nechtigal 1879 : 690 - 692) thet gebak supplanted the copper rotl and
continued ta cireulate along with the cowrie shell in spits of the
introduction of sil ver coinege;

however, its quality, and hsnce valus,

was then tending to diminish.
Cotton was not cultivated in large-acale plantatiDns
havs besn undefendable.

The time needsd to produce

~ich

~

would

(agricultural

labour of men, harvesting by men and women end wsaving by women) plue
harvest taxation limited the inflationery potentiel.

Availability wae

not such as to stop imports of Bornu cloth of both mediocre and luxury
qualitiss;
~

both were in fact alao prized msens of 8xchenge.
was a pracious asset for Ouu cultivators WhD were fDrbidden

to own capital in ths form Df bovinss and horsss.
strips ae e prominent part of marital prestations as

They ueed cotton
~ell

payments at a time when many Ouu still dressed in akins.
above, this form of accumulation
tax called

~

As seen

strictly ragulated by the cotton

Yet, Duu populations Df South Kanem placed a certain

Bmphasis on cotton cultivation;
found today.

~as

as for tax

rssidual cotton p1anting may still be

P1any Dari< a Aysru, Rea, Choronga and members of other groups

professionally specielised in gabek weaving.

The decline of this

profeeeion along with Dther crafts was concurrent with colonie1 penetratiDn,
the increass and diversification of Europsan importe and ths monetarisation
of commsrce and taxation.-

The Kenembu nobility here lDst a fiscal advantage
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but the effect of the disappearence of this only "industrial" culture
wae proportionately greater on the Kanemi peasantry who lost a form
of currency creation.

It also cloesd the most profitable outlet for

women's labour, sspecially in the case of the elderly who could give but
little aesistance in the fields.

As monetarisation gained ground and

cotton production decreased with the rise in textils imports, gabek,
like sil ver coinage, was rsstrictsd in uee to marital preetations, certain
tax payments (through conversion into french-printsd benknotes), blood wealth and ground BCCEse tolls.
Silver currency in the form of the Maria Theresa thaler, spanieh
duroe and French france never attained the quasi-univsreality ae a means
of payment Be did cotton.

This was partially due to its relative rarity

and high value in addition to the inconvenience of ite limited divisibility.
Coins could only be quartered.

This practical disadvantage was not

palliated by the use of unpopular shalls.

The cowrie was subJect to

rates of fluctuation in exchange value aometimes tsntamount to
demonetarisation.

Ampls but controlled availability coupled with easy

fractioning made gabak the most edaptable and etable means of exchange.
French

mo~ey

did not come to be accepted as tender for aIl types of

transactions end prestations.

It was difficult to 'force a producer to

sell goods for money whsn he deemed beet to excluds them from circulation
bsyond his domestic unit or extended family.

This is notably the case

for staplee such as cereals and milk which conatitute the most valuable
outpute of the Kanemi economy.

Such a situation Is expectable in a

society where the domestic group as the basic unit of production Is
almost autarkic and the commercialisation of the pro duce of both husbandry
and agriculture is correspondingly low.

The preceeding exposA on fiscality

showe why, furthermore, it would be perfectly illusory to expect large
deliveriee of basic commoditiee on the market places.
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Exchange in Kanem is alao based on a complex aystem of credit.
Money

~ending

is practised with interest'ratee running as high as

10~

per t:ansact10n over variable time periode.

Long-term loans are granted

with prior agreement on the date of rafund.

They may be guaranteed on

future harvests as weIl as with Jewellery.

In order formally to respect

the Islamic prescription on usury, traders lend by selling goods at double
their value on credit.

The purchaser may then proceed to resell these

items at the normal market price in order to obtain cash or some desired
commodity.

Many loans cannot be guaranteed with cattle because this

entaile trouble, expense and possible lose for the lendar.

HOII/ever,

thara doas exist a commonly practised form of livestock sale with
privilege of repurchase known

ae~.

It could be described ae a type

of "pell/ning" whichforeseescompensatory payments covering the increaee or
decrease in value of eech beast wh1le in the custody of the acquirer.
Bouillil (1937 : 239) gives a preciss deecription of,this type of
transaction :
"This sale is concluded orally in front of tldO witnesses II/ho /Ray
be kin to the parties.
The time periods are variable: a fortnight, tlllO month~, a year •••
Even if the animal diee, the seller must return the money whereas
the buyer must return nothing, save the hide and the Meat. If the
animal bears young, these must be given to the seller.
When, after
the agreed period, the seller fails to provide the promised sum, the
animal becomes the property of the buyer and the eelleriB then held
to compensate any loss of velue of the animal in cash.
In contraet,
if the animal's value increasea, it is the buyer II/ho muat compeneete
the saller". (My translation)
An ineUtution known ae J!!!!!!Y. eneures econolllic 80lidarity II/ithin the
sphere of B mante kin, friende and Bcquaintancsa.

It tekss ths fOrll of

a llIeal to which the latter are invited on ths understsnding that they
will appeer at the feetivitiee with e preferably substantiel gift of
animals, csreale, cloth or sil ver or paper currency.

Such meetings are

called by e man ta eaeiet him in reconstituting hie petrimony in times
of exceptional need.

After cattla spidamics or crop failure,

~

may occur in serias, acting as a significant horizontal redistributive
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mechanism within the scopa of the lineage or villags.

Obligations of

metrilateralklnship and alliance here find a most tangible manifestation
though patrikin are expectad to contribute more.

Prestations are tallied

and memorised by respected old l1lOmen who by their very presencs act ss
gusrantors of future reciprocity.

Their service is cQmpsnssted by

small gifts they receive fl1l8l the organiasr.

..Q!ms!Y. is one of the more

highly ritualised moments in the rather unceremonially oriented day-today life of the Kanembu.

The meal ie fo11olllBd by dancing.

encounter. participants are scrutinieed by aIl present.

Ouring the

Their reepective

contributions are aseeesed according to what it ie thought their relation
He who cornes ta the feeat empty-

to the organiser tenders appropriate.

handsd l1lOuld publice11y disavolll a bond of friandship or kinship.
who refuses ta come at a11 lIlOuld be held in contempt.

He

On the other

hend. lIlhen one of the donors calla a debdu. he May legitimately expect
rrom his former host and petitioner prestatione equal but not superior in
value ta thoBe he had contributsd.

Over the yesre. succeBsive

~

reesta creste a most intriceta netl1lOrk of rec!procal obligations.
thess to be met corrsctly and slsgantly

For

demands an acute awarenees of

proprieties and social nuancs from Bach participant and. oftsn. willingness
temporarily to·atraln ons's own resources.
We thua sae that ths pre-colonial and. to a large sxtsnt. ths
colonisl economiss of Kanem lIlsrs characterised by a high degree of

auterky of units of production. weIl developed crs dit mechanisms and
partial monstsrisation.

As rsgards prices anH berter rates. one finde a

coherent but variabla set of norma

0' exchange principally determined by

the reciprocal convartibility Df animels and dairy produce for agricultural
staples and restrictions on the commercialisation of both these catsgoriss
of commodi tias.
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This doee not imply that trade

WB3 negligi~le.

Markets were held

weekly at Mao, Dibinenchi, N'guri, Isserom (then called Ksnassarom),
N' gelea, Hartu and Massakory.

Nineteenth cantury travellers record some

interesting data on market trsnssctions.

Nschtigsl (1RB1 : 262) visitad

N'guri market and found "a few donkey.s and oxen ••• small pilès of cotton,
maize and millet, spearheads and arrows and, as for Foreign wares, a few
very sought-after Bornu gowns."

Although some 5DD people were present,

the explorer was poorly impressed and understandably so if one compares
~!' guri

market with th"lt he describes in Kuka (Nachtlgal 1B79 : 671 and ff.).

Salas were mainly of secondary importance.

~

beast might be sold to

obtain the necessary delicacies for a marri age feast;

Duu artisane would

sell or repair some implements, arms and domastic utansils against cereals.
Large quantitias of capital goods do not seems ta have bean exchanged through
public market channels.

Nachtigal himself was unable to renew his

proviaions of grain in Kanam sven agsinst high quality Bornu gowns.

At

that particular time, aIl farmers in the araa had agraad to salI millet
only in exchange for oxen in order to raplenish their herds which hed
been reducad by lung disease (Nachtigal 1BB1 : 263).
Many Kanambu engaged in occasional trading but thare was also a group
of profassional merchants in South Kanam.
Mondo formed a lineage which Nachtigal

3DD members.

(1B~

These Islabi traders of
: 346) estimated at sorne

They traded with Waday, 80rnu and the Hausa states and

sometimes even with Cairo.

They exchanged Bornuan wares with other

Arabs in return for camels, dates and ostrich skins which could bring
1D - 12 thalsrs spiece (~achtigal 1881 : 234).

Nachtigal describes the

sedentary areas of Kanem as forming a modest commercial crossroads.
Thers was BOrne irregular traffic on the Bornu - WadaY road but the mainstay
of trade occurrsd betwesn Kanemi herder-cultivetars end the nomadic groups
of the northern periphery.

Kanem's main export to Bornu, whence
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manufa ctureé goods wara importe d, was cattle;

part of the beaats came

from eouther n herde and others were exchang ed ggainst millet
with
norther n pastor aliste before being led to Kuka.

ln times of food penury,

the sale of cloth would give way to millet trade.

Chronic politic al
unreet often made millet unavai lable on the interna I market
and rendere d
imports necessa ry (~Bar th 1965 II : 2B2).
On the other hand, the
availab ilitp and trade value of cattle depende d more on
the effecta of
apidem ics and plundar ing than on strictl y comma rciel&c tore
(~
Nachtig e! 1BB1 : 249).
The impoai tion of french rula had severe! immedi ate effecta
on trede
and commerce in Kanem.
Hoatil ities between the colonis ers and Wsday
(1~OO

- 1913) closed the Nile roed, and, thus, tha Bornu - Waday
route.

The rell of Bagirmi began to put a stop to the slave trade
with that
kingdom.
The creatio n of two bordera between Kanem and Bornu ~
the ~/A. E.f. and Niger/N igeria bounda riea) made "smugg
lera" of moat
tradara .
Diract watar commun ication ovar tha Lake could not ba adaptad
to tha tranapo rt of large herde of cattla or camala.
Laatly, hoatili tiea
with the SanU8s1a in North Kansm had a lasting effect on
tha trens Seheran trede.
The abrupt cutting off of Kanem'e trade links with other
lands dose
not saBm to have had too graat an affact on intarne l trade.
One can
argua that Kanem's autarky waa counta r-produ ctive for the
french in that
it slowed the Integra tion of the provinc e into the colonie
! and imparia l
markets .
The new meatars attempt ad to contro l commarce in threa ways:
1) tha creatio n of a 1~ import duty on aIl produc ta.
2) Variabl a
èusto~ dutie8 and 3) local market taxes in favDur
.or thoae chiefs
recogni aed by the admini stration .

Commerce adapted to thoae uncons training

conditi ona but did not fundem ente!ly change.

It was genera lly eaaier

to avoid the few residen t franch officia la then It had been
to eacape
raidere in the past.
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Chadian stats policy is still of French inspiration.

It consists

in trying to intsgrste Kanem into the "national economy" (admitting for
a moment that such an entity exists).

A major tool in implamenting thie

plan has besn the crestion of ststa monopoliee antrusted
potentiel export-producing sectors.

~ith

reguleting

.The prices paid by these firms

have been lower, sometimes scendalously so, then those current on locel
markets.

Sales by farmers or herders are "encouraged" whsn not forced.

The net reault is the development of clandestine commercial circuits
and an increase of cash flow through the handa of certain big men.
The effective non-integration of the Kanemi economy into that of
the Chadian 5tate ie a major factor in keeping the province' 9 external
commerce et a very low level, elthough the area is rich in comparison
ta other northern parts of the country.

To make matters more difficult,

stata-financed infrastructure is almost non-sxistant.

Mso is linked to

Massekory by a dirt track which is by no means adequate for low cost bulk
transport of heavy or perishable commodities such as cattls, cereal or
vegetables.

Traditional commsrcial circuita subsist and strive to

function on the margins of ths atata-imposed fiscal apparatua.
trade remaina low in volume.

InternaI

Thers are almost no millet exports and

attampts to instigate cash-crop production of whaat destined for export
or for the cities have not been succassful.

Even if, under "normal"

climatological conditions, cattle axports ara in excess of the purported
yearly

~

of the herd population, these generally Nigaria-bound exports

hava little global effect on the Knnemi economy.
Nevertheless, the m2rket network does facilitate the following
economic fUilctions:
a)

the distribution of imported domestic goods such as kitchenwares,

cutlery, soape, parfumas, clothae, plastic shoes, etc. which have gradually
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come

t~

b)

~upplant

local

artis3~al

production.

the i1l3rketiny of yarden produce (condiments, vegetëo!:.les

~),

mainly undertaken uy women, &nd wllict. does représent a valuable complement
to the staple uiet.
c)

nomad-sedentary commerce which, as before, b3sically involves

the exchange of millet, ",heet and detes against bovines.

This trade is

mainly carried out on the northern markets but is being considerably
disrupted by the general southerly movement of nomads in response to the
recent drought which, to

dO

extent, continues today.

Over the years,

this pattern could considerably reduce the complementarity of the
southern and northern Kanemi economies and create .considerable tension
over land use and water rights.
d)

compensatory, sometimes speculative, exchanges of staples to

mske up for seasonal fluctuations in their respective barter

rates.

Such cash sales are often oriented toward the southeasterly markets of
Massakory and Balaja, whence goode can be transported to the capital,
N'djamiina.
Important though these sctivitiee are, they do not detract from
the fact that the major share of Kanem's herding and agricultural
production does not leave the sphere of the domestic unit.

5.

State economic intervention
We have so far dealt with socio-econêmic reletions in Kanam from

a mainly internaI point of view.

However, to achieve a fullar

understanding of these processes, it is important to examine how the
intervention of the Chadian State, often closely related to french
interests and initiatives, affects anq is affected by relatione of
production in the Kanem and Leke erefictures.

With this intent, we

will 9ucceseively consider governmental attempte at monopolisation of

l8)

the natr on trade and the agricul tu rel devalopmerl·t of the Leke Chad polders
through the intermediary of State-controlled concerns.

Both casee

strikingly illustrate tha usa of dependant labour.
Natron wadis in central Kanemi ere undar the direct authority of the
alifa.

The richer natr on sources along the Leke' s northealltern shore

are Quarried under the control of the
of the eree.

Kuri~

of Iaaerom end other chiefs

The very painateking and dangarous work of extraction is

left to the Ouu.

Individuel parcels are allotted when the mining season

begins eraund february.

Bouquet (1974 : 129) aptly illustrates the

tributary relationships prevailing between feudstoriss and vis-A-vis
labourera
"At the end of the digging season, the~ through the intermediary
of the maie. collected a levy in nst.on from each miner.
This tax
could reach two tentha of the Qusntity ptoduced payable at the time
of extrsction and an additional tenth on embarcstion.
In 1956, s
decision of the Territorial Assembly of Chad rendered voluntary all
forms of dues levied on sny lands whatsoever, and conseQuently,
forbsde the use of force to back collection.
However, we have been
informed that in 1969, sorne slabs of natron from each shipment were
routad to the~' s residence.
This should not coma as a surprise since J. Massen indicatad in 1965
that the chef de canton leviad dues at the Diklia deposits under no
constraint aince the payments ",ere considered ~ (Koranic tithes).
Another practica tolsratsd in this araa persieted until 1965 at leasta
the chef de canton of N'gelea, coneidering the yield of the wadis
of his damain to be too low, reserved for himself a part of the natron
deposits (of the lands he administerad) and had them worked by Ouu.
He left them half of the production.
This wss, once again, a case
of morfai (metayage)."
(My translation)
In 1965, a state-controlled company called Sopi_té Natignale
Commercialisation

~ ~

~

(SONACOT) was granted, among other prerogatives,

a monopoly over the on-site purchase of white natron destined to the
internaI Chadian market.

Accoràing to Bouquet (1974 : 134):

"This (monopoly) responded to the Chadian government's desira to
control fully this (natron) trade and to fraa tha Duu from
semi-slavery". (My translation)
In its bid to captura the market, SONACOT offered 100 fr. C.f.A.
par first grada natron slab at tha axtraction sita or 172 fr. C.f.A.
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at the lakElside port village of Daga-Sola whence a large shùn, of
production is shipped to Nigeria (Souquat 1974 : 134).

This Illas mora

than double the rate practised by Kanembu, Kuri and Kanemi merchants
IIlho have long domir.ated the trade. The offer of a high

purchase price

by an exterior, ste:te-founded, monopolistic entl ty did Ilot suffice to
modify the nature of tha

tri~utary

ralatlonship betwsen Kanemi notablas

and traders, on the one hand, end Duu labourers, many oF
yearly from the Bari district, on tha other.

li/h~m

Bouquat, ln

coma

accou~ting

for this, underlines the systemic intarrelatedness bbtwean feudal forms
of local government, corresp3nding modalities

~f

access righta, manipulation of state fisca!ity by

distribution of land
th~

nobility and the

control exercised by the latter over semi-industrial natron production
through lndebtment of the 1Il0rker :
"At the extraction site, the traders or the ~ li/Ould give es
payment in advance one sugar loaf, for exemple, against ten natron
slabs to be deducted from the output of the forthcominy mining
season.
Tnese pre-peyments also consisted of tea, cIoth, millet,
oil.~
One li/Ould have thought that IIlhen SONAGOT entered the
market, the Duu lIlOuld sell his slabs to this firm which offerad
better pricee.
The Duu could then have refunded in cash IIlhat
he owed to the traders.
But, this did not happan for the ~
(chefs de canton) who were responsible,moreover, for the fixing
of taxrates, broughtpressure to bear on the Duu of their canton.
Thia constraint could be aggravated by the wrath of cuetomary
law, the distribution of arable lande and other sanctions
associated with the feuda! system.
Under these conditions, SONACOT's intervention, far from
incrementing the remuneration of the Duu, helped intermediariee to
increaee their profite by selling each slab to the company at 100
francs only a few metres alllay from where they bought it.
The
results were over-production (180,000 slabs in 196B) and a reduction
in quality.
Tha slabe which hed weighed40 to 45 kg ten years
before fsll to 28 to 30 kg.
Sincs their price was stable, usual
buyers of white natron lost interest in the product.
Enormous
stocks accumulated ln the SONaGOT dspots since the saturation
level of the Chsdian market does not sxceed 100,000 slabs per year".
Souillié 1974 : 134 (~~ translation).
SONACOT's monopoly of the Kanem/Laka natron trade was withdrawn on
12 l'Iarch 1970.
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An even more ambitious Stete venturs

~es

the constitution of the

Soci8tS d'Exploftation du Lac Tchad (SODELAC) in 1967 in rsplacement of
the governmsnt-ereated Secteur experimental da modernisation agricole
~

(5EMABLE) founded in 1961.

In contraat to SONACOT. SODELAC

baaed its vsnture on monopolisation and devslopment of poldsr and wadi
whsat production through govsrnment-supported conetrainte on producers
and draatic, indeed

indecent, underpricing.

In addition ta such groes

manipulation, the Chadian government, not unattended by foraign advieere
and financiere,

SBW

fit to disrupt commerce between the Lake'e shore end

more northerly areae of Kanem by channelling production south to Fort Lamy z
"In 1964, an autometed flour mill (Grands Moulins du Tchad), employing only
seventeen persons, wae conetructed at Fort·Lamy to proceee the polder
crop.

Because the traditional (and now illicit) trade with the nomade

continued to offer far more favourable pricee, howsver, the official
monopoly had never bsen able to purchaae enough of the crop to pay for
!te operationa and that of the flour mill"
1972 : 209).
to

(Nelson, Dobert l'IcDonald

n. ~

Little coneideration Besme to have been yiven by saDELAC

a) snsuring the necsseary equilibrium of eedentary-nomad exchanges

of wheat againet animals and

b)

promoting an increaee in pzoduction

and proper stockage of grain staplee during the drought period initiated
in 1965 - 67 •
By the drought peak of 1972 - 73, when markets in North and even
South Kanem priced millet st ouer 250 Fr. C.F.A.
average agricultural monetary income of

~

ft ~

against an

B,OOO francs a year, SOOElAC

sought to purchase more nutritive wheat at 40 or 50 francs a

~

t

It ie highly liksly but difficult to prove that a11 qusnti ties which

wsre "obtained" from cultivators at that price -were either sped away by
road to the Grands Mouline du Tchad or commercialieed at pricee resembling
that of acquieition.

The black markat flouriehed.
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SOQhLôC did not achieve its goal.

In 1972 - 73 for instance,

of an estimate 7,000 tons of iUheat producad, only 448were purchased
by the company (Decalo 1977 : 222).

This poor performance of a nationa 1

enterprise is related to the fact that, as in so many similar cases,
a sweeping attsmpt was made to restructure distribution without taking
int-ù account the social conditions ...hich go vern jJroducers' accass to means
of production.

Nelson, Oobert, l'1cOonald et

nonetheless deftly note

~

al.

(1972: 211) do

the disappointir.g progress in extending

the area actually under cultivation waa attributed in part to social
factors.

The initial distribution of newly reclaimed land in 1952 had

produced some inequalities.
land and installad ten3nts and
little land ••• "

Soms participants raceived too much good
5harecro~pers.

Oth6rs receivec too

During visits to the cantons of

Is~erom,

N'garangu,

N'gUe1es and Dol in 1973 and 1974, 1 found no lack of evidence to
confirm that the "tenants" and "sharecroppers" her6 referred to were ùuu.
ex-captives or thair descendents and other

~.

They wera induced

a) not to apply for cultivation rights in their own narne and
b) to contract.!!!9!i!!!. agreements to cul tivûte the plots allotted to
their patrons under constralnts similar to those
Bouquet with regard to natron extraction.

des~ribed

above by

It is, of course, "strictly"

forbidden for a person other than the beneficiary of a polder concession
to engage in its cultivation;

A study for the MinistrY of the Plan and Cooperation of 1964

notoriety.
1967 cites

the practice is, nonetheless, of public

~

the methods of co,,,j-lulsion, sometimes brutal and always clumsy,

to which there has been recourse within the past few years to oblige the
cultivators to Parm the reclaimed polders" (quoted by Nelson,
~cOonald

~bert,

1972: 211).

The sarne authors quote another study of the l'1inietry of the Plan which
remarked that the reclaimed land "was only partially and irregularly
cultivated, whereas frequent scarcities of ntillet reduced the poorest of
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the riverine groupe to virtual famine.

Thie wae attributed to the

survival of feudal forme of social organisation and inequities in the
land tanure system.

The holdings were reported1y poorly distributedJ

they were ueually sold ta rich stockraissre and then sharecroppsd by the
ethnic groupe regarded by thBIII as inferior. who lIIere obligsd to surrender
much of the crop in tributs.

It is not clser IIIhethsr the stockraissrs

referr&d to wsre local chiefs or possibly Awlad Sliman nobles (Nelson.
Dobert. l'IcDonanld 1972 1 212).

Ths testilllony 1 have hssrd. in particular

that of Duu who sharscropped in the polders during yeare of scute aridity.

dees net mentien by name ths latter and certainly desa .net exenerats the
fomer whethsr Kuri or Kanlllllbu.

No svidsnce obtained from e.lther Chsdian

or french sources gives reason to believs thst the findings of these and
other reports are any leas relevant in 1981.
the near-famine statue IIlhJl:h is

80

Beyond indirectly confiming

often ths lot of maskin. these lut

remarks underline the relation bstween control over tributary labour
force and ths capacity to accumulats cattle and vice versa.
eccnomy at lsrge may bs described as sgro-pastoral.

Kanem's

for a msjcrity of

the population. one IDUSt qualify thie by recognising that this general
complementarity is maintainsd through the tributary relationship in which
many agricultural labourers support a

f~

largs herd ownere.

The latter

may thue overcome drought psriods lIIith much less riak to their ollln lives
than the former.

The fortunes of the Chadian state' s economic interventions

in the area have been and will continue to bs determined by thie situaticn
sa long as a majority of the populaticn may periodically be pressed by
hunger and malnutrition.

Thie is only possible through B conjunction

of environmental factors and the socially prescribed modalities of access

ta fertils ground as definsd by the dominant class.
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6.

Concludinq Remarke
1 believe that the evidence preeented in th!a chapter largely

eubstantiatee the

that the Oalatoa and Chadian etate taxation syetems,

vie~

Kan embu methods of socio-economic control over artieanal production and
trade ae well as the general economic policies of the french colonial,
Tombalbaye and Mallum governmanta hsve jointly contributed to perpetuate
the basic forms of differential capital accumulation which divide the
social claeees of Kanem.
In hia etudy of popular rebellions in Chad from 1965 to 1976,
R. Buijtanhuijs (1978

1

409 - 414) singlee out the non-participation of

Kanem in the northern uprising ae an "anomaly" since (1) traditional
fiecal leviee are higher than in the predominantly Nuelim areas of
Bagirmi, Salamat and Waday and (2) dependent agriculturalists are portrayed,
in my opinion justifiably, sa "Acraale de miaBre et explOit•• aan. merci"
(Buijtsnhuija 1978
paradox.
ergu.en~

1

409 - 410).

No single anawer can be given to thie

The lack of material cover for armed bande is not a dscieive
aince even more barren northern regions played an active role

in the war which brought the divided Ielamic rebels ta power in 1979.
Ths political collaborstion of

the~e

with the colonial power certainly

haa been a more important factor in atifling the apark of rebellion in
Kan sm.
"The recent economic gaina of Kanem contraat with the decline of
Waday.
The proceee of colonisation entailed a period of economic
stagnation for the Chadian Eaat.
The major trede routee which had
ahifted eastward to Waday's advantage during the 19th century, were
severed by french intervsntion.
fort-Lamy, an entirely new city
in the west of the country, surpaeeed AtéchA ae the nodal point of
the Chadian baein, with ~undou and fort-Archambault competing ae
strong eeconds.
One therefore wondera to what extent the Chadian
upriaing is not primarily a reection of those who were subjacted to
relative impoverishment as a reeult of the coloniel enterpriae.
This would explain why the West, which has benefited from indubitable
economic advances eince 1900, was not drawn into the whirlwind of
armed revolt ••• In any caee, it ie certain thet the principle cleavage
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the North and the south is complicated by a secondary
elst-west cleavage within the North.
This division is expressed
rotably in the outside Dzientation of the (eastern and western)
egions which is, in my opinion, a major factor for understanding
the Chadian revolution ••• For the western populations, and especially
the lacustral Buduma and the Kanembu, aIl indications would lead
one to believs that they are foramost attracted to Northern Nigeria."
(My translation)
(Buijtsnhuijs 1978 : 413 - 414).
b~tween

Whereas Waday rssisted French occupation until 1911 and thereby
expended aIl its forces and ensured the defeat of its royalty as s viable
internaI authority

<.:!..

Carbou 1912 : 105 - 272), the Oalatoa immediately

linked forces with tha European invadsrs.

By so doing, they neutralised

Wadayan and Alli lad 511man Arab influence i.n Kanem and reinvigorated thair
failing grip over the Kanambu.

Under ~ Zezerti (1934 - 1947), the

colonial authoritias systematically supported the expansion of the
ta incarporate aIl

o~historical

Kenem" (cf.

!!!!!1

Appendix 5 and Catala 1954).

Thie factor does not fully explain Kanembu passivity towerds the
rebellion, eince alifal euthority did diminish from the 1950'9 to the
1970'e.

The Kanambu greatly regretted their forced Bstrangement from a

declining 80rnu during the nineteenth century.

Their relatione with

Waday were covertly, if not alwaye overtly, hostile as early ae the
eecond half of the eighteenth century.

Buijtenhuije, quoting Beyriee

(1957), Gentil (1969) and Warke (1976), euggests that Kanem and the
eaet-central provinces of Chad are separated by an "intellectual",
religious and cultural barrier ae weIl ae a longoostanding political
oppoeition.

AlI of these influences favoured tight relatione between

l'lao and Fort-Lamy from. the beginning of the Chadian Republic, in spite
of tha dominance of Chrietian-Animiet elaments in ite government :
"The present .ill!!.in contrast to other major traditional chiefs,
hae been activa in the ranke of the P.P.T. since the party's
creation and wae a member of Parliament before independence.
Becauee of his activiem, he finds himealf in a strong position
which allowe him to keep southsrn functionariss at a dietancs.
By thue lesaening the causes of diecontent among thoee he
administere, he hae baen abla to oppose, by the eeme token,
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the establishment of fROLINAT in Kanem.
The other sultanates ~ere less powerful since the. french conqU8Bt
and were not capable of such a strong position within the State.
Their populations. less stringently controllad from the interior
and lese protected. againet the Interferences of the central
administration. were consequantly more sansitive to insurrectional
influencss.
It is intsresting. furthermors. to note that ths
only· other powerful sultenate of Chad is Dar Tama (Ls Rouvreur.
p. 156) in which ths f.P.L. have not succssded in sstablishing
themsslvss."
(Buijtenhuijs 1978:411; my translation)
It ia not eurprising thst the embryonic "revolutionary forcs"
which was constituted in Kenem shortly ·bsfore ths victory of the
combined northern forces

~as

a Nigsrian rathsr than a Kanambu crsation.

french policy always aought ta maintain the "intsgrity" of the westsrn
centra! A.E.f. fsdsration by opposing a strong Kanem to ths economic and
cultural poIs reprssented by Britieh Bornu.

However. it could wsll

be argusd that the colonial pesce at last offsred an opportunity to
Kanul'i and Kanambu to

ren~

thoss linke they

"ad

bssn forced to abandon

during the decades of strife which cloeed the ninetsenth century.

The

yet unanswered query is to what extsnt ths present Nigerian government
will seek to consolidsts these rslations across and around Laka Chad by
rainforctng its financial and indaad military pressncs in the area.
The disco very of petroleum around l'lao could argue in favour of a more
active Nigerian stance to counter that of Libya.
If Nigerian bids to replace french influence in Wsst Chad do not
prove successful in the face of Libyan intervention and certain northern
Chedian intereste. the Kanembu arietocracy may finally find
their predominant role in Kanem, and the system of social stratification
it rasta on, sharply put to the question by competing Islamic forces.
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SECTION

II

MARRI AGE PATTERNS IN SOUTH KANEM
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A PRESENTATION Of

CHAPTER fiVE
1.

~ARRIAGE

IN SOUTH

KANE~

Endogamy and Exogamy
Tha obJact of tha prasent section of this study is to examine in

detail marriage patterns among the two major social strata of South Kanem,
the Kanembu and the Duu.

These two groups are separated by important

social and economic barriers which have been described in Section 1.
The most important of these are a strict prohibition on intermarriage
and differential access to land. cattle and tribu te.

ln this inegalitarian

society. the systematic study of marriage exchange within and between
descent groupe. local groups and social strata is a prerequisite for
understanding the interrelationa between the kinship system. lineage
o~ganisation and the wider political system.

Endogamy and exogamy are crucial, complementary mechanisms for the
perpetuation of hierarchical relations in Kanembu society.

Strict

endQ9amy between castes or other closed social groups or categories
guarantees what Bonte (1977 : 231) calls "perennially unequal relations"
among producers.

Kanembu social and aconomic organisation is indaed

charactarised by a "hierarchy of endogamous divisions in which membership
is hereditary ~nd permanent" (Berreman 1960 : 120 as quotad by Watson
1963 : 361).

Within aach of these harmetic social diviaions. one observes

in Kanem othar forms of in-marriaga which may be dascribad as prefarantial
rather than prescriptiva.

Among both Kan embu and Duu. different forms

of in-marriage are practised regularly within specific kin groups or
territorial groups organised around agnatically defined nuclei.

Alliaa ara

also sought preferentially among kin in the office-holding claes.

Thesa

practices cannot be considered as static characteristics of Kanembu society.
As Dupire states:
"Endogamy appears as a temporary machanism linked to power in
ganaral. and to political power in particular. in sociaties
in which the lattsr is vested in descent groups whose sections
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(or divisions) are necessarily opposable and in which no strict
rule of succession exists•••• ~ost authors agree that poli tics
must necessarily be teken into account in considering the lineage
dynamics of endogamous societies.
Gsrtain authors however,
interpret endogamy as s mechsnism of consolidation of the minimal
lineage in fsctional struggle (Barth), wherees others consider
that endogamy generates sagmentation (~urphy).
These two aspects
correspond to two phases of the sarne process which bagins with
generalised endogamy which consolidates the minimal lineage,
in volves restricted endogamy within its branchee, and may result
in segmentation."
(~y

translation)

Oupire's synthssis of the two main structural functional positions
concerning endogamy

~

also

L~vi-Strause

1959) rapresante an impotant

step forward for the analysis of marri age and social organisation in
Sahelian Africa.

One of the main contributions of Oupira is ta underline

the processual and diachronic nature of marriage patterns
Oupire 1970 : 30B).

~

in particular

Bonte (1975 c: 32 - 33) is.howaver, justifiad in

insisting, as Oupire (1970)

herself recognises, that endogamy is always

accompanied by a certain degree of exogamy.

~arriage

exchange patterns

in general are part of a wider framework of compstitive intergroup relations
which include not only political activity but aIl other aspects of social
and economic life

~

Bonte 1975 c : 32 -

33~

Gonte 1979 : 2B4).

Bonts

(197S c : 33) suggeste that systems of kinship and alliance in many West
African societiss simultanaously exhibit spparently opposed tendencies
toward generalised endogarny and sxogamy.

These systems may be characterised

by the importance of the sibling' group and of bifurcation within this group
as weIl as of competitive opposition between ssgmentary units.

In such

highly adaptable forms of social organisation, the transition from group
endogamy to stratum endogamy can signify the appearance and developmant of
specific forms of class structure.
In Kanembu society, aIl descant-based groups are today ascribed
membership in the Kanembu or the Duu stratum.

Glass differences, defined

by differsntial access to means of production, tribute revenuss and political

l~

offices,cross-eut both vertical lineage organisation and horizontal
stratum organisation.

Under socially controlled conditions, inter-group

marriages may transcend class barrisrs.

Yet, by dsfinition, group out-

marriage remains restrictsd to endogamous strata.

Whsn considered at the

societal level, marriages contracted out of the clan, linsage or local group
are structurally complementary rather than contradictory in relation to
marri ages endogamous to thsse units of social organisation.

As Dupire

(1970 : Chapter 7) and Bonts (1979 b : 222) show from distinct viewpoints,
co-residence and inter-linsage marriage are sssentiai conditions for the
formation and psrpetuation of agnatic lineages within which prsfersntial
endogamy is practised differentially and unexclusively over time.
In anthropological theory, endogamy and exogamy have treditionally
been defined as

~

respectively enjoining and prohibiting marriage within

a specified group (Royal Anthropological. Institute 1951 : 115 - 116).
These definitions are logically coherent but theoretically and empirically
Inadequate.

Total convergence between the

~

of exogamy and

~

marri age patterns is observable in relation to precisely defined clans,
lineages and local groups among such peoples as the Nusr of the Sudan or
the Tubu and Daza of North Chad.
and the

~iddle

However, in Sahelian and Saharan Africa,

East, total convergence between the rule of endogamy and

actual marriage patterns is observable only between societies, social categories
or strata of given societies and not within their component descent-based
groups.

The

~

clans and lineages.

of endogamic marriags is never fully realised within
In the latter, in-marriages are always complemented

by a greater or lesser proportion of out-marriagee.
Hence, within descent groups, exclusive exogamy
phenomenon whereas exclusive

endogamy~.

~

an observable

The numerous situations

characterised by a mixturs of sometimss preferential in-marriage and
complementary out-marriage in assertedly unilineal segmentary societies
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justifies more extensive use of the term endo-exDgamy already sdopted.
slbeit non-systemstically. by Dupire (1970) and Bonte (1975 cl.

Wh en

referring ta descent-bssed groups, it is appropriste to cantrsst
endo-exogamy. rather than endogamy to exogamy.
Wi th this perspective .in mind, 1 will sttampt in this section ta
compare endo-exogamous practices registered among descent snd locsl groups
of the endogamous Ouu and Ksnembu strata in South Ksnem.

A msin hypothesis

of this study is that patterns of endo-exogamy do not substantially change
over time in the context studied unless thie process is accompanied
corresponding modificstions of the
Within

po~er

by

bslances st the societal level.

descent groups, kinship and residentisl pstterns do constitute secondary

fsctors determining endo-exogamous practices.

However, the wider social

snd political significsnce of in-snd out-group msrriage practices does not
undergo structursl modifications unless the poeition of a given descent group
in the system of social strstification itself changes.

The modification

of petterns of endo-exogamy among subordinete groups tends tobe strongly
influenced in their scape end significance by the ecanomic and political
interests of the dominant class.

Such processes may require several

decades ta fully crystallise since social constraints

and their

accompanying ideological justifications may remain operative longer than
the socio-economic system in which they emerged
2.

<.Er: Conte

1979 : 2B4).

Early contributions to the study of endogamy and exogamy
in the l'Iuslim world.
The debate on the nature and functions of endogamy and exogamy

and their relation to the social organisation and stratification of
segmentary lineage societies are of quite general interest to anthropological
theory and, more

specificall~

of the last three decades.

ta West African and l'Iiddle Eastern ethnography

Before proceeding to explain the methodology

l~

adopted to explore the problems raised in the above sub-aection in relation
to the Kanembu case, it is first useful to
ethnography and theoretical debates.

revie~

For reasons

the development of relevant
~hich

will be discussed,

this corpus focusses heavily when not exclusively on patrilateral parallel
cousin marri age among

~uslim

peoples.

As early as 1B30, Burckhardt commented on the preferential character
of cousin right FBD marriage among the Bedouin and Wahaby of Arabia
(Burckhardt 1B30 : 64).

Interestingly, Burckhardt (1B30

37, 63, 103)

shows that marriage exchange patterns are limited by social inequalities
and professional specialisation as weIl as by genealogical criteria and
lineage affiliation.

The eocial and profeseional divisions between slaves,

artisans, farmers and pastoralists are enforced by endogamie barriers.
Consanguineal preferences may be applied separately within each endogamie
category.
Subsequently, Lane (1B36 ; 1B39) and Burton (1B55) were to comment on
Arab cousin marriage.

In 1BB5, Robertson Smith made an important contribution

to kinship studiee in his Kinship and

~arriage

in Early Arabia by sxamining

marriage in relation to the clan rather than solely in terms of a genealogical
classification;

He presented every marriage as implying a decision as to

the desirable social distance between spouses.

Robertson Smith (1BB5 :

60 - 61) believed that in early Arabia descent group endogamy was practised
but was not exclusive.

Endogamy and exogamy were presented as having

co-existed within the same social unit, thus allowing each group to main tain
ite social dietinctivsness through selective in-marriage while maintaining
necessary marriags exchange, either reciprocal or not, with other comparable
component units of ths polity.
The German orientalist, Julius Wellhausen was csrtainly the most
original proponent of the thesls of complementary rather than categorical
oppoeition of the practicee of endogamy and exogamy.

In his remarkable and
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little-read 1893 study. Die Ehe bei den Arabern

(~arriagB

among the Arabs)

he observes that the ibn 'amm (res) category muet not be mieconstrued as
being in arithmetical or binary opposition ta that of ibn khâl

(~es).

Nor.

headds. must the category of 'p atrilateral kinsman' be set in strict
opposition to that of 'matrilateral kinsman'.

For the Arab. the relevant

dichotomy is between the native or in-born pereon in contrast to the alien.
the outsider (.Et: Wellhausen 1893 : 436 - 437).

The author arguee that

ibn '&mm/bint 'amm (Fe$/F80) marriage may not be simplistically reduced
to a particular preference for a singla type of coneanguineal union bringing
tagether paternal kin to the exclusion of maternaI kin. but muet be seen ae
a preference for in-marriage or endogamy.
The preference demonstrated for endogamy may derive from a parental
desire to retain their daughter and her children nearby rather than seBing
her

subo~inated

to a distant son-in-law

Wellhausan 1893 : 437).

(Roberton Smith 1885 : 60- 61;

In a patrilineal. patrilocal and male-dominated

eociety. such parental motivation can be reason enough for a man to choose
a bride from outeide his own camp (Wallhausen 1893 : 437).

The collective

dutY of maintaining tribal eolidarity may. however. pre-smpt such personal
considerations.

Where polygamy ie possible. the choice becomee less
,
conetraining for men.
Under any circumstances the potential epouse's
choice between different forme of in-and out-marriage is not simpla and
will necesearily reflect these and other contradictions of interest and
personal leanings.
Exogamy ia a political risk in that the children of outsi'de mothers
may be divided in their tribal and lineege loyalties.
be

This danger may

mitigated by tha relative social equality of spouses' social statuses.

Endogsmy often presupposes such compatibility of rank. which Wellhausen
(1893 : 439) relates to the Arab concept of
match for).

~(equal.

comparable. a

Nonetheless. inequality of sociel status may obtain

marriage partners across

as~ll

betwee~

as within tribal limits. particularly between
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competing lineages Dr families.

Wellhausen (1893 : 439) clearly demonetratee

the etructural interrelatednese of endogamy and exogamy on the one hand
and hyper-, iso-end hypogamy on the other.

He showe that marriage patterne

in regard to lineage affiliations and politicel relations between desaentbaeed groups are directly influenced by and contribute to perpetuate
prevailing relatione of social etratification within and beyond the
patrigroup.

Hence, the symmetry of genealogical statue of two cousins

(ibn 'amml bint 'amm)

doee not necesearily imply equality of etatus

between them, in epite of the community of deecent tiee.
Wellhaueen's argument is further enhanced by his realisation that
the rank ordering of clans and lineagee within larger tribal groupings ie
"f.luctuating" and "changeable" rather than "strict" and "univereally
recognised" (Wellhausen 1893

439).

The author notes, however, that

"at a given point in time" a wider eocial coneensus on group etatus does
exiet (Wellhaueen 1893 : 439) and may influence marriage choices.

statue

differences between social etrata may, in contrast, conetitute quaS1 perpetuaI impediments to certain forme of intergroup and interstratum
marriage"
Hauing taken' into account the social stratificational, political,
religioue and genealogical conditions of'in- and out-marriage, Wellhaueen
poetulatee a high degree of reciprocal determination of theee two apparently
opposed modalitiee of marriage.

He arrives at the hypotheeis that, under

the circumstances deecribed for the Arabian peninsula, endoqamy could be
considered a pre-condition of qualified and restricted though not Dr
qeneralised exoQamy

(Wellhaueen 1893 : 439 n.1).

Unfortunately, the full theoretical coneequencee of Robertson-Smith'e
(1885 : 60-61) and Wellhaueen'e (1893) statements do not seem to have been
perceiued by most ethnographers of Arab and Sudanic eocial organisation until
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recently.

The general theoretical relevance of these contributions

(Robertson Smith 1885, Wellhausen 1893) seems, in particular, to have
passed unnoticed for the very functionalists who developed the segmentery
lineege theory which Robertson Smith, end especially Wellhausen, implicitly
criticise with regard to the Interpretation of endogamy end exogamy.

By

categorieing the two complamentary practices as ebsolute rules, functionalism
obscured observable empirical variatione in merriage. petterns in regerd to
descant, consanguinity end locelity which would have hed to be analysed to
follow up Wellhsusen's hypothBSBS.
To pureue such a task, it is initielly neceaaary to differentiate
between highly developed networks of conaanguineal relationahipa in a group
and nstrict" or normetive, exclusive endogamy.

Any endogamic prescription

(or rule) backed by customs end sanctiona of diverse ordere, both internal
and externel to the group considered, can,in effect, prevent

~

merriages

between neighboudng or even intermingled religious or racial groups,
sociel etrata or castes.

Thie norm doea not, however, exclude the

existence of exogamic as weIl as endogamic practices at ell other levels
of social orgenisation euch as lineages, villages or kin groups.
Endogamy and exogamy must therefore be considersd
functions of prevailing rules

~

at~

these levels as

patterns of consanguinity, group

affiliation, locality and political alliences within en historically dsfined
system of socio-economic stratification.
Two monographic

~rks

of the earlier part of this century made important

contributions toward such e pluri-functional approach by considering

~

the

marriages contrected by livinq members of a given community both individually
end etatistically;

the firet of these ie Brenda and Charlee Seligman's

The Kablb!sh. a Sudan Arab Tribe (1918) and the latter Hilma Granqvist's
~arriage

Conditione in a Paleatinian Village (1931 and 1935).

Having observed that matrimonial berriers exist within nomadic tribee
as weIl es between nomade and sedenteries, C. end B. Seligman (1918 s 132)
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proceed to consider marriages of the Kababish Nurab diviaion on the baeie
of genealogical categoriee and not exclueively in terme of the occurrence
of rBD unions.

The dietribution of conaanguineal unions (C. and B.

Seligman '918 : 139) showa strong endogamy at the level of the tribal
divieion, a high proportion of consanguineal unions among in-division
unione and a high, though not axclueive, practice of patrilineal couein
marriage of diverse descriptions. The anthropologist's dietinction batween
real and classificatory cousins does not amarge here as relevant in any
abaolute sense.

The memory of coneanguineal relations is, moreover,

shown to be selective and tinged by a male bias which may lead to
considerable ambiguity in the Interpretation of the term bint 'amm.
The

Seligman~

methodical emplrical approach to cousin marriage

provad morefartilethan Jauseen's (190B), Weetermarck's (1914 : 53- 59;
1921

II: 35 - 239) frazar's(1918 : 97 - 263) or indaed, Musil's (1928

137 - 139).

AlI of these authors showed thamaelvee to ba limited by a

normativa and uncritical avaluation of -ibn 'amm n marriage which naglects
Ooughty's (1888

1: 316) linguistic hints as weIl ae Wellhausen'a

(1893 : 436-437; 480 - 481) detailed analysas.
H. Granqviet viewed barriers to intar-marriage as what may be
graphically described as a set of concantric circles.

She opposed tha

outer limit as dafined by differences of religion and race to the internaI
limit based on the exogamous preecriptions of the Koran (4 : 23-24; 33 : 51).
Between these two limits, permitted consanguinity, clanship and locality
intervene ae the principle defining criteria in marriage choice
1931 : 63 - 91, in particular pp. 66 - 67).

~Granqvist

This assessment of the

valorisation of different levelsof endogamy among eedentary Palestinian
Arabs is qui te concordant with Wellhausen's insistsnce on the importance
of descent group endogamy.

Granqvist was quick ta recognise that the

anthropologist will not arrive at an adequate appraisal of the fluctuations of
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the socially acknowledged limits between consanguinity and clanship by
solely Focussing on the institution of FBD marriage.

The ideological

determination of such recognition may vary si tuationally
as may selective genealogical memory

(~Granqvist

0,1'

through time,

1931 : 80, n.1).

The elaboration of a demographically formulated model ta understand
consanguineal marriage patterne brought Granqvist ta consider the
differential incidence of unions between kin from family ta family and
village ta village as well as within either of these units over time.
The author (Granqvist 1931

B4) advocated the comparative and diachronic

examinatian of variations in the potential and incidence of cousin marriage.
Granqvist also gave systamatic attention ta out-marriage.

Under this

hsading, shs included all non-FBD consanguineal unions in addition ta
extra-clan and extra-local marri ages

(.Et: Granqvist 1931 : 7SO-76 and B4).

She thereby recognised that networks of agnatic and non-agnatic consanguinity
frequently overlap and that intra-clan "out-marriages" may
exiating agnatic ties ~ Granqvist B5, B7).

se~ve

ta reinforce

The verbal prsference

recol'ded for agnatic in-marriage appears in contradiction wi th the higher
statistical frequency of clan and local out-marriage.

Furthermore,

numerous case analyses of individual unions show that locality may relate
diFferentially ta each level of andogamy and exogamy, accordingta the
specific meanings of notions of social proximity and acceptability in each
set of marital circumstances.
The

~edish

anthropologist concluded that she would only be abls ta

"follow up many other historical, political and cultural" implications
ralsed by her community monograph by studying in a like manner "a whole
complex of villagas" (Granetvist 1931 : 98).
were ta appear in

~iddle

It le sad that no auch studiss

Eastern or West African ethnology until the 1960's

àFld 1970's (e.g. 1'1. Dupil'fIs Organisation social des Peùl ln 1970).
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It is indeed strange that Wellhaueen's and Granqvist's work, with the1r
dynamic and complementary orientations, had little or no repercussion
Granqvist quoted Wellhausen on several

on British functionalism.

occasions and was herself British-trained and in relation with major
anthropologists of her day.

ln view of the epistemological importance

of early studies on Arab marriage for the understanding of post-functionalist
theories of social organisation in West Africa, an expanded version of
the present sub-section is presented below as Appendix 3 under the title
npre-structural-functional Interpretations of endogamy in the Muslim
world from Burckhardt (1830) to Granqvist (1931) ".
3.

Contemporary contributions to the study of endogamy and exogamy
in the Muslim world.
The culturalist (or even neo-diffusionist) approach to endogemy in

the post-World War II literature, of which Petei (1955) was an exponent,
represented a considerable step beckwards .in relation ta Wellhausen (1B93)
and Granqvist (1931).

This trend, subsequently criticised by Ayoub (1959)

and Dsvis (1977), among others, was a severe blow to the systemic study
of marriage and social organisatipn.

Heavy emphasis was laid on the

legalities of aupposed ncousin-right" marriage

(~

exclusion of marri age systems and exchange patterns.

Patai 1955) to the
The scope of

consanguineal marri age was arbitrarily reduced to almost exclusive
consideration of FBD marriage (Barth 1954, Patai 1955, Murphy and Kasdan
1959 among others).

Patrilateral parallel cousin marriage came to be

presented as an isolated artefact, sometimes exclusively associated with
Islam or nomadic pastoralism.

Ayoub (1959 : 266) was certainly justified

in questioning the "extravagant weight" granted to FBO marriage which led
to neglecting the systam

of preferred

e~dogamy,

nat almost every level of

social organisation" (Ayoub 1959 : 266) which is recognised by Arab societies
themselves

(~

Granqvist 1931).

The overplaying of the role of FBD
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marri age even concerns such orientalists as Chelhod who. in his meticulous
Le mariage aveè la cousine

parall~le

dans le systAme erabe (Chelhod 1965)

most surprisingly mekes no reference ta Wellheusen.

l'leny Bri tish and

American enthropologists (st:: Fortes 1953a) did not take the notion of
endogamy into account at aIl as Patai (1965) himself convincingly
illustra tes in a later article.
l'lurphy and Kasdan (1959) do not shun the notion of endogamy but in
interpreting it in the Bedouin Arab context they ramain fundamentally
attached ta the postulate of a necessary and absolu ta causal correspondence
between "the" privileged form of consanguineal marriage and the principle of
patrilineal descent (~Chapter 1. Section 4 and Bonte 1979b: 21B).

l'1urphy

and Kasdan (1959 : 27 - 28) certainly fall under the scope of Ayoub'e
(1959:266) criticiem in that they go as far as ta consider FBD marriage
as a "system" unto i tself.
In order ta resolve whet they see as the contradiction of the
co-exietence of agnatic descent groups and veiled forms of bilaterality
in one and the same system. l'1urphy and Kasdan (1959 : 26) are forced ta
distinguish different types of patrilineality at different levels of
social organisation;
"parallel cousin marriage with patrilineality sllows for agnatic
segmentstion snd structural opposition that ex tends even tu the
level of the nuclear family ••• st higher levels of segmentàtion.
formaI patrilinearity and patrilinearity as an ideology provide
the basis for large scale integration of which Arab society is
capable but which is beyond the reach of bilateral kindreds."
The implicit distinction between "effective" and "formaI" or "ideological"
patrilinearity is quite problematic.

ls patrilinearity any lsss an ideology

at lower than higher levels of segmentation ?

The recognisedly bilateral

aspects of Bedouin kinship and marriage patterns seem here ta dissolve into
a zone of theoretical "fog" somewhere between lower and higher levels of
segmentation.

Ta lessen the inconsistencies of this position. l'1urphy and
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Kasdan (1959 : 26) tautologically invoke the very phenomenon they are
trying to explain:
"It is, then, our hypothesie that the peculiar nature of agnatic
sections among the Arabe ie cloeely related to the practice of
parellel cousin marriage."
Could it be that the purportedly npeculiar nature of agnatic sections
among the Arabs n reflects marital practices not recorded and not considered
compatible with patrilateral parallel cousin marri age by the authors ?
Murphy and Kasdan (1959 : 26) continue their explanation by stating:
nIt might also be hypothesized that lack of internaI solidarity and
homogsneity in Arab kin groups is promoted by the combining of
affinaI and consanguineal ties."
P~trilateral

parallel cousin marriage, still strictly isolated from aIl

other forms of marriage is not explained, but attributed a negative social
functfon and declared no less than an anomaly by Murphy and Kasdan (1959 :27):
"Patrilateral parallel cousin marriage could hardly be a cohesive
factor but may weIl underlie the fission and faction that are so
important a part of Arab society.
Beyond this consideration, we
must contemplate the anomaly presented by the existence of
patrilateral parallsl cousin marriags in a patrilateral system."
Recruitment by descent is presented as if it had to determine recruitment
by affinity in an absolute fashion, with no possibility of in-group
cross-cousin marriage or out-group parallel cousin marriage, for a descent
group to be definable on a unilineal basis.

This is to totally neglect

the complementary character of multiple forms of endBgamy and exogamy
in a patrilineal society.

Peter's (1960) sensitive analysis of segmentation

among Cyrenaican Bedouin falls into a similar trap when the author fails to
analyse ths implications of MBD marriage which he clearly brings out in
his description (Peters 1960 : 44).
1t is logically Inadequate to try to explain an isolated aspect ofgroup devslopment such as fission in relation to a single marriags practics
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arbitrarily extracted from an articulated and complex marriage system of
which It is an Integral part.

rBO marri age cannot sxist alone in

relation to the sole principls of unilineal descsnt.

The ssme criticism

can bs addressed to Barth's (1953, 1954) reasoning which seBks to show
that rBO marriage promo tes the Integration of the agnatic group.

Lévi-

Strauss (1959 : 19) was to comment that:
"In Barth's hypothesis, marriage with the patrilateral cousin
strengthens the lineage end places it in a more favourable position
for future competition.
In Murphy'e and Kasdan's hypothesis,
social solidarity would be compromised if it were not linked to the
historical continuity (of the descent group).
In bath ceses,
one is dealing with a dialectical ralationship between the marri age
system and political history."
(Ply translation)
Dupire (1970 : 573 - 574) in her already quoted comment adda that
endogamy may be viewed as a mechanism of consolidation as weIl as of
segmentation of the descent group at different phases of its development.
This process is not explainable by rules of descent only.

The apparent

contradicition of what l'lurphy and Kasdan (1959) calI nbilateral Integration"
in a society which defines its social and political organisation in function
of etrict patrilineal deecent partly derives from the Inadequate analytical
definition of endogamy and its functione through time.

While acknowledging

the logical Incompatibility of a principle of unilineal descent in
conjunction with strictly endogsmous marriage, Dupire remarke that for
bilaterality to effectively becsme more than a tendency, the 1Ineage system
would have to account for the en tirety of socio-political relations and
lineage endogsmy would have ta be generalised (Dupire 1970 : 575-576).

The

logical impossibility of gensralised lineage endogamy excludes the
cO-Dccurrence of these two prarequisitae.

Dupire main tains thst endogamy

is a temporary procedUre necessarily accompanied by continuous exogamous
practices, both of which have similar differentiating affects on lineage
structure (Dupire1970 : 576).

Because of this ehe believes that it is
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"arbitrary to establish a division between exogamous lineege-based societies
exhibiting some form of complementary filiation (the Tallensi, for example)
(and) endo-exogamous societies with bilaterel tendeneies" ••••• (Dupire
1970 : 576;

my translation).

Thia, however, does not imply thet the prineiples underlying
unilineal deseent orgenisation will not etrongly influence the typologieal
distribution of consanguineal marriages within the wider proeess of
endo-exogamy:
"the choice (of a wife) in each society, will in priority, tend
toward thoss categoriss of kinswomsn which
conform most with
its institutions.
When lineags structurs and ths transmission
of wealth are sxelusively patrilinealand residence is patrilocal,
agnatic relationships will be predominant, whersas uterins and
cross-continuous rslationships ••••• will be lacking.
Ths fathsr's
brothsr's daughter will be preferred over other cousins and unions
with the mothsr's sister's daughter will tend to be nil •••• "
(Dupire 1970 : 486 - my translation).
Dupire's meticulous case analyses and comparative consideration of large
semples from differsnt sedentary as well as nomadic Peul groups from across
West Africa, precisely on the lines suggested by Granqvist,warn against
oversimplifying the analysis of marri age patterne by failing to distinguish
the 'manifeet' from the 'latent' funetions of observsd unions.

The

individual motivations of an agnatic marriage, for example, may well involve
manifest functions such as private residential choice or economie interests
(Dupirs 1970 : 573 - 574).

Oetailed consideration of such variables is

ultimately very important in understanding the specifie influences which
locality or co-residence may imply on the development of egnatic endogamy,
or vice versa.

(~DupiretnO:

304, 418-419, 501-503

~).

In relation

to more inclusive levels of social organisation, Dupire (1970 : 308)
remarks that:
"fusion, segmsntation and fission are but empty concepts if their
use is not justified by an attempt"at historical and genealogical
analysis, based on observed empirical data in order to perceive"
the forces in play: co-residence, intermarriage, political
competition."
(~y

translation)
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The successive reinforcements or abandoning of endogamy within local
groups, lineage segments or larger descent groups reflects the competition
for accees to group-controlled weslth or political advantage.

Dupire

believes that the complex mechanism of endo-exogamy complements the process
of lineage segmentation when there is internaI competition for economic
and political reeources which are viswed as potentially stable (Dupire
1970 : 405J.

When different factions or segments are engagad in such

competition, their marital choicee may appear contradictory:
" •••• on the one hand, in order to increaee their demographic
weight, it is in their intereet not ta marry away their daughters;
on the other hand, it is necessary for ••• (these groupe) to be
linked by blood to thoee more powerful in order to obtain their
political support."
(Dupire 1970 : 551;

my translation)

Among weaker and stronger groups alike, this mechaniem determinee e
relative balance between agnatic unions which primarily reinforce group,
solidarity and matrilatersl and crosB-couein marriages which may form
and consolidate alliance networks (.Ef: Dupire 1970 : 552 - 553).

Within

each group however, competition will adopt a segmentary pattern, potsntially
c~eating

conflict smong politically influential brothers, whatever prior

marital relationships may prevail between their respective offspring,
brothers children and descendante.

These conflicts may entail a variaty

of responses such as changes in reeidence, divorces and alliances with
maternaI kinsmen (.Ef:! Dupire 1970. : 548).

Dupire (1970 : 574) ie,

however, careful to rsmark that there is no absolute, direct relation between
the relative frequency of endogamie marriage and lineage segmentation.
Political and economic competition, particularly where land righte are
involved, is eeen as increasing inequality in society at large and
rsstricting potential marriage exchangee through hypergamy·end endogamy
(Dupire 1970 s 514).

Furthermore, Dupire (1970 : 574) believee that endogamy

is mainly practised by both the moet subordinate and the most powerful social
categories, but she does not go ae far as ta

p~esent

a general model of the
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rslations between the marriage and social stratification systems in
unilineal, endo-exogamous societies.
Before proceeding to define a methodology for the conjoined study
of marri age patterns

and power relations in Kanembu society, which will

largely reflect Dupire's contributions, 1 believe that further qualification
is required in relation to two key issues, which are:
1)

the empirical and analytical definition of endoqemy, and

2)

the interrelation of marriage patterns and social stratification.
Recognition of the processual aspect of endogamy implies an important

revision of Lévi-Strauss's well-known distinction between "functional" and
"true" endogsmy (Lévi-Strauss 1949

53, 55).

"runctional" endogamy

ià seen as "only" a counterpart to a rule of exogsmy and implies the
obligation .to chooss one's spouse smong a specified category of kin (LéviStrauss 1949 : 53).

"True" endogamy prohibits marriage beyond the

recognised boundariee of aociety and may thus only express a "negative
reality" (Lévi-Strauss 1949

55).

Lévi-Strauss racognises that in
form
"highly differentiated societies" the "negative'Y may teke on a "positive"
1

content by maintaining economic and social privileges within group boundaries.
This point is,.unfortunately, not developed, possibly because Lévi-Strauss
doea not see fit to attribute independent conceptual statua to either
1

endogamy' or • exogsmy'.

Thus, in spite of an interesting initial

parallelism between his conception of endogsmy (Lévi-Strauss 1949 : 53,55)
and that of Wellhausen (1893

1

436-439 and particularly, 439, n.1), Ldvi-

Strauss's visws do not appear able to account for the endo-exogsmy
characteristic of the complex marri age exchange systems which are observable
in the l'Iiddle East, North and Sahelian Afdca, and other areas.
Kaplan (1973), in an interesting ariticism of Lévi Strauss'

position,

suggests a very useful and more universally applicable distinction "between
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'endogamy' as implied by the positive marriage rule and 'endogemy' as
implied by the ideal of marrying a close kinsman" (Kaplan 1973 : 558).
With reference to the Piaroa of the

~iddle

Orinoco, she (Kaplan 1973:559)

notes that endogamy is viewed in a "fluid" fashion by this society and that
"'marrying ClOBS' may be achieved in a number of different ways".

Kaplan

(1973 : 567) lists theee as'follows:
"1.To marry ~8 Ch/rz ChI 2) ta marry la/ithin one's immediate kindredj
3) to marry within one's kindred-based local grouPj 4) ta replicate
the marriage of one'e parentes), or that of any other member of one's
nuclear family, that is, to participate in a particular marriage
exchange over time."
Piaroa endogamy ie thus synchronically flexible in that 'marrying close'
may signify "any or all" of these in a specific situation (Kaplan 1973 : 567).
It is also processually variable in its modalitiee and social significance:
OWhat is endogamous in one situation is not in the next : a political
alliance affirmed by multiple mari~al alliances can be broken. In
such a situation, dispersal occure and what was once a marriage
endogamous to the local group no longer laIOuld be eo. On the other
han d, a marriage that fite none of the above criteria becomes
legitimised ('made endogamous') through the enactment of future
exchanges."
(Kaplan 1973 : 564)
On the basis of these dietinctione between non-exclueive native
meanings, Kaplan suggests a set of three analytical distinctione to replace
Lévi-Strause'

bipartite claeeification of endogamy.

She allobls one ta

differentiate between a marriage rule specifying a epecific category of
marriageable kin and the

repro~ctionover

time of aecendante' marriagee.

, In spite of the reciprocal determinatione of theee tlalO types of endagamy,
their analytic separation is important ta any diachronic understanding of
endo-exogamic process.

Kaplan'e (1973 : 567) classification is as follola/s:

"1) 'group' endogamy : the obligation ta marry within an obJectively
defined group •••
2) 'genealogical' endogemy : the obligation ta choose as apouse an
individual who is related ta ego in sorne particular way •••
3) 'alliance' endogamy (or the positive marriage rule): marriage
which reaffirms a former alliance."
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On the basis of this analysis, Kaplan (1973 : 56B) conclu des by remarkin9
that when the three types cO-Dccur,

particularly in societies in which

local groups are kindred-based, alliance endogamy contributes to group
perpetuation.
However important the definition of endogamy may be, the phenomenon
cannot be adequately analysed without reference to a global theory of social
organisation, which, in the present instance, must be relevant to Kanembu
society.

Most of the 20th century authors reviewed so far do not attribute,

in my opinion, sufficient importance to one of the major points which
emerged from Burckhardt's work as early as 1B30 : endogamic barriers
maintain the separation between hierarchically ordered social categories
Gr groupe whose interrelations are characterised by inetitutionalised forme
of eocial ineqUality.

Burckhardt (1B30 : 37, 63, 103) describes a rather

complex system of social stratification among the Aneze Bedouin and their
dependents in which the statuses of slave, artisan or dependent agriculturalist
were no less stigmetised than in Kanem
studied by Bonte (1975 a; 1975 b).

~Chapter

2) Dr among the Twareg

The marriage patterns presented by

Burckhardt (1830) from 19th century Arabia parallel the division of labour
and intergroup political hierarchy in that society.

The endogamic

d~visions

which simultaneously affect marital, economic and political organisetion
are legitimated in terme of partly descent-based, partly racial and partly
professional criteria.
Amon9 contemporary West Africanists, P. Bonte is one of the persons
who affords 9reatest attention to the role of endogamy in the formation of
class structuree

~Bonts

1975 c

33;

1976: 162).

Bonte bases his

approach on a fundamental criticiem of the structural-functional segmentary
lineage theory (See above Chapter 1, Section 4) in which he argues in
faveur of the notion of competitiverather than complementary opposition
between descent groups.

He believes (Bonte 1975 -cl that the fact that
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descent groups ars immsdiatsly observabls realities doss not mean that
social organisation may be explained in tsrms of descsnt alone.
(1975

Bonte

c: 4) portrays dsscsntas a category which must be understood in

relation to other charactsristics of social organisation.

One difficulty

in applying this perspsctivs has often bssn that segmentary lineage thsory
as weIl as csrtain nativs descent Ideologies, mask

hierarchical relationships

and class structures in linsage-based socisties by concentrating too
axclusivsly on the correspondence bebween a rule of descent and marriage
practices

(~Bonte

1979 a and b).

This leads to what Bonts (1978) has

called the "fetichism of kinship" among anthropologists.
In all his writings, Bonte proposss a "pluri-functional analysis"
of "kinship".

He seBks to account for dsscent in terms of its role

vis-à-vis the relatione between political structures and class ralstionships
rsther than solely in the light of its own immsdiate structural characteristics
(Bonte 1975

c: 4 - 5).

Bonte (1979

a: 183) eska:

" ••• to what extent and how do the political functions fulfilled by
kinship structures account for developed forms of sociel stratification
and (to what extsnt) are ••• these (structures) compatible with
autonomoue political organisation7"
(~y

translation)

To follow up such a query, one must analyse cless structurss in processual
terms in ordsr to explain the development of individual and collective
dependencs relationshipe.

Endagamy msy be defined in formaI terms in

rslation to prevailing kinship and descent structures.

But, as a mechanism

of competition within a wider process of competitive opposition, it must
be related to claas structure.
The idaology' of kinship may mask the nature

of relations of production

in societies characterised by unequal accumulation as described amang the
Kanembu (Chapter 1, Section 3; Chapter 4, sspecially section 2).

Bonte

(1979 a: 184) aptly illustrates the Interferences between domeetic, lineage
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and political organisation among ths Twareg:
nAlthough agricultural production is organised within the framework
of the family group, that is to say as a function of the organisation
and specific role of kinship relations, the tributary dependence
status subordinates each ighawelen (dependant agriculturalist)
family to the imaleghen (noble nomadic herders) in a hierarchical
relationship which implies the existence of these two groupe as
sèparate orders •••• The tawehit (descent groups) appear, on the
one hand, as descent groups integrated into a genealogical structure
which supposes intergroup relations of complementary opposition.
But, on the other hand, descent groups are political groups in which
tributary relations obtain. n
(~y

translation)

Bonte (1979

a: 1B5) hypothesises that in this society, the kinehip structures

noperate to regulate the contradictions arising from the development of class
relationships."
Unilineal descent largely determines the access of producers to
collectively owned or managed resources.

Nonetheless, descent relations

are not immutable, and this has major consequences on the nature of the
lineage system.

While descent relations fix the social limits of the

community in a given place at a given time, they, in the Fulani and other
Saharan and Sahelian exemples:
nare frequently adjusted according ta the patterns of real
appropriation of the collectively used resourcee, and the patterns
of cooperation and residential organisation around the wells. It
is natu~al ·that this system does not develop into one of segmentary
lineages since the allegiances of individuals ta lineages and of
lineages to larger groupings ere constantly changing."
(Bonte 1979

b: 216)

Bonte (1979 a: 190) exemplifies the consequences of the adjustab1e
character of descent relations in the context of Moorish society, where he
describes the eegmentary system as explainable by the centralisation of
political organisation:
nSegmentation is mostly operative as an ideology and an aspect of
political practice which justifies the relations between groups
either during or after the competition for power."
(~y

translation)
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Endogamy is one of the mechanisms guaranteeing the parpatuation of descent
groupe and, hence, of their concomitant proceee of adjustment in relation
to the development of class structures.
Common te Seligman and Seligman (1918), Granqvist (1931), Ayoub (1959),
Chelhod (1965), Cuisenier (1962), Holy (1974) and Bonte (1976) is the premise
that the study of endo9amy and marriage in general must be conducted on
the basis of an ample, statistically si9nificant corpus of data allowing
the analyst to correlate marriage patterns with the observation of social,
economic and political organisation.

Other anthropologists such as Barth

(1954) or Goldbsrg (1967) have also felt this necessity, but they have
used marriage samples which were too reduced to support the analysis of
intra-group variations in marriage practices which is a plB'equisite of any
dynamic understanding of endo-exogamic process.
Ayoub's (1959) article on parallel cousin marriage and endogamy
"broke the ice" lIIith a study of 514 marriage choicss recorded among the
Druze of Syria.

On this sound statistical basis, Ayoub presents "the

practice of preferential patrilateral parallel cousin marriage as but the
most extreme exemple of a more general configuration of preferential
endogamyn

(Ayoub 1959

274).

Following Granqvist#s precedent, she

viellls the distribution of marriages of men by origin of wife (N .. 254)
in terms of progressively more inclusive categories defined in terms of
social distinctions specifically relevant to the Druze situation.

These

are the FBD/F8S relationship, common lineage and "family" membership.
factional affilietion and, finally, Druze status (Ayoub 1959 : 268).

This

categorisation is refined by introducing the factor of locality through
the observed frequency distribution of marriages out of the village by
family and factional affiliation of spouse.

Similar two-factor

comparisons concern inter-lineage and interfamily unions.

Finally, indexee

of preference are established by 9 using an index of homogeny adapted from ths
techniques of relational analyses" (Ayoub 1959 : 274).
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Ayoub's work no doubt contributed to stimulate a series of publications
in the United Statee offering mathematicel approaches to endogamy.

Coult

and Hammel (1963) developed a model of patrilineal cross-cousin marriage
whereae in 1966, Gilbert and Hammel attempted to prove the existence of a
preference for FBD/FBS marri age in the Near East through computer eimulation.
Their model (Gilbert and Hammel 1966) ie restricted,however, to coneidering
demographic data and the frequency of cousin marriagee as factors influencing
the probabiLity of making an edogamoue marriage.

The authore do not gi ve

eubstantial attention to relating theee data to "non-kinehip dietinctions"
(Gilbert and Hammel 1966 : 88-90).

The ideological referente of kinehip

cstegorieatione and the discrepanciee between native and external categories
upon which the entire analysis ie baeed remain unqueetioned.

While

recognieing Ayoub'e criticism of the over-emphaeie placed on FBD marriage,
they continue to frame their model in terms of thie category.
Similar criticiem may be addreeeed to Goldberg's (1967) etudy of
Tripolitanian Jews in Israel.

His suggestions for "determining the

probabili ty of FBD marriage" are of considerable intereet, yet hie initial
hypotheeie containe an important error of logic.
and Cohen (1965 :

~12),

rollowing Barth (1954:171)

Goldberg (1967 : 177) remarke:

"•••• a number of authore have suggested that a FBD marriage
strengthene the tie between brothers but that the strengthening
of thie tie impliee thr weakening of lineage-wide eolidarity.
To teet thie hypotheeis, one would like to ehow that, controlling
for lineage endogamy, lineage soli dari ty ie greater where men
marry dietant relativea within the lineage than it is where men
tend to marry their FBD".
Thie hypothesie givee a general significance to a specifie phenomenon,
FBD/FBS marriage.

It attempts to compare thie type of union'e etatistical

occurrence, atudied in relation to the notion of exclueive preference rather
than that of exchange erocess, with an unmeasurable end ideologically
undefined notion of "lineage solidarity".

This leavee an open field to

confusion between certainly differing native ideals and practicee relating
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to marriage exchanges and the here undefined anthropological postulates
of sibling and lineage solidarity which derive from uncritical adheslon to
segmentary lineage theory and, in particular, the concept of unilineal
descente

Goldberg's statement hence differs fundamentally from Bonte's

position according ta which intra- and inter-descent group relations in
hiererchical systems of social organisation recognising unilineal deecent
may be characterieed by competitive rather than complementary opposition.
Randolf's and Goult's (1968) computer analysis of Bedouin marriage
substantially improves on formerly published methodologies by the very
fact that it focusses on the total range of marriage exchange rather than
F8D/FB5-type unions in isolation.

The authors recognise that the BedOuin

"descent group is highly, though not exclusively, endogamous" (Randolf and
Goult 196B : 84).

Dsparting from an abstract, solely mathematical

methodology, they suggest that:
" A thorough empirical analysie of affinaI relations in an Arab
descent group might pro vide answers to the follollling questions:
1. Wi th lJlhat frequency do the mambers marry kinsmen ?
2. What kinds of kinsmen are married and with what frequencies ?
3. Do high frequencies, where noted, indicate an actual choice,
or preference, for the type of spouee chosen ?
4. ls there svidence of affinaI exchange patterns and, if so,
do these patterns dlffer Il/hen they take the form of descent-group
endogamy and descent-group exogamy ?
An analysïs of data as such can tell us neither why certein spouses
ere fevou·red over others nor enything else ebout the motlveting
principles in the marriage systems. This task remains the job of
the anthropologi5t.
We urge, howsver, thet a clear and thorough
empirical analysis may place in focus the theoretical teak of
explanation."
.
(Randolf and Goult 1968 : 84)
One major problem in euch an endeavour is to appraciate the male bias
introduced into data in patrilineal societies:
mwhen the wivee of ancestors are not known, the potentiel ambilineal
and matrilineal links cannot be reckoned.
There will consequently
be a higher proportion of strictly patrilineal links relating spouses
who marry endogamously than would be expected if paternal and maternaI
kin were remembered equally weIl."
(Randolf and Goult 1968 : 8S)
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Does this mean that any such analysis is rendered worthless?

Not if one

recognises with Randolf and Coult (1968 : 9a), who in turn follow Gellner
(1957), that kinship structure must be studied in terms of an Ideal language.
To carTY the analysis of kinship and political representations as far as
possible, it is essential to hava systamatic and praferably exhaustive
data on marriage exchange within and between dascent groups, local groups
and other relevant socio-political units, in spita of the inascapable
agnatic bias in tha formulation of ralationships between kin and genaalogical
mamory.
Tha methodological problems posed by an approach which viewe the
formaI statistical analysis of social systems as a prerequieite of the
qu~litative

anelysis of social relations are important but not insurmountable.

Davis (1977) underlines several major difficulties in the analysis of
large-scala sample data refarring to marriage exchange.

The first is that

of the definition of kinship catagories:
" ••• the categorical use of bint 'amm and other similar tsrms is
not uniform : differant relationships are included (Marx, 1967:222;
A. Cohen, 1965 : 107; M.R. Ayoub, 1959; V. Ayoub 1965; Khuri 1970:
617, n.1; Davis 1977 : 209)
One is also confronted with the definition of a relavant uni verse in the
study of marriaga exchange.

Davis with reference to Marx (1967), Keyser

(1973), Khuri (1970), Peters (1963) and Goldberg (1967), discusses the
occurrence of raD marriage but gives little consideration to tha limits
of the social uni verse in relation to which tha sample is defined.

Some

authors uss "the villaga" and others "the descant group" as rafsrencs groups,
but little statistically-bassd consideration has bean given to appraciating
the· variabla ralsvance of social catsgories and boundaries in regard ta
patterne of marriage exchange.

Fïnally, admi tting that adequate enswers

were found to these·issues in Bach caee studied so far, there remaine ~he
touchy problem of intersocietal comparability.

Thie question can only be
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clarified through the long-term, collective efforts. of aIl interested
researchers.

Such a taek would require firet and foremoet abandoning any

notion of etrict determination of endogamous marriage patterns .in terms
of unilineal deecent alone or of other mono-functional explanations as
"propinquity"

(~

Gilbert and Hammel 1960 and Bourdieu 1977 : 39) or the

invocation of any preeumedly uni vocal marriage "rule" (.Et': Keyeer 1973 and
Davie 1977).
Bourdieu (1977) etrongly criticiees the study of endogamy through
statistical techniques sole1y in terms of the "logical relations of kinship
to which the structuralist tradition ascribes a more or less complete
autonomy with respect ta economic determinants" (Bourdieu 1977 : 38).

He

claims that the statistical analysis of genealogies implies "implicitly
treating kinship as the necessary and sufficient condition of group unity·
(Bourdieu 1977 : 33-34) and underlines that in such an approach,
notion of endogamous group remaine undefined.

the

One may reply however,

that this is only true if the analyst chooses to adopt a monofunctional
definition of the endogamous group in tsrms of descent boundaries which
neglects the relations between genealogical forms and rules and their
varying aconomic and political raferants.

The language of kinship and

marriage exchange patterns is indeed, as Bourdieu shows, individually,
contextually and socially relative.

One can, nonsthaless, without falling

into "naive realiam" (Bourdieu 1977 : 38 - 39) profitably examine the
statistical regularities and variations of marriage patterns in relation ta
formaI criteria of social organieation as weIl as specific social strategies
and corrssponding individual and collective interests.

SUch systamatic

analysis is not a way of avoiding "the problams raisad by the notisn of
endogamy and concealed by the all-tao-familiar concept of the group"
(Bourdisu 1977 : 33).

On the contrary, coupled with qualitative sociological

analysis, statistical formalisation is an indispensable tool in understanding
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what Bourdieu (1977 : 38) calla "the absolute reletivism which bestows
upon agents the power to manipulate their own social identity," within,
one might add, certain culturally specific limits.

This is not ta deny that:

" •••• the constants of the field of potentially useful relationships
(i.e. those that are actuelly usable, because spatially close, and
useful, because socially influential) cause each group of agents ta
tend to keep up by continuous maintenance--work a privileged network
of practical relationships which comprises not only the sum total
of the genealogical relationships kept in working order (here called
practical kinship) but elso the sum total of the non-genealogical
relationships which can be mobilised for the ordinary needs of
existence (practical relationships):
(Bourdieu 1977 : 39)
An analysis of marriage and endogamy which tekes into account the
relational complexity of the social context ae fully as possible presupposes
at very least, a 'pluri-functional approach based on a wide sample of
occurrences.

The development of pluri-functional models should serve to

inter-relate, statisticelly and qualitatively, directly documented
marriage exchangee with situationel and temporel variations of the economic
and political processes of which they are an element.

This spproach should

facilitate the observer's tesk in distinguishing the convergences and
differences prevailing between native and analytic perceptions of marriage.
4.

The study of marriage petterns in South Kanem,
The study of marriage patterns in South Kanem requirsd using a sample

large enough to understand endogamic and exogamic process in relation
to stratification criteria.

This implied observing matrimoniel exchanges

in both the Kanembu and the Duu endogamic streta and choosing the clan,
which is the lergest descent-based socio-poltical unit recognised in Kanembu
society, as a basic reference group in the study of marriage exchange.

This

option facilitetes inter-clan comparisons with regard to major economic,
political and social processes.

Indeed, orel tradition is clan-focussed and

collective land ownership rights and fiscal prerogatives are clan-vested.
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The average Kanemi clan. with some 1.000 to 2.000 members. is a social
unit of sufficiently large size ta exhibit a high degree of complexity in
marriage patterns as weIl as a certain autonomy of political action at the
~~~

pan-Kanem level. as is illustrated by often very specific and detailed clan
oral histories.

At the same tims. the Kanemi clan is small for purposes of

statistical analysis of

vari~tions

of marriags patterns among its component.

locally-based descent groups. factions or status groups.

It bscame clear in

the field that ths study of marriage patterns on the basis of a sample of
marriagmcontracted by mambers of one or several clans would render impoesible
any appreciation of intra-clan variations.

If a sampling method had been

edopted. the study of clan organisation bIOuld have had to rely heavily on
eIders' understandably politicised and interested accounts and informants'
statistically unconfirmable ganeralisations about marriage practices.

It

was necessary to study at least one clan in depth in order to arrive at a
general view of Kanembu clan organisation and social stratification.

This

entailed recording the marital histories and complementary economic and
personal data of aIl membere and

co-resid~s

the marriagee of their deceased parsnts.

of a clan as weIl as documenting

Given the magnitude of this task.

it was necessary to choose between studying a Kansmbu or a Duu clan.

1

optsd for detailed examination of the Duu Rea clan for several rsasons.
In view of the state of tension prevailing in relations betweenthe
two strate. it would have been extramely difficult ta reside in a chieftaincy
dominated by the Kanambu and. at the eame time. develop relaxed relations
wi th a sufficiently l·arge group of resident Duu informants.
of the subordinats stratum

My percèption

of Kanemi society would thus have been largely

depandant on statamsnts by Kanembu aristocrats.

furthermore. ths Duu Who

reside in predominantly Kanembu districts are more dispersed than those of
the Duu-dominated Bari district inhabited by the Adia. Bara. Oarka and Rea.
By concentrating on smaller and more thinly-sprsad Duu groups. it would
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have been difficult to achieve a sample population large enough to lend
itself to the statistically-baeed analysis of eocial-structural traits.
Finally, it wae important ta select a large group with a well-developed
oral hietory in order to establieh inter-clan comparisons liable to promo te
a better understanding of the political implications of marriage exchange
patterns.
five Duu clans, the Adia, Bara, Darka, Dieri and Rea correspondsd to
these criteria.

The Darka, who conetituted the moet powerful of the

pre-colonial Duu groupe, are today epli t between two cantons (N'lgurl
and Dokora) and hostilities between the two ruling eub-clans would have
rendered exhaustive investigations touchy.

The Dieri, a former semi-nomadic

hunter group, present the disadvantage of residing in the periphery of
South Kanem and are eomewhat marginal to the political life of Kanembu
eociety.

The Adia and the Bara, before and after colonisation by the

French, moved in their great majority to the Bahr el-Ghazal area between
~aesékory

and Lake Chad's southeaetern tip.

They are geographically

diepersed and also distanced from political procese in Kanemls core.
Rea clan, on the other hand, presente several advantages.
both manageable

an~

The

It1e size is

large enough for basic statistical analysis (23

settlements and 1,314 residents).

The majority of its population is

concentrated in South Kanemts political centre, Just south of the souspréfecture

of Nlgouri.

The Rea ars thus in constant relation with the

most powerful clans of South Kanem (the Kanembu
Duu Darka).
of

~ao,

Kogona and NI gijim and the

With ths clants major village, Valita, Just over 50 km south

the study of Rea politics is rich in implications for theunderstanding

of relations between Kanemls paremount clan, the Kanembu Dalatoa under
the

~

of

Kanemi south.

~ao,

and strong but subordinate clans of the densely populated

Lastly, some Rea are also settled along the Bahr el-Ghazal,

near the Adia and Bara.

The social and economic changes which have

occurred emong these southerly groups in relstion to the northern
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Rea are indicative of wider eocio-economic proceeses which affect the
entire Duu stratum and the

~

(dependente) of Kanem in general.

By carrying out complementary inquiriee among smaller Duu eettlements
throughout South Kanem. 1 tried te evaluate major eocial-orgenisational
differencee between communities of varying size, charecterised by differential
populetion distribution patterne and extremely variable politicel statuees.
It was my hope to complete a detailed analysie of marriage patterns
emong the Kanembu Kogona clan of N'jigdada who are related to the Dalatea
of

~ao (~Chaptere

2 and 3).

For reasons of time and coet. however, this

task proved te be beyond my grasp.

Nonetheleee, the partial inquiries

conducted in Kanembu settlemente are presented on a comparative baeis in
Chapter 10 in an attempt to generalise certain obeervatione te Kanemi social
organisation as a whole.
The data collected among the Duu Rea and the Kanembu Kogona with their
Duu dependents consisted in the following items for each married or once
married person residing in the 30 settlements consideredl
1.

Neme, nickneme, patronyme

2.

Approximate date of birth.

3.

Clan

4.

~

5.

Cantons and placee of residence with. epouee(e).

6.

Dietance from plece of birth to place(e) of marital residence.

7.

Artisanal and other profeeeionai activities.

B.

Sex, name; date,

and lineage affiliations.
and place of birth.

~

and place of birth for Bech surviving

child and, in addition, date of death for each deceased child.
9.

Date,

duratio~

and. when appliceble, mode of termination (divorce

or death of spouse) of Bach marriege contracted.
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Theee deta were classified by marriage rather than by individual.
Each person thus appears in the listing ee many times as he or she has
married.

The sample thus includes certain marriages of Rea residents

contrected outeide of Rea territory with persons of non-Rea origins.

For

each marriage, the following information was gathered in addition to the
personal items enumerated above:
1. The value of merital prestations exchanged including the vara,
fida, niarom. rabitina and

~

(defined in the next section of

this chapter), or, when appliceble, a global sum;

counterprestations

from wife' s family to husband and/or his kin are also recorded.
2. The wealth in livestock of each couple (cattle, goats, horses,
donkeys, csmels).
3. Ths list of close kin (parents, parents siblings, siblings snd
children) who have emigrated from Rea territory, with these persons'
clsn and lineage affilistions and place of residence.
4. The order of marriage for each spouse in relstion to esch union
contracted.
5. The kinship relationship(s) prevsiling between spouses.
6. The kinship relstionship(s) of each spouse to the village hesdman.
7. Close kinship relationships with residents of other Res settlements
than that of informani's residence.
SUpplementsry informstion was solicited concerning the clan affilistions
and decade of msrriage of spouses' psrents.
Genealogical charts were drawn to illuetrste the relationships
prevailing between the inhabitente of each settlement studied.
The total sample of extsnt and terminated marriages contracted by
permanent residents of the Rea territory as of October 1974 is composed as
follows:
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TABLE 6

Distribution of Rea extant and terminated marriages
HO,W

CI'!

7

28

85

27

7

34

79

4·0

11

8

19

46

235

59

22

81

210

+ TI'I

[1'1

Ti'I

Di

OH

0Id

1

302

145

157

129

21

VG 2

206

106

100

66

VG 3

125

66

59

ALL

633

317

316

[

VG

N =

633

AB8R[VIA TIONS:
[ + Ti'I : [xtant and Terminated l'Iarriages
EI'I

[xtant l'!arriage

Ti'I

Terminated l'!arriage

Di

l'!arriage terminated by divorce

OH

l'Iarriage terminated by death of husband

OW

fIIarriage terminated by death of Wife

CI'!

Cousin marriage

VG

Village Group

U

Data uncertain or missing
In the course of Section II (Chapters 6 to 10) marriage patterns

will be examined at different levels of social organisation.

We will

begin by a description of marriage patterns of the Duu Rea clan (st. Chapter
61.

Three factors are given special consideration, namely local origins

and residence,clsn snd lineage affiliations and consanguinity between
spouses.

Consanguineal and non-consanguineal marriagss are then observed in

their duration and incidences of termination by divorce, before looking at
major factors which affect the potential for consanguineal and/or in-clan
marriage.
In Chapter 7, the local group and the lineage are chosen as pointe
of reference for the study of in-clan variations of marriage· pràctices.
An attempt is made to interrelate the forms of consanguinity and exogamy and
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corresponding marriage prestations with local marriage and political
strategies.

On ths basis of this presentation, the marriage strategies

observed at the level of the settlement are synthesised so as to dsmonstrate
the contrasts and interrelatedness of endogamous and exogamous practices in
relation to the Rea clan.
Chapters 8 and 9 focus on the diachronie consideration of clan
endogamy and the frequency of marriage within professional castes and Ouu
supraclan political alliances.

This approach is based on the time-sequence

ordering of marriages in terms of clan, caste and political affiliations.
Comparative comments relating to Ouu and Kanembu marriage patterns
are presented in Chapter 10.

~arriage

of the two strata are contrasted.

payment and consanguinity patterns

The socio-marital situation of small

Ouu groups resident among Kanembu nobility illustrates the differences
between autonomous and dependent forms of lineage organisation and the
consequences of social status on marriage strategies.

At a more general

level, the interrelations between common lineage affiliations, consanguinity
and propinquity are compared for the Ouu and Kanembu marriage samples.
finally,the evaluation ofKanembu marriage patterns in terms of clan and
olaes membership complaments the diachronie analysis of Duu marriage and
political strategies offered in Chapters 8 and 9.
Before going on to the study of marriage patterns, we will conclude
the present chapter by certain preliminary ethnographie comments on the
cost and scope of choice in marriage which are valid for both the Duu and
Kanembu strata.

5.

Preliminary ethnography of Kanembu

5. 1.

The constitution of the individuai patrimony

~arriage

In Kanembu society, male heirs are given strong precedence in the
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transmissiDn Df patrimDny.

BDth mDthsr's brDthsr and fathsr play an

impDrtant rDle in this prDcess, the principal phases Df which cDrrespond
tD maJDr transitions in the life cycla such as naming and circumcisiDn.
The naming ceramDny, chu,tekes place seven days after birth.

When

a bDY is thus received intD sDciety, his kinsmen Dffer gifts which will
constituts the nucleus Df his persDnal patrimDny.

The principal donatiDn,

when material circumstancss allDw, is gensrally a bull CDntributed by mDther's
brDthsr.

The maternaI uncle will be sxpected tD repeat Dr even increase

this prestatiDn at the time Df· his nephsw's circumcisiDn, which represents
the mDst impDrtant rite de passage in the life Df s Kanembu man.
the gifts thsn received
impDrtant

sums~

fo~

Ideally,

a substantial capital cDmpDsed Df csttls,

money and camels.

These items Dften revert tempDrarily ta

the custDdy Df ths YDung man'e parents.
they may bs used tD pay brideprice.

At the time of his first marriage

CircumcisiDn gifts frequently exceed

in value that Df required marital prestatiDns

an~in

such circumstances, are

a guarantse Df material viability Df a new dDmestic unit.

The cDntributions

Df a YDung man's matrikin are thus Df considerable impDrtance in ensuring
his succsssful passags intD adulthDDd.
In recent years, circumcision rites havebecDms less frequent and
regular.

They used ta bs arranged by lineage nDtables Dn a ysarly basis.

Presently, boys Df differsnt ages are attended to cDllectively every fivs
Dr six years.

The DperatiDn takes placs sorne distance away

f~Dm

ths village

and is fDllDwed by seven days Df healing and seclusiDn in the bush.

BDuquet

(1974 : 50), underling the role of mcther s brcther, gives the follDW1ng
descriptiDn Df the festivitias which teke place Dn ths yDung man's returm
n•••• the children leave their rstreat and parade thrDugh ths
village by increasing Drder Df social status :thus, the Ouu
CDme first and the SDns Df nDtables last. They thsn gD ta
baths, dDn their men's clDthes and teks pDsitiDn on the village
square, each befors the mat whers his gifts will bs placed. The
maternaI uncle's gift isalways themost valuablej it generally
cDnsists Df a bull, a cemel, a large sum of money Dr sven of Dne
Df his daughters in marriage. n
(~y translation)
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A father exercises strong control over the wealth of the domeetic
unit over which he presides;
Blaves.

this power was formally extended to his captive

However, he ie un der the obligation to transmit an often important

share of hie patrimony to his children at the time of their marri age and
to fulfil his obligations towards his sister's eons at their naming and
circumcision."These transferrals of wealth inter vivos

do not generally

detract from the collective management of land and cattle by a father
assisted by his sons until the patriarch reaches a very ripe age.

The

alienatlon of property Dr cultivation rights must meet with father's approval
and may be decided by him alone.
his eldest son.

At death, a father's prerogatives pass to

D1ssèns1ongsnerated by a atrict application of the privileges

of primogeniture freQuently provokes the break-up of amall hamleta formed
around an"aseociation of brothers, Dr at least, lesser degreee of eetrangement
between aiblings.
In moet casee, the widow receives only that which her children may
choose to leave with her.

If she does not remarry within one year ta one

of her deceased husband'e kinemen, her offsprings' obligation of eupport
end keap lapse.

Kanembu cuetom thus differs from Koranic norma in that it

commonly precludee

~he

Quarter share reeerved for the widow of a childIess

marriage Dr the eighth part of the widowed mother.

The disposition

preecribing that a daughter'e ehare should sQual half a eon's ehare ia not
acrupulously obeerved either.

These practicee maintain an undivided

inheritance in the father's line to an extent greater than that recognised
as legitimate by Sharia.
The eldest male heir ie entitled to a slightly larger ehare of hie
father's estate than hie younger brothere.

It is commonplace for the latter

to aek him to manage the land over which hie father had cultivation rights
ln order that the plot, eepecially wadi grounds, remain

undivided.

Sisters

receive no compensation when land righte are thus amputated from the total
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inheritance by their brothers prior to its distribution.

The first born

son also has a preferential right to the better pert of his father's
personal belongings, such ae weapons, harneeses and other prestigious
accoutrements.

AlI the same, the partition of the father's herds and harveets

is generally concluded on a more equal baeis.
When the wife is the first in a couple to die, the same norms are
applied : the widower is not considered ta be an heir.
chi~en

If there are no

born of the union, the deceased epouse's siblings are first to

inherit;

the late

wif~S

sisters accede to only half their brothers'

entitlement.
The collectivity, principally the husband's patrilineage, is also
considered a legitimate heir in the person of the village headman, who may
claim a 1/10th share.

In former times, the ~ would also avidly apply

this dispostion whenevsr possible and aven increase its scape by disinheriting
aiblings of the deceased in the case of chl1dlesa marriages.
5. 2.

~arriage

Prestations

We will here restrict ourselves to a normative and descriptive
presentation of marital

prestati~ns.

Our preaent purpoae is ta situate these

transfera in relation ta the wider aystem of circulation of wealth aa it
affects different strata and classee of the Kanemi population.

In Chapters

7 and 9, the detailed comparative study of marriage practices among the
Kanembu and Duu will be supported by the statistical analysis of prestations
transferred in aIl recorded extant and terminated unione.
The cycle of marital prestations is initiated by token gifts to
the future fianc@e on behalf of the suitor.
of cotton

Ideally, one should offer a roll

febric (gebak)and a pair of sandals to the girl as weIl as some

loaves of sugar, perfume and pomades to the membere of her immediate family.
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In good etiquette, the suitor is also expected to offer presents to his
fiancée du ring such religious festivals as may occur du ring the period
of betrothal

(~

Tabasgi or 'Id ul-fatr).

or 'share of the feast'.

These are known as n'guurirom

They must be repeated if, for example, due to

difficulties in constituting the agreed bride price, the engagement is
prolonged beyond the initially expected date of marriage.
The most onerous of aIl payment can be the bride price.
of a girl's first marriage, one speaks of the vara.

In the case

This gift of the

suitor to his future fianc§e is presented by theformer's mother to the
latter's mother.
brideprice is

In the case of a woman's subsequent marriage, the

called~.

These prestations consist of a negotiable sum

of'money, preferably to be paid in thalers or other sil ver coins.
the poorest, the vara or

~

1973 equivalent of 500

C.f.A.

~

Among

may amount to less th an a thaler or its
On avara9a, 3 to 10 thalars are givan.

In car tain chiefly families, the sum may attain 200 thalers rapresenting
a fortuna of some 20 prime head of cattle.
At present in South Kanem, bridaprica is gensrally paid in currency.
If a suitor or his family lacks cash, cattle may be sold ta gather the
necessary sumo . In 'a majority of cases, the amount given is inferior or
hardly superior to tha price of a single ox.
Bridaprice should be paid aIl at once.

It lsnormal for the

marriage ta be postponed until this has been done.

When a young man and

his father have difficulty in doing so alone, father's brothers and other
agnates may intervens to asslst.
In case of divorca, especially where a first marriage is concerned,
the brideprice should bs refunded to the ax-husband.

Any profit whlch the

former wife's father has been able ta make by inveeting this sum during the

course of the marriage remains with him.

ln certain instances. a woman's

subsequent husband directly reimburses her prior spouse.
When cousins intermarry. brideprice is often. though not always,
foregone.

ln marriage between distant kin. it may be reduced to a very

low Dr even symbolic level. _~ Dr
the case of

~

~

may aleo be dispensed with -in

marri ages concluded between a holy Dr especially worthy

Dr deeireble men. lecking in means. and a (generally) richer person's
daughter.
The

~

Dr 'share of the marriage' may not be waived. low

though its value may be.
marriage.

The term derives from the Arabic an-niga meaning

lt is a gift from the fiancé to his future wife's paternal

uncle (aba woli.

~yB).

The payment is made on the very day of the marriage.

Amounts often range from no more than 500 to 2.000 f.
this sum is on many occasions higher than the
The sadau. from the Arabic

C.~.A.

However.

!!2!.

aa-~adagah.

ia presented by the groom ta

tbe bride on the day of marriage in the presence of the latter's parents.
The

~

is most frequently paid in cattle Dr Qoats.

The number of head

given is detarmined by prior arrangement between the two parties.
this gift. the marri age ceremony cannot proceed.

Without

Aa of the time the spouses

cohabit. it becomes the personal property of the bride.

The

~

rarely

compriees more animaIs than needed for purely domestic purposes-and cannot
be saen as forming the embryo of a viable herd.
generally tries to give one Dr two CoWSj

Among the Kanembu. one

among the Duu. one Dr two goate

Dr a emall sum of money constitute a more comman gift.
,Whereas the

~

coneolidates the perspnal link between husband and

wife. the rabitina seals the new relationship established between their
respective families.
rub' ud-dlnar

The term derives. once again. From the Arabie,

meaning 'Quarter of a dinar';

varying value formerly comman in many

~uslim

the latter is a gold coin of
lands.

Both Kanembu and Duu
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attach much importance to this gift from the groom's parents and immediate
kin to those of the bride.
woman's first marriage;

This prestation is only made in the case of a

its value and composition are extremely variable

and directly reflect the status of the husband's lineage.
three goats, 2,500 f. C.r.A., or a horae;

Typical gifts are

in one exceptional but interesting

case, a family of Kanembu nobles offered fifty date palms.
Marriage prestations may also include additional jewellery when the
husband's wealth allows.
and their respective

OUring the public marriage ceramony, the fianc5s

~

(witnesses), either the father or an uncle of each

perty, meet in the presence of

the~.

Village eIders, generally

related to the future spouses, also attend the ceramony in the name of the
locel community.

At the request of the wife's wali. the husband's

~

solemnly enumerates the prestations which his party has delivered or promises
to furnish.

It is not unknown for the groom's wedding day promises of

jewellery and other gifts to be somewhat exaggerated.

To reduce possible

consequent embarrassment, it is customary to leave him a six-month lapse to
comply.

Earrings, bracelets and anklets may only be clumsily made copper

trinkets available on any market place for a few francs.

The wealthy

however, may give pure sil ver jewellery made from melted coinage which,
9uring the last éentury, tended to be restricted to chief s' daughters.
Whatever actually is presented to the bride within the prescribed time limit
may be considered as part of the brideprice and, hence, claimable on divorce.
When the bride's
by the groom,

t~e

~

officiating

has finished proclaiming the gifts offered
~

~ (opening Bura of the Koran).

seals the union by reciting the
The wife, concealed under a dark shawl,

is th en conducted on the back of a mare, ox or donkey, according to means,
to her new home.

Along the way she is cheered by guests and accompanied by

the shrill cries of her women friends and kin.

On arrivel, the tip of the

headrope of the bride's mount is buried in the sand.

The groom then approaches
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and, bafore drawing the rope from the sand, remits a gift known as the
lerm'buta to hie lIIife or one of her kin.
composed from the Kenembukanembu words
m'buchi to tear awey or off.

The name of this prestation ie
rope or headrope, and m' buni.

~

The present generally consiets of e sum of

money ranging from 100 to 1,500 f. C.F.A.

The nomadic, pastoral origin

of thie custom is apparsnt (:El! for example, Chapelle 1957 concerning eimilar
practices among the Teda and Daza).

This offering ie restricted ta first

marriages among the Kanembu Idhere i t may replace the sadeu.
has a rather

"~"

connotation.

Among Duu, i t

In both strata, remarrying divorceee or

widollls lIIalk from the place where the merriage ritual is cerried out ta their
nelll residence and are not entitled to any special gift.
[f the bride ie a virgin, the nuptial mat is expoeed in front of
her hut folloll/ing consummation of the marriage.

This event gives rise to

a small celebration during II/hich a lamb or a goat is sacrificed and its
meat dietributed ta the poor.

Under such circumstancee, virginity compensation

or ferorom (, the part of the girl') is given to the wife in the form of
j8lllellery such as silver anklets or bracelets or lssser jewellery or coins.
Clothing and, among the rich, cattle may also be given.

As for the

~

and larm'buta, these gifts become the personal property of the bride and
are hence not refundable in caee of divorce.
Rules concerning the type and value of prestations to be presented
by thelllife's kin to the hueband and his kin are not formalieed.

Nonetheless,

such countergifts are the object of ardent and detailed negotiations IIIhich
can last up until the very day of the lIIedding ceramony.

In general, the

II/ife's parents are expected to furnish a trousseau including those domestic
furnishings and utensils essential to the setting-up of a new household.
Today, this 1II0uld mean a sheet and cover, possibly a mattrsss, a mosquito
net, a teapot and glassss, a kettle, eome metal basins and plates of
different sizes, a Fuleni-type engraved calabash, a hSllln, chiselled,
hemispherical ldOoden bOllll for millet porridge

(~)

and a set of clothes
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for the hueband.

Most commoner families would have great difficulty

in acquiring aIl of these objects in time for their daughter(s) marriage(s)
and

compromises are the rule.

Richer families, on the other hand, try to

diversify these essentials by adding imported goods such as a radio, a wetch,
a amall carpet and much enameled metalware.

Before imported cloth and metel

goods were available, the main items brought by the bride were sleeping and
sitting mets of different Qualities, calabash vessels decorated with cowrie
shells and kitchen uteneile including the still indispensable wooden mortar
and pestle.
Among the well-to-do, it is expected that the bride's parents bestow
a horse on their son-in-law.
a mong

the Kanembu.

Dowries of cattle, however, are rare even

Sometimes one, two or three head will be donated to

the hueband or his kin to

defœy the high cost of the etatus-enhancing

prestetions or"ceremonial expendi turee.

The expensee enteiled by the feast

can be a great burden for the groom's party.
the mallam.

In addition to e gift for

an ox or severa! goats, eubstantial quanti ties of millet,

meize, oils and condiments, sugar, tea and kola nuts for eeveral dozen gueete
are required.

restivitiee may laet as long as a weekj

hence, the wife's

kin and friends of both spouses often bring some foodstuffs and small gifts
to balence out the cost of the celebration.
Gift exchange among the Kanembu is difficult to characterise
normatively.

In particular, the role of cattle as a prestation variee

considerably.

Historically, the elimination of large bovine populations

through the effecte of cyclically recurrent droughts, as well as the
introduction of money by the rrench and its gradual ecceptance as universel
tender, have contributed to the diminishing importance of cattle preetations.
The ecological variations noted from the.humid lake ehores to the quaeideeertic areas north of Mao imply great differences in the availability of
cattle, at any given time, on a North-South axis of only 100 km.

At all

times and places, access tocattle wealth has been differential and hae been
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strictly regulated in accordance with the criteria of social stratification.
In any case, certain marriage gifts remain indispensable for the
maintenance of the contracting parties' self-respect.
fida, when eppropriate, and the

~.

prestations are eminently debatable.

Theee include the

The amounts of subsidiary

On average however, marr.iage. prestations

do not represent a capital sufficient to (a) require grsat and protracted
economic sacrifices on the part of a young suitor and his Immediate kin
on whom he can count for material assistance or (b) allow a young coupIs ta
conetitute the nucleus of a herd.

Marriage does not appear to be a basic

mechanism of capital transfer either between generations or between lineages.
If one adds up aIl the paymsnts that a "proper" marriage should entail,
it is immediately obvious that a large majority of Kanemi farmere could
never hope to live up to the standards of those nobles who "set faehion".
Social status and the nature and value of marital prestations are,
of course, intimately linked.

Slave marriages were concluded on the baeie

of only token marital prestatione.

Slavee themselves were often used as

marriage gifte for anyone opulent enough ta acquire them.

During the lster

19th century, however, their exchange value is said ta have generally been
inferior to the cattle preetations which they accompanied.

A marriage

between two slavee required the prior approval of their reepective masters.
In many caees, such unions were arranged on the latters' sole initiative.
The negotiations between owners, when the future spouses were not both the
property of the same man, revolved around the subeequent uss and control of
the couple's labour force and the attribution of theiroffspring.

To

facilitats euch arrangements, the Kanembu tended ta arrange marriagBB
between their own captivee. or with thoee of kinsmen.

Whsn slave concubines

were married to thsir masters, generally as a "radard" for their having borne
boys, brideweal th was by defini tion excluded in virtue of ths ollfner' s rlghts
as purchaser or heir.
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The situation is more complex among the Duu.
by the Kanembu as a unified stratum of society.

They are defined

In fact, the Duu are

divided between the social classes : some are effectively freemen, though
generally poer, snd others are virtually slaves or serfs.

The mode of

trsnsfer of marital prestations among the most dependent category of Duu
illustrates the servile quslity of their condition.

Whereae the Kuri Kora

and their Kanembu allies snd clients prefer to orgsnise marrisge payments
around the exchange of csttle, "their" Duu were forbidden to do so on their
own.

1 quote s statement msde to me by Kanembu Korio men resident smong

the Kuri Kora: "A Duu did not hsve the right to own cattle.
came for him to take a wife, he went to see his Ksnembu.
was allowed to make those

The Kanembu slone

payments which had to consist of cattle.

and maize were good only for the marriage fesst.

the Duu's future parents-in-law.

Millet

This mesnt one or two

or at very most three hesd of csttle changed hands.

keep the cattle.

When the time

They were given to

But these also did not have the right to

They passed them on to their own Kanembu with whose

herd they would remsin.

The girl's parents gave the groom sn

~

(gift,

token of friendship) of some item of clothing and a little gabak".
Patterns of exchsnge similsr to the one described here are still prsctiesd
today.

In

bl~nt

economic terms, the msster of the Duu groom thus scquired

extensive rights over the labour of the in-msrrying Duu womsn and of her
eventusl offspring at the priee of "one or two or at very most three head
of cattle".

In the 19th century, this was cheaper th an purchasing a elave

woman.furthermore, there was little risk of the new wife escsping, being
csptured by brigands or becoming ilIon the road from Kuks msrket or
Bagirmi.

Ae opposed to the slave, the Duu did have the right to found s

socislly recognised domestic unit.

However, in so doing, ths Duu man

became indebted to his patron for the snimsls required to teke s wife.
This could represent seversl years revenue in kind, considering the hesvy
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taxes snd levies to which he was submitted.

As a result he became or

remained an indentured serf of his master for a very long time.
I hsve been told repeatedly that comparable arrangements were
and sre implemented among the Duu and Kanembu
directly controlled by the

~

~

resident on lande

of l'lao and the different branches of

the Dalatoa lineage he heeds

I was unfortunately not sble ta check out

these assertions personslly.

Duu resident in the former chieftaincies of

Dibinenchi, N'guri and Bari Kolom were not, ta my knowledge, submitted to
this humiliating procedure.

They could and do marry of their own volition

and arrange payments within the reetricted limits of their means.

Their

marital prestations commonly conaistad of sorne gabak and a small, number of
goats.

Tha cycle of gifts and countargifts was simplified in relation to

tha Kanembu norms related above.

The brida's modest trousseau of Duu-made

wares compensated a single payment covering the fida. niarom and
aIl in one.

~

In spite of increased monetary revenues, such paucity of

prestations is etill widely encountered today.

~xceptionally,

marital

exchanges of richer Duu of the autonomoue clans include an ox or even a
mare as a sign of social emancipation.

5. 3.

Remarks on the description of relations of kinship and affinity
A detailed description of Kanembu kinship terminology is presented

in Appendix 4.

I will here restrict myself to certain specifie remarks·on

thia topic in order to underline that there is no single or logically
Imperative relationship between the ways in which ties of affinity and
descent were denoted in the Kanembukanembu language as used in South Kanem
in 1974 and the marital practices and forme of social organisation
observable there at that same period.
In Kanembukanambu, aIl of ago's cousins are generally termed as
classificatory siblings (n'jiri)

~Appendix

4, Diagrem 1).

The only way
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of terminologically distinguishing a kinsperson that an English-speaker
calls a 'cousin' from one designated as a 'brother', 'sister' or 'sibling'
is to use composite descriptivs dssignations (s.g.·
~

= son

of my elder/younger father (~

rss = tada abaniye kural

rs) or fero ndiiniys =

daughter of my mother's (sldsr/younger) brother.
The terms for parents' same-sex siblings are constructed on the
roots for r and

~

but must be distinguished from ths latter by the addition

of an adjectivs indicating seniority or juniority at birth order in
relation to the speaksr's r

or~.

The words for parents' opposite-sex

siblings are distinct and, in the case of
from thoss dsnoting parents (rz ... baa;
t~rminology

~S

~B,

stymologically different

= .!5!!!.).

The rsference

corresponding to parents' gensration is thus govsrned by

four criteria, namely sex, gensration level, birth order
sibling sets and locality.

in same-ssx

The compound expressions indicating cousin

relationships are often ussd in convsrsation to supplement the otherwise
widely classificatory usage of n' liri (sibling) when refsrring to instances
of consanguineal marriage.

~oreover,

in spi te of the generalisation of ths

Islamic naming system, thsre psrsists along with day-names, a series of
nick-namss sxprsssing presumed moral or physical traits of a person.
These designatlons may dsnote the order and/or circumstancss of birth
and the situation of parents prior ta or after a givenbirth.

Among thess

names, one sncounters 'Kurchi'or person whose parents srs cousins (n' liri);
'~'

and

'~alui'

sre used for a boy or girl, rsspectively, born of

parents who are cousins.

It will be remarked, however, that these thrss

terms give no account of ths genealogical link(s) betwesn rslatsd parents
~

Appendix 4).
Ths colloquial non-differentiation of sex differsncss among siblings,

ths terminological assimilation of sgo's descendants and thsir collatèrals
(ELL Appendix 4, Diagram 3) and the reduced scope of marital prohibitions
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(see below) tend to denote a certsin intarpenetration of'the'kin' end 'affine'
cstegories.

These trsits could be viewed es especially competible with

bilatersl endogamous marriage prsctices within socisl groups whose politicsl
orgsnisation is formslly legitimsted in terms of sn exclusive principle of
patrilinesl descent.

Yet, ons must be most ceutious end circumspect as

regsrds drawingconclusions

sbout Kanembu social organisation on the

basis of kinship terminology.
In an area such as Kanem characterised by multiple inter-ethnic
encounters and oo-going linguistic, cultural and political intermingling,
significant changes in kinship classifications are not uncommon processes.
ror exemple, with the regression of their
Kanembukanembu, the riverine Kuri

netive tongue in favour of
have shifted from an

Iroquois to an Hawaiian type cousin terminology since the end of the last
century.

Neighbouring Buduma appsar to have replaced the classification

of real siblings according to sex by their dssignation following birth
order within same-sex sibling sets while maintaining a clear distinction
between couein and sibling

~

Chevalier 1904, Landeroin 1911,

Bouillie 1937 and personal inquiries in 1973).

Many other recent examples

of syntactical change in kinship classification, terminology and the
expression of marital preferences could be drawn from South Kenem's complex
ethnography.
By and larget one might venture to ask whether there are any
parallele between the extension in the use of Kanembu criteria of kinship
classification and processes of linguistic snd politic al expansion of the
central Kanembu vie-à-vis South Kenem and the lacuetra! periphery.

In

spite of an important Arab presence on the Kanembu's southern, eastern and
northern confines (Shuwa, Oagana, Tunjur, Awlad

Slima~

etc., as illustrated

on Map 3), little or no interplay can be noted between Arabic and Kanuri
group (Kanembukanembu, Kanuri, Tedaga-Oazaga) tsrminologiee.

Arab influencss

reflect the emphasis placed on patrilineel ideology in the expression of
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cousin preferences.

Until much more anthropological and linguistic research

has been carried out, hypotheses relating to the possible

transf~rmations

of

southern Kanemi kinship systems can only be speculative.
The possible variation of Kanembukanembu classifications and usage
between Duu and Kanembu is also a particularly delicate topic.

Though of

very distinct formation in their modes of livelihood and cultural heritage,
the Duu have not had a language or kinship system of their own within human
memory or according to oral tradition.

However, until the mid-19th century,

the Duu counted few con verts ta Islam in their midst.

A kinship terminology

formally identical to that or dynastic Kanembu society, could weIl have
expressed considerably different marriage practices.

Today, it is still

not unreasonable to expect important differencee in social organisation
between dominant Kanembu agro-pastoralists and residual Duu hunter communities
or smith groups.

The hierarchical ordering of component units of the

Kanembu polity on the basis of reciprocal marital isolation implies that
classificatory systems and marriage practices may neither be considered
uniform nor uni vocal.

In spite of the apparent "unity" or "homogeneity" of

the Kanembu considered as a cultural and linguistic group, the undifferentiated
study of "the" Kanembu kinship system would be methodologically as weIl as
ethnographically"misguided.
5. 4.

Marriage prohibitions and preferences
When requested to offer a formaI account of their marital practices,

Kanembu tend to underline the primacy of the principls of unilineal agnatic
descent and to present aIl marriage prohibitions and preferences as directly
follo~ing

from the vigilant application of this major organisational rule,

in accordance with Sharia prescriptions.

Most Kanembu would also recognise

that the effects of the unilineal descent principle may not be fully
understood without taking into consideration the complsmentary norm of
seniority among same-sex siblings which is clearly expressed in Kansmbu
kinship terminology

(~

Appendix 4).

The unilineal ideal is thus made
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consonant with the self-avowedly stratified nature of Kanembu society.
for the anthropologist, as for any astute Kanembu match-maker, village Dr
lineage chief, marriage practices must be considered not only in relation
to an agnatically based genealogical typology but equally as a process
linked with the organisation and development of kin-focussed socio-political
units and social strata.
Kanembu marriage prohibitions can be stated very simply from a
solely normative point of view.

It is forbidden to marry Dr havs sexuel

relations with ons's full Dr half siblings, parents and their real Dr
classificatory siblings or spouses, as weIl as one's own direct descendants.
It is prohibited to marry a kinsperson Dr non-kinspereon nursed by one'e
own mother.

In addition, sororal polygamy is forbidden.

This set of

norms theoretically allows for aIl types of cousin marriages, whether cross
Dr parallel.
There is no impediment to marriages between persons of diffarent
Dr the sarne line of descent, Dr within and between membere of the patrlfocussed
clans and lineages which comprise euch lines of descente

In contrast,

marri age is Dr has been forbidden between certain social strata.

A union

between a Duu and a Kanembu is considered legally void and,in certain
instances, criminal in local jurisprudence.

A Kanembu woman heving

unknowingly married a Duu is entitlad to Immediate divorce and appropriate
compensation.

SUch inter-stratum unions are, in practice, extremely rare.

Before the decline of slavery, marriage between a slave man and a free woman
was also unacceptable.
In aIl sectors of Kanembu society, cousin marri age ie encouraged
as a

rule~

Presently, the Ideal Kansnbu first.marriage for both saxss ie

described by informants as a patrileteraland patrilocal cousin union.
A clear ideological preference is manifested toward fBO/fBS unions, but it
is difficult to appraise to what extent such assertions are advanced Dut of
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a desire to demonstrate conformity with locally prestigious Arabo-Islamic
norms.

On the other hand, MZD/MZS marriage definitely is deprecated if not

outright

condemned. The least sought after cousins are true uterine

relatives with whom no other complementary patrilateral tie may be invoked.
In practice, in this latter instance, one is speeking only of cases where
aIl ascendants linking two cousins are females.

ror a male ego, this

category includes MZD ("seme father, seme mother" and "seme mother,
different

father"),MMZDo,~

Thie stetus may be expressed by the reciprocal

term of address or reference ayana, meaning either uterine half-siblings or
matrilateral parallel cousins.

Thus, marriage is better not contracted

between cousins whose mothers or maternaI grandmothers have nursed at the
seme breast.
Informants recognise that these dispositions are not prescribed by
Islemic law but maintain, even among

~s,

that they shall continue to

be followed out of respect for "tradition" (ada).

One knowledgeable elderly

men indirectly brought out the ambiguous character of MZD status

i~

relation

to marriage, and conseQuently the relative nature of genealogical criteria
when viewed in

ter~s

of group evolution rather then individual pedigree,

by commenting that one of the major social advantages of contracting .a rSD
union is that MZO's become "real" sisters.

In the courss of field inQuiries,

only 2 of 1,289 Duu marrieges were admitted to be "real" MZD unions.

Vet,

marriages between classificatory matrilateral parallel cousins are
statistically too freQuent to be subeumed as "exceptions" confirming e
petrilaterel parallel cousin marriage norme

AlI categories of cousins, as

weIl as kin of different generations who are not related in direct line of
descent, may be considered as potential spouses.
Whatever thetypological

freQuenci~s

declared and observed,

coneanguineal marriages may only teke on their full sociological signiflcance
when looked upon ae interrelated occurrences in a much wider pattern
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including

~

unions, wh ether patrilateral or matrilateral, parallel

or croes,consanguineal or note

Those Kanembu who control and manipulate

genealogical knowledge use a political idiom in tha intereste of which
they seek to describe the marriage practices of their kin and affines as
compa~ble

with major principles of social organieation, such ae the

norme defining the boundaries, recruitment procedures and political
competences of kin-focussed groups.

However, the Kanembu ideology of

kinship and marriage does not purport to reduce the necessary complexity
of social practice to a linear, immutable and self-reproducing continuum
of events based on a single rule of descent and a corresponding consanguineal
marriage practice.

How then could the anthropologist feel authorised to

limit attention a priori to a given, genealogically-defined category of union
on the sole grounds that a putatively "dominant", "preferential" form of
cousin marriage results from a given rule of descent ?
The sum of individual choices between in-and out-clan marriage
and between a given type of cousin union or a genealogically unrelated
partner definee a socialgroup's marriaga network at agiven time.
This pattern has a collective meaning in relation to the community's social
economic and political organisation which

~ranscends

that of the individual

sentiments, goals and choice processes which contribute ta define it.
The statistical distribution of genealogically-defined types of unions is
th us a complex and relative eet of indicators with little intrinsic meaning.
The relativity of type occurrences ie confirmed by the liberty of
choice the Kanembu have in the genealogical description of their consanguineal
marriage ties at both the individual and the collective levels.

A given

union may be defined in the fashion most conducive to define and support a
couple's position within their local community, lineage or clan of birth
and/or residence.

The description of a consanguineal marriage by spouses or

the persons with whom they regularly

in~eract

may find more than one expression.
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One may observe insistence on a patrilateral link to the exclusion of a
known matrilateral tie, somatimes by tracing relationship through a more
distant common male ascendant.

People may insist heavily on the importance

of a difficul"tly confirmable genealogical link when the assertion of
consanguinity is daerned strategically useful.

Undar other conditions, a

political rift for exampla, a closa cousin union betwaan spouses of different
linaaga affiliations may ba silencad by a whola group of kin.

If tha logic

of each union and its socially determinad catagorisation is clarified. it
bacomes evident that statistical typological distributions are random only
to the axtent that they may ba limited by the biological availability of
permitted"spouses.
The examination of marri aga pettarns at tha villaga and lineage
lavaI ravaals a coherent ordaring of marriage choicas and definitional
raprasantations rathar than haphazard dietributions resulting from a
conjunction of wholly non-coordinat ad individual acts.

Informants are

fully awara of the fact that tha marri age pattern of their village Dr lin eaga
is an ordarad image which reflacts thair desirad social distinctivaness in
ragard to othar like and widar communities as weIl as their major social
goals. limitations and strategies.

The collectiva significanca of

marriaga patterns is also ralavant to other collectivitias and at other lavels
of social organisation such as the linaage, tha clan, cartain inter-group
alliances and even social strata.

[n such a complex uni verse of social

prectica and messagas. any exclusiva form of prascribad consanguineal union
WDuld ba incompatible with tha perpetuation and developmant of kin-focussed
social units which are not strictly boundad by either an exogamic Dr an
endogamic rule.

These obsarvations force one to reflect on the proposition

that unilineal agnatic political organisation and idaology are logically and
practically compatible with effectively bllateral marriage practicas i~
endo-axogamous societias in which FSD/FS5 marriaga is the most common~y
dsclared form of consanguineal marriaga.
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The Kanembu themeelvee honestly eeem to attech more importance
to knowing whether and how a marriage is an "in_group" or an "out-group"
union in a given social context than to discussing the conformity of varioue
consanguineal options with ths principle of patrilineal deecent.
voluntarily use such vague expressions as "in-" and "out-group" bscause
the definition of socially and situationally relsvant group membershipe
fluctua tes in terms of a multiplicity of variables including political
circumstance, demographic concentration, social stratification, prior
marriage patterns, etc. and not Just according to the norms which characterise
the organisation of unilineal kin-based groups.
out-marriage by the
word

~rz~9i.

term~.

The Kanembu describe

This term is a contraction of the Kanuri

meaning 'luck', which itself derives from the Arabie.

It can

be translated by 'random' or, more colloquially, "gambIen and may have at
least three complementary connotations when used to qualify a marriage;
these are (a) to marry a non-cousin; (b) to marry a person not belonging
to one's patrigroup and (c) to marry out of the political or territorial
unit where one
territory ••• ).

resides~

(village, group of villages, lineage or clan

The notion of out-marriage may be opposed to the sxpreseion

kamu/kwa gatu kifadaye (to teke a man/llIOman Here, the ·term

~

l:.!:. marry - at ons' s threehold).

(mouth of the home) may refer specifically to a

patrigroup or, more generally, translate the connotation of social proximity
and securi ty.
Traditionally, close (kifadaye) marriages have a more favourable
connotation than arti unions.

Nonethelese, the notion of coneanguinity ie

not central to the definition of either category but simply a possible
aspect of both types of marriage.
may weIl be socially judged

~

A close marriage in genealogical terms
if factors such as Oeographical distance,

political hostility or other manners of estrangement of related lineages
intervene.

Conversely, unione between unrelated psrsons whose lineages ehare

or wish to develop basic common interests may be viswsd as close.

In such

cases, coneanguinity is considered a logical, potential coneequence of wider
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social proximity for future generations but by no means an indispenseble
prerequisite ta the voluntRry development of tight-bonds between different
petrigroups.

24.5

CHAPTER SIX : A SYNCHRONIC DESCRIPTION Of MARRIAGE PATTERN
S AMONG THE DUU REA
1.
Presen tation
Ths object of thls chapte r ls to

sho~

how the marriag ss contrac ted

by the perman ent residen ts of the 23 settlem ents admini
stered by the Duu
Rea clan were dietrib uted as of 1974 in relatio n to territo
riality , the
genealo gical links whicb May prevail between spouses , descen
t group
memberehlp and politlc al allianc ee involvi ng two or more
lineage s or clans.
The descrip tion of marriag e in terms of thess factors will
serve as a
basie for studyin g local variati ons of endo-ex ogamou s marriag
e pattsrn s
(~.

Chapter 7) end the variati ona of inter-c lan marriag e exchang
e

relatio ns over time~ . Chapte rs 8 and 9).
The geogra phical fremewo rk chosen for this study is designa
ted as
ths Rea terri tory.

The Rea have sstabli shed 23 separat e settlem ents

which hold cultiva tion, water and pastura ge rights over
specifi c
edjacen t lands.

As is shown on l'Iap 4

these settlem ents

May

be

divided into two groups of contigu ous village s and hamlsts
cantred around
the village s of Valita (VUlag e Group 1) and Kiwa (VUlag
e Group 2).
A third group, further to the south, is divided into two
clueter s of
settlem ents around the village s of Dumss and Tamadai 1,
designa tsd as
Village Group 3a and 3b,resp ectivel y;
the two taken togsthe r are called
Village Group 3.

(Hence forth, Village Group will be abbrsv iated as V.G.)

1 conside r a permane nt ree!den t of the Rea terri tory to
be any person
~ho

maintai ne usufruc t righte

tEr.

Chapter 4) over a portion of the lands

cultiva ted by the inhabit ants of the twenty -threa settlem
ents in queetio n
as weIl ae his/he r co-hab iting sPGuse (s) end depend ents.
1ll~ populat ion
of the Rea territo ry defins din terms of these criteri a
is eetimat ed at
1,314 and will be deaigna ted a8 the Rsa commun ity.
Ths Rea community is a

territorially~baeed

not a patrili neal descant group.

eocio- politic al group and

The Duu Rea patricl an is a sub-gro up

of the Rea commun ity, which also compris es a set of non-Rea
patriss gments .
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The reletions between Rea and non-Raa patrigroups resident on Rea
terri tory involve ties of political allegiance and euppose access to
meane of production controlled by the Rea clan and compensatory taxation.
In general, the patrigroups sharing the Rea territory are also linked by
ties of marriage alliance.
~arital

movemente to and within the Rea terri tory will hare ba

considarad in terms of tha distances travelled by spouses from their
place of birth to their placa of conjugal residence.

~arriage

movements

will alao be presented so as ta account for tha axchangas and transfers
of spouses batween different territorial! administrative units.

These

include the individual settlement, the village group, the Rea territory,
,the canton. the préfacture. the Republic of Chad and relevant foreign
countries. An imperfect but nonethelesssystematic attempt was made to
reconstruct the emigration patterns and geographical distribution of Rea
who have left their home territory for an indefinite period

(See below

Tables 42 and 43).
The genealogical relationships obtaining between spouses, as atated
by the partnere themeelves, were alao recorded systematically.

This

naturally doss not exclude the existence of other tiee of kinship betwaen
husband and wife.

Some of ·these links could be deduced from genealogical

data and could warrant a computer reconstruction.

However, the study

of coneanguinsal marriage is not oriented here toward the formaI
claaaification of all theoretically extant kinship relationships
between spouaee.

This would indeed be en impoesible task in a strongly

patrilineally-oriented socisty in which deecent through women ia quite
methodically obliterated from genealogical memory.
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A brief summery of ths outstanding chersctsristics of Rss merriege
petterne mey fecilitete ths reeding of the somswhet tedious, stetisticallyoriented description which follows.
As previously etated

~.

Chapter

J), the Kanembu ideology of marriage

and social organisation has a strong patrilineal orientation.

In Kanem,

the most frequantly axprsssed marriage Ideal iathat of contracting a
union "closs ta home" in terms of both apatial and genealogical die tance.
Low averags esttlement population and the dispsraed character of Kanembu
and eepecially Duu habitat favours a high proportion of villaga
out-marriags.

Thie ie more apparent for wornen than for men as ia

expectable in a system in which patri/virilocality is the predominant
form of rseidence.

In spite of the importance of villaga exogamy, howevsr,

the great majority of men and women chose a marriage partner living no
farther then 10 km from their home village.
Neverthaleea, lineaga and clan exogamy were found ta be more common
than lineage and clen endogamy at the time of inquiriea.

Local groups

are formed around an agnatic core composed of men belonging ta the locelly
dominant clan.

But, villagea dao include a varying proportion of members

of other clana, including certain couplee in which neither apouaa ie a
member of the communi ty' a dominant patrilineal dascent group.

Conversely.,

many Rea, as ia true of other clans, have emigrated to other parts of
Kanem, of Chad and even abroad.

Descent groupa are locally-baaed but

their membership is generally diaperaed ta a greatar or lesaer extant.
In the case of the Raa, clan exogamy and tha emigration from the
clan territory of at lssst 15% of the dsacent group's aembarship co-occur
with the frsquent practice of consanguineel merriage.

One third of

preeantly married membere of the Rea clan and community declars themselves
to be genealogically related.

This proportion reaches ons half when only
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first msrrisgss srs considsrsd.

Resl or clsssificstory pstrilsteral

psrallsl cousin msrriage is the predominant form of consanguineal union.
Howevsr, aIl forms of cousin marriage as weIl as diffsrent typss of
intsrgensrational consanguinsal unions ars also practised on a regular basis.
Consanguineal unions ara shown ta bs more durable than marriage between
non-kin.
Among ths Duu Rea, ths rate of polygamy reaches 116.3.
substantial majority of psople practics ssrial monogamy.

Howsver, a
~st

peopls do

not marry more than twics in their lives.
In th!s chapter we shall show that ths Rea and thsir co-rssidsnt allies
and dspsndsnts tsnd ta put into practics thsir sxprssssd prsfsrencs for
consanguinsal marriags whsnsver possibls and in spits of strong tsndsnciss
toward local and linsags sxogamy.

Rea community marrisge pattsrns can

thus bs describsd as ando-sxogemous

(gf. discussion of ando-sxogamy in

Chaptsr 5).

2.

Locality. r ••idencB and marital movBmants.
A first assessmsnt of spouses' ssttlements of birth in relation to

couplss' placsé of marital rssidencs indicates thet in almost half of
the sxtant and terminated marriagss considsred (299 out of 618 casss
or 48.4%tboth spousss married out of hie/hsr birthplecs. In 30.8% (190)
of the marriagss, ths wife came to rssids in her huebend's village.

In

only 10.4% (64) casss wsrs both spousss born and marrisd in ths sams placs.
Whsn ons considsre sxtant marriegss only, wivse e!ther came from or
wsnt to settls in ths husbsnd's villags in 51.4% of cssss recorded.
This indicatss a strong msasurs of conformity with ths patri/virilocal
norm favoursd by Islam.

At ths sems tims, one obssrvss

~.

Table 8)

a vsry high levsl of out-marriags by womsn in reletion ta thsir place of
birth (79.4%; 250 of 315 casss).

ABBREVIATIONS

TABLES 7 AND B

++

Husband and wifs marry in thsir common village of origin

+-

Wife comes to reside in husband's village of origin

-+

Husband comes to reside in wife's village of origin
Husband and wife establish residence in a village from which
neither originate

TABLE 7:

Marital residence in relation ta epoueee' village(s)
of birth for extant and terminanted marriagee

VG 1

N .. 302 - 11 U .. 291

HW
+ +
+ -

28

101
33
129

- +

-VG 2

9.6%
34.7%
11.3%
44.3%

N .. 206 - 2U-204

HW
+ +
+ - +

30
64
25
85

-VG 3

14.7%
31.4%
12.3%
41.7%

N .. 125 - 2 U - 123

HW
+ +
+ - +

5
25
7
85

-ALL V G

N

4.9%
20.0%
5.7%
59.1%

.. 633 - 15 U - 618

HW
+ +
+- +

--

64
190
65
299

10.4%
30.8%
10.5%
48.4%
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TABLE 8:

Marital rasidence in ralation to spousas' villaga(s)
of birth for axtant marriagas par villaga group

VG 1

N • 145 - 1 U • 144

H III

+ +
+-+

17
62
15
50

VG 2

N •

--

11.8%
43.1%
10.4%
34.7%
106

H III

+ +
+-+

-VG3

20
47
12
27

18.9%
45.6%
11.3%
25.5%

N • 66 - 1 U • 65

H III

+ +
+-+

0
15
1
49

ALL VG

N • 317 - 2 U • 315

--

0%

23.1%
1.5%
75.4%

H III

++
+- +

--

37
125
28
125

11.7%
39.7%
8.9%
39.7%

Uxorilocality accounts for a lasaar but not negligabla B.9%
(28 out of 315) ofaxtant marriages.

This figurs mey indicate a certain

amount of crose-cousin marriages as well as immigration by generally
dependant malee.
Thoee marriages which are classified as nsolocsl in Table 8
(39.7%J 125 out of 315 casee) ara largely accounted for by the following

factors:

2.51
a}

the repeated displacement of entire village communities,

especially in V.G.3, over generally short distances.

Such movemants

are primarily motivatad by the exhaustion of dune lands where axtensivs
millat cultivation is practised.

In the more densely populeted northern

araas of ths Rsa territory, especially V.G.1., th8se movBments are restricted
by the more strictly codified lend rights of neighbouring clans.

In both

the north and the south of the Rea territory, in tra-communi t y unions
concluded

wi~hin

a periodically mobile local group, may, however

appear nsolocal in a formaI eense.
b}

the small population of Kenemi eettlemente.

Village sizs

averages 40 peopls or l8se in the area of V.G. 1 end 2 end some 50 ta 60
persons in the arsa of V.G.3 (See Jacob, Delagarde snd Karnen1964

1

9).

This pattern ia determinsd by land usage requirements in the context of
the South Kanemi agro-pestoral economy as weIl as prevalent modes of
group segmentation.

It cen prove very difficult to find a suitable marriage

partner in the restricted
c)

freme~rk

of the local group.

interlineage marriage exchange patterne and community merriage

strategies which will be discussed in Chapter 7.
Significant variations in residence patterns observable between
V.G.

and 2 on the one hand, and V.G.3 on the other, must be interpreted

in the light of these considerations.

In V.G. 3, settlemente have been

unstable both geographically and politically.

AlI villages of V.G. 3

except Dumsa belong to low statue "adoptive" Rea lineages.

In addition,

the rslative indeterminacy of land usage rights and the greater
importance of semi-nomadic pastoral activities contributs to shorter
community lifeepans and higher community mobility than in V.G. 1 and 2.
"Naolocality" thus appears predominant (75.4%; 49 out of 65 marriagea).
Conformity with the general virilocal preference is here masked by high
mobility of the local group.
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In the Kea community, only 17.3: (107/ fi19) oF all extant and
terminated marriages recorded took place between inhabitants oF the same
settlement.

ilt:llJKE IJI ATIOI~S

TAtlLES 9, 10 and 11

F

Foreign" one or both partners originate From outside oF Chad

K

tloth partners originate From Kanem

Ca:

80th partners originate From the same ~

VG:

Both partners originate From the same village group

V

90th partners originate From the same village

U

Uncertain or unknown (eliminated from sub_sample)

TABLE

9:

In-marriage in relation to the village, the village group
and the canton For extant and terminated marriages per
village group

N

=

302

N = 206
n

'~I~

VG 2

N

296

52

17.6

.. V

= VG

296

68

23.0

'" Ca

291

147

50.5

VG 1

N

.. V

n

1N

200

42

2.1

.. VG

200

65

. Ca

32.5

194

106

54.6

iN

N .. 125
VG 3

i~

I~

.. 633

n

1r~

VG 4

N

n

.. V

123

13

10.6

.. V

..

619

107

17.3

VG

123

23

18.7

.. IJG

619

156

25.2

'" Ca

111

36

32.4

.. Ca

596

291

48.8

This figure risee to only 25.2% (156/619) when the more inclusive VG
is taken ae a eocio-geographic unit of reFerence and to 48.8
wi thin the boundaries oF

the~.

% (291/596)

Thaee data suggeet a priori a low
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rate of cousin marriage and a high incidence of clan ex ogamy.
parUcularly low rate of in-~ marriage for V.G.3 (32.4)(;

The
36/111)

15 malnly due to the fact that the group's component settlements are
divided between two cantons. namely Karal and Kouloudia.
If only first marri ages are considered.

in-~

unions average

a highAr 56.9;s (174/30fi).

ABBREVI;' TIONS : Till:lLE 10

1Y ~

first marriage

2Y M

subsequent marriage

TA8LE 10:

Primary or subsequent unions per village group for
extant and terminated marriages

VG 1

n

"~N

!'N-U

VG

1Y M

155

51.3

53.4

2Y

135

44.7

46.6

r~

~!;N

1:N-lJ

1Y M

102

49.<

51.5

2Y M

96

41i.fi

48.5

4.0 100.0

1.1

302 100.0 ( 290)

N

12

U

r,

n

VG 3

n

··~I'

/nN-U

ALL

1Y M

49

39.2

41.5

1Y

58.5

2Y
U

N

f~

69
7

55.2

5.fi 100.0

125 100.0

( 118 )

2

8

3.9 100.0

20fi 100.0

,f,.

(198 )

n

;-"1"

~r,-lJ

1"1

305

48.3

~0.5

2Y M

300

47.4

49.5

U

(,

27

4.3 100.0

633 100.0

(606 )

TiièlLE 11

Extant in-marriages in

rela~ion

to territorial

divisions per village group
155

"

IJ

c

102

n

'!.,~

r

2

2.0

42.6

K

36

35.3

89

57.4

Ca

64

62.7

VG

68

43.9

lG

52

51.0

V

36

23.2

V

25

24.5

vr; 1

n

r

-

K

66

Ca

r,

'{,rJ

c

V(~

2

49

306

IlG 3

n

';~f~

VG 4

n

";N

r

1

2.0

r

3

1.0

K

27

55.1

K

127

42.2

Ca

21

42.9

Ca

174

56.9

VG

11

22.4

IJG

131

42.8

8

16.3

V

69

22.5

V

The average rate of village group endogamy for both partners simultaneously
is 42.8~ (131/306) (~

Table 11) as opposed to an average

of in-village marriage of 22.5 (69/306).
rate of local endogamy for

f~

Qcurrence

These figures suggest a higher

st than subsequent marriages while

underlining the difficulty of finding a partner at the village level.
The crossing of

~

boundaries does not always accurately

translate the geographical and social distance covered by a future
spouse in spite of the fact that many of the more important clans tend
to conçentrate in a single

~

~

·Appendix 2).

In the tJ 1 guri.

Dibinenchi and Valita areas particularly. settlements controlled by a
clan may spread

into several cantons administered by different groups.
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Ta compensate for this bias in data classification, it is possible ta
represent marital movements in terms of the distance travelled by each
spou se from his/her place of birth ta his/her marital residence.

Distance travelled from locality of origin to

TABLE 12

mari tal resi'dence per sex for extant and terminated marri ages
nH + nW 'Y,N{H +

n H

nH~NH

nul

nW1NW

nH + nW

75

35.7

120

31.3

195

32.8

6 - 10

23

11.0

58

15.1

81

13.6

11-20

41

19.5

93

24.2

,134

22.6

21-50

30

14.3

1;1

15.9

91

15.3

51 +

41

19.5

52

13.5

93

15.7

210

100.0

100.0

594

100.0

Kr~

o-

[~

5

384

Total marital movements by men
AlI marriages by men

210
(633 - 63 u)

=

Total merital movements by women
AlI marri ages by women

384
(633 - 69 u)

:0

We observe that

W)

.ill.

c

36.A%

384

c

68.1 -;

570

564

68.1 ~ (384/564) of aIl women left their villsge

ta marry as ageinst, 36.8 ~ (210/570) of men.

8y classifying these

movements cumulatively within expandin9 radii From the spouse's village
of origin, we find that almost half of aIl partners (47.1 ~; 534/1,134)
men and women grouped t0gether, married in their place of birth, 64.7

~

(734/1,134) no further then 5 km from it and 71.9% (815/1,134) within a
10 km radius.
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[';ari tal mD vements wi th in expandinq radi i

Th "LE 13

frD'" village

Df Drigin fDr extant and terminated marriages

KM

nH

H~

nW

Jf.1

N(H

0

357

62.6

177

31.4

534

47.1

5

435

76.3

299

53.0

734

64.7

10

458

80.4

357

63.3

815

71.9

20

499

87.5

451

flO.O

950

83.8

50

529

92.8

512

90.8

1041

91.8

125

570

100.0

564

100.0

1134

100.0

+

W)

H +

wnUJ

The latter distance, cDrresponding tD SDme two hours of walking time,
fairly expresses the widest perimeter Df most day-to-day social
interaction.

l'len are more sedentary with regard tD marriage th an

wDmen but this differential decreases as the distance travelled increases;
87.5 (499/570) of men and flO.O~ (451/564) of women marry within 20 km
of their birthplace.

This means that in spite of the relative infrequency

of in-village marriages (~
"marry close tD home"

(~

Tables, 7, 8, 9 and 10) people do indeed
Table 14).

The corresponding Kanembukanembu

expression; Kamu/kwa gatu kifadaye (to teke a man/woman at the dDor of
the house) is the closest indigenous rendering of the notion of endogamy.

3.

Intra- and extra-lineage marriage
The residents of the Rea territory declared a total Df 317 extant

and 316 terminated marriages as of October 1974.

Tables 14, 15, 16

and 1 7 account for marriage exchanges between the component lineages
of Rea clan and nDn-Rea.
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(TARLES 14 TU 2A)
R

Rea

0

non-Hea-

RR

Hea man / Rea woman marri age

R0

Rea man / non-Rea woman marri age

0 R

non-Rea man / Rea woman marri age

0 0

non-Rea man / non-Rea woman marri age

R

Rea Kadia

Q

R B

Rea Biremia

R T

Rea Teteya

R Ka

Rea Kania

R Ka

Rea Kotolu

Total Lin

Total per lineage

Distribution of extant Rea in-clan and out-clan

TABLE 14

marri ages per Rea lineage
N (EM) = 317

D R

o0

24

8

-

8

12

3

-

23

R T

48

61

17

-

126

R Ka

18

10

4

-

32

H Ka

15

24

2

-

41

100

131

34

(52)

265

RR

R D

Q

11

HB

R

Total
Un
43
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:Jistribution of terminated Hea in-clan and

TI\':LE 15

out-clan marriaqes per Hea lineage

,.; (m)

315 - 4U

312

'l. I~

Cl 0

o

R Q

18

32

14

-

64

il cl

3

7

2

-

12

R T

33

48

16

-

97

R Ka

12

13

10

-

35

R Ka

12

18

2

-

32

78

118

44

(72)

240

TABLE 16

H

LJ 0

Total
Lin

Distribution of extant and terminated Rea in-clan
and out-clan marriages per Rea lineage

-

HR

R 0

0 H

R Q

28

5fi

22

H B

11

19

5

R T

82

109

33

R Ka

30

23

14

R Ka

27

42

4

178

249

78

0 0

-

~ 24)

Total
Lin
105
35
224
67
73
505
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Percentaqe distri.bution of extant and termi.nated in-i'lnd outclan

fnRrri~.es

fi29

f133 - 4 lJ
E 1"

T

E~1

['1

(~= 317) (~

for the Rea community and the Rea clan

312)

+ TM

(rJ = 629)

[1 fi

31.5

25.0

-28.3

H Ü

41.3

37.8

39.6

0

~

10.7

14.1

12.4

0 D

1fi.4

23.1

19.7

99.9

100.0

100.0

cr
E -.

(IJ

00
TM
265) ("J

00
[ + m - 00
240) (i~ = 505)

R FI

37.7

32.5

35.2

"

0

49.4

49.2

49.3

0 R

12.8

18.3

15.4

99.9

100.0

100.0

"

Of the 317 extant unions recorded, 265 involvad

at laast one Rea

spouse and 52 ware contracted between non-Raa partners of varying lineaga
affiliations residant on Raa territory.

Of tha 265 couples including

at leRst one Rea, 100 (37.T~) ware Rea in-clan unions, 131 (49.4~~) were
composed of a Rea man and a non-Rea woman and the remaining 34 (12.Wq
were formed by non-Hea men resident on the clan territory of their Raa

wives.
These proportions indicate a strong virilocal tendency and a high
rate (52. :r') of out-clan marriage.

The examination of spouses clan

and lineage affiliations shows, however, that
territory respect the endogamie norm
Duu and Kanemhu.

~

residents of the Rea

which forbids marriage between
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In th" p:c-es"nt section,

WB

will fOCllS on th" marr.iafJe patterns

characteristic of V'e camponsnt linsagss of the
lineagss vary in size consideranly.

~ea

clan.

These

rhe Teteya group comprises 12'5

couples, the Kadia 43, ths Kotolu 41, the Kania 32 and the

marri~d

t3lremia 23

'.E!..

Table 14).

The clan chieftaincy has alternated over the generations between
the Teteya and the Kadia who both claim descent from Heu, the clan's
apical ancestor.

Reu is purported to have been the brother of [Jar and

Adu, respectively considered as founders of the Duu Bara and Adia clans
with whom the Rea shared territory in the Hari oistrict for an
undetermined period.
The Kotolu, Kania and Biremia do not claim direct descent from
Reu.

Theil' Rea affiliations, however, have been recognised by the

Teteya and Kadia as weIl as by neighbouring Juu and Kanembu groups
since before colonisation by the French.

The multiple ties of

affinity interlinking the five Rea lineages have established mixed lines
of descent of long standing.

Furthermore, aIl of the fil/e patrigroups

act together as a corporate unit in the administration of their land
rights, the paxment and internaI redistribution of bloodwealth as weIl
as in their relations with neighbouring clans and the national administration.
Tables 1A, 19, 2D and 21 illustra te the network of marriage
alliances which interlink the lin8ages of the Rea clan:

1;.3. ln Tables 18 to 25, horizontal columns tahulate marriages of men

of the stated lineages with women of lineages indicated in vertical
columns.

The vertical columns tabulate marriages of women of the

lineage stated with men of lineages indiéated in horizontal columns.
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Distribution of èxtant fiea in-clan marriages by lineage

Tl\dLE 1R

100 -

H

r)

99

11J

R I:J

R T

R Ka

R Ka

Total
Lin.

H Q

4

1

4

1

1

11

R cl

1

1

3

2.

1

8

HT

2

3

34

4

4

47

R Ka 1

0

4

10

3

18

R Ka 2

0

1

3

9

15

Tot.a
Lin. 10

5

46

20

18

99

TAflLE 19

Distribution of terminated Rea ln-clan riJarriages by lineage

H Q

R B

H T

R Ka

R Ka

Total
Lin.

R Q

12

1

1

2

1

17

R 8

.0

0

2

0

1

3

R T

'2

4

24

4

0

34

R Ka

2

0

5

5

0

12

H Ka

2

0

2

0

A

5

34

11

10

Tata
Lin. 18

12

._--78

.--
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rl,iOl,E 20:

Distribution ofaxtant and terminated Rea
i n-c!an marriages by lineaga

R Ka

R Ko

Tota!
Lin.

5

3

2

28

1

5

2

2

11

4

7

58

8

4

81

R Ka

3

0

9

15

3

30

A Ko

4

0

3

3

17

27

28

10

80

31

28

177

H/ W

ft Q

Cl FI

fi

A Q

161

2

ft 8

1

RT

Tota!
lin.

TABLE 21:

T

Parcentaga distribution of Bxtant and terminated
Rea

~n-clan

marriag§s by lineage

AQ

R B

RT

R Ka

R Ko

Total
Ma i. Lin..

AQ

9.0

1.1

2.8

1.7

1.1

15.8

RB

0.6

0.6

2.8

1.1

1.1

6.2

AT

2.3

4.0

32.8

4.5

2.3

45.8

R Ka

1.7

0

5.1

8.5

1.7

16.9

R Ko

2.3

0

1.7

1.7

9.6

15.3

Tota!
Lin.

16.5

5.7

45.7

16.3

15.8

100.0

Extant proportions of Raa in-!ineage marriage may be deducted From
Table 18 :

Teteya 1n-11neage marriages
Ken1a 1n-lineage marriages
Kotolu 1n-11neage marr1agss
Kad:i.a 1n-lineage marriages
B1rem1a 1n-11neage marriages

35/59
10/28
9/24
4/17

1/12

(59.3
(35.7
(37.5
(23.5
( 8.3

~)
~)
~)
~)
~)
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Each lineage, with the exception of the Kadia and their depandent
riiremia neighbolJrs of V.G. 1 is formed around a core bf couples who
have married within their restricted desCAnt group and, by the same
However, aIl linaages have exchanged and

token, within their clan.

continue to exchange spouses with aIl other co-ordinata divisions.
The formerly ruling Tateye 8xhibit a high rate of lineage endogamy
which most markedly contrasts wi th the almost total exogamy

(59.3.()

(100 - 8.3

c

The latter are few in

91.1'O of their Kadia rivaIs.

number for a group entruatad with the administratibn of a
counting ovar 2900 inhabitants.

~

The Kadia have peraistently married

out of their own linaage and of the Rea clan as a whole.
The Teteya lineage is divided into four sub-lineagea: the Alia,
is the largeat with 22 married couples, wheraas the Deleya have 9,
The Koyo

the Alia 6 and the Koyo only four.

must be considered an
TIlICl household

unsIJccessful splinter group of Teteya Alia descent.

heads refused to recogniss the existence of eub-lineages and declared
themselves simply as Rea Teteya.
It will be noted, however, that only 11 of 34 Teteya

i~lineage

marriages occur between members of different sub-lineages
TABLE 22:

Distribution of extant Rea Teteya in-lineage marriages
per sub-lineage

tJ = 34

.R T

R T

RT W

2
5

H T A

R T D
TK

R T D HT K

2

H T W

fi

RT A

13

2

15

3

4

7
4

3

1
3

15

1

5

20

6

0

34
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TI,!llE 23

Distribution of terminated Rea Teteya in-lineaqe
marri ages per sub-lineage

RT
H

2

T

RT

W

RT

A

RT D
RT

T W FI T A

FI

H T D

H

TK
3

1
3

1

5

1

1D

10

5

fi

1

D

K

3

TABLE 24

4

16

1

0

24

Distribution of extant and terminated Rea Teteya
in-lineage marriages per sub lineage

RT
RT

W

~T

A

RT

D

RTK

RT

RT

4

1

W

RT A

R T D

RTK
5

2

1

11

23

2

25

1

8

4

13

1

3

8

fi

9

36

4
7

0

58
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TAo-lLE 25:

Percentage distribution of extant and terminated Rea
Teteya in-lineage marri ages per sub-lineage

R T

RT

R T W R T A

0.9

1.7
~3.8

R T W
R T A

3.4

1.7

19.0

39.7

3.4

43.1

6.8

22.4

1.7

13.8

RT K

1.7

5.2
5.5

RT~
R.fi

RT D

10.3

R T lJ

62.1

6.9
11.9

0

100.0

The remaining 23 extant Teteya in-lineage unions are internaI ta their
respective sub-lineages.
The foundation of sub-lineages has gsnerally been initiated, at
least during the colonial and post-colonial pariods, by the establishment
of a separate settlement within the bounds of lineage-controlled lands.
The spI inter group often consists of a father and his eons or a set of
brothers.

Would-be sub-lineage foundere tend temporarily to refuse

marriage with other membere of their lineage until their autonomy has
been established or their attempt failed through lack of external
recognition and/or internaI disputee (~. Chapter 7).
316 terminated marriages are declared by residents of the Rea
terri tory.

This estimate may be inferior to reality since there wae

often no way of checking, elther directly or indirectly, on unions
contracted far from our zone of inquiry or in the relatively distant pasto
Only formalised relationshipe confirmed by the exchange of

marital

prestations, however reduced, were recorded as 'marriages' as opposed
to temporary concubinage.

Granted these reserves, the data suggest that,
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by and large, most people tend to remarry once during thA course of
thei r li ves.
ThA figures (cf.

Tables, 15, 19 and 23) tentatively indicate that

rat.es of. di vorce and remarriaqe may be higher among non-Rea couples,
particularly those born outside of Rea territory.

In contrast, residence

within one's own clan territory, considering the socio-economic rights
and obligatione this entails, correlatoopositively with marital stability.
The Rea Kadia emerge as the only lineage' among which terminated
marriages with Rea spouses are more Frequent than extant unions with Rea
(1A terminated ~ 11 extant marriages;

EL.

Kadia

Tables 14 and 15).

extant marriages with non-Rea spouses are, converselv, proportionate_

lY

more Frequent than among other lineages

(.E!..

Tsble 14).

marriages are least common among the Biremia (12 terminated

Second
~

23

extant), the Kotolu (32 terminated ~ 41 extant) and the strongly
endogamous Teteya (97 terminated ~ 126 extant).
Unions between Rea lIIomen and nono-Rea men and marriages between
Rea men and non-Raa women appear to be equally stable (compare Tables
14 and 15).

Rea in-lineage marriages, on the other hand, searn more

stable than unions in IIIhich one or both partners are non-Rea (compare
Tables 18 and 19).

4.

Inter-clan marri age
Tables 26, 27 and 2B show that the Rea intermarry wi th almost

aIl Duu clans of South Kanem.

However, certain concentrations in the

distribution pattern of these unions emerge.
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TAtJLE 26 : Extant Rea out-clan marriage6
1)

MR/O marriagee (Rea man/non-Rea woman) : N

2)

olR marriage6 (non-Rea man/Raa woman) : N

3)

FRlo marriages (Raa woman/non-Rea man) : N

Clan
1.
2.
3.

~.

5.
6.

17.

la·

19.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
1B.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
~1.

Magemi
Bara
Kubri
Darka
Kanku
Adia
N'gslana
Kakuluru
Kai
Kumbaru
Twsri
Dieri
Tira
Kawlya
N'gijim
Bada
Bareu
Kafa
Rudou
Sarao
Warda
Asua
Ayeru
Goya
K'leti
Kuri
Maada
Sugurti
Arodu
Lukuya
Veya

1
MR/o
13
13
13
11
10
7
7
6
6
6
6
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
olR
4
2
5
4
1
0
0
0
1
0
5
2
1
0
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

3
FRlo
10
6
4
6
5
3
2
2
1
3
5
1
4
1
2
1
2

1
2
4

m

132 - 1 U

= 34
m

65

=

131
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T;:;tJLE 27
r--'

1.
2.
3.
.4.
5.
6.
7.

B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Terminated Rea out-clan marriag8s

Lineage

R/O

O/H

Kubri
Jara
r'oagemi
Kangu
Tira
Bareu
Kakuluru
Oieri
Kei
Oarka
Twari
Adia
Kafa
Kawlya
Sarao
Warda
Bade
Kajidi
Mao ru

1R
10

8
1
7
5
0
1
3
2
2
2
3
1
0

9

8
B

7
7
fi
6

5
5
5
3
3

1

3
·3
2
2
2
~J'gijim
2
Kumbaru
2
Oanga N' jaliu 1
Seseya
1
Sil' aya
1
0
Ayeru
0
N' galane

2
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
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44
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Extant and tarminatad Raa out-clan marriagas
Linaaga
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kubri
:3ara

["agami
Kangu
Darka
fi. Kakuluru
7. Adia
fl. Kai
9. Tira
10. Twari
11 • Diari
12. Barau
13. Kumbaru
14. N'galana
15. Kawlya
1Fi. Kafa
17. N'gijim
18. Sarao
19. Warda
20. Bada
21. Kajidi
22. ~1aoru
23. Rudou
24. Asua
25. Ayaru
26. Uanga N' jaliu
27. Goya
2A. K"lati
29. Kuri
30. ['laada
31. Sasaya
32. Siraya
33. SuguIti

~

~

31
23
22
18
15
13
12
12
12
11
10
9

14
3
12
5

[1

7
5

5
5
5
5
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

fi

3
2
3
1

B
4
2
1
1
1
0
3
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

131 axtant intarclan marriagas wara racordad batwaan Raa man and

non-Raa woman raprasanting 31 of the soma 36 Ouu clans prasant in South
Kanam.

34 non-Rea man rasidant on Raa tarritory ara marriad uxorilocally

wi th Raa women.

ln a furthar 65 casas, Raa woman wara daclarad by

in-rasidant kin ta hava marriad out of Raa tarritory into thE homas of
non-Raa man.
67 of 131 non-Rea wivas came from only six clans, namaly tha

Bara (13), tha Kubri (13), tha Magemi (13), the Oarka (11), the Kangu (10)
and tha Adia (7).

Thraa of thesa clans, tha Adia, Rara and Oarka, ara
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former confedArates of the qea.

The hdie,

~ara

and Rea cohahited in

the 5arne areas and villages during the nin8teenth century and still claim
common putative ancestr/.

AlI three groups werè politically dependent

on a fourth, more powerful clan, the Jarka.with whom they formed an
alliance of autonomous Ouu clans known as the Oanoa
18BO : 331).

(.E!..

/iachtigal

InternaI conflicts lasted within this alliance throughout

the mid-and la ter nineteenth century.

Subaequently, the political and

administrative reorganisation of Kanem un der French rule (1899 - 1q~0)
resul ted inl
a)

the territorial dispersion of the OanoB

b)

the consequent creation of numerous Adia. Bara and Rea settlements

following the disbanding of larger, often multi-clan local communities,
and
c)

the fractioning of the Darka chieftaincy and, concomitantly, the

'ound1ngOf n ew Rea, Bara and Oieri cantons

(See Maps

10, 11 end 12).

lt is apparent thet pre-colonial. preferential marriage patterns linking
the four Duu Denoe groupe have,to e yet undetermined extent (see Chapter 9).
long outlived the politicel and territoriel unity of the Oenoa allience.
The Kangu. Kubri and Magemi are dependent D.uu clane attached to
politically preetigious Kanembu clana from which they borrow their names.
Factors determining the etstietical preference of Rea men for D.uu Kangu,
Kubri and Magemi wives are lese cleer on historieel grounds.

As mey be

eeen from'Appendix 2. their density in terms of the settlements they
control around Res V.G.1, 2 and 3 is not sueh to justify alone the high
level of marriage exehange maintained with the Rea.

The probabilities

of random eneounters of potential spouses with loeally numerous Duu Twari
or Sarao, for' example, are larger.

lt is eoneeiveble that preferential

marriage of Rea with the Kangu and Magemi stems from ninsteenth eentury
southward migrations hy Kanembu and Duu of these groups in an attempt to
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,reduce their dependsnce on the Kenembu Dalatoaand engage in new alliencee
in Denoa and N'gijim terrltory.

Marriage exchanges with the Kubri could

alao be aaeociated wi th late ninataenth and aarly 20th century 'migrations.
Howaver, it ia difficult ta aubatantiate theae conjecturea, even through
attentive exemination of oral eccounta of interclan relations.
Another salient trait of the distribution of non-Rea wivea according
ta clan affiliations is the marriage of 12 women of Goya, Kakuluru,
Kawlya and Warda bleckamith descent with Rea men.

Though amall in

absolu te terme, thia figure is high in relation ta the local density of
blackamiths (kagelma).

The likelihood of auch unions is further decreaeed

by the fact that smiths tend ta use Dezega rather than Kanambukenembu as
their first languaga.

HowBvar, the Rea clan head, whe ie chef de canton

of Valita, haa euccessively married four smith women ta the exclusion
of possible non-smith partners.
relationship

These unions symboliBe the epecial

which prevaile between Duu of smith and hunter heritages in

Kanem and many other ereas of northsrn Chad (Fuchs 1961 and 1970).
52 marriages with 21 ether non-smith Duu remein ta be considered.
Theee appear ta be distributed randomly in terms of clan affiliation.
Herdly any clan represented in South Kanem is excluded from the Rea network
of marriage exchange.
Nevertheless, Rea women are not the most sought after in, South
Kenem.

If one takes a wife from one of the four Dance clans, it cen be

more prestigious ta ask for the hand of a Darka or e Bara.

Thie is

underlined by the wideapread belief that the Rea still tao often engage
in black magic.

Even among the Rea, the Kdrlia are ta eome extent

ostrBCised on these grounds.
It is extramely difficult ta determine ta what extent the marrying-in

of non-Ree women corresponde ta the out-marrying of Rea women ta non-Rea
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men.

~5

marriages betwean

non-Re~

Rea clan territory ware recorded.

men and Hea women outside of the
This tally, unfortunately may not

be considered comprehensive due to the fact that Rea emigrants are spraad
from Bornu to Mecca, rendering adequate checks impossible.

However,

the distribution par spousa's clan of the 99 reported cases of extra-clan
marriage by Rea women is not seriously skewed.
The comparison of columns 1 and 2 of Tables 26 and 27 suggests
that marriages on Rea territory between Rea men end non-Rea women tend
to be more stable than unions of non-Rea men with Rea women.
not aurprising in a patri-virilocal system.

Thie is

Consideration of the

combined distribution of Rea man/non-Rea women and non-Rea man/Rea
women merrieges in Table 28 gives reason to believe that uxorilocality
in terms of clan affilietions by non-Rea men is not equal from clan to
clan.

There are, for instance, a high proportion of non-Rea men/Rea

women unions in. relation to Rea men/non-Rea women marriages with Kubri,
Magemi and Twari men (14/31, 12/22 and 8/11, respectively).

On the

contrary, ratios involving Bara and Adia are low (3/23 and 2/12).
It would seem that the rift between the formerly co-resident Adia, Bara
and Hea rendered uxorilocality difficult in cases of intermarriage
between the three clans.

Ths men of thess groups, which together

previously formed a singls putative descent group, abandonsd multi-clan
settlements and regroupsd in autonomous ssttlemsnts.

Intsrestingly,

howsver, these movements havs not precludad continued and frsquent wifs
sxchanga to date.

In contrast, whers interclan relations ars

charactsrissd by a politically neutral or positive tradition, as with
tMe Duu Kubri or Magemi, mele emigration and/or uxorilocal marriage in a
"foreign" clan terri tory may be facili tated.
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5.

Consanguineal marriage
Let us now study Duu riea marri age from the point of view of

consanguinity, a criterion which, in certain instances, has tended to be
rather too exclusively equated with endogamy.

According to the present

data, unions between real or classificatory cousins account for
approximately one third of extant and terminated marriages.
185 out of

~33

InitiaIly,

marriages were spontaneously defined by informants as

being consanguineal.

Verifications of basic kinship data made 25 more

cousin links immediately apparent.

This brings us to a first corrected
33.2:~

count of 210 out of 633 unions, that is

of extant and terminated

marriages.
TA~LE

29

r.

Rea Cousin Marriage

Category

r~

Pat. Parallel

= 210/633

:~

116

55. T.~

Pat. Cross

41

19 .5~~

Mat. Parallel

25

Mat. Cross

28

13.3'1,

141

fi7 .1:~

69

32.9~{,

157

74.fl~

53

25.2~

210

33.2',1,

Parallel
Cross
Patrilateral
I~atrilateral

Rate of Occurrence

11.9~

These estimates may, in future, be revised by elaborating computer
reconstructions of kinship and alliance networks.

In any case, the

figures and percentages advanced in Table 29 and, below, Tables 30 to 33
are not purported to be "absolu te rates" but rather quantified observations
referring to a specifie moment in time.

They are strongly influenced

both by informants' perceptions of the socially and personally appropriate
genealogical definition of kinship ties with spouse(s) and by the previously
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described methods of inquiry applisd in the field (cf.

Chapter 5).

It Is with these qualifications in mind that the following relative
appraisal of consanguineal marri age is offered.·
Patrilaterelly defined reietionships predominate (74.5n in the
consanguinaal marriage corpus.

In addition, one notes that parallel
(67.1~ ~ 32.9~)

cousin. unions are twice as frequent
cross-cousins.

In spite of these clear trends,

.ill.

es those between
types of cousin

marri age are practised in the Rea community.
55.~

of consanguineal marriages are classified as patrilatera1

parallel.
TAaLE5 30 to 33

• ABBREVIA TIONS:

Co:).. A

gives the occurrsnce of cousin marri ages per genealogical type
in absolute figures.

Col.B

A

~

agnatic

~

aIl ascendents linking H end W to their common

sncestor sre males.
U

~

uterine

a

aIl escendants linking H and W to their common

ancestor are fernalas
CC

~

crossed continuous

~

H descends in the agnatic line

from a mala ancestor from whom W descends in the uterine line.

o

~

discontinuous

~

neither of the descent lines linking H and

W to their common ancestor ie either egnatic or uterine.
Col. C

Generetion differential from H to W.
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TAùLE 30

Rea patrilateral parallel cousin marriage
N

= 116/210

• 55.2J

c

B

1\

1.

FBO

43

A

2.

FGSO

8

A

+1
-1

3.

FFJD

4

Il

4.

FFBSO

32

A

5.

FFf:lSOO

1

0

-1

6.

FFtlSSD

2

;;

+1

A

FHSSSO

4

A.

FFFSSSSO

1

A

+1

9.

FFFFBSSSO

1

Il

-1
+1

7.

10.

FaDO

2

D

11.

FFBOO

9

0

12.

FSOSO

1

0

+1

13.

FFBSOO

1

0

+1

14.

FMZOO

3

0

15.

FMZSD

4

0

Only 43 of 116 patrilateral parallel cousin marriages are "real" F80/FSS
unions.

A further 52 cases are agnatic,

~

aIl ascendants linking
16 of these

husband and wife to their common male ancestor are men.

52 agnatic merriages involve a generationel difference between spousas.
Classificatory 'sibling's daughter/parent's brother' unions are more
frequent than classificatory 'parent's sister/sibling's son' marriages
(11 as opposed to S).

Dista~t

agnatic cousin marriages are often

A FFSSDD

considered by the Rea to be of great social importance.

or, indeed, FFFFSSSSO union may symbolise the continuing or refound
agnatic unity of two distant local groups of commun stock.
of FMZOO and four of FMZSO merriages were recorded.
chose to

Three ceses

Informants here

declare the paternal link on the husband's side as determinant

and to minimisA matrilateral parallel connections linking husband's and
wife's lines of descent from a common male ancestor.

These unions ere

deemed socially "proper", that is to say not contrary to strong norms of
avoidance ettached to "real" MZD marriage.

It is in such cases that Duu
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and Kanembu fInd It cifficult ta explain away the IOlJical apposition which
they clearly perceIve between the stronq, Islamic-insoired patrilateral
parallsl preference and effective bilateral cross 'and parallel consanguinity.
Sorne' Kanemi suggest that. MZD type marrisge
origin.

~

be of pre-Isla:nic

Matrilateral parallel cousin marriage is the least common form,

of consanguinity but its 11.9~ occurrence (25/210) in the cousin marriage
sample is not ne'Jlig i ble.
~T~A~';~L~E~3~1~~

Rea matrilateral cousin marriage
i~

25/210 = 11.9~

-

A

B

1.

r~ZD

2

U

2.

~1MZDO

1

U

3.

MZSO

1

0

4.

r'lMZSO

1

0

5.

MMr~ZDSO

1

0

3

0

r~FBO

fi.

7.

MFBOO

5

0

8.

l'lFBSO

9

0

9.

l'lFBSOO

1

0

10

l'lFFBSSO

1

0

c

+1

-1

+1

Case by case observe tians shaw, however, that only 3 of 25 recorded
inetances are uterine MZO type unions,
links between spouses (l'lZO

=

2; MMZOO

~

=

1).

marriages involving na male
The remaining 22 cases are

matrilateral unions involving male links among either Dr bath spouses'
connecting ascendants

(~

discontinuous).

There are possibly other

unrecorded ceses of MZO/MZS marriage in which spouses have sought to
classify themselves in function of other existing links of kinship in the
father' s line.

Unfortunetely, my data are Inadequate ta follow up this

query systematically.
Patrilateral cross-cousin marriage is the second most frequent form
of consanguineal marriage.
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~ ~

41/210

c

19.5

~

A

8

...

1.

FZD

15

CC

2.

FZDO

5

CC

+1

1

CC

-1

3

D

+1
+2

3.

FFZO
FZSO

4.

FZSDD

5.
6.

FFZSO

1

D

4

0

7.

FZDSD

1

0

+2

B.

FMBO

1

D

+1

9.

mBSO

3

D

10.

FFMBSO

1

0

-1

11.

FMBS.SOO

1

0

+2
-1

12.

FMMBOO

1

D

13.

FM80D

4

0

Of 41 casea recorded

(19.5%), thera ara 15 instances of rZO/MBS marriage

and a further six unions in which the husbend descends in the agnatic
line from a male ancestor from whom the wife descends in the uterina line
(cross-cèntinuous : FZDO

~

5 end FFZO

~

1).

In 19 of 2D cases of

classificatory patrilateral cross-cousin marriage, there is a ganeration
differentiel between spouses.

In 12 out of 15 such couplas,. the husband

is his spouse's clessificatory uncle.
Ideological preference is given to matrilateral cross- as opposed
to matrilateral parallel cousin marriage.

24 out of 2A cases,

representing 28/210 or 13.3:{ of aIl consanguinsal unions, correspond ta
the typological definition.
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Til ôLE.---,,3:>:3~....:.;R~e~a~m~a:.::t~r-=i:::l:::.a_t~c:::e;.r:::.a:::l....:::c~r:::.o~e~s:..;-.:::c.:::o:::.u.:::s=i:.:n...::.:m:::.a~r~r.:::i:::.a::;lg:::..s

N

= 2S/210 = 13.3%
MSD

1.

A

B

1A

D

c

1

D

+1

3.

MMBD

2

D

-1

4.

l'lMBDD

3

D

5.

MBSD

1

D

5.

MMBSD

1

D

7.

MFZD

1

D

S.

MFZDD

1

D

MBDD

2.

+1
-1

18 of 2B matrilateral cross-cous.in unions are contractad betwean "real"
MBrl and FZS.

This type of marriage plays an important rola in

re.integrating the daughters of emigrant kin more closaly in to their
parents' patrilocal group of origin.
Two of every three real or classificatory consanguineal marriages
unite parallel cousins (67.1~).

Three of every four consanguineal

unions bring together patrilateral kin

(74.8~)

(See Table 29).

The

strong prefarences for parallal and patrilateral cousin marriagss are,
nonethelees, fat from implying prescriptive patrilateral parallsl
marri age, which the Duu and Kanembu, in any case, do not present as an
absoluts Ideal.

An emphatically patrilineal idsology, a marked tendency

toward patr~irilocality and a general des.ire of ths Rea to conform with
norms of marriage they deem compatible with Islam are by no means seen as
incongruous with effactively bilateral parallel and cross-cousin marriage
or consanguineal unions involving a gensration diffarential between
spouses.
Significant variations may be notsd between the types of consanguineal
marri age practised and the distribution of these unions in terms of the
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clan affiliation(s) of seouses.

within the Hea descent

~arriages

group i::re clearly more consonant wi tri t.he r,mjr ,jS preference than causin
marriages of the
involviny two

~ea

~ea

community as a whole.

partners, RD

(73.4~)

Of 109 consanguineal marri ages

were patrilateral parallel.

A

further 13 patrilateral cross-cousin marriages bring the total of patri lateral cousin unions ta 93' of 109 or F5.3-'.

~atrilateral

parallel

and classificatory matrilateral cross-cousin marriages bath occur 8
times (7.3' + 7.3::)

(Compare with Table 29).

The cousin marriage sub-sample grouping caSes in which bath spouses
are non-Rea includes only 34 unions.

1JonethelElss, i t would saarn that

consanguineal marriages among mambers of non-Rea clans resident on Rea
territory are distributed in a similar fashion ta the consanguineal unions
of the Raa in terms of ganealogical types.
In contrast, cross-cousin unions pradominata (25 of 44 cases or 55.8%)
among consanguineal marriages linking a Raa ta a non-Raa.

18 of the 44

unione of this sub-sample ara patrilataral cross-cousin marriages
and 7 are matrilateral crosB-cousin unions

(15.~).

(4o.9~)

These consanguineal

unions were rendered possible by out-clan marriagas at spouses' parants'
and grandparents' generationa.

Allies' childran are subseQuently

intagrated into tha Raa community by non-Rea man/ Hea woman and Rea man/
non-Rea woman cousin marriages.
67 cases, or

1o.6~

5uch unions represent a considerable

of aIl 617 extant and terminated marriages studied.

Unions between Rea men and cousin wives of di fferent clan affiliations
are, in accordance with prevailing patrilocal emphasis in residance
patterns, more freQuent than non-Rea man/Raa woman marriages (44 compared
ta 23 occurrences).
Metrilataral consanguineal unions tend ta be more common between
Rea
non-Raa men and thair/woman cousins.
Such men tend ta be sons of
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immigrants rather than newly arrived bachelors.
These

matches

between kea men and non-i-iea women and non-kea

men and Rea women are the logical conseqUence of two formally "opposed"
types of marriage, namely ideo16gically valorised in-clan cousin unions
and widely practised clan exogamy.

In spite of the manifest

strength

of the patrilateral ideology, the progeniture of in-marrying non-Rea men
and women cannot be satisfactorily integrated into the Rea community
through exclusive patrilateral parallel cousin marriags.

The latter

predominatss within the Rea descent group but in this contsxt lineage
exogamy and interclan spouse sxchanges sooner or later sntail relativsly
rsduced but yst significant

incidences of othsr forms of cousin marriage,

both patrilateral and matrilsteral.

In such a system, patrilateral parallel

cousin marriage could not be sxclusive without soon bringing about a
This would
curtailment of marri age exchanges with other Duu groups.
to
lead/highsr lineage, and clan endogamy and the socio-political isolation
of the Rea in relation to co-resident clisnts and the sndogamous Duu
stratum as a whole.
6.

Marriage duration and divorce
The data 'thus far presented on patr~irilocality, in-clan marriags

and conaanguinaal marriags suggsst that thara could be a positiva
correlation between thasa thrsa factors and marriaga stability.
Consanguinity in particular, is more frequent in tha extant
in the tarminated marriage corpua (28.5%).

(37.9t) than

Howaver, givan that the

duration and mode of termination ofaxtant marriages ars by definition
uQknown, it is impossibla to establish a diract comparison betwaan ths
extant and terminatad samples in this.ragard.

In ordar to test the

correlation between consanguinity and hïgh marriage duration, we have
applied the method for the study of divorce presented by J. Barnes (1967).
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The main advantage of this procedure is ta allow the conversion of
extant into

~terminated~

unions on the assumption that the patterns of

dura tian and termina tian observed among the terminated unions of a
given group may be projected onto their extant unions.

The resulting

reconstructed sample is homogeneous and permits comparison of ongoing
Marriage survival tables and divorce risk tables

and past unions.

have thus been established for aIl extant and terminated Rea unions and
for two sub-samples of this corpus, namely cousin and non-cousin marriages.
TABLE: 34

Mean and median marriage duration in years

Marriage
Type

Rea cousin

Rea

Res non-cousin

Kanembu

AlI marriages:
~1ean
~1edium

11.73
+

10-14 - 12

17 .B
+

20-24 - 22

11.4

12.5

10-14 ~ 11

10-14 - 12

+

r~arriages

ending in
divorce
l'':ean
Median

TABLE 35

10.04

5.32
+

0-4 - 4

5-9

-+ 7.5

5.75
0-4 +

-

7.BB
4

+

5-9 - 5

Divorces per 100 marriagBB çontracted within

five-year periOds.after"fflarrisge
Nominal
duration

Rea

Rea cousin

Rea non-cousin

Kanembu

-4
5 - 9

41.4BO
61.591

26.669

69.749

57.355

10-14

67.06B

36.3B4

72.397

73.307

15-19

69.191

42.197

73.B96

77.374

20-24

71.745

76.714

7B.332

25-29

72.97B

7B.2B5

7B.332

30-34

73.673

7B.528

7B.332

0

B.OOB

44.993

44.059

35-44
45-54

3B .095

B2.338
73.985

78.847
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TAiiLE: 36

.:3.1 vo..rces..per

annum pElr.1 QO marriaqes.

existingatspecificduratiol1S

-- - - - - - - - r - - - - - ,

fJominal
dutation

Hea

o ...

10.55

1. fiB

11.38

4 ye<;lrs

Rea cousin

~ea

non-COusin

Kanenbu
9.41

9

8.81

4.60

12.83

7.63

10-.14

3.64

3.01

2.~7

10.27

15';'19

1.'14

2.fi7

1.51

4.06
1.16

5 -

20-.24

2.95

3.43

25-'29

1.94

2.54

30....34

1.47

.50

35-44
45-54

1.29

Divorce Ratios

TlIBLE31

A i= The nuinbsr of di vorces ss a proportion of the total
number of marriages
2)

B '= The number of divorces as a proportion of aIl
completed marriagss

3)

C

= The

number of divorces as a proportion of aIl
marriagss except thoss en ding in death
(EL.

Barnes

1949;

Cohen 1971 : 124)

A

B

C

Rea marriagss

42.9

7B.9

48.5

Rea cousin
marriages

30.2

67.5

35.4

Rea non-cousin
47.0
marri ages

81.7

52.5

Kanembu
marriages

75.6

45.1

43.0

Divorce during the first five years of marriage is much more common
among unrelated spouses th an among kin.

The di voree rate per 100 marriages

eontracted wi thin the ini Ual fi ve-year lapse is 44.11, for non-kin but only
8:: among kin.

These levels correspond to 1.68 divorces per 100 marriages
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per annum in the case of consanguineal unions as opposed to e rate of
11.4 divorces per 100 among non-kin.

Consanguineal marriages enter

into a relatively more uncertain phase from 5 to 9 years after inception.
After a nominal duration of nine years, 2(,.7 of cousin marriages have
been dissolved by divorce at an annual rate of 4.6.

This incidence.

stIll remains much lower th an the 12.8"" E!!!!: annum found among non
consanguineal marriages during the same 5 - 9 year interval.

By the

end of year '9' from inception, 69.7 of non-kin marriages have ended
in divorce.

The yearly rate of marriage dissolution for non-cousins

decreElsès substsntially after this "danger period" is past, as is

shown in Table 36.

After 34 years of marriage, nonetheless, only 45%

of cousIn unions have terminated in divorce as against 78 .. 5~ of
non-cousin unions.
Consanguineal marriage thus corresponds to a decreesed probability
of serial polygamy.

Many persons who merry a cousin in effect remain

monogamous throughout their married life or remarry only once.

This

statement is supported by the fact that the mean duretion of cousin
marriages, irrespective of their mode of termination, is 17.8 years as
compared with 11.4 years for non-cousin unions.

The median duration

+

+

for these categories are, respectively, - 22 years and - 11 yeers.
Those marri ages which are dissolved through divorce last longer among
related sPQuses (Mean: 10 yeers;
(l'lean: 5.8 years;
7.

l'Iel::lian ~ 7.5 YBars) than ilon-kin

Median ~ 4 years)

(See Table 34) •

50me factors affecting the potential for consanguineal and/or
in-clan marriage.
In the preceding sections of this chapter, we have discussed the

occurrence of consanguineal and in-clan unions and have related these
rates to certain observations concerning locality, residence, marital
movements, marriage duration and divorce.

Duu Rea marriage patterns are
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characterised by a balancing of marri age alliances within and outside
of patrilineal descent groups (lineages and clans).

The importance

of "in_" with relation to "out-marriage" varies considerably from one
local group to another and, although this hae not yet been shown
sufficiently clearly, from one Rea lineage to

another~

Rates of

occurrence of consanguineal and in-lineage marriage have been presented
either in an isolated way or in relation to the factors mentioned above.
The purpoee '.of the present eection is to deseribe certain constraints
which operate to determine the etatistical feasibility of different types
of in-marriaga.
We will first look at the distribution of first and subsequent
marri agas per village group in relation to the local origins of spousea.
In this regard, aIl extant and terminated marriages will ba compared with
the corresponding consanguineal marri age aub-aample.

It ia thus possible

to determine whether:
a)

first marriages comply more than subaequent unions with the socially

valued norms of genealogical and geographical proximity of apouaee
b)

conaanguineal marriagaa are more concentrated in spatial terms than

non-consanguin~al

unions.

We will .then seek to compara thedegrse of achievement of endogamie
preferences with the endogamie options in spatial and kinship terme open
to the unmarried population.

This will imply considering how polygamy and

emigration may restrict in-group marriaga choices, and, finally what
interrelations prevail between consanguinity and common clan affiliationa
of, apousea.
The extent and terminated merriage corpus is almost equally divided
between primary and subsequent unions
marriagee: 49.5%)

(!<!.a. Table 10.).

(First marriages: 50.5%; subsequsnt
The figures of V.G. 1 and 2 vary but
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slightly from the Rea average with a slight advantage for first unions

(E:!.:.

Table 10).

marriages (58.5%

In V.G. 3, the balance is broken in favour of subsequent
~

41.5%).

This implies a higher rate of termination

by divorce of both kin and non-kin marriages in comparison with the
geographically less mobile and politically more stable communities of
V.G. 1 and 2.
Table 38 gives the distribution of first and subsequent cousin unions
in terms of their respective order of marriage for husband and wife.
TABLE 3B

first and subsequent extant and terminated
Rea cousin marriages

N

c

210 - 4

= 206

Oh

Order of marriage for husband

Ow

Order of marriage for wife

Oh

Ow

n

1

1

144

69.9

2

1

16

7.8

%N

3

1

5

2.5

4

1

1

.5

B

1

1

.5

9

1

1

.5

3

2

6

2.9

4

2

3

1.5

7

2

1

.5

12

2

1

.5

2

2

13

6.3

3

3

3

1.5

1

2

10

4.9

1

3

1

.5

206

100.3

70% of couein spouses were never married previously.

19% of cousin

marriages were second unions for one (12.7%) Dr both

6.3%) spouses.
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Cousin unions were primary for 81.71 of wives concerned and 75.3% of
Those men for whom a cousin marriage was a fourth or

husbanos.

subsequent union account for only 4% of the males in the sample.
of wives had concluded second and

2%

third marri ages with a cousin.

First marriages, whether consanguineal or not, tend to be concluded
This is particularly true in relation to the village

close to home.

group within which 42.810 of first marriages are contracted

(~

Table 11).

as compared with an average 25.2% for aIl extant and terminated marriages
teken together (~ Table 9).

First marriage sampI es reveal an

opposition between V.G. 2, where 51% of unions occur in the village group,
and V.G. 3 where this is only the case for 22.4% of first marriages.
V.G. 2 is dominated by the Rea Teteya who have the highest rate of
in-lineage marriage among Rea lineages.

In V.G.3, local exogamy correlat es

with high community mobility.
Ara the territorial distribution patterns comparable for consanguineal
and non-kin marriages ?
Extant and terminated consanguineal in-marriage in relRtion

TA8LE 39

to territorial divisions per village group •
N
V.G.1

= 210

N

= 302

n

U

CM

85

1st i'I

73

K

N = 206

V.G. 2

nlN

%

n

U

nln

%

85/302

28.1

CM

79/206

38.3

1

73/84

86.9

1st M 48

48/79

60.1

2B

1

28/84

33.3

F

2

2/79

2.5

C

65

1

65/84

77.4

VG

40
·28

40/85

47.1

'"

~

57

28/85

31.8

VG

46

46/79

58.2

V

32

32/79

40.5

V

• N. B.

79

19.
1

19/79

24.1

57/78

73.1

Abbreviations for Tables 39 and 40 are given on p. 252..
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V.G. 3

N = 125

-

n

CM

46

1st M

25

2

K

26

C

13

U

n/N

%

.-

46/125

36.8

25/44

56.8

6

26/40

65.0

6

13/40

3~.5

VG

9

9/46

19.6

V

8

8/46

17.6

TABLE 40:

Extant and terminated consanguineal in-marriage in relation
to territorial divisions for the Rea territory
N

n

= 633
U

CP!

210

1st 1'1

146

r

3

n/N
210/633

33.2

146/207

70.5

2/210

2

%

1.0

K

73

7

73/203

36.0

C

135

8

135/202

66.8

VG

95

95/210

45.2

V

68

68/210

32.4

Cousin marriages are generally arranged either with close kin within the
local community or. to the contrary. to link more removed and geographically
distant cousins across the bounparies of village groups.

It is as i f

local communities on occasion seek to reinforce their distinctiveness
vis-~vis

neighbouring villages or hamlets by "passing over the head"

of the latter and establishing certain marital alliances relatively afar
but with kin.
These observations help to clarify the co-occurrence of such factors
as first marriage. often pre-arranged by spouses' kin. consanguinity
and the specifie spatial distribution of cousin marriages Just described.
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By implication, we may conclu de that first marri ages would, on average,
tend to be concluded within shorter radii of spouses' homes than subsequent
This supposition must, however, be qualified by examining

unions.
polygyny.

The incidence of polygamy among extant unions is an important
determinant of the potential for in-clan and/or consanguineal marriage
within a given group and at a given time.

Table 41 establishes an

overall ratio of 270 husbands for 314 wives which gives a rate of polygyny
of 116.3.
TABLE 41 :

%of

PolY9ynous extant Rea marri ages per village group
W/H Ratio

polygynous extant marriages (H/W)

VG

18/145 .. 12.3

VG 1

125/146 .. 116.8

IIG 2

14/103 .. 13.6

VG 2

88/103 .. 117.0

VG 3
AU

40/314 '"12.7

VG 3
AlI

270/314 = 116.3

AlI

n H

B/65

=12.3

n W

57/65

= 114.0

IIC 1

n H

n W

4

1

4

4

1

4

3

2

6

3

1

3

2

37

74

2

16

32

1

230

230

1

107

107

270

314

125

.146

VG 2

n H

n W

3

1

3

2

13

26

1

74

74

88

103

VG 3 .

N '" 317 - 3 U

D

n H

nW

2

8

16

1

49

49

57

65

314

This proportion shows only small variations between village groups.

Only

'one man has married the maximum of four wives allowed simultaneously by
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Korani" law, and only two husb; .lds

t

~ve

taken three wives.

Polygyny

among the Rea community is therefore generally equatable with bigamy.
Although no preciee analysis hae yet been undertaken, divorce does
seam more frequent among polygamiets than monogemiste.

Polygyniets'

wives, however, often do not marry more than twice during their lives.
19 of 75 husbands in extant cousin unione are married to 40 of
97 couein wives.

This implies a ratio of polygyny for extant couein

marriages of 129.3, ae opposed to 116.3 for aIl extant marriages.

Thie

considerable rate and the substantial difference between the general
sample and the cousin marri age sub-sample lead to two remarks.
It ie probable that many men, in conformity with Rea marriage
Ideale, marry a couein for their first wedding and then seek a second,
unrelated wife of their own choice.

Such plural marri ages can represent

the first step toward the latter severing of marriage between the cousins
in a bigamous triad.

This separation normally occurs after the married

cousins' children have passsd infancy.

One objection to consanguineal

marriage, often verbalised by men, is that they are harder to break due
to familial pressures, sspecially when contracted within the localised
patrilinsal descent group.
a less abrupt issue

Polygamy, particularly bigamy, can allow

from this situation than quick divorce with aIl

its negative intrafamilial

con~equences.

secondly, the obssrvation of polygyny in relation to consanguinity
suggests that plural marriage of men who count a cousin among their
wives does much to reduce the matrimonial options of the unmarried.
Young brides are sometimes "accumulated" by already adult Dr middle-aged
men with means and some measure of status.
particular

those who

~

Young bachelors, in

their range of potential partnsrs by seeking

a cousin spouse, often heve no option but to wait, given ths refusaI of
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most males to leave their home village at the time of first marriage.
Even wealth cannot (immediately) compensate for the absence of a
suitable cousin bride.

This eituation largely contributes to the age

differential which, in general, may be observed between males and famales
at the tlme of first marriage.

On the contrary, females often tend ta be

divorced or widowed by the end of their procreative life, at which time
they are in most inetances, teken under the protection of their'son(s)
and/or agnetes.
than legal.

The latters' obligation, however, ie moral rather

Thus, women who heve been separeted from their kin for

decades through exogamous marriege mey heve good reason to feer old ege.
It has been shown in sections 2 and 3 of this chapter, thet a
majority of merrieges lead women eway from their lineages and father's
place of residence, notwithstending a 55.6% rate of first marriage
consanguinity for females of the extant and terminatedmarriege corpus.
Women whose first merriage is with a non-kinsman rarely engage in e
subeequent consanguineal union.

Exogamous forms of marriage are

further reinforced statistically by the fect thet divorcees of consanguineel
unions of both eexee very seldomly remerry with e cousin.

Once a cohort

of Rea reach the age of maximal marital instebility (5 to 10 years after
incep.tion for 'coueins and lees for non-consanguineal sPDuses), the rete
of cousin marriage mey be expected to decrease rapidly for both sexes
eince many spousee heve severed links with their communities of origin.
We heve e1reedy examined these practices with reference to
interclan marri age petterns for clan-exogamoue men and women who remain
in their clan territory (s!& Tables 26, 27 and 28).

It wes, however,

impossible to demonetrate whether more people merry in than merry out
of the Rea community and clan.

Nonethelese, further attention must be

givanto the question of emigration since this phenomenon directly
influences the ecope of potentiel marriage options of those who remain
at home.
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TABLE 42 : Emigration within South Kanem
5

= 5ingle

m

Q

ma·ried

M

Q

Male

F

Q

Female

....-Canton

mM

5 M

M

1

mF

5 F

F

1'1 + F

2

5

8<>ga Sola

2

3

2

N'garangu

1

1

1

1

2

3

IS5erom

4

4

4

2

6

10

4

5

1

6

10

8

8

9

1

1

1

It' Jigdada

1

Dibinenchi

3

N'guri

1

1

Motoa

1

1

1
1

1

1

Monda
Am Dobak

1

1

1

Amerom

1

Malum

1

Kuludia

2

2

4

2

Karal

2

4

6

2

1

l'1olimari

1

3

2

1

Wandala

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

6

3

9

5

6

4

4

4

Yalita

6

6

2

2

8

Uncertain

4

4

5

5

9

37

41

49

86

TOTAL

29

8

8

TA8LE 43 : Emigration out of South Kanem and Abroad
s .. single
1'1 .. Male

m .. married
r .. remale

Place

m 1'1

S 1'1

1'1

mr

s r

r

1'1

Saudi Arabia

18

12

30,

11

9

20

50

2

1

3

3

2

5

8

20

13

33

14

11

25'

58

4

4

8

2

2

10

1

1

2

Sudan
S.A. &: Sudan
80rnu
C.A.R.

*

Mun du

2

N'Djamena

7

l'lao

3

2

2
8

2

15

4

3

7

22

3

1

3

6

2

11

27

12

4

16

2
g

2

1

3

1

TOTAL

51

31

82

32

Abroad
Chad
(North Chad)

25
26
17

18
13
5

43
39
22

16
16
12

P1aesakory
l'1ussoro

1

4

17

49

131

11
6
3

27

70
51
37

22
15

+1

*

Central African
Republic
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217 adults were declared as emigrants in this community of only
587 married residents.
73 married females.

Of these 217 people

aD

were married males and

Furthermore, 39 single men and 27 single women

have departed on an indefinite basis.

It is probable that more people

have emigrated following family, political or legal rifts and have bean
selectively forgotten.

In view of its high statistical incidence, it

could almost be argued that emigration is a "mode of residence" unto itself.
Emigration within South Kanem outside of Rea-controlled settlements
involves 86 declared individuel cases (37 men and 49 women).

70 of

these persons are marrisd but could not be interviewed because of their
geographical dispersion and are, hence, not included in the Rea marriage
sample.

No concentration of emigrants in particular areas or villagss

is noticeable.

Indesd ~ surrounding and some peripheral cantons are

minor foci of emigration.
or strong influence of the

However, those territories under the control
~

of

~ao,

particularly N'jigdada and all

the northern Kanemi cantons. receivs only a handful of emigrants.
~vements

within South Kanem are, in a majority of cases, attributabls

to out-marriages of Rea men and women rather than to the departure from
Rea territory of already married couples.

Emigration by single or

unbetrothed persons is much less frequent but, interestingly, no more so
for males (8 cases) than females (8 cases).

5ingls men have generally

left to find paid employment whereas single women ars often divorcees.
Departures toward non-Rea villages in the cantons of Valita and
Kouloudia (for inhabitants of V.G.3) ars astonishingly infrequent.

It

seems that Rea clan members either marry within their clan territory or
migrate to cantons whers Rea officiaIs do not exerciss administrativs
and fiscal functions.
Persons who leave Kanem or Chad go almost exclusively to othsr'
Muslim regions and countries.

Only 4 of 131 emigrants (E!& Table .43)
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left for the Christian South (Mundu : 2; Central African Republic : 2)
A modeJate 22. of whom 15 were men. left for the capital to find jobs.
Trave] to N'djaména tends to remain the affair of the sessonal migrant
labourer.

It is possible that this will only change if and when the

city takee on a more focal role in the national economy.

for the time

being. the devastation of an internationalised civil war makes any such
development highly improbable.

However. one potentially significant

eocio-marital function of the capital is that the Ouu or their descendants
thère may eventually etand a chance of marrying a non-Kanemi Muelim in
order to eecape their ascribed casted status.
has not yet happened.

To my knowledge. this

Massakory. a sous-préfecture town on the roed

from N'gouri to N'djaména is much too small and internally segregated
in terms of ethnic. professional end class divisions for Duu to escape
their condition.

By profitably exercising their trades thers. Ouu

may. nonethsless. gain accsss to an appreciable cash revenue which
can widen marriage optione within their stratum.

Migration to

Massakory tends to be long-term and involves some family movements as
weIl as individual exterior

marriages~

Other areas of Northern Chad offer little socio-economic opportunity
for the emigrant.

This void ie accentuated by conditions of prolonged

drought and civil strife. compounded by the lack of roads. hoepitals and
public services.

Hierarchised'forms of social organisation which

entail the isolation of professional castes. notably in Waday. make it
difficult for Ouu to establish themselves and._ in any csse. severely
restrict the "upward mobility" of the low-clase immigrant.
70 Rea residents have left Chad altogether.

Among these persons.

one observes a marked inversion of migration patterns in relation to
thoee typical of neighbouring Kanembu.

The latter traditionally emigrate

toward Bornu where young men complete their religious education and their

seniors engage in commerce.

The Rea, occasional smuggling activities

in North Gameroon or Nigeria aside, show a clear preference for
emigrating to countries east of Chad.

50 of 70 relatives of in-resident

Rea declared to be abroad were said to be in Saudi Arabia.

1 suspect

that the majority of these 50 were in fact, slowly crossing the Sudan.
~ecca

and

~

status are their ultimete goals which are achievable only

after a trek of several yeare, interrupted by greater or shorter pausee
for employment as manual labourere

<li,Û

Worke: 1976).

Only 10

Rea were declared to be in nearby Bornu Just acroee Lake Chad.
Trips to the eaetern Sudan are sometimes long-term family migrations.
One noticee the balance between the married and unmarried of bath eexes.
Thie ie not an exodus of single male labourers but a plannad procedure
destined to enhance the status of migrants' lineages both economically
and religiously.
The excess of male over female amigration to areas within Chad to
the exclueion of South Kanem and foreign countries would, if anything,
tend to elightly alleviate the plight of those young bachelors eeeking
rare brides at home.

Within South Kanem, in contrast, woman moving to

their future huebands' villages predominate among emigrants, as is
entirely expectable in a patrilocal, patrilineal systam.
The migration patterns presented here in terms of gsographical
distribution, sex ratio and marital status do not lead one to hypotheeise
a etrong correlation betwssn high emigration ratee and a restriction of
potential matrimonial options within ths Rea community.

Regarding

ths near future, however, one must make due allowance for the potential
effecte of large-scale emigration beyond South Kanem.

This eeeme to be

a recent phenomenon, largely specific to-the post-colonial period and
which may be accentuated by the persistence of the Chadian civil war.
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If the option of "voting with one's feet" (Buijtenhuije 197B : BB)
remeins If such importence, emigrstion will possibly become e mejor
influen' e fsvouring out-marrisge in terms of locelity, lineege
sffilistions and consenguinity.

Emigration may also come to play a

msjor role in the process of grsdusl infringement snd breaking of csste
and clsss barri ers by which. marrisgs pstterns have been strictly
demarcated and enclaved for generations.
to
We will conclude this chapter by attempting /evaluate the existing
potsntisl for in-linesge and/Dr conssnguineal msrrisge among the Duu Rea
A valid procedure for this WDuld have to

st the tima of inquiry.

distinguish intergenerstional in-msrrisge patterns on the basis of sn
inventory of aIl recognieed and extent consanguineal links in the
p~pulation

rrom the negstive point of view, one WDuld

considered.

heve to assese marital incompatibilities attributsble to age impediments
and kinship prohibitions.

Unfortunstely, the Bize of the Res community

rendersd the collection of complete genealogies for sIl individusls
materielly imposeible.
We sre here limited to studying endogamic potential via s much looser
set of indicators bssed on census dats.
TABLE 44 : P1aximum t. heoretical potential of endogamous msrriage
in Villsge Group 1.
Reference Group : Unmarried Populstion (lesa divorceee over 25 snd widows)
Name of Village

Pl

r

Balsnce

valits

6

1

-5

1

Burudu

6

3

1

1

-3
+1

l'l a:Ie 1

B

5

-3

PIede 2

1

1

Pàde Kelia

6

1

27

12

Wallanji

In-Linesge

C1'I

!Type of CI'l

1

rrBSO

3

3

rBO

1

1

rBO

5

3 Pst.

-5

1

-15

7

Il

In-clan : possibility. considering sge-appropriateness, of msrrying clan member.

CM: possibility, considering age distribution end prqhibitions of marrying

a kinsperson.

TABLE 45

Maximum theoretical potential of endogamous marriage
in Villaga Group 2

Rafarence Group : Unmarried Population (less divorcaas over 25 and widows)

Name of Villaae

M

F

Balance

In-Lineaae

CM

Kiwa

1

1

Wango

8

3

-5

2.

3

Koleyrom 1

2

3

+1

1

2

Tvpe of CI'I

1fBD,1 FfBSD
&1 fZ5D
Pat. X or l'lat. Il

.1D.t.a.I:. .alla.
Koleyrom 2
2

N'girom 1

+2
-2 }2

N' girom 2

2

Burbuna

4

1

-3

17

10

-7

Bulongo Yako
Audurom
Yikulu
5

5

2 Pat.I/. 1 - 3
Pat. X, D-2 1'1./1

TABLE 46 : Maximum thaoretical potential of endogamous marriaga
in Village Group 3
Reference Group: Unmarried Population (less divorcaes over 25 and widows)

Name of Village

PI

F

Balance

In-Linaage

CI'!

Typa of CI'!

Dumaa

5

2

-3

2

2

1 FfZSD,
1 fFfBSDSD

Kolon 1

2

6

+4

1

2

1 MFI'!SSD
1 ffBSSD

Kolon 2

1

2

1

1 ffBSD or
1 fPlBSD

1

2

-1

Kolon 3
Tamadai 1

2

Tamadai 2

4

Tamadai 3

3

2
-4

3

1 FBD" 1 FBDD

1nW .alla.
17

13

-4

6

7
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.I.aill:L' .7

l'Iaximum theoretical qoten ~ial of endogamous m.arriage
in the Rea territory

Reference Group : Unmarried population (less divorcees over 25 and widows)

CI'!

1st
CousiDe

7

5

4

-7

5

5

1

13

-4

6

12

1

61

35

-26

18

22

6

-

-

0.57

0.36

0.10

l'!

F

1'1 - F
~alance

. Village Group 1

27

12

-15

Village Group 2

17

10

Village Group 3

17

Ree Territory
Endogamic Potential

In Lineage

0.30

Local communitiee generally show a sex imbalance between unmarried
potential cousin spouses among whom a general male/female ratio of
almost 2/1 was recorded.

This derives largely from the influence

of patrilineality and patrilocality on marital practices and movements.
The general sex ratio of the Rea population emerging from my preliminary
census shows no imbalance in demographic terms.
do

In particular, my data

not appear to reflect any appreciable under-declaration of the

female population of marriageable age.

The 2/1 male to female ratio

between potential cousin pertnere can be related to:
1)

a high rate of lineage-exogamous and/or coneanguineal marriage

for at least the last generation,
2)

a considerable differential in ages of first marriage between the

sexes.

This is a traditional trait of Kanemi marriage practices and is

today possibly reinforced by the progressive monetarisation of marital
prestations (~ Chapter 7).
3)

a significant rate of polygamy.
At present, aIl marriageable Rea women could find, indeed choose,

a husband from their village group or clan territory.

For men, this

is trus in only sorne six out of ten œses
Assuming that

~

(~

Tables 44 to 47).

35 singls women marry one of 61 potsntial husbands

with whom they coresids on Rea territory, a maximum of only

30~

of

these unions could be contracted on an in-lineage basis and a maximum
could
of 36% bstween cousins.
Only every 10th union 4 at ths point in time
in question (October 1974), be concludsd bstween first cousins.
Endogamie potential may be calculated aa the ratio of marriageable
men and women par relevant territorial unit, descent group or kinship
category and expressed on a scale from 0 to 1.
TABLE 4B

Theoretical nexima of d ifferent f orms of e.nclogamous
marriage for the ynmarried

Type or Territory
lof reference

PI

r

Ab.. fia Endooarnv E _:ooam

Abe filÎl Endooamv E.Kooamv

Village

27/61

.44

.56

27/35

.77

Village Group 1

12/27

.44

.56

12/12

1.00

0.0

Village Group 2

10/17

.58

.42

10/10

1.00

0.0

Village Group 3

13/17

.76

.24

13/13

1.00

0 ..0

Rea Territory

35/61

.57

.43

35/35

1.00

0.0

18/61

.30

.70

18/35

.51

.49

22/61

.36

.64

22/35

.63

.37

ineage
Cousin P1arriage

Sax disparitiee in epouse availability imply
in endogamie potential.

con~iderable

.23

variations

The potential for in-locality marriage, for

example, ia .77 for women and .44 for men.

Differences are also

substantiel when the village group is teken ae a spatial unit of reference
for marriage exchange.

Within V.G. 1, 2 and 3, respectively, the potential

for mele first in-marriage is .44, .58 and .78, whereaa for women it is
1.00 everywhere.
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With reference to the clan, the potential for in-marriage is .51
for WJmen and only .30 for men.

These estimates are in keeping with

rate3 of first marriage consanguinity for the extant and terminated
marriage sample.

It thus Besme fair to suggest again

that when

endogamy in its diverse modalities (consanguinity, common descent,
co-territoriality or a combination of thess factors) is a concrete
option for potential spouses, it is most often practised.

Nonetheless,

in view of aIl that preceeds, the question immediately arises as to
whether the endogamie potential recorded at the present stage of
development of the Rea clan is not being progressively whittled down
by an increase in exogamous practices?

If this supposed trend is to

be verified or disproven, hypotheses must be formulated ta account for
modifications and variations in endo-exogamic process which could, in
the long term, contribute to important "structural modifications of the
definition and boundaries of the Ouu lineage system and stratum.
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CHAPTER SE VEN
1.

LOCAL VARIATIONS or REA MARRIAGE PRACTICES

Presentation
In a complementary approach to the analyses presented in the previous

chspter, we will now seek to identify msJor local snd linesge-specific
varistions in msrriage patterns among the Ouu Rea, taking the village
community or hamlet as our basic unit of observstion.
The data bssis here used includes informstion on the msrrisges of
aIl members of each domestic unit, gensalogical charts sccounting for
community composition, diagrams presenting ties of common descent between
local groups, histories of village foundation and subsequent community
migrstions, and qualitative statements concerning individual and
collective mstrimonial strstsgies.
A first reading of this information lesds to certain elementary
observations which May bs summed up as follows:
- As s rule, a maJority of men from each community msrry in their
villsge of origin.
rull sets of brothers snd, even more so, half-brothsrs rsrely
rsmsin residentislly united for the grester psrt of their lives.
The splits which prevsll between male siblinge in msnywsys orient
and contribute ta the definition of subsequent patterns of village endogamy.
Equally, the genealogical. personal and politico-economic reletions
obtaining within the co-resident core of kinsmen around which communities
structure themselves predetermine in numerous particulars potential
consanguinity as regarde both possible and preferred categories of unions.
- The relation between sibling residsntial and political solidarity
end consanguineal marriags is by no means univocal.

A high degree of

cohesion.among brothers May or May not bs compatible with e marriege
pattern charecterised by lineage exogemy.
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l'Iost blomen contrsct thejc fir,t msrriage blith en eIder cousin.
On thF other hand, many Ree blomen marry out of the clan territory into
other Ouu groups of often 10bler political stetus than the Rea.

Links of

intermerriage are thus developed throughout the highly fragmented Ouu
stratum.
We blill now proceed to examine hOb/ these general observations relate
to the situation of each constituent local and lineage group of the Rea
community.

Special attention will be paid to distinguiehing the mat.l-

monial and economic strategies of Rea core lineages,

~

the presently

ruling Kadia and the formerly dominant Tetsya (and their sub-lineages),
from the dependent Rea lineages

(Biremia, Kania, Kotolu).

The main

object of this exercise is to show that endogamous and exogamous practicee
which may seem contradictory at the individual or villege level, prove to
be globally complementary II/hen sean from the standpoint of the marriage
patterns and strategies of the clan level.

They must thus be analyeed

as forming a delicately balanced whole rather than as opposed or mutually
exclusive categories.
2.

Village Group

:illill.
Velita, the residence of the Rsa clan chief, is the largest village
of the Rea territory, with 41 married women and 34 married men.
relatively recent settlement was founded by lamaila, Shuku and
respectively father and unclee of the preeent Rea
Hasan M'balo, around 190B to 1910.

~

This
~usa,

chef de canton

These men II/ere aIl born and married

in the oldar Rea villege of Walanji (see beloll/), located 1.5 km from Valita
at a period II/hen man y of their clansmen blere still resident in the principal
Bara villages of Bari and Bari Dina.

The departure of the majority of

Bara and Adia at the turn of the century entailed nell/ residential and
political arrangements among those who ramain behind.·

)02

The Rea sought to occupy the vacuum left by the emigrant Bara and
Adia

wh~

had suffered much in conflicts with the Darka during the latter

decades of the nineteenth century (see Appendix 5).

The Rea's new found

position of leaders by default in the northern Bari district led to
quarrelling between the Rea Teteya and the Rea Kadia lineages as weIl as
to internaI disagreements in each of these two groups.

Rivalries among

the Kadia led to a split in the Walanji community and the foundation of
Velita by the supporters of lamaila and his brothers~

The latters'

success in obtaining cantonal chieftaincy rights from the French, which
had originally been granted to the Teteya, allowed consolidation as a
leading Rea community in spite of the reduced number of the Kadia.
The politicel necessity of making Velita a "large" community, but
one which might remain under Kadia control, has largely determined the
composition and marriage pattern of the village's poPUlation.
Valita men, marriages are atrongly patri-/virilocal.

For

Indeed, three

quarters of the huebands were born in Velita or its Immediate surroundings.
ln contrast, the majority of their spou ses marry into the community from
a llIide spectrum of South Kanemi clans.
the past political alliances of the Rea.
of Valita.

Their origins closely reflect
Of 41 wives, 31 llIere born out

11 of these women came from precisely those villages in llIhich

most northern Rea lived during the decades prior to French colonisation~
nsmely Bari Kolom, Bari Dina, Bari Gide, Walanji and Bolosidi.

In

contrast, only three women have married in from rival Rea Teteya-controlled
Village Group 2.
With ths exception of marriages which still testify to pre-colonial
residential patterns and political alliances among Rea, Adla and Bara, the
men of Valita prefer to select outside wives from formerly allied clans
in the western chieftaincies of Dibinenchi and

N~igdada,

as weIl as from

JOJ
neighb~uring

N'guri and Baderi.

T~'s

pattern tends to

e~clude

alliances

with t,e eastern and southeastern Duu of Am Dobak, Dokora and Molimari
with whom relations are neither hostile nor close.
The male population of Valita may be divided into the agnatic core
of mostly locally-born Rea and outeide, generally non-Rea immigrante
or dependants.

Of 29 non-Rea men now married in Valita or previously

married to women now living in this community, only 4 were born on Rea
territory.

This results from a recent arrivaI of thsse immigrants,

except in the caae of ons Duu Kubri family, and difficulty of long-term
Integration of non-Kadia into Valita.
few male immigranta are bound betwesn themselves by links of kinship
and alliancs.

On the other hand, among the Rea male population, 25 of

34 men are quite cloae Junior agnates of ths kalala (clan and
chief).

~

The presence of eight of his fB55 and five BS demonstrates a

certain concentration of his uncles' and brothers' progeny.
of the kalala's

Certain

brothers and their children, however, have left the arsa

altogethsr to prote.t thsir brother's accession to the chieftaincy.
Valita is not structured around sibling nuclei.

Sibling rivalry

is Just as apparent as agnatic solidarity in the community's composition.
Dnly ons of the kalala's four brothsrs resides on Rea territory, in
Valita.

Among the next descending generation, one finds only two ssts

of brothers.

The youngsst generation of married males counts only thrse

sibling ssts with two, two and thres msmbers, respectively.

These

brothers have yet to overcome ths potential rival ries which may occur
upon progressing torward adulthood.
systematically split;

In practice, sibling groups almost

only 13 of 34 married males have a brother in Velita.

The kalala counts only two married matrilateral kinsmen in his villags
and only thrse married male cross--cousins.

Only 9 of 41 married women
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are related to the clan head.

This is partially a consequence of high

female out-marriage but no less of the related absence of cousin marriagss
within ths Kadia on a rspstitive basis from generation to gsneration over
ths past few dscadss.

Cousin marriagss are no less frequsnt hsre than

among the· Rea 6n avsrage (14 of 41

extant marriagss)but thsir typolo:gical

distribution denotes a clsar dsparturs from any patrilineal parallel idsal
(only 2 real

rBO

unions) as wsll as ths indirect conssquences of conflicts

between brothers over sevsral dscades.

Ths rsmaining 12 cousin unions

are crossed and/or discontinuous ( 2 r~ZDO, 1

rzoso,

1 r~BSOO etc.).

The Kadia ruling famUy is too intsrnally dividsd to allow for a
systematic stratsgy of any kind with regard to consanguinsal marriage.
This situation has been prsvalent at least sincs the separation of the
Walanji community into two settlements.

Ths result is that Kadia men

marry distant cousins traced through father but to which thsy are attached
through at least one intervaning kinswoman (patrilateral discontinuous).
These unions ars not politically prestigeous and do not crsate lasting
relations of marriage exchange between ths most influential Rsa familiss.
The kalala himself is no exception to this type of practice.
first three marriages wers contracted with non-Rea divorcees.

His

As in the

case of othsr palygynist Kadia notables, his senior wife is of blacksmith
lineage.

Only his third wifs is a

Kadia and Teteya maintain

~

rzoo

of Rsa Teteya affiliation:

the

marital contacts to keep peace within

the clan but these unions are not given priority and deference among
notables of either group.

Contrary to one's expectations, the 65 year

old lineage chief has never taken a Kadia woman as wife.
Thus, among the ruling Kadia lineage, sndogamous forms of marriage
are rare and do not reflect a clear marital strategy.

This situation may

bs linked to a high lsvel of intra-linsal politicel discord at higher as
weIl as lower orders of segmentation, and consequent segmentation of major
lineages into reciprocally hostile or wary communities of very amall size.
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In Valita, extensive exogamy hap not been followed by any manner of
systeme,tic endogamic procedure which could have linked the children of
in-ma~ried

allies of external lineage affiliations into a coherent

kindred.
Maritally, and thus to a certain extent, politically, the Kadia of
Valita appear weak.

This tends to be confirmed by the pattern of

marital prestations and cattle wealth observed among them.

The kalala's

marriages have always involved the giving of one or two cows ta his bride
or the killing of an ox for the festivities.

They have never, however,

involved capital transfers in the form of cattle.

The

~

(brideprice)

paid by the head has never gone beyond a relatively meagre 10,000 francs

C.r.A.

This paucity of matrimonial gifts sets the tone for the other

marriages contracted by the people of Valita.
Given the ravages of the seven drought years which preceded fieldwork,
it is extremely difficult to make any judgements on the distribution of
cattle and domestic animaIs between individuals as weIl as to relate
such data to marriage payments and social status.

Cattle wealth normally

varies from year to year and individual losses may taks on very diffsrsnt
proportions du ring a given period of bad ecological conditions.
as it may, only half the men in Valita claim to

~

Be this

have owned 10 or more

head of cattle, a situation not atypical of the Ouu in general.

By the

end of the 1973-74 dry season, it can be estimated that the combined
cattle herd of aIl the villagers totalled 46 head.

Even if losses had

attained a high but not infreQuent level of 50% from '72 to '74, this
would not justify estimating the total Valita herd at over 100 head prior
to ths drought psak.
On average, present day marital prestations tsnd to eQual ths market
value of a milk cow

(~

5000 francs

cs.~)

du ring periods of normal rainfall.

JG6
It is rare for there to be more than three Dr four marriages a year in
Valita.

The village's cattle capital is low if one coneiders that a

Kanembu herd of not unexceptional size may count forty to fifty head
under normal climatic conditions.

The capital flow entailed each year

by marriage in Valita is probably generally inferior to the ceremonial
costs of marriage ceremonies.
peop~e

It is not unreasonable to say that the

of Valita, an exceptionally rich community by Duu standards, do not

have the material means to implement a collective marriage policy which
could coneolidate and extend the political and fiscal authority of the
Rea Kadia.

Extensive and socially dispersed out-marriage, in addition

to on-going quarrels among Kadia families, render impossible, for the time
being, the consolidation of the Valita Kadia through FBD marriage.
WALANJI
Walanji, whence some of the first settIers of Valita came, is the
only other Kadia village in Village Group 1.

With 6 married men and

their 8 wives, it may only be described as a residual community.

Dnly

the ~lama (village headman) is now a Kadia, though three other married
men of non-Rea origin born in Walanji still cultivate the dune flenke
eround the villege.
between non-Ree.

Six of the eight merriegee extent there ere contrected
The lest of the Ree, still et odde with their kinsmen

of Velita, have joined their distent Kadie cousins of Dumsaover the lest
dacades.

The population of Walanji no longercan achieve any eignificant

dagree of endogamy, either in terms of comman lineage affiliations Dr
consanguinity of spousee.
The b~ama's brothere are in Dumsa (Village Group 3) and there sre
thus only two siblings co-resident in Walanji.

Visits between people of

the two villages are atill quite frequent but couain Dr in-lineege
marriagea between the two groups are not poss!ble any longer.

The

headman's sons have alao left; he remaine with patrilateral croas-kinsmen
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and women whose preaence is psrtly related to uxorilocal marriagea by
non-Rea

men at his and his father's generation.

more,fe.tile than those of older Rea reaidents.

Theae families proved
If their children choose

to marry in this village, where they are asaured accesa to sufficient
fertile land, Walanji will continue to exist, but will be Rea only in name.
Neither the composition of marital prestationa nor of herds indicatea
any accumulation of wealth in Walanji.
lower than in Valita.
at marriage.

Marriage payments are generally

With two exceptions, cattle were not tranaferred

The sadau (gift from groom to bride) and, though less

commonly given, the rabitina (gift from groom's family to bride's family),
are combined in the form of two Dr three goats.

Older people mention

that the payment of the ~ (gift from groom to bride's FyB) waa
customarily of 1 to 6 thalers.

In recent marriages, the

~

generally

reaches 1,000 to 1,500 francs C.F.A. (equivalent to 2 Dr 3 thalers).
Brideprice (yara Dr ~), when paid, ia of comparable value.

In many

instances it is grouped in a global payment with the niarom.

In apite of efforts to constitute a cattle herd, the inhabitanta of
Walanji have had to place strong emphasis on goat-herding over past
yeara.

However, even thia activity haa suffered during the drought,

mainly becauee sales became necesaary to obtain cash for millet seed and
foodstuffs.

The continued existence of Walanji appears to depend on

its younger non-Rea inhabitants remaining and attracting sorne more
outsiders, to cultivate the already long-worked duneside, around the village
as tenants of the Rea Kadia.

Walanji offers a perfect· example of

what may happen where the division of a local petrigroup enteils the
marital ieolation of the least powerful of the reeulting factiona from
the remainder of the major lineage and the clen.

If the rift persists

Dr ie not heeled, at least ta the extent of fairly regular spouse exchange,
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local and clan exogamy is an obvious consequence.

Aftar two to four

generations, out-marri age may resul t in a total re-identification of
the population in terms of lineage affiliations, with the newcomers
standing as cross-cousins in relation to the origina1ly predominant
descant group.

The immigrants mey constitue an intar-marrying

community isolated from their lineages of origin and tributary to tha
group on whose land they have assumed indefinite or perpetuaI tenantship.

This is exactly what happened in neighbouring Burudu.

Thie

community eventually came to be recognised ae an Integral major segment
of the Rea clan in spite of ite "alien" origine.

The creation of Burudu

can be traced back to the 1BBO's, a period of intense civil conflict
that afflicted not only the southern chieftaincies but aIl of Kanem.
The Duu Rea Biremia lineage is reputed to be of Duu Kreda origine

The

group is supposed to have aought refugs among the Ouu of Bari following
Wadayan exactions in

~ondo

chieftaincy which was under Wadayan dominion

through the later part of the nineteenth century.

The name Biremia

is presumed to derive from that of an eIder known as Ali Boria or Bire.
~arriage

patterne in Burudu reflect a high degree of lineage exogamy

coupled with frequent cousin marri ages and local endogamy.
however, is not common hère.

Polygyny,

24 of 33 husbande are born in Burudu and a

further 6 in neighbouring non-Rea villagea.

Only 14 of the 33 are

Biramia end a further 4 of otherRea lineages.

nfteen of .thirty-five

wives are nativee of Burudu;

ten others come from exterior or Rea villages

of the Immediate periphery.

Only

and 26 non-Rea.
only

~

~arrieges

is between Biremia.

2

married women ere Biremia, 9 are Rea

within the Rea clan number only 3 of which
The mDst common form of marriege ie that

uniting a Rea man to e non-Rea woman (16);

5 non-Rea men have married

)09
Rea WOllan and 11 non-Rea coupl-;s arl permanently established in the
villa je.
This exceptionally high rats of lineage exogamy does not preclude
coneanguini ty.

Ten of twelve extant cousin marriages are patrilateral;

six are patrilateral cross-unions.

It could weIl be argued that this

combination of patrilateral parallel and cross marriage has a unifying
effect on the local kindred as weIl as on the core of Biremia agnates
in a community which is not markedly dominated by a single lineage and
where extra-linaage marriage is almost a norme

Marriage out of the

lineage does not, under the circumstances, imply high dispersion of kin.
In faet, 22 of 33 married males are related ta the village headman.
Contrary ta Vallta and lIIalanji, the b'1ema' s (village headman) brothers
have stayed together forming a strong sibling nucleus;

his married

agnates include 2B, 35, 5B5, 2fB5 and 2 fB55.
The above observations suggest tight inter-relations between Biremia
and immigrants, longstanding marriage exchanges within the village, and
a certain degree of autonomy from other Rea.
this Interpretation.

Other kinship data support

Those wives born in the village are genarally

closely related to the b'lema, but one notes among them the absence
of Z, ZD and fBD who have married out.
male population are strong,
of 33 married men.

fo~

Links of siblingship among the

we find 9 sets of brothers linking 21

There is thus little male out-marriage but high

male and female lineage exogamy.

This feature is compatible with an

emphasis on patrilocal, extrs-lineage marriage for men.

Moet mies

continue to marry a patrilateral cousin as first wife though.more often
not
than not,/a Rea cousin.
The Integration of outsiders through repeated
marriage alliances from generation to generation allowe men of Burudu
to contraet cousin marri ages in some rather distant non-Rea localities.
Biremia status within the Rea clan is tenuously but regularly maintalned
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by marital exchanges with Walanji and the Rea Tataya villages of

~ade

1,

and Wango of Village Group 2.
Thsse marriags patterns rslate to important politico-spatial
constraints.

The Biremia have limited but guaranteed accees ta land

yet their movements, imposed by the obligation to fallow and fsrtilise
fislds, are limited by the land rights of nsarby Valita and

The

~ade.

sma1l size of this lineage makes it difficult for it to eeek new lands
and a correeponding village headmanship in an alien

~.

constraints directly influence their cattle-raising ability.

Thsss
A modest

sUCcess in creating a herd nucleus was eut ehort by the effects of the
drought.

The Biremia's lack of

~nsùfficiency

cattle~

partia1ly determined by the

of pasture rights common to most small, immigrant groupe,

aggregated into an already established patron-lineage, is apparent in
the almost total absence of cattls from Biremia marital prestations over
ths past decades.

The villagsrs do, however, try to keep cash gifts

at a relatively high level.

At prssent, on average, the

~

here

sxceeds 2,nOO francs C.F.A. whereas the vara is generally doubls that.
The sBdau. ee was comman among the Ouu and the maakin. consisted of
tlllO or three goats but, recently, manstarisation o.f this prestation has
become almost universal with a cash value often equal to the

~.

Somewhat higher prestations are considered appropriate with interlineage
marriage.
The Biremia thus form a very tightly knit community but thsir
possibilities for expansion ara reetricted.

One clear option is open

to them and that is the developmsnt of closer relations with the non-Rea
of Illalanji.

)11

THE MADE SETTLEMENTS Of THE REA TETEYA WARIA
, he most populous Rea group of Village Group 1 is the Haa Teteya
Wariü, who live in three adjacent localities known as Mada 1, Made 2
and Made Kelia.

Made is ona of the oldest Rea settlements.

Its

existence is confirmed as eerly as 1B71 by Nachtigel (1BB1 : 330).
The German explorer reports that prior to his passage through the area,
numerous Danoa had concentrated in the N'guri area to protect themselves
from the Awlad 51 iman Arabs
" ••• Most of the Danoa formerly lived in the valleys located south
of
N'guri, very close to Lake Chad, which were grouped under
the district name of Bari.
These valleys were almost completely
abandoned following a struggle between their inhabitants and
their clansmen from N'guri •••• as most of the former retreated
toward N'guri and its eurroundings.
Strong unity was a matter of
national survival (for the Danoa).
Only by keeping together and
by profiting from the natural defense offered by a thick fore st
CD ver could they hope to assert what remained of their autonomy
vis-à-vis the Awlad 51 iman and the Wadayans."
(Nachtigal 1B81 : 261) (My translation)
Teteya oral tradition relates this movement of the lineage away from the
periphery of the lake 80me 20 km N.E. to around the villages of Bari
and Bari Kollom Just south of N'guri.

The Teteya of the Made settlements

claim to have split away from those of their lineage now settled around
Ki~

in Village Group 2 some 6 generations ago.

It was probably only

a few years after Nachtigal's passage that some Waria of Made 1 and
surrounding settlements founded Made 2.

Disagreements between Teteya

and Kadia may not be unrelated to the Teteya establishment of separate
villages from the Kadia and the abandonment of common places of residence
such as Kalla, and Bari.

The founding of compact, separate hamlets

around one Dr two wadis which could afford Immediate refuge was
appropriate from the security standpoint as weIl as from that of land
usage.

The most populous Danoa village at tha time, N'guri, grouping

some 600 huts according to Nachtigal (1891 : 259), dominated the largest
wadi in the area, that of Wai.

The made settlements with less land,and
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divided by factional conflict over the village headmanship, never achieved
anything near this concentration of population.
Today, Made 1 counte only 24 married couples.

Patrilocality is

almost total among men (18/21) and, inversely, almost nil for women (2/24).
Wives come in their majority (17/24) from nearby Rea

and non-Rea localities.

As in the case of Ydita, Walanji and 8urudu, women from other Rea village
groups are few (2/24 in Made 1).
Special relations of alliance are maintained between
separated by only 1 km.

Seven women from Burudu

and 1 Rea Teteya) have married into Made 1.

~ade

1 and 8urudu,

(4 Darka, 1 Kei, 1 Sarao

No reciprocity was observed.

It appears that certain non-Rea Duu who are tenants of the politically
weak Biremia are attempting to create relations of clisntship with the
more powerful Teteya in the hope that these will eventually eucceed in
wresting the

~

chieftaincy from the demographica1ly weak Kadia.

Countar movements of Teteya women of Made 1 to allied families of 8urudu
should intervene when a certain number of Tetsya girls
age within a few years.

reach.marriageable

This return flow of spouses could accentuate

both local and lineage exogamy in 8urudu.
Made 1 is an Radult" community with many childran and an equilibrium
between the sexes (57 M,57 r).

There will soon be a demographic

potential for much in-marriage in this village.
though, only 4 cousin marriages were recorded.

ror the time being,
In terms of clan

affiliatione, the present pattern is vsry balanced (R/R : 6, Rib :7,
D/R : 5, %

:

6).

This indicates a general reciprocity in marriage

exchange as weIl as a progreseive Integration of non-Rea immigrants
through RIO -

aIR

alliances.

In comparieon to other settlements, one

finds a rather high proportion of Rea women married here (10/24).
Presently, almost systematic exogamy in terms of consanguinity co-occurs
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with s'Jbstantial local endogam" wit!"' relatively little emphasis on lineage
exoga'IY·

Due to his age (~ 80) the ~ has no male eiblings in the
village, but 16 of 20 remaining husbands are his descendants.

This

pattern is typical of a patricentred community which has been free from
internaI fission for at least one generation.
sons of the
D.

~st

~.

Seven adult males

a~e

Among 24 wives, the heedman has only 2 r8D and 2

of his daughters and nieces have married out into lineages

from which the community receives wives.
The condi tions.are established for there to be a high rate of
consanguineal marriage in Made 1 through raD unions among the

~'s

grandchildren, as weIl as through patrilateral and metrilateral
cross-cousin unions between the headman's grandchildren and allied
immigrants' children.
~'s

In contrast, the regular out-marriage of the

female descendants strongly restricts the local potential of

future MZO marriages, irrespective of the negative ideological connotation
of this type of consanguineal union.

Carefully chosen alliances with

outside groups over two or more generations have done much to ensure the
future autonomy of the people of Made from their Rea clansmen in general
and rival Teteya lineage-mates in particular.

This strategy will

possibly entail a phase of higher local endogamy and typologically
diversified cousin marriage.
Made 2 is a community comparable in size to Made 1 (24 extant marriages).
One notes a high proportion of outside women (18/24) in Made 2 as weIl as
more frequent cousin marriage as compared with Made 1.

The men (19) of

Made 2 are equally divided between "dissident" emigrants from Mads 1 (6),

persons born in

~ade

2 (6), and outsiders (7).

Hence, neolocality is

the predominant form of residence for men, but given that immigrants'
male children are settling in the village, patrilocality should soon
incraase.

Eleven of twelve Rea husbands in the village (12/19) are

Tetaya waria, leaving no doubt as to the political coherence of the
villaga.

With the exception of one non-Duu of Kotoko origin, aIl

"external" husbands wera born in the now disbanded
of Are or the other

Links with Made 1, for exemple, concern 6

~ades.

husbands and 3 wives.

Rea village

These "immigrants" are long-standing allies

rather than new-comers.

The seme appliee to bath O/R and %

marriagee

among Made 2 residente.

The community's marriage etrategy is dual.

It

includes "close" marriages to maintain village unity and outside unions
to main tain existing alliances.
~arriage

exchanges with

~ade

1 and Made Kelia combined with village

group and lineage exogamy over several œcades have contributed to a very
atypical distribution of cousin marriages in Made 2.

Of 10 such unione,

only 2 are agnatic ( 1FBSO and 1 FFFBSO) whereas two were declared to be
uterine (1

~ZOO

and 1 MNMZSO).

Four of six "patrilateral" marriages

are reckoned through female ascendants (~ are discontinuous)
(1 F~ZSO, 1 F~ZDD, 1 FZOO and 1 FFZSO).

This could indicate frequent

cross-cousin marriages ona or two generations ago.
spouses come from the seme village.
"brough~

lndeed, no two cousin

Functionally, thesa unions have

back" to Made 2 the daughters of emigrants, mostly women, who

married out one or two generations ago.

This policy partly sxplains an

unusual distribution of categories of kinship links between cousin spou ses.
The distribution is further clarified by the relations prevailing
bstween tha b'lama. on the one hand, and othsr msn and women on theother.
Fifteen of ninsteen married men are kin of
however, is still young.

the~.

The latter,'

He has four young, co-resident brothers but no
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married sons.

The four brothers, sons of the former b'lama. co-reside

with fOJr of their father's sisters' sons.

Local and lineage

consan',uinity at the father' s generation within a given demographic
junions
context has here entailed a low level of real rB~at sons' generetion.
A relatively large number of discontinuous, bilateral cousin marriages
heve, however, effectively supported politicel solidarity in the present day community, especially by
the

~

reducing the possibilities of feud between

and his brothers and rzs.

The older

~'s

famale kin

have married Dut so it is unlikely that the same type of distribution
will be reproduced.
In Made 2, endogamous marriages have been practised for several
successive generations but not on an agnatic basia.

Woman have married

"back n to a village whence their grandmothers and aunts had married Dut
while, locally, first cousins have avoided each other and married
exogamously.

Thie evoidance must be associated with internaI

quarrelling between inhabitants of the different Mades which resulted in
the foundation of Made Kelia about 1950.

The inhabitents of this village

emigrated from Made 1 to Made 2 following a dispute between their present
~'s

1.

younger brother and an eIder egnate over the chieftaincy of Made

Having moved to Made 2, the dissidents became involved in a second

dispute opposing the present-day chief of Made Kelia end the
Made 2 who ere rBS.

former~lama

of

This entailed a split and the founding of Made Kelia.

Made Kelia is still a community in the making.

Six Teteya huebands

and four wives of their lineage have been joined by 4 blacksmiths of the
Duu Warda lineage and five black smith women.
have also married in.

rive other non-Rea women

As often happens, fission and community foundation

by a small group of a9nates renders in-lineage unions difficult to contract
for the latter for at least one generation thereafter.

If the founding

males remain together, endogamic potential may already be considerable,

)16
and in-marriage politically opportune, by the second generation, which
is in factthe first to be born in the new hamlet.

In the preeent case,

four cousin marriages have already been contracted (2 fBD, 1
Among married men, the

fI"lZSD).

emigration of the
~ade

~'s

~

~BD

has 2 ZS and 4 ZSS.

young sisters with him to

~ade

and 1

The original

Kelia from

2 renders future endogamic potential high, but with reduced poesibilities

of concluding agnatic and in-lineage unions.

Thef'u1filment of these

possibilitiee will largsly depend on the preeent economic euccess of the
6 Teteya and their four Warda allies.
for the moment,

~ade

Kelia remains the poorest of the three l'lades,

as is demonstrated by the lack of cattle and a low rate of marital
prestatione.

In Made 1, the average bridsprice ie above 4,000 francs

C.f.A. for more recent marriagee and in
C.f.A.
~

~ade

2 the figure is 7,000 francs

Gifts of cattle are exceptional in both villages, where the
(gift from groom to bride) is generally constituted by the traditional

"three goats n, or, in many cases, simply forgone (especially in Made 2).
On the other hand, gifts to wives' agnatss tend to be more generous in
Made

and

~ade

2 than in most villages as are, conversely, the preeents

from wives' to huebande' agnates.

These presents, mostly of clothing,

are considered of moet importance in l'lade 2, where wives' families' gifts
are often more valuable than the total of prestations madeby husbands
and their kin.

In

~ade

2, the niarom ( gift From groom to bride's fyB)

for cousin marriagea is only slightly lower than for non-cousin unions.
The brideprice (yara or

~)

when spouees are related.

is eometimes, but not always, dispeneed with

Gif te between cousins are here more valuable

than the average brideprice observed emong the Rea in general.

Instead

of simplifying marital prestations, as may be noted in Valita, Burudu
and Welanji, the Teteya Waria, particulàrly thoee of Made 2, have tended
and

to multiply eecondary presents to more distent kinsmen,/villagars in

J17
generel, du ring the merriage

fJast,~

If one sums up these

~penses,

it is obvious that they constitute e very effective barrier against the
in-marriage of poorer men and women, (given the importance of counter
prsstations from wife's to husband's kin), whether Rea or not.

Data on

pre-World War II marriage gifts presented in silver coinage, shows that
the Waria tradition of high-cost marriage is of quite long etanding.
However, eince separating from thair co-lineage-members of
subsequently

~ade

such etandards.

2, the Waria of
The

~

poor and brideprice (yara

~ade

~ade

1 and,

Kelia have not been able to maintain

has tended to decrease to two goats among the

or~)

has been dispensed with frequently :

The people of Made Kelia have not been able to build up a herd of cattle
which constitutes the indispensable pre-requisite of costly marriage
prestations.

Ths drought has accentuated this misfortune by inflicting

proportionately more devastating losses than on the well-tended animale
of Made 2.

Thus, as in Made 1, particular attention has been given

to keeping a balance between bovine and caprine herde.

This careful

strategy produces less profit in times of plsnty but affords nutritional
as weIl as financial compensation du ring dry periods, from which cattle
tend to suffer more than goats.

The wealth differentials between

Waria illustrate the difficulties of starting a new village agsinst the
will of co-lineage members in an area of high population density where
cultivation and pasture rights, are most strictly regulated.
3.

Village Group 2

!U!!!.8.
Lineage frsgmentation and sometimes excessive population dispersion
have also been a problem for the largest Rea minor lineage, the Teteya
Alia of Village Group II.

The Alia claim to be seven generations removed

from Brahim, son of Tetey and (eIder) brother of Umar, founder of the
Waria.

The Alia occupy the villages of Kiwa, Wango, Koleyrom 1 and the
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hamlets of Koleyrom 2 and Audurom.

Kiwa was the seat of the first Res

csnton under the french from JOL 1902 to 1935 st which date the chieftaincy
was transferred to the Kadia at Valita.

It is no longer the largest Alia

village, but remains the political centre of the lineage as weIl as of
Village Group II in generel.
The loes of the Rea turban favoured several fissions emong the Alia.
The nobles of Kiwa reected to this process by engaging in a very etrict
marital strategy destined to reinforce their claims agsinst the Ksdia,
whom they view as usurpers who owe their position to collaboration with
the french and, leter, the Chadisn government.

The community csn be

described as one of the "more endogamDus" among the Rea on ssveraI grounde.
Sixteen of eighteen married men were born in Kiwa itself, one in Wango and
one in Burudu.

Nine of nineteen wives are from the village, three from

surrounding Teteya communities, the remaining
but non-Rea localities.

~men

being from nearby

fifteen of eighteen husbands are Rea (13 Rea

Teteya Alia) ae are nine of nineteen wives (6 Rea Teteya Alia).
exterior or immigrant couplee are established in Kiwa.

No

l'Iarriagee with

non-Rea are more frequent than unions with Rea (R/R : 6, R/O : 10, O/R : 3),
but R/O unions are.preferably contracted with cousins.
Extant cousin marriages are in fact more numerous than Rea in-clan
marriBges (11/6).

Conversations with the people of Kiwa suggest that

unione betllleen cousins have long' 'been more frequent than non-cousin marriages.
Here, the eneysting effects of systematie fBD marriage are clearly
understood and verbalised.

The residenee pattern in Kiwa is assertedly

patrilocal but cousin marriages are more frequently than not matrilateral.
The typologieal distribution of Kiwa cousin unions is
fBD
ffBSD

l'IBO
l'lBDO

Fl'IBD

1"IfBDD

fZSD

l'IfBSD

ffZSD

3

~rth

quoting :

J19
From the political standpoint cousin marriages serve two major functions.
1n the flrst place, a non-FBO union ",ill generally be p referred if i t
helps to reinforce relations ",lthin the tightly knit, restricted notable
there le
group of Ki",a.
Secondly,/ an ongoing exchange of cousins blith the Duu of
N'guri (principally the Oarka) who ",ould be inclined to support the Rea
of Kibla against the Kadia of Valita if a bid for the Rea turban became
feasible and opportune, as it blell might due to the present process of
disintegration of the Chadian national administration in the context of
The exclusion of other Alia as cousin spouses

the current civil conflict.

isolates and bolsters the men of Kibla blithin the minor lineage.

The

exclusion of other Rea reinforces the Teteya llIithin the clan.
The typological diversity of in-village cousin unions can only serve
the above purposes

i~

is strictly enforced.

simultaneously, the agnatic unity of the community
And indeed it is.

and some felll allies into the community.

The b' lama only admits kin
He is surrounded by hie F,

1 FB, 7 FBS, 4 B, 1 S, 2 FBOS, 1 FZS and 1 FWB.
brothers linking 13 of 19 adult men.
Killla llIith one or more nephe

biS.

One finds 5 sets of

Most of the latter co-reeide in

This distribution testifies to the

maintenance of patrilocal residence for men over at least three generations.
Where relative deomgraphic autarky, sibling solidarity and patrilocality
are effective rather than Ideal norms

in a small agnatic group, matrilateral

and/or cros8-cousin marri age may, over several decades, ensure continued
group unity and prevent fi9sion more effectively than extensive patrilateral
parallel cousin marriage.

ln such a situation, it is not surprising that

the level of polygyny is consistently 101ll and marriages generally quite
stable.
In Killla, religious practice is strongly emphasised.
have made the pilgrimage to Mecca and two are

~s;

Six men of Killla
the younger men
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intend to persist in this path.

Kiwa men are neither rich nor poor.

They have relatively little irrigated land but b.enefit from good
conditions for millet culture and ample room for grazing.
a large herd but Bach man owns a few cows.

~any

No one has

animaIs have been sold

over the·years to finance travel to the Holy City and, in general, to pay
for the religious education of the village's young men, in Nigeria if
nscessary.
In this community, cousin marriages are considered to be in everyone's
interest.
marriages
Rea.

One thus finds a higher proportion Df
(espe~ially

for ha!i

and~)

Often, not only the brideprice (yara

faregone by the bride's family.

~

(free) cousin

than anywhere Bles among the
or~)

but the

~

are

In other cases, a symbolic gift euch es

sugar or tea may replace all preetatione.

In Kiwa, more capital is

directly invested into the religious and political advancement of men
than into their marri ages.

During the 20th century, Kiwa has opsrated as a centre for dispersal of
Rea throughout ths. territory of Villags Group 2.

Around 1915, sorne Alia

of Kiwa wers forcibly rsssttled by the frsnch BOrne kilomstres to ths
eaet at Koleyrom along the

N'guri-~assakory

trail.

In protest over a

further edminietrativQ dscision to attribute the fertile bledi of Kaehelanga
to the neighbouring and rival Ouu chisftaincy of Am Oobak, sorne of ths
Alia then at Koleyrom movsd ta establish the villags of·lJlango!:.: 1920 - 21.
Today, lIIango is slightly largsr than Kiwa (26 extant merriages).

The

community's structure diffsrs in many perticulars from that of the Alie
notables of Kiwe Just sxamined.
5ixteen out of ninsteen husbands were born in Wango, one in Kiwe
lieu
end two in the Derka chef de centon, N'guri.
The origins of wivee are more
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diverse than those recorded in Kiwa - 6 out of 26 come from Wango, 8
from o;her Rea villages (notably Kiwa and 8urudu) and 13 from non-Rea
settl~ments

(not infrequently N'guri).

Low local endogamy for women

corresponds with high patrilocality for men, lower than average consanguinity
and a high rata of polygyny.
Alia.

Fourtean of nineteen husbands are Teteya

Five external men have been received into the village, but not

other Rea.
~agemi,

The 19 (of 26) exterior women have come mainly from the Duu

Tira and Kanku

clans.

AlI seven extant cousin marriages are

patrilateral, six of which were contracted between parallel cousins.
Frequent marriages with exterior women (one now finds 14
6 RIR, 5 0/0 and 1

RIo

RIo,

unions) coupled with strict patrilocality can favour

patrilateral parallel cousin marriage after one or two generations.
The pressnce of several distant patrilateral parallel cousins among the
~'s

kinswomen is due to systematic but not universal F8D unions

over the past thirty years or sa.

The village headman however, lacks

matrilateral kinswomen because of persistent famale exogamy.

~ost

men

have brothers here, but few women have sisters in their village of marital
residence.
In spite of a relative infrequency of conssnguineal unions in Wango,
marriages appear to be stable.

Only 9 divorces were registered for a

total of 44 extant and terminated marriages.

~ortality

is an equally

important cause of marriage termination.
Cattle wealth among the men of Wango is greater than in Kiwa.

Goat

herds are large and the villagers owned 6 horses and 7 camels worth 20,000
francs C.F.A. or more each.

~re

cattle have been invested in polygamous

marriages than Kiwa and fewer men plan to maks the pilgrimage to

~ecca.

Indeed, cattle have almost become a standard if not a required component
of marital prsstations.

The

~

and rabitina are neglected and goats
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have disappeared as a marri age peyment in favour of calles and one or
preferably aeveral cows.
marriages.

Thie is no leas true for cousin than non-cousin

The mode of payment here most prominent is to group the

husband's prestation into a globalsum of cash

called~ which

attains

6,000 to 7,000 francs C.f.A. (the value of a good milking cow).
are found for

~marriages

and some few very poor persons.

Exceptions
The wife's

kin equip the bride with bedding, crockery and other household utensils
and give the husband a gift ofclothes or of animaIs approximately
equivalent in value to the

~

he paid.

This ie a cleer exemple of

how Duu who diepoee of sufficient grazing lande, which ie the caee throughout
Village Group 2, may with eome decadee of effort raiee the value of
marital prestatione ta a level comparable to that of many Kanembu farmer/
herders.

Inversely, this helps to create certain economic barriers

to intermarriage between richer and poorer Ree groups.
KOlEYROI'I 1
As mentioned above, Koleyrom was founded by Teteya Alia settlers
from Kiwa

~

1915 upon instigation of the french, whose intent was that

the new village serve es a rest haIt for troops.

The community split

twice within the few years following its foundation, giving rise ta the
creation of two small hamlets, Koleyrom 2 and Yikulu.

l'Iany of the

inhabitants.then spent 6 yeare' in Wango and B in Auderom before reesteblishing
Koleyrom at its presant si te around 1937.

Beceuse of insufficient access

to irrigated lands, the farmera of Koleyrom heve made several major moves
since that time in order to cultivate virgin fields for extensive staple
farming.
Local endogamy is low forboth men and women (5/10

men and 5/12

~men

wsre born here), but consenguinity is mâst frequent (10/12 unions) •. This
results from on-going merriage exchanges with Res and non-Ree settlements

J2J
close bYe

Koleyrom 1 is the on:y

vi~lage

with more Rea women (6 Teteya

Alia anj 2 Biremia) than Rea men (3 Teteya Alia and 2 Biremia).

There

could be a positive correlation in this village between female patrilocality
and a high consanguinity rate.

AlI types of cousin marriage have been

and continue to be practieed here with a preference for patrilateral
parallel unions.

Women often marry out within a restricted cluster of

small neighbouring hamlete.

This practice makes numerous cousin

in-lineage but,strictly epeaking, locally exogamous marriages possible.
The

~

has five male patrilateral cross-cousins among nine

husbands other than himself.

An equal number of marrisd women are his

patrilateral cross-cousins.

This pattern is related to a combination of

uxorilocal marriage by exterior men destined to compensate the breaking-up
of several sets of local brothers, and a set of fBO marriages among
remaining Rea during the last generation.
again marrying out
to present

OIR

and

At present, many Rea women are

as the community seems to stabilise,partially thanks

Rio

unions which tighten bonds between immigrants and

locals.
forced movement due to the drought rather than a persistence of old
quarrels could, however, interrupt this pattern.

The men of Koleyrom

have lost many snimals over the last four years, thus increasing their
dependency on a not very
eliminate the goat

~

fertil~

soil.

Although they havs attempted to

with its ..~n (poor) connotation from

marriage payments, only a minority of unions involved calves or cows.
The brideprice (yara or fida)

has persisted and the ~ has been

established at some modest 2,000 francs C.f.A.

Cousin marriages are

definitely cheaper in this village than non-consanguineal unions.
Koleyrom seams to lack a few men to achievs an Ideal balance between
expanding cattla-ralsing and indispeneable millet growing.

Underpopulated

villagee are somewhat disadvantaged in this regard when compared ta largsr
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communities where a more efficient distribution of labour can be achieved
by allowing some men to undertake longer migrations during drought while
others remain at home to tend fields.
KOLEYROM ·2
Koleyrom 2 ie a splinter hamlet of Koleyrom founded by a man now over
seventy, following disagreements with this village's notables.

He was

accompanied by his three sons and their families but they did not succeed
in attracting other dissidents or immigrants.
presently reduced to its would-be-headman.

The nsettlement n is
Pushed by drought conditions,

his sons have aIl left for the Bol area in search of paid employment.
Whether they will return later is an opan Question.

In any case, it would

represent s deep humiliation for them to return to Koleyrom

1.

AUDURDM
Audurom is a more successful spI inter hamlet established by Teteya
Alia of Wango following a dispute concerning the chieftaincy of the latter
villege at the time of Chad's independence.

"All n five huebands are

Teteya Alia as are five of their eix spousee, the remaining wife being
Kania.

With fivé extant couein marriages, contrary to ths out-marriagee

of Koleyrom 2, the hamlet is almoet completely endogamoue (ffBDD, fFBSD,
MfBOO, ~BDD and FBSD).

The ~ lives with 1 B and3FBS as weIl ae

his widowed father, the hamlet founder.

The residential and political

solidarity of these few men ie supported by eeveral FBD marriages among
thsir Immediate ascendants in Wango, Koleyrom and Y1kulu.

As opposed

to their neighbours of Kolsyrom 2, they have not cut all bridges with
the Alia.
b'lama.

Three of the wives ars patrilatsral parallel cousins of the
The intérmeshing of Audurom's jnhabitanta through cousinship,

however, does not preclude certain tensions within couples concerning the
hamlet's isolatedness.

If divorces are avoided, Audurom could be
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strengthened by multiple FBD merrieges between spouses' children.
factors could work egainst this consolidation.
possit~y,

too small to bacoma much richer.

Economie

Tha hamlet is poor, and

~

marriage costs here

heve never· exceeded 3,000 francs C.F.A. and e reduced herd of 9 cows
barely meets the domestic needs of thirteen adults and nineteen children o

The situation of Yikulu is even more tenuous o

The now elderly

founder (70+), invoking descent from Kowa, his FFF and common ancestor
of the Alia and Deleya Teteya, attempted almost half a century ego to
found a Teteya Koya lineage
only members todayo

00'

of which he and his sons appear to be the

Presently, only one son and one nephew of the "blama-"

founder lives with the still respected eIder, several others having been
forced to migrate to the Lake shorss to farm irrigated ground as tenents
of the Kuri Kora.

If the fsunder were to die before the effects of the

drought have been overcome, it is likely that Yikulu will disappear, as
will the pretence of a Teteya Koye lineageo
N'JIROPI 1
N'jirom 1, founded just before or after Koleyrom (S& 1912 7) by
Teteya then resident in Kiwa presents several interesting particularitieso
The village is also known as

El~Ajiri

or, place of the hali. and three

residents have indeed completed the pilgrimage.

The b'lama traces descent

from his FF, Delley of the former village of Kalla and a grandson of Kowoo
The Deleya of N'jirom 1 and 2 heve sought to achieve a reputation of
exceptional pietyo
Four of the six heade of family here were born in Kiwe and two in the
Sudan of emigrant Rea parents working their way to P1eccao
seven wives is from Kiwa o

Dnly one of

The six otherscome from adjacent communities

(Audurom and Koleyrom or Bari Dina and Kalla, with which marriage links
have been maintained long after the Rea left these communities around the
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turn of the century).

Only one married woman is a native of N'jirom.

Three marriages are contracted between Rea, with four uniona linking
Rea to formar neighbour/ally lineages

(Adia, Kangu and Bareu).

Two

patrilateral parallel couain marriagea are extant but five wivas have
no close genealogical connection with their spouses.
This low occurrence of cousin marri age does not here reflect a
deviation from the FBD Ideal but is probably a transitory circumatance.
AlI huabands are closely relatad to the

~

(1 FB, 2 B, 2 FBS, 1 ZS).

This is the result of a consciouseffort to create a emall but eolidary
residential group.

Many of thess msn'.s parents married cousins, and

there is an sxpress d8sire fnr their children to do likewise.
thst the village will sxpand slowly and naturally.

Msn hope

They are quits

reluctant to admit nnn-agnate outsidsre who would fsil to shars thsir
marital and religious goals.
certain mate rial msans ars availabls to implsment
stratsgy.

the desirsd social

Twsnty-two aurviving cows ehare pastura with a good1y number

of goats, and three camels ussd for trads and transport.

Ths local norm

regarding marriags prsstations is that at least one cow be included in the
transactions, 'with cattle being preferred to cash.

Vara,

~

and niarom

are paid in addition at about 3,000 francs C.F.A., with brideprice
foregone in mnat cousin marriagss.

Plans for temporary migrations east

wsre being discussed to offset ths affecte of the drought and allow some
younger men to undsrtake the pilgrimags.
N'JIROI'I 2
N'jirom 2 is the second RTD community.

It was founded about 1941

by settlers from Kiwa rather than from N'jirom 1.

Rssidsntial sxpsrimsnts

(1940's - 1950's) with the psopls of N'jirom 1 failed in spits of asssrtione
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of

union lineBJe 8ffiliatlons.

comm~n

lineage ,omogenity of its men.

~

ith N'jirom 1,

villAqe sh,res

thi~

li seven hlJsbanns are Tpteya Deleya and

six of cen wives Are Rea (2 Teteya Seleya, 1 Teteya ulia and

1

Kania).

cive of six huabands were born in N'jirom 2 and are the sons of the first
settlers.

The wives come from lIillage Group 2 (fi' jirom '2 - 2, Audurom

';ango - 1., 8urbuna - 1 ) and Kalla -1 and N'guri -2.

2,

This is hence a

"very Rea" group in terms of locality and lineage membership.

Ties of

cousinship (2 1"130, 1 FRD, 1 FFBSfJ) between spousee link the communi ty to
Koleyrom

1

and

~udurom.

Local and lineage in-marriage are not accompanied by e high level
of coneanguinity.
S FOS).

HS in

8ut, aIl males are linked ta the

~'jirom

~

( 1 R, 1 Fe,

1, if co-reeidence persists until the children

of the younger spou ses become adults, cousin marriages will become a
possibility for aIl.

Whether or not this potential is fully realised,

marriage choices here will eurely remain extremely selective.
ReQuired marital prestations are set at a level inaccessible ta most
Duu and even ta many Kanembu.

ReQuisites include both animaIs, prefsrably

including one horse as a gift from wife's kin ta husband and large sums
of money.

The

~

rate is fixed at 5,000 francs C.F .Il. and the vara

(brideprice in a first marriage),for there have been almost no subsequent
marriagas here, varies between 10,000 and 20,000 francs C.F.A.
addition, ths husband should offer a cow ta his bride aa

~.

orestations are more costly than in Any other Rea grouP.

In
These

Since few

Rea have the means to meet BUch standards, the conseQUenca of this policy
could be a reinforcement of endogamy, and of consanguinity in particular
and selective exterior marriages with notables' daughters.
811RBUN;\
The status of Burbuna in Villags Group 2 is comparable ta that of
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Burudu in Village Group 1.

Burbuna was first settled

~

1905 - 1910

under the leadership of the present heedman's grendfather, a Rea Kanie
of

Ki~e.

The origins of the Kanie are difficult· ta esteblish.

It is

probable thet they descend metrileterally From the Teteye end that their
male ancestors of unknown stock associated themselves

~ith

the Rea seven

or eight generations aga.
Local and lineage endogamy ere strong and cousin marriages Frequent
(9 of 17

~).

Only 5 husbends come From beyond Village Group 2 and B of

17 women are locally barn.

Six others ere from very neerby localities.

There ie but one non-Rea married male, and fourteen Rea are Kenia as are
10 of 13 Rea women.

Outside couplee are thue non-exietent and intra-

~ineage marriage preveils

(R/R: 12;

Rio:

4;

O/R: 1).

Couein

marriagee in Burbune are at preeent almost exclueively patrilineal
parallel (FBD : 4, FFBSO : 3, FFFBSOS : 1, F~8S0 : 1).

Eleven huebande

are firet and second dagree patrilateral parallel coueine of the b'lama.
Thie ia avidence of male sibling co-reeidence one and two generations
aga and partially explains how a high rate ofagnaticmarriage is possible.
Lineage in-marriage has been practieed for at leaat three generations in
Burbuna.

One equally finds the highest level of agnation between b'lama

and villagers i wives observsd in any Rea settlement.
married in with their FBS.
been permanent.

Women have long

Emigration From 8urbuna has not generally

Kania barn outaide of Burbuna have tended ta eettle

in their lineage's only locality.
The Kenia have almost no cattle (1 cow per couple) but do own a few
dozen goats, a dozen donkeys and two camels used for transportation.
This poverty is reflected in their marriage prestations.

In only one

set of transactions recorded in Burbuna was a cow or even a goat exchanged.
Brideprice (yara or fida) and gifts From groom ta bride

(~)

are

systematically dispenssd with in bath cousin and non-cousin marriages.

The

~~

which in fact amounts to an overall payment, ie as low as

100 froncs C.f.A.
francL C.f.A.

ln only 5 of 41 unions recorded did it excede 2,000

The Kania are essentially millet farmers, with no

irrigated wadi, and goat herders who may be considered as the lowest
status Rea lineage, to the exclusion of a residual community of former
Teteya slaves.
BULONGO YAKO
Bulongo Yako was created as a cattlepark by a slave named Mursal
Musai around 1920.
of the Teteya Alia

The hamlet was under the administrative jurisdiction
~

of Kiwa.

During the colonial period, the

locality proved to be a sort of "transit centre" for the relatively
restricted community of Duu Rea slaves.

The hamlet has thus lost many

of its inhabitants as they left Rea territory to become free if still poor
Duu.
Today, there are only four couples living in Bulongo Yako, and the
hamlet will probably disappear within a few years.

The children of the

people still present in the hamlet have married exogamously in aIl senees
of the term.

Patrilocality is now nil as the few remaining young people

seek to marry away from their slave heritage, albeit with the children
of former captives and/or Duu.

The process of social emancipation ie

rendered more difficult by a complete lack of cattle and a etill persistent
residual social etigma of inferiority which contributea to maintain
ex-captives and their offspring ae an endogamoue category of Kanemi society.
4.

Village Group 3
Village Group 3 is divided into three settlement nuclei, namely

Dumsa, Kolon and Tamadai.
hemlets each.

The latter two are sub-divided into three

Dumea and tha three Kolon are in the riverine

Kuludia, adminietered by the Kuri Kalea.

~

of

The three Temadai, located
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sr)melSbto the 55W of the Kollon area,are situated in the

~

of Karal

llIhich stretches west along the Lake shore to the .Cameroon border and is
controlled by the Assale Arabs who are subsumed un der the vernacular
denornination of 5huwa.
Throughout the 19th century. Dumsa and its vicinity were at the cenbB
of the hunting grounds of the Duu of Bari.

lamadai. as were the now

disbended communities which preceded it. are located at the eouthern
limit of the Bari district.

5ince these communities are not in the

canton of Valita. they ars supposed to pay taxes due the Chadian State to
the local Kuri and Arab chefs de canton.

In praciice. their inhabitants

are very isolated from the politicel centres of the cantons

they reside

in and know how to make themselves scarce when appropriate.

It ia from

this area that yearly hunting expeditions were organised toward

Be~rmi

and P1andara.

Although closely linked to Valita and. formerly WalanJi. Dumsa men
traditionally migrated south of Laka Chad. to llIhat is now North Cameroon.
to learn hunting techniques with local kindira (hunter-deviner-medicine
men).

These Rea. 9 Kadia and J Kania. 8 of whom are from Dumss and 4

From WalanJi. still feel attached to thair hunting heritage.
men are not established in this autarkic community.

Non-Rea

Seven of fourteen

marriages occurred between Rea. and sevan between Rea men and outside women.
Dnly 2 wives ere locelly born end three have immigrated from Valita.
Thsre is full local and lineage endogamy for men ae weIl as a 50% cousin
marriage rate.
This type of organisation was concaivably QUite characteristic of
late 19th and early 2Dth century m' barama. (hunter)

communities.

In· such

hamlets. hunter men sharad ritual statua and professional secrets as members
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of a local group, and a seasonally migratory hunter group.

ror a man

to marry out was to lose the powers, natural end supernatural (if such
a distinction may be considered relevant for the kindira) acquired by
birth into a casted community and initiation over the years by its adult
male members.

This pro cess wae completed by long training periods among

distant but ritually allied .groups of pagan hunters to the south.
Under the circumstances, men could not, because of divorce or disputes
with agnates, simply pack and leave.

~arital

movements by men to

neighbouring hunter groups, such as the Dieri immedietely to the eeet in
the Beri zone, were extremely difficult.

Convereely, exterior wives

tended to come either from distant settlements or migrant groupe of
common lineage and totemic affilietions or distent non-releted Duu rather
than neighbouring hunter confederetes.
been exchanged with Tira,

~egemi,

In the preeent day, wives have

Kei, Kubri, Werda, Kakuluru etc., but

not the Dieri, Darka, Adia or Bara.
Close cousin marriages are contracted within the village, whereas
dietant petrilatsrel parallel unions. are concludsd
north, end

~BD-type

wi th Kadia of the

unions with distent non-hunter groups.

As expectable,

men in the village tend to stand as rBS or dietant patrilateral kin.

~en

and women tend to be both distant patrilateral and/or cross-cousins.

Real

rBD marriages have not been practieed over the last gèneretion.

~re

distant but frequent cousin merriagee have occurrèd between members of the
seme major lineage.
date.

This could facilitate rBD marriagee at a later

In recent yeare, however, brothers have tendsd to seperate,

with one sibling remaining in the villege and one or more emigrating
in the hope of better economic possibilities.
The Rea of Dumsa have little or no geme
adapted to cattle raising.

left to hunt end heve not

Their marriage payments are thus low.

Two
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goats for the sadau. some mats brought by the bride for bedding and two
or three or sometimes a few more sil ver thalers for yara/fida and ~.
THÉ KOLON SETTLEMENTS
Many

~nformants

claim that the original Kolon settlement, as a

relatively stable locality rather than a mobile community, ls as old as
Dumsa, and goes back to at least the middle of the nineteenth century.
The genealogical charter of the Kotolu of Kolon, as today remembered,
records only six generations and no link can be proven with the main
Teteya or Kadia dascent llnes.

Did the Kotolu, formerly among the

eouthernmost Duu huntere, remain peripheral to lineage-focussad modes of
political competition prevalent among more northerly groups in more
direct contact with the Kanembu and Darka ?

Oral tradition aeserte

that the village wae founded by the present 70+ year old

ex-~'e

FF,

M'bodu Kangwi who migrated south from the Bari Kolon area with a group
of Kaclia.

Hie father is given ae Kangu Mania, suggesting a link with

the Ouu of the Kanembu Kanku, then vaseals of the Darka ••• In any case,
in spite of prolonged co-reeidence with southern Rea, and eome intermarrying,
the Kotolu have kept both their residential and genealog1cal epec1ficity.
In recent Veare, two fiseions have occurred in the community following
arguments between the Bona and'brothere of the above-mentioned retired
b'lama.

This conflict of long stending has entailed the creetion of two

hamlets, Kolon 2 end Karun Kolon.

For the time being however, aIl three

continue to be bound in regard to bloodwealth settlements with the Kadia
of Dumsa.

In the most recent case of thie type

(1973), representatives

of all the southern communitiee came to Valita to partake in negotiatione.
Marriage patterns in the 3 Kolon hamlets are almoet diamatrically
0pposed to those of Dumsa.
atomised the group.

Endogamy is shunned.

InternaI conflict hae

Kolon 1, also known ae Kolon Kankia, counts but

eeven extant marriages, Kolon 2, formed in 1970, 3 and Karum Kolon,
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established in 1972, three.

The few Kanembu Bareu and Twari who,

folllwing the tradition of 19th century links with the Rea, Adia and
Bar " rasided in Kolon, have left for more peaceful and secure parts.
The effects of the drought combinad themselves with those of quarrels
among thosa who formerly constituted tha group's agnatic core.

The

eurvival of splinter hamlets is most uncertain.
Prior to 1970, marriage payments in Kolon closely followed the
pattern dascribed for Dumsa.

Consanguinity appears to hava been in a

declining phase and old marriage exchange relations with the Bareu, the
Magemi, the Warda, the Kubri and othar Duu from Molimari, Am Dobak,
Dibinenchi and N'guri chiaftaincies were not consolidated.
In recent years, the aconomic fortunas of the Kotolu have not been
good.

The lineage has failed to acquire herds in tha south, as they

failed to acquire wadi rights in the north.

The Kotolu suffer from

being economically, geographically and even genealogically periphara!
to the Rea core.

It would seem that to survive as autonomous if dependent

units, groups such as the Kotolu, the Biremia and the Kania of Burbuna have
opted for continued links of vassality within the Rea lineage.

In

practice, this mesns leaving control over access to land to the two strongest
major lineages, the Tetaya and the Kadia.
Other Kania and some Kotolu have opted for a more radicel solution
which consists of attempting ta implement a new mode of livelihood,
largely dependant on cattle raising.

This "solution" is not new.

Efforts

aimad atthe constitution of herds were made by Duu along the Bahr-el-Ghazal
during the 19th century.

But it was difficult to acquire cattle and, in

particular, reproductive stock.

Many times huntars whose livelihood was

on the wane, resorted to cattle raiding,

an activity which was

facilitated by their expert usage of the bow and poisoned arrow.
Several factors countsracted these endeavours.

firstly, the OUu had no
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grazing rlghts.

Once cattle were aCQuired, hunters lost their mobility

and had to devise new defensive strategies against "Shuwa" and eestern
Arabs who directed

nunitive expeditions against the Duu.

Last but not

least, the Duu lack-ed the knowledge end techniques of herding, with
which the Kanembu themselves are not excessively weIl endowed in comparison
to Arab and Kreda pastorallsts.
THE TAMADAI SETTLEMENTS
When one first visits the three villages of Tamada1 located on
Arab-administered land at the border of the Kanambukanembu-and Arebicspeaking zones, it is strlking to observe the differencee

in material

culture which contrast with all Rea settlements from Kolon and Dumea
"ortho

The Kanembu crinoline shaped huts give place to admittedly

imperfect but functional Shuwa-type domed huts designed to house bath
man and animal.

Tamadai 2 is composed of 7 Shuwa-type huts and S "mixed"

Kanembu-Shuwa-inspired structures.

Such mixtures illustrate a technological

transition which may be associated with the passage from a_primarily
agrarian economy to semi-sedentary and agro-pastoralist livelihood, as
weIl as with the environmental transition from the riverine NE - SW
oriented dune. chains to the low, flat sedimentary, alternatively ssndy or
clayish bed of the Bahr el-Ghazal.
hut at aIl.

In Tamadai 3, there is no Kanembu

19 Arab-type huts are used for habitation and protecting

smaller animaIs, such as young calves.

S huts were exclueively for

animaIs end 13 "mixed style" constructs affording both domeetic and
stabling facilities.

The spatial distribution of huts in a wide oval

delineating a- central corral contrasts with the concentrated circular pattern
leaving only a amall .prayer square ln the hamlet centre characteristic
of Kanembu dune-summit settlements.
The Tamadai communities aleo differ from the north in their mobility
pattern.

The original Tamadai was founded by Kotolu of Kul! Kotulori
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(a now extinct northarn

villa~e) w~o

had spent some 40 yeare in Kolon.

They then migratad south to the Bahr el-Ghazal and founded Arera, the
firat Rea "pastoral" settlement.
1 was creeted
then.

~

After five years at Arara, Tamadai

1950 and hes moved within a limited periphery eince

Tamadai 2 and 3 were both founded in 1967, the former by Kotolu

of Tamadai 1 who are still dependent on this villagels bllama and the
latter by Kania of Are and some Kotolu.
an inhabitant

~the

Are was founded around 1955 by

prasent Tamadai 3, who originally came from a hamlet

in the village cluster of Wole,

The inhabitants of Wole were formerly

northern Duu and deecendants of hunters who had progressively migrated
south during the 19th century.
following floode.

Wole dieappeared in the 1960's,

Ths site of Are, firet eettled by Kania, was

definitively abandoned in 1970.

Other movements have certainly occurrsd

since fisldwork wae completed.
Residence patterns in the three Tamadai are erratic yet not without
their own logic.
residence.
and Wole.

Not one married psrson was born in their villags of

Rea epousee come from the depopulated Kolon hamleta, Are
Outeide epoueee come from the dieperaed Duu villagesof Karal.

Kuludi<l, and the Bara chieftaincy of l'Iolimari to the east.

ND marriagee

were recorded with tha non-Kanembukanembu-speaking Haddad Arabs of
KaraI

E.!!!!!!m..
Patrilineal unity ie however, maintained.

huebands are Kotolu, as are 7 of 9 Temaoai

~

Ten of eleven Tamadai 1

huebanda;

the joint hamlet

of Tamada! 3 is divided between 7 Kotolu and 6 Kania married men.

AlI

men of Tamadai 1 are b2others, uncles/nephews and/or patrilateral cousine
among themeelves.

Only in Tamadai 2 doee one find four husbande net

related to the local agnatic nucleus.
Compared with other Duu villages studied, the major novelty in
marriage patterns concerns the origins of wives.

Outside wivee, in terms
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lineage affiliations, are Adia, Bara, Magemi, Kubri, K'leti, Kei
and Sugurti.

Occasional observations in several other southern Duu

communities confirm that e new marriage exchange 'network is being formed
in the mainly Bara and Adia chieftaincy of Molimari and the Duu areas of
Karal and Kuludia cantDns.
sense that marriage

Dumsa is a transitional community in the

ex~hanges

continue with the

no~th.

It is also an

archaic community in its persevering attachment to the hunter heritage.
Marriage exchanges between the Rea (and other Adia, Bara~) groups of
the south and the Valita nucleus seem to have ceased to a large extent as
long as three to four decsdss ago.
Marriags patterns are re-organised within the social and geographical
~imits

of the Bahr el-Ghazal, where incipient pestoralism is explicitly

valorised and promoted against the still severe socio-economic conetraints
affecting aIl Duu.

This collective strategy does not exclude patrj,(,lri-

locality, in spite of apparent naolooality which is a consequence of
new more widespread migration patterns, and still valuss consanguinity.
16 of 36 extant unions ars cousin marriages.

Coneanguineal marri ages

are preferentially patrilateral parallel with occasional rZD and MSD
unions.

This distribution reeembles that characteristic among neighbouring

semi-eedentary, egro-pastorel "Shuwa" (to the west) end "Oagena" (to the
eeet) Arabs.
Areb influences among the Tamadai Rea are perceptible.
howeve~cannot

Pastoralism,

be improvised and the correspondence of marital preetations

with those found in Dumsaand Kolon are a tell-tale sign of contlnuing
economic difficulties and hardehip.

Ths people of Tamadai have eyetamatically

inetituted the "pastoral" larm'buta marriage payment (Sse Chapter 5) but
cattle are by no means yet the mainstay.of marriage exchangs.
Some non-Duu dieparagingly. comment that the Duu Gf the BDuth have more
donl<eys than cattle..

To bs Just, one must note that they also own a few
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horses, more than in the north.
70

goa~s

In Tamadai 2, the village herd of some

belong in the maJority to neighbouring Kanembu.

head Jf cattle have survived the drought.
cattle and 40 goats.

Tamadai 1 counts 30 head of

This is not a rich "Shuwa's" herd but nonetheleee

constitutee a respectable amount of beaete.
is Tamadai 3.

Only a few

1 there counted 20-donkeye

The "richest" of the hamlete
a small fortune of traneport

animaIs) for a population of 33 adults and 35 children.

1 also saw

71 caprines, 38 milk cows, 4 bulls and 11 calves, in other words, a
viable herd capable of surviving the drought.

It is poeeible that some,

but only eome, of these animaIs were on loan from non-Ouu herders, and that
villagers claimed them to be their own.
a truly agro-pastoral community.

Notwithstanding, Tamadai 3 is

Thie example happily illuetratee that

there ie an accessible economic op tion open to poor Kanemi devoid of
capital within the framework of the traditional Sahelian economy.
Until now, thie has only been accomplished in southern areas where the
Kanembu do not directly control the allocation of ground and pasturage
rights and, directly or indirectly, influence fiscality.
5.

Marriage practicee and marri age etrategies
The examination of marriage patterne from the point of view of the

village unit rather than as a series of rates applicable clan-wide reveals
a multiplicity of local circumstances and etrategies.

Any wider

understanding of marriage patterns as they appear at the clan level

(~

Chapters 6 and 8) must be baeed on the systematic analyeie of observed
local variations as they relate to major political and economic factors
which determine interlineage relatione within the clan.
We will now attempt to better understand endo-exogamic process in the
Rea clan by bringing out observed consistencies between given types of
marriage practices and distinct phases of community development.

for
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purposes of clarity, we will distingutsh situations which favour endogamy
from those which tend to favour exogamy.

We will first examine

situations which tend ta favour exogamy.
In villages where one observes a high and persistent rate of famale
exogamy, one expectably finds a low level of consanguinlty.
In certain situations, competition between brothers may determine the
out-marrying of their progeniture, bath male and famale, thus negetively
influencing endogamie potential at succeeding generations.

The children

of out-marrying men or women do not generally return to their parent's
village of birth.
The strongly valorised norm of residential aolidarity and widar
co-operation between agnates is, in

practice, contradicted by the

competitivetendencies which often davelop over access to fertile land
resources and to offices, such aa that of ~ (village headmen).
Under such circumstances, ths potential occurrence for endogamie marriages
both coneanguineal and/or lineal and local-ia conaistently inferior to the
full demographic potential for such unions in a given locality.
In

commu"iti~s

where given sets of brothere enter into conflict at

rather regular intervals, patrilateral crose-cousin marriage may frequently
emerge as an endogamie counterbalance and stop individually-focussed
quertels

fro~

provoklng a break-up of the village.

lesa applicable

whe~

This option sesms

eevere internaI diecord ariees in a major lineage

of dependent status whoee membershipof the clan is not geneelogically
ratified but only politically, that ie provisionally, recognised.
Such groups may prefer or be forced to engage in rather eystematic exogamy.
Widely-spread, sometimes preferential marriage exchange agreements are
concluded with externel clans, notably in the eouth of the Rea terrltory,
who may grant their partners alternative land accees righte.

Thie amounts
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to saying that differential political status may generate endogamie barri ers
between politically allied major divisions.
occur between sections of major lineages.

Conflicts of this type also
The establishment of endogamie

tendencies between lineage groups may push competing units of lower status
to marry out of the clan.

Endogamy is then understandably looked upon as

undesirable, at least temporarily,in that it can be isolating and compound
already prevalent weaknesses.
The divisions just mentioned are generally at least partially responsible
for most village dispersals and movements to which lend exhaustion, shifts
or oscillations in mode of livelihood also contribute.

ln new or regrouped

settlements, major lineege affiliations ere quite hamogeneous among men.
mQ

Although males/be linked by severel generations of patrilateral co-residence,
younger women immigrate and emigrate with eome frequency.
Village communities are neither effectively nor presumptively perpetuaI.
ln many cases, their lifespan in a given location or radius may be around
three generations, or among recent hsrders, less.

If a reeidual hamlet

definitely disintegrates, remaining younger married couples may disperse
Into distinct "ascending" lineags groups with which thsy may claim some
tie of allsgiance.

Given the political restrictione then affscting thsm,

ths option of founding a new hamlet is often considered as too ambitious.
Excspt in cases of military defeat or following natural catastrophes such
as the cholera spi demie and drought of recent years, village formation is
generally a voluntary act of simultaneously political, economic and psrsona!
character.

It has become a more accessible possibility, notably to the

weak, sincs certain binding defense obligations waned at the outsst of the
Frsnch occupation.

Ths endogamie potential of subsequsnt generations

variss considsrably according to the circumstances which preside over
the beginnings of each community.
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for liberated sleves, exogamy from an autonomous residential unit
hes, over the paat decades, been e pre-condition of emancipation in terms
of locality, and of the foundation of autonomous minor lineage segments.
forced endogamy within arbitrarily constituted slave villages was a most
efficient meens of claas boundary maintenance.

The widest-beeed exogamie

potentiel in Kanemi society was to be found among free fermer-herders who,
with middle-range weelth and eneured access to land, were restricted
neither by the constraints of retention of lineage-vested office nor those,
even more rigarous, of professional caste membership, dependent or slave
etatus.

Endogamy and exogamy

m~y

thus entail very divergent consequences

and restrictiona for different sociel strata end claeses.
The following examples ell portray specific Rea hamlets in which
endogamy is very much more. e part of marrlege strategy than ths general
estimates of Chapter 6 would

s~ggest.

When families belonging to different (ex-) professional caetes unite
residentially in a eingle agriculturalgroup, one finds socially binding
interlineage, locally andogamoue unions but an initially low freQuency
of consanguini ty.

This may change considerably in a matter of years.

Alliencasof this'type imply mutual politicel support between formerly
non-interacting, mobile artisans but not dominance.

Endogamy hera

esrvas to forga new links and counters the social isolation of craftsmen •
The reinforcsment of the dominant eegment of the major lineage
previo~ely

vested with the Rea chieftaincy, the Teteya, proceede simultaneously

through the refueal to admit any coneeQuentiel number of extarnal couplee
~nto

their village end the predominance of matrileteral and croee-couein

marriages which expand their intra-lineage nstwork of
on their own terms.

kin~ip

and alliance

This particular endogamic etrategy contrasts

menifestly with the patrilineal preferences, low consanguinity

and high
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exogar,y found in the main vil'.age of the nOIll chiefly Kadia major lineage.
In another smaller community whose members IIIsre uound by strong
agnatic ties, patrilateral parallsl

and cross-cousin marri ages. ars

practissd as systematically as possibls by, at the same time, consolidating
the local male core group and selectively extending it through the retention
of sisters, daughters and nieces in ths residential unit.
Vet a different group has sought to ally the idsologically most
respectable form of consanguinity with a specific long-term socio-political
strategy dsstined to snhance its position through means other than direct
competition for office.

This involves combining the pilgrimage to

Mecca by severalof the hamlet' s men, agnatic co-residencs and intermarrying of their children.
Islamic

FBD marriags does consolidate this strongly

"brotherhood" and aids in progrsssing from rsligious prestigs

to political crsdibility.

Both of thess elements contribute to undermining

the restrictions attachsd to Duu status.
Locally exogamous marriages betllleen such small contiguous communitiss
forming a village cluster may rsinforce agnation on a broader scops lIIith
sorne unions occurring bstween second rather than first dsgree cousins.
Marriags bstllleen even more distant patrilateral kin, both parallel and
cross, has been sought to re-unite msmbers of a common major lineege
sstranged through migrations and fissions \IIhen relatively greater demographic
and political lIIeight allowed them to colonise nelll lands.

To combat the

decline of their influsnce and over-stretched resqurces, families may
regroup into a single body.
death of another.

The bolstering of one hamlst here marks ths

In such "pairing up", hOlllever, the availability and

need for spouses ars not liksly to concord.

This necsssitatss sorne degree

of in- and out-migration, generally of women, before the group achisves
matrimonial and dsmographic balancs.

The endogamic principls IIIhich
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inspired the merging may only be fully reviveo at the next generation,
ln thie case ee lIIell as \llhen splinter

if the venture is a sucéess.

communities of severel disbanded localities converge, one may note an
increase in non-patrilateral paraI 1 el forme of cousin marriage.
Having preeented some of the great variety of endogamoue and exogamous
patterns which may be obeerved at any one time wlnin a single clan, 1 will
now indicate some of the intergenerational changes IIIhich may affect
The preeent commente lIIill initiate our

community endogamie potentiel.

diachronic coneideration of Duu marriage.
TABLE 49

1

Cousin marri age and parents lineage affiliation(s)

N

F&:M
"'MJL

%N

H

175

43

24.6

6B

38.9

W

168

49

29.2

70

41.7

1B3

11

60

22

12.0

H + W

~N

F&M
=Clan

PlJL = Major Lineage
F

Father

PI

l''Iother
It does not appear that couein marri ages are of tan repetitively

contracted from generation ta generation lIIithin localised patrigroups.
In particular, patrilateral parallel couein marriagee are rarely
systematically reproduced lIIithin the agnatic line.
clan as a IIIhole, the four parents of cousin
single major lineege in only 6
of a eingle clan in only 12

%of

%of

s~uses

casee recorded

casee.

Considering the Rea
are members of a
(See Table 49), or

When restricting ourselvee to

one or another of couein epoueee, we find common 'major lineàge affiliation
among 24.6 1. of hueband's parente and 29.2

%of

lIIivee' parente.

The

correspanding figures for common clan membership are 38.9 % and 41.7

%,

respec";t vely.
When co-resident kinsmen opt collectively to merry exogamously,
often to assert their political specificity vis-à-vis their major lineage
and clan, consanguinity increases sharply at the following generation if
the initial egnatic political solidarity of the dissident group perdures.
The consanguineal potential will naturally tend to be predominantly
patrilateral.

In this perspective, the incidence of given marital

residential patterns ie only significant insomuch as it is related to the
strategy which determines it.

High neolocality may reflect, for exemple,

the establishment of strongly patrilineally-focussed, virilocal patterns
to follow.
When exogamy is coupled with a contextually high rate of consanguinity
which in the Rea case

could be tentatively situated in the aree of 40 %,

it reinforces the potential for consanguineal marriage at the subsequent
generation.

In spi te of verbalised preferences, one may, in such an

event, find a rather weak degree of agnation ae weIl as unions between
second degree and more distant cousins.
Where the lineage community is divided into sometimes extremely
small residential groupe, the type distribution of possible consanguineal
unions will, on demographic grounds, be very erratic.

Thus, e similar

politico-marital Dr community economic strategy may, in different hamlets,
have to be pursued through an unpredictable veriety of consanguineal
forms and genealogical artifices.

This variability ie prone to increase

in an inveree relation to community size.

The implicatione of this point

are compounded in view of the low village group in-marriage rate mentioned
in Chapter 6.

Type frequencies of consanguineal marriage must consequently

be related to individual community residence patterns if conclusions at
the clan level are to find appropriate relative validity.
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If in-marriage is practised between brothers' sons and daughters
at the second generation following village foundation, the possibilities
of fBO and fZO unions are, as we have seen statistically

(~

Chapter 6),

predominant at the clan level though they may not be pursued at aIl by
certain communities at giuan generations.
Whatever its typological traits, systematic endogamy can be and is
a cogent strategy for small hamlet populations in apite of increasing
pressures toward out-marri age in the contemporary contexte

When aIl

founding members of a village choose in-lineage, consanguineal marriage,
the liberty for their children to marry endogamously will be as strong
as sex and age composition of the second generation will allow) in other
words optimal for prevailing conditions.

If thia type of marriage is

practised consistently for two or three generations, a rare but
Observable occurrence, demographic diseQuilibria, not to mention the
Imperative of minimal outside alliances, aœliable to make a certain
percentage of

e~gamous

unions necessary.

ln practlce, over the pest two decadee, endogamy and exogamy have
been of comparable statistical importance.

If ths former is ta prevail

in a villege, msn.who smigrate for economic reesons or to marry must
return to their village, sometimes after years of absence, to ensure that
their offspring marry there.

This goal, which is present in the minds of

many, demands a locally variable minimum of productive reeourcea,
particularly in irrigable land.

Irrèspectivs of marriage strategies,

village expansion may be slowed or checked by land scarcity;

it is not

a coincidence that the average village population in South Kansm is only
around 50.

Grantsd thèae prsrsQuisites, when fBD marriage Is concluded

in all possible-instances, major lineage and clan sndogamy ia likely to
sxceed consanguinity end mey involve ths entire community.

If, in

addition, exogamy ia local rather then lineal and/or non-cognatic, ft

reinforces consanguinity and, more epqcifically, agnation.
1 believe that the instances quoted amply. illustrate that the
significance of coneanguineal marriage types cannot be defined univocslly,
albeit within a lineage group whose members ehare the same norms of kinehip
and alliance preferences.

At the same time, lineage exogamy and consan-

gui nit y are not contradictory or incompatible within the co-resident group,
either synchronically or on an intergenerational basis.

Endogamous

practices teke on different but intorrelated meanings and implications at
successive stages of community development.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

A DIACHRONIC APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS Of
REA

1.

~ARRIAGE

PATTERNS

Methodological issues relating to the diachronic study of
marriaqs patterns
The local and intergenerstional variations discussad in Chapter 7

_sh9w that the study of Ree marriaga pattarns at tha clan level must be
based on as full an understanding as possible of the relations betwsen
observed marriags distributions in terms of kinship and clan affiliations
in each local group and lineage constituting the clan end of the hiatorical
procssses-of community developmsnt characterising each of theae component
units.

Such en analysis cannot logically be conducted in the ethnographic

present only.

In societies without detailed written civil and historical

rscords, however, the conjoint diachronic analysis of marriege petterns
and related processee of socio-political change at any level of social
organiaation may be difficult if not impossible.
In the Rsa case, the relativsly small number of consanguineal
marriages-recordsd as weIl aa the difficulties of inventorying aIl
gsneelogical relstions between parents and grandparents of presently living
spouses render a diachronic analysis of unions betwsen kin in terms of
relational catsgoriss impossible at the prssent stage of ressarch.

A

parallel explanation will be attempted in this chapter, nonetheless, by
using simple information on the clan affiliations and approxima te wedding
dates of aIl prssently married persons on Rea tsrritory and spousss' parents,
whether alive Dr deceased.

Unions can be approximately dated in relation

to -a calender of local events sstablished on the basis of french local
archives material dating as far back as 1899.
individual lifs histories, individual

Salient occurrences in

fer~ility

rscords, succsssions in

clan and lineags offices, climatological, epidsmiological and other data
contribute to form a parallel svsnt sequence, larqely familiar to most

adult clan members and long-time local residents.

8y reference to these

series, marriages can be chronologically ordered.

In order to reduce

the m,rgin of error in datiny, unions were grouped into cohorts generally
spanning ten yeare.

In certain instances, where cohort populations were

too low to warrant statistical consideration, 20 year spans were uBed to
account for specific periods.

The 1289 marriages considered are seQuentially

distributed as follows:
1895

1904

46

1905

1914

81

1915

1924

1925

1934

}1n

1935

1944

201

1945

1954

~6

112

1955

1964

207

169

1965 - 1974

187

(5ee Appendix 6)
Oependable and readily verifiable data about clan affiliations
were much less difficult to assemble.
group membership to be misreported.

It is most exceptional for descent
Some inaccuracies were encountered,

however, in the statement of clan ties of immediate famale ascendants and
collaterals, tsstifying to the patrilineal bias of Rea genealogical memory.
This uncomplicated seQuential presentation of marriage data on the
basis of clan affiliations can furnish important clues as ta changing
patterns of clan endogamy and exogamy, interclan political alliances and
major changes in the social and.political organisation of professional
castes as weIl as

social strata and classes.

Notwithstanding the potential

value of this technique for both sociological and historical investigation,
the nature of the data basis uBed here entails inherent restrictions on the
time periods to which it may be applied and the validity of the results
it affords.

Chronologically, it is limited by human Qenealogical memory

with regard to the clan affiliatione of female ascendants from grandmother's
generation up in what, as just mentioned, is a patrilineally defined and
biased system.

HenCe to guarantee the accuracy of aIl data, 1 limited my
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inquiries to the parents of living spousss.
An even greater difficulty is offered by the fact that as we
project back into time, it becomes increasingly difficult to assess with
exactitude the representativity of the cohort sample in relation to the
full avsrage Ree population et each interval considered.

The recording

of extant and documentable unions without recourse to a statistieal
sampling technique offers undisputable validity only for the present.

The

living and deeeased parents of aIl young and middle--aged Rea residents do
not account for the total population of the ascendant generations still
represented in the group.

Under the circumstances, one could argue,

particulerly with regard to the earlier decades conaidered, that the figures
recorded are biBAsd in faveur of high rates of endogamy due ta the under-representation of clan segments which have emigrated or to outsiders whose
presence in the Rea community was relatively transisnt.
Notwithstanding, several empirical considerations argue in faveur
of the meaningfulneas of the earlier aub-samples and, by the seme token,
of generally higher rates of clan in-marriage at the beginning of the csntury.
Pre--colonial South Kanemi communities, sspecially among the Duu, were at
once materislly

fo~tified

and socially very isolated, due to the often

hoatile state of interclan relations which culminated in pan-Kanemi civil
sttife both during the late 1870'a and from 1894 to the arrivaI of ths
French in 1899.

Emigration from South Kanem, as referred to in the preceeding

chapter with regard to village movements mainly concerned the 8ara and Adia
linsages of the Danoa nclann

~

Appendix 5).

The Rea population was geographically more stable than that of the
other Duu lineages of the area, including the Darka.

Gensalogieal checks

of major descent lines, notably those of office holders, dastituted or in
power, indicate continuous preeence of the Rea on" their present terri tory
from the end of the 19th century to the present.

Most immigrant families

also exhibit significant residential stability though, naturally, for
sometir1es shorter durations.

This lends weight to the assumption that

earli'r sub.samples, in spi te of their reduced size, may be considered as
projected back randomly from a f!!ll present-day cohort.
It would be preposterous to pretend that the figures given are
mathematically rigorous and'sociologically significant in an absolu te
fashion.

Their systematic presentation may, however, facilitate constructive

criticism of their strength and weaknessee in view of refining the diachronie
method suggested in other Sahelian contexts.

Until more satisfactory

answers may be found in response to the above methodological queries, my
working assumptions in the present study may be summarised as follows:
the recording of aIl extant and documentable unions of the Rea community
without recourse to a sampling technique, coupled with parallel consideration of femily residential stability, village movements and emigration
entitles one to postulate that the semples referring to earlier decades
are to an appreciable degree sociologically representative of their
respective cohorts.

By graphically emphasising time sequences rather than

a genarational representation more commonly adopted in the literature

tEf, for example, Dupire

1970), we are in effect ordering a series of

continuous and interrelated

su~samples

of contemporaneous marriages of

decreasing statistical repreeentativeness, but not necessarily of proportion~ely

diminishing sociological significance.
These assumptions cannot be fully validated statistically.

The

results of the present, exercise were, however, quite systematically compared
to historical and oral tradition materials which they are intended to
complement.

The analysis of clan-and lineage-centred oral tradition and

french' administrative sources and their comparison with data on spouses'
clan affiliations furnished important elements of evaluation of the social
marriage
and political relevance of changes in/patterne and clan organisation.
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ln the field. the clan was chosen as the basic unit of reference with
regard to both social structural and politico-historical inquiries •
Systematic treatment of archivaI material was not undertaken in Chad.

~y

investigations were mainly oriented there by the contradictions and
convergences in the oral traditions of neighbouring Kanembu and Duu clans
with regard to key events and socio-political pressures covering the years
immediately preceeding the colonial period to 1974.
Upon returning to france. 1 was able ta obtain a remarkedly complete
syntheeie of events in the

~ao

chieftaincy and South Kanam published by

R. Catala. a former french adminietrative officer who had served in the
area.

His 1954 manuscript entitled L'évolution dee cheferies africainee

du district Ge

~aO

de 1899 à 1953 made my own materiale much more meaningful

and greatly facilitated chronological checks of events related ta me orally
as weIl ae of genealogical data.
Lack of space makes it impossible to undertake here a point by
point comparison of major political trends in the Duu and Kanembu chiaftaincies
of South Kanem from the late 19th to the late 20th century with concurrent
changes in marriage exchange patterns.

A brief summary of my historical

materials ia presented. however. in Appendix 5.

This documsnt includas

tha minimal data necassary to define the socio-poli ticsl categoriea in terms
of which the study of marriaga axchange is framed at both tha intra-stratum
and the comparative levels in the remaindsr of this chapter
9.

~nd

in Chapter

Despite its praliminary character. this exercise is. 1 believe. of usa

if only to bettar ascertain the difficultias of trying to synthesise in a
diachronic approach statietical data on social-structural change and parallel
oral history material from a society with few or no written racords.
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2.

A diachronic approach to the study of Rea in-clan and
Dut-clan marri age
The matrimonial exchange patterne etudied in thie section are

obsorved from the standpoint of the Rea clan.

The members of this deecent

group are designated collectively here as 'R'.
Members of the formerly confederated Duu clans (Adia, Bara and
Darka) ~ Chapter 2 and Appendix 5) living on Rea territory are designated
as the Autonomous Duu category, abbreviated 'A'.

In spite of the tensions

and altercations IIIhich have divided "these co-clansmen for over one hundred
years, it is legitimate to here consider them as a distinguishable
category in relation to marriage in vielll of their shared political status
in Kanem.

This is expreseed in the aesertion of common ancestry betllleen

the Rea, Adia and Bara and of common putative Danoa clanship linKing these
th~ee

groups and the Duu Darka.

As llIill be demonstrated belolll, the

effective" dissolution of autonomous Duu interdependence at the poli tics!,
territorial and military levels follollling the Kanem civil llIar of the 1890'e
and the French occupation reduced but did not eliminate marital exchange
betllleen the four Danoa clans.

Interrelations betlllsen the Rea (R) and other

autonomous Duu (A) will illustrate the progressive distancing of the component
descent groups of the Danoa "clan" alliance.
A third category is represented by the
(abbreviated 'S') IIIhich,as previously stated,

~
~

(blackemith) lineages

Chapter 2) may be

distinguished From other Duu groups by (a) their professional specificity;
(b) their Daza origins and (c) their organisation (dictated byths

"e~igencies

of their profession) into numerically emaller local deecent groups than the
Rand A clans.
Other Duu clans Dr local lineage segments characterisable by their
pDlitically dependent status vis-à-vis Kanembu clans lIIill be classified
tDgether as Outside Clans (abbreviated '0').
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We will first proceed to examine the changing patterns of clan
in-marriage among these four categories (ses Curves R = L, A

o

= L,

= L,

S

= L,

Graph 1) and on the Rea territory in general (see Curve T, Graph 1).

These trends will then be compared with those of category in-marriage,
irrespective of clan boundaries for the A, Sand 0 sub semples (see Curves
R/R, A/A, S/5~ %

and T', Graph 2).

Rea clan in-marriage (R/R) will then be cumulated II/ith unions emong
and betll.leen R and A (!a..§a R/R + R/A + A/R + A/A) to consider what 1s termed
"Danoa clan in-marriage" (see Curve AM, Graph 3).

8y then including

marriages emong the dapendent smith groups of the R and A, as II/ell as unions
betll/een S, R and A (i:.!.:. APl + (R/S +A/S + SIR + S/A + S/S» II/e may better
understand politically significant changes in marriage patterns lI.Iithin the
Oanoa community in ite wideet sense (see Curvs AM', Graph 3).
The marriages of members of the Rea clan lI.Ii th those of outside (0)
clans (R/O + O/R gives Curue C, Graph 4) are compared II/ith the development
of Rea in-lineage unions as a percentage of aIl unions recordsd.

To

emphasise the trsnds emerging from Graph 4, Rea in-clan versus out-elan
marriage is also presented as a proportion of aIl R unions only (N

= 891

instead of 1,289) ih Graph 5.
Category out-marriage for the R, A, Sand 0 sub-eamples is then
studied by sex in Graphs 6, 7 and 8 in order to acquire some idea of
possible changes in residential preferences at marriage through tims.
Graphs 9 and 10 focus on ,marriages betll/een Rea.

Marrisges within

the same major lineage are traced in relation to aIl marriages involving at
least one Rea partner ( N
of ths Rea clan (N

= 357)

= 891)

and aIl unions contracted between membere

respsctively.

We than sxsmine in Graph 11 marriages among Raa and the three
othsr autonomous Ouu clane considsring them as a eingle category (R + A)·

J5J
to the exclusion of smiths (5) and outsiders (0).

AlI Rea marriages are

used as a reference sample (N a 891).
Finally the marriages of outsiders are examined in terms of exchanges
with the Rea in Graph 12.

*

*

*

Rea in-clan marriage (Graph 1) decreases slowly from 1895 to 1934
(39.1% to 23.1% of aIl marri ages recorded).

It then temporarily climbs

to 32.8% (1935 - 1944) and subsequently stabilises at an average 25.5%
(1945 - 1974).

: Clan in-marriage

Graph

Years
Al! 1'1

05
14
81

=

1,289

15 24
112

25 34
169

35 44
201

45 54i

286

55 64
207

65 74
187

N

28
18
34.6
39.1
127{46/:36.2

33
29.5

39
23.1

66
32.8

72
25.2

51
24.6

50
26.7

N

0
2
0
4.3
127{2{0.8

3
2.7

2
1.2

2
1.0

5
1.7

5
2.4

0
0

N

2
1
2.5
-2.2
127{3{2.4

4
3.6

2
1.2

4
2.0

4
1.4

3
1.4

3
1.6

11
9.8

12
7.1

12
6.0

25
8.7

9
4.7

4
2.1

51
45.5

55
32.5

84
41.8

106
37.0

68
32.9

57
30.5

R=L

~

AaL

~

5'-L

%

O"L

%

T

~

T"

95 04
46

N

N

N

4
7
8.6
8.7
127{11{8.7
37
25
54.3
45.7
127{62{48.8

Ra L +

Aa L +

5 a L +

0" L

Outside, Autonomous and Smith in-clan marriagss rspresent minor
percentagss of the marriags rscorded for ths Rea tsrritory.

In view of ths

sub-sample eizss, their fluctuations may not bs studisd individually on ths
present graphe

Howsver, whsn in-clan marriagss (abbrsviatsd a L) for sIl

four catsgoriss are combinsd, Curves A a L,Sa Land 0" L appear, in
general, to follow the pattern set by Curve Ra L.
Curve T, which cumulates aIl in-clan unions, suggssts possibls
general levsls of in-clan marriage for sach dscade.

Ths high level suggested

for 1895 - 1904 is compatibls with conditions of insecurity and conflict
and conssquent residential concentration.

~arrying

out of the exiguous

Rss, Adia and Bara clan tsrritory around ths different Bari villages south
of ths wadi of Wai was oftsn a politically sansitive and physically
perilous mattsr.

The foundation of new autonomous hamlsts in this exiguous

arsa or its densely settlsd periphery was restricted by the grudgingly
accepted Imperatives of solidarity betwssn ths Danoa
259 and 261).

~

Nachtigal 188H

The Duu, Adia and Bara, undsr the "protsction" of the Duu

Darka, shared villages reportsdly larger than today's settlemsnts
(compariàon of own interviews with eIders and Nachtigal 1881 : 259 and 261).
Only that declining sector of ths population which continusd to depend on
hunting as a principal or major source of subsistence, maintained grsatsr
residential autonomy throughout ths southern sector of ths Bari district
and beyond

~

Nachtigal 1881 : 259 and 330 - 331).

This should not bs teken to imply that the Raa lived in strict

autarky.

The immigration of outsiders was to an

extant ancouraged.

The low population of clans (sea Nachtigal 1881 : 343 - 345), sometimes
counting only a faw hundred souls each, was maintained
rate.

by a high mortality

This wes attributabla to diseass,. particularly during or immediatsly

after childbsaring and birth, constant plundering, vendettas, internaI
warfare and tha détlgers of larga game huntlng and cattls raiding.
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Theee fectore, in eddition to epidemice, droughte end food
shortages, could easily deplete the marriageable population

~ith

euddenneee.

Groups of Rea did undertake migrations toward the southeast or the
Islands of Karga in the hope of settling out of range of Dalataa or more
Immediate marauding neighbours.

The more important of these movements

were due ta political strife emong Danoa

~Appendix

5).

The cyclical

movements of Lake Chad, exposing and then inundating once again very fertile
Boil also provoked temporary changes in hunting and cultivation patterns
(E!L Appendix 1).

Similar political and environmental factors in turn

entailed repeated influxes of small groups of refugeee, often of servile
or captive origin, preferring ta opt for the relative security of life
with the autnomous Duu than Integration into Kanembu groups.

Lineages of

the Rea clan such as the Biremia, the Kania and the Kotolu are cases in
point.
following the establishment of the small but powerful french
colonial military administration, the collective use of force by clans and
coalitions ceased ta be a permissible recourse in the competition for the
control of land and fiscal proceede.

As traditional military alliances and

antagoniems were superseded by a new balance of powsr, inter-community
hostilitiee were circumscribed, in aIl but exceptional cases, ta cattleraiding and isolated acts of vengeance.
no longer inhibited long-distance

Conseqoenlly, the security Imperative

ma~iage

exchange or econDmically motivated

migrations.
Nonethelese, clan endogemy doee not show itself to be very
seneitive in the short term ta the abrupt disappearance of corporate
military prerogatives nor, indeed, ta the shock of the colonisation procee&
in general.

It cen be argued that the rapid reorganisation of the Kanemi

political system quickly reduced security constrsints, as shown by the
rapid disappearance of village protective systems, but did not thoroughly
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upset the rank hierarchy prevailing between clans or the system of social
stratification.
Until 1935, population movements bringing about previously
unaccustomed forms of contact between clans and ethnic groups, coupled
with the disruptive influences of now overt ly but non-violently unleashed
tensions among Danoa favoured a moderate decrease in the frequency of
in-clan marriage.

On the other hand, the persistence of the endogamic

norm dividing Duu and Kanembu and the momentum of already established
multigenerational marital exchange cycles within and between clans tended
to limit the breaking-down of traditional patterns.
The decrease in Curve T from 1B95 to 1934 is principally
attributable ta the fact that fewer

~

marry within their own clan.

Thie observation and the above considerations suggest the following
hypotheses:
The 1905 - 1935 decrease of in-clan marriage among the Rea is in
part related to this clan's new-found political prominence, however precarious,
in a residual Danoa community in which hencaforth only the Darka and Rea
counted in the .N'guri - Bari Kolom district.

The Rea had to marry out more

in order to compensate for the large exodus of Adia and Bara as weIl as to
reorient local tribute and power networks in which, up ta now, they had only
been second partnere.

The relative solicitude of the French administration

toward Bari Kolom and subsequently

Kiwa~

Is the 1935 - 1944 increase of A

=L

facilitated this.
unions a statistical

accident due to sample inadequacies or the result of socio-political trends?
1 would argue, although na irrefutable proof can be given, that this
temporary return to a higher level of Rea in-clan marri age may be related
to the understandable inability of the Aea to react politically to the
simultaneous dismantling of the southern chieftaincies and the reinforcement
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of thp alifa's autharity under Frenrh auspices.

As shown in Appendix 5,

this Jrocess culminated in the quasi-Butarky and autocracy of

&lli.

Zezerti du ring the Front Populaire and World War II periods.
From 1945 to 1974, the stable political eituation of ,the Velita
~

correeponds to a stable rate of in-clan marriege.

The downlllard

inflection of Gurve T could be attributed to the progreseive socio-marital
integration of non-Rea elements in the absence of significant collective
immigration during those decades.
Graph 2 depicte marriage lIIithin the R, A, 5 and 0 categories
irrespective of clan divisions within each category.

Gurve R/R is

naturally the seme es Gurve R .. L of Graph 1 since the R category consists
of e single clan.
of Greph 1.

The %

Gurve is expectably higher than Gurve 0 .. L

Gomparison shows thet in-clan marriage ie nonetheless

subetantial within the 0 community on Ree territory.

This could

indicate long-term settlement of many immigrant descent lines.

0 / 0

marriages are maintained and indeed increese from 1B95 to 1964 and thsn
suddenly decreases.

This pattern lIIill be shown to be significant in

relation to Gurves R/O, O/R and G of Graph 4.
Gurve A/A

evolves inversely from Gurve R/R from 1915 to 1944

follollling a 1905 to 1914 decreass at tributable to Adia and Bara e migretion.
After major population movements have occurred and subside, it would
sesm that resistances to marriage emerge between the Rea and other Oanoa
bstllleen who m political relations ere tense due to past differences.

A

certain distancing in marriage exchanges bscomss more perceptible es the
colonial edministretion begins to regulate whet were formerly their common
affeirs (lend usege, local taxation).

Inter-clan alliances between non-Rea

autonomous Duu become politically obsolete.

From 1945 to 1975, A/A unions

dscrease end disappear as rsmaining Adia and Bera ere ebsorbed by marriage
into the Rea community.
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'1.
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T .. R/R + A/A + 5/5 + 0/0

5/5 marriagee are few in number.

They diminieh in relative

impOrtance but do not disappear as sorne immigration continuae in this
category and personal and political relatione between blacksmithe and.the
Rea are developed.
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Curve T' shows a signi'ican' decline in in-categary marriage in
general from 69.6% in 1895 - 1905 to 35.3% in 1965 - 1975.

Category

in-marriage is, not surprisingly, higher th an in-clan merriages per category.
How8ver, the A, 0 and 5 cate90ries are composed of multiple clans and lineage
segments.

With the exception of small smith 9roups, they may not be considered

as politically or economically carporate units on Rea territory.

One

observes a greater decrease of in-category marriage among the A and 0
cate90riea than amon9 their Rea hosts ~ Graphs 1 and 2).

In-marriage

among non-Rea proves most sensitiveto the general political evolution of
Kanem from a clan/coalition-based politY to a province of a centralised
State.

This change implied that an externally-controlled administration

increasingly infringed on the traditional attributes and functions of
corporate, kin-based socio-political units.

It is only natural that

endo9mmy patterns were more resistant in descent groups such as the Res
than in multi-clan coalitions which had ceased to function as politicomilitary alliances

~

a cate90ry of outside dependents linked only by their

ehared subordination to a given host clan.
We will now compare the evolution of R/R unions with that of marrieges
between Rand formerly associated groups, restricting our consideration
to the A on the one hand (Curve AM) and including the 5 on the other hand
(Curve AM').

Curves AM and AM' experience a sharp decline in the years

following the French occupation and then reflect considerable constancy
from 1915 to 1975.
AM'

a

The high 1895 - 1904 levels (AM

a

69.6% or 32/46;

76.1% or 35/46) are based on a reduced sample and are thus subject

to caution.

It may be said, nonethelsss, that a high level of in-marriage

between Rea, Adia and Bara and, to a lesser extent, with the Darka, is
consonant with

the fact that the members of the three former 9rouPS

did not conBtitute Beparate territorial entities.

The majority of their

combined population waB concentrated on a territory of only a few square

,360
kilometres 4 km southwest of the large Darka centre of N'guri which
Nachtigal (1880 : 259) described as having over 600 huts.
Graph 3
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+ A/R + A/A)
+ A/S + s/tl + S/A + 5/5)
AM = R/R + AI'I
A~' = AM + SI'I
S~

= (R/S

It ls interesting to note that despite political rivalry betwesn Rea,
Adia and Bara notables ovar local chieftaincy righte and the residential
dispersion of theee clan members, preferential merriage among membere of
autonomous Ouu groups has prevailad until today over other forms of
in-marriage.

Curve AM shows an estimated decrease from 76.1% to 58.0% of
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aIl marriages from 1905 ta 1914 but from only 58.0% ta 47.6% from 1915
ta 1975.

Such stabllity could be an indication of a hi9h }weI of Danoa

endogamy durin9 the years precedin9 the arrivaI of the French.

am

also inclined ta think that this trend illustrates the persisting
strength of inter-stratum marriage prohibitions which have not been
drastically affected by the. formaI constitutional abolition of slavery
and serfdom.

Danoa "clan-endogamy" is certainly no longer a poli tical

imperative as it was during the 1890's in the midst of a civil war, or
prior ta that date.

The stability of such a pattern may be interpreted

as largely a consequence of the system of social stratification which
has undergone less change than the political system.
It is consistent with what preceeds that at the beginning of
the century, Rea marriages with outside clans, as a percentage of aIl
marriages recorded, account for less then one tenth of the unione
sampled.

On Graph 4 Curve C (

= R/O

+ O/R) equals only 8.7% for

1895 - 1904, as opposed ta 39.1% for R/R unions and 76.1% for AM'
(cf. Graph 3).

From 1905 ta 1934, CurveR/R decreases ta 23.9%,

whereas Curve C increases ta a comparable 21.9%.

As will be shawn on

Graphs 6, 7 and 8, the uplllard movement of Curve C is mainly due ta the
higher level of immigration of non-Rea Duu IIIOmen who come ta marry Rea
men.

The temporary increase of R/R marriages (23.1% ta 32.8%) from

1935 ta 1945, which 1 have Hnk·ed above
the

~'s

with the reinforcement of

government, is contemporaneous with a decrease of Curve C

(21.9% ta 14.9%).

It appsars as if the weakening of the clan's political

function, following that of its military raIe, brought about a certain
retraction of the Rea, and possibly other groups, onto themselves.
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This situation is quickly reversed after World War II.

8y about

1957 - 1958. Rea marryin9 outside msn and women became as numerous as those
who chose a partner within their own clan.
About 1969 - 1970. Rea men marrying

Curve C meets CurveR/R.

exogamously with respect to their

descent 9rouP of origin came to equal those who married endogamously.

.36.3
Durin9 the entire 80-year span coneidered here, the proportion of local
marriages of exterior men to Rea women remained quite stable, never
exce~ding 10% (eee Graphs 6, 7 and 8).

The R/R Curve stabiliees from

1955 onward whereas marriagee involving one exterior partner timidly,
from 1955 to 1964, then appreciably from 1965 to 1975

~ceed

in-clan unione.

This change ls structurally important: the ideology extolling the
desirability of descent group endogamy and consan9uinity is, et clan level,
no longer

consiste~

with actual marriage practice.

8y restricting the reference population considered to the Rea
and members of outside clans (N

= 891)

to the exclusion of other Danoa

(A) and smith groups (5), the process leadin9 to these significant inversions
of trend may be represented even more clearly (Graph 5).
GRAPH 5 : Marriages between the Rea and outside clans
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The rejection of in-clan marriage, especially by the younger generation,
tadey involves severel arguments.

At a personal plane, marrying Dut may

be a rejection of eIders' authority.

The study of divorces having occurred

over recent decades indicatee that first arranged marrieges tend to be of
short cluretion

'<.Ef. Chapter

of first, cousin marriages.

fi,

Section 6), al though this is much less true
l'Iarrying Dut is also potentially a way of

rejecting the socio-economic networks into which young men ere thrust et
merriege in their plece of birth.

On e wider scale, the refusaI of

in-elan marriage by youth is a way of reecting egeinst the frustratione
of inferior Ouu status.

Thie practice cannot, in the short run, destroy

the Kanembu/Ouu marital barrier, but widespread inter-clan marriage, even
i~

restricted to the Ouu stratum,

tends ta reduce the social specificity

of genealogically defined pa\itical units.

In view of the socio-economic

considerations presented in previous chapters, there is no reason to expect
that trend C will reverse itself in the neer future.
In a strongly patrilineal and virilocal system with marked endogamic
characteristics, it WDuld not be reasonable ta axpect that changes in relation
ta Dut-clan marriage have affected men and women in the sarne way and to the
sarne degree.

This is clear from the comparison of Curvee R/O andO/R of

Graphs 4 and 5.

It is alao understandable that this process will have had

different implicatione among the R, A, 5 and 0 categories.
1 will first compare out-marriage by category for both sexes considered
together (Graph 6) and then proceed to distinguish men and women (Graphs 7
and 8).

for the 1895 - 1914 period, Curvee

n/o

(merrieges between

a

men

and R + A + 5 women), 5/0 (marreiges between 5 men end R + A + 0 women)
end R/O (merriages between R men end A + 5 + 0 women) of Greph 6 gravitate
around the 50% mark.

The very high levél (74.1%) of Curve

between A men and R + 5+

a

A/a

(marriages

women) is due to the special relations, marked
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by Rea/Adia/8ara clan endogamy, between A and R and the importance of R/A
unions.
Category out-marriage for men and women N

Years
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Al! 0
~ 0

N

8etween 1915 and 1934 CurveA/O naturally decreases due to the decllne of
local Danoa population through emigration to the southeast.
movee upward

Curve 5/0

with the concomitant decline of smith profeeeional epecialisation

which had implied a certain 1evel of marital segregation from other Duu.
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0/0 and R/O begin to loosen under new aocio/political circumstances.
The 1935 - 1944 decade ahows a reveraal of the trend for husbands
of catagory A. who again tend to marry more with their eetranged Rea
allies. 8S for, huabands of categoriea 5 and R who revert to a htgher rate
of category in-marriage.
thia change.

Outaids huabanda (0) do not seem affected by

Individual outeidera and small lineage segments of very

diverse origins do not constitute a socially Dr genealogically homogeneous
category as do A. 5 and R.
There ie an almoat generalised increaee in out-marriage from 1945
to 1975.

Non-Rea Oanoa disappeer as an eutonomous category;

few A

arrive and those already present are aIl women meinly merried with Rea.
The unions of outsiders follow a similar but less marked course.

Groups

Dr individuale of category a who are not on their own clan terri tory of
origin and do not achieve sufficient numerical strength acquire dependent
etatus

vie-~-vie

seerch of land.

locally dominant groups Dr continue their migrations in
Curve R/O ascends but to a lower level than Curves A/a

and 0/0 •. The Rea clan core remains more endogamous than exterior lineage
segments resident on its territory. in spite of a significant rise of Rea
out-marriage which increases from 47.6

% in

1945 to 68.8

% in

1974.

One notes that the rate of in-category marriage for this last year. 31.2%
approximately corresponds to the rate of cousin marriage. 33.2%. established
for that same year

~

Chapter 6).

For emiths. a fast rise of catsgory out-marriage from 1925 to 1935
brutally modifies the "traditional" endo-exogamic balance of this professional
caste.

After this shock. which corresponds to an increase in inter-

marriage between smiths and other Ouu. a small but stable endogamous
core group of smiths is meintelned.

11:, is in ksspin9 wi th the Kanemi tradition of patrilineeli ty and
petrilocelity thet from 1895 to 1914, meles of ell cetegoriee marry in their
majori ty wi thin their 0"'" cate90ry.

The A and R categories eUE! exchange

spouses and hence present the highest Initial rates of out-marriage.

GRAPH 7
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Outsiders were few in number at the time and smiths remained among their
own.

This, in view of the small Bize of the smith community, implies a

strong proportion of conéanguineel unions.

~ele

out-merriage rises

moderately for categories A, Rand 0 but jumpe from en estimated 25%
to an estimated 75% from 1914 to 1934 for smiths.

This' indication could not

be extended as ia to all the smiths of South Kanem, but it does suggest that
those allisd to other autonomous OUu, instsad of being socially ostracised
and cantoned in seperate hamlets, lost their corporate identity and were
accepted into e wider community.

At this time, the A/D, R/O and 0/0

curves keep a low profile, suggesting the continued importance of patrilineal
and patrilocal marriage.

Over the forty remaining years represented, aIl

curves confirm in an accentuated manner the trends indicated during the
corresponding duration on Graph 6.
Initial category outoomarriage for non-Rea women (1895 - 1914, Graph 8)
are expectably higher than for non-Rea msn.

The women here considered

are marrying into the Rea territory and/or clan.

Conversely, few Rea

women marry non-Rea men on Rea territ ory.
Danoa emigration is reflected in the 1915 to 1934 decrease in Curve
. A/O which is parallel to that registered for men (Graph 7).

Rea women

show themselves to be slower to marry out of their clan than their kinsmen.
Out-clan marriages were not e widely establiehed practice in the still
tightly-knit Kanemi communitiee of the beginning of the century.
Outoomarriages of women of category 0 were elow to increaee becau se the
newcomers had to establish their presence and develop their eocial networke
before such exchange could develop on a systematic besis.
the contrary, at first married out of their

Smith women, on

soc~professionel category

more than smith men, in accord with the allied but aeparate status of
their lineeges among the Rea until the 1920's.

GRAPH 8 : Catagory out-marriaga ;or IIIvman
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This aituation quickly reveraed as the social, ritual and economic
barriers to community exogamy fell.
Curve

0/0 shollle that unions by lIIomen lIIere, in percentage

almoet equal to out-cate90ry unions by 0 men in 1935.

terms,

This reflects
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immigration of aingle males from 1915 to 1934.

The 1925 - 1934 %

decrease

For women probably denotes parallel immigration of external families
replacin9 smigrant Danoa.

Comparable increases in Gurves A/a, %

and R/O

For this decade CDJld have resulted in an equalisation of A/a, %

and R/O

rates for women ae a wider-based community composed of more numerous descent
lines began to teke shape, thanks ta greater freedom of movement in Kansm
and land evacuation by emigrante of former yeare.
The political stiffening of 1935 - 1944 corresponds to an inversion
in orientation of all a curves of Graph 8 which is more pronounced than
parallel revereale For men shown on Graph 7.

Out-marriage decreased for

Rea and, even more so, smith women as their categories became more maritally
solidary in the face of the elimination of the administrative-territorial
units on which their socio-political autonomy depended ~ Appendix 5).
The partitioning of cantons into groupements could have favoured in-marriage
by changing the focus and territorial/dsmographic scope of political
competition.

As a result, it Besme that non-Rea Danoa women whoee families

had chosen not to follow the majority of their clansmen ta the

~aesakory

area multiplied ties with the Rea after the original beginning of the
century grievances became lese relevant due to the menace of political
oblivion implied by the reinforcement of Dalatoa authority.
During the past thirty years, the psrsistently low level of Gurve R/O
as oppossd to the climb of an alrsady initially high Gurvs

RIo

testifies to the maintenance of an endogamous Rea clan core.

of Graph 7,
At the same

time, exogamous relatione have been developed by the Rea by means of male
out-marriage in which wives are brought into the home clan and territory.
Gurve R/O of Graph 8 does not, of course, fully account for female
out-marriage which is largely
A/a and %

e~a-territorial.

Ths recent peeks of Curves

indicate the maturation of multiple modslities of inter-clan

marriage exchange in a geographically circumscribed area, as the material
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presented in Chapter 6 confirms.
for merl
that

~

~mall

The relatively low level of Curve 0/0

Graph 7) in relation to that for women points out, neverhteless,

partially endogamous groups of outsiders have taken up permanent

residence on Rea territory.
1 would now like to concentrate attention on the Rea clan, and the
extent to which R/R unions have been contracted within Rea major lineages.
Prior observationa suggest a fundamantal long-term change from what may be
summarily termed a strongly patrilineal and locally endogamous pattern of
marriage toward a diseolution of clan boundaries within the broadest
relevant endogamous category, the Duu stratum.

The trends noted in this

section as weIl as the relations which today prevail batween
and in-lineage marriaga

~

consanguini~y

Chapters 6 and 7) laad to the hypothesis of a

higher rate of cousin marriage between Rea at the turn oF the century.
No quantitative validation of this statement can be offered here on a
diachronie basis for reasons explained above.

One can only remark that

cousin marriage is most unlikely to have exceeded clan in-màrriage, which
is estimated to have varied from 56.3% in 1895 - 1904 to 31.3% in 1965-1974.
Graph 9 compares this evolution (Curve R/R
major lineage in- and out-marriage.

= L)

in the relations between

Marriage within the major lineege

has been consistently lower th an within the clan.

At the beginning of

our span of study, it can be presumed to have been Just over 30%.

It is

plausible, given the presently observable occurrence of consanguineal
unions between partners of different major segments

~

Chapter

6, Section

3) and an increased frequency of in-clan marriages in general as we
project back into time, that the rate of consanguinity among Rea would
have tended to be higher.
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GRAPH 9

N = 891

Ree major lineage in-marriage

If we restrict our group of reference ta R/R marrisgee only (Grsph 10;
N = 357), it appears that unions within the major linesge,contrary to
other Res marriage patterns,

h~ersmsined

sli9htly incremented through to 1965.
msrked.

The ebsolute decrease of

proportionstely etsble if not

Two si9nificant varistions must be

R/R=L and R/R=l

msrrisges (with the

exception of 1935 to 1945) corresponded'from 1915 to 1964 to an inverse
reinforcement of R/Ral in relation to R/R=l (see thess curves on Grsphs
9 snd 10).

This probsbly signified sn absolute decresse in Rea major

lineage out-msrriage higher than that noted for Rea major lineage in-marriage.
Such trends confirm the continued importance of the maintenance of a
consanguineal lineage nucleus for the perpetuation of the lineage as a
corporate kin-based group in the face of persistent increases in the
frequency of more erraticly distributed R/O unions.

The msrital and socio-

political viability of thie core group doss seem to hsve been affected by
the

R/~C snd R/R;1R/O inversions of the 1950's and 1960's (see Graphs 4 and 5).
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When clan out-marriage exceeds clan in-marrlage, it would 8aam that
formarly stabIa Raa major lineaga in-marriaga fraQuencias and, by tha aema
token, that of consanguinaal unions are nagativaly affectad (Saa graphs 9
and 10).

J7~

In the wake of these important transformations, a high degree of
residential endogamy has continued ta prevail among men

~Chapter

6.

Section 2), notwithstanding the dispersion of man y .village clusters
~

Chapter 7) and of locs! confederations grouping several clans, such

as the Canoa.

The decrease in clan in-marriage could,thus, be more

than proportionS! to the presumed decrease in the rete of consanguineal
marriage.

The proportion of marriages among kin at a given time and

the degree to which they reoccur in each line of descent from generation
to generation appear closely linked to the temporal stability and, to a
certain extent, the changing composition of each settlement'e population.
Consanguines! marriage is often most frequent.at the peak of a community's
lifespan which, in many cases does,not exceed three generations.
The process of cammunity formation still bears the mark of population
movements initiated at the close of the 19thcentury and of the forms of
inte~clan

antailed.
and outside

contact and collective

expl~ation

of land resources these

It would seem however, that the consequences of Danoa emigration
immi~ration

into Rea territory sparked by the french occupation

are resching a term at present as regards inter-clan marriage on the Rea
territory.
Darka, Adia and Bara men have emigrated, aged and died.

The women

of these groups had sometimes teken Rea husbands who se clan affiliation
passed on to their comman offspring.

This transformation spelled the end

of a pattern of marital exchange which may weIl have dominated the Duu
communities around Wai du ring much of the 19th century.
in the fremework of a confederation of co-resident

This pattern arose

or adjacent lineages

of mainly hunter origin, practising preferential inter-marriage.
A high demographic potentis! for in-marriage and consanguinity was countered
by palitical changes entailing a redistribution of land resources among
the former confederates as weIl as changes in individual and collective
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residence patterns.
Merriage between

GRAPH 1 1
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Greater clan exogamy was

th~~seqUence

of thie process.

Non-autonomous Duu clans, with the possible exception of the Duu
Dieri of Am Doba!<

~

heve echieved neit. her the population size nor

the level of control over lend resources which cherecterise the Adia,
8ere, Ree and Darke clens.

In view of these dsmogrephic and economic

conditions, increesed clan exogamy among autonomous Duu since 1900 could
only have developed thanks to merriege exchanges with e considereble
variety of geogrephically dispersed, ssrfly lineages or segments of
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shallow genealogical depth.

This pattern is not likely to engender a

renBWed phase of high consanguinity, either among the four clans of
Danoa origin or their new marriage partners.
As obeerved in Chapter 7, the eetabliehment of naw politically and
reeidentially autonomous descent groups tends to lead to an initial
increaee in local and lineage exogamy and a correeponding decrease of
consanguineal and in-lineage marriagee.

The autonomoue Duu have indeed

compenssted for the weakening of political and marriage linke among
themselves through wide-spread forme of emigration end clan exogamy.
Ties of Denoa clanship have ceased to exiet and have given way to the
foundetion of four distinct autoODmouS Duu clans.
Externel lineeges eegments residing on Rea territory are losing their
genealogical specificity within a demographicelly end territorially
expanding Rea host clan.

In-msrriage among immigrants and their

descendants has almost tota1ly been replaced by clen-exogamous unione
with the Rea(see Greph 12).
In view of the procesa of delayed reciprocity which most frequently
charecterises interclen marriage exchenge in the area, the dynamics of
endogamy thus appear to be "progremmed" for some yeers to come, barring
structural changes in the wider polity which could ensue from the civil
strife by which Chad ie plagued.

The time is now appreoching when clen

exogamy may account for two thirds of aIl marriages.

5imultaneouely, Duu

stratum endogamy will continue to be fully enforced by the Kanembu.

This

will tend to exacerbate class tensions betweén Duu and Kanembu,though in
a fashion dietinct from that which may ob tain between lower and upper c1sss
Kanambu.

The Kanembu maskin. especially women, may, under given

condition, marry hypergamically.

In contrast, endogamic barriers, as we

have already seen, categorically exclu de this poseibility for the Duu,
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whatever "class" of union their poli tical and economic status would
otherwise allow them to engage in.

For these reasons, the comparison

of Dul' and Kanembu marriage patterns presented in the following chapters
will foster a better understanding of Duu matrimonial practices in
relation to the forms of social organisation and class structure
characteristic of Kanemi society at large.
GRAPH 12 : Marriage between outside clans and the Rea
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CHAPTER NINE : A
1.

CO~PARATIVE

PRESENTATION

or

KANEMBU AND DUU MARRIAGE PATTERNS

Presentation
Comparative data analogoua to thosa preaented for the Ouu Rea in

Chapters 6 to 8 were collected in five Kanembu localitias belonging to
the Kogona and N'giJim clans in the cantons of N'Jigdada and Dibinenchi.
Thase are N'Jigdada, N'grobi, Muyi, Bili and Bakale.

Saventy-se ven extant

and sixtY tarminatad unions were recorded emong the inhabitanta of the
communities studiad.

Tha diachronic semple, aatablished in tha sarne way

as among the Ouu, includas 311 marriages.
Members of tha Kanembu Kogona and,N'giJim clana will ba claasifiad
together as 'local nobles' (abbreviated 'L').

The Kogona (~.

Chaptsr 3)

are of Bornuan deecant and hava, at least among dignitariee, tracaable
links of kinship with the

~

of Mao and hie Immediate entourage.

The

N'giJim on the other hand, are, again with reference to the core of the
clan dignitariee, and with allowance made for the progressive assimilation
of exterior elements into the group, of Bulala descente

Schematicelly

speaking, when the Bulala masters of Kanem, who were purportedly descsnded
from the Ssfawa at an earlier stage of Kanemi history, were expelled by the
TunJur Arabs in the middle of the 17th century, those who remained behind
constituted tne core of the N'giJim clan in the case of nobles and that of
the Duu Darka in the case of dependants.
In view of their deecent

(~.

Nachtigal 1BBO and Carbou

1912) it

could be obJected that the Kogona and N'giJim are not "sufficiently Kanembu"
and, thus, are not appropriate clans to select for purposes of comparing the
interrelations between poli tics, social stratification and marriage among
the Kanembu end the Ouu.

But, the choics of descent groups here used

reflects my visw that the power of a clan in economic, political and,
formerly, military terme is much more rslevant in dstermining patterne of
in-clan and Dut-clan marriage th an changing local repreeentations of
ethnicity, clanship Dr nganealogical authsnticity" during any given
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historical period.

It is truF that marri ages are often spoken of by the

Kanem' in terms of ethnie and clan affiliations, ss is shown by numerous
sayings relsting whst are considered the clan-specifie cheracter
of women.

traits

Such expressions of ethnici ty and clan identi ty, together wi th

clan-focussed geneslogical traditions, constitute a complex and supple
socio-politicsl idiom which each local group adapts, over time, to its
own needs.

This language is used in re-defining inter-group relations,

particularly in periods of turmoil, and in justifying dominsnce during
times of relative stsbility.

A clan's control of land, tribu te and armed

men, are, however, more important factors in relating economic and political
trends with quantifiable kinship and marriage data.
The periodic takeovers at the top of the Kenemi power pyramid by
groups of widely varying territorial and sometimes linguistic origins
have rendered Kanembu "ethnicity" an even more complex notion.

The

comparative examination of clan genealogical charters suggests that the more
powerful a group is, the less "Kanembu" i ts pedigree turns out to be at the
apical and sub-apical generational levels.

This is due to the successive

"usurpations" of patrilineal legitimacy by victorious factions with the
object of converting themselves into socially recognised "descent" groups
as soon as possible.
The preceding parenthesis'does not in itself justify the assimilation
of Kogona and N'gijim into a single category.
around

~ao,

In other areas of Kanem,

for example, it could be erroneous to define the dominant

stratum as a unit composed of several clana.

The situation in the south

however, results from a secular conflict between what might be termed
Bornuan and Bulala "poles of sovereignity".

Bringing things down to their

simplest expression, the Kogona, under the pimaru lineage, are the
police force in the south.

~'a

The N'gijim, whose presence dates back

centuries earlier than thet of the Kogona, own more fertile land and control
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The Kogona. thanks to their powerful Oalatoa cousins.

more armed men.

have dominated important tribute circuits and have enjoyed a stability in
office (that of

~

at N'jigdada) greater·than that of the Oalatoa.

A

somewhat analogous relationship may also be discerned between the Adia.
Bara and Rea and the Oarka,respectively.

Alliance between coalitions

or groups eharing a common historieo-cultural heritage does not preclude
the development of overt conflicts for either office or ragional
ascendancy. as is demonstrated by frequent io-fighting among Oalatoa or
between N'gijim and Oarka during the later 19th century.
5ince the classification here Buggested is based on criteria of
social stratification and economic control within a politically defined
~erritory.

it has been further nsceseary to distinguieh among nobles those

individuals indigenous to the unit considered and those who have settled
on the territory through marriage.
studied

~U)

Kanembu clans controlling the zone

are compared with outside Kanembu clans of noble status

(abbreviated 'N').

These two sub-categories will be opposed to that of

persons belonging to groups of free but dependent status (abbreviated 'D').
2.

Economic aspecte of Kanembu marriage
2.1

Cattle ownerehip

It seems appropriate. before examining Kanembu marriage data properly
speaking. to of fer an approximate evaluation of the cattle wealth of the
communitiee studied.

This overview will allow us to make a very generel

comparison of Kanembu and Duu hard lavela and, on tha other hand. to note
any outstanding inequalities in waalth between Kanembu of different
socio-economic standing.

1 must repeat that the indications given here

must be viewed with caution given the trauma experienced by herds and
flocks during the 1972-73 drought peak.
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Sixteen Kogona Sharu of N'
head

0"

catUe in August 1974.

jigda~a

are eetimated to have owned 113

Twenty-five N' Jigdada informants claimed

to have owned a combined total of 331 head two years earlier while 9
stated that aIl their animale had been lost.

Though this count and

estimate could be underestimated in the case of nobles through concealment
of catUe loaned todependants and exaggerated among commonere, both are
plaueible.

Of 25 owners and former ownere, 13 had spent three to six

years in Nigeria for Koranic etudiee and had on multiple occasione
participated in the cattle trade with Barnu.
~

villages dependant on the Kogona Sharu appeared no better off

than Ouu Rea villages with approximately one head of cattla obeerved for
each adult male.

Twelve farmer-herders in the Kanembu N'giJim village of

Bakale held sorne BO head and claimed losses amounting to 34 he ad during the
drought.

This level of wealth ie quite general for those Kanembu of the

South who are not subservient to the Oalatoa through the intermediary of the
Kogona.
Among nObles, each family owned

5 to 10 sheep or goats.

estimate of 20 is not unreasonable for the pre-1972 years.
~

A retroepective
Among the

(poor), sorne men had eesentially ovine/caprine herds and engaged

in sorne salee.

As a rula, however, ownership of sheep and goats ie

proportional to the number of cattle owned.
The gap

in

stock ownerehip between rich and poor is accentuated

by the fact that every adult male noble tends to own hie own hODee.
the maskin. one rarely eeee more than one horee

Among

per village, as oppoeed to

several in a community of middle wealth.
2.2. Marital prestations
Among the Kanembu noblli ty, the vara (brideweal th for a first marriage)
preeently tende to oscillate between 5,000 and 10,000 france C.F.A.

In

exceptional cases, such as certain chiefly marriagee, it may attain 100,000
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francs C.F.A.

During the earlier decadea of this century, vara payments

were made in thaler.

Presently, paper currency ie most widely used, to

the exclusion of cattle.

This was confirmed for'informants who own or

have owned several dozen head of cattle and is thus a matter of custom
rather than waal th.

Persons who have resided and worked abroad consider

it fashionable to pay vara in 5udanese pounds, 5audi riyals or other
currencies which can only be converted in N'djaména or Nigeria.
In

~

marriages, where the vara is dispensed with, the indebted

groom offers a knife to ths officiating mallam.

The vara or

.f.!.s!!.

(bridewealth in a subsequent marriage) as may be appropriate, is only
exceptionally waived in

non-~

marriages.

Payments are often somewhat

higher than for non-cousin unions contracted in the same locality among
partners and families of comparable statua.

This is verified for marriagea

going as far back as .!2 1919.
The

~

1s pa1d systematically by grooms of aIl locali ties and

classes to wife's FyB.

Among Kogona nobles, it ranges from 2,000 ta

5,000 francs C.F.A., and for earlier marriages, 1 to 7 thaler.

On some

occasions, th1s sum is replaced by a mars, the most prestigioua of aIl gifts.
Upper-class first marriages almost always involve a prestation in animaIs
with a preference shown for calves, cows and horses (in that order).
Mares are restricted to the

~.

Rarely, however, are large numbers

of animaIs exchanged between the two families.

Among nobles, there is a

tendency to try to balance ths values of niarom, prestations and counter
prestations.

Oepartures from this custom often involvs an excess of

counter prestations whsn a girl is married hypergamously.
~

(brideprice) prestations among Kanembu

uncomperable to those of poor Duu.
with the

~

~

(poor) are not

They average around 2,500 francs C.F.A

varying between 1,000 and 3,000 francs C.F.A.

Animal

]8]
prestations are rare among the poor, as is shown by a lesser frequency
of J~ ~ ceremonies
among the

~

(.EL. Chapter 5 ) and gifts.

Many first marriages

involve no counter prestations at aIl to the groom.

People do, however, strive to mal<e a gift of clothes to him and to
endow the wife with some domestic obJects.

Occasionally, these objects

are replaced by one cow for the couple's usage.
Marriage prestations among the more well-to-do Kanembu N'giJim are
commonly composed of a single payment of some 5,000 to 10,000 francs C.f.A.
covering both the vara and
among some Duu
~

the~.

(~Chapter7).

This practice was also recorded

As noted for many Rea marriages, N'gijim

payments (from husband to wife), which vary from 1,500 to 4,000 francs

C.f.A., are transferred for first marriages only and preclude the rabitina
(gift from husband'e femily to wife's family).
Among most Kanembu the jarm'buta. a prestation from husband ta wife
which is preeumably of pastoral origin, is paid almost eystematically for
first marriages and dropped in the case of subsequent unions (cf. Chapter 5 ).
One could argue for a certain parallelism

between the value of this

prestation, generally ranging from 1,000 to 7,000 francs C.f.A. among nobles
and 500 to 2,500 francs C.f.A. among poor commoners, and the quality of
gifts from wife's family to husband, especially when cattle are offered.
Conversely. gifts of cattle

ar~

generally not transferred for subsequent

marriages in which larm'buta is not paid.

Likewise, catUe do not

customarily constitute a counter prestation for the

~

(bridewealth in a

subsequent marriage), a gift which appeare to be given more systematically
among Duu than Kanembu.
a petrilineage's

These practices are consonant with the fact that

rights over a woman member are particularly weal<

among both st rata from the time of her first divorce.

On the contrary,

stricter control is exercised over women, whether yet unmarried or divorcsd,
as regarde hypergamy and hypogamy.

1 would suggest

Cs.!.

Chapter 5) that mari tal prestations are. not

intended fundamentallV to modify the socio-economic etatus of ei ther party
in the contract or to ensure a concentration of capital within a
patrilineage or specific line of descent in the case of in-lineage and/or
consanguineal unions.

Marriage prestations do, however, tend to

reinforce and perpetuate clase boundaries, whatever their nominal "value".
The comparison of variations of marriage prestations among Kogona nobles,
well-off N'gijim, richer Duu and
a)

~

of both st rata confirm that:

what represents a "moderate" marriage payment for a rich father

constitutee an absolute impediment to hypergarny for a poor family of the
sarne or a different social etratumj
b)

given the status connotations of an individual's public declaration of

prestations at marriage, and intra-familial preséurae, a ri cher suitor can
generally be shamed away from a hypogamic union which may be desired on
personal groundsj
c)

the possession of even a few hesd Of cattle can allow a nobleman

or commoner dignitary ta exercise considerable, often determining, influence
over the marital destinies of his dependants, whether they are free Kanembu
or Duu or of captive deecent.
3.

Duu among Kanembu
The mechanisms of dependence in regard to individuel and collective

marital choice and options may be further clarified by reference ta the
situation of dependant Duu resident in Kanembu-controlled localities.

The

77 Kanembu couples interviewed were found to "host" 11 Duu families in
their midst.

The majority of

~hese

(7) were attached to the 34 families

of the chiefly Kogona 5haru lineage in N'jigdada.
attached to Kogona in other localities.
relationship with Kanembu

~

The 4 others were

No Duu entertained a patron-client

resident in Kogona-controlled territory.

In the N'gijim community of Bakale, only one Duu of the associated
Barkoya lineage was in residence.

Tira
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DLScussions with ths Duu

~ogon~

Sharu, who shars thsir master's

linsalls nams, concsrning ths marriags prscticss of thsir kin indicatsd a
frsqusncy of consanguinssl marriags comparabls to that obssrvsd among ths
Rea.

Ths msls msmbsrs of thsir small community ars rslatsd by a tightly

woven natwork of kinship tiss.

AlI mals informants commsnted that the

presence of their male sncestors emong the Kogona dated bsck several
generations.

Their wives, with two exceptions, were from outside their

village of marital residence and belonged to outside linesges.

It was

said that marriage links had long been established with Duu Maoi (Dalatoa
Magemi dependants), Tunjur, N'gijim, Tira, Kei

and Danoa.

Local men

consistently marry patrilocally but the "lineages" or rather segments they
represent have little scope either geogrsphically or demogrsphically.
5ystematic out-marriage by women maintains a wide-spread network of marital
exchange between such segments while still allowing for consanguinity,
often between spouses of different "lineages" at a rate comparable to that
characteristic of the Rea Kadia or Teteya.

Thie promo tes solidarity

through diffuee marital exchanges within the Duu strstum while impeding the
creation of politically significant lineages such as the Darka or the Res.
The immediate cause of this situation is obvious : males are bound to
their patrons' service and village by
subordination.

the relative economic advantsges of

Their socio-economic status is enforced by multiple forms

of "persuasion" or direct constraint as weIl ae by the hereditary character
of the social stigma attachsd to Duu condition.
The rsther high l'evel of marital prestations among Duu resident wi th
the noble Kogona testifies to the economic compensations granted to clients.
Marriage payments of Duu Kogona 5haru mimic those of "thsir" Kanembu,
but at a lower level.

Vsra (bridewealth) payments vary from 2,SDD to

6,DDD frsncs C.F.A. and the

~

(gift from husband to wife's FyB)

ranges from 1,SDD to 2,SDD francs C.F.A.

The rabitina is here paid in
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cash rather than in Ieee preetigious goate ae among many Duu.
often reaches 1,000 ta 1,500 francs

c.r .A.

This payment

Thanks to the (binding)

"generosity" of Kanembu patrons, one or even two or three cows (but not
bulls) may be transferred ae counterprestations to the Duu groom.

In euch

instances, a larm'buta of 500 to 2,000 francs C.f.A. will be given by the
husband to his wife.

Where no cattle change hands, valuable domestic

goods and utensils are given.

Among the Duu Kogona, the vara is generally

paid, even in cases of cousin marri age.

When summed up, prestations

compare handsomely with those of most Rea.
In other Duu communitiss dependent on averagely wealthy Kanembu,
prestations, whether furnished in goods Dr snimals, may be dispensed with
aLthough a small larm'buta (100 to 500 francs C.f.A.) will be offered.
An average total cost of 3,000 francs C.f.A. is not uncomparable to that of
many Rea.

As regards animal capital however, the eleven families

visited possessed only six cows.

four horses were found but only among

the Duu linked to the Kogona Sharu.

Less fortunate Duu had only a few

gosts and donkeys and lived in what may in local terms be considered
poverty.
The scanty quantitative data collected, complemented by discussions
with informants, do indicate a certain evolution in dependent Duu marriage
patterns over the last decades.
contracted 19 marriages.
a further 31 cases.

The eleuen couples interviewed had

Basic data on their parents' merriages coversd

Older unions of mens' parents substantiate

"preferential" exchange between Ouu (Kogona) Sharu and Duu (Oalatoa)
in accordance with the desires of their related masters.

~aoi

Unions of

womens' parents show locally exogamous movements forming a constellation
spreading over much of South Kanem.

Correspondingly, lineage endogamy

among these dependent Duu was rare.

5haru/~aoi unions negotiated by

Kanembu patrons have become less frequent since about 1945.

The reproduction
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of thE dependent class is todei served by male local endogamy, supported
by lil! ted economic advantage giving the dependent ensured access to
reasonably fertile land.

Some informants suggest that there ia a silent

a9reement among the Kanembu upper-class not to grant analogous favours
to immigrants who seek to "desert" other notables' fle fs.
4.

Aspects of consanguineal marriage
The marri age sample recorded among the Kanembu suggests an incidence

of consanguineal unions of approximately 24%.
TABLE 50:

Kanembu Cousin Marriage

N = 32/134
Tvoe
Patrilateral paral1el

Percentaae

Absolute Fioures
14

43.75
25.00

Patrilateral Cross

8

l'Iatrilateral Parallel

1

3.13

l'Iatrilateral Cross

9

28.13

Parallel

15

46.88

Cross

17

53.12

Patrilateral

22

68.75

Matrilateral

10

31.25

Rate of Occurrence

32/134

24.1 %

This estimate hae not been revised by systematic genealogical cross-checks
as was done in the case of the Ouu marriage corpus.

The actual rate

among the Kanembu could thus be somewhat higher than that recorded.
Kanembu and Ouu consanguineal marri age patterns both emphasise
patrilateral parallel cousin unions.

Among the Kanembu, however, this

form of cousin marri age appears to account for less than half of the
consanguineal unions registered (44% as opposed ta 55% among tha Ouu).
Patrilateral cross-cousin marriages represent 1/4 and 1/5 of the consanguineal
sUb-sample among the Kanembu and the Ouu, respectively.

The frequency of
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patrilateral cousin marriage,both variants combined, is comparable in
both social strata (69% for the Kanembu and 75% for the Duu).

It would

sesm that matrilateral cousin marriagss ara somewhat more frequent among
the Kanembu (31% in contrast to 25% for the Duu).
The major formaI differance betwesn the two strata resides in the
respective frequency of cross-cousin marriaga.

In the Kanembu sample one

finds 25% of patrilaterel and 28% of matrilateral cross-cousin unions,
accounting for 53% of ell cousin merrieges.

20%

e

Amang the Duu, one finds

incidence of patrilataral and a low 13% of matrilateral crossTogether, these account for only 33% of Duu consanguineal

cousin unione.
marriages.

Real

~ZD

unions seem rarer among Kanembu than Duu.

~BD

unions

hàwever, are second in frequency only to raD unions among the Kanembu.
TABlE 51:

Kanembu cousin marriagsper type

Patrilateral Parallel

Patrilateral Cross

l'la trilateral Parallel
l'Iatrilateral Cross

rBD

11

A

C

1

A

rrBsD

2

A

rZD

4

CC

rZDD

1

CC

+ 1
- 1

FI'IBD

1

D

r~BSD

2

D

~ZDD

1

U

l'IBD

8

D

1

D

A ~ Occurrence in Absolu te figures
B ~ Type
A Agnetic
U Uterine
CC Cross continuous
D Discontinuous
~

a

raSD

l'II'1BSSD

C

A

Generational gap of husband in relation to wife

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1
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in the analyeis of

Du'J

maniage patterns, the classification of

conelnguineal marriages among the Kanembu is not based on strictly
defined genealogical categories but rather on the way each informent
viewed the nature of traceable kinship links wi th his or her spouse.

Thus, the statistics are obviously influenced by the expressed patrilateral
preference.

At the ideological level at least, the Duu declere themselves

to be "more patrilineal" than the Kanembu, claiming 55% as compered wi th
44% patrilateral parellel couein marri ages, indirectly suggesting,
perhaps, that they ere at least as fervent Muslims as the Kanembu nobles.
Yet, in spi te of informante' protests of strict conformi ty wi th the
matrilateral parallel prohibition, such unione are four times more frequent
than with the Kanembu (12% againet 3%).
The balanced distribution

of perellel end cross-cousin marriage6

reflects a dual aepect of marital strategy among the Kanembu.

Fïrstly,

power must be retained and concentreted in offics-holding groups through
alliances within the clan.

5econdly, inter-group alliances muet be

maintained intergenerationally if structures of economic end political
dominance are to perdure.

1 refer specifically to the distribution of

offices, the trensmission of which ie legitimised in terms of descent,
and tribute collection monopolies or sharing prerogatives attached to these
offices.

It is largely the changing balance between the two types of

cousin marriage which expresses the state of hierarchical relatione between
clans and lineages albeit, sometimes, with a generationel gap.

Thsre is

no logical or systematic contradiction between these prectices.

On the

contrary, both must co-exist if either patrilateral parallel - or
matrilateral cross-cousin marriage are not to leed to their ultimate
logical consequences which could be, respectively, encystetion and dispersion
with effective disintegration of certain patrigroups.
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Patrilateral parallel cousin marriage may consolidate the clan both
politically and economically.

If one views the unit in the context of its

wider political alliances one would expect, ta sorne degree, to find that
the more far-reeching the political ties of a lineage, the more emphasis
would be plsced on cross-cousin marriage, both matrilateral and patrilateral.
However, in practical terms, for cross-cousin marriage ta effectively widen
a clan's political prerogatives, the spreading of links throughout the full
politico-genealogical network would have ta be strongly counterbalanced
by politico-economic motivations and controls destined to main tain the
corporate unity of the out-msrrying clan seaking expansion.
One could hypothesise that patrilateral parallel cousin marriage is
i~portant

in reinforcing the competing major lineages but that in the

longer term the lack of gains to be had, the insti tutionalised hierarchy
between siblings and sibling lineage segmants es weIl as the fiseionary
character of the political and descent eystems will generally defeat the
purpose of such unions.
The tendency towards fiseion has today attained euch extremee with the
Rea that the credibility and political effectivaness of tha major lineagee,
let alone of ths clan, are seriouely put into doubt.

The segmentary procese

has been limited to the traditional lineage land upon which all Rea villagee
are contiguous.
The Kanembu have not only fewer villagee per equal unit of population,
but settlements of varying lineage affiliations are intermingled without
endangering ths corporate unity of kin and political groups.

Again,

freedom of movement and control over land, intimately linked to the
inter-stratum power balance, strongly influence the operation of the kinship
eystem.

In the Kanembu case, dominance accentuates the unifying character

of patrilateral cross-cousin marriage while invereely restricting the
fissionary trand to which tha latter can giva riee in politically less
stable groups.
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In stating their political genealogical charters, the autonomous
Duu hflve erased the memory of any female ascendant as far as seventeen
gene'ations back.

Interestingly enough, the Kogona invoke ancestresses

in relations between their major lineages.

From the point of view of

kinship ideology, there would seem to be a gross correlation between the
geographical and interclan span of a group's alliance network and the
matrilateral emphasis in accounting for genealogical and political ties.
From an economic point of view, matrilateral cross-cousin marriage
might be more expensive than its close to home patrilateral oppoaite but,
over time, the gains acquired by far reaching cross-alliances will definitely
reflect on a clan's capacity to main tain and expand its tribute-levying
circuits.

Among the nobles, cross-cousin marriages reinforce the economic

and political standing of the clan as long as the unity of important lineages
and factions in simultaneously ensured by strategically placed patrilateral
parallel cousin marriages.

Such a situation is both a determinant and a

consequence of a high position in the socio-economic stratification system
and does not appear to be structurally link ed wi th segmentation in the
patrilineal system as such.
Whatever the strength of the patrilineal ideology, effective bilaterality
in the choice of spouses will, in South Kanem, opera te in favour of the
maintenance of the existing power balance and is, to a degree, a prerogative
of successful groups of conquerors.

Dn the contrary, the adoption of such s

strstegy by low-status vassal groups could be a hindrance to their political
reinforcement if not accompanied by a simultaneous increase of capital
resources and the group's insertion into a wide ranging interclan tributscollecting system.

Among the Rea, who belong to the highest statua vassal

group of South Kanem, it could be argued at the clan as opposed to the
major lineage or village levels that patrilateral parallel cousin marriage
has contributed to a weakening of the group's internaI political coherence.
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In addition, heterogeneous out-marriages attempting to break stratum and
geographical barriers, numerous to the extent that a structurally
important reversal of marriage patterns has recently occurred (See Graph 4 ),
have not resulted in a situation where geographically distant cross-cousin
marriages enable the establishment and protection of new sources of tribu te.
5.

The interrelations betwsen common clan affiliations, cousin status
and the geographical origin of spouses in the extant marriage sample

TABLE 52:

Clan affiliations and çousin msrriage (factors Land C)

C+

C-

.L +

21 %

11

%

32 %

-

10 %

58

%

68 f,

DUU

31

KANEI'I8U
L +
L -

." *
,~

N ..

69 '1.

100

317

%

C+

C-

N .. 77

21 10

26 %

47 %

6

%

47 %

53 %

27

%

73 %

100 %

*(A non-revised count of cousin marriages is used in Tables 52 ta 54
to minimise relative variance between the Duu and Kansmbu samplea).
The proportion of persons marrying cousins is equal among the Duu and
the Kanembu.

However, the percentage of persons choosing spouses from

non-cousins of their own clen is higher among the Kenembu.
indicete a relatively greeter cohesiveness of the major

This would

liriea~e

and the clan in the cese of the Kanembu, ae compared with a more marked
tendency of the Duu to consolidate minor lineage segments.

These

conclusions are not contradictory with the very high occurrence of village
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and hence of sibling group
may be linked to the covert
chieftaincy.

prevalent with the Rea and which

segmentati~n

among major lineages for the

compe~ition

Political solidarity at the clan level is distinctly weaker

th an among the Kogona.

Without entering into the intricacies of intraclan

poli tics, it is interesting to see that although the population density in
Kogona territory is much lower than in Rea country, the Kogona have only
seven villages compared with the Rea's twenty-three, their respective
populations being roughly equal.
Although the proportion of persons marrying cousins outeide of their
own clan is low in both groups in relation to the total number of extant
marriages, it ie nonetheless higher among the Duu.

This could be an

indicator confirming that over the last couple of generations, as restrictione
on the movements of the Duu have leesened, the Rea have eought to marry
with as meny outeide clans as possible.

In general, oral tradition suggeste

that even at the end of the last century the Rea tried to integrate ae many
dependants as natural resources would allow to compensate for their numeric
inferiority in relation to the surrounding Kanembu.

This tendency is

underlined by the fact that marriage with non-cousine exterior to the
clan are
TABLE 53:

more frequent among the Duu.
Clan affiliations and the geographical origin of spouses
(Factors Land D)

OOU

D+

L +

20

%

-

28

%
%

L

48

KANE~BU

L +
L

-

D+
27 %
16
43

N = 317

0-

%
%

12

%

40%
52

%

19

56

%

100

%

N = 77

D-

37

32

68 %

%
%
%

46
53

%
%

99 %

Inversely, merrieges between members of the clen born in the same
canton are more common wi th the Kan embu , Just ae unions between membe'I's of
the same clan born in different cantons" are more frequent than smong the
Duu.

The first figure reconfirms the existence of a greater degree of

mari tal and, indirectly, of poli tical solidari ty in the Kanembu clan.
The second figure brings out a complementary aepect of this procese.
"Out-of-canton" marriages wi th pereons of di fferent clans are only
marginelly more frequent with the Duu, but the significantly higher
occurrence of unions between membars of different Ouu clens sharing common
geographical origins (7slo more frequent than symmetrical unions with the
Kanembu) suggests that immigrants into Duu terri tory tend to sattle on a
Jnlrmanent basis.

Whereas the Duu figure of out-marriage (52%) in

geographical terme testifies ta a process initiated meny decades ago, the
slightly higher Kan embu percentage (5610) \JJOuld seem to renect a change in
immigration patterns over recent years.

Indeed, the lO9ic of these

dispetsed unions is quite different in each case.
By examining the clan names in "mixed" marriages and comparing thls
information with the political standing of the clans concerned, there would
appear to be a "grab whom you can get" distribution wi th the Duu eagar to
matry out, and a dual strategy among the Kanembu who, seeking to consolidate
the uni ty of their high-status group by marrying as mu ch as possible wi th in
their own group, still exchange partners on a simultaneous basis with far-off
villages of identical clan affiliation, located close to the centre of
power in Mao.

The Rea have inter-married with some 30 different clans over

the past few decades and many immigrants have been residentially and
sociologically integrated with this clan.

The high frequency of out-clan

marriage of persons born in" a very narrow radius is thus no surprise.
The 37% of out-clan,

out-of-~marriagesamong

the Kanembu, comparable

with the 40% of the Duu, co ver the marriages of lower status Kogona and
N'giJim, an influx of poorer migrants Into a prosperous hlgh-status zone,
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and, to a smaller extent, fashionable "wife importation" on the part of
polyg/nists.

TABL( 54:

Cousi~

marri age and the geographical origin of spouses

(Factors C and D)

D+

OOU
C +
C

-

20 %

11

%

31

%

~%

41 %

69

%

%

100

%

48

KMrn~

%

D+

52

30

43

43

%

57

13

-

N = 77

D-

%
%

C+
C

N = 317

D-

14

%
%
%

27

%

73 %
100

%

The co-appearance of genealogical connections between cousin spouses
and territoriality is 54 % more common with the Duu.

The inverse

relation between cousin status and extra-territoriality is 27
frequent with the Kanembu.

%more

When territoriality is correlated with

non-cousin marriages, which in maJority are also unions involving partners
from different clans, it becomes a more neutral veriable as appears in
lines 'C-' of Table 54.
Referring back to Tables 52 and 53, it can be suggested that rates of
cousin marriage are comparable (Duu : 31

%;

Kanembu : 27

%)

in relation to

the number of extant marriages and their rate of occurrence identical in
relation to aIl marriages, extant or terminated, contracted by persons alive
today, but that a difference in emphasis emerges as other factors are
correlated with these data.

The Rea tend to

~arry

further afield in terms

of clan affiliations whereas the Kanembu choose spouses in their own and
intimately allied clans while marrying further geographically speeking.
These conclusions rslating to the present tend to bear out the general
evolution of endogamy viewed through time and indicate an important correlation
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between the political status of a clan and its capacity ta make its
marital practice reinforce the former and vice versa.
6.

Remarks on theevolution of marriage patterns among the Kanembu
The following commants are intended ta make the more complete set of

Rea data fit into a broader sketch of Kanemi social and political
organisation.

Less attention will hence be given to relating historical

trsnds with changes in patterns of in-marriage than in the Rea case.
5tatistically. the group of reference is the local nobility.
Graph 13 shows a 1/3 decrease of in-category marriagee over the last
sixtY ysars.

ln view of the magnitude of sociel change over this period.

euch an evolution points ta the solidity of Kanembu marital and political
structures.

Curve L/L ie constantly higher than Curve T of Graph 1 which

indicates Duu clan endogamy.

Ethnographers have always emphasised Duu

endogamy implicitly opposing it to Kanembu exogamy or free choics in
~
Chapelle 19S7; Fuchs 1961; Le Rouvreur 1962; Fuchs 1970)
marriage 1. The preeent comparison would suggest that in the pre-colonial
~iod.

endogamy was not the monopoly of any professional caste but rather

a boundary-enforcing function in both main social strata as weIl as
clan-based status groups within these strata.

The pre-colonial sconomic

system had as its main pinion a rigid social stratification system allowing
little vertical mobility.
Over the last twenty years. the decline in marriages between local
nobles (Graph 13. Curve L/L) is more th an compensated for by a numerical
extension of unions with exterior noble women (Graph 13. Curve LIN).
Kogona and N'giJim marriage patterns are thus affected by the

The

general

relaxation of barriers ta internaI migration. though at a very la te date.
Nonetheless. the nobility criterion is still important in the choice of a
spouse.

The NIL curve representa a smaH proportion of poli tically

significant marriages : noble men of outside origin continue. at a fairly
regular rate. ta marry into Kogona territory. thus reinforcing traditional
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group relations by personal elliances.

A parallel distribution might

weIl bfj found among the Kogona of l'lao.
Graph 14 shows that local noblemen taking wives among their dependants
have doubled since 1935, but marriage between local nobles are still twice
as frequent.
Intra-stratum status group boundaries made dependent
noble
man/local!woman marriage unthinkable until 1915.
In spite of the L/D
increase it remains true to say that hypogamy is permitted for nobles, but
hypergamy is barred to dependants.
Graph 15 compares the functioning of the clans and major lineages as
5lowly the major lineage is becoming less important as

endogamous units.

an endogamous unit (31 to 19% of aH L/L marriages from 1895 to 1975).

It

would seem that individual economic status is becoming a more important
marriage determinant than clan or lineage affiliation
genealogical sense.

in a purely

This is quite understandable in that in the post-colonial

period political status, formerly a major index of tribute-exacting
capacities, and economic status are no longer synonymous.

This change

does not signify that the social stratification system is weakening but only
means that big men are exarting control over the lower strata through
economic lsvsrs, such as the hoarding of foreign aid foodstuffs, rather
than invoking lineage solidarity and exercising force.
On the whole, Kanembu marriage patterns are moderately sensitive to
the weakening of

inte~stratum

boundsries but, for obvious ressons, since 1895,

these trends are not subject to errstic variations due to modifications
in the wider Ksnemi power balance, migratory fluxes or climatic catastrophss.
Endogamy, though in a different ssnse, is as much an attribute of nobility
as of social inferiority.

At the risk of oversimplifying, we could

hypothssise that if it is practised by aIl noble clans simultaneously
and enforced among low-status clans, it tends to perpetuats hierarchical
inequalities of wealth and power.
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Thus,.on the one hand, inter-class marriages accrue between lowand high-ranking persons, generally from the same district.
hand, noble intra-caste unions decline.

On the other

Notables marry Ina fashion less

in keeping with agnatic endogamy in order that the ruling caste may
develop into a ruling class.

While incrsmenting its hitherto relatively

low reproductive capacity, the noble group expanded the geographical bese
of ite marriage networks to cover
of the

~

the full zone of government and influence

of Mao.

In the colonial and post-colonial contexta there erose specific neads
for a more effective populer underpinning in government than under Bornuan,
Wadayan or Awlad Sliman influences during the 19th century.

Ae of the

beginning of the 20th 'century, the Kogona had to politically eubetantiate
their claims toward the Administration as regards

~

jurisdictione,

tax eeaessment and collection, eccepteble retes of tex end tribute
retention by erietocrats, and tolerable degreee of exemption and evasion
by commoners.

New solutions also had to be found to suppleate certain

forme of individual and collective conetreint, and of reprisaIs and extortion
applicable in pre-colonial times.
political agility.

This predicament required great

Nonetheless, du ring the first decades of French

occupation, the Kanemi rulers had an excaptional opportunity to apply a
policy of territorial Integration and expansion.

The price for this wae

SUCCBssfully toaccommodate the strong social and aconomic expectations of
the people they now had to go vern instead of dominata and the political
demands of the adminiatration which they served.
From the standpoint of the organisation of agricultural production,
the Kogona lacked the labour force within their own clan to exploit the
conaiderable territory they disposed of in South Kanem.

The graduaI

dissolution of maritally bounded groups of labourers, slaves, Duu and other
low-status dependenta such as the Kajidi required new incitements in order to
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make t'e distribution of worke.s correspond to the usage of lands sought by
groun'~controlling

Kanembu.

8y offering restricted farming rights to

formerly powerless peasants, marrying certain dependent women and granting
sElective tax advantages and tribute frnachises much

has been done to

further this endeavour.
Endogamous marriage and selectively oriented exogamy constitute only
one aspect of the maintenance of Kanembu predominance in the face of
endogenous social and economic changes reflected in distinct but comparable
merriage trends among both the Duu and the Kanembu.

No single preferentiel

form of consanguineal marriage is adequate to respond to the strategical
exigencies of such a complex situation.

The changing but perdu ring position

of euperiority of upper-class Ksnembu has sccentuated for them the unifying
effects of patrilsteral crose-cousin marriage within a group of widening
demogrsphic scope and far greater political influence than the autonomous
Duu.

Matrilateral cross-cousin marrisge inversely restricts fissionary

tendencies to which the exclusive practice of patrilateral cross-couein
unions would give impetus, whila simultaneously favouring a subeequent
reinforcement of the latter's potential.

Patrilataral crosa-cousin

marriage may instituta and main tain the unity of factions composed of
sevaral patrigroups controlling sufficient resources to influence tha
marriage patterns of dependenta eaeking access to lands, water and paeturage.
Among the maskin.

particularly after the "freezing" of many pre-colonial

land control patterns by the colonieer and hia Chadian successors, a
ralatively high rate of patrilateral parallel-couein marri age, as observed
among the Rea, can contribute to a weakening of clan cohesion.

Thia is

especially so when the management of fertile lands and distribution of
tax revenues is sub-divided through repeated and rapid aegmentation of
patrigroups which form the clan core.

l.j.oo
Among both Kanembu and Duu, we see that a continuous but not
abrupt increase of clan exogamy coexists with consanguineal marriage
patterns which differ by ·endogamous stratum in relation to the emphasis
respectively placed in each on cross- and parallel cousin unions.

These

changes are not limited in terms of the descent boundaries separating
corporate patrigroups but rather along the firm barrier of inter-stratum
rnarriage prohibitions.

Emigration, lineage exogamy, the quest for

religious prestige, contraband, and attempts by dependents to con vert
to "noble" herding activities aIl attenuate the social and economic
consequences of the endogamie prescription but do not erase
generalised applicabili ty and sanctions.

its still

The extension of herding to

some Ouu and the relative dwindling and rsorganisation of the crafts do
not modify the fact thet the Kanembu still exercise e etrong hold over
capital resources with the exception of a few fertile areae administratively
placed by the Chadian State under Duu control.

Though Duu cattle

ownerehip may no longer be peremptorily forbidden, much can be done to
control its axpension through tacit sales restrictions and market con troIs
on breeding stock.
The infringement of the norms of interstratum and interclass marital
segregation is an indispenseble pre-requisite of a less Inequitable
distribution of productive resources and capital goooe.

Until this occurs,

the exogamic·trends prevalent in Kanemi society within the boundariee of
endogamic strata do

not precluoe conflictual developments in reletione

between Kanembu and Ouu.

l'Iuch now depends on the evolution of the wider

civil conflict in Chad and the durable changes this struggle may entail
with respect to the status of the Kanembu oligarchy.
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Marriage between local and exterior Kanembu nobles

GRAPH 13
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Marriage between local Kanembu and their dependenta

GRAPH 14
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CHAPTER TEN
1.

CONCLUSION

factors conditioning the study of Kanembu society
1 have tried to construct the present study so as to reepond to two

major concerns.

Firstly, 1 have had to devote considereble, although

etrictly limited, attention to the~ basic ethnography of the Kanembu people.
This preliminary taSk was dictated by the very restricted, fragmentary
and dispersed nature of published data on the subject.

Secondly, 1 heve

sought to addrese the key problem of social inequality among the Kanembu
from a social-organisetional per5pectiv&By focussing on endo-exogamoue
practices and marriage patterns in general, 1 have attempted to develop
a theoretical and methodological approach relevant to other hierarchised
~elim

eocieties of sub-Saharan and northern Africa.
While sharing many socio-organieational and cultural traits with

other Sahelian peoples

a~

comparable latitudee (.5L Nachtigal 1879, 1BB1

and 1889, Landeroin 1911, Carbou 1912 and Le Rouvreur 1962), present-dey
Kanembu society has been conditioned to a great extent by exeeptional
ecological and historical conditiona.

The Kanembu inhabit an environment

which, due to the presence of Lake Chad, is more eubject than other
Sahelian areas to cyclical and local variations in the availability of water,
fertile land and pasturage.

ln addition, Kanem has played a crucial role

as a power centre and crossroads of interethnic encounter in the history
of the Kanem-Bornu empire (.E!r Chapter 2, Lange 1977 and Lavers 1980).

These

historical developments over the last millenium have directly influenced the
structure of power and unequal access to natural resources, up to the
present day (.E!r Chapter 3, 4 and Appendix 1).
ln Kanembu aociety, agriculture and pastoralism are economically
complementary but often politically antagonistic modes of livelihood.
Pastoralism and, consequently, capital accumulation are dominated by the
ruling class, as is the labour force of the maes of dependent agriculturaliete
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and poor agropastoralists.

During times of plentiful rainfall, fertile

irrigat'3d lands extend further northward as the surface level of Lake Chad
and thd underground watershed rise.

Southern agropastoralists have

sufficient pastures to develop and commercialise both bovine herds and
grain and vegetable surpluses.

At such times, Kanembu, Daza and Arab

pastoralists retreat northwards towards the fringe of the Sahara and
maintain an important grain versus cattle trade with their southern
neighbours.

During extended periods of drought, however, southern and

northern interests become progressively more irreconcilable.

Northern

hards descend southwards, impinging on the densely inhabited agricultural
zones and limited pastures and water points of southeastern Kanem.
surpluses vanish, except for the rich.

Grain

The North-South trade then becomes

impossible and conflicts over pasture and water rights intensify.
It will be noted that the traditional seat of Dalatoa government
at Mao is located on the dividing li ne between the southern agropastoral
zone and the North of Kanem which is almost exclusively suited to animal
husbandry.

The Kanembu nobility has always refused the systematic

taxation of herders while developing an extremely complex and exploitative
system of agricultural taxation.

The latter, as we heve seen in Chapter

4, reflects in its structure both the feudal/ administrative organisation
and the class structure of Kanembu society.

These factors allow the

nobility to increase both herd and agricultural revenues during times of
plenty and to Boeurs their own survival and the continued dependency of the
~

during times of dearth.
It so happened that my fieldwork took place du ring one of the warst

environmental disasters Kanem and the Sahel have known in the reach of
human memory.

This coincidence served to reinforce my own awareness of

social inequality.

1 came to sss how the lstter phenomenon is based on a

unique conjunction of environmental Circumstances and fluctuations and the

4Q6
hierarchical character of Kanembu political organisation.

In the

following pages, 1 will try to sum up how changing forms of Kanembu social
and marriage organisation are neceseary to the formation and maintenance
of hierarchical political and class structures.

finally, in Section 3,

1 will recall how the alliance of the synchronie and diachronie approaches
to social organisation is both relevant and necessary to the understanding
of hiererchical Sahelian societies.
2.

Changing marriage patterns and class structure in Kanembu society
The comparative examination of Duu and Kanembu clan histories and

marriagspatterns suggest that descsnt groups adapt differentially to
political processes, such as that of colonial domination which affect society
aè a whole.

This adaptation is strongly influenced by the class relationehips

prevailing among the members of each descent group and social strata.
1 have shown that the Duu cannot enhance their social status through
marriage with Kanembu, IIIhether noble, commoner

or~.

The endogamie

prescription serVes to maintain en immutable barrier betwsen groups at
different extremes of the social scale such as the Kanembu nobility and
formerly casted Duu.
comparable

d~endent

It also divides Duu and non-Ouu commoners of
status.

Duu marriage strategies are thus more

restricted in terma of class mobility than those of any other social category,
inclu~ng

Kanembu

the descendants of slaves and captives, today considereD as

~.

As long as the intaretratum endogamie prescription

continues to restrict marriage options in this faehion, Duu marriage
patterns will only transcend class divisions within the hereditarily
maintained boundaries of their stratum.
Today, the major clase division prevailing among Duu demarcates a
numerically restricted group of land-controlling dignitaries belonging to
autonomous "Danoa" clans from the mass of landlesa Duu, dependent on
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dignitaries of their own stratum or. in most cases. Kanembu patrons.
This

a,~arently

simple situation is the result of a complex historical

process.
Around the middle of the 19th century. the Duu of the Bari distrist
were described by Barth (1965 II : 6DB) as staunchly independent pagans.
This testimony was given to the explorer by a presumably non-Duu informant.
Even allowing for a certain degree of exaggeration. it is most probable
that a maJority of Duu th en continued to reJect Islam. as did their Kuri
and Buduma neighbours of the lacustral periphery.

At that time. the Duu

of Bari were still semi-nomadic hunters who practieed complementary
agriculture.

Their non-Ielamic religious beliefs were largely focussed

on the privileged relation of the hunter with animal and plant spirits.
with which on-going contact was maintained through individualised divination
procedures.
The Kanemi blacksmith-founders of the same period were mostly
Dazaga~speaking.

casted artisans living in small groups. distributed through

Kanem in function of demand for their services.

Dral tradition holds that

the smiths of precolonial times practised professional endogamy. which seems
to have been broken only by ritually required unions with Duu hunters.
Older smiths have no doubt that their fathsrs' mining and smelting activities
brought them into direct contact with the forces of the underworld in a
fashion not congruent with a deep-felt attachment to

Islam.

Smith-hunter

unions ensured a delicate spiritual balance between the forces resident
above earth and in the air and those confined underground.
Restricted exogamous unions linking professional castes were the
complement of a high level of caste endogamy.

In thiscontext. there does

not seem to have been a particularly strong preference for fBD marriage.
but rather a general inclination to consanguineal marriages of different
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classifications, as were best suited to the transmission of specialised
professional/ritual knowledge.

Such is the opinion of the oldest of the

hunter-diviners (kindira) and of the blacksmith-smelters (~).
The religious and profsssionai differences between casted Duu and the
majority of the sedentary agropastoralist Kanembu, whose nobility had
converted to Islam centuriss before, obviously constituted strong ideological
barriers to intsrmarriage.

Ths castsd status of artisans also affordsd

means of dirsct control ovsr arms and tool production to the Kanembu noble
and farmer.

Nonetheless, ths socio-economic and religioua Integration

of Kanembu society was wsll undsrway befors the impact of french occupation.
8y 1811, Nachtigal (1881 : 259) observed that the autonomous Duu Danoa of
N'~uri

were Muslim cultivators, similar in language and drsss ta their

Kanembu neighbours.

This was probably lsss true outside of the Darka

capital, among the more southsrly and southsasterly Duu nof the interior n
whom Nachtigal did net visit.

Many Ouu of the Bari district continued

to live as hunters, isolatsd from the Kanembu and isolated among themselvss,
into the early decadss of this century.
8efors the arrivaI of the french, many casted artisans, especially
smiths and hunters, benefitted from rslativsly high revsnues in kind.
Their economic status was thus distinct from that of dspsndsnt agriculturalists
of both ths Duu and the Kansmbu streta.

Through the devslopmsnt of herdsr/

farmer - artisan contractual rslations, many semi-mobile Duu settlsd on
Kanembu lands.

Artisanal tradss bscams mors and more subsidiary to

ssdentary agriculture.

The sxclusive association of Duu workers to Kansmbu

lineages or families with corrssponding access rights to Kanembu-controllsd
lands or producs ruled out Duu mobility both in geographic tsrms and with
rsgard to ths option of choosing one's patron.

The formalisation of

Kansmbu-Ouu dspendence rslationships considsrably hindsrsd any concentration
of capital in Duu hands during thoss dacadss of the 19th and Barly 2Dth
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centurie9 which were characterised by the graduaI monetarisation of the
Kanembu economy.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 6, the establishment of French
rule combined with the disappearance of many species of game entailed a
radical transformation of professional œetes.

Hunters became almost

completely sedentary and smiths abandoned smelting.

As these two major

castes became more fully integrated into the dominant agro-pastoral sector
of the Kanembu economy, professional endogamy among Duu saon dwindled.
This initiated the fommation of a matrimonially homogeneous Duu stratum.
Simultaneously, Danoa dignitaries were aCQuiring administrative and fiscal
control over their traditional hunting grounds which the French were
constituting into cantons.

These rights, restricted though they were

compared with those aCQuired by major Kanembu clans, ensured a new-found
political and economic security for autonomous Duu vis-à-vis Kanembu
neighbours.
These processes, which occurred largely du ring the first twenty
years of French dominion, acted to rein force the already existing division
between the few land-controlling Duu families and their numerous subjects,
more exclusively dependent than ever on agriculture.

Non-autonomous Duu,

who se dependent agriculturalist status was prior to colonial rule, remained
subordinated ta the Kanembu aristocracy, who deftly adapted ta the new
political situation.
We have also seen

(~Chapter

9) that one of the more marked trends

0bserved among the Kanembu nobility in its adjustment ta colonial rule,
was the extension of their marriage network towards the commoner population.
By developing formerly shunned alliances, interclass marriage emerged
within their own stratum.
on simultaneoue

Noble-commoner unions were generally not founded

or delayed reciprocity within or between epouses' clan(s).
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Noble lineagee took wives from a diversity of commoner lineages.
Commoners were recompensed individually and collectively by economic
benefits, mainly in the form of increased but still restricted access to
land and cattle.

few noble women were ceded in marriage to commoners.

The political cohesiveness of the Kanembu stratum wae reinforced
by interclase marriages, while, at the same time, intra-etratum class
divisions were perpetuated by the non-reciprocal character·of such unione.
The combination of traditional isogamous and endogamous marriages among
both nobles and commonere with non-reciprocal hypogamoue noble-commoner
unions left the aristocratic status of nobles intact thanks to the hereditary
agnatic transmission of titles.

Nobles thus maintained en ample measure

of,socio-political control over their commoner associates.
In spite of interclass marital inequality among Kanembu, interclass
economic bonde and a certain convergance of political intereets were
developed by the conceesion of privileges of access to meane of production
to certain commoners.

The economic advantagee which were granted on the

one hand, were financially compensated for on the other by the continued
manipulation of tax and tribute circuits by the nobility, with ths connivance
of the french. , Gradually,

ri~her

land-controlling commoners of the

southern chieftaincies who had assisted the nobility in extending dependence
relations with artisans and landlass peasants, forged tighter economic ae
weIl as political and marital bonds with aristocratic
lineages Dr clans.

~amilies

of alliad

These parallel strategies fostared the transformation

of the noble warrior caste into a wider-based, lahd-controlling class.
At the opposite end of the socio-economic scale, the accese to
fertile land and cattle by ex-slaves, former

artisa~s

and their dapendants

and landless immigrants was quite strictly regulated by the fiscal and
economic mechenisma described in Chapter 4.

Thaae three groups quickly

acquired a common socio-economic status and were integrated into an expan ding
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class of "free" but markedly subordinate agriculturalists.

This process

caused by shared economic constraints and the political incapacity to
found Jiable lineages was not paralleled by a comparable extension of
marital exchanges.

The combination of the principles of hereditary

stratum membership eaparating Duu from Kanembu, and of agnatic tranemieeion
of clan mambership and corresponding economic rights, explains the continued
marital division of the axpanding depandent peasantry.

Stratum endogamy

proved imparvious to the combined currents of religioue, cultural and
economic unification to which the componant groups of this clase had been
subjectad sinca pre-colonial times.

The full or partial catagorical

endogamy of the Duu, Kajidi, Kanembu maskin, captives' and alaves'
descandants of both strata, reeidual professional castes, acculturated
sedentarised Daza elements and others favours the continued political and
socio-economic fragmentation of Kanem's subordinate class.
The two preceding paragraphe confirm that endogamy in Kanembu
society is not a raetricted practice charasterietic of the waskest and
moet powarful social sategories only.

It has long been a kay mechaniam

in the parpetuation of tha structural inequality of aIl strata and classas.
Endogamic barri ars batwean social categories, whether absolute, as in tha
Duu-Kanembu case, or "traditional", as in the Kajidi-Kanambu noble casa,
favour a bipolarisation of class structura.

Tha consolidation of two

opposed classas is raflectad in the simplification of taxation and tribu te
methods and the parsistent incraase of intarclan marriage exchange within
each stratum.

These developments point to a raduction of the economic

functions of deecent groups of aIl depths and scopee, ae is borne out
by tha diminishing importanca of clan-vastad offices.

Correepondingly,

ona notas among the membars of the new oligarchy an incraaee in the sala of
supposadly clan-controlled land rights by the nobility to commoner dignitarias
of means

(~.

Maillard 1951 b) with whom aristocrate have bean intermarrying
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for at least two generations.
Interrelated changes in marriage patterns and class structure
in 2Dth century Kanem have modified the sociel, political and economic
referents of the concept of "marrying close" (~. Chapter 5).

raD

that the

It is true

preference, compatible with the dominant Kansmbu form of

lineage organisation progressively imposed on peripheral and subordinate
groups of Kanemi, remains a constant genealogical reference point in
determining desired social distance between potential spouses.

Vet, the

reinforcement of a bipolar cless structure has implied a substantial
loosening in the fu1f'i1ment of expressed marital prefersnces in nUation
to both locality and descent.
Modifications in the social meaning end economic implicetione of aIl
forms of endogemy and exogamy over eighty yeare were largely determined
by the intereets of the Kanembu nobility.

Thie view ie supported by the

obeervation of marriage patterns in relation to the phyeical dispereel of
dependant Duu, the disappearance of profeesional endogemy, the imposeibility
~

for Duu and Kanemb4!to found viable lineages and the maintenance of the
endogamie barrier which impedee the matrimonial unification of the lower
class.

In contrast, the upper class extended and consolidated its social

basis through a careful balance of lineage, clan and claes exogamy,
counterbalanced by the eolidification of its aristocratie core through
reciprocal interlineage marriage exchange and in-lineage consanguineal
unions.
If fundamental social inequalities are to be meinte1ned in
Kenem

condition
exogamy.

stratum

endogamy

appears as a necessary

of extensive but not·

generalised clen

The absolute norm of stratum endogamy impedee marriage between

certain categories of social and economic equals.

Without this prescription,
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changes in the relative occurrence of consanguineal marriage and local
and def.cent group endogamy could have resul ted in the isolation of the
Kanemr~

3.

ruling class.

Conclu ding methodological remarks
In these conclu ding pages, 1 wish to insist on the necessary

complementarity of the synchronic and diachronic approaches in the analysis
of social organisation.

On the one hand, 1 have established in Section

II of this thesis that only an exhaustive sample of unions meets the
minimum methodologicel criteria which are required for the study of the
marriage exchange petterns at the clan level.

1 have underlined, furthermore,

that the diachronic study of social organisation demands that quantifiable
data be interpreted in en historical perspective.

The present study

shows that a diachronic/historical approach may be adopted with profit in
societies with few or no indigenous written records, such as the Kanembu
and many other Sahelian peoples.

This may be schieved through the

caref~l

analysis of clan-focussed oral tradition in relation to simple,
quantifiable social structural data covering a timespan of three to four
generations.
The comparison of the data presented in Chapter 6 with that dissussed
in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 readily brings out grave deficiencies which would
be inherent to a purely synchronic analysis of sndo-endogamy framed in terms
of consanguinity and/or descent

19r.

Chapter S, sections 1 to 3).

Confinement to the "ethnographic present" would lead one to sttach credit
to the appearance given by my synchronic statistical presentation

~.

Chapter 6) that Duu endogamy is a secondary phenomenon in an essentially
exogamous society.

This view would be "confirmed n by analogous comparative

material presented for the Kanembu

(~Chapter

9, Sections 2, 4 and S).

In spite of the exhaustiveness of the data base used in the Ouu case,
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such a synchronic approach could weIl comfort certain functionalist
views pertaining to the supposed "necessity" of
sub-Saharan African societies
Section 3)..

lsf.

elCQgamy in many unilineal

Chapter 1, section 4 and Chapter 5,

In addition to this serious methodological danger, this mode

of analysis would be regrettably compatible with the marginalisation of the
diachronie dimension in the study of social organieation which ie so often
encountered in anthropological litereture.
1 have recorded in Chapter fi that in 1974, Duu clan endogamy was a
significantly less frequent practice than clan exogamy.

The respective rates

of occurrence of these two typee of unions were not, however, expreesione
of an

~ndefinitely

stable structural trait or constant which could serve

to. "claseify" Duu social organisation along l'Iurdockian lines·.

On the

contrary, the marriage distribution observable in 1974 was the result of a
fundamental inversion of the endo--exogamic balance which had taken place
only a few years previously

(Bt.

Graphs 4 and 5).

Chapter 7 summarises varietione in marriage patterns ae of 1974 in
local communitles at different stages of thelr developmental cycle

~.

Fortes 1953 b). This chapter underlines other major inadequaciee of
applying purely synchronic, typological criteria and considering dascent to
be a universally determining caueal principle.

The freguency and modalities

of coneanguineal marriage in a givan village or village group cannot be
teken as reprseentative a priori of any other coordinate unit or of the Rea
clan as a whole.

At a wider level of social organiaation, detailed

comparative study of other Kanemi clana would have to be undertakan before
one could detarmine to what extent tha phenomena obaervabla for the Rea clan
ara typical of other component descent groups of Kanemi society.
As far as the Rea clan is concarned, partial so-called "reprasantative"
sampla data would have permitted me to draw only vary general concluaions
such as the higher incidence of clan exogamy than of clan endogamy at the
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time of inquiry.

In addition, the

l~ck

of exhaustive marriage case

recorde could only have led to insufficiently nuanced assessments of
variations in social organisation at the local group and minor and major
lineage levels, which, in turn, are necessary to make clan-wide observations
meaningful

~.

Romney 1971).

of clan-wide marriage patterns

These considerations show that the comparison

lEr.

Chaptsr 6) and local Dr lineage-based

distributions in terms of descent group affiliations and residential
criteria

~.

Chapter 7) could not have baen expected to give dependable

results if selective inquiries had been conducted on the basis of stati8tical
sampling techniques.
It is materially impossible to study a large number of major clans
marri age by marriage in a society such as the Kanembu.

However, l am

of the opinion that more is to be learned about Kanembu social organisation
at large by meticulously studying one clan than by studying marriage
exchange on the basis of a sample "covering" a sprinkling of marri ages
from different clans, castes and social strata.

Such wider-based

selsctive inquiries may, however, achieve relative significance

lEr.

Chapter

9) if the dynamics of marri age exchange are previously understood through
the exhaustive analysia of a clan of sufficient size for key relations
between its component sub-groups to be studied in a statistically meaningful
way.
The methodology l am defending has important repercussions on the
conduct of fieldwork.

The Malinowskian Ideal of "fully" understanding a

small-scale society through protracted "participant" observation, and
presumably acute personal sensitivity toward the rationale of an alien
culture, here reaches a methodological barrier, in spite of its otherwise
irreplaceable value.

There is, of course, no reason why "good" ethnography

should be considered in any way contradictory with the quantitative study
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of social organisation.

This ia amply shown by M. Dupire's prolonged

and rigorous comparetive observation of f ulani groups throughout the
Sudanic belt and neighbouring zones.

My limited 'Kanemi sxperience

suggesta that much could bB achieved if two Dr three enthropologists
would aimultaneously join forces in the field in order.to collect exhaus-

tive

social organisational data and detailed oral historical

~antitative

data from several clans bslonging to the different strsts and clssses of
Kanembu society.

This WDuld imply a qualitetive jump in anelytical

insight enelagous to thet achieved through replacing selective by full
sampling at the clan level.

A multigroup data base

(Et.

thet recorded

by Dupire : 1970) is, in addition, an important pre-condition for the
development of the diachronic and historically-àriented etudy of social
organisation.
The time-sequence presentation of the evolution of intra- and
interclan marriage patterns used in Chapters Band 9 facilitates the
detection and graphic representation of major trends of change in social
and political organisstion.

It must be recalled, however, thet this

method of description is, et this preliminary stsge of
indicstive value.

snslysi~only

of

It is restricted by the impossibility of recording the

unions of deceased Ree msrrisd during the timespsn considsred, but who do
not appesr in the ssmple due to the extinction of certain lines of deacent,
emigretion, pstrilineal bias, genealogical amnesia and other ceuses.
Hence, one cannot rigorously sssess the rspresentstiveness of recorded
cohorts in relation to ths full married population during the decede Dr
timespen considered.

This difficulty incresses, of course, ss one projects

back from the period for which the lsrgest sub-sample of marri ages is
recorded (1945 - 1954 in the Rea case).
Nonetheless, such statistical repressntations facilitate the comparison
of

tl

qua~tative

data on social organisation, both synchronic and diachronic
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with the detailed and complex corpue of clan-focussed oral tradition which
off ers indigenous interpretations of political trends over a period
comparable to or exceeding the time depth of statistics on marriage exchange.
In spite of the above-mentioned methodological limitations, the diachronic
study of Duu and Kanembu marriage patterns shows that fluctuations in
interclan marriage exchange can be viewed as related to the major trends
of 19th and 20th century Kanemi history and in particular. to changes in
class structure.
To mention but one example, the 1894 - 1899 Kanemi civil war which
was stopped by the establishment of colonial rule ~Appendix 5) provoked

a realignment of interclan alliances as weIl as important modifications in
the respective positions of many clans in the Kanembu political hierarchy.
Durable rifts between former allies accompanied changes in class relations
discussed in Section l of this chapter.

This entailed statistically

important reorientations of interclan and interclass marri age exchange
patterns without, however, destroying the absolu te endogamic barrier
dividing Duu from Kanembu.

It also favoured the dispersion of many lineages

and clans, notably through southward and southeasterly migrations from
the N'guri-8ari area to the 8ahr el-Ghazal and Dagana.

Each of these complex

processes in turn imposed quantitative limits on formerly preferential
modalities of matrimonial exchange, while simultaneously fostsring new
marriage patterns.
It is important to consider the variable time gap separating certain
events or the initiation of longer-term political processes and the
perception of consequent changes in marriags exchange trends as represented
on Graphs 1 to 5.

The impact of the political upheavals which affected

Kanem between 1895 and 1905 only become fully apparent in quantative terms
after a time lapse of ten to twenty years (~ 1915 to 1935).
restrictions and repressive measures impossd by the

~

Political

which culminated
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in the diseolution of numerous cantons in 1934

(see Maps 11 and 12) had

effects on marriage patterns that were more quickly visible.

The political

and geographical separation of the Danoa clans initiated around 1880 or
earlier, and confirmed by the subsequent Kanemi civil war and French occupation,
directly affected Rea marriage patterns until about 1970.

In contrast, an

event of lesser magnitude such as the apogee of Dalatoa influence

~

perceptibly conetrained marriage patterns for some ten years only.

1935,

These

examplee illustrate that in studying "synchronic" marriage distributions
one must remain aware that the patterns observed at a fixed point in time
reflect only the temporary balance of a campI ex series of influences.

At

any glven moment, some of the processes affecting each merriage choice and
distribution are, naturally, on the wene, whereas others may not yet have
made their full effacts felt.

Only historical analysis can help the

anthopologist ta identify and best appreciate the specific weight of major
contributing factors at given times.
A clan population is composed of individuals belonging ta three,
four or five generational sets.Consequently, it is necessary to take into
account the political development of their descent group over a sixtY ta
one hundred year period at least ta the full est extent allowed by available
data.

This effort is a pre-condition ta any social-structural analysis

of the genesis and contemporary significance of the marriage distribution
observable by the fieldworker.

Furthermore, it will be noted that mast

samples include marri age choices directly influenced by socio-political
processes initiated at a period beyond the reach of ths memory of the
eldest clan members.

A claar illustration of the historical persistence

of specific marri age exchange preferences is offered by the still high rate
of marriage among former Danoa groups a century after this alliance was
shaken by serious internaI warfare

(~

1880) and notwithstanding the

geogrephical dispersal which affected the autonomous Duu from
c. 1910).

~

1880 ta

Just as Bocial constraints, including preferential ferms of
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marriagrl axchanga, may be operative langer than the aocio-economic
contexts in which they were generated, political procasses may continue to
influence intra-and intergroup marriage patterns long after baing formally
res31ved. or indeed. after fading from human memory.
The study of social structure demands that Quantifiable data be examined
in historical perspective.

The paucity of written records referring to

many sahelian societies does not constitute reason enough to circumvent
this methodological imparative.

In the Kanembu case at least, valuable

progress toward this goal could be achieved by the eystematic study of a
wide corpus of individu al marriage histories in relation to statistically
documentable community and lineage marriage strategies and
recent decadas.

tr~ds

over

This effort would have to include the parallel study of

oral history, complemented, wherever possible, by extarnal archivaI and
documentary sources.

This implies, first and foremost, detailed thematic

and content analyses of the existant variants of the oral history of those
clane involved in the marriage exchange proceeaes considered.
that

through such concurrant efforts

It is hoped

anthropologista of the Sahel will

progreas away from the constricting illusion of the "ethnographie present"
so long entertained by "atemporal" functionaliat Interpretations of the
theory of unilineal descent.

The synchronie and diachronie approachee

here advocated are not simply complementary.

Thay are neeessarily

interdependent aspects of the processual study of aoeial systems.
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MAP):

The Peoples of Kanem

Southern limit of Tubu habitat
Northern limit of Arab habitat
Northern limi t of Fulani habitat
Interethnic boundaries
1.
2.
).4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

la.

"New" Awlad Sliman Arabs
"Old" Awlad Sliman Arabs
Rasa' una Arabs
Semi-sedentary "Shuwa" Arabs
Daza of Manga
Jagada
Kesherda
Kreda
Ankorda
Warda

11. Teda
12. Tunjur
1). Duu
14. Buduma
15. Kuri
16. Kanembu
17. Kotoko
18. Mober
19. Kanuri
20. Bulala

Source: This map is redrawn on the basis of Le Rouvreur
1962:6).
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Lake Chad according to Denham (1824)

Source 1 Denham, Clapperton & Oudney:18]1
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MAP

8

Lake Chad according ta Barth (1851)

Sourcel Barth:1857 - 1858
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Lake Chad according to Nachtigal (1871)

Source: Nachtigal 1881
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MAP 101 The Chieftaincies of Kanem in 1899

CHIEFTAINCY
1. Mao

2. Korofu
}. Foskey
4. N'tiry
.5. N'jigdada
6. Dibinenchi
7. N'guri
8. Bari Kolom
9. Mondo

RULING CLAN
Kanembu Dalatoa
Daza Kumosala
Daza Medelea
Daza-like Kanembu
Kanembu Kogona Dimaru
Kanembu N'gijim
Duu Darka (Danoa)
DuU Bara (Danoa)
Arab Tunjur

Source 1 Catala 1954, French archivaI documents
and oral accounts

KEY TO MAP 11

CANTON

RULING CLAN

1. Mao

Kanembu Da1atoa

2. N'tiona

Daza Dogorda

J.

Kanembu Kogona Dimaru

N' jigdada

4. Dibinenchi

Kanembu N'gj.jim

5. Baderi

Kanembu Bade

.6. Mondo

Arab Tunjur

7.

Daza Anakorda

Meshimere

8. N'guri

Duu Darka

9.

Motoa

Daza Warda

. 10. U i l i

Daza Warda

11. Kiwa

Duu Rea

12. Am Dobak

Duu Dieri

13. Moal Kulkulia

Kanembu Kanku

14. Agafur

Kanembu Bade

15. Murz.ugi

Kanembu N'tielu

16. Sara

Daza Kesherda

17.

Duu Darka

Dokora

18. Bir Bulo

Kanembu N'gala
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MAP 121

The subdivisions of Mao (1933) and

N'guri (1911. - 1934)

Source 1 Catala 1954, French archivaI documents
and oral accounts
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MAP 12s

The subdivision of Mao from 1935 to 1949

CHIEFTAINCY
1. Sultanate of Mao
2. Canton of N'tiona

RULING CLAN
Kanembu DaIatoa
Daza Dogorda

Sources Catala 1954. French archivaI documents
and oralaccounts
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NORTH KANEM

1

MUSSOR 0

MASSAKORY

MAP 131 The cantons of the district of Mao in 1953

CANTON
.1. Mao

2.
3.
4.
5.

N'jigdada
Dibinenchi
Baderi
Mondo

6. Hili

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

N'guri
Motoa
Murzugi
Yalita
Am Dobak
Munusa
Dokora

DOMINANT CLAN
Kanembu Dalatoa
Kanembu Kogona Dimaru
Kanembu N'gijim
Kanembu Bade
Arab Tunjur
Daza Warda
Duu Darka
Daza Warda
Kanembu N'tielu
Duu Rea
Duu Dieri
Kanembu Kanku
Duu Darka

Source: Catalal1954, French archival documents
and oral accounts

o MAO
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KANÈM PRÉFECTURE
Sous-Préfecture of Mao

.'~==~ de canton)

Massakory

•

SHARI-BAGmMI PRÉFECTURE
Sous-Préfecture of Massakory

'MAP 141

The administrative divisions of the
Sous-préf'ecture of' N'guri

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
1. Canton of' N'jigdada
2. Canton of' Dibinenchi
3. Canton of' Baderi
4. Canton of' N'guri
5. Groupement of' Amiron
6. Fragment de Canton
-7. -Groupement of Mahun
8. Canton of' Isserom
9. Canton of' Kuludia
10. Canton of' Yalita

RULING CLAN
Kanembu Kogona
Kanembu N'gijim
Kanembu Bade
Duu Darka
Kanembu N'galana
Kanembu
Kanembu
Kuri Kora
Kuri Kalea
Duu Rea

Source 1 Jacob; Delagarde & Kernen and Ordonnance N° 38 FR
of' 11 October 1962 (République du Tchad)
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APPENDIX

1:

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE KANEMI ENVIRONMENT
AND MODES

1.

or

SUBSISTENCE

The Kanemi Environment

Lake Chad and the Mainland

1.1. Intl1Oductorv comment

Our summary consideration of the Kanemi environment will be limited
to suggesting how major geological, geographic and climatological factors
affect the mode of livelihood of the Kanembu.
extending from Sudano-Sahelian latitudes (12
Sudano-Saharan zone (around 14

0

0

Along a north-south axis
0

13

-

N Lat), through the

N Lat) to the fully Saharan belt, which
0

in Kanem descends as far south as 15 30' N Lat, one may observe impressive
transitions in rainfall, temperature, evaporation rates and soil
con st! tu tio n•

Cyclical variations in rainfall impose transitory and

sometimes long-lasting changes on productive activites.
Theea ecological processes periodically jeopardise the ability of
the inhabitants to survive on the pro duce of their lands, to maintain
reserve food stocks or to accumulate cattle.

This fragility of the

ecological balance was sadly confirmed du ring the 1972 - 73 drought peak.
The incapacity of farmers to guarantee sufficient food production from
year to year or even season to season largely explains why plots of
irrigated, salt-free sedimentsry soils are the major object of political
and economic competition in Kanem.
1.2.

Lake Chad
0

0

Lake Chad is located between 12 20' and 14 20' north latitude
and 130 and 150 20' east longitude.

This situates it, on average,

betweeA the 240 mm and 500 mm rainfall ieohyets.
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Fioure 1

Topography of Leke Chad

I<fN

Homls

Source:

Figure 2

Sikes 1972

72

Annual isohyets in the Central Chad Basin
Annual isohyets (mm)

Source: Sikes 1972

98

As is typical of Sahelo-Saharan climates, the rainy season in this area
extends from the month of July through to September.
followed by a dry season of ei9ht to nine

months.

1 t is generally
The volume of

precipitation may vary drastically accordin9 to the year and to latitude.
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Figure 3

Mean monthly rainfall at N'Djamena, Bol and N'gigmi
Mean monthlv rainlali (mm).

BOL

NGUIGMI

"..l."

months

Source

5ikes 1972

98

Locally, importent veriations may occur.

For exemple, atBol, 46.1

fall in 1913 and 699.5 mm were registered in 1954.
differences can alao be astounding;

I11III

Year to year

from a 1949 level of

rainfall attained 350 mm in 1950 and then 225 mm in 1951.

~

90 mm,

Regarding

village to village variations, Billion, Callede and Sabatier (1963,
quoted by Bouquet 1974 : 70) note a 1962 rainfall of 248 mm at the
southwestern corner of Bol-Gini polder against 401 mm for the northwestern
extremity, only 5 km distant.
Only 10% of the Lake's annual water intake is furnished by rainfall;
B3% comes from the Sheri river end 7% from the combined flows of the
El-Beid, the Yedseram end the Komedugu-Yobe.

(Kenem itself ie devoid of

either permanent or seasonal weter courses.)

Eveporetion 105s in the

lake is equivalent to

~

2.2 m per ennum on everege

(E!.:.

Bouchardeeu et

Lefevre 1957), only 10% of water losses being due to infiltration.
The average altitude of the Leke's surface oscilletes around the
283 m contour.

Bol is situated et 287 m, N'guri et ebout 305 m, the

Bir Liri plateeu between N'guri and Meo at approximately 330 m end Mao
Hself et 357 m.

The northeastern shore of the Lake (on the Amerorn-Baga

Sole exis) is delineeted by a stabilised erg.

The ridge line of these
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dunes, which form.both the islande of the eestsrn archipealgo end the
hill formetions of South Kanam, are oriented northwest ta southeast.
The sltitude vsriation from dune top ta the bottom of the interdunsry
depression rsnges from 10 to 20 m in the Bari district, ta 6 ta 10 m
sround Bsgs Sola, 100 km

~eet

of N'guri.

dry or inundatsd, are known ss

~

These depressions, whether

in Kanambu, and wadi in the locally

used Tukur dialect of Arabic.
The emergence of these formations is recsnt in gsological terms.
It is estimated that "Lake Chad" receded to about the 305 m level around
2,425 B.P. ;!; 360 (.Et.. Bouquet 1974 : 25;

sea also

Bouchardeau 1958, ..

and Tilho 1910-1914).

At 300 m

the Bari district began to rise above tha surface, thus plscing a
chronological limit on the population of our area of study proper some
time about the beginning of our ara.
Geologists will long debate about the eurface levale, extsnsion and
possible divieions of Lake Chad at successive stages of transgrsssion and
desiccation~

Soma thsorias contest the existsnce of e single continuous

body of water, generally designated as the Paleochad.

Let it here suffice

to note that the veriations in eurface level observed during the 19th and
20th centuries have had important coneequences on present-day population
distributiona, on migratory movaments and on the differential access of
the ethnic groups and social strata of South Kanem to the moet valueble
of the region's e9ricultural lands.

The amplitude of such variations

may be epprecieted thanks to ths hydr09raphical studies undertaken by
0.R.5.T.0.1'I.

.. 0

Touc~uf

de Lussi9ny (1969) reconstructed the changes in

Laks Chad'e eurface level for the period 1851 to 1957.

The figures

referring to the second helf of the 19th end the Barly 20th cantury ars
based on explorer's reports by Dsnham (1824), Barth and Overweg (1851),
Vogel (1854), Nachtigal. (1871), Chevalier (1907) and Tilho (1907).
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Reconatruction of the approximate levela of the Leke aurfece

TABLE 55:

from Barly obaarvJtiona between 1B51 and 1920
(After

TOUC~Uf de Luaaigny)

Obaerver

Bahr-el-Ghazal
inundationa

Preaumed leke level
elevation l'ISL
depth at Bol

Nachtigal

180 km

284.45 m

658 cm·

1B70

Rohlfa

120

283.75

588

1B66

Nachtigal

120

283.75

588

283.45

558

Year

1874

1B54

Barth

95

1B73

Nachtigal

95

283.45

558

1900

Foureau

70

283.15

528

1851

Barth

60

283

513

1892

Foureau

60

2B3

513

282.42

445

BaveraI kma

1920

lilho

1903

Audoin

feb.'04

lilho

'905 '
2
Nov.' 07
3
JUn.'OB

freydenberg

281.25

338

lilho

280.BO

293

lilho

280.10

223

Jly'07

lilho

279.B7

200

water at 1.2 km from l'l'g igmi
281.42

355

1.

Leke divided into two aaparate parts by Great Barrier

2.

Northern pool dry to tha north of tha latituda of Boaao

3.

A few poola between 8aga and Baga-Sola;

the Great 8arrier paaaable

on foot.
Source

Sikea 1972 : B7

1

fIGURE 5

Annual variations of the surface level of Leke Chad
from 1900 to 1972
Eatimated levela " ..
Obaerved levela

Sm

2B4 m above sea level
283 m

4m

282 m

6m

2Bl

3m

-

280 m

lm

-

279 m

1900

Source:

m

2m

1910

1920

1930

Chouret & Lemoalle 1974
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These dete on eurfece altitude in turn permit estimates of inundated
aurfaca to be formulated.
Table 56 :

Surface level. lake depth and eurface area of Lake Chad

Date

Lake level
(Ref.IGN**
baee-line,
1956)

Oepth at
data etation,
Bol*

Surface area
of Lake Chad

circ.

m P1SL

m

km

1904

281.50

3.63

16.000

1908

280.50

2.63

12.700

1950-1

282.00·

4.13

20.000

1956

282.65

4.78

21.600

2

*

Zero on the Bol ecale is st 277.87 m 1'15L on the lake floor

**

IGN:· Institut GAographigus National.

Source : Sikes 1972 : 87
Chouret and Lemoa.lle (1974 : 1-2) advence the opinion that II/hat Tilho
(1928) claesifiee es "le Grand Tchad" -that observed by 19th century
explorers but never since - varied from 20,000 km
Tilho'e "Tchad normal"

2

to 25,000 km

2

of 1917 to 1918 and 1967 to 1969 covered 15,000

km 2 to 20,000 km 2 lIIith e.eurface level oscillating around 282 m.

Hnally,

the "Petit Tchad" et 280 m or Ieee II/ae observed by Tilho in 1905 end
recurred in 1973.

The II/ater surface then shrenk to 9000 km 2 ,

endangerlng the very exietence of the Lake and of numerous species of fish
and animaIs.
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fiGURE 5.

The 'Greet', 'Medium'

~nd

'Little Chad' according to Tilho

Mao

•

~ dry areee

MongqJu

::~~~floating

-

vegetation

open II/ater

'Great', 'Medium' and 'Little Chad'
(a) Little Chad, about 1908 (Northern pool dry)
(b) Medium Chad, about 1904
(c) Great Chad, 1957 (axtensive open water in both pools)
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fIGURE

li

Lake Chad in July 1973

~

=

Oried out zone with vegetation
Open waters

'" Archipelagos
N.B. The broken line indicates the lake shore at the 281.8 m level
which corresponds ta the "Tchad normal"
Source: Chouret & Lemoalle, 1974
FIGURE 7

Variation of LaKsChad's surface level at Bol
Oepth in m

m above sea level

~-------_._------'----_._-----""---'!

el..

F

""

A

1'I0nths, years
Source : Chouret & Lemoalle, 1974
1. 3. The lacustral fringe of Kanem
Tha northeastern islands of Lake Chad and the adjacent riverine
fringe are formed of stable sand dunes oriented NW - SE, similar to thOSB
of the mainland.

WhBn Lake Chad iB at Us normal levsl, (.E.:. 282 ml, the

islands may reach 10 km in length but do not

sxce~d

2 km in brsadth

(Le Rouvreur 1962 : 222).

They are separated by sometimee navigable

channels, which in the areas of' the archipelago closest to the mainland
becomr muddy depressions during the dry saason.
function of proximity to the water masse

Vegetation cover is a

Channels commonly harbour

swamps heavily congested by papyrus (~in the Buduma language),
as wall aa by hordes of moaquitoes.

Fallan seeds and grassee come to

form "floating ialands" which may reach 100 m in diameter (Le Rouvreur
1962

222);

theaa are composed of a comblnation of Vossia cuspidata. a

graaa, Cyparius papyrus. a reed-grass known aa Phragmitea and

~

domingansis. or reed-maca (Sikea 1972 : 113).
The islanda of the southeaaterly archipelago, known collectively
as Karga in Kanembukanembu, are often surrounded by floating papyrus/
reed banks followed by a zone of inundstion or swamp fringe where pasturs
graases (Leeraia Lexandra and Echinochloa pyramidslis or, b

more

northerly zones, Panisum repens and Sporobulus spicatus) ss weil as the
ultra-light smbach (Herminisra elaphroxylon) grow

(S1kes 1972 : 114).

The edges of the southeastern Islands are favourabls terrain for
dum-palms

(Hyphaene thebaica).

Higher and drier portions, especially

on the more northerly Islands, carry Acacia seyal. the desert date
(Balanites a8gyptiaca)

and the Sodom apple (Calotropis procera).

Large intsrior portions of many Islands may, howevsr, completely lack
trees and may, during periods of low rainfall, offer ths steppic
appearance of inland areas.
1.4.

~ainland

~st

Kanem

Kanembu livs on the mainland to the East and North of Karga
0

between ths 13

and 140 30' N. Latitude.

In order to understand the

major local variations of the agro-pastoral economy they practise, it is
necessary to illustrats the vegetational transitions which occur slong
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a north-south axis from Dagana to north of Mao.
the
At the eouthern extremity of this zone,/Bahr el-Ghazal runs along
a west-east axis between Lake Chad and Massakory at a latituds where ths
SUdan savanna gives way to the Sahel.

Sikes (1972

105~106)

writes:

nThe Sudan savanna tends to consist of a fairly open type of
woodland with broad-1eafed trees such as Piliostigma reticulate.
Bauhin~a rufescrois. Ziziphus mauritienB and Adensonla digitata
(the baobab), but dominated by thorny acecias such as ~
seyal. ~ tertilis. ~ Arabica and ~ ~ or, in_
certain areas by the doum palm, Hyphaenethebaica. n
The seme author(Sikes 1972

108) notss:

"Travelling northward, a transitional zone is passed consisting
of low scrub grading to the true Sahel, characterised by its fIat
topped ~ raddiana trees, sorne gnarled, low Commiphora afrtO!AB
trees, Hyphaanethebaica (doum palms) and low bushes called
Leptadenia pyrotechnica. n
The Sodom apple is also common here.
As one reaches the Sahelian zone to the north and sast of Lake
Chad, the dune pattern of Karga continuas.
~

One encounters numerous

or channels,also known as wadis,carved by lacustra1 transgressions

in past millenia.

ln well irrigated

~

such as those of the Bari

district just south of N'guri, one finds thickete called

~

(Kb).

These are composed of acacia, capers, desert date trees and Sodom apple
bushes which are however, less common than further to the south.
jujube

trees

in this area are still numerous and tall.

The

The dune lands

which dominate the b'la. though parched during the dry season, are
transformad into grass-covered pastures for some brief weeks during Ju1y
and August.
Above N'guri, progressing towards Mao, one meets with a steppe ca11ed
~

by the Kanembu.

Every hour of northward march through this expanse

sees the disappearance'of some species of tree or plant.

The kangar

(Acacia nilotica or arabica), the kitir. (Acacia laeta), the karamga
(~

the

seyal) and the karag (Acacia albida) become ever rarer, as does

~Jelia

(8ignonia) and the different caper trees.

Further on, near Mao, is an undulating

plateau, called

~

in Kanembukanembu.which is formed by stable, grasslese dunelahde.
ecarcely populated area is known under the proper name of 8ir Lure.
hare become fawer and shallower.

This
~

The undulating countryeida ie marked

only by eome circular or oval depreesions whera Beant deeert ecrube
contraet with an otherwiee dismally naked landscape.
The area eurrounding Mao is characterised by the alternation of high
dunee (30 to 60 m) and depreseione at almoet ragular intervals of 3 to 6
km.

Duneland flora ie basically raetricted to eeasonal graesee.

wadie, however, harbour exteneive palm grovee.

The

Thie duneland continues to

approximately 150 N Latitude, sorne BD km south of Mao.

The Naval

Intelligence Handbock fer French Equetcrial Africa (Hw-M.S.O. 1942:48)
reports that:
0
0
"The whole.arsabetween 15 N and 1S o N and west of longituds 20 [
is commonly callsd 80dile, and is divided into five sub-arsas
[gùei, Moji, Toro, Kiri and Djourab.
It is a dull empty country
of vague horizons, areas of dunes, single or in groups, mobile
or static, alternating with fIat hard-surface plateaux."
Here begins the Sahara proper.
2.
2.1.

Kanemi agriculture
Water availability and natroni sation
Kanem is an exbaordinarily favoured land with regard to agriculture.

The sandy soil which dominatss ths lsndscaps is sverywhere appropriste for
extensivs millst culture and ths alluvial soilsfcund in wadis are oftsn
Ideal for year-round cultivation of a variety of crops.

The ksy to Kansm's

grsat agricultural potential is the universal sufficiency of water, to the
exclusion of psriode of protractsd drought.

0
Dune fields betwesn 13 N

0
latitude and 14 20' latitude - an interval roughly corresponding to that
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eeparating tha 450 mm and 300 mm rain leohyete - may cerry one annuel
etaple crop of millet without irrigation.

8etween theaè Same latitudee

Kanem'e freeh waterehed ie acceeeible from wadi bottoma at daptha ranglng
from 3 m (around the Lake)to 15 m (in north Kanam, for example).

In

the b' la, irr1Çlation is carried out thanka to the ahadoof (Ar. ~ )
a device conaiating of a long pole which pivote on a croes-bar eupported
by two etakee of acacia wood.

The longer extremity of the pole carriee

à leather bucket or calabaeh hanging from a dum-lesf twine rope.
ehorter side ie mounted with a moulded-on clay counterweight.

The
The ground

water extracted from the adjacent eha1low weIl providee eufficient
irrigation for a plot of sorne 25 to 50
~any

aree, approximately.

wadie, however, are plagued by probleme of ealinieation.

Depreseione with alluvial bottome are eucceesively flooded and dried for
varying intervale determined by ralnfa1l patterns and, in the eouth,
the movemente of Lake Chad'e waters.

According to latitude, it may attain an annual average

ie very intenee.
of 2.5

(~2.500

3.5 m (Dabin 1969

During the dry season, evaporation

1

to 3,SOO
11) •

litres per square metre of Lake surface) to
Where one finds a permanant water table at

sha1low depth, euch ae below wadi bottoms, rainfall, evaporation ratee
soil constitution and other complex factors produce concentratione of
reeurgent salts which crystalliae at surface level or between tha surface
and water levels.

This proceee ie known as natronisation.

-Natron is a complex carbonata of sodium and magnesium which occura
as lumps in the soil on the north side of the Lake in interdunary
areas, and in some placee forms level depoeits in pane."
(Sikes 1972 : 92)

Whare and when pluvial or artificial drainaga ie Inadequate, cultivation
~

become impoesible temporarily or permanently.

Natronisation may determine shifta in land usage and subsequent
confljcts over wadi control.

A second factor of mobility in the

agrirJltural usage of land is the exhaustion of dune lands after
approximataly 10 years of millet culture.

The geographical stability

of sedentary Kanembu agro-pastoral communities, which today form the
bulk of the population, is largely depandent on rainfall and water levels
as weIl as on their capacity to enrich the dunelands in and around villages
We will return ta the question of soil utilisation

thanks to cattle dung.

pattsrns after our discussion of Kanemi herding.
2.2.

Staple Crops
The main staple crops of the Kanembu have traditionally been sorghum,

millet and, to a lesser extent, beans.

These plants may be grown with

progressively decreasing yield from the Bahr-el-Ghazal depreasion in the
south to sorne 40 km north of

~ao

in central Kanem.

Patterns of staple

crop cultivation may be adapted ta climatic and soil variations by the
use of

crop associations and varieties of the above species.

One finds three main varieties of sorghum:
kanembu,

abbrev. Kb.) (OUrra ahmar

Sorghum durra var. rubra)

a)

~ero

kime (Kanembu-

Arabic,abbrev. k. J red millet,

is planted toward the beginning of July, in

alluvial wadi bottoms or at the foot of the dunes upon which villages
are located for reasons of seeurity and hygiene.

Red millet is not the

moat appreciated cereal emong many Kanembu, but it offers a sure and
generally good yield sinca its growth period corresponds with the peak
of the rainy season.

Mero kime can be harvested progressivaly,

according to need from the beginning of September.
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FIGURE ft

Wadi Section

.~~.
,;A.',
1

1 : sabulo-argillaceous Dr argillo-alluvial terrace (ccrresponding to
a former ahoreline at 287 m)
2 : aand
3 : occasionally ccnchitic alluvium
4

alternate strate of lamellar clay and colluvial sand

Source : Piaa and Guichard, 1960.

N' ligdada bladi

FIGURE 9

N

r

Sand
~

u..:....:..J

~

l2Z21

Source:

Wheet fields
Flooded areas with Stipe australis
Natron araas

D

Terraces

~

Date palm groves with Stipa australis

Pias snd Guichard, 1960
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b)

~

(Kb.) ie e second variety of Sorghum durra (variety unidentified)

which reeembles panicum.

It is planted around the first half of June

and reaped in Septamber.

~will

give high yielde in case of early

and regular raine but when precipitation arrives late or firet showers
are belied by a dry June and sarly July, the farmer riaks a vary peor
result.
e) l'Iero bul (Kb.) (trIasakwa - Ar. - Sorghum durra var. nilotica)

le

transplanted in Dctober or November and is ripe by January or fsbruary.
A good crop of mero bul. a cereal which appeals to the palate of the
Kenambu, can be an essential aseet in faeing the last weaks of e partieularly
long dry season and the rainy season.

This is especially true when the

subsequent ligi millet crop (sse below) turns out to be poor.

Unfortunately,

mero bul cannat be .planted everylllhere for itrequiresthe denser, more
argillaceous soil which ls found to the south around Massakory and along
the Bahr-el-Ghazal toward l'Iussoro.
Two types of millet are widely grcwn:
a) Argum (gsneric term for millet ln Kb.)

(~-

Ar. - millet,

Pennisetum thyphcidaum) is well adapted to sandy soils, in contrast to
mero·bul. snd ia almost always grown on dune tops, often
the huteof villages.

aroun~

and betwean

Plantad in June or July, aceording ta latitude

and the date of first raine, its growth pariod is eighty days, somewhat
longer than that of sorghum.

AI! in the ease of marc kims, aroum' 5

yield is gensrally guarantesd by July and August rains.

When rainfell is

below average, hOllleuer, the consequent lack of staples will be fslt throughout
the following year.
b) Ligi (Kb.) (Li li - Ar. - Pennisetum thypha1deum, variety unidentified)
ls a variant of .!!IB!:!l!!.

cha~actsriBed

by a smallar and thinner head.

It is

cultivated in the richer soils of dried lIIadis or irrigatsd fields at the
end of April and harvested by July, given sufficient humidity.

Rlcher

communities and clans with ample fertile wadi grounds at thsir disposaI ars
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distinctly privileged with regs":d to the 11gi crop which ripens at the
time

0'

the year when staples are scarcest.

The third staple culture, lesa grown today than in former Umee, is
n'galo (Kb.)

(~-

Ar. - bsan, Do11chos lubia).

bean wae the first crop to be planted on unflooded,

In the past, the
dry wadi beds but it

could equally be cultivated on more sandy soils of the interior, particularly
dune tops, et the beginning of the rainy season.

It requirss only sixtY

days before the first produce is available.
The dune plot of e nuclear family averages 1.5 to 2 ha.

The average

staple output is 500 to 700 kg/ha, grented adequate rainfall.
dry year, dune millet production may drop to 200 kg/ha.

During a

Under such

circumstances, complementary irrigated cultures and even gathering are
indispensable ta survival.

Contrary to many Sahelian farmers, however,

ths Kanembu is by no means devoid of options allowing him to combat the
effects of even severe drought.

These include putting to advantage

the different growing seasons of the variety of staples

ad~pted

to his

environment, concentration on irrigated cultures including both wadis and
artificial polders, and gathering.
2.3. ODmplementary crops
Wheat and maize are two of the main crops cultivated on naturally
humid and watered fields.

It is believed that wheat was introduced to

the Kanembu by refugee Awlad 51 iman Arabs from Fezzan (Libya) about the
middle of the 19th century

~

Le Rouvreur 1962 : 91).

The hard-grained

variety found in Kanem is called k'la or ~ (Kb.) (game - Ar. -) •
Planting is spread from November to April and maturation requires 90 ta
120 days.

Maser (Kb.)

(~-

Ar. - maize, Zea l'lays) has an BD dey

growth period and may be sown at two different periods during the year.
l'Iassr kulfa-ye (Kb.) or 'maize of ths dry season' is planted at ths end
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of

~arch

Dr latar and ganarally ripana, rains allowing, by tha baginning

of July when other staplee may ba in very ehort supply.

~aaar

kulfa-ye

(Kb.) 15 sown Immediataly after thia harvast and eut at the end of October.
Thesa commoditiea, principally produced in South Kanem, ware and remain an
important part of herdar/farmar axchanges.

They are often axchanged for

cattla, kola nuta and manufacturad gooda traditionally brought from North
Africa along tha Bornu-Kanem-Tripolitania route.

Lavers (1980; ms.:26)

euggest that ~ (flint maize) was introduced to Bornu in tha late
16th Dr early 17th century whan contacts with Egypt seem to hava been
strong.
Irrigated fiaI da also .bear many secondary crops on an almoat year
rqund basis.

Thasa include kurchi (Kb.) Dr cucumber, planted batwaen

rows of beans, n' gita (Kb.) Dr hot pepper, dengali (Kb.), a variety of
sweet poteto, end sagede (Kb.) Dr gourd.
ta January.

Potataes are planted from July

Tomataes sown in January are picked in

~ay.

Onions may ba

grown From Oecambar ta April and melons from Novembar ta April

(~

La

Rouvraur 1962 s 96).
From N'jigdada northwards, wadis are oftanpartly occupiad (See
Figure9 ) by pate-palm groves
dac'tylifera).

(.!!!!r!.!. - Kb.,

~

- Ar., Phoenix

Soma fig, lemon and banana may alBO be found.

Oates are

collected betwean July and August when grain is at ita scarcast.

This

crop is thus of perticular intersst in North Kanam whare watsr reBOurces
allQw fewer complemsntary irrigated cultures then in the South.
As early as ths beglnnlng of the 19th cantury, polders wers created
in tha Inlets of Lake Chad ta sxtand cultures rsquiring a humid BOil.
Dikes 50 to 100 m long, 2 - 3 m high and 2 m wide were erectad across
channels (Bouqust 1974 s 99).

The water in the blocked-off ssction would

evaporate leaving a deposit of rich alluvium. Ths dikee, which lasted
some B to 10 years, then prevented flooding during subsequent
",ater level.

rises in

After thia period, the dikea were broken to allow for
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refertilisation over 3 to 4 years and were then repaired.

According

to 0 eC9].0 (1977: 221- 222)
"available land for the creation of polders ia estimatad at around
60,000 hectares of which 30,000 are under use)· of the later g,OOO
are actually under crop, the remainder either dry or being
refertilised."
5mall polder plots of about 35 ares are distributed among local farmars.
Maiza output on thasa attain 3,600 kg/ha (BouQuat 1974 : 105).
individual wadi plot co vers only 25

The average

ares, but wheat outputs may reach

2,000 - 2,200 kg/ha on the actually cultivated surfaces (One Quarter of

the total surface is "10 st" to amall earthen separatione which form a
grid pattern considered most efficient for shadoof irrigation.)
(~

Bouquet 1974 : 94-95).
As polders, or to the North, rainfilled wedis dry out, farmers

cultivate closer and closer towerd the centre of the depression.
are progressively dug to irrigate the dried-up periphery.

Wells

Both wadis

and polders may, except in particularly long periods of drought, give
three crops per year.
2.4. Gathering

The food reaources to be gained by systematic gathering under
circumetances of exceptional climatic durese offer a further margin of
security to the population of Kanem.
(~-

The fruit of the Kerchum (Kb.)

Ar. - dum palm, Hvphaene thebaica)

is ripe in January.

either be eaten atraightaway Dr dried and pounded into
July.

It can

flour in May to

This is eQually true of 'tbe fruit of the Kurna (Kb.)

(~-

lulube, Ziziphu6 mauritiana) which also ripens around February.

Ar.-

By mixing

the flour of the two with water, one abtains a firm gruel which, dried,
is known as kuntu (Kb.)

The pulp of the n' golo (Kb.) (fruit of the kon' ge

(Kb.) i.e. hileli! (Ar.), desert date, Balanites aegyetiaca)

is eaten raw

as, on occasion, is that of the jujube.
From December to
ss food.

~arch,

especially in the North, gum resin is used

Of the many varisties of gum trees to be tappsd, the moat

important srs the kul(k)ul (Kb.) (Kittir abyad

Ar.- Acscia senegal) ,

the k'ndil (Kb.) (Kittir 'Azrsg - Ar. - Acscia nilotica or Arabica).
The

~grows

in interdunary depressions whereas the Acacia leeta

flourishes in the finer sand of dune tops.
Mixed witn water, the ashes of Salvadora persica.

branchss and

leaves furnish a vegetable salt deposit after evaporation of tha solution.
The berries of this shrub are comestible as are those of the
(Ziziphus spina-christi).
or the abundant grain of

~

trse

The sssd of the m01sr (Boscia senegalensis)
~

grasses (generic name for Sahelian

gramlnBBS, particularly Dactylocteniun aegyptium), which grow during the
rainy season, may be prepared as millet porridge if this staple ie lacking.
In former times, ostrich eg9S were also sought.

Honey combs are collected

in large smpty gourds left in the bush for this purpoee.

In certain

inlete along the northeastern ehores of the Lake, woman collect and dry
in the sand a blue alga known as ~ (Kb.) {Spirulina platensis)which
gives over 3000 calories per kilogramme when dry.
contains betwaen 40 and 50

%of

In this form, it

proteine

Dther subatantial sources of protein are to ba found in dried fish
from the Islands as well as in domestic poultry, guinea fowl and other
small game.
3.

Kansmi cattle husbandry
Up to 1969 and even since the beginning of the 1970's

drought cycle,

Kanem préfecture has been the most important cattle-raising araa in Chad.
Cattle density in the Lake prefecture is also very high.

Bovine herds

are principally composed of Arab and Fulani varieties of Bos indicus
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in the peninsular zone.
Kuri

CJW,

On the Islands and lakeshore, ths so-called

a variety of Bos Taurus characterised by a very thick horn baes,

is prJdominant.

Cross-breeding of the two types i5 increasingly common.

The evaluation of total he rd size and composition for Kanem is
rendered difficult by tha fact that the Frsnch and latar the Chadian
administration used eattla waalth as a basis for taxation.

This praetice

was an unwelcome innovation in relation to the plunderable but tax-frse
status of herds in pre-colonial Kanem.

Fiscal considerations have lad

to a gross underestimation of hard importanca.

Reports by vetarinary

servicea were, on the contrary, often two to five times highsr than
taxable figures although they sometimea exaggerated in the opposite sense.
1969 livestock distribution figures quoted by Oecalo (1977 : 75) give
1,000,000 cattle for Kanem prilifecture and 250,000 for the Lake P réfeeture.

Bouquet (1974 : 119) gives comparable Chadian Veterinary semceestimates
of 1,100,000 bovines for Kanem and 270,000 for the Lake (Year unspeeified).
TABLE 57

Estimstes of Livestock numbers in 1971
CstUe

KANEM
LAC
TOTAL

Source

Sheep/ Horses
Goats

Camels

Donkeys

1,100,000 BOO,OOO

20,000

60,000

70,000

270,000 100,000

5,000

2,000

10,000

1,370,000 900,000

25,000

62,000

BO,OOO

Pigs

1,000

1,000

World Bsnk, 1974.

It is important to break these general figures down by ethnie group.
Le Rouvreur's (1962 : 98) estimation of the Kanembu-owned csttle population
(1958 figures) is basad on e eonsidered view of veterinsry stetisties and

personal observation.
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Kanembu herd populations by district

TABLE 58
KANEMBU
POPULATION

DISTRICT

BOVINES

DONKEYS

32,000

Mao

100,000

10,000

15,000

Bol

35,000

HORSE5

DROI'IEDA
-RIES

OVINES &
CAPRINES

3,000

3,000

60,000

2,000

300

100

12,000

16,000

Massal<ory

30,000

2,000

1,000

200

25,000

8,000

Mussora

10,000

1,000

300

50

5,000

71,000

Totsls

175,000

15,000

4.600

3,350

102,000

Source : Le Rouvreur, 1962.
Bouquet (1974 : 84) estimates the number of bovines per inhabitant at
2.8 amon9 the insular Buduma, 1.7 among the Kanembu of Liwa and N' gelea
and 1.2. amon9 the·' Kuri of 1sserom.

Comparisons of the human snd bovine

populations given by Le Rouvreur (1962 : 98) indicate Kanembu herd
wealth of 3.0 head per person in ths l'lao district, 2.3 in the Bol district,
1.9 st Massal<ory and 0.8 at Mussora.
Ouring a year with normal rsinfall snd which is exempt from any
natural catastrophe, 10% may be sdvanced as an average natural increaee
in herd size.

1954 estimates quoted by Le Rouvreur (1962 : 98) indicate

that, on the ne9ative side, sickness alone accounted for losses totalling
6% of the herd population.
ae follows : anthrax 3%,
rinderpest 1%.

The causes of death may be distin9uished

am lukma (unidentified disease),

2% , and

Losses to hyena depredation accQunted for anothar 1% of

fatalities and, still for the sems year, sacrificial killings purportedly
reached 2.6%.
he rd population.

Commercialisation was judged to have reached 3% of the
Total he rd reduction thus reached an estimated 12.6%

as opposed to a 10% natural increase.
"Exceptional" factors of bovine mortality are often responsible for
much greater losses over ehort periods.

The flooding of Leke Chad from
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1954 to 1956 is believed to hsvecsused 25% to 30% losses smong Budums
herders (Bouquet 1974 : B7).
mortsli :y.

Tne 1973 drought peak entailed horrendous

Decslo (1977 : 74). spparently quoting official sources.

reports thst
"over 15% of Chsd' s cstUe perished in the north ••• Msny young
and pregnant csttle were. moreover. sold to Nigeris in sn effort
to selvage st least some profits from the rapidly decimsted herds.
It hss been conservstively eetimsted thàt it would probsbly take
et lesst a decade to rsise Chsd's herds to their former size."
Veterinarians working slong the esstern shore zones for the Lake Chsd
Basin Commission in 1973 snd 1974 have reported (personsl communicstions)
locsl losses sversging from 25% slong the southern shores of the Lske to
ss much as 90% in North Ksnem.

My own attempte to estimste herd losses

from 1971 to 1974 in thirty villsges between N'Jigdsds snd N'guri suggest
losses from 30% to over 60%

(cf. slso Gsllsis 1977 snd Clanet 1977).

The persistence of srid conditions from 1975 to 19BO hss certsinly either
compounded these deaths Dr. st best. impeded sctive herd reconstitution.
Prclonged droughts provoke massive southward movements of nomads' and
eemi-nomadic herders' animaIs to the grasslands of South Kanem.

This

creates over concentration of animaIs on those riverain pastures controlled
by ths Kanembu and other sedentary groups and. furthermore. exposes
unedapted northern herds to diseese in the tsetse-infestsd regions of the
lacustral periphery.
In pre-colonial times. raids and tribute exection also constituted
major sources of herd depredation.

French archives sttest that cettle

raiding continued weIl in to the 1930's.

During the first decedes

of this century. the colonial authority imposed a cash head-tax on cattle
which forced most herders to Bell 'some beasts in order to meet their
obligations.
Kanembu herding is mainly characterised by its sedentery nature.
The only notable migration is the snnual natron cure.

During this period

of less than a fortnight. herds are brought to the wadis around Safsy.

N'gurulie, Leni or Bir Tine (Le Rouvreur 1962 : BB).

Ouring the remeinder

of the year, from November to June, the herds pasture wi thin a 5 km radius
around the herd owner's village;

the animaIs are brought for the night

ta the dune fields to ensure fertilisation.

Such intensive movements

on a reduced area are not solely beneficial

certain

~perts

believe,

according to Le Rouvreur (1962 : 8B), that the quantities of pasture grass
etarnped into the sand du ring the animaIs roamings are superior to the
~ount

actually eaten.

The sedentary stationing of herds thus severely

limits cattle carrying capacity in densely populated areas.
conditiona of sufficient rainfall

~

Un der

1960, it was eatimated that 100,000

head of cattle were concentrated in a 35 km belt between Oibinenchi
and

~ondo

(Le Rouvreur 1962 : 8B).

Under drought conditiona which

recur at periodic intervals, the arrivaI of hun9ry herds from North Kanem
may upset the graea/animal ratio in such a fashion as to contribute to
mortality rates comparable to those observed in 1972-73 in a matter of
menths.
Le Rouvreur estimates that in South Kansm an average herd includes
some 42, but never more than 50, beasts (Le Rouvreur 1962 : 88).

This

author' s figures for the l'lao district sU99est a cattle population of about
thrse zebus' per person in Central Kanem:
"That am .ounts ••• to a herd of thirty zebus for a family
including, for exemple, the husband, a wife and her mother,
another wife, and six chi~dren••• This is a figure which may
appear considerable, but of thirty animaIs beTely half ere
adult cows and of the latter, only half again give milk at
any given time."
(Le Rouvreur 1962 : 88)
l'Iy .tranelation )
A Kuri cow weighing about 500 kg cen, whsn productiva, give some
8 - 10 li trss of milk per day undar normal climatic conditions (sll:.:, Fuchs
1966 : 77).

It must of course, be noted with relation ta the recent

drought that:
"Under the preva~ling harsh conditions, calves and humans increasingly
competed for the sarns milk supply during the dry season."
(World Bank 1974 : 17)
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My inquiries in the N'Jigdeda - Dibinenchi - N'guri aree indicate
lower lerd size and important jifferentials in the distribution of herds
betwe' n prsons of greater and lssser wealth.

In villagss of poor

dependent cultivators after the 1973 drought peak, many, if not most,
heads of family did not own a single head of cattle (

~

Chepter 7).

The possible causes of mortality Just discussed, the dangers of
pasture saturation in densely populated agricultural areas, and the
socially unequal distribution of herds make it understandable that the
importance of cattle raising varies significantly in South Kanem on a
cyclical basis.

During the later part of the 19th century, civil war also

contributed mu ch ta the decimation of Kanemi herds.
animal husbandry confirm such trends.

Reports on Kanami
1 I: 248) notes of

northwesternKanem where intensive bovine and ovine herding has long held
a greater raIe in the economy than in the South:
"The Kanambu, like the Fulbe, go with their herds ta great
distance during certain seasons of the year; and aIl the cattle
From the places about Ngornu northward are ta bsfound in these
quarters (i.e. around the Komadugu Yobe) du ring the cold season."
Le Rouvreur (1962 : 92), quoting oral accountswhich were confirmed ta me,
relates that Kanem was almost empty of cattle in 1899 at the arrivaI of
the French.

Such fluctuations, typical of many Sahelian situations,

lead ta high price variations for cattle as weIl as shifts in the importance
of cattle as a capital good.
4.

The agro-pastoral balance
When millet and other staple grains are plentiful or only locally

or relatively rare, catUe,

thou~h

only "semi-durable", offer a potential

for longer term savings and capital accumulation.

At the end of the dry

season or du ring periods of moderate scarcity, people holding large stocks
of staples may

advantageo~sly

con vert them into cattle.

During prolonged

droughts, however, millet continues to rise in price beyond the point at
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c~ttle

which

begin to lose value due to their lack of traneportability,

milk-giving capacity and reproductive potential.
extreme situation, in 1973, a

~

To give an idea of an

of millet (unit of measure equiualent

to approximately 2.5 kg of grain) wae sold for as much ae 250 francs C.r.A.
(L1.00

=~

500 francs C.r.A.,) whereas many untransportable cows were

being "given away" for as little as 500 r.

This contrasts to the situation

recorded by le Rouvreur (1962 : 103) in 1957, a plentiful year.

One koro

of millet was then sold for 40 francs C.r.A., while a cow varied in price
between 4 and 6000 francs C.r.A.

The convertability ratios of cows

and millet thus varied in these two instances from 1/2 to 1/100

- 150

respectively.
As clearly confirmed by my own observations, the smaller the herd,
the more difficult it becomea for a pastoralist to survive euch catastrophies.
After the losses recorded in 1973, many poor cattle holders were forced
to return to exclusive millet cultivation in the hope of achieving such
profit as nscessary to reconstitute the nucleua of family herd.

lack of

rain since 1975 as weIl as lack of fertilizer due to reduction in herd
size make this a difficult goal to achieve.
large

her~

owners retain a greater capacity to ensure·timely conversion

of cattle into staple grains and grain into money - and then vice versa
under almost eny circumstances of climatic hardship.

At many periods,

cattle husbandry may only be a secondary resource in relation to agriculturs,
yet.its socio-political regulation constitutes a class boundary enforcing
mechanism which has eurvived many changes in the formaI balanca of political
power in Kanam over the last cantury.

The balance between herding and

agriculture from class to class is regulated by a complex and long-established
taxation system which today still guarantees the upwards circuletion of large
quantities of millet while avoiding the taxation of herds.

Surplus staple

production upon which cattle eccumulation ls largely dependent, is further
limited by the lack of collective silho facilities such as those whicb
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the French ettempted to meintain. in
governm3nts.
underp~ns

~antrast

with subsequent Chadian

The relation between staple production and cattle wealth

the Kanemi system of social stratification.

thus further

refer to this situation in studying the Kanemi economy and the complex
agricultural taxation system which stifles its davelopment

(~

Chapter

as weIl as in examing the distribution of cattle in relation to Duu
(cf. Chapter 7) and Kanembu
strategies.

(~

Chapter 10) marriage prestations and

4J~
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APPENDIX 2
THE ETHNIC, CLAN AND LINEAGE AFTILIATIONS OF THE VILLAGES OF EIGHT
SOUTH KANEM CHIEFTAINCIES.

KANEMBU

DUU

DAZA

ARAB

OTHERS

TOTAL

N'JIGDADA

46

B

0

0

0

54

DIBINENCHI

B1

25

6,

0

0

112

BADERI

30

1

4

0

0

35

N'GURI

44

23

4

1

1

73

~ALITA

47

20

0

0

0

67

DOKORA

6

35

2

0

0

43

AI'I DOBAK

60

39

1

0

1

101

jvlOLIl'lARI

0

63

0

0

0

63

~OTAL

314

214

17

1

1

54B

Chieftaincy:

N'JIGDADA

Pglitically dominant lineage:
an embu

n

n

n

n

n

anembu
n
,n
n

Duu
n
n
n
n
n
n
ft

Kogona

n

Kajidi
N'gijim
n

54 village headmansnips
Kanembu Kogona Sharu
Sharu
Toma ri
Dimeru
Bornya

~
~
~
1

7

7
46

34
?

Kalero

..L

Kubri

3
2

Choronia
DH
Kei
Kubri
Lera
1'10 ira
Moloru
Veya

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

'o.

39

B

B
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Chieftaincy

DIBINENCHI

112 village headmanships

PoliticJlly dominant linaage:

\<anembu

N'gijim

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Kanembu

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

Galao

"
"

"
Rudou

Tira

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Daza

"
"
"

N'gaya
Kada
Wolia
Dileu
Kedetia
Mawa
Keleru
Bar Kura
Mangana
Tana
Binau
Dili a
Maraya
Sulo

,.1.§....
~

,.....L

,.....g..

,..Ji..
~
~
,...2...

Veya

"
"

Tana
Goya
Kafa
Kel
Seseya
Baria
Galao
Kajidi
Kekuluru
l'Ioluru
Sutu
Diri
Karta
Vemaya
Rudou

54

54

~
1

....:l:....:l:-

-J?

B1

16
4
2

Kei
Bade
Kajidi
N'gala
Sarao
Twari

Duu

"

Kanembu N'gijim N'gaya

27

1
1
1
1
1
Dalaya
Kalekoraya
Kalewolia
Maladia
Kalaya
Kalekoraya
Koria

......1..
......1..
......1..

4

1

-2..

......1..

4

1

3
Guju

2
2
2
2

25

25

6

6

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

1
1

lj.64
Chieftaincy : BADERI

35 village headmanships

Politically dominant lineage

Kanembu Bade

15

I\.anembu

Bade

Kanembu

l'Iagemi
Kogona
Kanku
Bareu
OUilla
Kei
Kubri
l'Iallli
Tira

4

Saseya

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

n
ft

ft

Ouu

3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Daze

Chieftaincy

N'GURI

Politically dominant lineage

Ouu

Darke

Ouu

Ayeru
Kel
Kuuri
Kumbariu
Bade
Goya

ft

ft
ft
ft

"
Kanembu
ft
ft
ft
ft

Kanembu
ft
ft
ft
ft

Daza
ft
ft

"
Arab
~auaa

Bareu
Rudou
Dieu
Bada
Kanku

15

30

1

1

1

4

4

4

7

7

73 village headmanehipe
Duu

Darke Yunaya

5

Kallllia

3
2
1
1
12
B
5

16

33

4
4

3
3
3
1
1

Adura
Ciriu
Tau

1
1
1
1

Beni Wall

23

4

Deya
Kogona
"'agami
Chiriu
Kingiriu

7

15

44

11

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Chieftaincy

YALITA

Politically dominant lineage

Duu

Rea

"
"

"
"
"
n

Ouu

Bara
Adia

"
n

n

"n
"
Kanembu

"
"
"n
"
"
"
"
n
"
"
Chieftaincy:

n

n
n

"n
"
"

TII/ari
n
n

Sarao
N'gijim
Kangina
T'Iagami
Bernom
Diari
Bada
Barau
Galao

OOKORA

Darka
n
n

"

"
"

"
"
n

Kakuluru
Kanku
n

N' jaliu

"

"n

Danga
Kei

"

n

"

"n
n

~anembu

"n
"
"
"

paz a
"

Tete.ya
Kadia
Waria
Biremia
Kania
Keyena
facchaya
Karia

~.

1-1..
1-1..

12

Bara
Bodasa
Kubri
N' jaliu

"

Bada
Kangina
Kanku
Sarao
T'Iedelea
WO,.rla

12

~

20

1

3

I---l..

2

1

8

1
2
?

Keria
Barabara

n

Ouu

Duu Rea Kadia

Kakuluru
Kanku

Politically dominant lineage

Ouu

67 village headmanships

~

:-42

21
9

4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1

S hareo

47

47

43 village headmanships
Duu Darka T'Iusaya

T'Iusaya
Kuria
T'Iadalaya
Kernaya
l'Ioloru
Guria
Yunava Kàlamia

,.--2..

r--4-

~

~
,...1...
-l..

Guria
Karea
Sarao
Karea
Kalaa
, Kalkalao
Kania
l'Ialan'gaya

18

1

Daudia
?

1B

4

--l...
1

--l...
1

35

3
3
2

17

-L
1

2
1

1
1

Kanemburu
T'Iusuru
N'daresia
Bora Kalea
Bar N'oava

-1.
1

2
1
1
1
1

1
1

6

2

6

2
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Chieftaincy

AM DDBAK

Politically dominent lineege

Duu

"
"
"
"
"

Il

Duu

"
"

Duu

"

"
"
"

""
"
"
"
"
"

Kanembu
Il

"
"
"
"

"
"

Il

Dieri

"
Il

"
"
"
Il

Bareu

"
Il

Kekuluru

"

l'Iegami

"

Aseru
Bodaee
B'rao
Ayeru
Goya
Kafe
Kuuri
Yeyimbo
Galao

"
"
Dieri
"
Il

Dieu

"
Kore

"

Kangu
N'gala
N' jeliu

"
"

"
Bareu

"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"

Daza
Felata

Kafa
TIIlari
Bade
B'reo
Kajidi
Kangine
Kogona
l'Iagemi
Sarao
Tadsu
Kalamia

1D1 village headmenships
Duu Dieri Kerebongone

Salia
Ademia
Bongoye
Filelao
Kakulua
Kia
Kerebonoona
Ber Chulumia
l'Iaramedia
Bar Chulumia
N'gafia
Tongori
?
Museye
Sewa
Galjaya
Bar Chulumbu..·,

~
~

~

~

15

~
1

~

r---L
2

12
39

~
1

2

.....t.

2

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Gumsaya
Dalaya
Kallllia
Tirie
Dalaya
l'Ialaya
l'Iaïru
Kafuya
Gadiu
Kiya
l'Ia'iru
Delaya

Kereya
Tomosu
Burkuyu
l'Iaredalaya
Dalaya
Yalllru

24

-....§...

.....§...
4

-1...
-l...

16
10

1

-i..
1

5
4
4
4

N'garao
Karaya
Kanemburu
5eyu

15

,....1..

-l...
1

3

60

60

2

2

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Chieftaincy

MOLI~RI

63 village headmanships

(Nldingororom)

.!:Qlli.!.ç 311y dominant lineage

Duu Bara Moliamoduru

Duu

Bara

"

"

Moliamoduru
Culumia
Kania
Maladamia

Duu

Adia

?

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Il

"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"

"
"

"
Magemi
Il

Kuurl
Kakuluru
Kei
Muliamusaru
Bodassa
Kanku
N' jaliu
Tira
Kal1llya
Kubri
Jula
Lera
Lukuya
Mana
N' gurodimeru
Tl1Iari
Yeyimbo

Kerla
?

GalJaya

---ê....
~

13

13

-L
1

~
2

12

~

B

r---L

4

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

63
50
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APPENDIX 3
PRE-STRUCTURAL-FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATIONS

or

ENDOGAMY AND EXOGAMY

IN THE MUSLIM WORLD FROM BURCKHARDT (1B30) TO GRAN"QVIST (1931).
Following publications by Barth (1954). Patai (1955). and Murphy and
Kaadan (1959). Ayoub notas in a 1959 articla that :
"There has been within recent years a new and repeated recognition
of the exietence of preferred patrilateral parallel couein marriage
in patrilineal societies in the Moslem Middle East"
Ayoub (1959 : 266)
Ths author observes with rsgard to this form of marriaga that har purposa:
"is not to question its truth but instaad to question the axtravagant
weight which it has racaived to tha neglect of tha graater
configuration of which it ia but ths most startling instanca. "The
contantion ia that prafarred patrilateral parallel cousin marri age.
that is father's brothar's daughter's marriage. is bstter aaen aa
but tha moat extrema exprasaion of an overall pattern of preferred
endogamy - endogamy at almost every levaI of aocial organisation
which aociety recognizas."
Ayoub (1959 : 266)
Questioning the primacy of tha principla of patrilineal descant. Ayoub
(1959 : 266. n. 2) asks "whather a society in which the praferrsd type
of marrisge is wi thin tha kin group can be termed anyt1l.ng sIse than
bilateral 7"
Why indaed did resaarch on prefsrantial FBD marriaga have to be
revived in the 1950's 7

Why did ita study often obscure that of other

forms of consanguineal marriage 7

Why was its geographic area of obsarvation

reatricted to the "Moalem Middle East"
as a "consequence" of Islam 7

where it often tandad to be construad

What ara tha connotationa and implications

of tha word 'prafarance' in this debata 7
becama largaly equated with praferential

Finally. how is it that andogamy
pat~ilateral

parallal cousin

marriaga and disaociated from the complemantary practica of exogamy 7
Writinga of the 1940's and 1950's on Arab Ialamic sociatias contrast
markedly with tha

char~ctarisations

of Sahalian African societias by

contamporary anthropologists of structural-functional inclination.
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Greenberg's 1947 article entitled 'Islam and clan organisation among the
Hausa' i3 symptomatic of the manner in which the ethnography of the peoples
of the 'Muslim Middle East" was judged to be irrelevant for the African
context on the basis of an a priori theorstical judgement concerning the
nature of preferential patrilateral parallel cousin marriage, its relationship
to rules of descent and the implications of Islam for social organisation.
Greenberg (1947 : '93 - 194) contrasts the prevalsntly sndogamous nature of
Arab and Berber clans

with African "clan exogamy".

He portrays the

advsnt of Islam as having entailsd a process of transformation of the Hausa
clan system and posits : "the extinction of clan structures among the fully
assimilatsd (Hausa Muslims)" (Greenberg 1947 : 207).

Greenberg argues:

"One of the most striking differences between the clans of recent
con verts and ths Pagan Hausa is that the former are no longer
exogamousj marriage within the clan is allowed though not required.
The pagan crosB-cousin marriage is replaced by the favoured Moslem
form of paraI leI cousin marriage bstween the children of two brothers.
Ths loss of clan exogamy is everywhsre found immedistely after
conversion and it is one of the first effects".
(Greenberg 1947

207)

In this passage, the assimilation of parallel cousin marriage and end09amy
on the one hand, and crosB-cousin marri age and exogamy on the other, is
very clear.

Endogamy and exogamy ars considered as exclusive categories.

Similarly, Islem end "Paganism" are opposed and casually associated with
contrasting forms of preferential consanguineal unions.
apparently ignoring the

consequ~nces

Greenberg,

of profound social and political change

in then British-occupied Nigeria, observes that, " one of the results of
conversion is the almost Immediate lapse of the political functions of the
clan"

(Greenberg 1947 : 208).

Leaving this gaping omission aside, one

could reply that very little evidence is available from any Sudan society
concerning the presumed process of evolution from "preferential cross-cousin
marriage" in a "unilineal exogamous clan system" to "preferential parallel
cousin marriage" in a "unilineal endogamous clan system".

In view of this

important lacuna, we are aIl the mOre bound to examine the logical foundations
of these ,two "complementary" propositions.

Both statsments stem dirsctly

from ths functionalist postulats of the primacy of, descsnt over aIl othsr
relations

o~

kinehip and affinity and the coneequent "preferential"

character of a single type of consanguineal marriage deducible from agiven
rule of deecent.

Thie position ipso facto tended to exclude from ethno-

graphies the etudy of aIl consanguineal unions which did not correepond

ta the preferred type, as weIl ae non-caneanguineal unione.
Ayoub, in contraet ta Greenberg, emphaeisee the excessive attention
given to the category of union privileged by the rule of deecent.

She does,

however, share with Greenberg a certain ambiguity in the uee of the term
"preferential".

Theee authors do not clearly distinguish between the

ideology of unilineal deecent and the effective social organisation of
eocieties which proclaim such a principle or, as Scheffler (1966 : 54B)
phrases it, "between indigenoue ideological forms such ae concepts and rulss,
and the forme of social transactions which may be conceptualized and
regulated by rules."

While correctly perceiving the potentially bilateral

character of kin groupe in which preferred fBD marriage is practised,
Ayoub does not examine non-preferential unions on

an~

footing.

In earlier yeare, ae noted in Chapter 1, Evans-Pritchard himself, having
formulated a modsl of segmentary unilineal exogamous clane in Nuerland
(Evans-Pritchard 1940), went on totBlly te ignore the nature and implications
of consanguineal marriage among the Bedouin of Cyrenaica (Evans Pritchard
1949).

It ie possible that the ascendancy

of the Nuer paradigm contributed

to later ethnographiee ignoring that Middle Eastern and North African Arabs,
both ssdentary and nomedic, as weIl as many peoples of the Sudanic belt
practise multipla forms of consanguineal marriage and an often higher
proportion of non-consanguineal unions.

In epite of the central importance

of the agnatic principle in group formation, in the transmission of offics
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and property and in many other fields, we have observed that Kan embu kinship
terminolcgy and marital customs

e~low

"or aIl the practices Just mentioned.

Are the ';anembu any different in this respect from dozens of other Sudanic
groups or indeed from the erchetypal Bedawi of Jabal Shammer or the NeJd ?
Before attempting to substantiate the preceding commentary by the
chronologicel examination of pre-structurel-functional interpretations of
endogemy end exogemy in Muslim societies, it mey bè useful to recapitulate
Koranic norms regarding consanguineal marriage.

As Greenberg remarks: "The

change in marriage preference among the Hausa is aIl the more remarkable
since Islamic law neither forbids cross-cousin marriage nor
that between parallà. cousins" (Greenberg 1947
stated in the Qur'an (Suret al-Nise'; 4

23

208 ).

requi~es

In effect it is

24):

"And merry not those women whom your fethsrs married
Forbidden to you are your mothers, and your daughters, and your
sisters and your fathers' sisters, and your mothers' sisters and
your brothers' daughters, and your sistera' daughters, end your
(foster) mothers thet have given you suck, and your foster-sisters
and the mothers of your wives and your step daughters, who are
your wards being born of your wives to whom you have gone in - but
if you have not gone in unto them, there is no blame on you - and the
wives of your sons that are from your loins; and (it is forbidden
to you) to have' two sisters (in marriege) ••• "
The only direct reference to cousin marriege in the Qur'an is to
be found in Surat el-Ahzeb (33 : 51) which sets forward the merital
dispensations applicable to the Prophet Mohammed :
"0 Prophet S We have mede lawful to thee/the daughters of thy
paternal uncle, and the daughters of thy peternal aunts, and the
daughters of thy maternaI uncle, and the daughters of thy maternaI
aunts ••• "

1

This passage would be literally interpreted as implying, thet no one but
Mohammed should engage in the types of consanguineal unions listed.
It may be noted that the only "contradictions" observed in Kanembu
marital practice

vis-~-vis

Koranic norms are the occasional marriage of a

man to his FZ or to a "cousin" of another generation, who will be correctly

addreseed as naunt" or "niece".

Thie ie not peculiar to Kanembu society,

having been observed, inter alia among the Kababish Arabs deecribed by
the 5eligmans (1918 : 138).
Deecriptione of f8D marriage among the Arabs may be found in travellere'
accounts publiehed in the early 19th century.
"preferential"

charac~erof

Buckhardt comments on the

couein-right fBD marriage in his 1B30 work on

the Bedouin and Wahabi :
"A man has an exclueive right to the hand of hie cousin; he is not
obliged to marry her, but she cannot without hie consent, become ths
wife of another person."
Burckhardt (1830 : 64).
It is clear from Burckhardt's writings that the choics of a spouse is not
solely determined by genealogical criteria and lineage affiliation; social
inequalities and professional specialisatiôn also regulate marriage
patterns.

In contrast to the Kanembu, the "Aneze" (

O'? ) Bsdouin

-a!ways abstain from cohabitationwith their famale slaves, but •••
marry them to' their male slaves ••• The slaves, though emancipated,
still retain the stamp of servile origin... Ths descendants of
slaves intermarry among themselves, and emong the ~ or workmen
who have married in their tribe."
(Burckhardt 1830 : 103).
Burckhardt describes a rather complex system of social stratification
inwhich the position of artieans is no less stigmatised than in Kanem.
Manual occupa1<ion s

with the exception of tanning end weaving,

agriculture, are regarded as degrading by the pastoralist

(Burckhardt

1830 : 37).
These socio-professional divisions were enforced by several endogamic
barrisrs between groups :
"The Aneze never intermarry with the szona, handicraftsmen or artisans;
nor do they evar marry their daughters to fellahs, or inhabitants of
towns."
(Burckhardt 1830 : 63)
Aneze marital patterns parallel the division of labour in their society.
The norms governing coneanguineal marriage are applied separately within
each endogamic category.

The only possibility of intermarriage between

Arab and Black occurs'between the two lowest socio-economic groups, namely
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the artieans, the slaves and their respective descendants.
a slavr does not exempt that

p~rson

The freeing of

or his offspring from respecting the

endogr,nic barri ers IIIhich delimit his stratum of origine
Subsequently, both Lane (1836, 1839) and 8urton (1855) lIIere to comment
on Al'ab cousin marriage.
character of F8D unions

Lane (1836: 62, n.11) recognises the preferential
nA cousin (the daughter of a paternal uncle) is

often chosen as a lIIife, on account of the tie of blood, IIIhich is likely to
attach her more strongly to her husband."
ln hie 1885 Kinship and Marriage in [arly Arabis. Robertson Smith
made an important step forlllsrd by examining marriage patterns in relation
to the clan rather than eolely in terms of a genealogical category.
Robertson Smith presents every marriage as implying a decision as to the
desirable eocial distance betllleen spousee, and arguea that thie question
cannot be resolved in function of an ideologically valorised genealogical
cri terion alone
"There is
ample evidence that there Illas no lalll of endogsmy
smong the Arabs at and before the time of Mohammed; . they could
contract valid marriages and get legitimate children by 1II0men
of other etocks, i.e. of other tribes.
There ie also evidence
that prente lIIere often unlllilling to give their daughtere to be
possible mothers of enemies to their tribe.
Thie reluctance
hOlllever, 1II0uld not greatly diminish the frequency of marriages
lIIith aliens, since 1II0men lIIere continually captured in lIIar and
marriagee lIIith captives lIIere of constant occurrence. Moreover,
a man might often find a lIIife by agreement in a friendly tribe
IIIhere there could be no political reason for the 1II0man'e kin
objecting te the match.
50 far as the hueband Illas concerned,
marriage lIIith a 1II0man not of the kin Illas often preferred,
because it Illas thought that the children of such a match lIIithin
the ~ (clan) led to ugly fsmily quarrele ••• And to a 1II0man t s
kin, ••• the price paid by a husband Illas often important ••• It
does not seem likely that strict endogamy lIIae practised by any
For the capture of 1II0men Illas
Arab tribe in historical times.
allllays going on in the ince~sant lIIare that raged betllleen different
groups, and there lIIae also an extensive practice of fsmale
infanticide.
Theee tlIIo causes teken together 1II0uld rllrner a lalll of
endogamy almoet impossible IIIhen every tribe Illas anxioue to have
many sons to rear up as lIIarriors."
(Roberton Smith 1885 : .60-61 )

The implications of Roberton-Smith's statement on the study of Arab
merrisge practices remain of fundamentel theoretical importance.
group endogamy

~

practised but is

~

Descent

Endogamy snd exogamy

exclusive.

co-exist within the same social unit, thus allowing esch group to mRintain
its social distinctill81lt-JSS through selective in-msrriage while maintaining
necessary marriage exchange, either reciprocal or not, with other comparable
component units of the polity.
Unfortunately, the potentisl theoretical consequences of RobertonSmith's insights were ignored by the functionalist school in spite of the
weighty arguments and convincing ethngraphic observations which were
advanced to substantiate them between 1893 and 1931.
c~aracter

The catego;ricsl

of the rule of endogamy masked the relative charactar of tha_

social practices it legitimated.
The German oriantalist, Julius Wellhausen, was certainly the most
originsl proponent of the the sis of complementary rather th an categorical
opposition of the practices of endogamy and exogamy.

In his remarkable

and little-read atudy of 1893, Die Ehe bei den Arabern, he notes that

?

ibn' amm (
are

~\

reciproca~ly

),

f8S, and bint 'amm

",,,

~

6.

~

)

, f8D,

entitled to make first cleim for each other's hand.

The author immediately qualifies this statement by observing that the
ibn 'amm (f8S) category must not be misconstrued as in antithetical or in

,

binary opposition to that of ibn khal (

..J\>~'

),

1'185.

Nor, he

adds, must the category of 'patrilateral kinsman' be set in strict opposition
to that of 'matrilateral kinsman'.

for the Arab, the relevant opposition

is between the native or in-born person in contrast to the alien, the
outsider (Wellhausen 1893 : 436 - 437).
'ain - mim (

~

Wellhausen takes the biliteral root

) in its senses of 'general', 'common', 'public',

'people', rather than giving exclusive consideration to the derive d themes
~(

P ),

plur. '!!!!!1!!!!. (

~~

) = f8

or paternal uncle and
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'~ (

.~

), plur. lamat (.ft....,:.:-

(Wellh:usen 1893 : 480 - 481).

..

F"Z Dr paternal aunt

He is correct in insisting that bint lamm

is a rarson of the same clan, kindred Dr tribe and not only a F80.

This

interpretation leads Wellhausen to conclude that ibn lamm/bint lamm marri age
may not be simplistically reduced to a peculiar preference for a type
of consanguineal union bringing together paternal kin to the exclusion of
maternaI kin, but must be seen as a preference for in-marriage Dr endogamy.
The bride, accordin9 to Wellhausenls understanding of Arab marriage
preferences, should not be chosen from outside of onels effective social
circle.

This perception of social, genealo9ical and spatial proximity

does not here preclude a clear awareness of the importance of out-marriage
Dr exogamy, as a complementary to endogamy.

To

mEl'~Y

a stranger Dr alian

is perfectly legitimate in spi te of any feuds which may prevail between the
respective groups of origin of potential spouses.
The preference damonstrated for endogamy may derive from a parental
desire to retain their daughter and her children nearby rather than
allowing her to depart "among enemies" where little pressure could be
exercised on the son-in-la", (Roberton-Smith 1885 : 60 1893 : 437).

61;

Wellhausen

lt is clear, particularly in a patrilineal, patrilocal and

male-dominated society, that this parental motivation can invarsely be
reason enough for a man who is desiraus of marrying to choose a bride
from outside his own camp (Wellhausen 1893 : 437).

At a higher level of

consideration howevar, the collective duty of maintaining tribal solidarity
may tend to pre-empt such
husband.

~sonal

considerations on the part of the potential

The effective diversity of marriage patterns will naturally

reflect such contradictions of interest which wei9h on an individualle choics
betwesn exogamy and endogamy.

Where polygamy is possible, the choice

becomes less constraining for the man.

ln the last instance, no superior

authori ty can force a man to select one Dr the other option.

The risk of

exogamy is that, subsequently, the children of outside mothers may be divided

in their tribal or lineage loyalties, and this situation may offer inroads
for the acquisition of excessive influence of mother and her kin in the
husband's patrigroup.

Wellhausen is careful not ta squats agnatic

recruitment in the lineage, inheritance practices and modes of tranamission
of office with the automatic political alignment of the son of a mixed
marriage with his patrigroup (Wellhausen 1893 : 438).
The political risk of exogamy may be mitigated by the relative social
equality of spouses' social atatuses.

Endogamy often preeupposes such

compatibility of rank which Wellhausen (1893 : 439), with reference to
the Arab concept of
r~nders
~r

, f< = equal,

~(~

by the German Ebenburtigkeit.

comparable, a match for)

Its contrary, Nichtebenburtigkeit,

the unequal social atatua of marriage partners, may occur not only

between tribes but aleo

~

tribes, particularly between competing

lineages Dr families of larger patrifocuseed groupa.

Wellhausen (1893 : 439)

thus clearly reveale the structural interrelatedness of endogamy and exogamy
on the one hand and hyper - iao - and hypogamy on the othsr.

In other

worda, marital choicea in regard to lineage affiliatione and political
relations between groupa are directly influenced by and perpetuate
prev~iling

patrigroup.

relationa of social stratification within and beyond the
Hence, the eymmetry of genealogical atatus of two cousins

(ibn 'amm/bint 'amm)

doea not necessarily imply equali ty of statua between

them, in spite of the community of deacent ties.
It is theoretically important that Wellhausen doee not restrict
his conaideration of differential statue of apouses by positing social
equality within the deacent group (Stamme;

~).

in a poeition to refine 8urckhardt's view of

He thus finds himself

impedi~ents

to marriage by

jointly examining status differentiala both among lineagea of a clan or
tribe and between aocial strata
103 and Wellhaueen 1893 : 439).

(Compare 8urckhardt 1830 : 37, 63-64 &
Descent group aolidarity is not presented
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as a sufficient condition of exclusive endogemy.
is furlher enhanced by his

raa~iaation

Wellhausen's argument

that the rank ordering (Rangordnung)

of Cl,lS and lineages lIli thin larger tribal groupings' ia "fluctuating" and
"changeable" rather than "strict" and "universally recognisedt( Wellhausen
1893 : 439).

The author notes. hOlllever. that " at a given point in time"

(my emphasis) a lIlider social consensus on group status does exiat (Wellhauaen 1893 : 439) and may influence ·marriage choices.
Other status differences are shollln as conatituting quasi-perpetuaI
impediments to certain forms of intergroup and interstratum marriages.
Their effect may be more or less restrictive and. on an intergenerational
basis. more or leas hereditary lIlith regard to specific lines of descent.
Marriages betllleen free persons and slaves are categorically prohibited.
Unions lIlith a person of mixed blood or a freed slave are "loathed" among
the free •••• but not quite inconceivable.

Marriages lIlith peraona of

"alien" or "doubtful" origins in relation to one'a clan cannot give rise to
"noble" or "solid" relationships. but are not formally prohibited.
MoreoueF. the effect of such relationships is not uniform for both sexes.
in that males. especially nobles. may honourably contract hypogamous unions
(Wellhausen 1893

1

439 - 440).

Having teken into account the social stratificationsl. political.
religious and genealogical con?itions of in-and out-marriage. Wellhausen
postulates a high degree of reciprocal determination of these tlllo apparently
opposed modalities of marriage.

He remarks that marriage restrictions

and injunctions operate as if to render socially "dangerous" exogamy as
similar as possible to the prefeFred but difficult option of endogamy.
This leads to the hypothesis that endogamy under the circumstancee described
could be considered a precondition of qualified and reetricted though not
of generalised exogamy (Wellhausen 1893 : 439. n. 1).

The supple manner

in IIlhich Wellhausen portrays the practices of endogamy and exogamy as
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necessa~ily

complementary aspects of the marriage process brings to mind

P. Bourdieu's queetioning of their absolu te conceptual opposition in
modern anthropological works under the guise of rules:
"Marriage with a patrilateral parallel cousin ••• appears ae e
eort of ecandal in Claude Lévi-5traues'e te~s only to those
who have internalised the categories of thought which it disturbe.
In challenging the idea of exogamy. the precondition for. the
continuation of separate lineagee and for th~ permanence and easy
identification of consecutive units, it challenges the whole notion
of unilineal descent es weIl es the theory of merriege as an exchange
of one woman against another, which aesume an incsst taboo, i.e.
the absolute necessity of exchange."
(Bourdieu 1977 : 30)
Unfortunatsly, the theorstical implications of Wellhausen's work wers
not drawn on by the ethnographars of Arab and Sudanic social organisation
during ths first four decadss of the 20th century.

In retrospect,

we may indeed doubt to whatextent Wellhausen's dynamic and structurel
epproech could be fully gresped before the development of the segmentary
lineage theory propounded by British functionalists which it implicitly
challenges.
Nonetheleas, in his study of Arab and Berber marriage ceremonies in
Morocco published in 1914, E. Weatermarck bears out Wellhausen's observations
to the effect that:
"cousin marriages served the purpose of strengthening the kinship
tie, andOthat ths seme was the case with other marriages contractsd
within the sarne village.
In ~rocco, rnarriages between members
of the sarne village are encouraged by the Berbers of the Rif, who,
in order to kaep away alien elements from the community, dany the
right of inheritance to a woman who leaves her village; yet
marriages between persons belonging to differsnt villages are not
rare among them.
In most parts of ~orocco such unions are of
frequent occurrsncs.
~ch less frsquent of course aremarriages
betwesn members of different tribes; but even Berbers and Arabs
sometimes intermarry when they come into much contact with each other."
Westermarck 1914 : 56)
This commentary is of lnterest in that it illustrates ths sexually selective
economic rsstriction of female exogamy operating to reinforce patrilineality
and patrilocality.

Wsstsrmarck also clsarly formulates the inverse

relationship between exogemy, on the one hand, and socio-geographic proximity
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on the other.

Conversely, endogsmy is reinforced by such proximity

snd vice versa.
Westermarck's description does however, challenge Wellhausen's
(1~93

: 439, n. 1) analysis on one crucial point:

"Strict endogamy is not unheard of in 1'I0rocco.
The Al; Z!hri •.who
are known for their exclusiveness, are reported to marry oniy
between themselves and also to refrain from aIl sexual intercourse
with strangers; and among the Ait H~ssan, a fraction (tagbilt) of
the Ait Warain, no stranger is even allowed to be present at a wedding.
There are, moreover, prohibitions of intermarriage referring to some
special tribes, subdivisione of tribes, or villages, in connection
with other peculiarities in their social relationships."
(Westsrmarck 1914 : 57)
The reference to the Ai~ libre, or Zkara i5 based on 1'I0uliériae' 1904
ethn09raphy, Une Tribu lénète Antimusulmane au l'Iaroc (Les Zkara).

Ooes

1'I0uliéras really imply that the lhara practiss "strict endogamy" 1:
"Endogamy, that is the prohibition for one to marry outside of the
tribe, i5 a rule, at least as far as marriage unions with l'Iuslims
are concerned, which does not bear exceptions.
The hatred and
disdain for the 1'I0hammedan religion which the Zkera suck with their
mother's milk, suffice to explain the insurmountable dread inspired
to tham by the very thought of any union at aIl with the partisans
of he who dared say that the holy war for God' s cause was the most
meri tous of works after fai th in God and his prophet."
(l'Iouliéras 1904 : 82-3;

my translation)

1'I0uliéras pursues his argument by conceding that this religious endogamy
is not absolu te since unions between Zkara "libre-penseurs"

and Jews

and Christians have "come to be accepted" (l'Ioulieras 1904 : 82-3); this
Westermarck does not mention.

l'Iany instances of religious impediments

to intermarriage exist betwssn non-l'Iuslim minorities and l'Iuslims aIl through
North Africa and the l'Iiddle East (consider, in particular, the Ottoman
period with its complex jurisprudence in this regard).

This does, of

course, dsfins one vsry important endogamic barrier but does not imply
"strict endogamy".

Furthermore, the account of the "Christian-minded"

French colonialist referred to by Westermarck can but shock by the author's
rsligious bias.

It does however, appear that the Zkara's refusaI to adopt

Islam is maintained and perpetuated in part thanks to

h~ly

developed,
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In this they do not differ

though not exclusive endogamie practices.

in practice from many Sudanic Muslim groups or sub-groups:
"The Zkara may marry very close kin.
They are only forbidEien to
marry their mothers and their sistera.
With these two exceptions,
unions are authorised between uncles and niecee, brothere-in-law
and eieters-in-law, eons-in-law and mothers-in-law, fathere-in-law
and daughtars-in-law, men and women suckled at the same breast
and first cousins.
Granted the endogamy which has prevailed among
theee people for centuries, one can easily imagine that aIl of
these nativee are now coneanguinee and that theee linke of effective
kinehlp are constantly baing reinforced."
(~ouliéras

1904 : 83;

my tranelation)

One must, nonetheless, differentiate between highly developed networke
of coneanguineal relationships in a group or endogamous sub-group (which
mey equally occur with much tighter marriage prohibitions) and "etrict"
or normative, exclusive endogamy.

An endogamie prescription backed by

costams and sanctione of diverse ordere, bath internaI and external ta
the group considered, can in effect prevent

.!!1

marriages between

neighbauring or sven intermingled religious groupe, eocial strata or castes.
This nerm does net exclu de however, the existence of exogamie as weIl as
endogamie practices at aIl other levels of social organisation such as
lineages, villages or kin groupe.
be considered at

~

Endogamy and exogamy must therefore

these levels as functions of prevailing rules

~

patterns of consanguinity, group affiliation, locality and political alliances.
8renda snd Charles Seligman's monograph on the Kababish Arabs of the
Sudan, published in 1918, makes an important contribution towards such a
pluri-functional approach by considering all the marriages contracted by
the living members of a glven community both individually and statistically.
The Seligmans begin by indicating which endogamie barri ers creste divisions
within nomadic tribss as weIl as bstwean nomads and sedentaries:
"(Kababish) marriagss with members of anothsr tribe Are uncommon,
and sven before ths Mahdia, whsn the Kawahla and Sh~nabla were
Marriags with
one with the Kababish, intermarriage was unusual.
sedentariae is so rare that it may be called occasional."
(C. and 8. Seligman 1918 .; 132)
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The authors then proceed ta consider marriages in terms of genealogical
categor'.es without affording exclusive attention ta fBO unions.

Thus,

they d', not fal! into the trap sa clearly indicated by Wellhausen of
equating 'hint 'emm/ibn 'amm" marriege or preference wi th consanguini ty.
"Marriage •••• (is) arrangad with the father's brother's daughter
(bint 'amm) in preference ta any other ••• as these first marriages
are arranged by the parents while the children are qui te young,
the couple have no choice in the matter, but a man will arrange his
own subsequent marriages.
Unless a man's first wife were his
bint 'amm. he could not afterwards marry a bint 'amm without divorcing
his first partner, as the position of second ta a woman of another
family would not be considered of sufficient honour ••• The mother's
brother's daughter is said ta be the next best marriage, and, failing
her, the mother's sister's child would be considered."
(C. and B. Seligman 1918 : 132)
These statements are borne out by the data and commentary of the Seligmans
offer on Kababish Nurab marriage patterns:
"Sixty marriages are recorded ••• These ••• include unions of 41
Nurab men with 57 women ••• Three Nurab women ••• whose marriages
are not included in the analysis, married men of other tribes:
Marriages with the paternal uncle's daughtsr
19
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il
son' s daughter
2
Il
Il
Il
grandfather's brother'e eon's daughter 4
"
Il
great grandfather's brother's great
" Il
"
granddaughter (2 of these ~omen are
considered ta belong ta other Khe5m
biyOt)
4
Il
Il
great great grandfsther's brother's
"
great granddaughter (considered as
belonging ta another kha§m beyt)
1
Il
Il maternaI uncle's daughter
1
"
Il
Il
Il
grandfather's brother'e daughter's
daughter
Il
Il
Il father's sister
" Il Nurab women (some said ta be of the family
of Salim, and sa probably related in paternal
line, but relationehip unclassified)
10
Il
Il
women of other divieions of the Kababish
10
Il
Il
women of other tribes
1
Il women of the Ghazai (a formerly Kababish division)
2
Il women'of the sedentary division of the Kababish
1"
"

.

.

.

(C and B. Seligman 1918 : 138)
Several remarks must be made on this distribution:
1) 43 of 60 (57 + 3) marriages were concluded within the Nurab tribal
division.
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2)

Of the 43 in-division marriages, 33 are presented by informants as

consanguineal.
3)

Of the 33 declared consenguineel unione, 30 are considered petrilateral

end only two are given ae matrilateral.
The distribution of consanguineal unions preeente several theoretically
relevant
a)

perticul~arities:

'~here

paternal grandfathers were brothers the offepring were regarded

as though their fathers had been brothers."

(C. and 8. Seligman 1918 : 138).

The terms ibn 'amm or bint 'amm ars ueed to dsecribs pstricoUeine lrrespsctive
of ths numbsr of gsnerations separating them from their linking agnatic
ancestor.

Although Arabs ganerally prefer a cloee cousin spouae ta a

distant one, the anthropologiet's distinction between "real" and
"claseificatory" couein is not here relevant in an absolute eense.

The

Seligmans add, however, that: "In these cases no attention wae paid to the
fset that one of the contracting parties might belong to a generation
earlier than that of the other." (C. and 8. Seligman 1918 : 138).

Finally,

the genealogical dietance between spouses sometimes reaches such proportione
that distantly related agnatee come to belong to different khsshim buyut
(~

fractions or lineages;

same etymology as the Kanembukanambu kifaday :

"mouth" of the homee/houees), that is segmentary divisions of a formerly
united descent group.

Oescent group endogamy and consanguinity thus may

or may not fully coincide.
b)

In this respect, the authors bring out the tautological but important

proposition that consanguinity must be socially recognised, i.e. remembered
and invoked, to be socially relevant.

Consanguinity, endogamy and exogamy

are not "objective", necessarily genealogically traceable (in contrast to
legitimated) "realitiee".

The memory and recognition of these practices

are, moreover, selective: "Df the ten marriagee recorded with unnamed Nurab
women it is probable that the majority were between the children of two
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brothers~

(C. end 8. Seligmen 1918 : 139).

This selectivity is coloured

by male ùias in tha collaction of data and, mora ganarally. tha control
of

genf~logical

knowladga.

Tha authors identify this sansitive topic as

ona source of ambiguity in tha interpratation of tha tarm bint 'amm:
"Thase cases ware mostly told us by men, and men do not usually
ramamber the axact ralationship of the woman; if prassed thay
would probably say tha woman in quastion was bint 'amm to her
husband for aIl Nurab ara aulad 'amm. To obtain more exact
ganealogical information it was always necessary ta make inquirias
from the women, and this was dona as :often as possibla."
(C. and 8. Seligman 1918 : 139)
c)

Tha completa statistical annumaration of aIl marriages contracted by

informants and tha racording of aIl cata90ries of consan9uinaal union
allow the authors battar to show the patrilateral bias in the presentation
of Nurab consanguinaal marriage pattarns than thsir pradacassors in former
studias;

this bias may be linked not only to salactiva ganealogical

memorias and the multipla referents of the 'awlad 'amm'
cate90ry but equally, to the mode and order of betrothal of childran :
"Tha fact that only one marriaga has been racordad wi th the maternaI
uncle's child is at first si9ht surprising, whan it is remembared
that the Kababish always say that this is the naxt best marriaga if
the father's brothar's daughter is not availabla.
The explanation
for this apparent anomaly is raally very simple; tha children ara
batrothed while thay are young, and the children of aIl the brothars
ara soon aIl promisad. Though families are not large - except thosa
of great men who kaap harims - only sons are rare; as a rule a man will
marry and remarry until several sons are born to him; so that it would
be unusual for a man to have no brother whosa daughters he might ask
for his sons. If, however, a man should have no brothers. or his
brothers should hava no daughters, it is quita probable that though
he might wish to arran9s marriagas for his sons with his sisters'
daU9hters, thay would ba alraady promised to tha sons of her husband's
brothsrs, whoss proposaIs would have the first consideration."
(C. and 8. Seligman 1918 : 139)
The Seligmana' mathodical, empirical approach to cousin marriage proved
mora fertile than Jaussen's (1908),

Westermarck's (1914: 53 - 59;

1921 : II: 35 - 239), frazer's (1918 : 97 _ 263 ) or indeed Musil's (1928
137 - 139) interpratations.

AlI of tham, considared with the benefit of

hindsight, have shown themselves to ba limited by their normative and
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uncritical evaluation Dr "ibn 'amm"

marriage.

This, as Ayoub (1959)

noted, leads to the isolation of thie practice from the wider marriage
eyetem and social etructure in relation to which it is meaningful.
The succeeeive oversights of theee ethnographers are partly attributable
to an Inadequate linguistic perception of the full range of referents of
the term

"~"

in spite of Doughty's (1888

1: 316) early hint and

Wellhaueen's (1893 : 436 - 437, 480 - 481) detailed anelysis.
A careful reading of aIl her predecessors and exceptionally meticuloue
and sensitive ethnographic obssrvation led H. Granqvist to orrer a most
detailed description of
(Granqvist 1931).

~arriage

Conditione in a Palestinian Village

It would be impossible. to synthesise the vast caee

mate rial she presents here;

we will focus our attention on her Chepter 3,

'The Choice of a 8ride' and notably, the section entitled "rrom which
circlee a bride is chosen" (Granqvist 1931 : 46 - 108
respectively).

and 63 - 91,

Granqvist opposee the "outer limit", as defined by

differencss of religion and race, to the"internal limit of marriage" based
on the "exogamoue rules of the Koran as to forbidden relationshipe of blood
(consanguinity), affinity and fosterage."

Between these two limits

permitted consanguinity, clanship and locality intervene as the principle
defining and dietinguishing criteria:
UWith the exception of tha relatives who fall within tha sphere of
forbidden kinship, marriage between blood-relatives is much esteemed
and tha naarer the ralationship, tha more highly it is esteemed. A
bride is choeen from thrae different groupej she is teken from the
bridegroom' s own clan (bamule), .E!m:!. Dr ~ marriage - and is
preferably a cousin; cousin marriage forms a special group of the
clan marriagesj or one chooses her from another clan but inside the
village - village marriage; or one chooses her outside the village
from another place - marriage with a "stranger" or a "foreigner".
The most important of these groups for the fellahin themselves is
the first, especially cousin marri age, although it is not always easy
ta draw the boundary line between cousin marriage and clan marriage."
(Granqvist 1931 : 66 - 67)
This assesamsnt of the valorisation of different levels of endogamy among
sedentary Palestinian Arabs is quite concordant with Wellhausen's insistence
on the importance of descent group endogamy or iyal 'amm marriage:
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"The importance of father's brother's son (ibn il-'amm) always being
al 10 a son of the clan is ~upportad by the fact that no very strict
diJision is made between the two ideas.
Very near relatives
a:e also often called "children of the clan" (ulad il-bamule).
Q, the other hand, one says ibn il-'amm and bint il-'amm and perhaps
means second cousin, or bride and bridegroom belong to different
generations of the family ••• Even in the case of more distant
relationship, they speak of ibn il-'amm and bint il-'amm ••• ,
although they are quite ready to use instead the expressions
ibn il-bamule and bint il-bamule ••• The important thing is the
knowledge of a common origin."
(Granqvist 1931 : 79 - 80)
Granqvist is quick to recognise that the anthropologist will not arrive
at an adequate appraisal of the fluctuations of the socially acknowledged
limits between consanguinity and clanship by solely focussing on the
institution of FBD marriage.

The ideological determination of such

recognition may vary situationally or through time, as msy selective
genealogical memory legitimating assertions of common blood:
"It is interesting to see thst the fact of a common origin is not
enough but people must be clearly conscious of it. As soon ae the
memory of the common ancestor becomes dim, the band by which blood
relationship is conditioned begins to loosen."
(Granqvist 1931 : 80, n. 1)
The author is thus brought to present genealogical categories from
a Palestinian Arab point of view.

She insists on the qualitative

difference of descent ties transmitted in the male as opposed to the
female line and questions the relevance of the cross-versus parallel
cousin opposition :
"Up to now in the question of cousin marriage we have only considered
brother's children ( uléd il-'amm). When it is a question of Arabic
conditions, where the fsther's brother's son (ibn il-'amm)and the
father's brother's daughter (bint il-'amm)stand in a special category,
the boundary line for cousin marriage cannot bs drawn between
cross-cousins (the children of a brother and a sistsr respectively),
who are marriageable, and ortho-cousins (the children of two brothers
or of two sisters) who are ~ot marriageable ••• Instead we get the
following classification : marriage between the children of two
brothers (ulëd il 'amm) which is much to be dssired ••• and on the
other hand marriage between the children of sisters (ulad il-bawat)
~nd cross-cousins (ibn il-bal and bint 'amme or ibn 'amme and bint
il-hal which are not regarded with the same degree of favour. ~t
is to say, as soon as the relationship is reckoned with a woman as
connecting link, whether a man's bride is the daughter of his mother's
sister, his mother's brother or his father's sister, then such
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marriages are not looked upon with so much favour. n
(Granqvist 1931 : 76 - 77)
Granqviet (1931 : 76) adyances principally an economic argument to
explain the nstrong poeition n of ibn 'amm against other cousins in mattere
of epouee eelection.
~ ~

Informants' accounte ehow (EfL Granqvist 1931 : 76

that thie etate of affairs ie largely affected by prevalent norme of

inheri tance:
nToday, ae in former timee, it eeems that marriage with the father'e
brother'e son (ibn il-'amm)ie preferred to any other marriage in
order to pre vent a ·etranger taking poeseseion of the property and
inheritance of the family
And even if it be eeldom that a man die
without leaving any sons, yet the possibility affects it so far as
ta allow marri age betwsen the childrsn of brothsrs ta appear especially
desirable.
A stranger shall not enter the clan, if, at the sarne time,
he belongs to another clan, ae does every mother's brother's son
(ibn il-bal) excspt when the girl's father has married inside his
own clan.
Experience shows that more often he is from anottTer trl.-an
Dr another placs.
The seme thing holde good of the father's sister's
son (ibn 'emme) to a girl n
(Granqvist 1931 : 77 - 7B; Cf. also: The Bible: Numbers XXVII: B - 11
and XXXVI: 3; B - 11; The Qur'an IV : 12 ~.; Wellhausen 1B93 : 436;
Westermarck 1914 : 53; Wsstermarck 1921 II: 69; Goldziher 1BBO: 26;
Lowis 1921 : 29).
This argument is circumstsntially eound in caeee where femalee may and do
coms to inherit.

The explanation is, however, Inadequate in those Muslim

societies, notably in the Sudanic bel t of Africa, where women' e Shari a
inheritancs rights are partially Dr not at aIl respscted.

Objection may

also be mads to this argument emong the large subordinats strata of such
Sudanic populations who generally leave but few personal belongings to thsir
heirs, whereas means of production are collectivsly ownsd.
dietribution of wealth

~

The rslati vs

e clan, tribs Dr society thue emerges as a

relevant factor in aesessing the motivations and dsterminants of classificatory
Dr real consanguineal marriage but only becomes fully significant in relation
to wider eocial and political stratsgies.

Granqvist does not fully develop

the possible relationships between prsferential forms of marriage and the
distribution of wealth in the ..---hemuls •

Her methodical approach, howevsr,

dose lead her to supplement her case material with statistical inquiries
designsd ta assess ths numerical occurrence of patrilateral paralle] cousin
marriage.
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It appears that "only" 13.3% (35/254) unions occurred between Fa5
and Far,.

The percentage incresses to "26.1 pel' cent if ons includes

marriLges with second cousins snd those csses where the wife is her
husband's father's cousin or his cousin's dsughter." (Grsnqvist 1931 :81).
Granqvist (1931 : 82-83) reports that 33.7
within the

~Bmule,

~

of unions are contracted

suggesting that "this seems to be in opposition to sIl

the praise that is showered upon cousin msrriage" (Granqvist 1931 : 82).
The arguments invoked by the authol' to interpret this situstion sre of two
orders:
1)

Demogrsphic: The availability of potential wives in relation to

marriageable men is shown to vary from clan to clan and village to village.
Granqvist suggests that there could be a ralationship between disequilibrium
in the Bex rstio and the relative incidence of cousin-marriage.

5he

regrets, however, not hsving sufficient dsta to explore this hypothesis
while underlining the difficulty, even for s woman, toobtain reliable
data from mothars on the respective survival rates of
girls borne

~

the boys and

Whatever the reasons for imbalances between males and females

in village populations, she believes them to affect the rate of male
out-marriage&
" ••• there are too few women within the smaller circles formed by
the different clans, and the sarne is ths case within the large
circle formed by the village as a whole.
In so far as ths men do
not wish either to remain unmarried or to limit themselves to one
wife, they must take wives from outside and this they do. They take
their wives partly from other clans in the village, partly from
other places."
(Granqvist 1931 : 85)
2)

Variations in cousin marriage patterns in time and space: The

elaboration of a demographically formulated hypothesis concerning
consanguineal marriage patterns leads Granqvist to observe the differential
incidence of consanguineal unions from family to farnily and village to
village as weIl as within either of these units over time:
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" ••• in the first stage of e family'e development there can be no
question of, cousin marriage. either beceuse it is considered more
edvantageous to maka alliences outeide the family or because there
are not enough cousins suited to Bach other.
Thus cousin merriege
indicetes that a family has attained a certain power and size. so
that a man can marry one of his own relatives in the village. and
that fact raises the prestige of cousin marriage.
(Granqvist 1931 : 82)
Regretting the inadequacy of data collected From one place only. Granqvist
advocates the comperative and diachronic examination of variations in the
potential and incidence of cousin merriage:
"If Artas ••• is a place whsre couein marriage is increaeing. there
may be other placee in. Palestine with a more undisturbed culture where
cousin marriage has aIready reached ite higheet point or ie actually
on the decrease.
It would be interesting to draw a complete curve ••• "
(Granqviet 1931 : 84)
In spite of the lack.of comparative and diachronic data. the author proceeds
to consider systematically out-marriage defined in the widest sense. i.e.
including aIl non-fBD consanguineal unions as weIl as extra-clan and
extra-local marrisges

(~

above-quoted statement on croes - and parallel

cousin marriages : Granqvist 1931 : 75-76).
edventege of greater

Dut-merriage presente the

choice and. where propitiously concluded. may lead

to the establishment and coneolidation of eocially desirable' inter-femily
relationshipe-in-law

(~):

"From on~ point of view merriege between the children of sieters or
cross-cousins cen be regerded ee due ta e deeire to continue
relationships-in-lew (neseb) in order to meintain and extend
reletlonship in the femele llne."
(Grenqviet 1931 : 85)
Such out-merriages within the clan mey reinforce exieting agnatic tiee.
eepscially where multiple or repeeted From generetion to generetion.
Networks of agnetic

~nd

non-agnatic coneanguinity frequently overlepl

"Where merrieges between blood reletives in the mele line ere fairly
usuel •••• the bride end bridegroom From the Barns clen eleo reckon
reletionehip-in-law beceuse their perente were releted.
But the
fact thet they ere From the sarne clan ie in thie case so significent
that one epeaks of ibn il-'amm end bint il-'emm even where the
reletionship with a women ee the connecting link is more intimete."
(Granqviet 1931

87)
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This in part accounts for the predominance of patrilateral parallel
cousin

~arriages

in tables basod on informants' own perception of the

genea] Jgical link with their spouse es those collected by 5eligman (1918:138),
Granqvist (1931 : 194 - 195) and, subsequently, othere:
Outeide the

~:

"••• the relationship-in-Iaw (~),gets its real importance as a
principle beside or in contrast to cousin marriage in the Arabic
meaning i.e. marriage between brothers' children (ulad il-'amm)
••• as the father's brother's son (ibn il-'amm) takes precedence
of a mother's sister's son (ibn hale)or a cross cousin (ibn il-bal;
ibn 'amme). so have the latter precedence of a man not of the clan.
who cannot claim any relationship wi th the bride. "We have the first
right to our sister' s daughter." (as one informant .said)".
(Granqvist 1931 : 87)
It is thus obvious that each cousin marriage must be understood in
relation to its implications for a family's blood relationships. or
garayeb

and its relationships-in-Iaw.

or~.

The factor of locality

(as denoted in the expression of ibn il-balad or 'son of the village')
may relate differentially to in - and out-marriage in the gensalogical
sense in each specific set of circumstances.

The social proximity and

acceptability of a marriage are rslative notions.
necessary to examine

~

1t is thersfore

marriaga in the group studied before formulating

statistical generalisations about the interrelations between such aspects
of marriage as consanguinity, descent and locality.

A statistical

approach however. is indispensable to confirm or disprove analytical
hypotheses derived from casa studiee and in trying to grasp fluctuations
and apparent inconsistencies of marriage ideologiee in contrast to marri age
strategies and patterns.
Granqvist compares in-and out-marriage numsrically and reveals the
statistical predominance of "exogamy".

Her comments on the formaI

contradicition between the oft-repeated preference for agnatic in-marriage
and the frequency of clan and local out-marriage corroborate Wellhausen's
hypothesis concerning the restricted character of both endogamy and exogamy
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in A-rab societies and, hence, their necessary CO-Dccurrence and raciprocal
determination:
"There are 89 marriages where the wife is froin the same clan Dr
33.7% of the whole 264 marri ages included in my statistical tables;
there are 62 marriages in which the wife is fram another clan but
from the same village, i.e. 23.5% are village marriagee; finally
there are 113 marriages between men of Artas and stranger wives, thie
is to say 42.8%, Dr nearly half of the marriages are with wives fram
other places.
In numbers, the preponderance is wholly in faveur
of thelattST type of marriage.. We have already smphasised the
dissonance between the Ideal ànd reality which is to be found here.
It has been simply impossible to describe cousin marriage without
to some extent touching upon marriages with strangers.
The fellahin
themselves are so sensitive of ths difference between cousin husbands
and wivea on the one side and stranger husbands and wives on the
other side, that they appear to find i t difficul t te characterise
the one wi thout the o-ther, Just as light and shads complste sach
othsr.
Thus things ars painted in black and white and cousin marriage
is einphasissd te; ths disadvantage of' marriagss II/ith st:rangers, as
diamstrical oppasitss ••• On ths II/hole it appsars that in spits of
all theories, paop~e are pleassd II/ith the strenger women in Artas."
(Granqvist 1931 : 92 -93)
Having comperecl the normative, the qualitative and ths statistical
approachss to marriags, Granqvist concludes that shs would
te "follow up many ethsr historical, political and

on~y

bs abls

cultural~ implications

raisedby her community - monograph by studying in a like.manner "a whole
camplmc of villagee" (Granq~ist 1931

98).

Unfortunately, the praponents

of' the segmentary lineage model wers not to teks up. theee crucial hints
in either the l'Iuslim world or the non-l'Iuslim Sudan for many years.
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APPENDIX 4

KANEMBU KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY

1.

O. Introductory Remarks

1.

1. Ths socio-linguistic context
The presentation of Kanembu kinship terminology is important in

attempting to understand the structure and recent evolution of the Kanembu
Duu lineage system.

In the following pages, l will be careful not to argue

any direct causal relations between kinship terminology, marital practice
and expressed preferences, and lineage organisation.

At the same time,

an effort will be made to depart from formaI terminological study in order
to better appreciate ths

~

in which the Kanembu speak sbout kinship and

marriage in everyday life.
The Kanembu spsak in a very concrste and matter-of-fact manner.

In

this regard, the comparison of Kanembukanembu with Kanuri is of. interest
in that these two sister-tongues theoretically dispoee of comparable lexical
and syntactical potential concerning the formation of abstract or concsptual
terms.
as in

A Kanuri will not hesitate to uee prefixes such as
~

.!!!ill.m. ..

.. freeman

nAmbê" freedom;

scholar or mallam

ker

m~làm

kaleA .. slave

.. scholarship.

~ ~-

or

~

namkaleA" slaveryj

Kanembukanembu tends

not to uee such abstract nouns and this is only partially compeneated for
by the use of compound noune and the six case suffixes.

The repercussion

of this tendency on the description of kinship and alliance is that one is
at a loss to define relations in the abstract such as 'siblingship',
'brotherhood' or 'paternity'.

This usage is so weIl rooted that it is almost

inconceivable in Kanembukanembu.to use kin terms without adjoining the
possessive prenominal suffixe
his father, but not of

"~",

People spaak of abani, my father, or abango,
a father or father.

Here, l will,of course,

first list terms according ta their radicals but this is only an
anthropological fiction destined to make rsferents and etymologies clear.

For Kenembukanembu speakars, both terme of reference and eddress are
formed by using pronominal suffixes and case endingSj

the resulting words

subsume a given relation between speaker and an individual or individuels
concretely referred to or addressed.

Therefore, the inflexions and

possessive suffixee given below are not only instrumental in forming compound
or descriptive terms of refersnce but must also be coneidered as integral
cmmponents of Kanembu kinship terminology if one wishes to respect the latter's
semantic context ••• and be understood by the Kanembu.
1.

2. Word Formation

1.

2.1 ·Possessive Suffixes
Kanembukanembu, like Kanuri, generally uses suffixes where English

uses possessive adjectives (See Lukas 1931 : 28).
5ingular

These suffixes are:

f!!!W.

1st P::!!!. (my)

1st P =.!l2!. (ours)

2nd P -::!:!!:!.!!l (thy)

2nd P ::!!E2. (yours)

3rd P -n'ge (hie, her)

3rd P -n'gedi (thsir)

-n'ge may also be pronounced -n'go.-n'su or sven-n'ge.
1.

2.2. Case [ndings

Nom.

.::ü (1"

m)

Acc. =:t!. (before l!!.

!.

bscomss

:t. and!:!. often changes

.!!!!.)

Gen •. ~ ~ after words sndinq in
Oat•

.:m

:::~'l ~
Loc.

r

Abl. }
Loc.

-lan.

or also for

~

or l!!!.

m)

ta ~ after.!.

l!! becomes
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Th! plural is formed by thf' suffi.x.=!!!!!. (rising tone) or, after
or~.

l' n

b :L

"emphatic plural" may aleo be formed by eimply repeating the noun.

2.

O.

A DESCRIPTION Of KANEI'IBU KINSHIP TERI'IINOLOGY.

2.

1. The fourth ascending generation and above
AlI members of the fourth ascending generation and above, independently

of sex or seniority, are termed n' lukwa.

This term can best be translated

as a collective noun designating aIl ancestors.

Its main referent is: the

(male) geni tors of our lineage (whom the speaker has not generally known
during the course of their lives).

If, in reciting a genealogy, for example,

one wishes to refer to a specifically designated member of this generation,
the term can be doubled as in n' lukwa n' lukwani. i.e. my grandfather'e
father (ffff,
2.

~.

~)

The third ascending generation

Sex is here distinguished, male members being called n' !ukwa and
female members kaka or the phonetically contracted variant of this term,

2!'

Line of ascent in relation to ego, either male or famale, is not

specified except by the adjunction to the above words of descriptive terms
such as
2.

~.ayani

(f and 1'1 respectively).

3. The second ascending generation
The terms and connotations are identicsl with those Just described for

the third ascending generation.
2.

4. The first ascending generation
,
The more complex reference terminology corresponding to parents'

generation is governed by four criteria, namely sex, generation level,
birth order within same-sex sibling sets and laterality.

The terms for fB and l'IZ are buil t on the roots for f and 1'1 but must be
distinguished from the latter by the adjunction of the adjective of seniority
or juniority of birth order in relation the ego's Father or mother.
(feB) aba kura

Hence:

(fyB) aba IIIOli (or gana) and

(1'1) ~ (also pronounced:tJ!, aye or ~)

(l'leZ) ya kura and (l'IyZ) ya woli

The words for parents' siblings of opposite Bex are etymologically
differentiated from those for parents.

The adjective denoting birth order

is not used with the sarne strictness and regularity as above:
(fZ) .!2!!!! (contracted From

.E!!!!.!. or

~)

baa kura (feZ) and baa woli (fyZ)

(l'lB) ndii.i-e not, however, generally used with
2.

5.0

~

or

.!!!2!!..

[go'e generation (See Diagrarn 1)

The considerations which intervene in the description of ego's
generation are siblingship, birth order, generation level and, ta a lesser
then
extent perhape/for parsnts' generation. sex.
2.

5.1 Real eiblings
The major l'eferents of n'liri ars 'eibling' and 'brother'.

No single,

etymologically distinct IlIOrd deeignates 'sieter', which ie obtained by the
juxtaposition of .!:!!I2 (girl; daughter) lIIith n' Uri. giving, literally,
'girl sibling'.

Present-dey reference terminology is articulated in the

following manner:
Referents:

slbling(ship)
+

Sax

<PlaIe: ~
fem. :

~

tada

n'Uri

fero

n' !ir!

Seniori ty ie expreseed by :t:!!Y!! (or yaa) for eIder and junior! ty by
~

or kray for younger.

By the introduction of these adjectives/substantivee

we arrive at the following combinations for eIder siblings : yaya n' liri
(masculinity prevaile) and yaya tada (seniority prevails).

In the case of
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eIder eieter, the term for eibling ie not generelly ueed;

hence, eZ

yaya ferc..

One could almost

"a

of my parents born before me" but not "a pereon wielding

daug~ ~sr

BljIy

that, for male ego, this term means

authority over younger brothe.re".
The raspactive birth order of siblings is of such importance to the
Kanembu that the designation of eeniority

~)

or juniority

(~)

may,

analytically epeaking, override the notion of siblingship in terminological
usage.
Younger brother, kete n' jiri or kray n' !iri is usually expreseed by
kete tada meaning younger son (of my parents).

In principle,

~

and

~

are adjectives (though the noun/adjective dietinction is very tenuous in
Kanembukanembu) meaning younger and eIder but their everyday use is revealing.
~

Whereas the replacement of n' liri by

etrassee the person' s dependent

status vis-à-vis parents' generation, the dropping of .llQ.!! in kete tade
givee the expression

~ (~ +

effix possessive pronoun, 1et pereon

singuler) trenelateable as junior or "the young fellow", claarly underlining
the doubly subordinate position of younger brother.

In my experience,

this ebbrevietion is more often used in the ceee of younger male eiblings,
as if when referring to sistere the 'fero' of kete fero or kray fera, when
were
standing alone,/slightly derogatory. ~uch younger real and classificatory
siblings may be called

~

or fero,

more in the eense of 'boy' or 'gicl.'

than of 'son' or 'daughter'.
2.

5.2 Claseificatory siblings
The only way of terminologically distinguishing what the Englieh -

speaker terms 'cousin' from 'brother' or 'eibling' is to uee deecriptive
terminology:
FBS

tada abaniye kura/woli

FBD

fero abaniye kura/woli
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fZS

tada baaniye kura/woli

)

fZD

fero baaniye kura/woli

)

~BS

tada ndiiniye (kura/wDli)

)

fero ndiiniye (kura/woli)

)

~ZS

tada yeniye (kura/woli)

)

~ZD

fero yeniye (kura/woli)

}

~BD

.1

N'JIRI

ln theee deecriptive terme the poeeeeeive pronominal euffix

'~'

definee

the relation deecribed by the compound term with regard ta ego and the
genitive ending '~' the relation between aba. baa. ~ and tada/fero.
The adjective of eeniority qualifiee the birth order Df ego's perent'e
sibling vie-à-vie egD'e parent.

These expressione sre most often ueed in

cases of genealogicsl determination and are almoet never used ae addrees
terme.
2.

5.3. Hierarchy
It can be seen that while aIl members of ego'e gensrstion may be

groupsd under a single classificatory denomination (ae Dppoeed to parents'
generation), Kansmbu terminology ie at its most preciee when giving shades
of nuance to the reciprDcal etanding Df aIl thoss, eiblings or coueine,
classified ae

n' liri.

1 would suggsst that the major eemsntic functiDn Df

ths criteria used in dsecribing the peDple of ego's generation, (eiblingship,
birth precedence, generation level, eex) ie to offer epeaksrs a subtle code
of hierarchy which can be applisd in bDth public snd privste circumstencee.
The eimple but precise mechanics of intragenerstional terminology largely
exclude reference to lineality

1

the CDnvsrsstional frsquency of the compound

sxpreesiDne just listèd is very reduced in CDmmon speech and the moet current
fDrmulatiDne (n' lirni, keteni, keteni fero ••• ) hsve nD expressed lineal
referent and dD not

allo~

eny dietinction betwesn parellel and cross-oausins.
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2.

S.t. Half-siblings
H .lf-siblings may be referred to and addressed with eimple terms which

denote the parents they shara : ~

= of

the same mother.

c

of one father and yana (ayana or yiana)

Sorne informants assert that the use of such terms is

restricted to or at least more common among half-brothers than half-sisters
or half-siblinge of opposite sex.

It may in any case be said that male

may socially be considered as quasi-full brothers, the sarne being

~

correlatively true for half-sisters;

the mother link between males tends

to be considered less important than among females.
2.

6. The first descending gensration
Sex is, terminologically, the only criterion ueed to distinguish ego's

first generation descendants.

[go's children as weIl as his siblings'

(n' liri) children are aIl classificatory brothers and sisters among themselves.
The words

~

and

~

do, nonethelese, suffice to distinguish ego's progeny

From aIl other generations except when used to designate much younger members
of the 'n' !iri' category as already noted.
2.

7. Second and subsequent descending gsnsrations
At this level, sex no longer intervenes and generational opposition

is the only criterion which
generations

grandchildren From aIl ascendent

aIl grandchildren, real and classificatory,are referred to as

If one wishes to state their ssx, classificatory terminology may be

~.

used

~

dist~nguishes

~

tada dioni, fero dioni.

3. O. AFFINITY (See Diagram 2)
Kanembu kinship terminology counts only four basic words to deal with
affines, yet ths difference betwesn consanguinity and affinity is made very
clear at aIl generational levels.

Senior affines include aIl members of

ego's wife's father's and grandfather's generations
termed~.

j

these persons are

Out of respect, ego's patrilateral affines, especially

males, are addreseed as kinsmen but often referred
distinction can be made : kesai kwa

c

male

in~law

= real

as~.

A sex

of senior generation

real and classificatory father in-law and kesai kao
senior generation

ta

= famale

=

in-law of

and claesificetory mother in-law.

When one observes a large age differential between husband and wife's
kin,

~

may be used by sgo to refer to elder members of his own generation.

Equally, if ego marries a woman much younger than himself whose real or
classif!catory sibling has contracted a union wi th one of his own (patrilateral) kinsmen of the n' !iri cetegory, husband may refer ta wife es
kamu,

~

or n' !iri.

The converee ie, of course, true for famale sgo.

Among ego's effines, age-mates end juniors ere referred to ee

~

(or tugui. tuwui according ta Lukas 1931 : 115) from the Kanuri tigu).
Descriptive terms lIIhich one may form from.!!E.!d are tada/fero n' duini

=

mals/femele in-law of comparable or junior status which must be differentiated
from teda/fero nduiniye
compa~able

= son/daughter

or junior status

of my in-law (sex unspecified) of

= nephew/niece

4.

O. THE REFERENTS OF

4.

1. Reference tsrminology

KINSHIP

KANE~BU

in-law.
TE~INOlOGY

(See Oiegram 3)

On the basis of the above observetions we mey now review Kanembu
kinship terms and their geneelogical referents :
ABA

F, (any older male)

ABA WOLI
ABA KURA

FyB, (FZyH)
FeB, (FZeH)

AYA

~,

VA, YE WOlI

~yZ,

(l'IByW)

YA KURA

~eZ,

(l'IBeW)

(any older famale)
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BAA, BABA

Fl

(B.,A WOLl)

(F/l,

(E AA KURA)

(Fel, FBeW)

NDII

l'lB

N'JUKWA

FByW)

FF, MF, any male belonging to the eecond, third,
and aubsequent generation of ego's ascsndants,
ancsstors of sithsr ssx.

KAA, KAKA

FI'I, 1'11'1, any famals bslonging to ths sscond,
third and subssqusnt gsnsrations of sgo's
ascsndants.

N'JIRI

Sibling, B, aIl cousins.

TADA N'JIRI

B, aIl mals cousins.

FERD N' JI RI

l, aIl femals cousins

KETE, KRAY

Junior sibling, espscially yB

YAYA

EIder sibling

KETE TADA

yB

YAYA TA DA

eB

KETE FERD

yl

YAYA FERO

sZ

ABANA

1/2 B, 1/2 Z of sems fathar

YAANA, AYANA,YIANA :

1/2 B, 1/2 l of sams mother

TADA

Boy, son, Junior mals cousin, real or classificatory siblings' male childrsn.

FERD

Girl, daughter, junior femals cousin, real or
classificatory siblings' female children.

DIO

Grandchild

KWA

l'lan, H

KAU, KAI'IU

Woman, W

KESAI

Senion in-law, i.e. spouse's parsnts and their
collaterals and ascsndants ta ths 'ancsstor'
lsvel, spouss's rsal and classificatory senior
siblings in soms casss.
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KESAI KWA

Senio r male in-law

KESAI KAU

Senior famale in-law
Junior in-law, i.e. aIl of spouse's kin and

NDUI

affines of ego's generation and their descendants.

4.

TADA NDUI

Junior male in-law

fERO NDUI

Junior famale in-law

2. oBscriptive terminolog v
Descriptive terms are obtained by juxtaposing baeic terms with the

affix pronoun 'ni' or, sometimes, '!!.92.' combined, when neceseary, wi th th e
genitiVe inflection
4.

'n'.

3. Address terminologv
AlI pereonsof parents' generation are addressed by ego with the seme

terms used for reference;
compulsory.

in this case the use of the possessive suffix is

(Its absence would be somewhat disrespectful in that the terme

for father and mother can be used toward eIder strangere without
poeeeseive.)

Thus: f .. è

+

.!Ji ..

~

l'leZ

III

n

+

..!!!. ..

th~

k~ra

.. yeni kura.

Pereone of grandperente' generation are all addreesed by two simple
terme lIlhich distinguieh

SEDt :

n' lukwani and

~.

In any other but the most formaI circumstances, members of ego's
generation are addressed by any one of the eimple terms listed above.

The

choice of terme may be made in accordance with the aspect of the relation
which the speaker (ego) wiehee to accentuate in agiven context : n'lirni
(siblingship, equality), keteni. kraY"i,. vayani (juniority/seniority);
tedeni.

~

(seniority based on a lerge age differentiel between siblings

reel and classificetory, which reduces the potentially conflictuel aspect
of the reletion;

may aleo be ueed pejoretively).

The designation of

cousins followe these lines but· the abovB-mentioned (2.5.2) composite terms
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are of

~ourse

used when

genealo~ical

-jetermination is necessary in

discusrions relating to marri age, kinship and the lineage Dr, possibly,
in circumstances of graat formality.
When speaking to one's own children,
used.
~

~

and

these two terms may be qualified by

~

(eIder) Dr

Husband and wife may address each other as
kauni (my wife)j

~

(younger).

~.

~

(my husband) and

the husband may also calI his wife "the mother of X" if

she has borna children with him.

5.

are generally

Due to age differential between niece and nephaw and aunt and uncle,

Grandchildren, whatever their sex, are addressed as

~

~

Polygamiets may add

~

(aldar) Dr

(younger) to ~.
HIERARCHY WITHIN AND BETWEEN GENERATIONS
AlI terms save those raferring to great-grandparents and great-

grandchildren of ego unsquivocally denote the generation to which the
designated kinsman Dr kinswoman belongs.

Tha only exceptions to this rule

occur when a notable age difference separates individuals and makes the use
of reciprocal terms implying relative aga equality awkward.

Nonetheleas,

Kanembu kin terminology effectively underlines generation differences with
those ego can be sxpected to interact in the course of a normal lifetime.
We also have seen that within ego's and ego's parents' generations
great amphasis is placed on stating birth order within sibling sets.

Both

generation level and birth order reflect age differences, which in turn
express certain norms of social

h~erarchy

and precedence.

The Kanembu-

kanembu language might not be a model for the formulation and use of abstract
terms but it must be credited with a knack for rendering very complex
situations in a nutshell thanks to colourful nouns/adjectives which in
English must often be translated by long periphrases.

This faculty is

developed in the realm of nicknames which, when considered as complamentary
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to kinship terminology, can be diuided into three categories expressing
the moral Dr physical traite of a person, the order and/Dr circumstances
of birth and the situation of parents prior to Dr after a giuen birth;
the following examples of the last two types are particularly relevant to
the hierarchical trend of Kanembu kinship classification:
SHUKU

giuen to a male when he is born after the
death of an eIder brother.

SHUI

giuen to a person ...hose father Dr mother
was born after the death of an eIder sibling.

BAI

born several years after the birth of the
mother's first three children.

l'I'BULU

third consecutive male child of a couple.

KURU

first-born Dr eldest son.

KAfANI

girl born before a boy and after the consecutiue
birth of seueral younger sisters.

KUlU
GACHI

girl barn after three consecutiue male births.
the remaining one, applied to a person whose
younger siblings are deceased.

ANJA

t ...ins

KURTU

born after t",ins.

KURCHI

person ",hose parents are n' liri (cousins).

f[NOI

girl whose parents are cousins.

l''lALUI

boy ",hose parents are cousins.

WOU

younger of two siblings bearing the same narne.

GANA

synonym of WOLI

ABA

bears the sarne name as his father,

~•••

Apparently not satisfied by the details furnished on birth order and
precedence between siblings by their kinship terminology, the Kanembu can
sum up a person's sex and birth order by an astonishing array of "titles".
for both reference and address, it could be argued that the use of such
nicknames arnply compensates the lack of sex distinctions which characterises
kinship terminology stricto sensu.

50)
The giving of nicknamas is raportad by some informants to be quita
an ancia'lt custom;
nominal~y

thay were used ae names among non-Islamicised or

Muslim Kanemi weIl into the 19th century as they still are among

the Buduma.

In quoting genealogies, former chiefs are often remembered

by their nicknsme rather than their patronyme

Ielamic namee, generally

used in combination lIIi th nicknames, are often "abbreviated" into unrecognizable
forms
P1usa _

(~Halima _

Koeso;

Abdulai _

Kale;

Ka lida or

~

-.

~a;

Kala).
Alongside a weIl developed kinship terminology, the set of four basic

terme reserved for the deecription of ego'e affinee sesms rather poor.
They principally denote juniority or seniority of the latter in relation
to ego but fail to establish any intra- or inter-generational hierarchy
among the two groes categoriee which affinee comprise.

The terminological

emphasis placed on the hierarchical ordering of kin finds its sociologieal
countsrpart in the importancs given to seniority within corporate descent based socio-political units such as the kiifaday and the

~
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A
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YAYA TADA
YAYA N'JIRI
YAYA
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Kanembu kinship terminology
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KESAI
KESAI KWA

KESAI KAU

'-/
KESAI KWA

IDEM FOR
FEMALE EGO
NDUI

NDÙI
NDUI. (KESAI)

EGO
(K'i'lA)

KAU
KAMU

(KESAI i f eider
eIder than than EGO}

(KESAI i f
EGO)

~

TADA NDUI
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Kanembu alliance terminelegy

TADA NDUI
FERO NDUI
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APPENDIX 5

THE POLITICAL EVOLUTION or THE DUU/KANEMBU CHIErTAINCIES
rROPI THE 19TH TO THE LATER 20TH CENTURY

During the XVIIIth century, Kenem wes e Bornuan province governed
for the Plais by the

.!!llm of l'lao, descendente of DaIa Afono (.Et:.:. Chap. 2,

Nad"ltiga11879; Urvoy 1949j Landeroin 1922j Lavers
(~Lavers

n.d. : 37)

~

1980 .).

Around 1808,

Plele Kura was destituted and imprieoned by

the Bornuane for "ineubordination".

l'1ele eecaped, fled to Waday, and

was replaced in the governship by his younger brother Haji (Lenderoin
1911 : 381).

SUltan Sabun of Waday (r. 1803 - 1B13) agreed to plece a

force at l'1ele's dispoeal so that he might regain hie office under Wadayan
auspices (Landaroin 1911
fled to Bornu.
1814.

381).

This venture wae succeesful and Haji

His eldsr brother wae to die only four years later,

~

At P1ele Kura'e death, Shehu Lamine proclaimed Ali l'1airom, Haji'e

and Pieli Kura's eIder brother, as ~ ~. Landeroin 1911 : 381), in an
attempt to check the Wadayan menace on the eastern confines of his empire,
only recently shaken in the west by the rulani ware.

This initiative

brought only temporary success.

~

When Ali l'1sirom died

1825, Lamine

was forced to undertake an expedition to Kanem to eneure that the latter s
successor would main tain tha province under Bornuan dominion (Barth 1965
601-602).

II:

Thia task wae allotted to l'1airom'e younger brother, l'leIe Gana.

Enlisting the support of Awlad Sliman warriors from rezzan, the
newly appointed

~

briefly kept in abeyanca the Tunjur Arabe of Southeast

Kanem who had sided with the Wadayans.

Around 1B27 - 28 however, the

pretender,alifa Beker,and a contingent of Wadayane defeatad Ahmadu Kalle,
the successor to P1ele Gana.who héd been assassinated (Landeroin 1911 : 382).
Bornu's claims

to sovereignity over Kanem thus faded into the realm of

dreams and ade facto bipartite division of the province was established
(See l'laps 7 and 9).
four

~s

Over the years leading to Lamine's death in 1B35,

were to succeed Bach other on the throne at Piao.

Competing

~8

Oa1atoa factions accommodated themselves with seeming ease to Wadayan
predominance.
~

The title of

~

was officielly exchanged for that of

(although the latter doee not seem to have been adopted in popular

usage).
ln 1842 - 43. the Awlad 5liman fezzani Arabs returned ta

~anga.

[gey

and Kanem.in large numbers not ae merceneries as on prior occasione. but
rather as "landlorde D•

They summoned then

~

Amadu to offer him their

"protection". reasoning that Waday was too far off and 80rnu tao weak to
eatisfectorily diecherge thie function.
The

end~ic

~e

The "offer" wes eccepted.

conflict between Bornu andWedey in the midet of which previoue

had tried to hold their own. WBe now definitely superseded by

another conflict of influence which WBe to entail an almoet inceseant
etate of civil unrest and often war
and of the 19th cantury

'orthe population of Kanem

~Landeroin1911:

until the

383-384 • Carbon 1912 : 1 :81).

Between 1842 and 1850 the Dalatoa often combined forces with the
Awlad 51iman in raide which took them eaet to the 8ahr-el-Ghazal. to south
and southeast Kanem and beyond to Oagana (Landeroin 1911 : 384).

The

Ouu of South Kanem. contrary to many of their neighbours. were notably
aucceesful in Opposing these plunderare (Nachtigal 1881 : 331) thanks to
thair hunter'e armement and techniqus.

In 1850. the Awlad 5liman were

"owarpowared and massacred" by surpriss at the hands of the Twareg Kel Owi
(Barth 1965 II : 274 - 76).

Against aIl odde howaver. the Arabs emerged

'rom this state of "dissolution and ruin" (Barth 1965 II

274 - 276) to

that of mastare of Kanam ovar a period of three decades.

The surviving

Fezzani Arabs having no strong protector in central Kanem or even less in
Waday "made a strict alliance with the Haddfida. and in consequence defeated
in their

~oded

district. the officer of Wéd6y called the Ag!d el Bahr"

(Barth 1965 II : 608) in 1853.
abandoned

~ao

Around 1855 - 57.

~

Amedu Kale

and fled.to Waday upon learning that the Awlad 51iman were
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marching on l'Iso.

At that time. according to Barth's (1965 II : 276)

information. the Arabs could not have had more than some 250 horseman
under

~heir

direct commando

These facte clearly underline the weakness

of the Dalatoa as weIl ae the local vulnerability of their far-orf Wadayan
patrone.
Carbou ( 1912 1 : 32) notes that the weakened Arabs. not lacking in
boldness after their 1B53 defeat of the Agid el Bahr. concluded an alliance
with the Daza Gadoa under Barka Halluf.

They together pillaged and raided

Kanem. attacking aven subjecte of the Sultan of Bornu (in the west of the
province) who had rearmed them after their 1B50 disaster.

They also turned

east again and dealt another blow to the Agid el Bahr (Carbou 1912 1 : 32).
It could weIl be during these series of raids that the Kanemi capital. l'Iso.
was abandoned by its leaders and sacked.
the city was walled in 1B51;

According to Barth

(1965 II:606).

Nachtigal (1B81 : 251) describes l'lao in 1871

as little more than an open village which had been moved soma kilometres
south since the 1850's.
Competition over the nomination of successive

~s

opposed Waday to

the Awlad 5liman and their Duu and Daza allies through the 1850's and 60's.
At one point the Arabs aven gave military aesistance to a pretender to
the throne of II/aday (CarbQJ 1912

1: 33).

Nachtigal depicts relations

between Wadayans and Arebs at that time es follows:
n ••• 5ince the beginning of his reign. "Ohammed Ali of Waday
(r. 1858 - 1874) had andeavoured to protact his vaseale in the
west. northwest and north of the king dom from the incassant incursions
of these restless neighbours in Kanem by bringing aIl parties to
conclude binding friendship treaties.
In addition. hs recognised
that Kanam. whare he sought to meke his hitherto nominal authority
more and mora effective. was.dominated by the Awlad 5liman to such
an extent that they wsre neither to be albogether neglected nor
easily subordinated.
They terrorised not only the indigenous
Daza and Kanembu. but were decidedly more powerfui than Waday's
governor who resided in l'lao.
Indeed. King Ali had round it
necessary to reinstate (Alifa) l'Iahamadu. who had been destituted for
gravely insulting him. because the Awlad 5liman did not wish to
tolerate the latter's successor. (Alifa) l'Iusa. as their neighbour in
l'lao.
It is alao possible that the glory-seeking prince was entertaining
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hostile designs egainst Bornu.
The warlike Arabs could naturally
be instrumental in carrying out such plans, although it WDuld have
been difficult to persuade them to teke an active part in an
enterprise against their benefactor, the old 5hEhu Omar.
In any
case, Ali had ta eneure their neutrality." .
1

The 1870's

an increaee of

ea~

47

(Ply translation)

Nachtigal 18B1

51iman influence over Kanem in

A~ad

general as weIl as the development of serious conflicts between the
Kanembukanembu-speaking populations themselves.
mentions that by 1871, after having mainly remainad in the 80rku region
north of Kanem, Awlad 51iman raids attained Dagana to the south and
Darfur tO.the eaet.
where the

~

They had, however, abandoned raids on 50uth Kanem

was fOrced to pay tribu te to the Arabs

(~the

relation

of one such occasion involving the tranefer of 500 head of cattle by

.!!!!.! l'luea

in 1871 : Nachtigal 18B1 : 279).

The Dalatoa also engaged in

attacks at this time against more eaeterly dependants of Waday, under
whoee authority they, in principle, remained.

The Dalatoa further became

involved in hostilities with the Tunjur, in whoee interest it
loyal eUbjects of lIIaday than the Dalatoa.

~as

to be more

Indead, the Tunjur still

entertained dreams of enticing the Kanembu from power.
At the seme period, the lineages allied with the Kanembu N'gijim of
Dibinenchiwere competing for local supremacy.

This sporadically led

to armed conflict with the Darka and their allied lineages.

Neither of

the two coalitione were free from additional internal diesentione.

The

development of internaI strugglea was facilitated by the area'a role as a
stratagic buffer zone between the Wadayan and Fezzani zone of influence
(see P1aps 7 and 9).
In 1874, Yusuf Wald Ali became Sultan of Waday.

He was reputed to be

a weak king and during his reign, Fezzani influence became predominant
throughout the western part of ·Kanem.

The Wadayane did, nonethelees,

manage to maintain thelr precedence over the Tunjur, in spite of Delataa
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armed intervention, as
Daza
the

~edelea (~~aps
~Edelea

as ovar foskey,a northern Kanemi fiaf of the

~ell

9 and 10).

Notwithstanding their reduped numbera,

had aubatantial influance over other Daza groups of the area,

in particular the Dogorda of N'tiona, who were vaasals of the fezzani, and
also the Daza of

~ao

chieftaincy.

Thay did not pay

~

to the

~

but

their chief did receive inveetiture from him after being designeted in
eccordence with the decision of their own notables and after eppointment
by the king of Weday (eatele 1954 : 14).
The reign of
~

1880to 1889.

~ ~stefa ~ahmadu

leeted elmost e decade from

As often occurred, the governor's snstatement in office

was followed by demonstratione of authority against some of the subJsct
populations of Kanem.

In this instance, according to Landeroin (1911:385),

the Tubu Dwarda wers disciplined for having refused ta pay "taxes".
reign of
for

~e

~ustafa,

The

apart from this incident, is quits difficult to retrace

dispose of no travellers' or later administratars' accounts.

furthermore, the period was beyond ths raach of human memory at the time
of my fieldwork.

Ho~ever,

and Duu oral sources, that
coincided

~ith

it can be suggested on the baeis of Kansmbu

~ustafa's

accession to office approximately

an aggravtion of conflicts for regional aupremacy in the

south.
The Darka fought with

thei~

Kanambu subjects who were previously

under Bara auzerainty, namely the Rudou, Kanku, Bade, and N'jaliu.

The

Bara, along with their Adia and Rea clansmen, joined forces with the
Kanembu N'gijim and thsir Duu subjecte.

This

"~ar",

breaking traditional

patterns of interclan and interetratum solidarity in the South, established
a certain Darka eupremacy in the area.

Oral sourcss also testify that

after this conflict, the Darka pursued their advantage by concluding a
temporary alliance with the Wadayans which implied at least short-term
neutrality of the TunJur of

~ndo.

Ths Duu of N'guri were thus in s
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posture ta inflict another defeat on the N'gijim, with whom they claimed
common Bulala ancsstry, forcing many, by the admission of thei r own
experts in oral history, to flee into Kuri country..

Alliance \IIi th the

N'gijim thus, did not prove very fruitful ta the Bara who report that
some of their number found it neceseary to migrate south, leaving the
Rea in a prscarious situation.
At the end of the dscade, 1BB9 according to Landeroin's (1911
data, Abd al-Jelil, chief of the Awlad 51iman, summoned
Chitati to recognise Fezzani BUzerainty over Kanem.
of course, e direct affront to Waday.

1

385)

~ ~uetafa

to

This geeture was,

Mustefa refused to submit ta

Abd el-Jelil's demand and the Arabs did net then hesitate to make good their
u~timatum

by marching on l'Iso.

The

.!!!lli fled to Waday where he soon disd.

By net reacting to this provocation, Wadey conceded de facto recognition
of Fezzani supremacy over Kanem.
son of

~emey,

Abd el-Jelil was quick to instate Haji,

alifa of l'lao in 1B93.

Sultan Yussuf of Waday is aven said

to have gone so far as ta return some 200 camels to the Awlad 5liman,
which had bsan confiscated from them by the Agid el-Bahr, Waldi 5haib (cf.
Carbou 1912

1

1

34).

With the exception of the districts of Dibinenchi

and N'guri, all of Kanem was controlled or dirsctly meneced by the Awlad
51iman.

PIondD wae in a very dangerous position.

Although regularly

visited bythe Wedayans, the Tunjur fief was at the mercy of a surprise
attack by the Fezzani, who constantly sought slaves to be eent to the Kawar
market or traded for southern grain.

In this situation, the isolated

Tunjur could count on no support from ths Dalatoa on the aouthern Kanembu
and Duu.
In 1B94, the Fez zani and the forces of

~

Haji attacked l'londe.

The large village was plundsrsd and Tunjur Fugbu Othman put to' death without
the Wadeyana reacting to the murder of their chisf vaseal in Kanem (Carbou
1912 1: 92-93)'

Indeed, the forces of Aqid Waldi Shaib as weIl ae of
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his successor Hsggar Kabir were engaged in yat anothar struggle.against
Rabah (ths Conqueror) (cf. Carbou 1 1912).
fierce .ompstition for the Tunjur
Ahmed Wald

~ehmed.

~

Ths saek of Plondo snta11ed a
(turban).

of a Dalatoa mother. as fugbu.

Abd el-Jelil invested
Carbou reports that

Ahmed reigned for nearly one year :
"InternaI struggles and foreign intervention ravaged Tunjur country
and many inhabitants fled to Dibinenchi.
Fugbu Ahmed weld Uthman
succeeded Ahmed.
In 1893. Ahmsd Wsld Uthman had Just finishsd a
stay in Waday and was passing through Fitri. In the meantims. a new
rival. Ahmed Weld Idrisi Weld Jiber was gathsring Tunjur and Duu
Die11 et At-Tait end l'Ielekun.
Fighting broke out. The fugbu kept
the upper hend end Ahmed (Weld Idrisi). defeated and wounded. fled
to l'lao. The Deletoa latsr proposed a peacs ssttlement to ths Tunjur.
ln order to forget the past. they offered three women and three
horses: the Tunjur accepted the three horses and peace was sworn
on the Koran."
(Carbou 1912 I: 81)
(l'ly transI ation )

Following the assassination of Abd el-Jelil. paramount chief of the
Awlad Sliman. in 1895. war broke out between the Awlad SIiman

~aisa

and

Jebair under Sheikh Sherif ed-Din and the followsrs of Sheikh Rhet.
son of Abd el-Jelil.
war.

This conflict degenerated into a pan-Kanem civil

Sheikh Rhet was actively supported by ths majority of the Fezzani,

Fugbu Adum's Tunjur and Kajalla 8ar's Duu Darka and Kanembu of N'guri.
Sherif ed-Din won some support. the extent of which is difficult ta assees.
from the Kanembu N'gijim and possibly. from the Duu Adia. Bara and Rea.
Sherif' s protégé in PIao.

~

Jerab. son of alifa P1usa. was put out of

office by Sheikh Rhet's partisans.

Jerab thence took refugeéamong the

N'gijim in Dibinenchi and was replaced by e cousin.

~

P1ustafa. son

of alifa Haji. following a very short-lived reconciliation with Sheikh
Rhet.

Cerbou gives an exact account of how the psoples of Kanem took sides

in the civil conflict originated by the discord among Awlad Sliman :
"It is said••• that the Sheikh (i.e. Abd el-Jel11) paid for the
laek of sympathy which he had shown toward Senussi propaganda with
hie °lifs.
The Sheredat flad. being more or less accused of having
participated in the murder and fearing. in addition. the hoetility
of Sherif ed-Din.
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Discord srose bstwesn Sherif sd-oin and Rhat, son of Abd el~Jslil.
righting broke out bstween tham.
Rhet had.the support of the
Shsredat, Hewat, Magarba, Bedur, Gedatfa, Mejabera, of soms Khuwan
and of numsrous inhabitants of Kansm : Tunjur, oalatoa of ~
Aji, Duu of kalala 8ukar (N'guri), Aburda Goran, Ankuds, ouu oieri,
Dogorda, ramala, etc. - totalling about 5,000 men.
5herif ed-Din
supported Ahmed, a young brothsr of Rhet with the help of the
Myaissa, Jebair, GadDa and of ~ Jerab's people.
The principal encounter between the two sides had teken place at
El-Usfer at the time the Meynier expedition arrived in Kanem."
(Carbou 1912 1 : 93 - 94)

(l'Iy translation)

The "conquest" of South Kanem by the rrench was achieved by
demonstrations of strength at Dibinenchi and N'guri.
were fiœd, during almost ri tual encounters.

Only a few ehots

On the arrivél of the

Joalland-l'Iaynier column at Dibinenchi, the destituted "alifa" Jerab and
his host, N'gijim kalala Abdu, immediately surrendered to the French
(16 November 1899).

Jerab, posing as the reigning head of Kanem, signed

a peace treaty with rrance (25 November 1899) which stipulated :
"Article One ••• Alifa Jerab places the cantons of Dibinenchi and
N'guri under the protection of the rrench Government. The country
extends ae far north as Chitati, to the west of (leke) Chad, to
the land of Oagana in the south and to Waday in the east.
Article Two ••• The rrench Government relievee Kanem of all obligations
to ~ich it was eubjected vis-i-vis Waday.
Garrisons ensuring the effective defence of Kansm against the
incursions of Waday bands will be placed in the country of ~
Jerab."
(l'Iy tranelation)
Jerab was assigned a guard of 60 riflemen by the French which enabled
him to overthrow and exscute his cousin and rival,

~

the support of the Duu of N'guri and the Tunjur.

Jerab's fortunes quickly

reversed.

ln 1900, he was captured by the Tunjur near

the withdrawal of his rifle detachment by the rrench.

Mustafa who had

~ndo,

following

He was then

delivered to 8ir Alali in North Kansm before 5aid Barrani, leader of the
5enusiya and executed by the Awlad 511man of Sheikh Rhet.
Barra~succeeded in

Subsequently,

reconciliating the two opposed rezzani factions as well

as in allying the latter with several thoueand Twareg from Air and Dsmergu
who had fled the rrench occupation of Niger.

Disposing Dt' a small army
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of seesoned

~erriors,

he ordered the fortificetion of Bir Aleli in order

to breE< the french advance
18 - 1).

(~Carbou

1912 1 : 95 - 99

and Catala 1954:

To check the 5enusiya opposition to their ad vance, the french

occupied Da9ana and
of Jerab, known as

~assakory

~ala,

in October 1901 and invested Ali, brother

as alifa.

which was to attack Bir Alali.
forces retreated to N'guri.

This venture
A french post

settlement while.simultaneously,
(~Catala

1954 : 18).

Mala was designated to lead a column

~ndo

~as

~as

a failure and

~ala's

established in this

was secured by colonial troops

Three months later, in January 1902, the french

themselves captured Bir Alali, thus sealing the occupation of Kanem.
french

prot!g§~ ~ala

distant kinsman
~ala's

~

entered Mao some days later, evincing his

Mahmat, son of legbada

~amey

and a Fezzani appointee.

hereditary primacy over the surrounding chieftaincies as wall as his

right to collect ths

~

from the area'e Kanembu residents were underwritten

by the french in recognition of services rendered.

Mala in turn rallied

the Daza Dogorda who lived to the north of N'tiri and had cooperated with
the fez zani, ae weIl as the chief of Rig-Rig to the west and the Kuri
and the Buduma.

At this point, the dagree of sffective influencs of the

Dalatoa over the peoples of Kanem was, thanks to french support, as strong
or stronger than at any time during the 19th century.
~any

of the southern chiefs were maintained in their functions such

as Darka ka lala
N' gijim

Bar of N' guri,Bara

~

ka lala Abdu N' Jukwai of Dibinenchi.

N' jukwa of Bari Kolom and
A change of dynasty was,

however, decided for the Tunjur whoss large chieftaincy was divided into
ten different cantons between 1908 and 1912 (Ses Maps 10 and 11).
betwesn

~ao

and N'jigdada, on ths other hand, wers reinforced as

Links
~

Jiber,

clan head of the Kanembu (Kogona) Oimaru, was succeeded by his son-in-Iaw
Khalifs Aji, brothsr of

~s

Jsrab and

~ala (~Catala

1954 : 18 - 19).
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By a decree of 5 Pctober 1910,' the,cercledu Kanem wae replaced by a
Circonscription du Kanem which included "the Kanem plateau, the wadie
eurrounding (Lake) Chad and the Bahr el-Ghazal,~gana, the, nomScdip
populations of the Bahr

"

(quoted by Catala 1"954 : 23), the- extr8lll&north

of Kanam still being occupied by the

fezzani~

By decrea of 23 OBcambar 1912, tha Mao subdivision was divided into
three new subdivisions administered From Mao, N'guri and Bol, rsspectively.
As previously occurrsd in Monda chieftaincy, ths new subdivisions were
divided into numeroue cantons.

This directly reduced the alife'e ability

ta mainta1n his fiscal and dynastic claims in the South.
chiaftaincy was effectively reduced to Mao

~

The l'lao

and righte of suzerainty

including certain fiscal prerogatives, bath official and de factoU9T&
restricted to N'tiry, foskey, Korofu, the Kedelea, the lraa, the Noria and
the Gadda (Catala 1954 : 23 - 27).

This blobl to the alifa' s

",as compensated by the investiture of the

~'s

authority

kinsmen as chiefs.

This

policy led to an appreciable coneolidation of Oalatoa influence in Kanem'e
Kansmbu core ares.
On 7 Msrch 1920, the hitherto Territoire militaire du Tchad lIIae
rechrietened tHe Colonie du Tchad.

french policy makere, deemedit therefore

advieeable, in ward if net alwaye in deed,to consolidate the authority of
those local chiefs in power in 1899 or their eucceeaore.

Catala (1954

29 - 3D) etates:
"In the eubdivisions of Mao andN'guri as, moreover, in the reet of
Chad and french Equatorial Africa, one witnsssed a process of
regrouping and renovation of chieftainciee in view of reconstituting
indigenoue eocieties.
Thie Illas to promete their advancsment to a
higher level of development within their traditional eetting."
(My translatioA)

In practice, this conjoint recognition of ths shock administered to African
societies and of the neceesity of "évolution", wes concretised in Kansm by
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the disbRnding of

recently-create~ sma~ler

cantons from 1920 to 1934.

In

the nort~ of Kanem. such was the fate of Oelefianga (1922). N'tiry (1924).
Korofu (192B) and Foskey (192B ?) (Catala 1954 : 30 - See ~apa 10 and 11).
The policy of "regroupement" resulted in the creation of a domain
for Kosao OUguchi of N'tiona. who waa proclaimed kalala by the
1930 (See

~ap

11).

~

in

This political operation waa undertaksn to eatablish

an intermediary authority between ths peoples of North Kanem and the French
administration acceptable to both the Dalatoa and the colonial power. rather
than to promote the northern pastoralists and their dependants "to a higher
level of dsvelopment within their traditional satting."

On 20 December

1933. the subdivision of Mao was divided along ethnic lines into four
cantons controlled by the Has'auna Rhuar Arabs. the Has'auna Hamat Arabs.
the Kanembu subject to alifa Zezerti. who had replaced
"Goran"

~

undar the Daza Kosso of N'tiona.

who were on excellent terms. controlled
1954 : 32).

90~

~ala

in 1934,and a

The two latter chiefs.

of Kanem's population (Catala

This agreement. which excluded the Arabs from any significant

say in Kanem's affairs. used the Daza presence in a "buffer zone" north of
Mao to enhance the alifa's position in Kanem proper and to allot him the
greatar initiative in ths South. which he and his ancestors had coveted for
so long.
In 1934. the Colonie du Tchad was integrated into a widar entity of
mixed Muslim and animist Christian composition with Muslims being a
distinct minority. known as Oubangui-Chari-Tchad.

The governor of this

colony was responsible to the federal governor general of tha A.E.F.
(Afrique Eguatoriale fran.aise).

Under this new administrative arrangement.

Kanem and its eastern neighbour Batha were grouped into a single département.
The French chef ds département was assigned to Mussoro and not Mao.
gave greatsr freedom of manouvre to the

~

on his own lands.

This
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The French sought to build up Rpowerful R sultanatee throughout
Muslim Chad (with the exception of the deeertic North) centred at Abeshé
(lIIaday), Fitri (in Bulala country) , Fort-Lamy, thecapi tal, P1assenya
(Baginni

and, naturally, Mao.

A circular of the governor general

of ~ , quoted by eatala (1954

36), declares thie policy to be

opportune:
R ••• becauee it alone is capable of promoting durable progress
in these immense tsrritories ••• where direct rule, moreover
poorly suited to ths mentality of the population, encounters
insurmountable difficultiee in view of the (poor) etate of finances
and (the lack) of personnel. R

(My translation)
Chad was.too large to be administered directly by the relatively emall
group of administrators and technicians sssigned to the colony.

At this

early stage of the colonial period, the only African personnel to havs baen
trained in the French service were some few locel interpreter/guides and
infantrymen brought in from other distant colonies.

The governor general

thus favoured an ambivalent Rlimited indirect rule" option.

The

necessity of such a policy at the time was directly related to the Great
Depression, the brunt of which struck France, somewhat belatedly, ae of
1933- 34.

These circumstances offered great potential for

~

lezerti

and represented a great danger for the chiefs of the N'guri district.
ultimate objective of the alifa,

The

supported by relative French

impotence, was to eliruinate all chefs de canton (~Catala 1954 : 3B).
By decision of 30 September 1934, all Kanembu of the Mao and N'guri
districts were put under the direct command of the alifs.

On 12 August 1935,

the Duu cantone of Am Oobak, Dokora and Kiwa were amalgamated into the
Sultanat de l'lao

<st: l'laps

11 and 12).

Baderi-N'guri canton was divided into

four groupements, each controlled by a resident representative of the

~.

Mao itself wes divided into four groupements, Tarfe, Velle, N'geleya
and Yagubri, respectively adminiatered by brothers and a cousin of lszsrti
who were requirad to reside in Mao

(eatala 1954 : 42).
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AlI other chefs de canton ip the South, including those of N'jigdada
and Dib:.nenchi, were also demoted to chef de groupement and supervised by
an envuY from Mao with ample powers.

Catela (1954 : 49) writes:

"Ae of 193B, the ~ was in fact, with the support of the colonial
authorities, a true ruler under a rather loose protectorate."
From 1939 to 1945, French re9ulation of the alifa's policies was
almost nil.

In 1943 - 44, a "palace" was built for the Kanembu potentate

with "captive" labour.

In 1945, he was awarded the Legion d'Honneur end

the colonial power paid for his pilgrimage to Mecca.
reestablished their presence, the

~'s

As the French

instructions came directly from

the governor and not through the chef de subdivision whowas the officially
appropriate intermediary.

The colonial government pursued the

~'s

opponents and potential contradictors, enebling him to consolidate his ho Id
over 22 cantons (Catala 1954 : 50 - 54).

In 1947, governor Rouge, as

quoted by Catala (1954 : 56) declared :

" •••• the representatlve of the colonial government in Mao is under
strict instructions: Kanem is to be administered with the Sultan
(i.e. ~) and by ths Sultan.
This is necessary and indispensible
in order to counterbalance the Nigerian Sultanates."
(l'ly translation)
The governor's vision of a "weighty" and internally centralised
Kanem sultanate acting as a counterweight on the Imperial map to British
Bornu proved overly dependent on the person of Zezerti as opposed to the
function of

~.

On 26 September 1947, Zezerti died of cancer in his

middle age, shortly before he was to have baen deeignated chef supérieur
of the districts of Mao, Zigey, Rig--Rig, 801 and Massakory.

He was

succeeded by his eldest son, l'lohammed Ali (~Catala 1954 : 53 - 56).

The

idea of a Grand Sultanat was abandoned almost forthwith due to the revived
opposition of peripheral chiefs.

eatala (1954 : 59) notes the loss of their
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"$sntimepts de dêferance et DeresBeot amical" toward the Dalatoa chief.
By the snd of 1949, the a11!A's authority was once again circumscribed
to the chieftaincies of Mao, Tarfe, N'galea, Velle and Vabugri.

The twelve

cantons of N'guri subdivision wera to be administarad by the governor, the
alifa retaining only spacific supsrvisory rights
the alifa's envoys were recallad to Mao in 1950.

(s!.

Catala 1954 : 63).

That sarne yaar, Mao's

authority over the North was restriotad by the craation of tha District
Nomade du Nord Kanem.

As of 1953, naw chefs de canton received their

kadmul (turban) of investiture from the French residant officsr (5aa Maps
12 and 13).
Buijtenhuija (1978 : 59 - 61) distinguishes two stages in Franch policy
towards the SUBans and chiefs of the North of Chad.

During the firet

psriod, pra-colonial polities wera fragmented and pro-French Chadians
were put at the head of the resulting splinter-units.

This process is

characterised by Buijtenhuijs (19781 60, quoting La Cornec 1963) as
r

"la fonctionna4sation du sultan".

Buijtenhuijs (1979 : 61) portrays this

policy as 1
"the policy of the 'great turbans' ••• which, more than before,
attributed aùthority to chiefs belonging to the former ruling
families. However, the colonial government continued to intervene
in succeasion procedures whenever it deemed appropriate.
Thus,
in moet cases, the authority of native chiefs was far From belng
ensured ."
(My translation)
The situation in Kanem, however, was not so easy for the colonial power
to manipulate.

During the colonisation process the province's importance

as s buttress against British/Bornuan interests gsnerally seams to have
oparated in favour of the alifa. at least in the medium terme

As the day

of independence approached, relatively rich and densely populated Ksnem
was of capital importance ln ensuring the North/South balance on which the
existenca of the Chadian 5tate wes to directly depend.
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During the 1960's and aarly 1970's, the
restricced to that of a chef de canton.
relie\~ng

~'s

position was officially

In spite of a 1963 State decree

chefs de canton of their tax-collecting duties, and a 1966

decision nullifying their role as justices of the peace, the

~

was

generally treated by the Tombalbaye and Mallum governments as a sultan.
Indeed, his cooperation was needed in checking any possible radicalisation
of Muslim Kanem within the framework of a Christian/Animiet-dominated
R~publigue

du Tchad in which Muslims, though in a slight numerical majority,

were under-recognised and underrepresented in the State apparatus.
Since the end of the colonial period, insubordination and'insurgency
in Kanem have been more than rhetorical hypotheses for those in power in
fort-Lamy, later N'djaména.

Such fears were weIl justified sinoe successive

governments have condoned, if not sometimes encouraged, the persistence of
numerous aspects of the taxation system described in Chapter 4.
As of 1963, rebellions against the central authority broke out in
several areas of North Chad, especially in the East-Centre regions.

In

Oecember 1967, violent encountere with government forces occurred in the
Bahr-el-Ghazal, at Dum-Dum on the southeastern Lake shore and Iranga, south
of Noku.

following an encounter in the Prefécture du Lac that month:

" ••• an important rebel band moving through open territory is said
to have been located from the air (probably by the french air forcel)
and subsequently annihilated by the Chadian army."
Buijtenhuijs 19?B :

(My translation)

This encounter and its outcome were confirmed to me by a high-ranking
french officer (interview 1973) who estimated the Bize of the rebel group
to have exceeded 250 men.
following these hostilities, the revoIt did not spread in Kanem
as it did in the eastern préfectures and the Borku-Ennedi-Tibesti prefecture
which was occupied by french forces after independence in 1960 until 1965.

lhis passivity i9

rema~able

since fiscal abuse wss decidedly stranger

in Kanem than in other northern areas.

Swift and

~assive

military

repressian as of 1967 ie an important but nct an adequate explanation of
Kanem's apparent acceptance of the existing régime.

Abba Siddick, a

•

northern revolutionary leadar quoted by Buijtenhuijs (1978 : 410) states
" ••• in Kanam, fBUda! structures pereiet. The peasants, or rather
the eerfs, live on land which does not belong ta them and wo~ for
the Denefit of true overlord-ownere. Political action is difficult
end alienation is acute (Nineteen queetions to Abba Siddick, p.12)."
(My tranelation)
Buijtenhuijs (1978 : 410, n. 4) suggests that this situation is the
result of the reinforcement of the office of

~

by the french during

the reign of Zezerti (1934 - 1947) es opposed to the decline of the royal
houee in liJaday fo11ollling a difficult french conqusst

(.Et: Carbou 1912).

It May also be notad that the Ialamic clergy ie ralatively weak in Kanem
and exercises little political influence.

In central Kanem, the ulema

have tanded to be cloeely eubordinatsd to the alif9's wishes.
Buijtenhuijs (1978 : 411) anelysee the alifa's.role in Kanemi politics
alll followe:
"The alife of Mao i9 a true deepot, powerful and feared, even
sometimea in fort-Lamy_
He ia a ruler who reaponde to the summone
of the aou&-Dtéfet when he feele like it and ignores them when it
euite him better (Official dOcument 27, p. 14). A french 90ldier
(interview Auguet 1974), moreover, gave me ta underetand that the
alif! has even succeeded in keeping the sous-préfecture ovet which
he exerciees direct authority, free from the preeence of Sara
civil servants by neming members of his eizeeble kindred throughout
the public service.
The seme informant spoke of a sort of secret
agreement, said to have obtained between president Tombalbaye and
the alifa. according to which the lattsr would remain loyal ta the
régime on ths condition that he would be allowed to maintein hie
internal autonomy, with ths préfet of Kansm serving rather as an
ambassador to the alifa.
This msy be a bit exaggerated but is not
altogether impossible."
(My translation)

The military coup of 1975 rssulted in the dsath of a by then demented
Tombalbaye.

Prior to this, it would seem that the authorities in Mao blere

impervious ta, though hardly unaware of the fact that the chancss of
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Frolinat and other

~uslim

rebel groups to take control of Chad and thus,

indireccly, of Kanam and the Lake area, were steadily increasing.
Mohamrr~d

apparently felt it a better risk to deal with an unstable military

régime both constrained and willing to tolerate his continued rule over
Kanem, than with popular movements intent on liquidating autocracies of
the type he led.

This is, on the face of matters, quite understandable.

What is more paradoxical is why the peoples of Kanem,submitted to diverse
forms of repression and under the duress entailed by the drought,did not
join a rebellion which, by 1975, was sven beginning to make inroads in
ln theory, one rebel organisation did emergs in

some southern regions.

Kanem at the beginning of 1978, under ths denomination Conseil de
Commandement des Forcss Armees Occidsntales, led by a certain Mahmat
Abderrahman.

8uijtsnhuijd ( 1978: 453) hypothesill with regard to this

spurious group is, in my opinion, not without foundation
RAs far as 1 know, the western army only comprises a few dozen
soldiers and one wonders if it is not manipulated by Nigeria,
which wants to be aseociated with the settlement of the Chadian
civil war and which, in turn, possibly represents Amarican
interests in the region. R
(Ply translation)
The subsequent participation of Nigerian troops in the armistice forces
sent to Chad following the fall of the Plallum government in 1979, under
the combined pressure of different North Chadian rebel groups,

supports

this view, es does the yet small-scale extraction of oil by an American
firm north of PIao, under a permit granted by Tombalbaye.
If the present revolutionary régime of N'djaména is consolidated under
a North/South coalition government with a P1uslim dominant, profound politicel
end, eventually, sociel-structural changes are likely to ensue for the peoples
of Kanem.

Pessimists might object, however, that the

~

authority has

over past decades and csnturies weathered equally intense storme.

*

*

*

*

*
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1 would now like ta complement the preceeding historicel commente
by certein deta referring to the sauthern Ouu chieftaincies, in order to
facilitate underetanding the interrelations between general political
trends and changee in marriage patterns obaerved at the clan and cantonal
levels (Chaptere 6, 7, 8 and 9).
Ae haa already been made clear, the Darka chieftaincy at N'guri
exerted e prs-eminent influence over all the Duu or South Kanem prior to
1899.

Thia chieftaincy was alsa a credible competitior for regional

ascendancy in its repeated etruggles with neighbouring Ksnembu groupe.
Following·hostilities with the Duu Bara and their Adia and Rea clansmen
(~

1880 according ta Cstals 1954

1

13, aa early as the 1860'e according

ta my oral data supported by Nachtigal 1881
uppsr hand ovsr surrounding Kanembu.

261), ths Darka gained the
balance
As ths power/wae thus rsveresd in
1

the Bari district, the Kanembu Kanku, Bads, Bareu, Disri and Rudou, until
then Bara subjscte, were drawn inta a close nalliance n with the Darka.

As

Kanembu, thay paid certain taxee ta ths alifa, but ae reaidenta of N' guri
end Bari, thay were alao aubjsct ta certain forme or taxation end
mllitary obligations vis-à-vie the Duu.

Thie aituation wae uniqus in

Kanem and may .be attributed to a multiplicity of factors, among which
Darka Bulala origina, Ouu military àelf-eurficiency, and quarrels betwean
Kenembu IIlhich had enteiled aouthlllard migration from the Kanem plateau to
South Kanem stand out.

The Darka thamselvea, along ldith other autonomous

Duu, did not pay .!!!Y5!.. or tribute ta either tha Dalataa, tha Fezzani or the
Wadayane.
Aftar briefly contsmplating rsaistance to the French, Darka kalala
Bugar eubmitted to ths invaders on 24 Dacember 1B99.

Of aIl the

chieftainciea of South Kanem, it ia reasonable to maintain that the Darka
wera to suffer the greateat territorial, fiacal and political disadvantages
from the establiahment of colonial rule.

In 1904, the Daza Warda snd the
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Duu Warda blacksmiths under .!!!.!!}.!!!!!. S""Jkuri, former dependants of the Darke
IIlho lIIe, ..e exempted from the'!!!y!! by virtue of their special religioue stetus

(.EL.

~atala

1954 : 21), lIlere attached to the newly founded canton of 1'I0toa •

In 1906, the Kanembu Bade of Baderi, a tOllln located juet one dune alllay:
from

N~guri,

lIlere granted the chieftaincy over a nelll canton, conetituted

on IIlhat had formerly been the northern part of

terminated Kanembu dependency on the autonomous Ouu.
of Dokora lIlere granted a

separate~.

This act

N'guri~.

In 1909, the Darka

This consummated previously

extant teneions betllleen the Darka Yunaya and l'Iusaya descent lines.
In accordance with above-described french policies and Kanembo pressures,
N'guri

~

in 1932.

Illas integrated into the Kanembu Bade-led

~

of Baderi-N'guri

Three years later, the nelll entity lIlae split into four

9roueemsnt§~

Baderi came under the control of

the~.

remaining segments, one was left under the Darka and the
granted to the former Kanembu vassale of the Darka.

t~

Of the three
others lIlere

AlI three of these

unite lIlers adminiatratively joined to l'Iotoe canton. itself under the
authority of the alifa's repreaentative in Baderi (BL eatala 1954 : 47 end
B2 - B4).

After the escapade of the Grand Sultanat, N'guri

~

reconstituted in 1949 in ita present form (See l'laps 13 and 14),

Illas

ensuring

the Darka enough land to live on but definitively taking from them the
attributes IIlhich establiehed their privileged position in later 19th century
South Kanem.
The situation of the other aouthern Duu claiming a more direct and
unmitigated hunter heritage than the Oerka, ia tightly intermeahed lIlith
that of the N'guri Duu, mainly for military reasone.

Prior to french

conquest, the hunters "capital" Illas located at Barikolom.

The chieftaincy

alternated among the Rea Kadia, the Rea Teteya, the Bara of Barikolom and
the Adia of Bari.
~

In 1B99, the chief of ths autonomous Duu hunters Illas

N'Jukllla of the Bara.

The

~s

clsimed Barikolom aa a vassal fief,

but this etatua Illas considerably tempered in practice by Duu military
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autonomy, ",hich contrasted ",i th Dslatoa vulnerabili ty to invaders.
~ccording

to the treety of Wei concluded ",ith the french in 1B99, mulima

N'Jukll/a and Darka

~

Bar lI/ere maintained in their offices.

From 1902 to 1908, Bari Kolom chieftaincy remained geographically
undivided as part of the N'guri subdivision of the

~ao

dietrict.

Damographically and politically, hOll/ever, the ceseation of the Kanemi civil
lI/ar folloll/ing the eetabliehment of ,French rule led to thè explosion of
inter-Duu antagonisme.

These had long been contained by obligatione of

aolidarity in the face of a permanent Kanembu menace aggravated by Fezzani
end Wadayan eXpaneion.

Thè politieal teasons expleining the &urge 01'

tenëlon smong Duu "'ete teinforced by a deslre to' break long-standing
~artitôrial enclav~erit

afound Wei ",adi, the most densaly populated nucleus

of Kanem, and to colonise new land.
Adia; Bera and also Kanembu migration to",ard Oagana and the Bahr elGhazal ",ae thue amplified (s.!'f Chapter 7).

Accol'dingly, in 1908, the

French treneferred the cantonal seat l'rom Bari Kolom tG the Rea Tateya
villsge of Ki",a.
With demographic ànd political tensione so notably reduced in relation
to tha 1890's; Kiwa's fortunee persisted for some years in spita of the
deperture of former Duu allies.

When the Circonscription du Kanem.

having raplacad the Cercla du Kanem (by decision of 5 October 1910),
wae divided inta six subdivisions

(by deeision of 23 Oecember 1912),

fifteen cantons ",ere established l'rom the l'ive previouely exieting ORes
(See l'laps 10 and 11).
1954 : 23).

Killla neverthelase, ",ae malntained (s.!: Catala

The excessive fractlonlng of surroundingl cantons l'rom 1902

to 1920 assisted the Rea in conaolidatlng their OlzlA Initially weak position.
Thie reinforcement was encouraged by the policy of the resident French
subdivieional officer l'rom 1912

tG

1915/16.

The main effect of hls

action was to clearly'delimit land rlghts bet",een clane by transl'erring
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the

res~onsibilitiss formerly

chiefs,

aFsume~

by the land chiefs to the

Furthermors, suzerainty rights of the

~

~

over the cantons

of N'guri subdivision were (temporarily •••• ) supprsssed (eatala 1954 : 24-25).
French policy was, in general, considerats of Duu interests and
attempted occasionally to rectify major disparitiss in their relations
with the Kanembu.

The limited sffsctiveness of this action was almost

Inevitable to the extsnt that the colonisers wers willing, at the seme
time, to grant substantial concessions to the alifa in order that the
Dalatoa might in effect compensate the deficiencies of an undermanned
French administration.

Thus, a decision of 18 Dscember 1933, stipulating

the creation of a single Duu

~

regrouping the cantons of Am Dobak,

Bio-Bulo, Dokora and Kiwa was not applied (eatala 1954 : 34).

This

certainly could have had far reaching effects on Duu-Kanembu relations,
particularly with regard to the control of land resources.

Dn the contrary,

however, the subdivision of N'guri was dissolved on 7 September of the
following year and integrated into the subdivision of

~ao.

Kiwa

~

was maintained but effectively passed under direct Dalatoa supervision.
Dn 12 August 1935, Kiwa was incorporated into ths

~ao

chieftaincy (Catala

1954 : 45).
By 1941, after the fall of Francs,

~

lszerti felt himself sscure

enough to furthsr strsngthen his hold over greater Kanem by fractionning
the long-hostils southern chieftaincies.
Kiwa was split betwsen rival Rsa
"In passing", ths

~

invsstiture taxes

snd~

~

In kseping with this policy,

~ ~usa

~

Bukumi.

declared himself entitled to supplementary
proceeds from the Bara.

A year later, old

Musa was replaced by his brother mulima M'bodu Bugar.

the Rea section of Kiwa was divided in two by
~

and Bara

Musa Shuku, 555 of mulima Waday, 5

~

In 1948,

Ali, Valita going to

of Chorko.

~

M'bodu Bugar
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had since been convictad of theft and was replsced by hia "nephew"
~

Hasan at Kiwa 1 (cf.' Catala 1954

1

84).

As french influence was reestablished, the "cantons D of Kiwa 1. II
and III were reunited under the Rea Kadiya of Yalita.

The Bara of Bari

now graatly reduced in number, wère left only with the office of
of the village of Yawla.

following the conviction for theft of their

chief, the Teteya of Kiwa were also dèprived of their commando
1953,

~

by his son
~

Plusa Shul<u was killed by a guard.

and not the lerma of .!llf!. Ali.

and lilas replacèd by his uncle Hasan

~

He was followed in office

P1usa died Boon theteafter (~ 1956),

~'bolo

who remains chef de canton to

Under his tenure. social and economic conditions in the

have besn "etable D •

nor,appatèntly,

In April

The investitutre lilas performed by the frenCh Chef de

~·bodu.

déte (1975).

~

thé

However, Hasan haB had neitherthe means

liIill to séèk a rénewal of bonds with other Ouu and

to close the BOci~èêonomic gâp ilihich dividés thé latter from the
KahéMbu of hie ~ .

On thé other hend. the ~I s influence hes

dét:rèased locally eince independsnce and this, in the long term. might
allow the Rea to increasetheir herdé. grented two ever uncertain
réquisitBs, nll/llely, an improvemént of climatological conditions and
civil peace in Kemim.
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APPENDIX 6

The sequentiel dist'ibutiùn of the Ree marriage sampla

1895 - 1904
N

%

R

R

= 46

0

(lIJ)

n

R

A

5

0

(w)

3'.1 15.2 2.2

2.2

58.7

R

18

7

1

1

27

A

4.3

10.9 0

0

15.2

A

2

5

0

0

7

5

cl

0

4.3· 0

4.3

5

0

0

2

0

2

0

6.5

0

0

15.2 21.7

0

3

0

0

7

10

H)

50.0 26.0 6.5

17.4 99.9

"H)

23

12

3

8

46

n

R

A

5

0

(w)

R

28

6

3

12

49

A

5

1905 - 1914

N

~

R

R

= 81

5

0

34.6 7.4

3.7

14.8 60.5

A

2.5

2.5

0

2.5

7.5

A

2

2

0

2

6

5

2.5

0

4.9

0

7.4

5

2

0

4

0

6

0

4.9

1.2

0

18.5 24.6

0

4

1

0

15

20

35.8 100.0

H)

36

9

7

29

81

It H)

A

44.5 11.1 8.6

Abbreviations:

'W)

A: Aea
A: autonomous Duu
5: smiths
0: outsiders

H: husbands
W: rives
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1915 - 1924
N a 112

~

R

R

29.5 11.6 1.8

A

1.8

8.0

5

2.7

0

4.5

(H)

n

R

A

5

0

(w1

14.3 57.1

R

33

13

2

16

64

0

2.7

12.5

A

2

9

0

3

14

0

3.6

0

6.3

5

3

0

4

'0

7

4.5

0

15.2 24.1

0

5

5

0

17

27

!tHl

43

27

6

36

112

n

R

A

5

0

(llIl

22

82

A

5

38.4 24.1 5.4

0

(W)

32.1 100.0

1925 - 1934
N a 159

~
R

R

A

,23.0 7.7

(III)

5

0'

4.7

13.0 48.4

R

39

13

8

2.4

A

6

16

0

.4

S

2

0

1

'1

4

15

5

4

33

57

62

34

13

60

159

A

3.6

9.5

0

5

1.2

0

0.6 0.6 2.4
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n

R

A

S

0
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R
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5

0
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1
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3

2
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1
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7:

THE SEQUENTlAL JJISTRItlUTlON Of THE KANEMBU MARRIAGE SAMPLE

L

Abbr .3vietions:

local nobles

N : exterior nobles
D

dspendent

H : husbands
W

wives

1895 - 1914
N

W)

n

L

N

D

(W)
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6
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0
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